HOW TO USE THE AKRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX

Index entries are arranged alphabetically under subjects and proper names. In most instances material has been filed under specific rather than under general headings. Examples: Babeball news is under BASEBALL and not under SPORTS; news concerning the New York Central Railroad is under that name and not under RAILROADS or TRANSPORTATION. With few exceptions names of organizations appear under the key word of the name. Examples: NEGRO WOMEN’S CLAWS IN OHIO, ASSN OF; SOCIAL WORK, NATL CONF OF; LABOR, OHIO FED OF. Exceptions: chambers of commerce, companies, and some well-established names. Whenever necessary, headings are subdivided by geographical and topical subheads. Examples: FRANCE - Politics and Government; SCHOOLS - Ohio - Textbooks.

The proper name or subject heading is followed by a brief descriptive sub-entry and by a reference line. The following arrangement of sub-entries under headings is generally observed: Unrelated sub-entries are paragraphed simply in chronological order. In the case of related sub-entries continuity is maintained by arranging the items chronologically within the same paragraph. In a few other instances, where material is entered only under general headings (e.g., BOOKS, MOTION PICTURES, BIRTHS, DEATHS, MARRIAGES), the sub-entries are arranged alphabetically.

The reference line indicates date, page, and column. Example: N 1, 9:2, meaning November 1, page 9, column 2.

When the location of an event is not expressly designated or otherwise indicated under subject, the place of action is local.
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HOW TO USE THE AKRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX

The following are examples of index entries for a person, an organization, and a subject, with reference lines:

SRIVER, P
Injured when auto overturns, S 26, 1:4

FISH AND GAME ASSN, PORTAGE
Election officers; L S Hyers speaks, Ap 29, 37:2

LABOR
Viewed as having power to abolish war, poverty, and charity, It 28, 4:5

Cross references are used to direct the reader to the proper headings or to additional material under related headings. Examples:

ABANDONED CHILDREN, See Children
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES
See also Bigamy, Divorce, Families
ABBOTT (REV), A A
Sermon, Ja 29, 8:1

ABBOTT (DO), L W
Scores greed of trusts in address before VRU
graduating classes, Je 15, 2:2

ABLE, FRED
Arrested and fined for assaulting brother, My 26,
1:6

ABNER, CHARLES
Arrested on chg of visiting brothel, Ja 19,
1:5; fined, Ja 20, 2:6

AUGUST, TITLE, GUARANTEE & TRUST CO.
Elects officers, Ja 9, 8:4

AUCKLAND
Holds meeting, N 24, 4:5

ACCIDENTS
Note: Collisions between different vehicles are entered under the larger vehicle. Follow-up stories and damage suits resulting from accidents are entered under the names of individuals involved.

See also Fires; Insurance; Traffic; Workmen's Compensation

AERONAUTICS
Delphos
Harry Davis killed when parachute fails to open, Ag 24, 2:2

Presque Isle
Arthur Ledyard drowns in fall from balloon into lake, Je 22, 2:3

ASPHYXIATION
Akron
Charles Smith rescued, F 13, 4:2

N D Force killed by gas, F 19, 5:3

Mrs J F Jones overcome by gas, revived,
Ap 20, 6:2

Several members of Gen Charles Dick's household overcome by gas
does, D 15, 1:6

Helen Storrs and housekeeper overcome by gas
fumes, D 17, 1:4

Cause & Prevention
Gas cap should notify customers when necessary
to turn off supply, D 17, 4:2

Cleveland
Mrs E J Johnson dies while having tooth extracted
2a. ACCIDENTS (Cont)

BOATING AND BOATS

Akron
Matthew Stuart's canal boat damaged when water is drawn from canal, Jy 11, 5:6
Charles Bond rescued by W. Haynes, Ag 21, 0:2

Canton
Harry Stomers drowns in boat collision, Ag 15, 2:2

Lima
Lester Queen dies from gas fumes, William Siferd family overcome, Ja 2, 2:4

Lorain
John German dies when overcome by gas, Je 7, 2:6

North Benton
William Heisel and George Detchon die when overcome by gas in well, My 29, 2:2

AUTOMOBILES

See Accidents - Motor Vehicles

BASEBALL

See Accidents - Sports

BICYCLES

See also Accidents - Motor Vehicles

Akron
John A. Douglass injured when struck, Ap 12, 6:4
J. Clyde Harrison injured in buggy-bicycle collision, Ap 12, 6:6
E. M. Harris injured when struck, Jy 2, 5:7
Leonard Scott injured in fall, S 6, 1:3
Paul Matthew injured in bicycle-buggy collision, Ag 20, 3:5

Cleveland
Peter Wilheis falls from raft and drowns, Je 27, 2:6
Mrs. Jane Corrigan and 3 daughters, Mrs. Charles Riley and baby drown in Lake Erie when yacht upsets, Jy 9, 1:4
Charles A. Stroehlein drowns, Ag 15, 2:2
Unidentified body found, believed to be Corrigan Yacht Idler victim, Ag 30, 2:2

Lorain
Capt. John D. Baker washed by yawl during gale, rescued by sons, II 22, 2:2

Painesville
W. N. Negato drowns when boat capsizes, N 2, 2:6

Turkeyfoot Lake
J. Tracy Catlin rescued by George Stewart and E. J. Sohn when boat upsets, Ap 30, 3:5
Arthur Tracy rescued from drowning when boat capsizes, Jy 10, 5:3; Jy 11, 5:3

BOATING

See Accidents - Sports

BUILDING COLLAPSE

Akron
Lee Roy injured when tile floor collapses, Nr 20, 3:2

Cause & Prevention
Buchtel coal plans razing walls damaged by fire, F 13, 8:2

Cincinnati
Chatfield & Wood warehouse, Je 20, 2:4

1000

ACIDENTS (Cont)

BURNS

Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Akron
James Bush when paraffin and gasoline explode, F 13, 3:4
John Sailer's infant son scalded by fall into pail of water, F 17, 1:5
W. W. Miller when pan of hot lard spills on hand, Ag 11, 2:1
John Kehrler's infant son Arthur while playing with matches, S 24, 1:7
Joseph H. Clearwater scalded when flue blows out of boiler, O 15, 1:6
Milo Steiner dies from injuries reed when clothes catch fire, O 23, 6:5

Barberton
Michael Driscoll daughter while playing with matches, Ja 6, 3:1

Cleveland
Mrs. Amelia Franklinburg burned to death when clothes catch fire, F 20, 2:2

Cuyahoga Falls
Peter Cochran's daughter scalded to death by falling into kettle of hot water, F 3, 2:3

East Liverpool
Charles Powell dies, N 2, 2:2

Findlay
Robert Cameron son Frank burns to death when clothing is ignited, Ja 5, 2:2

Green
Billy Carl injured when boiler bursts, Ag 15, 8:5

Lorain
Phillip Wetzel infant daughter dies when clothing ignites, Ag 24, 2:2

Marion
Mrs. Rebecca Wood burned to death when clothes ignite, N 9, 2:2

Ravenna
Mrs. Elizabeth Farrell burned to death after dropping lamp, Ap 28, 11:1

3a. ACCIDENTS - BURNS (Cont)

Warren
Mrs. Evaline Partridge fatally burned and J. Clark burned in fire from oil stove, D 22, 11:5

Zanesville
Mrs. Edward Young when gasoline ignites, F 21, 2:5

CAUSE & PREVENTION

Akron
Sudden turning on and off of gas into reservoir blamed for potential explosion and asphyxiation cases, ed, D 3, 4:1

CAVE-INS

Akron
Godfrey Geslerous injured in sewer, Ag 16, 8:4
Harry Fennigan and Donald Denham rescued as bank covers them, N 21, 1:7

Cleveland
Joseph Cramell killed when sand bank caves in, Ag 22, 2:2

West Liberty
Portion of Middleburg rd caves in, Ag 28, 2:2

DIVING

Cleveland
William White killed when he dives into shallow water, Ag 9, 5:4

DROWNING AND NEAR DROWNINGS

Note: Unless otherwise specified, persons named are drowned

Akron
Unnamed person while skating, Ja 5, 3:6
George Cochran falls through ice, rescued, F 9, 8:5

Lee Mooney, Jy 25, 4:6
Gordon A. Harrington, S 10, 8:2
James Erskine, O 16, 6:3

Ashtabula
William Ryhol, Ag 21, 2:2

Batavia
Annie Hurd, N 27, 2:5
ACCIDENTS - DROWNINGS AND NEAR DROWNINGS (Cont)
Bowling Green
Lee Martindale, Jy 10, 2:2

Cleveland
Frank Carter, Jy 26, 2:2
Jefferson Chester, S 15, 10:4
James Gallagher body found in Cuy river, N 17, 2:4

Connewar
Emanuel Anderson, S 15, 10:4

Cottage Grove Lake
Beasley, Jy 23, 3:3

Cuyahoga Falls
George Henry Plappert, Ag 8, 6:2

Kent
Herbert Verberg, Je 10, 5:4

Inland
E S Eby, F 7, 8:5

Lorain
Capt A L Corbin, Joe Wrightman, Bert Munchey, and Charles Sullivan rescued as dredge founders, S 20, 2:2

Northampton
Bertha Thiess saved by brother, Ag 22, 8:5

Ravenna
Arthur Horshey, Je 29, 2:2

Sandusky
Nabel Marks and Harry Dane rescued, Ag 21, 2:2
Daniel Sheen, O 3, 2:2

Silver Lake
Maxwell Viewer rescues 3, Jy 6, 1:6

Toledo
Fred T Bordan, Ag 7, 2:2
Flossie Swetland, Ag 11, 10:2

Youngstown
Andrew Claus, Jy 31, 2:2

ACCIDENTS - ELECTRICITY - Akron (Cont)
E H Heaton injured when he runs against live
wire, Ag 20, 4:7
John Retzer burned when he touches live wire,
D 10, 6:3
Frank Vernet and Louis Roder killed in attempt
to remove live wires from pavement, N 26,
1:1
Carrie Harrison shocked when telephone wire falls
across trolley wire, N 27, 1:6

Cleveland
Charles Finney killed, Ag 21, 2:2

Youngstown
Thomas A Holestein electrocuted by picking up
live wires, Ja 17, 2:2
Edward Meyers killed while working as lineman,
S 8, 2:2

ELEVATORS - Akron
Earl White injured when caught between cage and
casing, My 10, 8:2
Charles Garman injured when caught between cage
and floor, My 10, 3:1

Cleveland
Fred Zaug killed when caught, M 20, 2:2
J Wolf and Fred Hoescher fatally injured when
elevator falls, My 1, 2:2
Fred Dunn killed, My 4, 2:7
Clarence Longsod killed when wedged between
car and floor, D 25, 2:2
John Vergolson fatally injured when caught
between floor and elevator, D 29, 11:3

Springfield
Clayburn Schroeder crushed to death, Je 15, 2:2

ACCIDENTS - EXPLOSIONS - Akron (Cont)
injured, Ja 31, 5:5
James Bush burned when paraffin and gasoline
explode, F 13, 3:4
Mrs J H Baxter burned when gas stove explodes,
Ap 6, 3:4
J P Zimmerman injured when box of torpedoes
explode, Ap 10, 3:5; Ap 11, 3:3
Mrs Ellen Keeling burned when lamp explodes and
ignites clothing, Je 21, 6:3
George Connell injured when cannon explodes,
Jy 5, 1:6
James Carl injured when fire cracker explodes,
Jy 5, 1:6
Vil Stengel and Henry Wesner injured when small
cannon explodes, Jy 5, 1:6
Mrs Alvin Rice res damaged when gasoline stove
explodes, Ag 10, 3:2
Clarence Hubbs burns to death, Ag 27, 1:3
Fred Shiner injured, Ag 27, 1:4
Not at cars stopped when boiler flue at power
station blows out, S 11, 6:2
East Ohio Gas co employee burned when gas line
bursts, S 18, 3:3
Mrs K Mills injured, N 17, 1:4
Egbert Freeman injured during attempt to build
fire when gasoline explodes, N 22, 1:6
Solomon Neal barn destroyed by fire when lantern
explodes, D 26, 5:6

Cleveland
Mrs Joseph Hatsby and son burned, Ag 7, 2:2

Columbus
Chittenden hotel damaged when boiler explodes,
N 3, 1:5
Philip James, Roy, Tully, and Lorray Weaver
killed, George White and Alice Weaver injured,
N 17, 1:3

Guy Falls
Perrie Arnold injured when furnace gas explodes,
D 12, 5:6

Delaware
Mrs James Sampson and daughter Anna injured
when dynamite fuse explodes, F 21, 2:5

Fostoria
Six employees of Columbia Fire Cracker works
injured, factory damaged, F 10, 1:6

Marysville
Burns and Mills laundry damaged when gasoline
Tank explodes, N 2, 2:2

Medina
County ct house destroyed, Ag 21, 1:3
Medina county ct house wrecked by accidental
explosion of dynamite, Ag 22, 2:2

Mogadore
Ward Lutz daughter burned to death when oil
can explodes and ignites clothing, Ap 9, 1:5

Portage
W A Cornell killed while blasting stumps,
N 9, 7:1

St Mary's
Wesley Morse and C A Gilbert killed, Jacob
McCoy and H M Davis injured when boiler
explodes at St Mary's Spoke works, bldg
ACIDENTS - FALLS - Akron (Cont)
Bessie Barbour and Anna Boyle, Ap 24, 6:2
John G Carpenter, H 11, 3:7
Louis Craft, H 11, 3:7
Arthur Logan, H 10, 3:1
F E Woonett, H 15, 6:3
Earl H Cooney, H 10, 3:1
P J Toner, H 21, 3:7
Frank Murphy, H 21, 4:3
John Mooney, H 25, 3:5
H H Habecker, H 7, 3:3
W F Malden, H 14, 6:7
John Eckart, H 22, 5:7
John White, H 23, 5:6
Michael Honadle, H 25, 1:5
W T Martin, S 4, 3:4
J E H Seger, S 12, 2:6
Earl Williard, S 14, 6:1
Warren Buckmaster infant daughter Delphine,
S 25, 5:6
John Peoples, S 29, 5:3
John Gross, H 12, 6:7
Mrs Lizzie Howland, H 10, 3:4
Mrs Lucinda Carpenter, H 20, 8:4
Mrs Cambell Hergen, N 27, 6:5
Mrs H Chalmers, N 20, 3:3
James Lang, D 13, 6:6
Adam Ham, D 15, 5:2
John Crawford, D 18, 4:5
Mrs Robert Finney, D 19, 3:2
Anna Lease, D 25, 3:2
Capt C H Smith, D 26, 3:5
Ashtabula
C W Knapp falls from window while walking in
eep, Je 8, 2:4

Brady Lake
Kelly H Hayes, Jy 3, 3:5

Canton
William Haynes, O 12, 6:3

Cincinnati
Lizzie Vitti killed in fall from 2nd floor,
Jy 20, 2:4

Cleveland
Fred Whitlock killed, Ja 12, 2:3

Geauga Falls
Robert Watson killed, Jy 10, 1:2

Granger
Abbie Young, Jy 3, 3:6
John Amos, Jy 15, 6:5
Mrs Stina Goodyear, D 16, 1:3

Greensburg
D Y Preble, Jy 11, 3:3

Hamletown
William Gaugham, Ag 15, 8:5

Hudson
Fred Nickol, Jl 10, 3:1
Will Chapman, Jl 9, 1:6
Julia Mills, Jl 20, 8:5

Ira
Lewis C Crand, Je 8, 4:6

Lancaster
Mrs Mary E Reese dies from injuries rec'd,
Ag 30, 2:2

Massillon
Kiesen Rowe injured in fall into sewer, Jy 31,
3:1

Nogadore
David Keister, Ag 30, 1:6
Lewis Walker killed, D 9, 1:6

Northampton
Mrs Fillmore, Jy 25, 8:3

Columbus
Mrs R H Sanford, O 3, 8:5

Cuyahoga Falls

Youngstown
John Van Hoven fatally injured, My 9, 2:2

FARM
Akron
James Kirk injured while unloading wheat,
D 22, 3:7

Green
Samuel Greeno injured when struck by pulley,
N 14, 8:4

Kent
E L Leonard killed when struck by barn door,
Hr 2, 6:3

Richfield Twp
Ira Underwood injured by straw baler, Hr 13, 8:2

Sharon
Elmer Ellis injured while repairing threshing
machine, S 26, 8:2

FIREWORKS
Akron
J P Zimmerman injured when toy torpedoes
explode, Ap 10, 1:6
John Wintermoe son injured when firecracker
explodes, Jy 6, 3:6

HOSES
Akron
J C Herbruck injured when kicked, Ja 6, 1:7
ACCIDENTS - HORSES - Akron (Cont)

Pearl Haury injured when thrown from buggy, J 30, 3:3
Herman Forstein wagon damaged when horse runs away, J 26, 6:4
Engine house no 4 exercise wagon damaged when horse runs away, J 26, 6:4
John Hoffman carriage damaged in runaway, A 4, 5:5
Jacob Bickler's buggy demolished in runaway, A 5, 3:2
Charles J. Hardisty injured in runaway, A 5, 5:5
Guy McIlvene son injured by horses and fire engine, A 9, 1:5
Charles J. Hardisty injured in runaway, A 10, 1:4
William G. Everhard injured when kicked, A 11, 1:4
E C Smith injured stopping runaway horse, J 3, 3:1
W F Kalaup horse injured in runaway, N 13, 2:7
William Myers injured when kicked, N 15, 5:1
George Thompson horse injured in fall into hole, N 20, 1:3
B.-nexton injured when thrown from carriage, J 27, 3:2
Matthew Stuart injured when kicked, J 27, 6:7
Byron F. Grove buggy destroyed when horse runs away, A 4, 5:1
George Gates injured when kicked, S 6, 3:4
H. G. Miller horse killed in fall, S 13, 6:3
Nelson Hovey killed when thrown from wagon, S 13, 3:3
Israel Fassnacht injured when wagon strikes open trench, S 13, 6:5
Mrs. Martin Rothermundt injured in horse-bicycle collision, O 24, 6:1
Eli Fender injured when run down by horse and buggy, O 29, 3:3
George Lang and wife injured when thrown from buggy, O 31, 3:5
Capt. Thomas W. Nash and W. H. Crumrine injured, N 5, 2:2
William Yockey horse killed in collision during runaway, N 12, 1:6
Bernard McSwain injured in runaway, D 3, 8:5
J. W. Bulger injured when thrown from buggy in runaway, D 13, 5:5
J. W. Buxton injured when kicked, S 5, 0:2

Austintown
Tence Smith and Harry Lazenbacker injured

ACCIDENTS - HORSES - Austintown (Cont)

when run down, Jy 31, 2:2
Botzum
William Jones killed, unidentified man injured in runaway, N 24, 1:5
Brunfied Twp
Henry Myers injured when thrown from wagon, Jy 20, 6:2
Cleveland
Mrs. Catherine Kent son Willie killed, A 3, 2:2
Copley
Richard Grubb injured when kicked, A 26, 8:6
Copley Twp
Joseph Cowling team runs away, one horse drowns, N 21, 0:5
Granger
Grubb injured when struck by horse, N 15, 0:5
Kauf Ingrams buggy demolished in runaway, Jy 5, 0:5
Hamasown
Jeremiah Hartler bitten, Jy 18, 8:3
Krumroy
James Gregg injured when kicked, F 5, 3:6
Long Lake Park
Fire Capt. Charles H. Smith injured when thrown from buggy at Long Lake pk., N 25, 3:6
Lorain
A. J. Parks killed when thrown from carriage, J 26, 2:2
Macedonia
Winnifredry injured when thrown from wagon, J 10, 0:3
Magadore
Kaziah Minore injured when thrown from buggy in runaway, J 6, 0:6
Sharon
A. G. Thompson injured when kicked, Jy 10, 8:6
Reservoir
Theron Conklin injured when kicked, N 21, 4:7

ACCIDENTS - INDUSTRIAL - Akron (Cont)

Suffield
H. H. Royer injured when horse falls, N 14, 4:6
Tallmadge
Clark Barnes injured in runaway, Jy 25, 0:5
Hunting
East Liverpool
Don T. Hower shoots and kills self when gun discharged, A 12, 2:4
Flushing
Frank White wounded, Jy 4, 1:4
Thornstown
Dorothy Wirts shots and kills self, J 15, 5:4
Trible
Barney McGill shoots and kills self while climbing fence, N 2, 2:2
INDUSTRIAL
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Akron
Orie Goyard injured at Diamond Rubber co., J 12, 3:1
Clifford Lafferty struck by dump cart, F 1, 4:4
Harry Kastner caught in press, F 2, 4:6
George F. Allen struck by cog wheel, dies on operating table, F 15, 6:2
Elmer Ralston struck by iron scrapers, F 27, 3:3
Philip Stein's hand crushed in rubber mill, N 2, 4:5
Alfred Viall struck by crowd, N 3, 5:4
Harry Johnson struck by falling boiler shell, A 10, 3:4
Thomas Butler injured when chemical splashes in eyes, A 10, 3:1; A 11, 3:1
George Huddleson's hand caught in machine, A 12, 3:5
W. O. Chapman struck by flying piece of machinery, A 17, 1:7
George Bowers struck by grain truck, A 18, 5:7
Wittau injured when rail falls on foot, A 24, 0:5
Martin J. Brassaw struck by coupling, A 28, 5:6

Barberton
James Finch injured when boiler drum rolls on foot, F 2, 1:2
Mark S. Leininger killed, William Heirs injured when crushed by casting, F 24, 6:5
Anastas Hola injured at Sterling co., J 11, 1:7
George W. Carnsleich struck by guy rope on derrick, J 10; Jy 11; 5:5

Boston
L. H. Royer injured while erecting machinery, J 16, 6:2

Cleveland
Cleveland Rolling Mill co. Rod mill No 3 damaged when fly-wheel bursts, unnamed man injured, J 6, 7:1
Charles L. Fee killed by machinery in factory, N 13, 2:5
John Pierot killed when caught in revolving
ACCIDENTS - INDUSTRIAL - Cleveland (Cont)

Cleveland

Thomas V. Nealy killed in elec car-wagon collision, Ly 21, 5:5
Brogan son Bert killed when struck by car, Je 15, 2:2

Barberton

V F Orr struck by car, Je 26, 1:4

Cleveland

Thomas V. Nealy killed in elec car-wagon collision, Ly 21, 5:5
Brogan son Bert killed when struck by car, Je 15, 2:2

ACCIDENTS - INTERURBAN (Cont)

Columbus

William H Devere, W Powell, J E Harris, and John Heer injured in collision, Je 16, 10:2

Dayton

Hattie Klunk and Harley George killed, 10 unnamed persons injured when traction car overruns, Ja 30, 2:2

Elyria

Lorain & Elyria elec car crashes through Hillsburgh black store room, S 11, 2:3

Euclid

Robert Carrie injured in collision, Mr 3, 12:2

Fremont

Toledo, Fremont & Norwalk Elec line car damaged when it strikes obstruction placed on track, S 27, 2:2

Harrison

William Lohe killed, Neal Datscher fatally injured when elec car jumps track, Jy 5, 2:4

Randolph PK

Rapid Transit co cars damaged in collision, Jy 17, 3:5

Springfield

Frank Rolfe and Armstrong injured in collision, Jy 12, 2:2

LIGHTNING

Akron

Col Michael W Hoye's horse killed when struck, Je 29, 1:6

P J Conlin stunned, Ja 12, 5:2

T A Siegfried injured when lightning strikes nozzle of water hose, Ja 12, 0:4

S P Anderson res struck, catches fire, Jy 17, 3:6

Turner Hall damaged, Ja 10, 1:4

George Battell house damaged, Ag 1, 1:5

W E Herissam barn struck and destroyed by fire, Ag 13, 1:3

Dr T C Parks house struck, Ag 13, 8:6

Chatfield

Mrs Simon Shade and 27 others shocked, Jy 21, 10b

ACCIDENTS - LIGHTNING - Chatfield (Cont)

10a

Creston

Charles Steele killed, Jy 6, 3:3

Findlay

Standard Oil co tank destroyed, My 10, 2:7

Huntua

William O'Brien barn struck and destroyed by fire, Ag 21, 2:2

Disciple ch damaged, Ag 21, 2:2

Napoleon

Mr C H Boyer and F F Fisk injured, Je 27, 2:6

Tallmadge

B W Skinner barns destroyed by fire after being struck, Jy 24, 3:1

Twinsburg

Edward Boose's cow killed when struck, Jy 11, 8:6

Wadsworth

Lt Fred C Hile killed when struck, Jy 8, 2:4; 3:5

MINES & MINING

Clinton

Charles Klein injured while mining coal, Jy 1, 1:7

Warren Klein and Peter Engel injured by falling rock, F 6, 5:5

Delphos

Fred and Harry Minor killed, William Sulzbach injured, D 24, 4:5

Glouster

Between 15 and 25 men retd imprisoned, 4 believed dead when gas explodes in mine, Jy 8, 1:5; eight believed dead, Je 9, 1:2

Evans Joseph and 2 others killed, William Williams injured when gas explodes, Jy 9, 10:2

Hampshire

Harry Minor and cousin Fred killed, Peter Smith, Will Salsbaugh, and Mike Weinheimer injured when struck by runaway coal car, D 21, 1:7;
ACCIDENTS - MISCELLANEOUS (Cont)

Findlay
Dalzell Glass co water tank damaged when toppled by storm, F 5, 2:2

Hudson
O D Bradley injured when hand is caught in cutting box, S 26, 6:3

Inland
George Strebly injured while loading wood, Je 27, 0:6

Lima
Joseph Schall dies from injuries recd while being tossed in a blanket, Ag 21, 2:2

Sharon
T S Driggs injured by kneeling on nail, H 14, 0:5

Silver Lake
I N Simpson injured when struck by toboggan while swimming, Jy 6, 8:1

Spencer
George Stafford killed when crushed by logs after bridge collapses, Je 6, 3:5

Tallmadge
William Emitt injured when struck in eye by piece of emery, H 16, 0:2

Toledo
Harriett Hathorne killed when wardrobe falls, 0 3, 2:2

Tiffin
Thomas J Riddle dies from overdose of morphine, D 27, 1:5

Richfield
William Townsend and family ill from eating diseased pork, J 3, 8:4

Ravenna
J H Davis and family poisoned by tainted cheese, F 24, 12:2

RAILROADS
Note: Unless otherwise specified persons named are injured

Akon
B&O and C&AC engines damaged in collision, nobody injured, D 15, 5:5
John Gifford injured while coupling cars, Ja 30, 3:6
John Dickey killed, George Keil and Mack Hinkle injured in train collision, F 1, 3:4
C W Schott killed in fall under train, F 26, 5:6
Jacob Burklein crushed between train and tunnel, H 30, 1:2
J F Seier injured while coupling cars, Ap 5, 5:5
Joseph Weinbrener injured in attempt to make coupling in freight yard, Ap 6, 6:5
Earl Stevens run over by train, Ap 20, 8:5
John Doctir struck by train, My 1, 1:6
John B Eckford killed when struck by train,

ACCIDENTS - POISONING - Fremont (Cont)

serious condition after drinking chloroform, Jy 3, 2:4

Lima
One hundred persons ill from eating chicken salad served at dinner given by Woman's Missionary Soc, Hr 23, 1:6

Mantua
Mrs Permelia Berker dies after taking carbolic acid, My 1, 2:2

Philadelphia
William J McConnell dies from excessive use of morphine, Ja 20, 6:3

Prospect
Twenty-eight people poisoned at Biggerstaff family reunion, S 1, 10:5

Ravenna
Thomas J Riddle dies from overdose of morphine, D 27, 1:5

Richfield
William Townsend and family ill from eating diseased pork, J 3, 8:4

Tiffin
John Davis and family poisoned by tainted cheese, F 24, 12:2

ALLIANCE
Walter Perdue killed in fall from train, F 20, 2:2
Charles Sickeroff killed when struck, Ap 6, 9:3
Conrad Weaver killed, Albert Dunkle injured when trains collide, J 25, 3:5

Arcadia
LE&W engine derailed when it strikes tree on track, Ag 22, 2:2

Aultman
Edwin Batch injured when caught between 2 flat cars, Ag 37, 3:1

Barberton
Eleven Erie RR co freight cars leave track, one car wrecked, Jy 10, 8:2

Bay Ridge
Five unnamed trainmen and 2 unknown passengers injured when Lake Shore train jumps tracks, Ag 17, 1:5

Blakeslee
Wayne Crowell and Charles Cannon killed when struck by train, D 27, 2:2

Botzum Station
Joseph Faris in train collision, Jy 2, 5:5

Bowerston
Toledo & Clev express on Wheeling & Lake Erie RR wrecked, no one injured, Jy 20, 2:2

Brady Lake
Friedman Johnson, George Searle, G W Gillespie, F E Hude, and Floyd Hicronor injured in Erie freight train wreck, J 31, 5:7

Canal Dover
Charles Burgess attempts to board train while sleeping, O 4, 2:2

Carey
Hocking Valley express crashes freight, one killed, 10 injured, F 6, 1:5

Cause & Prevention
Numerous narrow escapes prove dangers of Mill st crossing, Ja 17, 5:5; constr of viaduct to eliminate dangers at Mill st crossing urged, ed, Ja 26, 4:1
Placing of gates at S Main st crossing urged, ed, Je 10, 4:1
Dangers of S Main st crossing cited, 1tr, Je 21, 8:3
Gates for Faler's crossing urged, ed, Ag 21, 4:1
Aid of parents sought in keeping children from using tracks as pub thoroughfare, N 22, 1:7; parents urged to discourage use of tracks as thoroughfare, ed, N 22, 4:1

Cleveland
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>14a</th>
<th>14b</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS - Cleveland (Cont)</strong></td>
<td><strong>ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS - Leetonia (Cont)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Grasso run over by train, Je 7, 2:2</td>
<td>Penna limited derailed, V P Brown, P J Grisey, and J W Fox injured, Je 13, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Fasson killed, Ag 8, 2:4</td>
<td>Lisa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E G Gangmiller killed in fall under wheels, Ag 21, 2:2</td>
<td>Nathaniel Hoagland killed in boarding train, Je 6, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Fitzgerald killed between box car and wirehouse wall, N 6, 2:2</td>
<td>Linden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Navarre killed when struck, D 1, 2:5</td>
<td>John Shupe killed when struck, S 29, 11:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs. Konstantia Kominsky killed, D 6, 2:2</td>
<td>Lodis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown man killed by box car, D 11, 2:2</td>
<td>Unnamed man killed in collision, Ap 26, 6:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinton</td>
<td>Burt Johns and F O Hill injured in wreck, Je 20, 2:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Lawler struck by train, S 26, 8:5</td>
<td>Lorain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones injured while running to open rr switch, D 5, 8:5</td>
<td>John Barry injured in leap from train, My 21, 5:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collinwood</td>
<td>Macedon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Kahl killed when run over by train, Ag 7, 2:2</td>
<td>Albert Lemenberger killed when struck by train, Jr 10, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Columbus</td>
<td>Mansfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Briggs and Michael Albanese killed when struck by train, Je 20, 2:2</td>
<td>George Eckert killed when struck, F 20, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connait</td>
<td>Charles Vaughn killed when struck, F 27, 1:6; Judge Isaac Johnson, Ap 10, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Ackerman killed when struck by train, Ap 14, 3:3; John Curtiss, My 9, 2:1</td>
<td>Harry Cummings fatally injured, believed struck by train, D 16, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copley</td>
<td>B&amp;O train derailed, no one injured, D 17, 5:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry Frank killed when struck by train, N 20, 4:6</td>
<td>Horion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coshocton</td>
<td>Isaac Fink struck and killed by train, S 28, 2:2; 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frank Doyle and Fimat Dillig killed when train runs into washout, Ag 25, 6:4</td>
<td>Hartel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crestline</td>
<td>Cyrus Overly killed when run over by train, D 25, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Steiber killed when struck by locomotive, Jr 1, 2:2</td>
<td>Middlefield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guayngha Falls</td>
<td>William J Bartlett killed when struck, F 1, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philmore Harris’s team of horses killed when struck by train, Je 27, 1:6</td>
<td>Mogadore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delaware</td>
<td>Three unnamed passengers injured in N&amp;LE rr wreck, Ag 13, 8:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judson Fleming and son Lawrence killed when buggy is struck, Ag 20, 2:2</td>
<td>Rawen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Husasam killed by fall under train, Ag 22, 2:2</td>
<td>Unidentified woman found near track, appears to have fallen from train, Ap 7, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Killbuck</td>
<td>Sandusky</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA&amp;G trains collide, both engines damaged, Jy 6, 6:4</td>
<td>Enoch Bowser and J W Pursell killed, Harry Bell injured when freight train derailed, Je 4, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leavittsburg</td>
<td>Lake Shore mail train No 3 jumps track, no one injured, Ag 10, 10:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erie rr train derailed, no one injured, D 8, 5:6</td>
<td>Frank Seabolt killed in collision, Ag 29, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leetonia</td>
<td>Shephards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>George Hirtan killed when struck by train, Ap 14, 3:3</td>
<td>George Warner killed, Walter Kemp and Thomas Schaeffer injured in train wreck, Ja 1, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Berlin</td>
<td>Springfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unidentified man killed when struck by train, O 30, 5:1</td>
<td>Michael Fresh killed when struck by train, Je 20, 3:2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ACCIDENTS - RAILROADS (Cont)

Steubenville
John Eidenier killed, S 14, 2:6

Tallmadge
Dominick Lobos injured in jump from hand car, F 6, 6:2

Tiffin
Robert Sims killed when struck by train, F 8, 2:2

Toronto
Charles Dasher killed when struck by train, S 5, 2:2

Warrenton
Bartley Ynnes killed when struck by train, Ja 9, 2:2

Wellsville
Walter Perdue killed in fall from train, F 19, 3:3

Westerville
CAS train wrecked, F 7, 2:2

Whiskey Island
Lake Shore & Mich Southern RR co engine plunges through drawbridge, no one injured, Ap 28, 11:1

Youngstown
John Chambers killed when struck by box car in yards, My 23, 2:5
James McCollon, Jy 21, 10:2
Chauncey Crumber killed, Jy 21, 10:2
Gert Del (identification not positive) killed, D 12, 2:2

Zanesville
Engr Robert Gray killed, mail Clerk W G Taylor injured in train collision, N 23, 2:2

---

ACCIDENTS - SCAFFOLDS FALLING

Note: Unless otherwise specified, persons named are injured

Akron
Jack Cummins, M 23, 3:3
E E Jackson and F W Wallace, D 3, 3:5

Gnadenhutten
Unidentified man and John Groghan killed, Thomas Considine and John Jurey killed, Jy 28, 11:1

Villits Point, New York
Henry W Dapin 7th heavy art U.S. army injured while mounting new guns, Jy 4, 1:7

SHIPS
Ashitubula
Capt Soliman's schooner Rosa wrecked when it breaks away from tug and is washed ashore, N 10, 12:3

Cincinnati
SS Henry M Stanley sinks after striking RR bridge, steward drowns, F 13, 2:4

Fairport
Great Lakes Towing co tug Anna damaged in collision with steamer, Jy 19, 2:2

Gallopola
SS H W Spellman sinks when caught in ice jam in Ohio river, no lives lost, Jy 9, 2:2

Vermillion
Ramsey Bros fishing tug Edna Goodell sinks, M 20, 2:4

SHOOTING
Akron
John Kratz accidentally shot by boy with air gun, Je 26, 3:1
Ralph Carroll killed when gun discharged (Clev Leader) S 17, 5:5

Columbus
Mrs F S Monett shot and wounded, Ag 21, 2:2
Ellsworth Merchant wounds brother when he mistakes him for burglar, Ag 23, 2:2

---

ACCIDENTS - SHOOTING (Cont)

Hamilton
John Kulp shot and killed at shooting match by John Willoughby, Jy 27, 12:1

Marietta
Florence Chidester shot by brother Thomas, O 25, 2:2

Middleport
John Sandborn son Harley wounded by trap set for burglars, Jy 31, 2:5

Paulding
Mrs Crans killed when husband Simon W attempts to kill rat, My 22, 2:6

Suffield
Snett Weganman shot and wounded when gun discharges, Jy 31, 6:5

Tuscarawas
John Todd killed when shot by John McCreary, Jy 19, 10:2

Warren
Forest Goff wounded when gun is discharged, N 13, 2:2

West Liberty
Margaret Taylor shot and killed by supposedly unloaded gun by Harry Miller, Je 8, 2:4

SMALL ANIMALS
Dogs
D H Brooker son bitten, Ap 14, 6:2
Edward Donahue son bitten, My 18, 3:4
William McHugh dies from rabies after being bitten, Ag 6, 5:5
Dr B C Williams daughter attacked, S 8, 2:2
Nudner son bitten, D 27, 3:1

Hogs
John Hutchinson infant daughter injured when attacked, N 14, 8:3

SPORTS
Akron
James Holmstrom injured when struck by baseball during game, Jy 16, 5:1
Irwin A Ziwell injured while playing football, D 3, 2:4

---

STREET CARS
Akron
Charles Morgan injured while throwing switch, Ja 5, 6:1

Unnamed man injured in fall from car, Jy 27, 6:2
S A Gibeau delivery wagon damaged when struck, My 5, 1:2
L M Fitch injured in step from moving car, Ap 18, 6:2
David Phillips killed when struck by car, Ap 28, 1:4
Mrs U G Apley injured in car- buggy collision, My 10, 5:1
James McManus and 2 others killed, 3 injured when cars jump track, My 25, 1:7
Mrs Gilbo killed when struck, My 26, 3:4
AB&G co cars damaged in collision, Je 7, 8:4
Dallas Brown injured in coal car wagon and team collision, Je 10, 3:4

Thomas Williams injured in fall from Rapid Transit car, Je 25, 1:7
James C Keeley killed in car-truck collision, Ag 7, 3:3

Kenna Kneley injured when struck by trucks of st car, Ag 7, 6:3
John B Schreiner injured when he jumps from moving st car, Ag 9, 5:6

Harry L Hodson injured in st car- horse collision, Ag 20, 8:7
Mrs Henry Pascher, Mrs William H Bordner, and child injured in st-car carriage collision, Ag 30, 3:4
Mrs H Keeling and Mrs Mary Cooper injured when motor breaks through floor, S 4, 1:6
Mrs F C Ames injured when thrown from st car, S 10, 3:3
ACCIDENTS - STREET CAR - Akron (Cont)
William Sherwood injured in fall from st car, S 17, 1:7
James Gallagher injured when struck, D 25, 2:5

Cincinnati
Jack Davis, Jy 23, 5:2
Eight injured when Hamilton S Coll Hill Traction co car jumps track, S 10, 2:2
Joseph F Wright fatally injured, D 11, 2:2

Cleveland
Edward Addis injured when struck, mob threatens natronian, Ja 11, 2:2
Sam Levin injured in car-wagon collision, Je 6, 2:2
Arthur Venetta killed when struck by passing st car while leaning out of window, Ag 4, 2:2
Join Young, Mrs H G Jelis, Mrs J J Brawars, Mrs H J Mabey, and C H Rubbell injured when car jumps track, Ag 23, 3:5
Edgar Farr fatally injured, S 26, 2:2
Thomas McLenna dies, G 23, 2:2

Columbus
Walter Falchle injured when struck by car, Je 20, 2:4

Dayton
Joseph Fulmer, J H Lawrence, William McGregory, Mrs S E Kep, Mrs K K Hall, Howard Huff, Auti Rike, William Eddy, Mrs D B Smith, S H Sidensticker, and Charles Robinson injured in collision, Jy 31, 2:6

Sandusky
John Gouger struck and killed by st car, S 14, 0:7

Silver Lake
Ferdinand Garbetz jr killed in jump from moving car, Ag 31, 1:6

Toledo
Ten people injured in st car when elec line is shot, Jy 30, 2:2

Youngstown
Thomas S Kerr killed in st-car-buggy collision, O 2, 2:2

ADAMS (US), JESSIE (Cont)
Acquitted on chg of murdering husband, Ap 27, 2:7

ADAMS, JOHN
Fined for blocking sidewalk, Ap 2, 4:5

ADAMS, GEORGE
Chugs of theft dismissed, S 18, 3:6

ADAMS, T D
Resigns as supt of labor at the capital, Ja 16, 2:2

ADAMS, CATHRIN (Cont)
Holds annual sale of uncalled for packages, Jy 9, 5:0

ADAMS, WILLIAM
Sues collection suit brought by Akron Foundry co, H 15, 6:3

ADAMS (US), LILLY (Cont)
Robbery and larceny charge against George H Adams, Jy 30, 2:2

ACKLEY ST
Ord to establish grade between Arlington and Bruner st passed by council, Jy 11, 7:0

ACME SUGAR ROD CO (Toledo)
Benefit system allegedly mismanaged by employees (Chicago Record), Ap 21, 4:4

ACME (SOUTH AFRICA)
New rep discussed, (ed Mexican Herald), Ja 29, 4:2

ACTUAL BUSINESS COLL
Holds election contest, awards prizes, F 12, 6:5

ADAMS, G MERCER
Arrested for selling liquor to minor, Jy 22, 2:2

ADAMS, GEORGE
Arrested for robbing T H Ross, Ja 15, 3:5

ADAMS, GEORGE H
Fired and sentenced for malicious destruction of property, Mr 17, 2:5

ARMED FORCES

AFRICA (Cont)

AFRICAN AMERICAN LEAGUE
Closes annual conv at Cols, H 1, 6:4

AFRICAN AMERICAN LEAGUE
Holds annual conv at Cols, H 1, 6:4

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds annual meeting, elects dirs and officers, Ja 13, 3:2; financial rep submitted, Ja 15, 5:4

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds annual meeting, elects dirs and officers, Ja 13, 3:2; financial rep submitted, Ja 15, 5:4

AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds annual meeting, elects dirs and officers, Ja 13, 3:2; financial rep submitted, Ja 15, 5:4

AGRICULTURE

IMPLEMENT MACHINERY
Increase in cost of raw materials forces mfrs to raise prices (Clev Leader) Ja 12, 3:5
Ohio one of main factors in growth of exports in this line, ed, S 8, 4:2

PRICE OF HARVEST MACHINERY BUSINESS
by Amr predicted by Porter F Thayer, D 25, 3:4

AGRICULTURE

Agricultural products increase seen as benefit to farmers, ed, Ap 30, 4:1

AGRICULTURE

Agricultural products increase seen as benefit to farmers, ed, Ap 30, 4:1

AGRICULTURE

Annual rep issued for Summit county, Je 13, 3:4
AGRICULTURE - PRODUCTS (Cont)

Ohio dept of agr issues report on condition of crops for July, Ag 7, 8:5

Products increase under regub admin, S 10, 6:2
Increase in sale of farm products under regub admin cited, (ed Cleve Leader), 0 2, 4:5

AHERN, JOHN

Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3

AIGE, FRANK

Granted original pension, N 13, 3:1

AIGON (OHIO) (Cont)

Poisoned, Hallie Foster held, N 31, 11:3

AIGON, ROBERT (Clev)

Drowned during robbery, S 11, 2:3

AILING, ERWIN

Sunday school fund to provide shoes for poor children pays dividend, N 2, 5:6

AILGEOI, C E (Endover)

Nominated postmaster by Pres William McKinley, D 7, 2:3

AJAX CHEMICAL CO

Incorporates, Ag 15, 6:6; elects officers, S 1, 3:8; S 3, 3:3

AKEN, NELLIE

Held for safe keeping, case awarded to Poor Dir Kendall, N 21, 6:1

AKCR, EUGENY

Granted pension increase, Jy 3, 3:1

ALES, OHIO (Cont)

Notice for annexion of portion of Portage tep, N 9, 7:7

Historical outline by S A Lane, ltr, N 14, 5:4

Constr of new opera house planned by Clev men, N 28, 3:4

Early history discussed, ltr, N 30, 6:6

Internal revenue act finds violations of internal revenue laws by city officials at ct house and city bldg, Jg 10, 5:5

Ord for annexion of certain territory passed by city council, Jl 12, 6:6

North hill annexion discussed, Jl 20, 1:3

Max land donation from Col George T Perkins for pk purposes, Jl 27, 1:4

Diversified induc cited as advantage over Youngstown, ed, Jl 27, 4:1

Seed of property donated by Col George T Perkins recd by city comrs, Jg 30, 1:6

William G Good appd real estate appraiser, Ap 5, 3:2

Proposed change in munic govt opposed, ed, Ap 11, 4:1

Sale of real estate adv by bd of comrs,

AGRON, OHIO (Cont)

Ap 21, 7:7

Ord amending additional land and population passed by council, Ap 24, 1:7


Ord for annexion of described land passed by council, Ap 27, 7:4

Deported as center of rubber mfg indu (feature article Detroit Journal), Ap 20, 9:1

Change in govt caused by increase in population cited, Jy 3, 1:7

Two houses on new fire station site sold by city comrs, Jy 14, 1:4

Population, 56,402, Jg 9, 1:6

Crusade for removal of billboards and other unsightly nuisances urged, ed, Jg 11, 4:1

Proposed changes in redistricting announced by chairman Frank Fiebege, Jg 15, 1:7

Old and historic landmarks recalled by J Park Alexander, Jg 16, 5:5

History of 1st big city prison, Jg 23, 9:3

Origin of 1st patrol wagon, Jg 23, 9:4

Plans for redist completed, Jg 29, 4:6

Ord to redist city read by council, Jy 3, 8:3

Resolution directing pub of redistricting ord adopted by council and approved by city comrs, Jy 7, 12:5

Ord to redist district introduced in council, Jy 12, 6:6

City officials hold outing, Jy 19, 3:1

Population increase estimated at 60% during past 10 yrs, Jy 31, 3:5

Org of north end citizens urged, ltr, Ag 6, 8:5

North hill citizens take steps to org community, Ag 10, 1:6

Ord to re-district city into wards passed by council, Ag 10, 2:6

Praised for energy, thrift, and liveliness (ed Crean's Cloak Journal), Ag 10, 2:1

Advis bids for boundary line monuments, Ag 22, 6:7

City bldg destroyed by fire, other pub property damaged or destroyed during riot, Ag 23, 1:4; 6:2; believed set on fire by man and boy, illus, Ag 24, 1:5

City officials met with militia officers to discuss riot, Ag 23, 5:5

Civil rule returns following departure of ONG troops, Ag 27, 1:1

Citizens urged to org a law and order league, ed, Ag 28, 4:1

Rapid growth in pop cited, Ag 29, 1:4

AGRON, OHIO (Cont)

Urged to unite with county to build jail and city bldg, ltr, S 4, 8:5

Census rept, S 5, 1:7

Population increase lauded (ed Cleve Leader), S 6, 4:1

Population increases, S 6, 5:4

Fourth in increase in percentage of population, S 7, 1:5

Population increase causes dissension among rival towns, S 8, 5:4

Failure of city authorities to aid in investigation of arson during riot criticized, S 15, 1:5

Reasons for recent riot cited, ltr, S 15, 2:3

Improvements of city lauded, ltr, S 15, 10:2

Officials discuss possibilities of bldg city hall on land bequeathed by Gen Lucius Verus Dice, par, S 21, 1:6

Increase in pop over Springfield shown in Fed Cleve Plain Dealer, S 29, 4:5

Howard McClelland and 44 others indicted in riot case, C 5, 1:7

Conduct of officials during riot defended, ltr, C 8, 6:1

Grand jury attack on city officials for conduct during mob violence upheld, ltr, G 9, 3:5

Precinct changes given, G 11, 6:4

Riot prisoners scheduled for trial, C 15, 3:4

Comrs urged to select only person with admin ability for chief, ed, N 15, 4:1

Citizens upheld against criticism of newspapers, ed, D 14, 4:1

Citizens praised for efforts in detection and conviction of rioters, ed, D 17, 4:1

Officials counseled by Gov George K Nash for manner in dealing with rioters, D 22, 6:3

Pub's lack of generosity criticized, ed, D 26, 4:2

ANNEXATION

Resolution of dists necessitated by annexation of territory, S 27, 6:1

ASSESSORS

B F Clark and 5 others appd, Ap 5, 3:3

Reports & Statistics

Sixth ward rept given, Jy 24, 3:6

Third ward rept by Auditor A D French, Jy 31, 3:6

Assessor submits personal property rept of
22a  AGRON, OHIO - COUNCIL (Cont)
  E Market st paving contracts criticized, ed, N 24, 4:2
  Alleged need for honest clerk cited, ed, N 26, 5:2
  Alleged dishonest method of awarding contracts
depicted, cartoon, N 26, 5:2
  Control by Repub party depicted as only hope for
city, cartoon, N 27, 1:4
  Conduct of dem members criticized, ed, N 27, 4:2
  Waste of money in order to favor certain contrs
criticized, ed, N 31, 4:6
  L H Amer resigns as member, Ap 4, 5:4
  Activities summarized, Ap 4, 5:4
  Action of ct in issuing mandamus order to compel
approval of bond of Louis H Amer for assessor
approved, ed, Ap 11, 4:2
  Actions criticized, 1tr, Ap 12, 5:5
  Dem members forced payment of ct costs in recent
suit discussed, ed, Ap 13, 4:1
  Resume of meeting, Ap 14, 1:1
  Dem members criticized for following advice of
Isbell, ed, Ap 14, 4:1
  New body organized, Ap 17, 3:4; elects officers,
Ap 17, 5:4
  Resume of meeting, Ap 24, 8:1
  Ord to amend section No 108 to regulate meetings
passed by council, Ap 27, 7:6
  Summary of business conducted, Hy 1, 8:1
  Holds meeting with city comrs, various depts
discussed, Hy 3, 5:4
  Urged to harmonize in rule with city comrs,
ed, Hy 5, 4:3
  Summary of business transacted, Hy 8, 8:1
  Activities summarized, allowed claims listed,
Hy 22, 8:1
  Summary of activities, Je 5, 6:1
  Holds meeting, hears official repts, allows
claims, Jy 3, 8:3
  Summary of meeting, Ag 21, 8:3
  Holds regular meeting, S 5, 8:1
  Regular meeting notes, S 10, 6:3
  Dem wrangling at meetings criticized, ed,
O 2, 4:2
  Proceedings of business meeting, O 2, 6:1
  Aplt Andrew Singer and 2 others insps of st
improvements, O 12, 6:5
  Ord abolishing chief of police office voted
down, resume of other business given, O 16,
3:5
  Resume of business meeting, O 16, 8:3
  Revokes powers of Fred Wilke as merchant
police
criticized, ed, N 24, 4:5
  Joe Dangel election urged, ed, N 31, 4:5
  Pol matters in Akron seem to paralyze bribe
takers, ed, N 31, 4:5
  Election of Col Isaac Gibbons urged, ed, N 31,
4:6
  Brief history of repub candidates, N 31, 9:1
  Resurrection of caucus system of nominating
candidates opposed, 1tr, N 31, 10:1
  Mayor's proclamation of election, Je 31, 11:5
  Repub victory praised, ed, Ap 3, 4:1
  Repub voters who supported Dem party criticized,
ed, Ap 4, 4:2
  J R Campbell and 7 others file expense accts,
Ap 5, 3:3
  Registrars appointed by city bd of elections, S 14,
4:3
  Ballot box purchases from James Rutherford & Son
recommended by comrs, S 18, 6:4
  Location of voting booths listed by bd of
equalization, S 24, 3:2
  Precincts divided into D and E, O 25, 8:5
  Dem party opens campaign, addressed by J P
Alighted, O 26, 8:3
  Description of precinct and ward changes, O 10,
5:3
  Description of location of wards and precincts,
O 17, 6:1
  Redistricting ward and precinct changes, O 25,
6:1
  Total city registrations listed, O 29, 1:4
  Incomplete precinct results, N 6, 1:1
  Pub reaction to returns given, N 7, 4:5

22b  AGRON, OHIO - ELECTIONS (Cont)
  criticized, ed, N 31, 4:6
  Joe Dangel election urged, ed, N 31, 4:6
  Pol matters in Akron seem to paralyze bribe
takers, ed, N 31, 4:6
  Election of Col Isaac Gibbons urged, ed, N 31,
4:6
  Brief history of repub candidates, N 31, 9:1
  Resurrection of caucus system of nominating
candidates opposed, 1tr, N 31, 10:1
  Mayor's proclamation of election, N 31, 11:5
  Repub victory praised, ed, Ap 3, 4:1
  Repub voters who supported Dem party criticized,
ed, Ap 4, 4:2
  J R Campbell and 7 others file expense accts,
Ap 5, 3:3
  Registrars appointed by city bd of elections, S 14,
4:3
  Ballot box purchases from James Rutherford & Son
recommended by comrs, S 18, 6:4
  Location of voting booths listed by bd of
equalization, S 24, 3:2
  Precincts divided into D and E, O 25, 8:5
  Dem party opens campaign, addressed by J P
Alighted, O 26, 8:3
  Description of precinct and ward changes, O 10,
5:3
  Description of location of wards and precincts,
O 17, 6:1
  Redistricting ward and precinct changes, O 25,
6:1
  Total city registrations listed, O 29, 1:4
  Incomplete precinct results, N 6, 1:1
  Pub reaction to returns given, N 7, 4:5

23a  AGRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX

23b  Council
  J V Logan and William Dunn named candidates for
repub nomination from 4th ward, Ja 2, 1:3
  Mayor's proclamation for special 4th ward
election, Ja 2, 7:7
  John Herz named candidate for Dem nomination
from 4th ward, Ja 2, 1:3; Ja 6, 1:7
  Mayor's proclamation for special election in
4th ward, Ja 3, 7:7; Ja 4, 7:6
  Proclamation for 4th ward issued by Mayor
William E Young, Ja 6, 7:6
  Voters urged to elect William Dunn from 4th
ward, ed, Ja 9, 4:1
  Candidates in 4th ward special election
discussed, Ja 10, 1:7
  Notes on prelection of 4th ward councilman,
Ja 12, 1:6
  Fourth ward voters urged to elect republicans, ed,
Ja 12, 4:1
  Voters urged against supporting John Herz for
4th ward councilman, ed, Ja 12, 4:3
  Light vote predicted in 4th ward for special
election, Ja 13, 1:6
  Dem John Herz defeats rep William K Dunn in
4th ward election, Ja 15, 5:2
  Repub J L Bachtel announces candidacy from
5th ward, F 12, 4:3; denies candidacy N 5,
3:6; Joseph Dangel announces candidacy for
5th ward, N 6, 3:6
  Repub A Noble McColland announces candidacy
in 3rd ward, N 6, 3:1
  A F Koons cited as possible candidate for 3rd
ward, N 6, 3:6
  Harry Odell cited as possible candidate from
2nd ward, George T Rankin announces candidacy,
N 6, 8:5
  Repub victory urged, ed, N 10, 4:2
  Joe Dangel's nomination causes panic in dem
ranks, ed, N 21, 4:3
  Election of Dave Logan from 4th ward predicted,
ed, N 22, 4:3
  Election of Adam J Guth from 1st ward urged,
ed, N 22, 4:3
  Election of Alf Koons from 3rd ward urged,
ed, N 22, 4:3
  Defeat of present dem members urged, ed, N 22,
4:3
  Election of Frank Brown from 6th ward urged,
ed, N 22, 4:3
  Second ward voters urged to vote repub ticket,
ed, N 23, 4:3
ARRON, OHIO - ELECTIONS - Council (Cont)

Joe Danget's election urged, ed, No 23, 4:4; Alvin Rice, No 23, 4:4; Adam J Guth, ed, No 24, 4:4; Alvin Rice, ed, No 24, 4:4; Alf Koons, ed, No 24, 4:4; No 26, 4:4; Dave Logan, ed, No 24, 4:4; Joe Danget, ed, No 24, 4:4; Alvin Rice, ed, No 26, 4:2; Frank Brown, ed, No 26, 4:2

Dem control break up urged, ed, No 26, 4:2

Elect off majority of repsuds predicted, ed, No 26, 4:3

Elect off repubs candidates urged, No 27, 1:7

Elect off Adam Guth in 1st ward urged, ed, No 27, 4:3

Elect off Dave Logan in 4th ward urged, ed, No 27, 4:4

Alf Koons endorsed as candidate for 3rd ward, ed, No 27, 6:2

Elect off of Al Rice from 2nd ward urged, ed, No 27, 6:2

Support of repubs candidates urged, ed, No 28, 4:2

Dem campaign activities criticized, ed, No 28, 4:3

Joseph Danget victory in 5th ward portrayed, cartoon, No 28, 4:3

Candidate Paul criticized for claiming record as rep of 5th ward, ed, No 28, 4:4

Repub candidate Joe Danget's victory in 5th ward predicted, ed, No 28, 4:4

Repub candidate Alf Koons' victory in 3rd ward predicted, ed, No 28, 4:5

Repub candidate Frank J Brown's victory in 6th ward predicted, ed, No 28, 4:5

Elect off repub body urged, ed, No 29, 4:1

Elect off of Joe Danget from 5th ward urged, ed, No 29, 4:2; Dave Logan from 4th ward, ed, No 29, 4:2; Al Rice ed, No 29, 4:2

Results of election of dem council discussed, ed, No 29, 4:3

Voters urged to elect republicans, ed, No 31, 4:2

Efforts of dems to defeat Dave Logan criticized, ed, No 31, 4:4

Dem appeal for election of another dem council to check extravagance criticized, ed, No 31, 4:5

Elect off of repubs urged, ed, No 31, 4:5


Reports & Statistics

Registration report, ed, No 26, 3:6
City borrows funds for operating expenses, Ny 23, 5:4
City indebtedness bond sale adopted by council, Ny 26, 11:6; resolution for selling refunding bonds passed by council, Je 15, 8:2; refunding bonds sold to W R Todd & Co, Je 18, 8:2
Notice of sale of bonds in anticipation of collection of special assessments for improvement of Rockwell st, Je 19, 7:7; for constr in dist No 1, 6, 8, 9, Je 19, 7:7
Refunding constr bonds sold to Seashangood & Mayer, Jy 16, 3:5
Notice of bond sale for constr of main trunk sewer in dist 5, Jy 18, 7:7; sale of bonds announced, D 1, 7:6
Ord to replenish certain funds passed by council, D 5, 5:6
Bids for sale of greenhouse on Limney property adv by coors, N 13, 6:7
Beck ave bonds sold in part to Dennison, Prior & co of Cleve, N 10, 8:2
Sale of bonds for constr of sewer from Bowery st to Wooster ave announced, D 1, 7:7

Reports & Statistics
Annual rept given by city clerk Isbell, Ap 26, 3:5

FIRE DEPT
Work in Buchtel coll fire defended, 1tr, Ja 11, 5:5; criticism called unjust by Chief Manderbach, Ja 11, 5:6; unjust criticism by citizens deplored, ed, Ja 12, 4:2
Exercise wagon of No 4 engine house damaged when team runs away, Jg 26, 6:4
Blacksmith placed under mechanical engineer's office, Ja 29, 3:1
Bond ord for improvements ordered by city council, Mr 6, 5:3
Three sites purchased for new fire stations, No 0, 3:2
No 3 firehouse presented silver trophy by Mrs William Manning, Mr 29, 8:3
Constr contrs for fire houses adv, Ap 21, 7:7
Bids for constr of 2 stations adv by city coors, Ap 23, 3:1; Hy 14, 4:5
Hose wagon for No 4 engine house urged in petition by South Akron merchants, Ap 26, 8:4
Bids to place fire alarm wires underground requested by city coors, Hy 14, 4:5
Bids on apparatus for 2 new engine houses

Lot on Wooster ave purchased by city coors as site of new engine house, D 11, 5:3
West Hill and Buchtel ave stations install new bells, D 20, 1:7

Bond issues & Levies
Bill providing special tax levy for improvements and extensions introduced in sen, Ja 25, 1:5
Bill allowing city to levy 1 mill tax for fire purposes passed by sen, F 1, 1:2
Additional levy sought by Akron bd of coors, F 8, 1:4
Sen Sieber's bill for additional levy passed by house, F 21, 1:5
Improvement bond issue passed by council, William Clerkin protests, Mr 13, 6:3
Ord for improvement passed by city council, Mr 20, 8:3
Ord to purchase real estate and equipment passed by council, Mr 21, 6:4

Pensions
F F Loomis and 2 others elected fund trustees, Ja 17, 3:4
Bill amending munic govt provisions for police and firemen's fund introduced in sen, Ja 24, 3:1
Check given to fund by Amer Cereal co, S 6, 8:4

Reports & Statistics
Annual rept submitted by Fire Chief B F Manderbach, M 7, 5:5
Yearly rept, D 31, 1:5

HEALTH, BD OF
Holds business session, resume of activities, Ja 6, 8:3
Holds business session, scores city coors for failing to attend, Ja 20, 6:2
Resume of meeting, F 17, 8:2; Ap 7, 6:4
Issues annual report, Ap 9, 4:5
Meeting to discuss plans for new members held by mayor and council, Mr 5, 2:6
A H Sargent and John H Sharp appointed, My 8, 8:1
Election officers, My 19, 3:4
Holds meeting, coms for various duties announced by Mayor Young, Je 4, 8:2
Holds monthly meeting; May and June reps listed, Je 7, 1:2
Ord authorizing mayor and city clerk to borrow

LIBRARY BD
Louis Seybold and Walter T Flowers appointed, My 8, 8:1
M J Hoynes tenders resignation, Je 16, 3:7
M J Hoynes resignation read and accepted by city council, George Rogers and Judge C R Grant nominated to fill vacancy, Ja 17, 8:4

LOCAL GOVT
Introduction of bill to change form denied by Sen George Sieber, Ja 31, 1:5
Summit county officials lauded for efforts to push investigation of riot, ed, Ag 25, 4:1

MAYOR
Mayor R B Halter resigns as clerk, D 1, 3:1

MEDICAL ATTENDANT FOR POOR
Bids requested for position, My 15, 7:2

PARKS
Better care of pks urged, 1tr, S 4, 8:2

PEST HOUSE
Fourteen acres purchased for constr of pesthouse, Je 14, 3:6
POLICE DEPT

New elec patrol wagon, feature article, Ja 6, 9:6
New automobile patrol wagon put into service, Ja 10, 1:7; Insp by Clev officials, breaks down on Main st, Ja 20, 6:1; praised by Clev police chief (Clev Leader), Ja 22, 5:4; upkeep cost submitted to council by city clerk Isbell, Nbr 6, 5:3
Establishes school for officers, F 5, 8:6
Special officers for election day apptd, Nbr 31, 1:5

Auto patrol wagon feature article in Auto Magazine, Ap 7, 8:1

Pension fund assn elects trustees, Ja 3, 1:6

Bids to place patrol wires underground requested by city comrs, Hy 14, 4:5

Asks bids for placing police patrol alarm wires in underground conduits, Hy 16, 6:4

Citizens demand larger police force, Hy 20, 5:6

Automobile patrol wagon purchase funds approved by council, Jly 12, 6:3

Bonds of William Siebert and 2 others newly apptd special policemen approved by city comrs, Jly 14, 3:3

William Mason apptd special policeman by city comrs, Jly 19, 3:2

Auto Patrol Wagon recs favorable comment in London (Eng) Graphic Mag Golden Penny, Jly 24, 3:4; Jly 25, 3:4

A Haberko and 7 others apptd special police during German war convy, Aug 10, 1:3

Recs new equipment, Aug 29, 1:7

Chief of Police H H Harrison apptd officers

John Durkin and Cogswell drillmaster in chg of arms, S 7, 8:4

John Deltz and 11 others apptd special police officers, S 7, 8:4

Reorg urged, ed, S 10, 4:1

Officer Eugene Harvey suspended for violation of rules, S 11, 3:1

Bids recd for law library, S 15, 2:4

Ord to substitute elective marshal for police chief criticized, ed, S 20, 4:3

Action during riot defended by Com McMillen (Clev Leader), S 21, 8:1

Members oppose abolishing chief of police office in favor of marshal, S 27, 6:3

Proposed ord for election of dept head criticized, ed, S 28, 4:1

City comrs announce proposed reorganization of

PENSIONS

Bill amending munic govt in relation to police and firemen's fund introduced in Sen, Ja 24, 3:1

Reports & Statistics

Annual rept completed by Chief Harrison, Nbr 27, 8:1

POOR DIRECTOR

Joseph Kendall reappointed, Je 19, 8:2; reappointed praised, 1tr, Je 22, 8:2

Henry W Mandelbach reappointed asst, Je 19, 8:2

PUBLIC SERVICE, DEPT OF

Notice for bids on coal to heat county buildings, Ja 2, 7:7

REPORTS & STATISTICS

January rept on births and deaths presented by Health Officer E S Underwood, F 3, 6:3

STREETS

Filthy condition condemned, ed, Ja 16, 4:1

Dirty condition criticized, ed, F 23, 4:1

Improvement bids opened to contractors by city comrs, Nbr 10, 6:4

Bids for E Market and 3 other sites rejected, Nbr 13, 5:5

Dirty and dusty thoroughfares condemned, ed, My 2, 4:2

Council decides newly annexed territory of North Hill will not get immediate improvements, My 8, 3:5

Thirty-eight ords to levy special assessments for sprinkling and sweeping passed by council, Je 19, 8:1

Eight ords for paving and other improvements passed by council, Je 19, 8:1

Grading ords passed by city council, Jly 17, 8:4

SUIT & CLAIMS

Names Julius W Drewster in application for assessment of damages in Rockwell st improvements, Ja 26, 6:2

Settlement of debt owed by Library bd sought by Library Bd, F 5, 6:3

Loses property damage suit brought by John Bartlhelm, Nbr 1, 6:3

Wins property damage claim brought by George W Crouse, Nbr 9, 1:3

List of claims allowed, Nbr 13, 6:5

With James Willis and Sons and Michael McCourt named in property damage suit by Amer Clay Mfg Co, Nbr 14, 3:5; files answer, Ap 6, 7:5

Losses judgment in suit brought by Henry Stein, Nbr 14, 3:5

Collection suit brought by Akron Gas Co continues, Nbr 20, 3:5; continued, Ap 12, 6:5

Files separate answers in injunction suit brought by A J Ramsey, Nbr 29, 3:5; hearing begins, Nbr 30, 3:7; loses suit, Ap 5, 1:7

Named in injunction suit by James A Reilly, Ap 10, 3:3

Council ordered by ct to approve bond for assessor of Louis H Aamer, Ap 11, 1:7

Dem council members lose mandamus suit brought by Louis H Aamer, Ap 13, 1:7

Named in damage suit by Oliver Prittie, My 10, 6:4

Loses property damage suit brought by Robert Bittaker, My 24, 6:2

Named in property condemnation suit by CANCO, Je 2, 1:3
### TREASURER

Acct of Tress Homer E Berger found to be correct when examined by coors, Ap 16, 1:6

### VITAL STATISTICS

Verdicts in various death reptd by Coroner Ed Leberman, Ja 29, 3:5

### AKRON ALUMINUM CO

Plans reorganization, Nr 23, 5:3

Plant destroyed by fire, Ap 18, 6:1; looted after being destroyed by fire, Ap 10, 6:1; Ap 19, 2:2


Under reorg, Jy 16, 3:5

Reopens factory after fire loss, Je 7, 8:3

Robbed, S 24, 3:5

### AKRON & CUYAHOGA COUNTY TRANSIT CO

Selects Fred T Botzum for sunt, Nr 16, 1:6

Employees rec wage increase, Je 8, 1:6

Purchase by NTD co reptd, N 26, 3:4

Control obtained by NTD co (Clev Plain Dealer), II:30, 1:5

Purchased by Andrew and E H Radel, William Sheerer, H N Doramus, and Judge Gottfried Krueger, D 1, 1:7

### AKRON BEACON JOURNAL

Rev of loss by fire in 1872, Ap 27, 8:6

Praised for edition on riots, (ed Canton News-Dem), Ag 27, 4:2

### AKRON BEDFORD & CLEVER CO

Damage suit brought by Jennie V Shepard settled, Ja 26, 6:1

Nan in personal injury suit by Mary Nalligan, Jr 7, 3:2; suit goes to jury, Mr 8, 3:3

Loss suit, Mr 9, 6:3; appeal overruled, Ap 10, 6:3; decision sustained by circuit ct, Jy 31, 6:1

Amended petition filed in damage suit by Hendel Tisch estate, Ap 28, 6:1

Cars damaged in collision, Je 7, 6:4

Losses damage suit brought by Bessie L Lamont, Valborn for death of husband Justus, N 26, 4:2; O 3, 3:4; denied rehearing by sup ct, D 24, 6:1

### AKRON CANCELLING CO

Elects officers, Ja 16, 1:6

### AKRON BROOM & TILE CO

Wins judgment suit against Peter Graber, F 2, 5:5

Plant destroyed by fire, D 17, 1:6

### AKRON BLOCK & LOAN ASSN

Elects officers, Ja 6, 1:7

Financial statement, Ja 13, 3:6

Wins judgment suit of Maggie Egan against Thomas Delee and others, F 13, 6:5

Names Jacob and Dora Runinsky in collection suit, N 25, 3:5

Appeal suit brought by Charles Boder dismissed, Ap 10, 3:3

Semi-annual divd declared, Jy 14, 1:2

Wins default judgment against Charles Ball, Jy 18, 3:6

Asks for rec for property of George F Gross, Ag 14, 3:5; files amended petition in claim suit against George Gross, D 20, 4:4

Names Jacob W Hillier in foreclosure suit, S 17, 3:4

Files amended petition in property suit against L A White, D 10, 3:5

Elects officers, D 25, 3:7

### AKRON CASHING CO

Elects officers, Ja 5, 3:3

Will establish plant in Barberton, Ja 11, 3:4

Plans expansions, Ja 12, 1:7

Asks cooperation from farmers for success of new factory, F 21, 3:3

Plant nears completion, officers named, Jy 24, 6:5

### AKRON CEDAR CO

Exorbitant prices asked for right-of-way may cause route change, S 27, 3:4

### AKRON CARBON CO

Elects officers, Ja 9, 1:7

Sued by Proctor & Coaller co for advertising fees, Jy 10, 6:5; files answer, Ag 13, 8:2

Files amended petition in damage suit against Postal Telegraph & Cable co, N 30, 4:2

### AKRON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Demands improvements in fire dept, Ja 10, 6:1

Renews efforts to have Brotherhood of Locomotive Engrs locate hdqrs in city, Ja 10, 3:6

Seeks new indux, Mr 14, 8:3

Selects officers at annual meeting, O 17, 4:5

Exec con holds meeting, appts co to make arrangements for state grange, D 4, 6:3

### AKRON CHEM CO

Damaged by fire, O 20, 3:2

### AKRON CHINA CO

Named in personal injury suit by Eugene F Pearson, F 2, 3:4

Holds annual meeting, elects officers, F 14, 5:5

Plant damaged by fire, N 9, 5:6

### AKRON CITY HOSP

Benefit show receipts small, Ap 23, 1:3

### AKRON COLD DISTILLING CO

Orgd by local and eastern capitalists, Ja 5, 6:1

Purchases machinery for new plant, Ja 13, 3:4

Begins mfr of chemically pure brandy, Ap 10, 5:5

Notice of stockholders' annual meeting, Ja 6, 6:6

### AKRON ELEVATORS CO

Elects officers, F 9, 3:3

### AKRON DAILY DEMOCRAT

Condemned for pol grafting and corrupt pols, ed, Ja 13, 4:1

Accused of malicious journalism, IJr, Ja 15, 4:5

Ed pols ridiculed, ed, Ja 15, 4:1

Alleged fake stories criticized (ed Kent Courier), F 19, 4:2

Ridiculed for selection of date for dem conv, ed, F 26, 4:1

Rept of large number of special correspondents doubted, ed, Mr 1, 4:1

Accused of copying articles from TBJ, ed, Nr 3, 4:1

Criticized for upholding dem city council in awarding E Market st improvement cons, ed, Mr 23, 4:1

Criticized for chgs made against Akron justice
AKRON GAS CO (Cont)
Collection suit against City of Akron continues, N 29, 6:5
Prepares to nfr coal gas, Ap 6, 3:4
Suit against City of Akron continued, Ap 12, 6:5
Notified by city comrs to make all connections on Beck ave immediately, Jy 20, 6:2

AKRON GERMANY
Named in libel suit by Carl Schoenudeau, S 10, 5:4

AKRON GROCERY CO
Names Vic and George S Clarke in collection suit, My 2, 3:4
G S Clark resigns position as treas, N 8, 8:3

AKRON HEATING & VENTILATING CO
Files deed transferring property to Diamond Hatch co, My 31, 6:3

AKRON HS
Academic soc elects officers, Ja 8, 5:5
Several male students disciplined for violation of rules, Ja 11, 5:4
January graduating class listed, Ja 17, 1:7
Graduating class addressed by Dr Ira A Priest, Ja 22, 5:4
Holds class day exercises, Ja 24, 1:6
Graduation program announced, Ja 24, 3:3
Resume of graduation exercises, graduates listed, Ja 27, 2:1
Organizes orch, F 27, 4:6
Night school closing program given, Mr 21, 5:4
Edith Harvey named 1st honors student of June graduating class, Ap 17, 1:7
Prof H B Isenberry withdraws application for position as principal, Ap 19, 1:7
Teachers examination conducted by bd of examrs, Jy 12, 1:4
Mothrs & Teachers’ Circle addressed by Graeff, My 14, 5:5
Gives physical culture entertainment, My 26, 6:5
Program for graduation exercises, Jy 1, 1:7
Baccalaureate sermon delivered by Rev M B Pratt, Jy 4, 5:4
Holds class day exercises, Jy 6, 3:2
Holds commencement exercises, members of graduating class give program, Jy 9, 8:2
Class of 1875 holds 25th anniv of graduation, members and program listed, Jy 26, 8:3
Members of class of 1877 hold business meeting, Jy 6, 3:4
Prof D C Nybelt hired as principal, Ag 15, 5:3
Given 2 pictures by Buckley post GAR and Woman’s Relief corps, S 27, 8:1

AKRON HILL SEWER PIPE CO
Elects officers, Ja 17, 1:6

AKRON HYDRAULIC PRESS BRICK CO
Suit brought by John H Taylor carried to Ohio sup ct on error, S 24, 3:4

AKRON IRON CO
Amended petition filed by Sarah E Allen in royalty suit, Ja 16, 3:5

AKRON LAUNDRY CO
Incorporates, O 20, 3:3
Elects officers, N 2, 5:1

AKRON LUMBER CO
Files cross petition in collection suit by Andrew Halter against Reana Halter, D 26, 3:5

AKRON MACHINE CO
Organizes, elects officers, Mr 3, 1:4
Motion for new trial in appeal case by S S Fowler overruled, Jy 9, 3:5

AKRON MFG CO
Contemplates erection of new plant, Mr 21, 3:6
Begins operations, Ja 21, 3:4

AKRON MINING CO
Incs under laws of N Ya, S 12, 3:3

AKRON MOTOR CARRIAGE CO
Officers listed, N 21, 3:6
Resumes operations, O 4, 5:6
Production schedule discussed, D 22, 1:7

AKRON NEIS CO
Moves hqrs to Everett block, Jy 8, 3:1

AKRON NORMAL TRAVELING SCHOOL
Origin and history discussed, feature article, F 12, 4:4
Mothrs’ and Teachers’ circle meets, F 12, 6:3
Holds commencement exercises, Je 7, 8:3

AKRON PAINT & COLOR CO
Robbery attempted, 2 held, Je 15, 6:4

AKRON PAPER CO (Boston)
Constr work on new factory blds delayed by inability to get lumber, Ja 24, 1:5
Strikes new gas well, My 23, 3:3
Wells near completion, new gas well insures supply of fuel, Je 19, 8:3
Foundation for office practically completed, Jy 16, 6:2
Increases capital stock, O 30, 3:2
Opens new factory, O 4, 6:3
Expansion plans announced, D 22, 1:6

AKRON PEOPLE’S TELEPHONE CO
Stockholders elect officers, Mr 1, 8:5

AKRON POULTRY & PET STOCK CLUB
Judges complete scoring of birds, Ja 4, 6:2
Exhibition prizes awarded, Ja 5, 1:6

AKRON POULTRY & PET STOCK CLUB (Cont)
Elects officers, F 5, 5:7

AKRON PRINTING CO
New name of Capron and Curtice co, F 6, 6:2
Awarded contr for printing city ballots and poll books, Mr 20, 6:7
Wagon demolished when struck by rapid transit car, Jy 17, 3:3
Holds picnic at Lake Brady, Ag 13, 4:7

AKRON PRINTING PRESSMAN’S UNION
Local 42 holds monthly meeting, elects Ross Barnes delegate to internat'l conv, Ap 23, 3:3

AKRON PUBLIC LIBRARY
Bd of control holds regular session, considers establishing South Akron branch, Ja 6, 5:5
Establishment of South Akron branch library by bd of control, F 3, 2:2
Bd of control makes compromised settlement with Chicago library bur, F 14, 6:3
Proposal to open South end branch opposed, N 2, 5:4
Summary of business conducted by bd, N 3, 2:4
Rpt of bd meeting, Ap 7, 1:5
Bd of control rationed on finances and operations, Jy 5, 5:6
Bd of control reorganizes, Je 2, 1:6
Bd of mngs holds meeting, treas's and librarian's repts made, Jy 7, 8:1
Bd holds meeting, votes to offer floral piece as tribute to memory of Sidney Edgerton, Jy 20, 6:1
Bd of mngs holds special meeting, adopts resolutions in memory of Sidney Edgerton, Jy 21, 2:2
Resume of business meeting, N 3, 6:3
Library bd opposes opening of branches, O 8, 4:4
Reelected staff, S 8, 3:4
Bid ofDirs holds business meeting, O 9, 6:6

AKRON REALTY CO
Incorporates, Ja 15, 3:4
Purchases Loomis Salt works, Je 6, 3:1
Purchases F D Howard estate, will constr hotel or opera house, Jy 9, 3:6
Issued permits to constr 10 res, Jy 18, 1:5
Announces intention to build bldv from Akron to Barberton, O 17, 5:4
Signs contr with NOT co for constr of bldv and elec line to Barberton, NZ, J 6, 1:6

AKRON RUGER SPECIALTY CO
Incorporates, D 18, 6:6

AKRON SALT CO
Stockholders assessed in statutory liability
ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS (Cont)

Prohibition party support urged, 11r, D 8, 4:5

LAW ENFORCEMENT

Police Chief Harrison orders saloons closed on Sunday, Nv 29, 1:6

Anti-saloon and repealers by Guy Falls council, Je 9, 8:2

Toledo police order all wine rooms closed, D 5, 2:2

LAW VIOLATIONS

Joseph Higgy arrested, Nv 23, 8:3

Charles Costello arrested on chg of violating Sunday closing law, Je 5, 3:7

John Anson and Patrick Brown arrested on intoxication chg, Je 9, 1:3

Kate McGowan arrested on intoxication chg, Je 29, 4:6

Lyman Broughton and Orrie Davis arrested for license violation, Davis released under bond, sought by Summit county authorities, Clev, S 18, 3:5

LOCAL OPTION

Request for special election withdrawn, Glenville, Ja 18, 5:4

Clark local option bill passes house of repr, F 8, 1:4; F 13, 1:4; passage invokes criticism, F 9, 1:6; passage discussed, F 14, 1:5; passage by sen without amendment seen, H 1, 6:5; bill discussed by sen, H 7, 1:5; advocates fear defeat in sen, lack 2 votes to cinch passage, M 13, 1:4

Saloon petition against Clark bill, M 13, 2:5

Clark bill defeated in sen, M 14, 1:6; passage urged, 11r, M 19, 3:5; passage urged at meeting of Akron ministers, resolution adopted, Nv 24, 5:4

Wet issue carries at Creston, Ap 18, 3:3

Proposed repeal of anti-saloon and discussed, Guy Falls, M 18, 3:5

Wet petition being circulated in Boston twp, Ag 10, 3:3; Boston twp vote dry, S 19, 1:6

Special election called by trustees of Boston twp, Nv 28, 2:6

SALES

Distillers hold meeting at Cinti, S 5, 2:2

Distillers and distributors form combine at Cinti conference, S 7, 2:2
ANDREWS, PETER ( Canal Dover)
Injured when struck by hit-skip bicycle riders, S 12, 2:4

ANDREWS, ALBERT
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, Je 25, 1:5; fined on assault chg, Je 27, 1:4

ANDREW, EVA W
Sheriff's sale, N 21, 6:6

ANDREW, ROBERT L
Paint store destroyed, Frank Andrew burned, Ap 6, 7:2

ANDREWS, CHARLES
Chgs Andrew Miller with indecent conduct in warrant for arrest, N 17, 6:3

ANDREW, FRANK
Killed when struck by baseball, Ag 17, 5:4

ANDREW, FRANK
Killed when struck by switch engine, S 11, 3:2; B 2: George J Rogers apptd. admr. of estate, S 20, 1:6

ANDREWS, GUY
Death, My 9, 1:6; 3:11; funeral, My 10, 6:4

ANDREWS, R
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 8:6

ANDREWS (OR), W O
Rubber clothing stolen, D 30, 3:3

ANDREWS, W N
Apt damaged by fire, Je 23, 3:4

ANDRUS (WRS), ELIZA L (Clev)
Injured in fall, Je 20, 3:7

ANGELE, E BYRON
Files amended petition in suit against W G and J J Robinson for collection of rent, Je 18, 3:6

ANGLO-AMER IRON CO
Dirs named in damage suit filed by Lewis A Ritchie, Ja 13, 1:7

Dismissal of suit brought by Lewis A Ritchie asked by Stevenson Burke, F 12, 3:5; rec reply to answer, Mr 14, 3:5

ANRUE (WRS), CATHERINE
Celebrates 70th birthday anniv, My 25, 3:2

ANNOIKIN, LIZZIE
Fined for fighting, D 11, 4:4

ANTI-CIGARETTE LEAGUE
Meeting addressed by Willis G Brown, boys and girls league orq and elects officers, Je 4, 4:4

Plans state orq, N 3, 8:5

ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE, OHO
Criticizes Lt Gov Caldwell for attitude on liquor question, F 13, 2:2

Cry of corruption without producing proof condemned, ed, Mr 15, 4:2

Denouncement of policy by Rev Dr Broadhurst

ANTI-SALOON LEAGUE, OHO (Cont)
Complied, ed, My 26, 4:1

Decides not to oppose reelection of Pres William McKinley, Ja 12, 2:2

Sends Ney Thomas Hare to establish offices at Canton, Ag 17, 2:2

Perfected to defeat Farken and elect legis to pass Ward local option law, O 9, 2:2

Starts campaign against reelection of Sen George W Sieber, N 24, 1:4

Sponsors speech on saloons by Dr Lewis Albert Banks, D 11, 8:5

Crusade against druggists' sale of liquor, D 25, 3:3

Bd of trustees holds meeting at Gola, D 29, 11:2

Elects officers, D 31, 5:5

APLEY (WRS), U S G (Ameda)
Injured in stab-buggy collision, My 10, 5:1; suev NOT CO for personal damages, Je 26, 3:6

APOLLONIUS, NATON
Held for peddling without license, Ja 30, 8:1

APP, FRANK R (Clev)
Named in collection suit by Mrs Susan Phillips Butts, (Clev Plain Dealer), F 21, 4:5

Jury disagrees in collection suit brought by Mrs Worthington Butts, F 26, 3:6

APPLING, FRANK W
Fined and sentenced for theft, Ja 27, 8:5

APRIL FOOL'S DAY
Superstitious discussions, feature article, Ap 2, 1:6

APTHORP, HENRY
Resigns as member of bd of agrs of Ohio state reformatory, Ja 21, 3:4

ARBAUGH, ALEXANDER (Ironton)
Arrested and held in murder of George W Noble, D 26, 2:2

ARRABASTA & CO (Niles)
Suspends oil drilling operations for winter, Ja 17, 1:7

ARRIVAL DAY
Proclamation issued by Gov Nash, Mr 20, 2:2; observance date issued by Gov Nash, Mr 21, 3:5

ARKDBLE BROS (Toledo)
Files petition asking court to apply for Woolson Spice co, Ap 3, 2:2; wins suit for inspection of books, My 25, 2:3; files motion to inspect books of Woolson Spice co, D 25, 2:2

ARKDBLE-HAVEMEYER (Toledo)
Granted 30 day suspension on cl order requiring books to be opened to minority stockholders, N 15, 2:2

ARCHAEOLOGY
Burial ground of Indians discovered in cavern at Gorge, Mr 31, 1:4

J M Fridley unearths parts of mammoth skeleton at Sidney, S 20, 2:2

ARCHERY
Natl tournament opens at Cinti, Ag 23, 2:2; results of natl tournament, Ag 24, 8:5

ARJENS, EDWARD
Fined for leaving horse unhitched, Ag 14, 6:6

ARJENS, SAMUEL
Fined for fighting, S 12, 8:2

ARKANSAS RIVER
Beauty and benefits to agr discussed, feature article, Je 2, 10:2

ARIEL QUARTET CO
Concert, F 20, 5:4

ARLINGTON, WILLIAM LEWIS
Fined for assaulting George Swan, Mr 19, 4:5

ARLINGTON ST
Resolution of constr of sidewalks passed by council, Ap 20, 11:3

ARLINGTON, S
Fined for intoxication, O 1, 5:4

ARLINGTON ST CONG CH
Christian Endeavor holds business meeting, elects officers, Ja 6, 8:5; holds business meeting, elects officers, Mr 9, 12:2; hears paper read by Floyd E Wait on subject of U S progress, Ja 7, 12:2

ARMOUR & CO
Robbery attempted, N 26, 3:2

ARMSTRONG, (Springfield)
Injured when 2 interurban cars collide, Ja 12, 2:2

ARMSTRONG, R L
Body removed from Cuba, funeral held at Fredericksburg, Ja 27, 8:2

ARMSTRONG, THOMAS
Fined for vagrancy, F 7, 5:6

ARMSTRONG, W C
Son Howard dies March 29, 3:1; funeral March 29, 5:4

ARNACK, CAROLINE
Pleads not guilty to chicken theft chg, D 3, 8:4; dismissed on theft charge, D 5, 6:2; D 8, 5:1; D 13, 8:3

ARNOLD, ALBERT
Requisition by Ohio gov for extradition on swindle chgs honored by Gov Stone, Harrisburg (Penna), N 28, 2:2

ARNOLD, SAMUEL
Holds reunion at Western Star, S 19, 8:2
AROLD, JOHN
Adjudged insane, held in jail for safety, Ja 30, 6:1; renewed to Gallipolis on insanity chg, F 1, 6:3

AROLD, WILLIAM (Boston, Ind.)
Arrested on illegal liquor sales chg, Ja 13, 6:3; fined and sentenced for liquor law violations, Ja 25, 3:7; Ja 26, 6:1
Held under fine and sentence by grand jury for illegal sale of liquor, My 4, 3:4

ASHLAND & WOOSTER RR CO
Elects officers, Ja 17, 1:5; appts A S Miller asst pres, No 29, 6:3; sells eastern end to Penna RR co (Ashland Gazette), S 4, 5:4
Depot at Ashland completed, D 6, 8:3

ASHLAND COAL CO
Incorporates, D 24, 8:6; (Ashland Press), D 25, 8:6

ASHLAND, OHIO
Herrick Hotel and other blds destroyed by fire, D 15, 11:2

ASIA
Interest of U S and other countries in China outlined (ed Pittsburgh Dispatch), Jy 26, 4:6

ASSAULTS

ARON
John Thurston attacked, warrant for arrest of Henry Hope issued, Ja 8, 3:1
Joseph McGowan stabbed, Edward Russell arrested, Ja 8, 5:3
Lewis Righter, Clayton Frank sought, Ja 12, 3:1
Earl Heiser, brother John arrested, case contd, Ja 17, 3:5
Frank Kuntz and Phillip Zeller beaten, Joe Fink arrested and fined, Ja 22, 4:7
Samuel Dickerhoof arrested for assaulting wife, case contd, Ja 24, 1:7
Orison A Chaffee case contd, Ja 26, 1:6
Nose Ciapman, Bert Crumbl arrested and fined, Ja 26, 6:2
James Smith, warrant issued for arrest of James Britt, F 20, 3:4

ASSAULT

BLUFFTON
Elder G L Mason pelted with eggs by mob, Birkholder injured, Ja 26, 2:2

BRECKSVILLE
William Dickerson beaten in fight by Leonard Markham, D 18, 3:6

CALDWELL

CANTON
Jerry Schultz shoots and wounds wife, attempts suicide, My 23, 1:2; commits suicide, My 23, 2:6

CINCINNATI
Mrs F A Aiken and Mrs C C Vinold poisoned, Nellie Foster held, Mr 31, 11:3
E Miller, John Guthjahr, and Thomas Waldron shot by William Gard who commits suicide, Mr 31, 12:1
Lizzie Betz thrown gashed by unknown assailant, My 22, 2:2
Louis Glenn fatally shot, Tom Harris and Thomas Hanly wounded during brawl, D 3, 2:2

CLEVELAND
John Schimelmann with intent to poison, Charles Brent arrested, Ja 5, 2:2
Mrs Daniel Savaccii beaten by husband who commits suicide, My 7, 1:5
Edward Dandridge beaten, W N Kindra held, Je 8, 2:4
Mrs Emil Heglow shot, husband arrested, Je 28, 1:3
Petroleum Sickles and Sanford shot at, Salvador Veiloto and Frank Decarlo held, Ag 14, 2:2
Howard Dennis beaten by mob while attempting to make repub speech, N 2, 3:5
Martin Terpel stabbed wife and son, commits suicide, D 29, 1:1

COLUMBUS
Annie Hooey shot and wounded by William Miller, F 1, 6:5
Warden of Ohio penitentiary Coffin beaten by inmate Ira Marlatt, Mr 30, 9:3; Mr 31, 11:3

ASHLAND & WOOSTER RR CO
Elects officers, Ja 17, 1:5; appts A S Miller asst pres, No 29, 6:3; sells eastern end to Penna RR co (Ashland Gazette), S 4, 5:4
Depot at Ashland completed, D 6, 8:3

ASHLAND COAL CO
Incorporates, D 24, 8:6; (Ashland Press), D 25, 8:6

ASHLAND, OHIO
Herrick Hotel and other blds destroyed by fire, D 15, 11:2

ASIA
Interest of U S and other countries in China outlined (ed Pittsburgh Dispatch), Jy 26, 4:6

ASSAULTS

ARON
John Thurston attacked, warrant for arrest of Henry Hope issued, Ja 8, 3:1
Joseph McGowan stabbed, Edward Russell arrested, Ja 8, 5:3
Lewis Righter, Clayton Frank sought, Ja 12, 3:1
Earl Heiser, brother John arrested, case contd, Ja 17, 3:5
Frank Kuntz and Phillip Zeller beaten, Joe Fink arrested and fined, Ja 22, 4:7
Samuel Dickerhoof arrested for assaulting wife, case contd, Ja 24, 1:7
Orison A Chaffee case contd, Ja 26, 1:6
Nose Ciapman, Bert Crumbl arrested and fined, Ja 26, 6:2
James Smith, warrant issued for arrest of James Britt, F 20, 3:4

ASSAULT

BLUFFTON
Elder G L Mason pelted with eggs by mob, Birkholder injured, Ja 26, 2:2

BRECKSVILLE
William Dickerson beaten in fight by Leonard Markham, D 18, 3:6

CALDWELL

CANTON
Jerry Schultz shoots and wounds wife, attempts suicide, My 23, 1:2; commits suicide, My 23, 2:6

CINCINNATI
Mrs F A Aiken and Mrs C C Vinold poisoned, Nellie Foster held, Mr 31, 11:3
E Miller, John Guthjahr, and Thomas Waldron shot by William Gard who commits suicide, Mr 31, 12:1
Lizzie Betz thrown gashed by unknown assailant, My 22, 2:2
Louis Glenn fatally shot, Tom Harris and Thomas Hanly wounded during brawl, D 3, 2:2

CLEVELAND
John Schimelmann with intent to poison, Charles Brent arrested, Ja 5, 2:2
Mrs Daniel Savaccii beaten by husband who commits suicide, My 7, 1:5
Edward Dandridge beaten, W N Kindra held, Je 8, 2:4
Mrs Emil Heglow shot, husband arrested, Je 28, 1:3
Petroleum Sickles and Sanford shot at, Salvador Veiloto and Frank Decarlo held, Ag 14, 2:2
Howard Dennis beaten by mob while attempting to make repub speech, N 2, 3:5
Martin Terpel stabbed wife and son, commits suicide, D 29, 1:1

COLUMBUS
Annie Hooey shot and wounded by William Miller, F 1, 6:5
Warden of Ohio penitentiary Coffin beaten by inmate Ira Marlatt, Mr 30, 9:3; Mr 31, 11:3
ASSAULTS - COLUMBUS (Cont)
H H Bradford arrested for making menacing threats to R Bennett, (Cols Press Post), Jy 20, 5:5

CIYANOSA FALLS
Chris Strain shot and wounded, William Mills held, S 25, 3:6; S 26, 2:2

COLUMBUS
H G Baker assaulted in encounter with Prof Canfield, F 22, 2:2

FREDON
George Lauer and Albert Pugh shot and wounded each other in fight, Ag 28, 8:2

GALLIPOLIS
C H Lane fatally stabbed by unnamed persons, Ja 26, 2:2

GRAND RAPIDS
John Rans, Oscar Johnson and J W Morrison injured when mob attacks Cong Southard and escort, O 31, 1:6
John Rans and Oscar Johnson injured when attacked by mob, O 31, 2:2

GREENVILLE
G L Nason attacked by audience in opera house, D 20, 2:2

HUBBARD
Elmer Agte shot, mother Mrs Aldredge confesses, F 13, 2:2

HUNTINGTON, WEST VA
Hamilton Runyon fatally injured in shooting by unknown assailant, Jy 26, 11:4

LIMA
Edward Crosby shot and wounded by unknown man, M 23, 5:6

LORAIN
Josephine Provenza shot by Carmelo DiVenanzo who commits suicide, S 15, 10:4

MANSFIELD
Policemen William Lore and David Cale shoot at telegraph operator, angry crowd throws former
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ASSAULTS - HANSAFIELD (Cont)
in lake, Je 19, 2:2
Zion Elders Dinius and Hoot Threatened by mob, David Strachan attacked, Ag 14, 2:2
Zion Elders Ephraim Bassinger forced by mob to leave town, S 17, 1:3; Elders Ephraim Bassinger and Silas Root covered with varnish by mob, S 24, 2:4; Elders James Watts and Mark A Loblaw forced by mob to leave town, S 24, 3:5; Zion elders Kark A Loblaw and James Watt deported by vigilantes, S 25, 2:2

NEW MEXICO
Elmer Ramsay shot and wounded by Jim Carpenter, O 10, 2:2

NEW YORK
Otto Clever sought on charge of assaulting wife's sister, F 21, 2:4

HILLPORT
Harry Platt sought after attack on Brown, Ag 29, 1:6

HENDERSON
Mrs Hitchcock shot, Carrie Rice held, Ag 10, 2:2

NEW PHILADELPHIA
W H Detric injured in fight with unknown person, Ag 15, 5:4

NEWARK
Edward Lightner fatally stabbed by Ellis Chapin, S 5, 2:1

TOLEDO
George Wexby shot, David Lafferty arrested, Ja 10, 2:2

GEORGETOWN
George Wexby shot, David Lafferty arrested, Ja 10, 2:2

UPPER SANDUSKY
Francis Wood fatally stabbed by Daniel Carr, S 14, 2:4

ZANESVILLE
Homer Goodhart shot and wounded, Harry Welter held, S 24, 2:4

ATHENS, OHIO
Repub Cong Conv nominates C H Grovenor for cong, H 29, 2:2

ATHENS, NELSONVILLE & Hocking Valley Tract Co Incorporates, N 9, 7:1

ATHLETIC CLUB, CENTRAL
Organizes, elects officers, F 17, 5:3

ATHLETIC CLUB, EAST END
Reorganizes, Ja 16, 5:1; elects officers, Ja 20, 5:2; F 2, 5:2

ATHLETIC CLUB, WARHUN
Articles forwarded for incorporation, N 12, 5:4

ATHLETIC CLUB, NORTH END
Submits answer to statements made by Art Sims, H 5, 5:1; reasons for withdrawal stated, H 11, H 8, 5:1

ATHLETIC CLUB, JULIUS CENTRAL
Prepares athletic program, Ap 17, 5:1

ATHLETIC CLUB, SOUTH END
Elects officers, Ja 29, 5:2; applies for charter, H 14, 5:2

Plans constr of new club house, H 22, 5:2; elects officers, M 2, 5:3; holds meeting, discusses plans for opening new club house, Jy 24, 5:3

Lita, FREDERICK (Garbenton)
Granted pension, F 10, 3:1

OLDEGEND, OTTO
Assault cig dismissed, Ap 10, 1:3

ALTHA, MILLER & CO
Raises prices on farm machinery because of increased cost of raw materials, Ja 12, 3:5

Exhibit at Paris exposition discussed, other
AULTMAN, MILLER & CO (Cont)

news, Ja 24, 6:1

boilers granted wage increase, F 14, 6:4

named in personal injury suit by Frank Smith, Jy 31, 6:3

awarded gold medal at Paris (France) exposition, Ag 20, 3:5

electors officers, S 13, 3:4; S 14, 3:4

agm implement exhibits at Paris exposition described, (Export Implement Age), S 15, 2:1

resum operations, O 16, 3:5

AULTMAN & TAYLOR CO (Clev)

loses injunction suit against Richland county, Je 1, 2:3

AUSTIN, D B

with William H Tameyhill awarded patent on rubber tire mg device, D 2, 1:6

AUSTIN, HELEN

death, My 29, 3:1; funeral My 31, 6:6

AUSTIN, CHARLES

saloon damaged by fire, D 18, 5:6

AUSTIN, MICHAEL

fined on chq of striking James C Shaffer, Jy 10, 6:3

AUSTIN, ALVIN H (Clev)

awarded scholarship to case school of applied science, S 21, 1:7

AUSTIN, EINEST (Bellefontaine)

given life sentence in penitentiary for first degree murder, Ja 3, 2:6

AU-TO-ICE ESTATE (Toledo)

heirs claim Presque Isle, My 24, 2:2

AUTONOMIES

speed regulations advocated as safety measure, (ed Springfield Repub), H 2, 4:2

Thomas Hamman & Son grant demands of machinists, Clev, N 20, 2:4

AVCHILL, FRANK

sued by Charles Heyrick for death of horse, Je 26, 3:6

AVERILL, GEORGE

ordered to appear in ct on contempt chg, sued for divorce by wife Mary E, Je 11, 3:6; divorce granted wife, N 20, 4:2

AVERILL, WILLIAM

arrested on rioting chg, released on bail, S 1, 1:6; charged with rioting, S 3, 1:6; pleads not guilty to rioting chgs, O 17, 3:2

AVORY, J (Findlay)

arrested on swindling chg, Ja 3, 2:6

AXTEL, JOSEPH

named in collection suit by estate of
BAWL, CHARLES
Named by Akron Bldg & Loan assn in foreclosure suit, cross petition filed by Joseph Leopold, Jy 16, 6:2; loses judgment, Jy 16, 5:8; sheriff's sale, Ag 1, 5:7

BALL, FRANK
Fined for riding bicycle without lights, O 26, 8:6

BALLAD, WILLIAM
Fined for riding bicycle without lights, O 26, 8:6

BALL, GEORGE T
Sued for divorce by wife Ella L, restraining injunction granted, Jy 10, 6:13

BALTIC AND OHIO RAILROAD CO (Cont)
Three tribunaries hold annual meeting at Clev, O 17, 3:5

Marriott, Cols & Clev div incorporates, O 24, 2:2

Proposed iron bridge over N Howard st approved by comrs, O 24, 6:4

Siam depot robbed, O 25, 2:2

Purchases franchise of the Canton and East Liverpool ry co, O 26, 8:4

With P&N officials inspect proposed new road between Youngstown and Akron, (Youngstown Vindicator), O 31, 5:8

Box car robbed, N 5, 2:3

Assures constv of Canton & East Liverpool line, N 13, 5:6

Proposes road from Pittsburgh to Warwick, N 20, 5:6

Passenger trainsmen rec new uniforms, D 5, 1:6

Motion to compel RR to produce records in black list suit brought by August A Hickerson overruled, D 6, 7:1; loses judgment suit brought by A A Hickerson, D 12, 2:2; D 13, 2:2

Train derailed at Mansfield, no one injured, D 17, 5:6

Rept shows tremendous traffic, compelled to borrow engines, D 31, 8:5

Merger with B&O re announced, D 31, 7:1

BALSAM, JOE
Robbed, D 21, 1:4

BANDCOFT, FREDERICK W
Concert, Nr 7, 6:11

BARGE, WILLIAM
Attempts suicide by jumping from window, My 23, 1:7; dies from injuries: recd in leap, My 23, 3:5

BANGERS' ASSN, ANER
D P Wheeler elected vice-pres for Ohio at Richmond (Va) conv, O 6, 3:1

BANGERS' ASSN, OHIO
Holds 10th annual conv at Calos, O 26, 6:2

BANGERS' FRATERNAL UNION
Council No 2 organizes; elects officers, F 28, 5:5

With Pathfinders seeks absorption of Chosen Friend lodges, D 20, 1:6

Local lodge elects officers, D 29, 3:5

Meets, elects officers, D 31, 3:5

BANKS, ADAM
Arrested on intoxication chg, escapes and is recaptured, placed in county infirmary, O 4, 3:1

BANKS, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Jy 2, 6:2

BANKS, ROBERT
Speaks on Saloons before Anti-Saloon league, D 11, 8:5

BANKS, LOREN
Arrested, cited with turning in false fire alarms, Jy 17, 1:5; pleads guilty, sentence reserved, Jy 18, 5:8; bound to probate on chg, Jy 20, 1:3; sentenced to Lancaster Boys' school, Jy 24, 3:1; F 13, 4:5

BANKS AND TRADING
Clearings listed, Ja 1, 3:7

Opening of new institutions cited as sure sign of prosperity, ed, Ap 21, 4:2

Dull stock market blamed on poor showing in NY, ed, My 26, 4:2

Increased financial assets among Western banks attributed to repub admin, ed, My 29, 4:1; H 31, 4:1

Increase in deposits during admin of Pres Grover Cleveland, praised, ed, Je 1, 4:1

Comparison of Youngstown and Canton bank clearances with Akron, ed, Je 10, 4:1

Prosperity of Montana institutions under repub admin cited, ed, Je 28, 4:1

Deposit increase in nati banks cited as Repub party victory, ed, My 14, 4:1

Clearings for Akron and 3 other insts given, D 3, 8:4

BAPTIST CH
Holds annual state conv at Cols, Ap 18, 2:4

Young People's Baptist Union of Central Ohio holds conv at Cols, Ap 10, 2:4

Young People's Soc of Northern Ohio hold rally at Clev, F 22, 3:2

Holds annual conv at Cinti, Jy 13, 2:4; Dr E G Gange gives address, Jy 14, 11:3

BAR ASSN, AKRON
Commem red by H T Willson, H 7, 3:1

Files disbarment proceeding against William A Norris when he is convicted of forgery, H 13, 3:6

Holds meeting, appts comm, H 13, 6:2; resume, H 20, 1:6

BAR ASSN, AKRON (Cont)
To investigate chgs of corruption by dem leaders against local justice of peace, H 26, 3:4; investigation of justice scandal continues, H 27, 3:6; fails to hear rep on justice scandal, com seeks more time for investigation, H 20, 1:5; investigations of justice scandal continues, discussion at meeting discussed, H 29, 1:5; investigations of justice scandal chgs, H 30, 3:4; investigation criticized, ed, H 30, 4:1

Appts com to draw plans for new ct house, Jy 6, 1:7

Holds meeting, draws resolutions, Jy 3, 3:5

Holds meeting to pay tribute to memory of Sidney Edgerton, appts com on resolutions, Jy 20, 6:1; holds meeting, adopts resolutions honoring Sidney Edgerton, Jy 23, 3:8

Names J V Blake asst librarian, Ag 7, 3:4

BAR ASSN, STATE
Hold annual meeting at Put-in-Bay, Jy 10, 1:6
Edtct. officers, elects Judge Peter A Laubie for assailing Philippine policy of repub admin, ed, Jy 13, 6:13

BAR ASSN, SUMIT COUNTY
Hold business session, Je 15, 3:6
Holds annual election of officers, H 3, 1:5
Adopts resolutions paying tribute to David L Harvin, Jy 5, 8:3
Decides to submit new ct house proposal to pub vote, H 8, 3:5

Plans celebration of Chief Justice John Marshall's birthday, D 31, 8:5

BARB (WMS), ROBIE
Fined for assault on Clifford Diller, D 1, 5:4

BASBER, A M (Clev)
Elected dir of Amer Straw Board co, (Chicago) F 2, 6:1

BASBER, A M
Settles tax claims of Summit county, N 14, 3:3

BARB (WMS), A M
Blogs, Je 6, 5:6; funeral, Ja 6, 1:6; will probated, O 29, 3:4

BASBER, ESSIE
Injured by fall into basement opening, Ap 24, 6:2

BASEE (LT), EDWARD H (Kent)
In active service with 45th regt U S army in Philippines, Ja 16, 1:6

Sends ltrs on Philippine Islands, F 10, 9:2

Describes experiences in Philippines, Je 9, 9:5

Relates experiences with U S army at Iriga (P1)
BARRINGTON, OHIO — ELECTIONS (Cont)

REPUBLICAN CAUCUS

Nominations made for all offices, Nov 16, 1:7

FINANCE

Bonds sold for purpose of extending water works mains, Nov 17, 1:7

FIRE DEPT

Plants for constr and equipping station discussed by council, Nov 23, 6:2
Sherman Snyder appointed chief, Dec 10, 5:5
Special election called to vote on bonds, Jan 16, 3:1
Code of signals adopted, Jan 10, 6:7

POLICE DEPT

R A Colton reapplied marshal, Apr 10, 5:5

SUIT AND CLAIMS

Damage suit by Margaret Burke continues, Feb 19, 7:1; wins suit, Feb 26, 6:1; sale of property
recovered, Mar 25, 2:1; motion for new trial overruled, Apr 4, 3:4
Injunction suit brought by Rapid Transit Co continued, Apr 10, 3:3
Ordinaries paid claims passed by council, Jan 10, 8:6

BARRINGTON BELT LINE RR CO

Name of the company revised, Dec 26, 4:6

BARRINGTON, DOYLESTOWN & MASSILLON RY

Consolidation of proposed new line favored by citizens, (Massillon Independent), Feb 24, 5:5; plans
approved (Massillon Independent), Mar 28, 4:5
Seeking right-of-way in Stark county, Mar 31, 8:3
Construction reduced in N Y to build proposed road, Apr 14, 8:2
Sale of bonds for proposed road announced, Feb 13, 4:7

BARRINGTON HS

Graduation exercises, Je 2, 1:4

BARRINGTON SAVINGS BANK

Stockholders elect officers, Apr 27, 5:1

BAGGETZ, FERDINAND JR

Estate names Rapid Transit Co in personal injury suit, hearing opened, Nov 20, 3:4

BARKER, H J

Awarded contract by Penna rr co to tear down old Jennings school bldg, S 15, 1:5

BARKER, JESSE

Family in desperate condition because of sickness and other ill fortune, Ja 12, 3:2

BARKER, JOSEPH

Death, N 10, 3:4; remains sent to East Liverpool for interment, N 12, 5:4; eulogy, N 20, 5:5

BARKER, NEWS

Death in Dec, Ap 6, 3:1; funeral, Ap 6, 3:4

BARKER, L A

Milk suit brought by A A Toglin begins, N 16, 8:3; loses suit, N 17, 3:6

BARKES, E W

Appointed chief bookkeeper in State treas office, Ap 10, 2:2

BARKES, ALBERT

Sued by wife in divorce suit, Ap 3, 6:3

BARKES, WILLIAM

Reelected to intoxication chg, N 19, 4:5

BARKES, ALFRED W

Mary A Barnes appointed adver of estate, Jan 17, 3:1

BARKES, B M

Suit for assault and battery brought by T J Ryan dismissed, O 12, 8:3

BARRES, CLARK (Tallmadge)

Injured when thrown from buggy during runaway, Jan 25, 6:5

BARRES, MARY

Death, N 23, 3:2; funeral, N 23, 8:4

BARRES, SILAS JR

Granted new pension, Ny 29, 3:1

BARRES, T A

Named in affidavit charging assault and battery, O 10, 6:2

BARRES, O

Leases NY Park ave hotel, Je 21, 2:4

BARTON, R P

Funeral, Fe 7, 8:4

BARNES, THOMAS

Injured in fall down stairs, F 14, 3:2

BARNES, TILLY

Named in collection suit by Alvin C Warden, F 21, 6:3

BARNES (Mrs), W H (Cornelia)

Death, D 10, 3:4; funeral, D 18, 3:6

BARGO, CHARLES (Cleveland)

Suspended pending investigation of chg, N 15, 2:2; resigns from dept, N 21, 2:2

BARGO, EDDIE (Cleveland)

Injured when struck by st car, S 26, 2:2; dies from injuries received, S 27, 2:2

BARGO, JOHN

Delivers speech at Dartmouth coll dinner (ed Wash Post), Ja 24, 4:4

Discusses imperialism in address at Dayton
BASEBALL (Cont)

North End Baseball Club elects Nate Tuholsky financial sec, Hy 26, 5:4
Cincinnati grandstand destroyed by fire, Hy 29, 2:2
Non-interference with amateur Sunday games ordered by city comrs, Je 23, 3:5
Sunday games opposed by City Comm 0 L Miliken, Je 26, 6:4
Sunday ban on games reiterated by Chief of Police Harrison, Je 30, 6:1
Sunday ban enforced by police, Chief of Police Harrison commended on action by North Hill NE ch, Jy 2, 3:4
Apology for statement on Sunday games deemed unnecessary, ltr, Jy 14, 2:3
Robert Quinn succeeds John Riley as mgr of Cols team, Jy 26, 5:1

COLEGE

Buchtel
vs Buchtel Preps, Hy 19, 3:4
vs Elks, exhibition, Hy 31, 5:2

Buchtel Prep
vs Kent Rocks, Ap 30, 5:1

Kenyon
vs Wooster, Ap 30, 5:1

North Western
vs Oberlin, My 25, 5:3

Wooster
vs Western Reserve, Hy 23, 5:4

GRADE SCHOOL

Grace School
vs St Vincent's, Ap 21, 8:2

St Bernard's
vs Perkins, My 14, 4:6

HIGH SCHOOL

Akron HS selects team, Ap 15, 6:1

Akron High School
vs Buchtel Preps, tie, Hy 26, 5:3

Buchtel Preps
vs Akron HS, tie, Hy 26, 5:3

PROFESSIONAL

Officials of natl, Amer, and Eastern leagues hold business conf in Clev, Jy 26, 5:3
Cinti 2nd baseman buddy McPhie suffers from pneumonia, (Cinti Enquirer), F 22, 5:3
Clev slated to be member of Amer League of Baseball Clubs, F 22, 5:3
Clev admitted to A L, My 5, 5:3
John A McPhie retires, Hy 21, 5:1

Members of Youngstown and Cols teams arrested for violating Sunday observance law, Ap 30, 5:2
Youngstown Baseball club officials arrested and fined for Sunday playing, My 8, 5:2; team bound to grand jury on chg of violating Sunday ord, Hy 11, 5:3
Youngstown enabled to retain franchise through aid from business men, Jy 7, 5:4, 12:4
C D Power resigns as pres of Inter-State league, Dayton, O 9, 5:3
Natl and Amer League scores given, S 0, 5:2; S 11, 5:3; S 14, 4:6; S 15, 5:3
Scores given, S 17, 5:2; S 10, 5:4; S 18, 5:3; S 20, 5:3; S 21, 5:6; S 22, 5:4; S 24, 5:6; S 25, 5:4; S 26, 5:3; S 27, 5:3; S 28, 5:5; S 29, 5:3; 0 0, 5:5; 0 10, 5:2; 0 13, 5:2

BOSTON

vs Cinti, My 25, 5:4
vs Cinti, Jy 1, 5:4
vs Cinti, Jy 2, 5:3

BROOKLYN

vs Cinti, Hy 17, 5:3

BUFFALO

vs Clev, My 8, 5:2

CHICAGO

vs Clev, My 25, 5:4
vs Clev, My 26, 5:5
vs Clev, S 12, 5:4

CINCINNATI

vs Chicago Ap 23, 5:2
vs Pittsburgh, Ap 28, 5:2
vs Boston, My 26, 5:5
vs Brooklyn, My 21, 5:2
vs Chicago, Jy 4, 5:3
vs Chicago, My 5, 5:3
vs Philadelphia, tie, Hy 16, 5:3
vs St Louis, O 4, 5:3
vs Indianapolis, Ap 28, 5:2
vs Chicago, Jy 6, 5:2
vs Detroit, My 1, 5:3
vs Detroit, My 2, 5:3
vs Kansas City, My 19, 5:2
vs Milwaukee, Jy 4, 5:3
vs Minneapolis, My 15, 5:3

DAYTON

vs Mansfield, Hy 3, 5:3
vs Youngstown, Jy 4, 5:3

DETROIT

vs Clev, Ap 25, 5:3
vs Clev, My 3, 5:3

Ft WAYNE

vs Toledo, My 3, 5:3

KANSAS CITY

vs Clev, Hy 22, 5:6

KENT

vs Sharon, S 10, 5:2

HANSFIEld

vs Cols, Jy 4, 5:3

HAMILTON

vs Clev, Hy 10, 5:3
vs Clev, Jy 2, 5:3
vs Clev, Jy 5, 5:3

MINNePOLIS

vs Clev, My 16, 5:3
vs Clev, My 17, 5:3

NEW CASTle, Penna

vs Mansfield, My 10, 5:2
BASEBALL - SEMI-PROFESSIONAL (Cont)

Clay wheel
vs Tiffany, softball, F 16, 5:3

Cuyahoga Falls
vs Barberson, Jy 16, 5:1

Dague Bros
vs J Koch & Co, Ag 2, 5:3

Elks
vs Kinkwood, Jy 2, 5:1
vs Kinkwood, Jy 5, 5:1

Kent
vs Akron North Ends, Jy 4, 4:2
vs South Ends, Ag 13, 5:4
vs Sharon, S 6, 5:1
vs Sharon, S 12, 0:5

Kinkwood
vs Guy Falls, Ag 6, 5:1
vs Elks, Je 25, 5:1
vs Werner Printing team, Ag 10, 5:4
vs Werners, Ag 27, 5:1

J Koch & Co
vs Upham-Brose & Co, Ag 3, 5:4

I S Byers
vs J Koch & Co, Je 20, 5:4

Kneb Indians
vs North Ends, Jy 2, 5:2

North Ends
vs Barberson, My 21, 5:2
vs Greater Akron, My 7, 5:1
vs New Berlin, Je 25, 5:2
vs Woodland Grays, Je 10, 5:3

Omis
vs J Koch & Co, Jy 27, 5:3

Sharon
vs North Ends, My 20, 5:2

South Ends
vs Kinkwood, Jy 9, 5:2
vs Kinkwood, Jy 16, 5:1
vs Kinkwood, Jy 23, 5:1

52a

52b

BASEBALL - SEMI PROFESSIONAL (Cont)

Standards
vs West Hill Grays, Jy 30, 5:3

Werners
vs J O Savage, Jy 30, 5:3

West Hills
vs West Hill Cycle club, My 6, 5:1

Wheeling, W Va
vs Kent, S 25, 5:3

Young Lions
vs Young Pilgrims, My 7, 5:1

Youngstown Elks
vs Akron Elks, Ag 10, 6:2

BASCH, WILLIAM
Grocery closed on writ of attachment, skips town, My 28, 0:2

BASCH, FRANK
Suicide, Ag 30, 2:2

BASKETBALL

COLLEGE

Yale
vs Ohio State Univ, Jy 9, 5:3

BASSINGER (ELICIO), EDMUND (Massfield)
Zion elder forced by rob to leave town, S 17, 1:3; assaulted by mob, S 24, 2:4

BAYS, GEORGE D
Fined for intoxication, 0 5, 3:1

BATES (NOS), A H
Death, F 23, 3:1; funeral, F 26, 3:1

BATES, GEORGE D
Aptd rear of Ellen M Phinney property, Je 14, 3:4

BATES & JAMES LUNDOD CO (Guy Falls)
Incorporates, Ja 25, 3:6

BATH
Repud and dem tickets listed, Hr 20, 6:2

BATES, NEAL
Fatally injured when elec car jumps track near Harrison, Jy 5, 2:4

BATTLES, GEORGE
House damaged when struck by lightning, Ag 1, 1:5

BATTLES (NOS), W E
Addresses Buckley corps No 23 of Woman’s Relief corps at memorial service, Jy 23, 8:2

BATTERY O
Elects officers, S 24, 0:3

BATTITOS, DANTE (Clev)
Stabbed and killed, Raffaele Sarinaccio held, Ag 9, 2:2

BATTLES, J HEATH
Names Isaac Workman in attachment suit, F 28, 6:7

BAUGHAN, HENRY
With Eli Harrter named in collection suit by Orlando Hall, Hr 28, 3:5

BAUER, JESSE D
Fleets not guilty to chg of poisoning revolver at J L Gibbs, F 21, 4:4; trial for poisoning firearm heard, cts’ decision deferred, F 23, 5:2; chg dismissed, F 26, 8:6

BAUSCH, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, S 22, 5:5

BAUGHAN, CHARLES
Granted diploma by state bd of pharmacy, My 29, 3:2

BAUGHAN, JAMES
Fined for violating restraining order granted wife Mary C, Hr 6, 3:5

BAUGHAN, MARY C
Named in collection suit by D C Heckman, Je 5, 3:4; appeal of suit filed in common pleas ct, Jy 2, 6:1

BAUGHAN, RACHEL
Granted original widow’s pension, Jy 23, 3:1

BAUGHAN, WILLIAM (Hastings)
Injured in fall, Ag 15, 0:5

BALL, WOOL & KILDOORE
Names Charles L Goehring in collection suit, N 72, 3:4

BAUR, CONRAD
Apptd substitute postal carrier, Ag 20, 3:4

BAXTER, ELIZABETH (Alliance)
Held for Akron police on theft chg, Ja 16, 1:7; returned from Alliance to face larceny chg, Ja 17, 3:1; fined and sentenced for larceny, Ja 20, 2:6

BAXTER (NOS), J M
Burned when gas stove explodes, Ap 6, 3:4

BAXTER, JULIUS W
Named in application by City of Akron for assessment of damages in improvement of

BAXTER, JULIUS W (Cont)

Rockwell ct, Ja 26, 6:2

BAYLOR, JOHN (Barberton)
Pension renewed, Je 8, 3:1

BAYNE, ISAAC W (Clev)
Correct name of H H Ross who is being held on swindling chg, Je 16, 10:2

BEACON JOURNAL

C L Knight apptd adv rgr, F 16, 3:1
Plant damaged by fire, Ag 23, 1:4
Resume of riot, Ag 25, 4:3
Named in libel suit by Thomas Dillon, S 24, 3:4
Criticized for article chgng V H Cunningham with assault on wife, 1tr, N 17, 5:2

BEAL, DANIEL
Estate inventory filed, S 27, 3:4

BEAL, STEVE (Newark)
Killed when struck by train, Ag 13, 1:5

BEAN, AUGUST
Fined and sentenced, F 1, 4:5

BEARD, NADJA
Delivers address at West Congregational ch, S 20, 8:1

BEASLY, G D
Appptd chief deputy by State Fire Marshal S D Hollarbeck, Je 28, 1:4

BEASLY,
Drowns in Cottage Grove lake, Jy 23, 3:3

BEATY, FRANK
Arrested on chg of suspicion when seen in Seitz & Lambacher saloon, Jy 10, 1:6; fined for alleged robbery of Seitz & Lambacher saloon, Jy 13, 1:4

BEATY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, D 25, 5:7

BEATY, FIRE CLAY CO (Waynesburg)
Works destroyed by fire, Ap 6, 9:3

BECK, (Delaware)
Sent to Marysville as instigator of race war, S 14, 1:4; ordered to leave town because of alleged insults to white girls, S 15, 10:4

BECK (NOS), EVA CATHERINE
Death, S 20, 3:1; funeral S 20, 8:5; John Beck apptd admr, D 24, 3:4

BECK, JOHN (Clifton)
Killed by Robert Henderhull, Je 11, 2:5

BECK, MICHAEL
Ordered with intoxication, case continued, D 26, 1:4; sentenced to workhouse for intoxication, D 27, 0:3
BELDEN (OGS), H E
Res rob, F 13, 3:1

BELFORT CO (Fronron)
Brick warehouse damaged by storm, Jy 24, 2:2

BELLY, ADLEY OTTO
Hld on chg of assault, S 5, 1:4; fined for assault, S 7, 1:7

BELLY, BETH
Identification not positive, killed by train at Youngstown, 0 12, 2:2

BELLY, CHANCEY
Brought to Clev after being chgd with opening U S mail, Ap 3, 2:2

BELLOIS, HERNET D
Will probated 26 yrs ago recorded, Mr 8, 3:3

BELLOWS, JOHN
Death, F 26, 3:3; 5:7; funeral, F 28, 3:1

BELLY, SISUS
Funeral, Jl 11, 8:5

BENDER, CLAUDE
Arrested, charged with robbing, S 4, 8:5; fined and sentenced to house, D 3, 3:4

BELL, HARRY
Injured when freight train derails near Sandusky, Jl 4, 2:2

BELL, WALTER D INDI
Chgd with violating Garfield corrupt Practices act, Jl 27, 1:2; formal application to bring suit for ater proceedings filed by John F Clark, Jl 26, 2:2

BELL ST
Damage suits arising from proposed improvement heard in probate ct, Ap 19, 5:4

BELMONT COUNTY
Treas office robbed, St Clairsville, Jl 20, 2:4

BELS, DELOS (Ashbulta)
Attempts to kill wife, commits suicide, Ja 13, 2:4

BENDER, CLARENCE
Arraigned on non-support chg, pleads not guilty, Jl 6, 5:6

BENDER, ELIZABETH M
Names NOT on personal injury suit, F 5, 3:5

BENDER, ELWOOD C
Arrested for beating wife, Ap 9, 3:3; dismissed on assault chg, Ap 14, 8:1

BENDER, LEVI
Sued for divorce by wife Josephine, N 28, 4:2

BENDER, SAMUEL
Suit brought by Ray Pontious dismissed, Je 23, 6:5

BECKER, ADOLPH
Dischd from bankruptcy, Ja 17, 8:3

BECKER, HARRIET
Lunacy affidavit filed, F 15, 6:1; adjudged insane, F 19, 7:1

BECKER, HANNA
Fined for intoxication, Ap 30, 8:2

BECK, OHIO
Citizens petition WLC for return of commuters' rate, Ja 31, 5:5

Citizens protest erection of poles for double track by ABC St Ry co, O 10, 8:5; by NTL co, O 19, 8:7

BEUKER, GUSTAV
Aptd guardian for Carl Bedur, Je 7, 3:4

BEECH, IVY (Sharon)
Hired as school teacher, Ap 25, 8:3

BEEDS, LEONARD (Peninsula)
Strikes gas vein on property, S 5, 1:6

BEERY, C F
Aptd trustee for Akron bd of undertakers by state sup ct, Je 15, 3:4

BEILING (OS), ICHETTA
Death, F 13, 3:1; funeral F 14, 5:6

BEIDLER CANNING CO (New Philadelphia)
Factory destroyed by fire, Je 20, 2:4

BEIN, GEORGE II
Pension increased, Mr 1, 1:7

BEICK, J F
Injured while coupling rr cars, Ap 5, 5:5

BENTLEY, JOSEPH
Held on theft chg, S 12, 5:4; bound to common pleas ct, S 13, 6:3

BEJMAN, FRED T (Toledo)
Drums; Ag 7, 2:2

BEJMAN, ALONZO
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 26, 6:2

BEGGER, LELLE J
Equitable relief suit brought by George C Kohler settled out of ct, D 20, 4:4

BEJMAN (SH), HANNA
City acct found to be correct when examined by comrs, Ap 16, 1:6

BEGMS, J (Lorain)
Arrested, chgd with attempting to burn his clothing store, Ja 23, 2:2

BEJMAN, FRANK
Horse and buggy stolen, Mr 21, 4:7

BEJMAN (Long Run)
Daughter buried in flood, Jy 20, 2:3

BEKLEY, FRANK
Injured while coupling rr cars, Je 4, 1:6

BEIRNS, ANDRE
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 25, 8:3

BEIMOH, H J
Clothing store robbed, D 12, 3:9

BEKERY, GEORGE
Res rob, Mr 23, 6:4

BECK, HENRY (Findlay)
Death now thought murder instead of suicide, Je 25, 2:4

BEITLE, A L
Fined on chg of placing torpedoes on st car tracks, Jy 5, 4:7

BEIN (RIV), C E
Conducts revival services at Vabash Ave Disciple ch, Mr 1, 4:6

BESSEMER STEEL WORKS (Clev)
Remains closed, repairs incomplete, Jy 14, 11:3

Drs announce decision to shut down all but two blast furnaces, Ag 7, 1:3

Reduction in wages and increase in working hrs causes discontent among employees, S 6, 2:2

BETA THETA PI FRAT
Holds 65th annual conv at Toledo, Ag 30, 2:2

BETH, JOHN
Fined for clinging to train, O 30, 5:2

BETH, SAMUEL
Suicide, Je 29, 2:2

BETTS, WATRIS
Blog sketch, O 20, 8:5
BIER, MAX
Fined for leaving horse stand on st unhitched, Ap 25, 3:1

BIG FOUR RR CO
Loses personal damage suit brought by Mt Gilead estate of Paul Illum, Ja 27, 12:4
Freight train wrecked near Wellington, F 13, 2:2

BIG JESSE
Fish killed when reservoir dynamited by unidentified parties, Ny 26, 1:5

BIGGELY
Edward Holden arrested, Tiffin, D 12, 2:2

BIGGS, GEORGE
Fish killed when reservoir dynamited by unidentified parties, Ny 26, 1:5

BIGGS, EDMUND
Twenty-eight people poisoned at Prospect reunion, S 1, 10:5

BIGGS, BOYD
Names Childshead Board and Paper co in collection suit (Grand Rapids Press), N 30, 5:6

BILL (DJ), A H (Guy Fallas)
App'd to city bd of health by council, Ap 27, 8:4

BILLAUNDO
John Rampenelli Jr vs Mel Hard, Mr 13, 5:2

BILLIARD, JOHN
Funeral, Jy 10, 3:3

BILLMAN, RICHARD
Killed in battle in Philippine Islands, Ag 24, 2:2

BILLOW, (Fremont)
Found guilty on murder chg, Mr 19, 1:6

BILLON, AINS
Wins judgment suit against Edward Dunn, F 13, 6:5

BILLON (CPT), GEORGE
Undertaker denies statements concerning question of burying indigent soldiers, Ira, Je 8, 5:3
Overcome by heat, early recovery expected, Jy 9, 3:3

BILLY, CLIFFORD (Norwalk)
Dies from tetanus, Jy 14, 11:3

BINGO, E AND SONS (Dayton)
Warehouses and factory destroyed by fire, F 1, 1:2

BINDLEY MARRIOTT CO
Incorporates, D 27, 2:6

BINGHAM, A G (Jamestown)
Kills wife and son-in-law James Bradley, commits suicide, Ag 14, 1:3; Ag 15, 2:2

BINGHAM, HENRY AND JULIA
Named in collection suit brought by Whaley & Smith, F 16, 3:6; Mr 1, 6:3

BINGHAM, JOHN A
Death, Mr 19, 1:2; funeral, Mr 20, 2:5

BINGHAM, JULIA. See Bingham, Henry

BINGHAM, LILY (Media)
Body examined for coroner's inquest, Alice Elston held invasion investigation, Ny 11, 1:6; investigation continues, Ny 12, 1:4; failure of grand jury to indict Reid, Mr 19, 1:6

BINGI, H M (Yellow Springs)
App'd postmaster, Ny 29, 2:4

BIRD, GEORGE WASHINGTON
Death, N 14, 8:5; funeral, N 21, 8:5

BIRD, THOMAS J
Death, Ag 27, 1:4; funeral, Ag 29, 8:3

BIRDS
Ring neck pheasants discussed, feature article, Mr 5, 6:1
Quail rented plentiful by State Game Warden L H Reuter (Cols Dispatch), Jy 19, 8:6
Mongolian Pheasant species rented plentiful by State Game Warden L H Reuter, (Cols Dispatch), Jy 19, 8:6

BIRKINGHAM, MARGARET
Beaten during attempted criminal attack by unidentified man, Mr 17, 3:3

BIRNEY (PROF), E H
Withdraws application for principal of Akron HS, Ap 19, 17:1

BIRTHS

REPORTS & STATISTICS
January rept presented by Health Officer E S Underwood, F 3, 6:3

---
Abbas, James, d, Ag 11, 3:2
Adams, John, s, Jy 2, 3:3
Akers, Walter T, d, S 24, 3:5
Akins, L, s, S 25, 3:1
Albertson, Christian, d, D 17, 3:1
Albertson, Robert W, d, Jany 22, 3:1
Alexander, Alvin, s, My 22, 3:1
Aman, Andrew C, s, Ap 23, 3:1
Anderson, Neal, d, Ag 31, 3:1
Anderson, Peter, s, Ap 9, 3:1
Anderson, Thomas, d, Jy 3, 3:5
Andrews, James, s, Ja 18, 3:1
Ansell, George A, d, Mr 26, 3:1
Appelman, C A, d, Mr 10, 3:3
Arension, N, d, S 25, 3:1
Arnold, E E, d, F 21, 3:4
Arnold, James, d, Ap 18, 3:1
Atwood, C C, s, N 21, 3:1
Augustine, Ernest, d, Ja 31, 3:1
Backe, Daniel, d, Ja 18, 3:1

BIRTHS (Cont)
Blackhaus, Charles, s, Ap 12, 3:1
Backus, August, s, Jy 24, 3:6
Bardeen, D, s, N 26, 3:2
Barney, George, s, O 1, 3:2
Barthlett, P S, s, Ag 31, 3:1
Barron, George T, s, N 14, 3:1
Barrett, Papas F, d, Mr 14, 3:1
Baum, Abram, d, N 26, 3:1
Bates, H S, s, Mr 17, 3:1
Baugh, Narram, s, Jy 13, 8:7
Baughman, Samuel, s, F 5, 3:1
Baumgarten, Clarence, s, Ja 11, 3:1
Beck, Edward M, s, Ag 10, 3:1
Beck, Edward M, s, Ag 23, 8:1
Beck, Sherman, s, N 10, 3:2
Beck, William, s, Je 15, 3:1
Beckwith, Mont, d, Je 18, 3:1
Belden, S, d, D 19, 3:2
Bellis, Thomas, s, O 8, 3:1
Beltz, E M, s, Mr 7, 3:1
Benn, Frank, twm sons, S 12, 3:1
Bennet, Joseph S, s, Mr 12, 3:2
Bennett, Grant, d, S 12, 8:5
Benson, Edwin, d, D 26, 3:1
Berbaum, Sebastian, d, Ap 12, 3:1
Bergdorff, Frank J, s, Je 26, 3:3
Bergdorff, John, s, N 5, 2:4
Bergman, Edward, s, Ja 24, 3:1
Bertele, George M, s, Ag 1, 3:3
Besler, Joseph S, s, Je 17, 5:4
Bevington, E S, son, O 16, 3:1
Bevery, John, d, Ag 7, 3:1
Biers, H A, d, Je 29, 4:5
Binchoff, H O, s, O 10, 3:1
Bissell, J R, s, Ja 30, 3:1
Bitter, Julius, s, O 17, 3:1
Black, S K, d, O 11, 3:2
Blackburn, H J, d, M 22, 3:1
Blarrack, Herman, d, O 30, 3:1
Bily, C, d, S 6, 3:1
Bliss, Charles, s, Ag 7, 3:1
Blower, Frank, s, F 13, 3:1
Boedenstein, Fred, s, Ag 4, 3:1
Boehm, Richard, s, N 19, 3:4
Bohnenstetten, Herman, s, Jy 18, 3:5
Bolanz, Otto H, s, J 2, 3:5
Bolling, Urban, d, Ag 9, 3:1
Bollinger, Casper, s, Je 15, 3:1
Bollinger, Charles, s, Ja 26, 3:6
Bond, F T, s, N 15, 3:1
Bonham, Charles, s, N 23, 3:1
BIRTHS (Cont)

Henderson, Frank, s, F 9, 3:1
Henry, Mother H, d, S 10, 3:1
Henry, N E, s, Je 16, 3:1
Herbruck, William, s, N 26, 3:1
Herm, August, s, S 10, 3:1
Hernan, Carl, d, F 7, 3:1
Hernan, John, s, Je 26, 3:3
Hershey, E C, d, N 13, 3:3
Herwick, N J, s, F 26, 3:1
Hess, J, d, Je 24, 3:6
Hillier, Benjamin, d, N 29, 3:1
Hill, C R, s, Jy 6, 3:1
Howe, Charles, s, H 38, 3:1
Hippenspiel, Edward, twin daughters, Jy 16, 3:3
Hissam, C H, s, D 23, 3:1
Hites, Frank, d, D 3, 3:1
Hoch, Charles, d, Ag 2, 3:4
Howell, William, s, Ap 17, 3:5
Hoffman, F W, s, Jy 24, 3:6
Hoffman, Jacob R, d, Je 30, 2:6
Hogan, E, s, E 25, 3:1
Hogue, Joseph, s, Jy 5, 3:1
Homan, Peter, s, S 12, 3:1
Holcomb, A W, s, N 28, 3:1
Hoover, Jacob, s, My 3, 3:1
Hoover, Samuel, s, S 12, 3:1
Hoover, Samuel, s, Je 18, 3:1
Honeycutt, Arthur, s, F 14, 8:5
Houseley, Louis E, s, D 26, 3:6
Howard, Frank, d, Jy 26, 3:1
Howe, Samuel, s, Jy 1, 3:1
Hower, L D, s, F 6, 3:1
Hoskins, Nick, s, N 13, 3:3
Hoyles, J A, d, F 19, 3:2
Hoynes, W J, s, O 5, 3:1
Huber, Charles E, d, D 26, 3:1
Huber, Harry, s, Ag 31, 3:1
Huber, John, s, Jy 7, 3:2
Huber, William, s, S 26, 8:4
Hueglin, George C, d, D 12, 3:1
Hull, Frank, d, Jy 17, 3:1
Hull, Louis, d, Ap 12, 3:1
Hunsicker Arthur H, s, N 15, 3:2
Hunsicker, Fred, s, N 26, 2:4
Hurd, Edward, d, Jy 3, 3:5
Huston, William J, d, D 26, 3:1
Ilg, Joseph, s, S 10, 3:1
Imes, Richard, d, S 25, 3:1
Jackson, Charles, s, F 5, 3:1
Janitz, George L, s, N 23, 3:1
Johnson, Arthur, s, Jy 6, 8:4
Johnson, Fred, s, H 17, 3:1
Johnson, J C, s, Je 22, 3:1
Johnson, Joe, s, N 16, 3:4
Johnson, Otto, s, N 29, 3:1
Jones, Evan, d, D 3, 3:1
Jones, Thomas, s, D 26, 3:1
Jose, John, s, O 10, 3:1
Joyce, Elmer, d, F 6, 3:1
Karcher, John, s, S 19, 8:2
Kasson, Charles, d, D 1 (13), 3:1
Kempel, Joseph, d, Ja 15, 3:2
Kennedy, H, s, N 1, 3:1
Kernan, Joseph, s, D 17, 3:1
Kiefer, Edward, d, F 10, 3:3
Kiefer, C F, d, D 12, 3:1
King, John, s, O 19, 8:3
Kinyon, D S, s, S 21, 6:1
Kinslabler, Joseph, s, N 26, 3:1
Kinz, Charles, d, Jy 21, 3:3
Kittenger, Charles E, d, O 10, 3:1
Klein, John, s, H 23, 3:1
Klein, Warren, s, H 31, 8:5
Kline, Charles, d, Jy 26, 3:1
Kline, Henry, s, F 14, 3:3
Kline, Joseph, s, Jy 17, 3:1
Kline, Leonard, s, N 26, 3:2
Klotz (Rev), E G, d, N 8, 3:1
Klug, Charles, d, D 17, 3:5
Knabe, T G, s, D 13 (19), 3:1
Knaebel, J B, s, Je 21, 3:3
Knoerler, John, d, D 22, 3:1
Koehler, W F, s, N 21, 3:1
Koontz, R B, s, D 20, 3:1
Kope, S H, s, Jy 25, 3:4
Koplin, George E, s, J 1, 3:3
Koplaeke, Lewis, s, S 11, 3:2
Kraegel, Joseph, s, Jy 7, 3:1
Kroeger, Henry, s, Jy 25, 3:4
Kronen, John C, d, N 23, 3:1
Kronich, George, s, N 10, 3:1
Kroger, Fred, s, D 8, 3:5
Kummer, Casper, d, My 5, 3:3
Kunze, Leo S, d, Jy 24, 3:1
Kuntzmann, Andrew, s, Jy 27, 3:1
Labbe, C J, d, D 26, 3:1
Labbe, W A, d, F 5, 3:3
Lamphier, William, s, Jy 24, 3:1
Lands, C V, s, O 30, 3:1
Lan, Henry W, s, Jy 24, 3:1
Lang, Urban, d, F 20, 3:3
Lang, August, s, D 3, 3:5
Langendorf, Samuel, d, Ap 23, 3:1
Larkin, Bert, d, S 7, 3:2
Larsen, John, s, N 30, 3:1
Lattimer, Thomas J, d, N 16, 3:4
Laughman, Andrew, d, Jy 27, 3:1
Laverly, A d, Ag 20, 3:1
Lawrence, George W, s, H 26, 3:2
Lawrence, R, s, H 19, 3:1
Lawton, C E, d, N 20, 3:2
Lee, Alfred, d, N 10, 3:1
Lees, A d, M 16, 3:4
Lees, J d, D 19, 3:1
Lehman, William H, d, N 21, 3:1
Lehman, Charles, d, M 15, 3:1
Leifert, Joseph, s, F 5, 3:1
Lelansky, George F, d, N 16 (17), 3:4
Lempke, A, s, Je 25, 3:4
Leonard, James, d, Je 25, 3:4
Letzel, August, s, H 29, 3:1
Lewis, James, d, H 31, 6:4
Ley, A, s, D 11, 3:1
Linder, Louis, d, F 12, 3:5
Loring, Charles, s, F 22, 3:1
Long, John L, d, Ap 26, 3:3
Lorinsky, Michael, d, F 10, 3:3
Lowther, Anton, s, Ag 31, 3:1
Lucas, Philip, s, (Lucas), Ag 17, 3:1
Lund, Jacob, s, Ag 8, 3:1
Lusher, Aaron, d, Jy 24, 3:6
Lyder, J W jr, d, O 22, 3:1
Lyon, H B, d, N 30, 3:1
McKlister, Charles, d, N 13, 3:3
McKirdy, D H, s, H 17, 3:1
McCarthy, Patrick, s, N 16 (17), 3:4
McCaskey, George, s, S 7, 3:2
McConnaughy, James, s, S 7, 3:2
McConnell, Isaac, d, H 21, 8:3
McConico, James, s, Ap 10 (11), 3:1
McCarr, E S, s, F 20, 3:3
McCoy, Edwin L, s, Jy 19, 3:1
McDonald, John, s, Ag 11, 3:2
McEwen, Joseph, s, F 13, 3:1
McFarland, John S, d, D 26, 3:1
McGiffin, A T, d, Jy 19, 3:1
McGowan, James, s, N 26, 3:1
McGraw, John, d, S 12, 3:1
McGreavy, William H, d, S 10, 3:1
McKay, John, s, Jy 15, 3:2
McKee, A A, d, D 9, 3:1
McKee, A A, d, D 9, 3:1
### BIRTHS (Cont)

- **Mueller, Carl**, s, Jy 6, 3:1
- **Mueller, Fred**, d, D 29, 3:4
- **Murphy, John**, d, D 8, 3:1
- **Neyers, Fred**, s, Jy 24, 3:6
- **Neyers, L J**, s, D 1 (13), 3:1
- **Neyers, V V**, d, D 6, 3:5
- **Neiger, A**, s, Ag 4, 3:1
- **Neisswender, J W**, s, D 1 (13), 3:1
- **Nelson, John**, d, D 26, 3:1
- **Nettle, T E**, s, D 22, 3:1
- **Nice, Burt**, d, My 16, 3:4
- **Nice, Leonard**, d, Hy 10, 3:1
- **Niemack, John**, s, F 13, 3:1
- **Nolte, Thomas**, d, Ag 31, 3:1
- **Norris, D M**, s, D 10, 3:1
- **Nutt, W R**, s, Hr 21, 3:1
- **O'Brien, William H**, d, N 3, 3:2
- **Olsson, Aron**, d, Ag 9, 3:1
- **Olholt, John**, d, Jy 31, 3:1
- **Ortscheid, John**, s, Hr 13, 3:2
- **Osborn, Philip**, s, D 25, 3:1
- ** Ott, William**, s, Jy 21, 3:3
- **Palmer, Charles**, s, Jy 16, 3:4
- **Pardoe, A J**, s, S 17, 3:1
- **Parker, Allen**, d, Ag 8, 3:1
- **Parsons, Ed Roy**, s, Ap 10 (11), 3:1
- **Peoples, George**, d, D 31, 3:1
- **Pfeiff, J**, d, My 20, 3:1
- **Pflanz, Amos**, twin girls, D 19, 3:1
- **Pfeiff, George**, d, Jy 31, 3:1
- **Pfeiffer, Ernest A**, s, My 4, 1:3
- **Phelan, Henry**, d, Jy 2, 3:3
- **Phillips, John**, d, Ag 11, 3:2
- **Phillips, Arthur J**, d, F 5, 3:1
- **Pifer, William T**, d, Jy 2, 3:3
- **Pinnacker, Martin**, s, Ja 4, 3:1
- **Powers, C R**, s, F 13, 3:1
- ** Pope, J G**, s, Ap 24, 3:1
- **Porter, J S**, d, D 15, 3:1
- **Porter, W J**, s, Jy 15, 3:1
- **Poullat, Henry**, s, Hr 2, 3:1
- **Powell, John**, s, N 28, 3:5
- **Pruett, D G**, s, Ag 31, 3:1
- **Probber, George E**, d, N 8, 3:1
- **Putt, Edward**, d, Jy 6, 3:1
- **Quass, Barney**, d, F 2, 3:2
- **Raagel, Max**, s, Jy 3, 3:1
- **Rahn, Jacob**, d, N 20, 3:1
- **Raley, Thomas E**, s, Jy 29, 3:3
- **Rapp, Valentine**, d, S 20, 3:1
- **Ruhl, Henry**, d, D 10, 3:1
- **Raymond, Charles**, s, Jy 12, 3:1
- **Read, Jam**, d, Jy 27, 3:1
- **Reading, Walter F**, d, My 31, 3:7
- **Ream, John N**, s, D 22, 3:1
- **Reich, William**, d, Hr 9, 3:1
- **Reed, E B**, s, S 8, 3:6
- **Reed, John**, d, Jy 24 (25), 3:2
- **Reed, T E**, d, Ag 31, 3:1
- **Reese, James**, s, D 3, 3:1
- **Reilly, Edward M**, d, D 22, 3:1
- **Repp, Joseph**, s, D 30, 3:1
- **Rettig, Emmett**, s, Ag 15, 3:1
- **Reusch, Christian**, s, Hr 12, 1:4
- **Rhoads, J P**, d, F 7, 0:3
- **Richards, Joe**, s, Jy 11, 3:4
- **Rickey, Jacob**, s, Hr 21, 3:1
- **Richert, David**, s, Ap 12, 3:1
- **Richert, John**, s, D 15, 3:1
- **Ries, Charles**, s, My 29, 3:1
- **Ries, Henry C**, s, Ag 4, 3:1
- **Rinehart, Frank**, d, Jy 15, 3:2
- **Ring, Lottin**, s, D 26, 3:1
- **Robinson, Harry**, s, S 7, 3:2
- **Rockeyfield, J W**, s, F 16, 3:1
- **Roe, Stephen**, s, D 1, 3:2
- **Romweber, Edward**, d, D 12, 3:1
- **Rosenthal, I**, s, Jy 31, 3:3
- **Rooker, Julius**, s, Jy 1, 3:3
- **Ross, Charles**, s, Hr 31, 3:7
- **Rottenberg, Carl**, s, N 15, 3:1
- **Rouch, George F**, d, Jy 15, 3:2
- **Rowe, Frank**, s, F 25, 3:1
- **Rowley, A J**, s, Hr 8, 3:1
- **Ruch, Lorenzo B**, s, N 30, 3:1
- **Rugan C**, s, Jy 9, 3:1
- **Ruggles, William H**, s, N 21, 3:1
- **Runyen, Charles**, s, Hr 5, 3:1
- **Rutherford, W O**, s, Hr 10, 3:5
- **Ryan, William**, d, D 2, 3:1
- **Sander, Elmer**, s, Jy 15, 3:2
- **Sanderson, Ray**, s, N 1, 3:1
- **Sattler, John**, s, D 15, 3:6
- **Schaal, Joseph**, d, Jy 12, 3:7
- **Scharle, John**, s, Ag 20, 3:1
- **Schell, C A**, d, My 31, 3:7
- **Schell, F D**, d, Jy 2, 3:3
- **Schell, Frank**, d, Jy 30, 3:1
- **Schick, A L**, s, Ag 31, 3:1
- **Schlagenhauser, George**, d, S 28, 3:1
- **Schlegel, Joseph**, s, N 23, 3:1
- **Schmidt, Albert**, d, Hr 17, 3:1
- **Schmecht, Carl**, s, D 11, 3:2
- **Schmidt, Henry**, s, D 21, 1:3
- **Schneider, George M**, s, Ag 13, 3:1
- **Schumacher, Frank G**, d, Jy 5, 3:1
- **Schumacher, F M**, twin boys, D 20, 3:1
- **Schweissgold, Charles**, s, S 20, 3:1
- **Scott, P A**, d, S 19, 3:1
- **Segl, H**, s, Ap 3, 3:1
- **Seilerberger, Charles V**, s, Ap 9, 3:1
- **Seiler, Ernest**, d, S 17, 3:1
- **Seichell, John**, d, N 15, 3:1
- **Seigfried, Elmer**, d, N 14, 3:1
- **Selliers, Gustavus**, s, S 13, 3:1
- **Selliers, Gustavus**, s, S 14, 3:1
- **Selby, Thomas**, s, D 26, 3:1
- **Selzer, Frank**, d, D 5, 3:6
- **Selzer, John**, s, D 21, 1:1
- **Selzer, Philip**, d, N 24, 3:1
- **Shaffer, W G**, s, Ag 31, 3:1
- **Shaffer, William H**, d, D 30, 3:1
- **Shank, J R**, d, My 14, 3:1
- **Shaw, Frank**, d, F 21, 3:6
- **Shaw, Ray**, s, Hr 9, 3:1
- **Sheaver, Marvin**, d, Hr 9, 3:1
- **Shields, William**, s, D 1 (13), 3:1
- **Shipitlin, O A**, s, D 17, 3:1
- **Shrewsbury, Melvin**, d, Hr 10, 3:1
- **Shrum, C D**, d, D 30, 3:1
- **Shultz, Otto**, s, S 12, 3:1
- **Shunk, Frank F**, s, Jy 24, 3:6
- **Shutt, E A**, s, S 7, 3:2
- **Siems, Clark**, s, S 7, 3:2
- **Sisler, L E**, s, F 25, 3:1
- **Smith, A B**, d, N 12, 3:1
- **Smith, Charles F**, s, Jy 12, 3:1
- **Smith, Charles R**, d, Jy 6, 3:1
- **Smith, Edward**, s, Ag 7, 3:1
- **Smith, Edward**, s, N 28, 3:1
- **Smith, Faust**, s, My 29, 3:1
- **Smith, Frank**, s, S 25, 3:1
- **Smith, H**, s, D 3, 3:1
- **Smith, Harry V**, s, F 13, 3:1
- **Smith, Homer L**, d, Jy 14, 3:1
- **Smith, J J**, s, N 10, 3:2
- **Smith, James T**, d, Jy 27, 3:1
BIRTHS (Cont)
Tobin, W. T., s, N 8, 3:1
Toon, Fred, d, Ag 31, 3:1
Traxler, Charles, s, Je 30, 2:6
Traxler, Jesse, d, Jy 25, 6:6
Treitinger, Joseph, d, Mr 1, 3:1
Truex, A. S., s, Sr 19, 3:1
Troux (Trouxine), Fred, d, Jy 28, 3:1
Turner, Mirinda, d, N 12, 6:3
Turner, Aggie, d, N 12, 5:3
Valentine, H. A., s, Jy 26, 3:1
VanCampen, Charles T., s, Mr 13, 3:2
Vanderall, Dan, s, Ap 25, 8:3
VanDyning, Frank, s, Ag 14, 3:1
VanDyning, Ray, d, Jy 9, 3:1
Vogt, Gustav, s, Je 22, 3:1
Volk, H. E., s, N 19, 3:4
Voyton, A. J., s, My 23, 3:1
Wagner, George, d, Ag 31, 3:1
Wagner, Kasper, d, D 20, 3:1
Wagner, Eugene, s, Jy 21, 3:1
Wagner, George, s, D 17, 3:1
Wagner, J. O., s, N 5, 2:4
Walt, Bird, d, Mr 21, 6:3
Waltup, William E., d, Dy 1, 3:1
Walls, Thomas F., d, D 5, 3:6
Wallruff, Charles F., s, N 8, 3:1
Walton, Charles, s, N 1, 3:1
Ware, William, s, Jy 22, 3:1
Warley, William, s, N 28, 8:4
Warner, Samuel L., s, Jy 14, 3:1
Waughburn, David, s, Ap 30, 3:7
Watters, J., s, N 24, 3:1
Watts, William, d, Jy 30, 3:1
Webber, Henry, d, Je 10, 3:1
Webber, John, s, N 10, 3:2
Wehner, John W., d, Je 11, 3:4
Weich, Frederick, s, S 11, 3:2
Weiss, George E., s, Je 26, 5:6
Weitzberger, A. J., d, Jy 4, 3:1
Welker, D. B., s, Ag 15, 3:1
Welton, George E., s, Mr 15, 3:1
Welton, Park E., s, Je 16, 3:1
Wernst, Frank, s, F 9, 3:1
Westlake, Charles, s, Ag 15, 3:1
Wetzel, Jacob, s, Mr 31, 3:1
Whaley, George, s, Mr 21, 3:1
Wheller, William, s, Jy 10, 3:1
Whitaker, Eugene C., s, D 8, 3:1
Whitlach, D. B., s, Ag 14, 3:1

BIRTHS (Cont)
Whitton, William G., d, D 23, 3:1
Whitler, George A., d, F 27, 3:1
Wickline, Charles, d, N 19, 3:4
Wildgoose J. A., d, S 21, 6:1
Wilhelm, E. O., d, Mr 13, 3:2
Williams, C. L., s, Ag 20, 3:1
Williams, Charles F., s, S 17, 3:1
Williams, J., s, D 0, 1, 3:2
Williams, Morgan, d, Mr 14, 4:3
Williamson, William, s, D 10, 3:1
Williamson, Dexter, s, Jy 15, 3:2
Williamson, George H., s, F 23, 3:5
Williamson, Wade F., d, F 15, 3:1
Wilks, A. J., s, N 30, 3:1
Willson, W. T., d, Ag 10, 3:1
Wilson, Christopher, d, F 9, 3:1
Wingerter, Louis, s, J 3, 3:1
Wingert, Louis, s, Jy 2, 3:5
Witner, C. J., s, Mr 19, 3:3
Witner, Charles, s, Ag 31, 3:1
Witner, Edward, s, D 21, 1:3
Wright, Peter, d, Jy 27, 3:1
Wright, Peter, s, Jy 25, 3:5
Wright, U. G., d, S 21, 6:2
Wynne, Harry E., s, Mr 17, 3:1
Wyckoff, David, d, Jy 17, 3:1
Young, F. A., d, Mr 29, 3:1
Young (Mayor), W. E., d, D 0, 1, 1:6
Young, C. W., s, D 0, 1, 3:2
Youst, William, s, Jy 25, 3:5
Zander, William, d, Jy 6, 3:3
Zeller, Adolph, d, Mr 29, 3:1
Ziesky, H. C., d, Ag 31, 3:1
Zimmerman, T. S., s, S 29, 3:6
Zink, Joseph, s, O 1, 3:2
Zink, Clark, s, D 27, 3:7
Zink, Clark, s, D 20, 3:1
Zink, Thomas J., s, Jy 31, 3:1

BISSEE, G. A.
Delivery wagon damaged when struck by st car, N 5, 1:2

BISHOP, CARL
Funeral, N 5, 2:4; will filed, N 6, 3:1

BISH, FRANK
Pleads not guilty to rioting chg, S 26, 1:4;

BISON, FRANK (Cont)
Trial of riot chg begins, D 4, 6:3; continues, D 5, 6:1; sentenced for shooting with intent to kill, D 7, 4:3; taken to Lancaster Boys' School to serve sentence for rioting, D 13, 5:7; D 17, 8:4

BISSELL, MAJOR E.
Losses suit to A I Root for money on acct, Jy 8, 3:1

BITTNER, ROBERT
Wins property damage suit against City of Akron, My 24, 6:2

BITTNER, JAMES
Turned over to Poor Dir Joseph Kendall and sent to Canton following arrest for intoxication, Jy 17, 8:2

BITTNER, S.
Res damaged by fire, Mr 19, 6:1

BITTER, ALFRED (Clevenna)
Held on burglary and larceny chg (Clev Leader), Ja 23, 5:5; sentenced to penitentiary for burglary, Ja 25, 8:4

BITZON, H. D.
Named in garnishee suit by Frank Brehm, N 14, 8:2

BLACK, RESS MURPHY
Chgd with residing in brothel, case continued, Mr 6, 6:1

BLACK, THOMAS
Fined for clinging to train, Ag 6, 8:7

BLACKBURN (Col.), HARRY J
Designated mustering officer for Camp Theodore Miller Spanish Amer War Vets, D 5, 1:7

BLACKBURN, J. D.
Elected dairy and food comm in Ohio election, por, N 7, 6:4

BLACKBURN, JOSEPH C
Apparent inconsistencies in pub remarks criticized, ed, F 14, 4:1

BLACKFORD,
Res owned by Dayton A Doyle, destroyed by fire, Ja 10, 1:6

BLAINE, FRED (Milan)
Fined, O 3, 2:2

BLAGDON, CHARLES (Toledo)
Bound to grand jury on murder chg, O 13, 10:3

BLAINE, EDWARD B
Held on chg of fighting following alleged assault by J H Murray, O 3, 3:3; convicted for disorderly conduct, O 4, 3:2

BLAKE (Rev.), JAMES H.
Sermons: F 5, 3:5; F 12, 6:1; F 19, 8:1; Mr 5, 5:4; sermon on China, Jy 23, 8:4
BLAINE (REV), JAMES H W (Cont)
Anniv sermon to Protected Home Circle, D 1, 8:6

BLAKE, JAMES WINTON
Suspended for hazey Van Nest at Kenyon coll, reinstalled, Gambier, My 14, 5:3
Takes 2nd honors in graduating class, gives salutatory, Jr, 10, 1:5
Denies that Kenyon coll students play Sunday baseball, Jr, 13, 6:4
Chosen asst librarian by Bar assn, Ag 7, 3:4

BLAIR, KATE
Names Emma J Nieberg in property suit, Ap 10, 6:3

BLAUGENHAGEN, HARRY HENRY
Arraigned on chg of striking John Pfost, Jy 6, 6:1; fined for disorderly conduct, Jy 13, 4:5

BLESSING, AUGUST
Res robbed, Ap 17, 6:5

BLICK, EDWARD H
Killed in Philippine Islands, Nr 10, 6:2; events leading to death revealed (Leslie's Weekly), Nr 22, 6:3; funeral, Ap 4, 8:5

BLISS, AUGUSTUS (Warwick)
Anniv commemoration celebrated, Je 9, 9:6

BLISS, JOHN
Chgd with allowing dog to run at large in affidavit filed by David Wettling, Je 21, 3:7

BLOCK, ELIAS & SONS(Cont)
Names Standard Distilling and Distributing co in damage suit, My 10, 10:2

BLOCKER, Property sold at sheriff's sale, My 28, 3:1

BLOCKER, CHARLES
Arraigned on chg of assault with intent to kill in beating of Benjamin Hibish, Je 25, 1:5; reduction of bond asked, Je 26, 1:7; bound to common pleas ct on chg of assault with intent to kill, Je 27, 1:4

BLOCKER, GEORGE
Chgd for indecency on assault chg, N 10, 3:4

BLOCKER, SAMUEL
Sheriff's sale of real estate, Ap 25, 6:5

BLOCKER, WILLIAM
Arraigned on fighting chg, Je 13, 1:6; fined, Je 14, 4:5

BLOCK, NELLIE
Adjudged insane, My 3, 6:2

BLODGETT (REV), FANNIE COBB (Cont)
Wins judgment in suit against Gustav F Kasch, Je 23, 6:5

BLOOMFIELD (REV), FANNIE COBB
Named by Francis V Perkins in amended petition to reiterate will contest, F 21, 6:3; wins verdict in suit, D 7, 4:3
Sells Cobb farm to Summit county, O 3, 8:5

BLOOM (REV), D A
Favors passage of Clark bill, Jr, Nr 19, 3:5
Serves on Bd of Commissioners, Ap 14, 2:4
Sentenced to Namy, S 11, 8:5

BLUCKER, PETER
Arrested on burglary chg, fined and sentenced to workhouse, Je 4, 8:1

BOAHN, JAMES
Case contd on intoxication chg, Ap 2, 4:6

BOADWAY, W J (Clev)
Serves as tax collector for Cuy county, N 14, 2:2

BOAT
Canal boat Shamrock offered at constable's sale, Ag 22, 7:6

BODENHEIM, ANNA
Subject of a suit by Cuy county, N 14, 2:2

BOEDICKER, OTTO
Death, F 16, 3:3; funeral, F 17, 8:1

BOEHMER, FRED
Nominated in assualt warrant by Laura Brannan, N 9, 3:1; assault chg continued, N 9, 6:1; fined for assault, N 9, 6:2

BOEHMER, MOSES
Bondmen of estate ader filed application for release, Ap 10, 3:3

BOER WAR
Sympathizers held rally at Toledo, Ja 13, 2:2; name officers and speakers for mass meeting, Ja 24, 3:2; resume of meeting, speeches by Sidney Edgerton and Rev Francis T Moran, Ja 26, 8:3
Comparison with Amer war of independence criticized, ed, Ja 29, 4:1
Boer's strategy in war with England praised, ed, Ja 29, 4:1
Sympathizers criticized, ed, F 2, 4:1
Scene form Colenso attack by British forces portrayed (illus London News), F 9, 2:3

BOER WAR (Cont)
History discussed in lecture by Rev W C Wilcox at First Baptist ch, Ja 24, 5:5
Preparations for war cited, ed, F 12, 4:1

BODRIST, JACOB (Clev)
Body found, believed suicide, Ap 24, 2:2

BODGE, HENRY (Kent)
Killed in fire at res of J S Cady, Ap 12, 8:6

BOHMER, GUY (Assn OF ANER
Opens prize tournament at Clev, Ag 22, 2:2

BOHNS, C E
With William Hillabiddle names Bradford Voschel in attachment suit, My 31, 3:1

BOHAND, RODGER

BOND, CHARLES
Rescued from drowning by Will Hayes, Ag 21, 6:2

BOND, HARRY (Toledo)
Held on chg of embezzlement, Ag 10, 2:2

Bonds
George Doll and C W Hanselmann purchase fraudulent bonds, O 25, 3:1

BOEKBRAVNE, L D
Elected state school comm in Ohio election, por, N 7, 6:3

BONEWELD, BENJAMIN
Estate named in collection suit by Ida Bonewell, O 10, 3:4

BONEWELD, IDA
Names Benjamin Bonewell estate in collection suit, O 10, 3:4

BONI (COUNT)
Need of additional funds cited as reason for visit to Amer, ed, Ja 24, 4:2

BONICK, ANDY (Cambridge)
Death from drinking Jamaica ginger is verdict of Coroner Voorhees, D 19, 2:2

BONSTALLI, FRANCESCO
Granted increase in pension, N 17, 3:1

BONTE, JOHN
Named on perjury chg, N 5, 3:2; chgd with perjury, case contd, N 9, 1:6; 6:5; case continued, N 12, 5:8; case continued, N 19, 8:3; case dismissed, N 21, 6:1

BOOKBINDERS, INTRINSICAL BROTHERHOOD OF
Held annual conv at Clev, elects O S Seegers as member of exec com, Je 9, 6:2

BOOK, A CO
Loses judgment to Diamond Portland Cement co for breach of contr, (Canton News-Om), Jy 19, 5:1

BONSTEED, RUTH A
Herman Bonstedt appointed guardian, M 31, 3:4

BOOKS

FRAUDS
Portage county school teachers victimized by
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page Dimensions: 2257.9x2358.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[Image 0x0 to 2258x2359]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### ARGON DEACON JOURNAL INDEX

#### BOOKS - FICTIONS (Cont.)
- book agent, F 20, 2:2

#### REVIEWS AND NOTES
Note: Below are listed only reviews by names of authors or by title where there is no author named. For news articles, its or ed's of specific books, see names of authors and subjects in body of index

- Carpenter, Frank G: South Amer, soc, indus, and pol, S 24, 4:6
- Clemens, W: The Mists of Authors, D 21, 5:1; D 24, 5:6; D 25, 4:6
- Foltz (G), Kent G: Diseases of the Eyes, D 25, 3:5
- Ford, Paul: Leicester: Hon Peter Stirling, D 22, 2:1
- Haddock (G), Frank C: King on His Throne, D 1, 3:6; D 13, 3:6
- Herrick, Robert: The Web of Life, D 22, 2:1
- Richards (Mrs), Alice Lewis: Smiles, S 1, 8:1
- Richard (Mrs), Alice Lewis: Winks, N 24, 1:5
- Smith, F Hopkinson: The Other Fellow, F 17, 6:1
- Stephens, Robert: Neilson: Philip Winwood, S 15, 2:5
- Sutton, Addie L: Mr Bunny, His Book, S 15, 2:5
- Sterne (Rev), Lawrence: Sentimental Journey, D 22, 2:1
- Vincent, George E: Theodore W Miller, Rough Rider, Jy 20, 3:4

#### BOSWELL, SAMUEL D
- Sued for divorce by wife Maggie, Jy 17, 6:2

#### BOOKE, CHARLES
- Fined for intoxication, O 26, 8:6
- BOONE (Mrs), LYDIA A
  - Wins judgment suit from Sigmund Vachner, J 8, 3:4; notice by Sigmund Vachner for new trial overruled, Jy 24, 6:3
- Names Elizabeth Howland in suit to collect on judgment, Ag 24, 3:6
- BOOSE, EDWIN (Twinburg)
  - Cow killed when struck by lightning, Jy 11, 8:6
  - Boehm (Heini), J: Manuscript suit, S 20, 2:2
- BOPE (POLICE PROD), GEORGE (Cola)
  - Charged with accepting bribes, N 15, 2:2
- BOSDIN (Mrs), WILLIAM H
  - Injured with child in st car-carriage collision, Ag 30, 3:4

#### BORSER (Mrs), PERELMA (Mantua)
- Dies after accidentally taking carbolic acid, My 1, 2:2

#### BOSCO, (Clev)
- Prohibited from snake-eating exhibition, Ja 1, 8:2

#### BOSTON STONE
- Robbed, Jy 26, 1:3

#### BOSTON TIP
- Repub and dem tickets listed, Mr 20, 6:2

#### BOSWORTH, H P (Cola)
- Applet to common pleas ct urged by com, Ja 13, 2:2

#### BOSWORTH, PECY B
- Granted patent on machine for tuning.commutators on electric machines, O 31, 5:3

#### BOTT, ANTHONY
- Death, N 30, 4:1; funeral, D 3, 2:6; will filed for probate, D 11, 3:2; Rose Boll (sp) adm, D 12, 3:6

#### BOTZUM, CHARLES C
- Feed store robbed, Jy 2, 6:1

#### BOTZUM, FRED T
- Selected suit by Akron & Cuy Falls Rapid Transit co, Mr 16, 1:6

#### BOTZUM, GEORGE A
- Sells interest in sand property to John A King, N 29, 1:6

#### BOTZUM, JOSEPH (Botzum)
- Appold postmaster, Jy 26, 3:2

#### BOTZUM Bros
- Warehouse and stock damaged by fire, Ag 22, 6:2
- Plan constr of warehouse, N 9, 8:5

#### BOUGHTON, HENRY G AND ALBINA
- Named by M H Crumrine in collection suit, Jy 23, 3:5
- Sheriff's sale, J 17, 6:7

#### BOURNE (FOOD), H E
- Addresses First Universalist ch on colonization policy of US, F 23, 3:6

#### BOYNE SCHOOL
- Presented picture of Gen Charles Dick by Mrs A E Foltz, My 12, 1:5

#### BUCKER, FRANK (Sharon)
- Store robbed, Ja 3, 8:6

#### BUCKS, GEORGE
- Injured at Amor Cereal mill when struck by grain truck, Ap 18, 5:7

#### BUCKS, J C
- Fined for intoxication, D 14, 5:8

#### BOWERS (Mrs), PAULINE (Mansfield)
- Names Dr J A McArthur in damage suit, N 24, 7:3

#### BOWERS' GENERAL STORE (Lindsay)
- Robbed, D 21, 10:4

#### BOWERS' GROCERY STORE (Lindsay)
- Robbed, D 21, 10:4

#### BOWKER ST
- Ord to condemn property along st passed by council, Ag 24, 7:7

#### BOWLINE, RObERT
- Discharged from vagrancy chg, Ja 26, 6:2

#### BOWLING
- Semi-Pro tournament schedule at Kirkwood club submitted, Ja 13, 1:3
- Controversy over holding amateur city championship tournament develops, Ja 18, 1:7
- H O'Neil employees organize club, Ja 19, 1:7
- Views of Kirkwood club outlined in city championship controversy, 1itr, Ja 19, 5:5
- Kirkwood teams' scores given, Ja 20, 5:1
- Tournament scores given, Ja 20, 5:2
- Kirkwood Intra-Club scores given, Ja 23, 5:2
- Ja 24, 5:2
- Berrodel alleys tournament scores, Ja 25, 5:1
- Downtown tournament ends, scores given, Ja 25, 5:1
- Kirkwood club averages, Ap 13, 7:3
- C P Frain wins individual average championship tournament, Jy 10, 5:2; Jy 11, 5:2
- Cinti team wins Ohio championship, Akron places 3rd, Jy 19, 5:4
- City league organizes 7 teams, D 12, 5:1
- Proposed admission of East End club to city league discussed, 1itr, D 28, 5:5

#### A TEAM
- vs D-team, 2 games, N 15, 5:4

#### ALL HOTELS
- vs Kirkwood, 3 out of 5, Ap 3, 5:1

#### ALL STARS
- vs Kirkwoods (2 out of 4), Mr 10, 5:1

#### BUCHTEL COLL
- vs Summits, F 22, 5:2

#### BUCKEYES
- vs Enterprise, Mr 16, 5:3

#### CAPRON & CURTICE
- vs South Ends, Jy 23, 5:2

#### CEREALS
- vs Buchtel, F 7, 5:3
- vs Crowns, F 21, 5:3
- vs Eurekas, F 14, 5:1
- vs APC, 2 games, D 12, 5:4
- vs Police, 2 games, D 8, 5:3

#### CROWNS
- vs Buchtel, F 27, 5:3
- vs Peerless, F 20, 5:1
- vs Police, F 13, 5:3

#### D TEAM
- vs C team, D 1, 6:3

#### DABAGI BROS
- vs M O'Neill's 2 out of 3, N 3, 5:3

#### ENTERPRISE
- vs Cereals, Mr 2, 5:1
- vs Horka, N 9, 5:3
- vs South Ends, F 9, 5:3
- vs South Ends, N 30, 5:3
- vs Summits, F 16, 5:2

#### EUREKAS
- vs Buchtel, F 24, 5:3
- vs Crowns (1 game each) Ap 24, 5:2
- vs Kirkwood, 2 out of 3, F 22, 5:1
- vs Peerless, Mr 3, 5:2
- vs Peerless, Mr 16, 5:2
- vs Peerless, 2 games, Mr 24, 5:1
- vs Peerless, 2 games, Ap 7, 5:1
- vs Peerless, tie, Ap 13, 7:3
- vs Police, F 17, 5:2
- vs Summits, 2 games, Ap 19, 5:2

#### GRANDS
- vs Magic Citys, 3 games, N 23, 6:6
- vs Kirkwoods, ch, D 31, 5:1
- vs Kirkwoods, N 14, 5:2
- vs South Ends, N 8, 5:4
- vs South Ends, N 16, 7:2

#### GUEx
- vs Horka, Mr 13, 5:2
- vs Standards, Ja 31, 5:2

#### KIRKWOODS
- vs All Hotels, 5 games, Mr 27, 5:1
BOWLING - KIRKWOODS (Cont)
vs All Stars, 2 out of 3, Mr 12, 5:2
vs Grass, O 31, 5:1
vs Grass, N 14, 5:2
vs Grass, 2 games, D 20, 5:3
vs Grass, 2 out of 3, D 29, 5:4
vs Kirkwoods, first, second, and third teams, Ja 31, 5:2
vs Eurekas, 2 games, F 0, 5:3
vs Eurekas, 2 games, F 15, 5:2
vs Eurekas (3 games) N 1, 5:1
vs Police, 2 games, Ap 25, 5:2
vs Crowns, 3 games, H 3, 5:1
vs Crowns, 3 games, H 15, 5:3
vs Crowns, 2 out of 3, H 17, 5:2
vs Crowns, H 22, 5:3
Kirkwoods vs Kirkwoods
A vs B, 1 game each, N 10, 5:4
B vs A, 2 games, D 1, 5:4
B vs C, 2 games, Mr, 15, 5:1
C vs B, 2 games, N 8, 5:1
C vs D, 2 games, N 27, 5:5
C vs E, 1 game, N 3, 5:5
C vs F, 2 games, H 17, 5:4
C vs F, 2 games, Mr 24, 5:1
D vs B, 2 games, N 1, 5:1
D vs A, (2 out of 3), Mr 22, 5:2
E vs C, 1 game, N 3, 5:5
E vs F, 2 games, D 13, 5:2
F vs E, 2 games, N 30, 5:5
E vs C, 1 game, Mr 16, 5:3
E vs D, 1 game, Mr 30, 5:2
E vs F, 2 games, H 22, 5:1
1st vs 2nd, (2 out of 3), N 7, 5:3
1st vs 2nd, (3 games), Mr 21, 5:8
1st vs 2nd, (4 games), Mr 26, 5:3
1st vs 2nd, (3 games), Ap 14, 5:3
2nd vs 1st, (2 out of 3), F 28, 5:1
NORKAS
vs Buckeyes, 1 game, Ap 18, 5:5
vs Puritans, Mr 13, 5:2
NORTH ENDS
vs South Ends, 3 games, Mr 23, 5:2
PEERLESS
vs Buchtel, F 16, 5:1
vs Cereals, F 9, 5:2
vs Clev Indians, Ap 20, 5:3
vs Eurekas, 1 game, Ja 1, 5:2
BOWLING - PEERLESS (Cont)
vs Eurekas, tie, Ap 13, 7:3
vs Kirkwoods, 2 games, F 24, 5:3
vs Tivoli Indians, 2 games, Ap 6, 5:1
vs Tivoli Indians, 3 games, Ap 26, 5:2
vs Chicago, Ja 23, 5:2
POLICE
vs Buchtel, F 22, 5:2
vs Peerless, 1 game, Mr 2, 5:1
vs Kirkwoods, Ja 23, 5:3
vs Peerless, D 21, 5:3
POST OFFICE
vs Newspaper Men, 2 games, N 15, 5:3
PURITANS
vs Buckeyes, 1 game, F 13, 5:4
vs Columbus, F 27, 5:3
RUTHERFORDS
vs Standard Hardware, 1 each, F 10, 5:4
SOUTH ENDS
vs Summits, F 8, 5:3
vs Summits, 2 games, N 21, 5:2
STANDARDS
vs Columbia, F 14, 5:2
vs Enterprise, Mr 7, 5:4
vs Guess, Mr 21, 5:3
vs Peerless, Mr 6, 5:2
vs Rutherford, 1 game each, F 16, 5:3
SUMMITs
vs Eurekas, F 10, 5:3
vs Peerless, F 23, 5:3
TIPTOPS
vs Buckeyes, Mr 24, 5:1
vs Guess, Mr 10, 5:1
vs Norkas, F 10, 5:3
vs South Ends, N 29, 5:3
TIVOLIS
vs Peerless, 2 of 3, Mr 31, 5:2
VEROSKY & CRILE
vs Walsh and Carroll, N 2, 5:3
BOWLING GREEN GLYCERINE CO
Organized, by oil operators, O 10, 2:2
BOWMAN (CR), D S
Delivers address at Conversation and Current Events club, Mr 13, 6:2
BOWMAN, PAT
Intoxication case continued, D 22, 8:3
BOOGER, ENOCH
Killed when freight train is derailed near Sandusky, Je 4, 2:2
BOXER REJUVENATION
Bert A Clifford writes of conditions in China, Je 6, 6:1
Nary E Andrews and 6 other Ohiomans killed, Mr 10, 1:3
Luella Haner and 4 other Ohiomans killed, Ja 10, 2:2
Capt Edwin V Bookseller wounded, Ja 18, 2:2
BOXING
Feature article, D 25, 5:1
PROFESSIONAL
Program staged by North End Athletic club, Ja 13, 8:2
Defeat of Jim Corbett in bout with Jeffries predicted, ed, Ja 8, 4:2
Continuation of prize fighting predicted, ed, Ja 16, 4:2
Gus Ruhlin methods described, feature story, Ja 22, 5:1
Watch arranged between Art Sims and Tommy White, Ja 19, 1:7
Tim Hurst to be referee for Sims-White contest, Ja 26, 3:6; plans for Sims-White contest completed, Ja 27, 5:1; proposed contest discussed, Ja 29, 5:1
Permits for contests at Central Armory refused by Clev Mayor, Ja 29, 5:1
Gus Ruhlin seeks match with Tom Sharkey, F 5, 5:1
Art Sims' coming bout with Tommy White discussed, F 6, 5:1
First ME ch protests contest, F 7, 3:4
Gus Ruhlin paid forfeit by Fitzsimmons for failure to fight as scheduled, Je 14, 5:3
Coments on Gus Ruhlin-Tom Sharkey fight, Je 28, 5:2
Version of Gus Ruhlin's fight with Tom Sharkey given by Jim Corbett, Je 3, 5:1
Gus Ruhlin seen as champion possibility by John McCormick, Mr 9, 5:1
Gus Ruhlin's early adventures in pugilism recounted, Ja 10, 5:3
Art Sims and Tim Honan matched, sign articles of agreement, Je 14, 5:4
BOXING - PROFESSIONAL (Cont)
Fistic career of Art Sims outlined, future schedule revd, D 3, 2:1
Coming Gus Ruhlin-James Jeffries match seen as publicity for Akron, ed, D 20, 4:1
Fund to abolish prize fights raised by Cinti citizens, D 21, 5:3
----------
KID BROAD
vs Jack Mc Clelland, My 2, 5:3
FRANK BOYLE
vs Squirrel Finnerly, Ja 13, 8:2
CHARLEY BURNS
vs Charley Dillon, D 3, 2:2
GEORGE CHURCH
vs Eddie Bowers, Ja 10, 5:5
vs Jack Palmer, draw, F 13, 5:1
ROBERT FITZSIMMONS
vs Gus Ruhlin, Ag 11, 1:3
vs Gus Ruhlin, Ag 11, 5:1
vs Gus Ruhlin, Ag 14, 5:1
EDDIE GARDNER
vs Freddie Green, Ja 9, 5:3
OSCAR GARDNER
vs Syracuse Billy Ryan, Ja 13, 5:3
vs Patsy Haley, My 1, 5:3
vs Buck Stelzer, draw, D 7, 2:6
GEO GIBBS
vs Scotty Cross, Ap 7, 5:2
vs Freddy Green, H 23, 5:3
vs Grant Nickens, draw, N 22, 5:1
FRED GREEN
vs Denny Gallagher, F 14, 5:4
JACK HAMILTON
vs Oscar Gardner, D 4, 5:3
vs Eddie Lenny, draw, D 18, 5:3
JACK HUDSON
vs George Bibbs, Ja 2, 5:2
JOHNNY LAVACK
vs Joe Leonard, draw, F 2, 5:2
BILLY RYAN
vs Kid Herrick, N 20, 5:1

EMIL SANCHEZ
vs Kid Ashe, D 5, 5:3

OTTO SIELOFF
vs Curly Suppes, My 22, 5:1

ART SIMMS
vs Louden Campbell, F 10, 5:1
vs Dick Green, Ap 7, 5:2
vs James McFeeley, no decision, Ja 16, 5:1
vs Cle Olson, draw, My 19, 5:1
vs Tommy White, draw, F 13, 5:1
vs Jim Howard, Ag 11, 5:4
vs Squirrel Finney, D 7, 6:3
vs Gus Gardner, N 23, 6:3
vs Joe Leonard, N 30, 5:3
vs Jim Popp, D 23, 5:1
vs Johnny Whitaker, N 27, 5:3

DAVE SULLIVAN
vs Kid Broad, N 17, 5:1

CURLY SUPPES
vs Jim Popp, draw, Ja 24, 5:1

TONNY WHITE
vs Art Simms, draw, F 13, 5:1

EDDIE YOUNG
vs Eddie Foreman, My 2, 5:1

BOYD, FRANK
Fined and sentenced, F 1, 4:5

BOYD, WILLIAM
Arrested on bastardy chg, pleads guilty, sentence reserved, Ja 17, 3:1

BOYER, BEN
Names W H Palmer in property line suit, S 10, 5:4

BOYER (WES), C M (Napoleon)
Develops paralysis from lightning stroke, Je 27, 2:6

BOYER, JESSE
Divorce granted wife Anna, Ja 10, 3:4

BOYLAN, MICHAEL A
Fined for fighting, My 7, 8:3

BOYLE, HUGH J
Named by George L Sypher in injunction suit,
BRAYTON, C A (Clev)
Wins verdict in slander suit brought by Clev Special Police co, Ja 29, 11:1

BRAZEL, JOHN
Pleads not guilty to assault chg, Ap 10, 3:3
BRAZEL, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, My 10, 8:5

BRENNIE, FRANK
Arrested on chg of breaking windows, case continued, Ja 11, 5:6
Dismissed on chg of breaking windows, Ja 12, 6:4

BRENNIN, NORMAN
Arrested on chg of pointing firearms, bound to grand jury, S 1, 1:6; chgd with pointing firearms during riot, S 3, 1:6; fined and sentenced for rioting, N 28, 4:2; released from county jail, D 25, 3:6

BRENNSTEIN, (Clev)
Injured in football game, N 7, 8:5

BRENN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, O 18, 8:3; correction of error in previous article: not person rapid in police ct case, D 27, 3:1

BRENN, FRANK
Names H D Bizzons in garnishee suit, N 14, 8:2

BRENNEN'S DRUG STORE (Lindsey)
Robbed, D 21, 10:4

BRENNER (JR AND JS), MICHAEL
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, My 29, 4:4

BRENNSTIEL, HARVEY
Named by Nancy Rhodes in recovery suit, Ja 27, 4:5

BRENNST, ROBERT
Held on chg of intoxication, N 5, 3:5

BRENNAN, JAMES
Bound to common pleas ct on burglary chg, N 6, 8:5
Held on suspicion of robbery, Ja 10, 1:6

BRENNI, YOUNGSTOWN
With McCoy and Davis, named in collection suit by Mahoning county, N 22, 2:4

BRENNITH, ROBERT
Fined for intoxication, N 6, 8:5

BRENN, JR
Fined for intoxication, D 17, 8:1

BRENNERS, OHIO ACN OF
Held meeting at Toledo, S 6, 2:2

BRENNER, ALEXANDER
With Mrs Louise A Neachem estate named by Neachem & Watt in judgment collection suit, Ja 26, 6:1

BRESTER, ALEXANDER (Cont)
Will contested in suit brought by daughter Mary Hent, Ap 3, 3:2

BRESTER, ALFRED ALONZO
Death, O 19, 3:1; funeral, O 19, 6:1; will filed for probate, Mrs Anna Perkins Brewster named executrix, George G Allen appointed executor, D 24, 3:3; Anna P Brewster and George G Allen appointed executors of estate, D 30, 7:7; executors seek permission of court to sell various stock shares, D 1, 3:3; adams file inventory, D 5, 6:2; granted permission by court to sell certain stock, D 13, 3:5

BRESTER, JONATHAN
Res; bids, and fruit damaged by hail storm, Jy 12, 4:5

BRESTER Bros COAL CO
Awarded contract to furnish coal to county insts, Ja 17, 3:3
Office robbed, Jy 26, 3:4

BREZELL, PATRICK, JR
Recommended by coems to supply city's coal for coming yr, D 2, 5:5
Decreases capital stock, D 15, 1:6
Reopens, operating at full capacity, D 5, 3:1

BRECHER
Clev council appts com to investigate chgs against its members in connection with the fire and police signal system, S 12, 2:4

BREDS (JS), CALVIN S
Funeral, D 20, 2:2

BRECK & TILE INDUS (Mount Vernon)
Ohio Fire Brick mfrs plan combine, D 25, 2:2

BRECKLERS' UNION
Holds meeting, Ap 30, 1:7

BRECK, THOMAS R
Begins org of co to make non-refillable bottle, F 10, 3:4

BRECK, ARTHUR
Fined for intoxication, Ap 16, 4:7

BRECK
Maskingham River Bridge at Zanesville condemned, closed to traffic, Ja 16, 1:2
City engr instructed to prepare taxation dists for canal bridges on State and Falor st, Ja 17, 1:7; special taxation dist announced, Ja 29, 8:6

BRECK
Proposed const of Hill St viaduct discussed by city comrs, Ja 25, 3:2; discussion on proposed const, F 27, 4:4; discussed by city and rr officials, F 28, 3:3; N 1, 4:5; estimate of const cost made by King Bridge

BRECK, JOHN
Released after being held for safe keeping, S 6, 1:3

BRECKSPOOR (GEN), ROELIFF
Recounts incidents leading to formation of republic party, Ap 5, 6:2

BRIDGES (Cont)

co, Nr 15, 1:6
New Perkins St bridge considered by rr officials if City pays property damage, N 1, 4:3; bridge damaged by fire, My 15, 6:1

Sandusky, Gilman & Northway Elec Ry co bridge destroyed by flood, N 7, 3:7
Cost estime of bridge to cross valley from College to Pt Lookout Landing completed by J W Payne, Je 7, 1:7

Bill of $300 for stonework on county west line bridge allowed by Summit county comrs, Je 25, 1:7
Work on new bridge over Tuscarawas river in . . .
Barber ton started, Je 26, 1:4

East Market st bridge declared unsafe by NDT co, Je 29, 4:5

Williams Bros & Horse bid on foundation work for new county bridge at Willow Station accepted, Jy 23, 5:7

Plans for wing wall and adv for bids for Ash st bridge ordered by city comrs, Jy 24, 3:1; Je 30, 7:7

Ohio River bridge at East Liverpool damaged by fire, S 14, 2:4

North Howard st span proposed by B&O rr co approved by coems, O 24, 6:4

BRIDGER, ALBERT
Fined for intoxication, S 22, 5:5

BRIDGES, FRANK (Cats)
Killed when struck by train, Je 29, 2:2

BRIDGES, HERBERT
Employed as architect for proposed Buchtel coll prep blgd, Jy 22, 1:7

BRIDGES, ROBERT
Injured in fall from scaffold, Ap 28, 1:5

BRIDGES, T S (Sharon)
Injured by kneeling on nail, N 14, 8:5

BRIDGES, JOHN
Pleads not guilty to non-support chg, trial cont, Ap 12, 6:3; chgd with failure to provide for family, pleas not guilty, case continued, Ap 13, 6:4; fined and sentenced to western for non-support, Ap 14, 8:2

Pleads not guilty to chg of non-support, D 25, 3:4

BRINK, JOHN
Released after being held for safe keeping, S 6, 1:3

BRINK, JOHN
Recount incidents leading to formation of republic party, Ap 5, 6:2

BRIT, JAMES
Chgd with assault in warrant filed by James Stith, F 20, 3:4

BRID ST CI OF ORIST
Rev J W Kerns resigned pastorate, N 19, 6:2

Sponsors lecture by Mrs A Kneely, S 13, 6:2

BRIDGUST (REV-DW)
Denouncement of Anti-Saloon league policy continued, ed, My 26, 4:1

BRIDWAY
Ord providing for sprinkling passed by council, My 25, 7:7; ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling from Mill st to Center st passed by council and approved by bd of city comrs, Je 25, 6:3; council and approved by bd of city comrs, Je 25, 7:7

BRIDWAY, CATHERINE
Names Willie Dingle in assault and battery warrant, F 23, 3:1; trial on assault chg continued, F 24, 2:2; assault chg dismissed, F 26, 3:5

BRIDWEAN, M A
Sentenced to rock pile for vagrancy, Ja 20, 5:5

BRIDWELL, M E (Clev)
Damage suit against John Grether continues, My 16, 6:1; loses suit, My 19, 3:4

BRIDWELL, PETER (Guy Falls)
Chicken coop robbed, Ja 16, 3:4

BRIDWELL, PETER H
Story of experience in attempt to regain pension, Je 2, 6:1

BRIDWELL (COUNCILMAN), GEORGE
Named in collection suit by adams H C Sanford, N 28, 3:5

Pleads not guilty to rioting chgs, O 17, 3:2

BRIDWELL, GOTTLEB
Adjudged insane, N 6, 3:5

BRIDWELL, (Clev)
Son Bert killed when struck by interurban car, Je 15, 2:2

BRIDWELL, JAMES

BRIDWELL, J H
Repud elected to cong from 2nd Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4
BROWN, ALBERT (Cont.)

Pleads not guilty on assault chg, S 17, 3:5; fined and sentenced for intoxication, S 21, 6:4

BROWN, ALICE M

Files exceptions to inventory of the Shelden E Phelps estate, S 27, 3:4

BROWN (MRS), BERTHA

Named in collection suit by drs of Trinity Reformed ch, Jy 24, 6:2

BROWN, BERT

Fined and sentenced on suspicion chg, Ap 17, 3:3

BROWN, DALLAS

Injured in st car, wagon and team collision, Je 19, 3:4

BROWN, DAVID (Newtown)

Slayes Mark Robinson, fatally wounds Frank Murphy, Jy 23, 2:1

BROWN, DAVID (Guy Falls)

Res destroyed by fire, Ag 1, 8:6

BROWN, DELIGHT

Alice Brown apptd guardian, Ja 19, 3:5

BROWN, EDNA (Zanesville)

Suicide, D 14, 1:3; believed suicide, body found, J 15, 11:2

BROWN, FRANK

Arrested for vagrancy, Ja 8, 5:3

BROWN, G W

Fined for intoxication, O 9, 8:2

BROWN, GEORGE

Fined for assault, Jy 31, 8:4

BROWN, HARRY

Arrested on petit larceny chg, case continued, O 8, 5:1

BROWN (CAPT), HENRY H

Por, W 5, 1:7; funeral, W 8, 6:2; will filed, H 22, 5:2

BROWN, ISAAC

Files voluntary bankruptcy, My 10, 2:2

BROWN, J D

See also Browning, John B

Correct name of man who deserted wife at Marion Junction, Je 29, 1:4

BROWN, J C

Damage suit against East Ohio Gas co settled, F 6, 6:2

BROWN, JACOB

Trial on chg of striking wife continued, Ap 28, 9:2; dismissed on assault chg, My 1, 6:2

BROWN, JACOB (Cont.)

Pleads guilty to assault chg, N 1, 8:2; fined for assault, N 2, 8:6

BROWN, JAMES

Granted pension increase, F 20, 3:4

Names Ohio Tube co stockholder's recovery suit, N 28, 3:5

Fined for intoxication, N 16, 1:4

BROWN, JAMES

Begs, Jy 21, 9:1; feature article on life, O 13, 9:5; career as horse thief described, feature article, D 29, 8:3; life in Summit county discussed, feature article, (Canton News-Dem), D 20, 8:3

BROCAI, JOHN

Overcoat stolen, N 30, 1:3

BROCAI, JOHN A

Sentence reserved for assault on A M Brooker, Ag 7, 6:3

BROCAI, JOHN F

Fined for intoxication, D 22, 8:3

BROCAI, LAURA

See Browning, Mrs John B

BROCAI, PATRICK

Fined for intoxication, F 12, 5:6

BROCAI, PAUL

Fined for intoxication, J 13, 5:6

BROCAI, ROBERT

Injured when train is derailed near Lexington, (Ky), S 21, 1:4; injured in train wreck at Sadieville (Ky), S 22, 10:2

BROCAI, THOMAS (Galion)

Arrested in robbery of Clay Thomas and James Scott res, Ap 5, 8:1

BROCAI (Sgt), W B

Funeral, F 1, 6:6

BROCAI, W P

Injured when train is derailed at Leetonia, Je 13, 1:5

BROCAI (PROF), WILLIS G

Lectures on anti-cigarette subject at First IE ch, My 26, 5:5; addresses anti-cigarette league, Je 4, 4:4

Barred from Cols schools by bd of educ, O 20, 3:1

BROCAI HOISTING MACH & CO

Incorporates, Ag 18, 10:4

BROCAI HOISTING & CONVEYING MACH CO (Clev)

Plant destroyed by fire, D 17, 1:2

BROWNJONE

Clev alumni group forms assn, elects officers, Ja 23, 3:2

BROWNING, JOHN

Sued for divorce by wife, Izora, Ap 24, 5:5; deserts wife Laura, Ja 11, 8:7; police investigate alleged bigamy chg, Je 14, 1:7; revealed as alleged bigamist following desertion of wife, Je 20, 8:4; Mrs Laura Browning (Brown) sent to Cinty by Poor Dir Joseph Kendall following desertion by husband, Jy 6, 6:4

BUBBAK (RKO), REBECCA

Bound to probate ct on chg of malicious destruction of property, Ap 16, 4:4; transcript filed in suit brought by State of Ohio, My 10, 6:6

BUDDECK, WILLIAM

Fined and sentenced to whouse for intoxication, O 22, 3:4

BUMBROUGHT, BESSIE

Allen Bumbragha apptd guardian, F 19, 7:2

BUNER, C I

With N P Goodhue leases state oil property on W Reservoir from state bd of pub works, F 15, 3:3

BUNER, CLARENCE I

Notifies Matthew Lang and others of foreclosure suit, O 30, 7:7; Joseph Fairbright files answer to cross petition in suit against Matthew Lang, D 25, 3:6

BUNER, LOUIS

Held for vagrancy, Ag 2, 5:5

BUNER, WILLIAM T

Dismissed on intoxication chg, N 12, 5:5

BUNER-GOODHUE-COKE CO

Holds annual meeting, elects officers, F 6, 3:4; House at 100 Mills ave damaged by fire, M 27, 6:6

BUNRT, GEORGE F (East Liverpool)

Named in personal damage suit by Dudley E Lee, estate, Ja 6, 2:2

BURL, MARIE LEAH

Files motion for new trial in judgment suit brought by Louis K Harris, D 28, 3:5

BURNEN (COL), WILLIAM JENNINGS

Views on territorial expansion criticized (ed New York Sun), Ja 15, 4:2; pol activities criticized (ed Pittsburgh Commercial Gazette), Ja 25, 4:4; Pro-Boer sentiments to boost himself politically criticized, ed, Ja 31, 4:1; trade and financial views criticized (ed...
Jacksonville Times-Union, F 17, 4:4; free silver attitude criticized (ed Detroit Free Press), Hr 3, 4:1; incompetence criticized (ed Cinti Commercial-Tribune), Hr 14, 4:2
Speaks at Cole auditorium, My 2, 2:2
Exploited as liberator of Filipinos, criticized as cause of guerrilla warfare in Philippines (ed Toledo Blade), Je 12, 4:3
Criticized for opposition to gold standard (ed Cinti Commercial-Tribune), Je 13, 4:2
Denial of dem party scored, ed, Je 26, 4:1; criticized, ed, Jy 3, 4:1
Criticized for lectures on qualities of trusts and prosperity (ed New York Sun), Je 26, 4:4; for saddling dem party with free coinage of silver at 16 to 1 ratio, ed, Jy 6, 4:1
Pol obscurity foreseen (ed Detroit Free Press), Jy 9, 4:4
Criticized for bores in securing dem platform (ed NY Tribune), Jy 9, 4:5
Loss of Kansas vote predicted (ed Cols Journal), Jy 10, 4:3
Criticized for forcing reaffirmation of 16 to 1 plank (ed Cinti Commercial-Tribune), Jy 10, 4:5
Defeat due to revolt of prominent dems predicted, (ed Youngtown Telegram), Jy 11, 4:4
Scored by dem and independent papers for attempts to obscure silver issue (ed Clev Leader), Jy 13, 4:2
Scored for ignorance of finance, defeat by overwhelming vote urged (ed Manchester (NH) Union, Jy 16, 4:2
Ability to carry Wyoming vote questioned (ed NY Press), Jy 17, 4:2
Criticized for erroneous views on pub questions (ed Pittsburgh Dispatch), Jy 17, 4:3; for conflicting views on Philippine question (ed NY Sun), Jy 17, 4:5
Policies questioned (ed Harper's Weekly), Jy 18, 4:6
Criticized as bolter from party's established principles (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), Jy 19, 4:5
Chicanery criticized, ed, Ag 4, 4:1
Plans for disposition of Philippines criticized, ed, Ag 9, 4:1
Failure of pol policies cited (ed Clev Leader), Ag 15, 4:3
Attempts to cover up mistakes criticized (ed Cinti Times-Star), Ag 14, 4:3
Blamed for election frauds in Kentucky (Clev Leader), Ag 14, 4:5
Criticism of presidential platform of Sen George Fribbie Hear approved, ed, Ag 15, 4:1
Views on tariff and currency criticized, ed, Ag 10, 4:3
Blamed for Filipino insurrection, (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), Ag 18, 4:4
Objections to expansion criticized, ed, Ag 20, 4:2
Blamed for war in Philippines, ed, Ag 21, 4:2
Switch from pro to con on Philippine question criticized, ed, Ag 22, 4:4
Prediction that pub would seek restoration of 16 to 1 silver issue taunted, ed, Ag 23, 4:2
Assumption that as a dem he can be compared with A Lincoln criticized (ed Clev Leader), Ag 25, 4:4
Views on Philippine islands criticized (ed Toledo Blade), Ag 27, 4:6
Prosperity of nation cited as rebuke to his forecasts (ed Commercial Tribune), S 5, 4:2
Misquoting of A Lincoln, Daniel Webster, and others criticized, S 7, 6:1
Opposition to broken dems precedents in expansion cited, S 11, 6:6
Attempt to curb expansion criticized (ed San Francisco Examiner), O 4, 4:1
Criticized for encouragement to Philippine insurrection, ed, O 8, 6:2
Denunciatory attitude concerning trusts criticized, (Cinti Volksblatt), O 17, 5:5
Criticism of repub full-dinner-pail slogan flayed (ed Toledo Blade), O 22, 4:6
Criticized for views on trusts, ed, O 23, 4:2; for denouncing gold trust, ed, O 23, 4:3; for connection with Tammany (ed Cinti Times-Star), O 23, 4:6; for views on tariff, ed, O 24, 4:3; for slander against nation, ed, O 25, 4:2; for patronage of non-union shops, ed, N 3, 4:3; for declarations against Suey-Suey treaty, ed, N 3, 4:5
Endeavors to excite class hatred during pres campaign cited as losing more votes than it gained, ed, N 13, 4:2
Telegram of congratulation to Pres William McKinley criticized, (NY Sun), N 15, 4:4
BRYAN & CO (Toledo)
Sues city of Toledo for property damages, begins injunction suit to prevent further destruction of billboards, Jy 26, 2:2
Billboard injures unknown man when blown down by wind, N 21, 3:6
Billboard injured by storm, N 26, 1:3
BRYAN SCHOOL
Father's and Teachers' circle elects officers, Jy 23, 3:4
BRYAN TELEPHONE CO (Bryan)
Suzy by Clevelin Union Telephone company for misrepresentation in inducing subscribers to discontinue services, Bryan, Jy 25, 2:2
BRYKER, JOSEPH (Cinti)
Sentenced to penitentiary for forging money orders, O 11, 2:2
Held on chg of defrauding po's, Ny 9, 2:4
BRODER (Cols)
Residents claim st cleaning by white wings too expensive, Hr 21, 2:4
BROOKER (MS), HARRY FOSTER
Discusses children and Sunday school before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 1:1
BUCHAN, J W (Inland)
Injured when kicked by horse, S 5, 8:2
BUCHEL ACADEMY
Helds commencement exercises, John W Thomas awarded freshman scholarship, orations given, Je 16, 2:1
BUCHEL, OF
Trustees' sale, Ag 11, 2:7; sale of estate filed in ct, Ag 20, 5:5
BUCHEL, CHARLES
Restrained by temporary order from reviving E A Pflueger's property, Jy 19, 6:1
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Jy 28, 5:4
Pleads not guilty to intoxication chg, S 22, 5:5; fined for intoxication, S 24, 4:6
BUCHEL, WILLIAM M
Purchases Bucchel hotel, Ny 24, 3:3
With C C Sherbondy named in collection suit by E P Sprigle, Ny 31, 6:1
BUCHEL AVE
Ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling from Main to Spicer st passed by council and approved by bd of city coors, Jy 25, 6:5
Ord to levy special assessment for sweeping from Market to Spicer st passed by council and approved by bd of city coors, Jy 25, 7:5
BUCHEL COLL
Plans for winter term announced, Ja 1, 1:5
Revs donations and makes plans for reconstruction after fire, Ja 2, 1:5; citizens urged to aid in rebuilding program, ed, Ja 2, 4:1; friends to form plans for reconstr, Ja 3, 1:5
Imputations of fraud in suit against Lewis Miller eliminated, Ja 3, 3:4
Aid from citizens urged in rebuilding campaign, ed, Ja 3, 4:1
Weather records thought to have been destroyed in fire recovered, Ja 3, 5:4
Classes resumed, Ja 4, 3:4
Citizens urged to contribute to rebuilding fund, ed, Ja 4, 4:2; ed Ja 5, 4:1; solicitation for subscriptions in rebuilding campaign begun, Ja 5, 1:7
Rept on immigration, other col news, Ja 6, 1:5
Support of donations in rebuilding campaign urged, ed, Ja 6, 4:1
Recent fire discussed, aid in rebuilding campaign urged, (Universalist Leader), Ja 6, 9:4
Rebuilding campaign meeting with success, Ja 6, 3:3; fund campaign com issues report, Ja 9, 1:5; campaign progress rep'td, Ja 11, 1:7; liberal contributions urged, ed, Ja 11, 4:1; canvassing com appeals for aid, Ja 13, 3:3; canvassers report meeting with success, Ja 12, 1:6
Citizens urged to contribute to rebuilding fund, ed, Ja 15, 4:1; progress rep't in campaign, Ja 17, 1:6
Date for oratorical contest changed, judges selected, Ja 18, 1:5
Celebrates Founder's Day, Ja 18, 1:7
Contributions to rebuilding fund urged, ed, Ja 19, 4:1; subscription com submits encouraging rep'ts, Ja 20, 1:6; citizens urged to contribute liberally, ed, Ja 23, 4:1; rept by soliciting com, Ja 24, 1:6
Recs pledge to rebuilding fund from Universalist ch, Ja 26, 1:6
Destruction of bldg by recent fire, feature article, Ja 27, 9:2
BUCHETEL COLL (Cont)

Trustees plan erection of new recitation hall, Ap 12, 3:4
Soph Ashton speaking contest postponed, Junior contest date set, Ap 19, 6:1
Bd of trustees bldg com decides on location for proposed recitation hall, Ap 26, 3:6
Casket containing relics placed in cornerstone by Horace Greely found in debris after fire, Ap 26, 1:6
Plans for moving astronomical observatory and erection of new recitation hall given, My 1, 1:7
Geological and archaeological specimens recovered from ruins of fire, My 5, 8:2
Fund raised by employees of Akron go through benefit entertainment, My 5, 8:3
Graded privilege by E A Champlin and John H Pennington to excavate 3 Indian mounds located on their farms near village of Cuba, My 6, 3:3
Po employees donate to rebuilding fund, My 14, 3:7
Adopts change in coll year, adds new subject for science, My 17, 1:7
Heating and ventilating contr awarded to Natl Boiler co, My 26, 1:3
Debating club holds mock trials, My 29, 5:3
Soph Ashton prize won by Alton O Thomas, Je 2, 6:1
Trustees and coll officials favor erection of preparatory school bldg, honored at Universalist state conv at Canton, Je 6, 6:4
Faculty and local trustees hold meeting, meet to apply to coun for land for new coll, Je 11, 1:7
Officials announce Pres William McKinley will speak at cornerstone laying ceremonies, Je 12, 1:7
Faculty adopts new schedule of class hrs, Je 15, 6:3
Constr contra for recitation hall awarded to Griffin & Briggs, Ills, Je 16, 1:3
Seniors abandon class day exercises, Je 16, 1:5
Class work finished, banquet honoring Dr Knight planned, Je 18, 1:7
Sponsors baccalaureate sermon by Dr Ira A Priest on subject of men, Je 18, 6:3
Trustees hold annual meeting, Je 19, 1:7
Junior Ashton prize speaking contest won by Grace Kellam, Anna Wildes second, Je 19, 8:5
Holds 20th annual commencement exercises.

ALUMNI

Clev group participates in rebuilding fund campaign, Ja 6, 1:5; holds meeting to plan aid, (Clev Leader), Ja 10, 3:2
Zeta Alpha Epsilon fraternity incorporates, Ja 23, 3:2
Delta Gamma fraternity holds annual resident alumni and affiliates reunion, Mr 17, 3:2
Honors Dr C M Knight with banquet, Je 6, 1:7
Hold annual banquet in honor of Dr C M Knight; hear addresses by George W Crouse and Dr C M Knight, Je 20, 1:7
Asst holds annual business session, elects officers, Je 21, 8:2
Bd of trustees holds lst meeting, elects officers, appts athletic and other coms, votes to pub new constitution, Je 22, 1:7

CADETS

Albert C Holloway resigns as drill master, Edson H Robinson appointed, Ja 25, 3:5

FACULTY

Outlines plan for new bldg, Mr 20, 1:5

FRATERNITIES

Enlistment of new members, N 2, 8:2

STUDENTS

Prepare annual Founder's Day celebration, Ja 15, 1:5; resume of celebration, Ja 19, 8:4
Program of annual oratorical contest announced, Ja 26, 5:5
South Union st res furnished for girls' dormitory, Ja 26, 6:2
Contests in oratorical contest listed, Ja 29, 3:5
Archie P Eves wins oratorical contest, other contest notes, Ja 30, 1:7
Organize Library Soc, elect officers, Mr 3, 1:8
Kappa Kappa Gamma women propose to build hall, My 29, 1:7
Organizes dramatic club, elects officers, O 20, 8:2
BUCKETT COLLE STUDENTS Cont
Failure to participate in inter-collegiate oratorical event criticized ed. N 21 4:1
Annual state oratorical contest to be omitted from activities N 21 6:3
Plan participation in State Oratorical assn. N 23 1:6
Sr class fails to hold yearly Sr Ashton speaking contest. D 3 0:2
BUCKETT HOTEL
Purchased by William Bucktel. Hy 24 3:3
Enlarged. Je 7 1:6
BUCKET GLOVE CO
Incorporates. Je 30 10:5
BUCKETEER PIPE CO
Advances price of crude oil. Findlay. Ja 19 2:2
Oil line damaged when bell & Vaugh drill well too close to line. Fostoria. D 30 2:2
Anti-trust chg dismissal announced by Atty-Gen Sheets. D 21 10:4
Anti-trust suit brought by State of Ohio dismissed at state's cost. D 22 11:5
BUCKETEER RUBBER CO
Organizes selects S S Miller as ngr. lets contr for constr of plant to Fred H Weeks Jy 2 1:6
Qualifies to do business in Ohio. constr of Akron plant begins. Jy 9 1:6
Mortgage given to Colonial Trust co (NY) filed for record Jy 26 3:2
BUCKETEER SEWER PIPE CO
Holds stockholders' meeting, elects officers. Ja 13 3:5
Named by H C Sanford estate in damage suit. N 2 3:4
Amended petition in personal damage suit for death of John Jasiki filed by H C Sanford. Ja 26 3:6
BUCKETEER WORKS
Lumber pile damaged by fire. Ap 10 1:6
Kochine molders strike remains unchanged. N 10 3:3
Strike continues D 20 4:2
BUCKINGHAM. FRANCES P
Files petition for disch of bankruptcy. hearing date assigned. Ja 9 7:6
BUCKINGHAM. JOHN
Arrested on chg of securing money under false pretenses. D 12 3:6
Fined for intoxication. D 12 5:6
Pleads not guilty to blackmail chg. date of

BUCKINGHAM. JOHN (Cont.)

trial set D 13 8:3
blackmail charge dismissed. D 15 1:3
BUCKINGHAM. NELLY A
Files bill of exceptions to final account of Nelson Sears estate. S 21 3:2
BUCKNER. MARY
Pleads not guilty to chg of fighting. case continued. Ap 26 3:4
dismissed on chg of fighting. Ap 30 3:3
BUCKNER. WARREN
Infant daughter Delphine injured in fall. S 25 5:6
BLOOD. TOWNSEND C
Notice of petition for disch of bankruptcy. Ja 15 7:7
BLOOM. GEORGE S.
JACOB PETER
Death. Ja 8 3:3;
blog. Ja 8 5:3;
funeral. Ja 11 1:6;
will filed for probate. Ja 24 3:5
Edward H Bruhl apptd admr of estate. Ja 25 7:7;
estate inventory filed. Hy 3 6:2
BLOOM. ETHEL R
Guardian apptd. Jy 2 6:1
BLOOM. ELMER H
Killed in action in Philippine war. N 5 1:4;
Pr 7 0:3
BLOOM. BERTIL B.
JACOB E
Death. N 10 3:2;
funeral. N 14 6:5;
Albert C
Brown apptd guardian. Je 8 3:4
BLOOM & CONST.
Permits issued to Akron Realty co for constr of 10 res. Ja 18 1:5
Bids for constr of voting booths asked. Ag 23 7:7
Contr for constr of voting booths awarded to Van Dorn Iron Works by city convs. S 10 5:3
Boon in Guy Falls. O 16 6:5
Boon rep't in progress. N 15 4:4

LABOR RELATIONS

Carriers union asks wage increase. Ap 10 3:4;
Ap 11 3:4

PERMITS

Permits issued during previous week. N 12 8:1

STRIKES

Thirteen laborers at Hamilton bldg walk out in demands for wage increase. Mr 29 3:6

BUILDING TRADES

Union men employed on new Empire theater. quilt work in test case against Clev employment of non-union men. Ja 12 2:2
Bricklayers helpers strike over wages and hours. Clev. Ja 20 12:4
Carpenters and Joiners union agree with boss carpenters. constr and bids to establish 8-hour day and wage increase. Cinti. Mr 15 2:2
Walkout violation of union is rep't. East Liverpool. Hy 4 2:7
Plasterers at Hamilton bldg strike over wage and hr disagreement. Je 1 1:6
Tim. sheet iron. and cornice workers strike for shorter hours and higher wages. Clev. Je 5 2:2
Timers and sisters/org union. elect officers. Jy 10 5:5

BUILDING TRADES COUNCIL

Elects officers. N 30 4:3

BULGARIA

Subject of lecture by Dr S J Soudoff at Woodland ME ch. Mr 19 8:1
BULLER. J M
Injured when thrown from buggy in runaway. D 13 5:5
BULL. TERRY E
Clev. Held on chg of rifling U S mail. Ag 24 2:2

BULRICH (IND)

Tenacity in refusing to accept defeat praised. ed. F 22 4:1
BULLINGER. FRANK
Sells clothing and gent's furnishing store to Lang & Hoover. Jy 12 4:6
BULLINGER. L F
Store entered by robber. Ag 11 2:2
BUNKER (GIL). HARRY S (Toledo)
Shot and killed. cause unknown. Mr 21 1:2
Suicide theory discarded. murder suspected. Mr 23 2:4
BUNKER. J (Copley Twp)
Res robbed. F 15 6:4
BUNKER. WILLIAM L
Fined for intoxication. Jy 31 4:5
BURN. FRED (Clev)
Killed by elevator. Hy 4 2:7
BURGH. CHARLES
Describes trip with 3rd cavalry on route to scene of Boxer rebellion in China. ltr. D 6 8:1
Relates account of trip through Nagasaki (Japan) while with U S cavalry. D 20 5:1
Describes activities of 3rd regular cavalry in Philippine war. ltr. D 15 6:1
BURNO, HARLEY E
Grants original widow's pension. N 19 6:2
BURNO. VERN
Named general manager. F 16 2:3
Finishes new book. distribution of directories begins. Je 16 8:4
BURCH. GEORGE
Pardoned from penitentiary. N 16 2:3
BURCHAR. WILLIAM
Released on vagrancy chg. ordered to leave city. F 28 6:4
BURCH. THOMAS
Fined for intoxication. Ja 25 8:3
BURCH. FAMILY
Holds reunion at Western Star. S 19 8:2
BURGER IRON & WIDE WORKS CO
Commences bldg addition. Hy 12 1:2
Holds first annual outing for employees at Long Lake. Jy 30 3:7
BURGESS. JOHN (Hamilton)
Burned in Fox farm fire. Ja 5 1:3
BURGESS. CHARLES (Canal Dover)
Injured in attempt to bd train while sleep walking. D 4 2:2
BURGESS. GEORGE (Iverdale)
Injured in Proctor & Gamble factory fire. Ja 6 2:2
BURRIS, FRED (Toledo)  
Arrested on chg of looting baggage in transit,  
Ap 7, 12:2

BURROW, THOMAS  
Fined for intoxication, S 11, 3:5

BURNES, WILLIAM  
Arrested and held on suspicion, Ja 22, 5:3

BURNETT, CHARLES  
Fined and sentenced to workhouse for larceny,  
Ja 12, 3:1  
Trial on larceny chg contd, Ja 15, 3:1

BURNETT, DICK (Orangeville)  
Killed by train, My 22, 2:2

BURNETT, EDWARD (Gallipolis)  
Held in murder of Lawson Eavesick, O 00, 2:3

BURRITT (RIS, LUCY (Chardon)  
Wins personal injury suit against Canfield & co  
in death of her son, N 23, 2:2

BURNS, CHARLES  
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 25, 8:3

BURNS, FRANK  
Res destroyed by fire, Ja 26, 6:2

BURNS, HENRY  
Fined for indecent exposure, Ag 30, 3:5

BURNS & MILLER LAUNDROY CO (Marysville)  
Damaged when gasoline tank explodes, Nr 2, 2:2

BURRELL, ANEMIA  
Arraigned for striking wife, Ja 12, 3:2

BURRIS, EARL  
Arrested for causing and means of cure  
of tuberculosis in domestic animals, Ja 14, 11:3

BURROUGHS, JOHN (Greenville)  
Killed when struck by bicycle, O 11, 2:2

BURRIS, RICH  
Fined for allegedly false representation of store  
products, notice of appeal given (Clev Leader)  
Ap 24, 4:6  
Files brief in collection suit against Globe  
Tea Co (The Leader), Je 1, 6:1

BURT, FLORA J  
Prepared oil filter exhibit for Paris exp,  
F 15, 5:5

BURT, J NO CO  
Files petition in bankruptcy, D 08, 11:4

BUTCH, AIDELINE  
Names John S and Rosanna Hart in promissory note  
suit, S 17, 3:4

BUTTON, CHARLES  
Held on disorderly conduct chg, Ja 1, 1:6; fined,  
Ja 3, 3:5

BUTTON, JOHN (North Bloomfield)  
Shot and killed, Lew Atkins held, May 16, 2:2

BUTCH, T E  
Repub elected to cong from 21st Ohio dist,  
N 7, 2:4

BUTCHER, H A  
Commends action of Mayor W E Young during riot,  
11th, Ag 30, 3:5

BUSH, JAMES  
Burned when paraffin and gasoline explode,  
F 13, 3:4

BUSH, NAY  
Arrested in Clev, returned to Akron on larceny  
chg, Ja 3, 1:4; jailed in lieu of fine for  
petit larceny, Ja 22, 3:5

BUSHYER, MARY  
Fined and sentenced for forgery, Ag 4, 6:1

BUSH, JAMES  
Fined and sentenced for forgery, Ag 4, 6:1

BUSH, WENON H (Clev)  
Disconnected to legal standing,  
D 24, 6:1

BURGOS, LOUIS  
Injured when mob assaults G L Mason, Ja 26, 2:2

BURGOYNE, WILLIAM  
Fined for intoxication, Ja 16, 8:1

BURGOYNE, WILLIAM  
Fined for intoxication, Ja 17, 8:2

BURLEY, JACOB  
Injured when crushed between train and tunnel,  
Ir 30, 1:2

BURROWS, ADAMS  
Discharged for vagrancy, Ja 25, 8:3
CAIN, WINNIE (Cont)

named in collection suit by Margaret A. 
Waters, Je 5, 3:4; inventory of estate filed, 
Jy 11, 3:4

CALDWELL, LI GY

Atitude on liquor question criticized by Ohio 
Anti-Saloon league, F 13, 2:2

CALDWELL, BARNEY

Fined for using profane language, Ap 17, 8:5

CALDER

Intricate workings governing leap yrs outlined, 
ed, Ap 7, 2:4

CALLAWAY, RUSSELL

Fined for fighting, Ap 21, 8:2

CALLAWAY, MYRA

Arrested for intoxication, Je 22, 3:5; fined, 
M 22, 6:4

CALLANDER, ERIE (Clev)

Kidnapped by stranger, Jy 5, 2:2

CALLIN, W.G. & Co

Fined for striking William Thompson, Jy 25, 4:5

CALVARY EVANGELICAL CH

Young People's Alliance elects officers, Ja 1,
3:2

Holds home gathering social, M 1, 8:3

YPA elects delegates to state conv, M 18, 1:7

Reelected W.H. Dunlap trustee, M 23, 3:1

Sponsors lecture by Anna Hamer, Jy 25, 3:7

Ken's Missionary soc elects officers, D 17, 3:2

CAVERSHAM OIL AND GAS CO

Incorporates, S 20, 11:4

CAVERSHAM, A. J.

Held meeting, Cuban slides exhibited by Frank 
Godard, Jy 24, 6:3

Gives stereopticon entertainment at Akron hs, 
Jy 3, 6:2

Elects officers, Ap 10, 3:2; Ap 11, 3:2

Exhibits photography, L 29, 6:3

Holds meeting, S 14, 1:6; O 10, 6:1; O 24, 6:4;
D 19, 1:6

CAVERSHAM, A. N.

Affidavit filed on bastardy chg by Minnie 
Hornweiler, M 15, 3:4

CAVERSHAM, J.

Named in petition filed by Alpheus Stump 
seeking statement of interest in property, 
S 5, 3:5

CAVERSHAM, MAGGIE

Sued by Carrie H. Sadler to foreclose mortgage, 
Jy 28, 3:4; suit settled, D 18, 4:5

CAVERSHAM, R. A.

Sues for slanderous libel 25, 6:5; estate

William filed for probate, Ap 13, 5:5; estate

CABINET MAKERS' UNION

Organizes, O 25, 8:2

CABE, CHARLES A

Notion to force creditors to accept compromise 
in judgment suit against W. J. Seiberling & Co.
overruled, Ja 26, 6:1; given permission to 
compromise with F. A. Seiberling in judgment 
suit against J. F. Seiberling & Co, M 1, 6:3

CADDIES, J. P. (Ashbula)

Appld. judge of coroner pleads ct in Ashbula 
county, Je 16, 1:3

CADDIE, HARRY

Assaulted, Pearl Hellinger and George Ballinger 
arrested and fined, Ap 26, 6:4; pleads not 
guilty to chg of fighting, Ap 27, 6:4; fined 
for fighting, Hy 7, 8:3

CADDIE, J. S. (Kent)

Res destroyed by fire, Henry Beegle killed, 
Harry Ward injured, Ap 12, 6:6

CADDIE, WILLIAM

Arrested on fighting chg, M 23, 3:1

CADDIE, W. J.

Ins not guilty to chg of keeping screens in 
saloon windows on Sunday, N 12, 5:6; chgd 
with violating screen ord, case continued, N 13, 6:3; 
chgd with violating saloon screen ord, case 
continued, N 22, 3:3; fined for violating saloon 
screen ord, M 23, 8:5

CADDIE & FISHER SHOE CO

Awarded default judgment against Harris 
Greenbaum, M 6, 3:5

CAHILL, H. P

Awarded cont. to install water system for the 
Columbia Chemical co, Barberton, S 15, 1:6

Granted cont. for plumbing work in constr 
detention hosp by Akron bd of health, 
S 20, 3:5

CAHILL, T. J.

Holds reuion at Dover, Ag 30, 1:6

CAHOL, J. D. (Dover)

Store robbed, Ja 24, 2:2

CAHOL, H.

Attempts suicide by stabbing, H 2, 5:3; death, 
H 20, 1:6; funeral, N 21, 3:4

CAHOL, EDNA

Fined for slandering Mrs Lizzie Fisher, D 12, 5:6

CAINE, WINNIE

In 1000
CARROLL, JAMES
Held on chg of attempting to incite strike at
Arcade restaurant, N 18, 3:5
CARROLL, JULIA (Blakeslee)
Killed when struck by train, D 27, 2:2
CARSON BLOCK
Sold at auction, Je 12, 6:2; sale confirmed,
attry for plt and deft awarded fees, Je 12, 8:3
CANTON
Commended for proposed reform in munic govt,
ed, Ja 5, 4:2
Neighbors of Pres William McKinley arrive at
Philadelphia for natl repub conv, Je 19, 2:2
Secures cannon captured in Spanish-American war,
Ag 17, 2:2
Population increases, S 5, 3:3

ELECTIONS
Results given, Ap 3, 2:2

JAIL
Samuel Shortland and Ed Gallagher escape, Je 20,
4:8

POLICE DEPT
Purchase of auto patrol wagon and proposed new
munic code opposed, applnt of detectives
favor, jy Hayor Robertson, (Canton News Dem),
Ja 19, 9:2

WORKHOUSE
Leniency discussed, consent of law violators
to Cuy county workhouse proposed by police
officers, N 27, 1:3
CANTON-ALLIANCE ELECTRIC RY CO
Threatened with revocation of franchise for
failure to complete line in scheduled time,
(Canton News-Democrat), F 13, 5:5
CANTON AND EAST LIVERPOOL RY CO
Franchise purchased by B & O rr co, O 26, 8:4
CANTON POTTERY CO
H R Jones agptd cor on petition filed by local
banks, Ag 11, 10:2
CANTON-ALLIANCE ELECTRIC RY CO
Loses franchise by sup ct decision, Ap 11, 2:2
Files appeal bond to take oeo case to U S
sup ct, Ap 20, 2:2
CAPITAL HOTEL (Galion)
Destroyed by fire, My 23, 6:4; My 24, 2:2
CAPITAL NEWS (Glenville)
Selected by Rev Charles N Sheldon as paper to

CARROLL (Pultzhan), (Glenville) (Cont)
raids on pool rooms and saloons, Glenville,
D 12, 2:2; D 13, 2:2
CARROLL, C E
Dissolves partnership with G E Rich in Rich & co,
F 7, 4:7
CARROLL, WILLIAM G
Sued for divorce by wife Sadie, D 10, 3:5
CARROLL, JOHN
Fined for playing piano in public, Je 22, 2:1
Fined for intoxication, S 17, 3:5
CARLTON, GEORGE S
Application for parole from penitentiary to
be considered by bd, Ap 16, 3:6; pardon
refused by Gov Nash, Je 8, 1:4
CARNEY, JOAN
Funeral, D 31, 8:3
CARNEY, JOHN (Dismiss)
Dam and outbuildings destroyed by fire,
Ja 9, 3:2
CARNEY, WILLIAM W (Barberton)
Injured when struck by truck while working on
derrick, Jy 10 (11), 5:5
Awarded condm to constr schoolhouse in
S Akron, N 8, 4:5
CARROLL, WILLIAM
Warrant issued for arrest in shooting and
wounding of Earl Truxton, Ag 2, 1:6; held
Ag 3, 6:5; bound to common pleas ct on charge
of shooting to wound, Ag 16, 8:3
CARROLL, JOHN
Injed in collection suit by Aetna Fire assn,
S 21, 3:3
CARROLL, T AND R R
Awarded insurance judgment by Sup ct, N 15, 3:4
CARNES, CHARLES
Praised for philanthropy, (ed Springfield
Republic), J 5, 4:4
Donates funds for East Liverpool pub library,
F 10, 12:4
CARNES, CHARLES D
Incorporates, N 6, 2:5
CARNES, CHARLES G
Injed in dynamite explosion, D 11, 2:2
CARNIE, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Ag 9, 6:2
CARPENTER, CHARLES H
Property up for sheriff's sale, Jy 25, 7:7
CARPENTER, CHARLES H
WINS money suit brought by Jacob Goldstein,
CHR, 3:5
CARPENTER (BIG GEH), GILBERT S
Relates experiences during service in
Philippines, Je 15, 1:6
CARPENTER, JAMES
Suicide, Jy 10, 2:2
CARPENTER, JESSE H
Discusses early days of Akron, Jn 30, 6:6
CARPENTER, JIM (Marion)
Shoots and wounds Elmer Rasmussen, O 10, 2:2
CARPENTER (CO), JOHN G
Injured in fall from steps, My 11, 3:7;
dies of injuries, My 24, 3:1; 3:5; funeral,
My 28, 1:2
CARPENTER (CO), LUCINDA
Injured in fall from steps, N 20, 8:4
CARPENTER, WASHINGTON
Apt damaged by fire, F 5, 1:7
CARPENTER, WILLIAM (Shippensburg)
Fatal flame caught in dynamite explosion,
Ja 2, 2:4
CARPENTER, WILLIAM SR (Marietta)
Killed in Kelly coal well explosion, Je 1, 2:4
CARPENTERS AND JOINERS OF AMER, UNITED BROTHERHOOD, OF
Holds business meeting, Jy 7, 0:3
CARPENTERS UNION (Cleve)
Prepare for wage increase demands,
D 27, 2:2
CAZ, ANNA (Alla)
Sentenced to workhouse on intoxication chg,
Jy 26, 3:5
CAZ, DAVID (Upper Sandusky)
Fatally stabs Francis Wood, S 14, 2:4
CAZ, EDGAR
Issued patent for commodity truing device,
J 12, 3:5
CAZ, EDWARD AND GEORGE (Copley Twp)
Burned in fight in which Sylvester Hall is
killed and Frank Brayman injured, Copley
twp, N 4, 1:7; My 5, 1:6; My 7, 1:7;
preliminary hearing on chg of slaying Sylvester
Hall delayed by absence of principal witness,
My 9, 1:7; trial continues, Jy 10, 3:1;
hearing postponed, My 12, 1:5; preliminary
hearing held, My 18, 1:6; special grand jury
examiners to consider murder chg, My 24,
6:1; indicted, My 26, 3:4; files motion to
quash indictment, My 31, 6:1; motion for
release from jail on bond overruled by Judge
Kohler, Je 4, 3:3; arraigned on murder chg,
Je 5, 3:4; requests for separate attys refused
CARR, EDWARD AND SIDNIA (Copley Twp) (Cont.)

by county comm, Je 8, 3:3; limited by ct
to 1 atty each, Je 9, 1:6; case called,
special venire exhausted, Je 25, 1:7;
jury impaneled, murder trial opens, Je 26, 3:4;
defendants claim victim with Frank Branyan and
their families were trespassers, witnesses testify,
Je 27, 3:5; deft testifies in own defense, Je 28, 3:4;
trial draws to close, character and rebuttal witnesses testify,
Je 29, 1:5; attys make strong pleas as
murder trial closes, Je 30, 1:7; found
guilty of murder, Jy 2, 1:6; motion for
new trial filed, Jy 3, 3:4; motion overruled,
given life sentences in penitentiary, Jy 5, 3:4;
murder trial last expensive ever held in
Summit county, Jy 6, 6:3; taken to
penitentiary to start life sentences, Jy 13, 3:4;
taken to penitentiary by Sheriff Kenny,
Jy 14, 1:5; transcript in murder case completed;
Akron, Jy 14, 3:5; attys deny son Edwin is
disposing of property, point of law concerning
new trial discussed, Jy 15, 6:1; petition in
error appealing to circuit ct for new trial
filed, Jy 23, 3:6; new trial for convicted
crime argued sought, S 25, 5:5; granted new trial
by circuit ct, S 29, 6:2; pros R M Wannamaker
denies state allowed a guilty plea to lesser
chg, O 8, 4:7; admitted to bail, N 10, 3:5;
N 12, 3:5; bond for release from penitentiary
signed, N 13, 6:5; released on bond pending
2nd trial, N 15, 3:4

CARR, EDWIN (Copley Twp)
WIns replevin suit brought by G W Harrison,
F 10, 3:3; names Edwin Hull estate in
property possession suit, case carried to
circuit ct, N 31, 3:4; verdict in money
suit against Edwin Hull, Ap 21, 3:4;
appeals verdict of Edwin Hull estate replevin suit to circuit ct, Je 28, 6:1;
released on bond in complicity in murder of
Sylvester Hull, Jy 6, 6:3; release on bond
causes indignation, Copley, Jy 9, 5:4; suit
against Edwin Hull carried to sup ct, Ag 20, 5:4

CARR, HARRY
Fined for clamping to moving train, Je 7, 3:5;
fined and sentenced, Ja 18, 1:6

CARR, SHAWER
Will filed for probate, O 2, 3:5; O B Carr
apptd admt of estate, O 4, 3:7

CARROLL ST.
Property owners meet to seek repairs on st,
Jy 10, 1:7

PAYMENT conditions arouse citizens'
indignation, My 19, 2:4; property owners
decide to pay remaining assessments due
for paving, Ag 10, 1:4

CASTETS, ANTHONY
Wins collection suit against N J Murphy,
Jy 14, 3:5

CATER, EDWARD M.
Sued for divorce by wife Rachel C., My 22, 6:2;
sues wife for divorce, referee appointed, My 31,
6:3; divorces wife, Ag 6, 3:5

CATER, ALPH
Sued for divorce by wife Emma, Je 26, 6:1;
divorce granted, Nr 13, 3:7

CATER, EMIL (Clev)
Drowned in Cuy river, Jy 26, 2:2

CATER, ROGER SACKETT
Blog, D 3, 4:2

CATER TOWNS
Discusses proposed admission of East End
Bowling club to city league, Nr 1, D 28, 5:5

CATER, THOMAS
Named in collection suit by L H Hornor, D 4,
3:6; awarded default judgment against Hornor,
N 10, 3:5; N 12, 3:5; sheriff's sale, N 21, 6:6

CATER, W F
Pardoned from penitentiary by Pres William
McKinley, N 23, 2:4

CATORI, CYNTHIA A
Names Ethel S Johnston in property suit, D 10,
3:5

CASE, CLAUDE H
Awarded OSU scholarship by Summit County Agr
soc, S 15, 1:5

CATHOLIC CHS (Cont.)
Rt Rev Bishop Horstman issued special decree,
Clev, D 28, 8:4

CATHOLIC KNIGHTS OF OHIO
Hold 9th annual conv at Clev, S 11, 2:4; hold
that saloon keepers are bad insurance risks,
S 13, 2:2; elect officers, S 14, 2:5

CATHOLIC MUTUAL BENEFIT ASN
Holds annual meeting at Toledo, S 4, 4:5; elects
officers, S 6, 1:3

CATHOLIC TOWNSHIP UNION OF OHIO
Conv opens at Youngstown, Akron delegates listed,
Jy 10, 6:7

CATLIN, J TRACY
Rescued by George Stewart and E J Sohn when
boat overturns in Turkeyfoot lake, Ag 10, 3:5

CATTEN, FRANK
Delivers address on educ at Akron circle, N 22,
8:5

CATTLE
Increased value under Pres William McKinley's
admin cited, ed, My 10, 4:1
Imported shorthorns bring large price at auction,
Springfield, My 24, 2:2

CAYUGA, ANDREW (Clev)
Dies from wounds received in alleged rr robbery,
Ag 23, 2:2

CAVE, CATHERINE
Death, F 10, 1:3; funeral, F 12, 3:5

CAWOOD, COLE (Clev)
Addresses Pathfinder of Akron Lodge No 1,
Ja 11, 5:6
Tenders resignation as pastor of Wabash Ave Ch
of Christ, other ch resignations listed, D 28,
8:1

CEDAR ST
Petitions protesting condition of sidewalks on
west side of st recd by council, N 13, 6:4

CELSUS CLUB
Celebrates 6th anniv with banquet, H 1, 5:4

CENOTARY ASSN, LADIES
Praised for efforts in beautification of Akron
Rural cemetery, My 29, 1:3
Annual strawberry lunch proves a success, Je 4,
1:5

CENOTARY ASSN, AKRON RURAL
Stockholders hold annual meeting, elect dirs
and officers, Jy 3, 6:4

CENSUS
Enumerators encounter perplexing situations,
Je 5, 5:5; work progresses satisfactorily,
CENTRAL UNION TELEPHONE CO (Cont)

Grants permit by council to place wires under ground, Ja 4, 1:6
Accepts city franchise, bond accepted by city commissioners, Ja 6, 1:6
New exchange nears completion, Je 17, 1:5
Knew into new block on S Main st, Ap 23., 1:6
Ordered by city council to move telephone poles on East Market st back 3 ft, My 9, 5:7
Suod by John Hsieh for payment for tools, Ju 10, 6:5
Starts work laying 2 lines of conduits to central engine house, feels no ill effects of competition, Ky 17, 4:5
Lists activities, denies statements against company made by Daily Dem, Ky 23, 6:2
Issues new book for subscribers' use, Ju 24, 6:3
Sues Bryan Telephone Co for allegedly inducing subscribers to discontinue Central's services by misrepresentation, Bryan, Ju 26, 2:2
CENTRAL UNION TRUST CO (N Y)
Law suit against Cois, Hocking Valley & Toledo RR co dismissed by agreement, Ja 9, 2:2
Loses stock liability suit brought by Frank H Waters, Fe 2, 3:4
CENTURY Club, NEW
Hold meeting, My 25, 6:1
CENTURY FURNACE CO
Foundry destroyed by fire, Ap 19, 2:2
GENERAL INDUS
Amer Cereal co packing department employees refuse to work when wage increase is not granted, 0 9, 6:3; strikers and non-strikers come to blows, 0 10, 1:5; packing dept employees return to work at old scale, 0 12, 6:3
GESTELL (J EV), (Cols)
Chips Detective Wolf with attempting to make arrest on false warrant, N 20, 2:2
GREGEE (GEN),
Praised for military leadership, ed, Je 30, 4:2
GREGEE, OGDON A
Arraigned on assault chg, case contd, Ja 26, 1:6; fined for assaulting wife, sentence suspended, Ja 27, 3:3; 6:3
CHAPIN FALLS TELEPHONE CO
Incorporates, 0 8, 6:2; 7:2
CHALFANT, BURT
Arrested on theft chg, My 17, 1:4; fined,
CHAUTAUQUA LITERARY AND SCIENTIFIC CIRCLE (Cont)
Addressed by Jonathan Taylor on subject of Abraham Lincoln, Jy 9, 5:5
Holds meeting, M 24, 8:1

CHECKS
Unknown man attempts to cash worthless check, eludes capture, D 15, 1:7

CHESEY, HENRY
Filed amended petition on personal injury suit against J C Noell co, F 1, 6:4
Fined for intoxication, D 5, 6:2

CHESEY, FRED
Suicide, D 31, 2:2

CODY ST
Improvement resolution covering Howard to Canal st passed by council, M 12, 11:5; and for improvement from Howard to Canan st passed by city council, J 22, 7:6; resolution directing freeholders to report estimated cost of improvement passed by council, Ag 11, 11:3

CHESAPEAKE & OHIO FUEL CO (Cont)
Found guilty of violating anti-trust law in chg brought by U S Govt, Ag 17, 2:2
Dissolution order filed in final entry of suit by U S in violation of Sherman Anti-Trust Law, N 21, 2:2

DESS
Akon Chess and Checker club sponsors exhibition by Natl champ H H Pillsbury, J 15, 5:1
Ohio players vs Indiana players, Tiffin, N 17, 2:4; 5:4

DIETER, JEFFERSON (Clev)
Drowns when he backs horse into mill race, S 15, 10:4

DIEHLANDER
New frat organizations, officers named, policy outlined, D 3, 3:7
Frat ins org issues own pub in pamphlet form, D 21, 1:3
New frat order organized, elections officers, D 31, 1:4

CHICAGO, ILL
Investigation of slum conditions discussed (ed Boston Herald), Ap 7, 4:5

CHICAGO BANKRUPTCY STORES
Notice of div for creditors, J 20, 3:4

CHICAGO LIBRARY SUR
Seeks settlement of debt owed by City of Akron, F 5, 6:3

CHIESTER, FLORENCE (Harietta)
Shot and killed by brother, D 25, 2:2

CHIESTER, H M B (Bowling Green)
With J H Nicklas purchases Palmer Oil co, Ja 12, 2:2

CHILDREN
Dr H H Darby speaks on homeless Children at First Cong Ch Sunday school, M 26, 1:2
Instruction in Sunday school discussed by C D Peigs before Ohio State Sunday School asst., Je 7, 1:1
Local chs held Children's Day exercises, Je 11, 8:2
punishment subject of address by Dr W W Mulbert to the Perkins school Mothers' and Teachers' circle, N 17, 8:2
Subject of lecture at High St temple by Rev J Leonard Levy, D 20, 8:4

ABANDONED
Unidentified body of infant found in Cuy river near Kent, N 27, 8:4

CHILDREN'S HOME SOC, OHIO
Purposes cited, Agent Charles W Warner visits city, Je 9, 6:1
Methods of obtaining homes for dependent children outlined, Jy 23, 6:2
Box containing contributed funds, stolen from Empire hotel, D 10, 6:5

CHILDREN'S HOME, INDIAN EXHIBITION OF
Seeks Akron exhibit at N Y exposition, N 21, 3:5

CHILD, JACOB E
Falls under train, dies of injuries, D 7, 1:5

CHILD, O D
Journey suit brought by Leo S Ganter dismissed, Je 12, 6:2
Named in collection suit by James Silverman, D 1, 3:5; D 13, 3:5

CHILD, THOMAS
Attempts to get copy of franchise granted Portage Lakes Traction co, D 5, 1:6

CHILD, THOMAS L
Files supplemental petition in collection suit against Charles H Howland, Ap 10, 3:3; in suit brought by C H Martin, D 10, 3:5

CHICOSDALE BOND AND PACER CO
Named in collection suit by Biggs Boiler Works, (Grand Rapids Press), N 30, 5:6

CHINA
Responsibility of U S to keep possessions intact cited, (ed Rev of Zevs), Ja 1, 4:4
Open door policy secured by U S praised, ed, Ja 9, 4:1

U S RELATIONS
Efforts to persuade U S to aid in Boxer rebellion portrayed, cartoon, Jy 27, 2:3
Pres William McKinley's action during Boxer Rebellion praised, ed, S 1, 4:2; S 3, 4:2
Invasion of Orient market by U S seen as profit for Ohio, ed, S 11, 4:2
Criticism of Pres William McKinley's policy played, ed, S 14, 4:1
Pres William McKinley's action in suppression of boxers defended, ed, S 15, 4:3

CHIENI (COL), JAC
Praised for carrying famous knife in pocket, ed, F 7, 4:1

CHIPPEWA SAND & STONE CO
Names City of Akron in collection suit, D 3, 3:4

CHISHOLM, ARTHUR (Sandusky)
Bound to probate ct on chg of violating the Sunday liquor law, D 3, 2:2

CHISOLM, NEWTON

Comended on excellence of The Leading Lady,
CHISHOLM, NEWTON (Cont)
ed, Je 9, 4:2
CHITTENDEN, CAROLINE
Gives address on work of missionaries in China, Jy 2, 8:6
CHITTENDEN HOTEL (Cals)
Damaged when boiler explodes, Mr 3, 1:5
CHILITZKI, E
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3
CHOSEN FRIENDS
Lodge barred from organization in State of Indiana, D 15, 1:5
Absorption of lodges sought by Pathfinders and Bankers Frat unions, D 28, 1:6
CHRIST (NYS), FRANK
Defrauded of his payment and policy by two strangers, Ny 21, 5:6
CHRISTENSEN, C N (Clev)
Victim of rr ticket racket, (Clev Leader), Ap 2, 5:4
CHRISTENSEN, GRIS MIN (Clev)
Proposes plan to buy and sell st car transfers, Ny 1, 5:5; plans 3c st car fare, My 3, 8:5
CHRISTENSEN, MARTIN F
Invention rights for making steel ball bearings sold to NY syndicate, (Clev Leader), Ja 20, 6:5
CHRISTIAN EDUCATION
Elects officers, closes Toledo conv, Je 29, 8:5
North Springfield group elects officers, Jy 5, 8:4
Wabash ave group elects officers, S 10, 3:1
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
Subject of lecture by William E Ewing at Universalist ch, F 2, 8:3
Subject of address by Rev A B Church before Evangelical Alliance, My 14, 1:6
CHRISTIE, CHARLES H (Clev)
Adjudged insane, Ag 20, 3:5
CHRISTMAS
Children's hrs w/ Santa Claus, D 18, 8:3
Children's hrs to Santa Claus pub, D 22, 9:1
Observed by local chs, D 24, 8:2
Joyousness of season depicted, cartoon, D 25, 1:2
Observance by Akron chs, D 25, 6:1; 8:2
Observed by local Cath chs, D 26, 8:1
Creates heavy express and nail business, D 26, 8:3
Exercises held by several Akron Sunday schools, 026, 8:5

CHRISTY, HUGH (Youngstown)
CHRISTY, JAMES
Names Elizabeth Laskaris in collection suit, O 15, 3:5
Killed in train wreck at East Liverpool, D 10, 2:4
CHRISTY, JAMES ST
Celebrates 60th birthday anniv, blog, por, F 3, 6:1; 8:5, 3:5
CHRISTY (IHS), LUCY (Youngstown)
Shoots and wounds husband, commits suicide, Ap 24, 2:1
CHRISTY, WILL
B Hardy files answer to cross petition of J H Seiberling and others in suit against Akron st ry co, 03, 8:1; answer and cross petition filed by J H Seiberling & co in suit against Akron st ry co, Mr 15, 6:2
CHRISTY BLOCK
Damaged by fire, F 5, 1:7
CHRISTY (OH), A B
Seamen, Mr 3, 9:1
Gives sermon on Citizenship at First Universalist ch, Ap 2, 8:1
Paper on funeral reforms criticized by undertakers' journal, Ap 13, 3:4
Speaks on Christian Science before Evangelical Alliance, My 14, 1:6
Seamen, S 24, 4:7
Seamen delivered to Western Reserve Assn of Universalists, 0 8, 4:3
CHURCH, EDWARD
Overcome by the heat, Ag 24, 3:4
CHURCH, FANNY H
Will filed, Mr 8, 3:3
CHURCH, JAMES
Death, S 17, 3:1; funeral, S 18, 8:3
CHURCH OF CHRIST (Barberton)
Roses subscriptions for constr of new bldg, 0 23, 3:3
Organizes, Jy 24, 6:6
Fifteenth dist ministerial assn meeting held, A N Jenkins elected pres, Hanoveria, Jy 25, 8:6
CHURCH OF CHRIST (Steubenville)
Pastor Rev J G Slayter resigns, Ja 15, 3:2
CHURCH OF OUR SAVIOR
Address to deaf mutes by Rev A W Mann, Mr 26, 5:3

1900

1900

CHURCH OF OUR SAVIOR (Cont)
Holds confirmation exercises, Je 4, 8:2
Young People's soc holds musical soc, S 27, 5:6
Auction sale proves successful, D 4, 6:2
CHURCHES
Subject discussed by Rev A B Coats before Evangelical Alliance, Jl 11, 3:5
History of structure built by universalists, Je 23, 9:4
Sunday schools observe rally day, 0 1, 4:5
CIGARETTES
Willis G Brown gives anti-cigarette lecture at First ME ch, Ny 28, 5:5
Smoking by school children discussed, Ny 29, 8:2
Use by school children in drive by Young People's soc, Je 2, 1:5
Use banned, 1tr, Je 4, 4:2
CIGARS
Annual rep on mg for Summit and Stark counties, Ja 25, 8:3
CINCINNATI
Bill for control bd passed by legis, Mr 2, 1:5
CENSUS
City finds errors in gov census, Ag 11, 10:2
Revealed smaller in pop than Clev, (ed Clev Plain Dealer), D 12, 4:4
ELECTIONS
Primaries
Results given, Ap 3, 2:1
Repub Convention
Ticket nominated, Mr 17, 1:4
STREETS, DEPT OF
Employees gather at city hall to demand wages, Ja 26, 2:2
SUITs & CLAIMS
Bd of supervisors named by Asst Atty Gen Todd in test case in revision of real estate values, N 9, 7:1
CINCINNATI BILL BOARD
Trade paper names bill posters' combine in anti-trust suit, Mr 8, 2:4
CINCINNATI, UNIV OF
Controversy between Pres Ayres and profs continues, Ja 15, 2:4; ten profs resign, Ja 26, 2:5

CINCINNATI, UNIV OF (Cont)
Releases history prof W VN Myers, elects B A Balch, F 20, 2:2
CINCINNATI, HAMILTON & DAYTON RR CO
Engages in right-of-way fight with Columbus & Northwestern rr co, O 6, 1:6
Stockholders approve issuance of refunding bonds, D 12, 2:2
CINCINNATI & HAMILTON ELEC STREET Ry CO
Closes deal assuring through car service from Dayton to Cinti, Ja 5, 5:4
Reorgs, elects officers, Ja 12, 1:7
Consols with Cinti & Miami Valley co and Dayton Traction co, elects officers, Ap 26, 1:6
CINTI & HAMILTON TRACTION CO
Merged with 2 other cos to form Southern Ohio Traction co, Ja 23, 3:1
CINCINNATI & MIAMI VALLEY CO
Consols with Cinti & Hamilton Elec St Ry co and Dayton Traction co, elects officers, Ap 26, 1:6
Orgs, elects officers, Ja 12, 1:7
CINCINNATI NORTHERN RY
Control secured by the Vanderbilts, N 27, 2:2
CINNINNATI, CHARLES
Arrested on theft chg, F 8, 5:4; fined and sentenced on chg of stealing beer from F William Fuchs, F 9, 6:6
CIRCUS
Unloading and setting up tents, feature article, Ja 27, 9:5
CISCO, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, My 15, 8:2
CITIZENS COM, NORTH END
Issues circular giving aims of org, S 18, 8:4
CITIZENS' COOPERATIVE REAL ESTATE CO
Incorporates, O 30, 3:4
CITIZENS' GAS LIGHT AND COKE CO
Incorporates, Jy 17, 2:2
CITIZENS' NAT'L BANK
Elects officers, Ja 10, 1:5
Files application for investigation of S E Phinney property assignment, F 12, 3:5;
files application for exam of assignee's repts of S E Phinney and S E Phinney & Co
liabilities, F 13, 6:5
Financial statement, F 20, 6:1; F 21, 6:7
Financial statement, D 24, 4:7
CITIZENS' NAT'L BANK (New Castle)
CITIZENSHIP
Subject of sermon by Rev A D Church at Universalist ch, Ap 2, 8:1
Peter McDonald and 9 others granted naturalization papers, 0 19, 8:4
CITY BAKING CO (Kent)
Incorporates, Ja 30, 2:2
Robbery partially failed by W G Lyman, Ag 27, 1:4; 76 of money taken by robbers, Ag 28, 8:2
CITY HOSPITAL, AKRON
Increased support urged, benefits stressed, 1lr, Ja 12, 4:6
Set of trustees holds meeting, elects officers, accepts donation from O C Barber, Ap 7, 1:6
Citizens urged to aid inst to clear debt, ed, Ap 17, 4:2
Med and surgical staff organizes, elects officers, Ap 19, 6:2
Benefit carnival revd, Ap 20, 4:2
Awarded proceeds of musical shows held at Grand Opera house, Ap 27, 1:4
Raising funds to match O C Barber's offer referred to finance ch of city council, My 22, 8:2; 76 limit levy favored by finance ch of council and city comrs, My 28, 3:5; tax levy to pay debt refused by city solicitor, Je 2, 1:5
Citizens urged to meet requirements of O C Barber's donation, ed, Jy 7, 4:1
Contributions by business firms urged, 1lr, Jy 9, 5:4
Statistics on patients recd during August, S 1, 1:5; S 3, 1:5
Discussed in feature article as preparation for opening donation week, O 3, 5:5
Evangelical alliance starts movement to raise funds, N 26, 3:4
Elects officers, resume of activities, N 30, 1:8
Evangelical alliance urged to aid in obtaining required funds to secure O C Barber endowment, ed, N 30, 4:1
Annual financial statement, D 1, 8:1
Donations for Christmas urged, 1lr, D 19, 4:2
Aid in raising fund to pay debt pledged by Central Labor union, D 21, 7:3
Citizens urged to meet conditions making O C Barber's gift of $100,000 possible, ed, D 24, 4:1
Expansion and proper care of present facilities urged, 1lr, D 25, 5:4
Efforts of Rev Lindemuth in raising funds

CITY HOSPITAL, AKRON (Cont)
praised, ed, D 26, 4:1
Pub support for new bldg urged, 1lr, D 26, 5:4
Med staff elects officers, D 27, 5:5
CITY HOSPITAL (Cincinnati)
Prob of deflections ordered, D 7, 2:6
CITY HOSPITAL (Youngstown)
Funds pledged by citizens for new inst, D 20, 1:4
CITY NATL BANK
Notice of stockholders' annual meeting, Ja 6, 7:7
Elects officers, Ja 9, 1:6
Financial statement, F 20, 6:1
Financial statement, My 3, 6:1
J Walter Lyder jr resigns as asst cashier, Je 21, 6:4; Harry Williams named, Jy 25, 6:4
Nannes James and Ellen McGowan in collection suit, S 16, 6:1
Financial statement, D 24, 5:1
CIVIL WAR
Dug Gap and other battles revd on anniv, injured men honored, feature article, My 9, 6:2
Feeling in southern families disclosed in letter from father to son, 1lr, S 1, 9:3
CLIFF H. SPERRY
Last concert at First ME ch, Ag 6, 5:5
CLIFF H. STERN
Hold concert at First ME ch, Ag 7, 5:6
CLARENDON
Bill directed against astrologers, fortune tellers, and like fakers passed by Ohio legis, My 15, 1:5
Orders issued to police to enforce state law against it, My 15, 1:6
CLARK (Dr.) (Trumbull)
Res robbed, S 21, 2:6
CLARK (SCH.
Police and instability satirized, (cartoon) Minneapolis Journal, My 21, 2:2
CLARK, A D
Res damaged by fire, D 11, 3:1
CLARK, AARON (Loudon)
Dies from injuries recd during fight, Walter Senich held, N 5, 3:3; Jacob Gier sought, N 27, 1:7
CLARK, ALBERT
Arrested on chg of throwing stones through saloon windows, case continued, Ja 9, 3:2; arraigned on chg of breaking windows, case continued, Ja 11, 5:6
CLARK, BENJAMIN F
Appd assessor, Ap 5, 3:3; appd insp by East
CLARK, BENJAMIN F (Cont)
Ohio Gas co, Jy 13, 8:7
Pension increased, Je 25, 3:4
CLARK, CHARLES
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, sentence suspended, Ja 29, 5:5
CLARK, DANIEL
Arrested and sentenced for vagrancy, Ap 19, 6:4
CLARK, FRANK
Hassing, M 27, 6:7
CLARK, G W
Resigns as treas of Akron Grocery co, N 8, 8:3
CLARK (Mrs.), GRACE ELEANOR PAGE
Death, N 15, 3:4; funeral, N 16, 1:4; biog., N 19, 8:7; Flora K Page appd adms of estate, N 30, 7:7; D 3, 3:4
CLARK, HARRY H
Fined for intoxication, Jy 16, 1:4
CLARK, HENRY
Divorced by wife Cora A, Ag 6, 3:5
CLARK, J (Warren)
Burned in fire from oil stove, D 22, 11:5
CLARK, J J & CO (Massillon)
Bottled beer damaged by fire, Ag 18, 10:4
CLARK, JAMES
Discharged for vagrancy, Ja 19, 8:5; death, Je 2, 3:1; funeral, Je 2, 3:2
CLARK, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 19, 8:5
CLARK, JOHN F
Files application to bring outsp proceedings suit against Cuyahoga County Court, B Bell, Je 28, 2:2
CLARK, JOHN H
Reasons for return to Den party questioned, ed, Jy 21, 4:1
CLARK, LAWRENCE
Verdict awarded in money suit brought by Mrs. S H Strong estate appealed on error, Ja 24, 3:5
CLARK, MARY
Lien in judgment suit of Maggie Egan against Thomas Deely allowed, F 13, 6:5
CLARK, S H
Conducts lecture course sponsored by First Universalist ch, M 1, 5:6
CLARK, SAMUEL (Springfield)
Held for embezzlement of Amer Express Co funds, S 12, 2:6
CLARK, THOMAS
Sentenced to rock pile for vagrancy, Ja 29, 5:5
CLARK, THOMAS (Cont)
Fined for intoxication, N 5, 2:3
CLARK, THOMAS (Avon)
Fined and sentenced for theft, F 9, 7:1; conv. of larceny, F 16, 1:6
CLARK, THOMAS H
Discusses Sunday school work before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 1:2
CLARK, W T
Fined for intoxication, D 11, 4:4
CLARK GROCERY CO
Auction sale of stock by assignee, My 3, 3:4; assignee files motion to sell stock, My 24, 6:1
CLARK LOCAL OPTION BILL
Sen judiciary com meets to consider it, F 27, 1:5
CLARKE, GEORGE S
Assignee of sale of personal property, Ap 25, 2:6
With Vic Clarke named in collection suit by Akron Grocery Co, My 2, 3:4
Schedule of debts filed by assignee W H Stuart, Je 18, 6:4
CLARKE, HORACE
Adjudged insane, F 19, 7:1
CLARKE, MARGIE R
Petition for appoint of guardian filed by Mrs Kate Walker, M 7, 3:2
CLARKE, VIC
With George S Clarke named in collection suit by Akron Grocery Co, My 2, 3:4
CLARKE GROCERY CO
Files assignment, Ap 16, 1:7
CLARKSON, J W (Cuyahoga)
Held on theft chg, Ag 29, 4:2
Sentenced on pocket picking chg, D 10, 3:5
Sentenced on pocket picking chg, D 19, 3:5
CLARKSON, W R (Cuyahoga)
Appd fire chief by Mayor Russell, M 17, 8:2
CLARK, HENRY
Divorce granted wife Cora A, M 27, 3:6
CLAS, ANDREW (Youngstown)
Drowned, Jy 31, 2:2
CLAUDE (Mrs.), MALINDA
Death, My 9, 3:1; funeral, My 10, 5:2; will filed for probate, My 24, 6:1; Harvey Mussel appd adms of estate, Je 8, 3:4
CLAY & CLAY PRODUCTS INDUS
U S Pottery assn holds meeting re joining small cos to Akron combine, East Liverpool, Ja 1, 1:7
Mrs of chinaware firm combination to curb price
CLAY & CLAY PRODUCTS INDUS (Cont)

CUTTING, East Liverpool, Ja 4, 6:1
Ohio Valley Sewer Pipe nons hold meeting to plan formation of a trust, East Liverpool, Ja 10, 3:1
Mrs enter agreement to regulate prices, Ja 15, 1:6
Preliminary arrangements for trust completed, East Liverpool, F 27, 3:2
Summit county named largest producer of clay goods in the U.S., Ag 14, 8:3

INVENTIONS

Patent granted for brick-making machine by Henry B. Sperry, Ja 18, 3:1
Patent granted for improved crockery mold by Joseph Cook, My 16, 6:2

PRICES

Increase by Stoneware Mfrs’ Assn of Ohio, Penna., and W Va, Ap 27, 8:2

STRIKES

Robinson Merril and 2 other cos’ employees walk out after wage dispute, My 21, 3:4
Mrs prepare scale to submit to striking jellymen, My 26, 3:6; strike settled, Je 21, 5:3; strike continues, mfrs fail to meet jellymen’s demands, Je 12, 8:5
Potters still out, Je 7, 3:3

CLAYTON, GEORGE (Toledo)

Drowning victim, body recovered, S 28, 2:2

CLAYTON, REBECCA

Losses property damage suit against Rapid Transit co, Ap 13, 5:4

CLEAVEMAN, EDWARD (Kent)

Held under bond on robbery chg, Ag 28, 8:2; pleads not guilty to robbery charges, S 11, 8:4; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for burglary, S 17, 4:2

CLEAVEMAN, JOSEPH N

Scalded when boiler flue blows out, O 15, 1:6

CLEAVER (Ox), J V (Old Forge)

With family shot at by unknown man, Ag 31, 3:4

CLEHENS, WATSON (West Barborton)

Purchases lots from Mayor John Holsman for constr of dwelling houses, Ag 28, 3:5

CLEMENT, FRANK

Awarded default judgment in Mary E Yowles vs Walter F Sykes suit, F 26, 6:1

CLEMENT, W A (Northampton)

Buggy stolen, D 5, 3:5

CLEMINGER, JOHN

Held for peddling without license, Jy 30, 8:1
CLEMINS, WM

Favors municipally owned system, ltr, Ja 15, 5:5
CLEMINS, WILLIAM

Protests passage of bond issue for fire dept improvement, M 13, 6:3

CLEMINS & MCG VNG CO

Plans expansion program, Ja 13, 1:7
Furnace foundry destroyed by fire, Ap 16, 6:1
Plans const of new foundry, Ap 26, 1:5
Suit against deff Dora Theran nixed in answer and cross petition by E Hyman & Son & John H Snyder, D 20, 4:4

CLEMSTON UNION

Holds meeting, M 14, 3:3
Denounces concern locating in Akron to unload sweat-shop made clothing, Je 26, 5:5

CLEMONS COUNTY

E O Crane chgd by Edward Hall with attempted bribery in affidavit to Omm Charles Dick, S 26, 2:2

CLEMONS (Floris), GROVER

Commenced for protecting US citizens in Colombia
(ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), Jy 26, 4:3
Views on Bryanism, ed, Ag 30, 4:1
Efforts to reorganize dem party criticized, D 27, 6:6

CLEMIAVOR (Ohio)

Death F 7, 3:1; funeral, F 7, 3:7; blog, F 7, 4:5

CLEMIAVOR, OHIO

Edward Gordon escapes from Central police station, Ap 18, 2:7
Large population of any city in state, reveals census bur, Ag 24, 2:5
Ranks first in blog of steel ships, S 1, 1:3
City officials accuse councilmen of wooling, S 6, 2:2
Thirteen blogs around Red Cross risk destroyed by fire during storms, S 12, 1:3

CENSUS

Population increase, S 15, 10:4
Revealed larger in pop than Cinti, (ed Clev Plain Dealer), D 12, 4:4

COUNCIL

W H Boyd testifies in bribery chgs against council concerning confr for police signal system, O 2, 2:2; councilman Barrett testifies, O 3, 2:2; Banks Gregter testifies, O 4, 2:2;

CLEVELAND, OHIO - COUNCIL (Cont)

Chgd with bribery in Gamwell police alarm contract in affidavit of Councilman Charles W Lapp, N 22, 2:2

ELECTIONS

Repub primary results, M 9, 3:5

Council

Frank Finucan defeats Frank H Billman, Ap 3, 5:3

Mayor

Judge Marvin’s candidacy discussed, ed, My 1, 4:1

Primaries

Results, Ap 3, 2:1

FIRE DEPT

Bids of fire engine combine on new engines rejected, Jy 13, 1:6
Hugh Hussey ordered reinstated by Judge Lamson, Jy 10, 2:2

POLICE DEPT

Criticized for failure of officers to curb criminal activities, ed, N 27, 4:1

SUTS & CLAIMS

Wms collection suit against Guy county for care of insane, F 13, 2:2

CLEVELAND, ARGON & COLS JR CO

Local passenger office closed, operation transferred to Pittsburgh, Ja 2, 5:5
Minor changes in service made under control of Penna rr co, Ja 2, 6:1
Engine damaged in collision with B&O engine, Ja 15, 5:5
Increase in improvements made, Ja 25, 8:3
Train wrecked at Westerville, F 7, 2:2
Trainmen file request for wage increase, F 13, 3:3
Absorbed by Penna rr co (Closz Citizen), M 5, 3:3
Hold annual meeting at Clev, elects officers, M 16, 8:2
Official inspect Hudson to Cols line, Ap 7, 1:4
Adopts bulletin system for engineers and trainmen, Ap 17, 1:6

CLEVELAND, OHIO - SUITS & CLAIMS (Cont)

Clinton depot robbed, destroyed by fire, Ap 23, 1:4
Huckleberry branch appraised, My 17, 4:7
Property appraised by county aud, My 24, 8:2
Names City of Akron in property condemnation suit, Je 2, 1:3
Names Enterprise Mfg Co in property condemnation suit, Je 2, 1:4
Hearing in case against bd of educ to condemn Jennings school property set for June 25, 3:4; jury for condemnation proceedings drawn, Jy 20, 6:5
Two engines damaged in collision at Killbuck, Jy 6, 6:4
Anounces change in time schedule, Jy 7, 1:5
Stockholders meet at Clev, pass proposal to issue bonds for refunding and improvement purposes, Jy 13, 8:6
Bd of dirs meets, arranges improvement bond issue, Jy 14, 3:5
Sued by Arthur Shaw for property damage, Ag 2, 6:1
Files mortgage in favor of Commercial Trust Co, Ag 13, 8:1
Clinton freight house robbed, S 4, 3:1
Announce plans for line extension into Stark county, O 3, 1:4
Named by James F Sense in suit for injuries to wife, O 12, 3:6
Named in personal damage suit by George Stein, N 28, 4:3
Proposed line across hill on Prospect st protested by residents, D 7, 1:7

CLEVELAND & CANTON BRICK CO

Canton plant destroyed by fire, D 10, 4:6
CLEVELAND & CHAGRIN FALLS ELECTRIC CO

Plans installation of storage batteries as power on cars, D 20, 4:5

CLEVELAND & EASTERN RY CO

Cars and Gates Mills barns destroyed by fire, O 16, 2:2

CLEVELAND & PITTSBURGH RY CO

Employees report dissatisfied over wages, Ja 16, 2:5
Names Bradford Post and others in land appropriation suit, My 16, 7:7

CLEVELAND BALL CO

Incorporates, M 28, 2:2

CLEY, BEA, ELYRIA, AND ODERLIN ELECTRIC CO

Clev barns destroyed by fire, M 3, 1:4
CLEY, BEEREA, ELRHIA, AND OBERLIN ELECT RY CO (Cont)
Consulos with Lorain County Ry co and Oberlin & Wellington Ry under name of Cle
Elyria & Western Ry co, dtrs listed,
Jan 20, 6:3
CLEVELAND C OF C
CLEVELAND, CINTI, CHICAGO & ST LOUIS RY CO
Elects dtrs at Cinti meeting, N 1, 2:2
CLEVELAND CITY,"
Incorporated, N 19, 1:6; elects officers, N 24,
1:3
CLEVELAND ELEC CO
Personal injury suit brought by Maria H Holmes
transferred to Summit county ct, Ap 4, 3:4
Named by Herbert A Fillner in damage suit,
Clev, N 6, 2:4
Named by Frank J Cooper in personal injury suit,
Clev, N 6, 2:2
CLEVELAND, EL RIA & WESTERN RY CO
New name of Clev Berea, Elyria & Oberlin
& Oberlin S Wellington Ry co following consol,
dtrs listed, Je 20, 6:3
Consol of Northern Ohio Elec Ry's recorded in
sec of state's office, Je 21, 2:4
CLEVELAND FORTINGHUR ST CL (Cont)
Entertained by Tuesday Musical club, Ap 4, 8:1
CLEVELAND LIFE INS CO
Absorbs business of Toledo Life Ins co,
Ja, 10, 4:4
CLEVELAND LOHAIN & WHEELING RY CO
New Philadelphia depot robbed, My 5, 2:3
Property appraised, valuation increased, My 23,
5:2
CLEVELAND ORIENTAL GLASS CO (Clev)
Suffers loss as blod is gult by fire,
S 25, 2:2
CLEVELAND PARK COM
Rejects purchase of Tiger cub for zoo from J L
Richie, Mr 1, 4:4
CLEVELAND PLAIN DEALER
Attack on Vice Pres Roosevelt criticized, ed,
O 30, 4:2
Criticalized for accusations against trials of
Akron rioters, ed, N 12, 4:2
CLEY PRESBYTERY
Holds annual meeting at Parno, S 12, 8:2
CLEVELAND ROLLING HILL CO (Clev)
Rod Hill No 3 damaged when fly-wheel bursts,
Ja 6, 7:1
AGRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
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CODIT, FRANK M
Divorced by wife, S 11, 8:6

CODIT (DR), STANTON
Speech criticizing Amor people and customs condemned, ed, D 13, 4:3

COLE
Scarcity discussed, ed, yr 16, 4:1

COLE, A B (Toledo)
Loses suit for reinstatement by Blanche Bagman after discg for membership in labor union, Jr 4, 7:8

COLE, A G
Fine for fighting, S 17, 3:5

COLE (DX), A H (Youngstown)
Fires co for mfg linoleum, oil cloth etc, stockholders listed, S 13, 5:3

Sues E H Young and D O Webster for collection of money, Jr 16, 6:1; answer filed by deft, Ag 3, 8:2

COLE, A W
Death, Jr 3, 3:5; A M Cole appointed admr, S 13, 7:7

COLE (IJS), CULCOTTA MACE
Resigns as member of Case Ave Presb ch choir, Jr 6, 8:3

COLE (POLCEAN), DAVID (Vansfield)
Escapes angry crowd after shooting at telegraph operator, Je 19, 2:2

COLE, JAMES
Sentenced for vagrancy, Jr 27, 3:1

COLE, JOHN H
Sued for divorce by wife Belle M, Jr 24, 3:16; divorce granted, Jr 21, 3:5

COLE (DR), W J (Cals)
Anplt dir of public safety by Mayor Smartz, Jr 13, 2:2

COLE (POLCEAN), ALEX (Toledo)
Eugene O Coleman appointed guardian, F 15, 6:1

COLE, IDA
W F Coleman qualifies as admr of estate, F 15, 6:1

COLEMAN (SQUIRE), W F
Named in mandamus suit by James Palmumbo, D 17, 3:4

COLES, FRANCIS M
Suicide, Jr 23, 2:6

COLES, J H
Held on vagrancy chg, Jr 31, 5:5

COLLEGE ST
Ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling from Hill to Market st, passed by city council and approved by bd of city coms, Jr 25, 6:4;
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COLLEGE ST (Cont)
from Buchtel ave to Hill st, Jr 25, 6:5
Vacating between Market and Part st's on petition of Akron Union Passenger Dept co approved by council, Jr 29, 3:1

COLLETTE, WILLIAM R
Losses verdict in appeal case to Akron Gas co, Jr 10, 3:4

COLLIER,
Funeral, Jr 24, 8:4

COLLIER, H N
Named in collection suit by James T Diehm, Jr 4, 3:5; files cross petition, Jr 18, 6:3

COLLIER, WALTER D
Files bankruptcy petition, Jr 3, 2:2

COLLIUS, ALEX (Toledo)
Relates request body exhumated and examined, murder suspected, Jr 4, 2:6

COLLINS, DENNIS M
Named in affidavit for arrest on chg of assault and battery, Jr 26, 2:4

COLLINS, EDWARD
Injured when he falls asleep near rr track, unarmed train amnuted hand, Jr 4, 5:3

COLLINS, GEORGE
Arrested on intoxication chg, Jr 15, 5:4; Jr 11, 5:4; fined, Jr 12, 3:2

COLLINS, HARRY
Pleads not guilty to theft chgs, Jr 15, 1:6; extradited to Akron, Jr 15, 10:4; bound to common pleas ct, S 18, 3:6; sentenced to penitentiary for theft, Jr 13, 6:5

COLLINS, HENRY M
Fined for fighting, Jr 11, 6:1

COLLINS, JAMES (Clev)
Escapes from workhouse, Jr 26, 2:2
Shot during soldiers' strike riot, George Sauer held, Jr 20, 2:2

COLLINS, JOHN
Names Dr C C Davisson in suit chgng malpractice, Jr 26, 3:6

COLLINS (DR), SEYMOUR A
Funeral, F 19, 3:2; blog, F 21, 8:3

COLLINS, W E
Fined for intoxication, Jr 19, 8:4

COLLINS, WILLIAM
Fined and sentenced to wharehouse for assault, Jr 5, 3:3

COLLINS TRUST CO (NY)
Files mortgage recd from CLEW ry co, Jr 19, 1:7

COLORADO (Cont)
Proper U S representation to prevent future

ELECTIONS

Heavy vote indicated, Jr 2, 1:3
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COLORADO & TERRITORIES (Cont)

uprisings favored, (ed NY Times), F 19, 4:2

COLORADO, CARL
Fined for intoxication, Jr 16, 5:7

COLORADO, DAVID G
Guilty of firing shots that killed Scott and two others verdict of coroner's jury, Jr 17, 3:1

COLORADO, LYTTE
Fined for residence in brothel, Jr 20, 2:6

COLORADO, R A (Barberton)
Reapptd marshal, Jr 18, 5:5

COLUMBUS CARRIAGE CO (Cals)
Partly destroyed by fire, Jr 13, 2:2

COLUMBUS CHERICAL CO (Barberton)
Erecting soda ash plant, Jr 1, 8:3

To enlarge plant, Jr 21, 3:2; plan enlargement, Jr 23, 5:3

Elects officers, Jr 11, 1:7

Awards contr to James Stewart & co for constr of caustic soda plant, Jr 11, 3:4

Plans for office drawn and sent to Pittsburgh, Jr 21, 3:3

State bd of health approves plans for sewage disposal, Jr 11, 1:5

Awards contr to put in water system to H P Cahlil, Jr 15, 1:6

Products for entire yr let under contr, Jr 2, 8:1

Resume soda ash plant, Jr 11, 4:6

COLUMBIA FIRE CRACKER WORKS
Six employees injured, Fostoria factory damaged by explosion, F 10, 1:6

Named by Mrs Laura Eberhard in suit for damages in death of her husband and by Frank Butcher for personal injuries recd in explosion, Sr 13, 2:2

COLUMBIA HALL

Destroyed by fire during riot, Jr 23, 4:1; 6:2

COLUMBIA HOTEL (Conway)
Destroyed by fire, Jr 2, 2:2:

COLUMBUS, OHIO
Praised for hospitality on Gov's Inaugural Day, Jr 10, 2:2

Rev Fr Moeller accepts appnt as bishop, Jr 26, 2:2

Population statistics, Jr 24, 2:5

City officials' alleged failure to suppress vice criticized by Rev J C Jackson, (Col Citizen), Jr 05, 2:2
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COLUMBUS, OHIO - ELECTIONS (Cont)
Council
Dr Washington Gladden announces candidacy, F 14, 2:2; defeats C E Miles, Ap 3, 2:2
Principals
Results given, Ap 3, 2:2
Repubs nominate candidates, F 24, 1:3

POLICE DEPT
Chief Tom G Baron suspended pending investigation of chgs, Capt Russell apptd temporary chief, N 15, 2:2
Inf Tom Baron resigns, N 21, 2:2

SAFETY DIRECTOR
Oliver N Evans resigns, O 25, 7:1; Dr W U Cole apptd to office by Mayor Swartz, N 13, 2:2

COLUMBUS & NORTH WESTERN RR
Engages in right-of-way fight with Cinti, Hamilton & Dayton rr, Wapakoneta, O 6, 1:6

COLUMBUS BOLT WORKS
Factory in penitentiary damaged by fire, Cols, Ap 4, 2:2

COLUMBUS EDISON ELECTRIC LIGHT CO
Combines with Columbus Electric co, Ja 1, 2:2

COLUMBUS ELECTRIC CO
Combines with Columbus Edison Electric Light Co, Ja 1, 2:2

COLUMBUS, HOCKING VALLEY & TOLEDO RR CO
Law suit brought by Central Union Trust Co (NY) dismissed by agreement, Ja 9, 2:2

COLUMBUS HOTEL CO
Org formed by combination of the Neil and 2 other hotels, Ja 13, 2:2

COLUMBUS, SAVANNAH & HOCKING RR CO
Decree of foreclosure and order of sale to be issued, Kn 10, 12:2; ordered sold by ct, Kn 14, 2:2

COLUMBUS SEALER PIPE CO
Sold to Amer Clay Mfg co, Kn 8, 2:4

COWELL, JASPER
Issued it comm in signal corps 9th regt ONG, Jy 19, 8:5

COBAS (CEV), B F
App'td to pulpits of Zion AME ch, O 8, 3:3

COBBS, TONY
Suicided by Stephen Yudras for personal injuries, My 7, 13:8

COMMERCE
Rept of U S trade with new colonies for past

COMMERCIAL (Cont)

under repub admin, ed, My 22, 4:2
Increase of value of corn exported under a protective tariff emphasized, ed, My 22, 4:2
Increase in foreign demand for U S goods cited, ed, My 24, 4:1
U S trade agreement with Cuba and Puerto Rico concluded, ed, My 24, 4:1
Import into Cuba of U S cotton goods summarized, ed, My 26, 4:1
Impossible for dems to make partisan issue of passage of shipping bill, ed, My 26, 4:1
Progress in U S exports and imports discussed, (Toledo Blade), Je 6, 4:2
Benefits of U S trade with island possessions cited, ed, Je 28, 4:1
Growth of U S foreign trade outlined, ed, Je 26, 4:1
Payments to U S excess of exports by foreign nations explained (ed NY Times), Jy 26, 4:2
Decline of exports under democratic free trade administration cited, ed, Ag 3, 4:2
Statistics cited as reason for retention of repub officials, ed, Ag 8, 4:2
Foreign trade considered essential to Amer prosperity, ltr, S 29, 9:5
Sec of Agr James Wilson's prophecy of increased U S Orient trade outlined (ed Chicago-Inter-Ocean), D 12, 4:3
Ohio export markets in U S island possession shows increase, ed, S 15, 4:2
Successful competition of U S eyes in foreign mkt's praised, ed, D 20, 4:1
Acquisition of Philippine Islands and Hawaii seem as help to U S foreign trade, ed, D 20, 4:1
U S export standing with United Kingdom compared, ed, D 26, 4:2

GERMANY
Treaty praised, ed, Jy 27, 4:2

PUERTO RICO
Increase of exports seen as benefit to Ohio farmers and workingmen, ed, S 26, 4:1

CONCORDIA, THE (Toledo)
Newspaper purchased by H P Crouse, Kn 10, 1:5; 12:2

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO
Awarded contr to print election ballots, Kn 19, 5:6; S 16, 5:5

COMMERCIAL PRINTING CO (Cont)
Holds picnic at Lake Brady, Ag 13, 4:7
Awarded contr for printing ballots by county bd of elections, O 30, 5:2

COMMERCIAL TRUST CO
Accepts mortgage on the CAC & RR Co, Ag 13, 8:1

COMINS, UNNIE
Sentenced for intoxication, Ag 1, 5:4

CONGRESSIONAL CH, COUNTY, STATE ASSN OF
Holds conv at Dayton, elects officers, Ja 11, 3:3

COMPANY COURT PRIDE
Elets officers, O 15, 12:4

COMPANIES OF THE FORESTS
Court Pride elects officers, Ja 15, 8:5

COATSTOCK, FRANK
Held in Oss Reich robbery, O 10, 5:6; fined and sentenced to whieouse for larceny, D 20, 5:1

COKE, CALVIN (Toledo)
Money suit against Thomas C Platt settled out of ct, O 5, 2:2

COWEN, H.
Sale of lots held, Je 30, 1:6

COXEN, A L
Estate ordered to pay claim of Col George T Perkins, F 19, 7:1; other apportionments to creditors, F 19, 7:1

COWDEN, EMILY B
Recovery suit against People's Savings bank settled, D 19, 3:5

COWCOW, CH, ASSN OF
Begins state meeting at Elyria, My 16, 6:2

COWCOW, CH (Newton Falls)
Furiten conf adopts resolution not to vote for members of Ohio legis who contributed to defeat of Clark Local Option bill, My 8, 8:4

COWCOW, CH (West Richfield)
Rev Leslie resigns as pastor, F 28, 8:4

COX, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, N 13, 8:3

COX, T
Praised for journalistic ability, ed, Ja 1, 4:2

COLEY, WILLIAM
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 19, 5:8

CONN (CNG),
Urges backing of repub party for continued prosperity (ed Cinti Commercial Gazette), Ag 23, 4:3

CONSECRATED LIBRARY ASSN
Incorporates, F 6, 2:2

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL LIFE INS CO
With Royal Arcanum Ins, Nat'l Union Ins, and N Y Mutual Ins cos S E Phinney named by A J
CONSUMERS INS CO (Cont)
Rowley in suit to collect premiums for creditors, S 5, 3:5

CORNELL, GEORGE
Injured when cannon explodes, Jy 5, 1:6

CORNOR, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, Jy 13, 4:5
CORNOR, JAMES (Barberton)
Injured in fight, Jy 25, 6:4
CORNOR, MIKE (Clev)
Son missing, Ap 12, 3:5
Sold to give son for an annual dinner, Jy 31, 2:2

COOK, GEORGE
Named in collection suit by Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co, Iy 22, 6:2

COOK, GEORGE
Sued wife Etta for divorce, Ap 28, 3:5

COOK, JOHN
Named in property damage suit by E S Kintz, Ja 26, 8:2; settles suit, Jy 27, 3:4
Case continued on intoxication chg, D 24, 4:4; fined for intoxication, D 26, 1:4

COOK, JOHN P
Sued George Kuntz, E Falor, and Jack Mc Canny for $250, My 26, 6:4

COOK, JOSEPH
Granted patent on improved crockery mold, My 16, 6:2

COOK (or), LAUDA J (Twinsburg)
Legally adopted by Claude Harris, Ag 17, 6:6

COOK (or), PATILLA
Identified, originally thought to be Mrs. Louisa Lustiger of Chicago, Ja 24, 3:4

COOK, NATON S
Death, My 25, 3:1; funeral, My 29, 1:4

COOK, WILLIAM H
Files petition in bankruptcy, F 12, 3:1; adjudicated bankrupt, F 14, 6:6; final act of assignment filed by assignee John Sieber, Ag 19, 5:5; files petition for discharge from bankruptcy, Ag 23, 8:2; discharge, Ja 17, 8:9

COOK ST
Ord to condemn property for extension of street passed by council, N 23, 7:7

COOLEY (LEV), H A
Addresses First Church of Christ Brotherhood on single tax theory, D 19, 3:3

COONEY, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, S 24, 4:6
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, D 10, 5:6

COONEY, EARL
Injured in fall, My 18, 3:1

COONEY, THOMAS GEORGE
Declared insane, F 6, 6:6; taken to state insane asylum at Massillon, F 8, 1:5

COOPER (MR AND MRS), C G
Marriage license for J C Mason, D 17, 3:2

COOPER, FRANK J (Clev)
Names Clev Elec Elec By co in personal damage suit, N 6, 2:2

COOPER (MRS), HANNAH
Death, F 22, 5:4; will probated, Hr 19, 6:6

COOPER (MRS), MARY
Injured when motor of st car breaks through...
CORNISH, WILLIAM

Injured when kicked by horse, No 21, 4:7

Price increase credited to gold standard, ed, My 25, 4:1

FINED FOR INTOXICATION

Fined and sentenced for intoxication, No 9, 8:5

Charged with failing to support child in warrant prepared by police ct, Ap 3, 1:4; arrested on non-support cts, Ap 4, 3:2; arrested at Sheve (Ohio) and returned to Akron on cts of failure to support step-daughter Anna Jacobs, case continued, Ap 5, 5:5; sentenced to workhouse for intoxication, Ap 12, 6:3

COSTELLO, JAMES W

Estate loses stock partition suit against Sophronia J Ritchie, F 9, 3:4; executors file cross petitions against Sophronia J Ritchie to prevent distribution of assets, F 22, 5:5; executors file partial rep, Ap 24, 5:4; files exceptions to final report for Akron Vitrified Pressed Brick co, My 16, 6:1; estate awarded decision in litigation suit brought by Ritchie, N 19, 1:6

COTTER, W A (Portage)

Killed by explosion while blasting stumps, N 9, 7:1

COTTER, FRANK

Fined for intoxication, Ag 6, 8:7

CORPORATIONS

Legis pending in gen assembly revd, F 23, 1:5

Price bill regulating activities passed by house, Ap 14, 1:6

Growth from small partnerships to large trusts outlined, ed, Je 22, 4:2

CORKELL, WILLIAM (Hudson)

Arrested on suspicion in mysterious explosion in Guy Fails, D 24, 4:3; released from jail on suspicion cts, D 27, 1:6

COTTLE, LIDA

Fined for intoxication, Ja 29, 5:5

COUGHLAND, C H

Arrested on cts of residing in brothel, Ja 19, 1:5; case continued, Mr 8, 6:1; fine suspended, ordered out of town, Mr 19, 5:5

COUNTERFEITING

Frank Penn held on counterfeiting cts, F 14, 2:2

George E Smith held on cts of possessing counterfeit money, Bowling Green, F 19, 2:2

Jim Schubert arrested on counterfeiting cts, Toledo, F 27, 2:2

COURT LAND, JAMES

Arrested for vagrancy, Ja 9, 5:3; fined for intoxication, Ja 9, 3:1

COURTS

AGRON

Justice of Peace

Bill regulating compensation discussed, (Cains Dispatch), No 23, 8:6

Thorough investigation by Akron Bar assn urged, ed, No 27, 4:2

Election of Peter H Hoffman urged, ed, Mr 31, 4:6

Albert C Holloway files expense acct, Ap 6, 3:4

Mayor

Albert C Holloway appointed clerk by Mayor Young, S 29, 3:4

COLUMBIANA COUNTY

Grand Jury

Indicts Sidney Burrows and 8 others on various cts, Lisbon, Je 29, 2:2

COLUMBUS

Probate

Judges hold annual meeting, elect officers, F 2, 8:4

COMMONPLEAS

Pol fight develops over appt to succeed Judge Howland in Judicial subdiv of Geauga Lake, and Ashtabula counties, Ja 15, 4:4

Wightman bill to give dist of Summit, Medina, and Lorain counties additional judge passed by sen, Je 17, 1:5; reptd favorably by house, Ja 26, 3:1; passed by Ohio legis, F 1, 1:4

FRANKLIN COUNTY

Bill to create 3rd judgeship in local dist passed by house, F 2, 3:3

JUDICIARY

Bill providing for additional judge in judicial dist of Portage and Mahoning counties, passed by sen, F 1, 1:4
COURTS - SUMMIT COUNTY - Common Pleas (Cont)
F 14, 3:4: dissmissed cases, Mr 15, 6:2; recorded cases, Mr 20, 3:5
Selection of voters for jury wheel ordered by Judge J A Kohler, My 20, 6:1 Cases recorded, Ja 4, 3:5
Statistical rept issued by Deputy County Clerk O W Hale, Ja 19, 6:1 Annual statistical rept made by deputy clerk O W Hale, Ja 20, 6:5
Rept on cases, O 10, 3:4 Cases recorded, O 26, 4:8; N 3, 6:7; N 8, 3:5 Cases heard, N 10, 3:5; N 12, 3:5 Cases recorded, N 15, 3:4; N 16, 1:8; N 19, 3:4; N 20, 3:4; N 21, 3:4 Calendar entries, D 4, 6:3 List of convictions in riot cases, D 17, 1:7 Cases recorded, D 22, 5:4 Judge J A Kohler takes oath of office, D 24, 6:1

Grand Jury
Indictments returned, Ja 12, 3:8 Holds session, My 2, 3:4 Returns 32 indictments, condemns county jail, O 10, 6:1

Justice of Peace
Bar assn bill to regulate compensation discussed, ed, Mr 26, 4:1 Investigation of dem chgs of fraudulent practices urged, ed, Mr 26, 4:1 Files annual business rept, F 8, 8:3

Probate

UNITED STATES
Pro bondsmen barred, Ja 18, 2:2

COURTNEY, OHIO
Repub and dem tickets listed, Mr 20, 6:2

COURTNEY TWP

COMAN, JOHN (Guy Falls)
Appd member of city bd of health by council, Ap 27, 8:4

COMAN, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, N 5, 2:3

COMEN (CULI), ROBERT
Discusses normal dept of Sunday schools, Je 7, 6:3

COMED W N
Files bankruptcy petition, O 26, 2:2

COMILS, ALFRED H (Clev)
Arrested for fighting, Ja 13, 1:6

COMILS, ALFRED H
Named in alienation suit by William W Welch, Mr 30, 8:1; My 28, 5:4; files answer, Ap 9, 6:1; files testimony, My 31, 1:4

COMING, JOSEPH (Copley Twp)
Team runs away, one horse drowned, Mr 21, 8:5

COX, DANIEL
Held for sanity observation, N 1, 3:6; adjudged insane, N 3, 6:7

COX, GEORGE B (Cinti)
Res threatened, dynamite pkg found on front porch, Ap 2, 1:3

COX, GEORGE B (Cont)
Commended on resignation from natl com for best interests of Repub party, ed, Ja 3, 4:2

Cox, RIVER BILLY
Passed by ohio sen, F 15, 1:6; studied by house members, F 21, 1:5; house com on munic affairs meets to consider bill, F 27, 1:5

COX, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, D 27, 8:3

COX, JACOB S
Seeks local site for steel plant, F 7, 1:6; plans to erect plant in Massillon, Mr 27, 3:7

COY, GEORGE (Dayton)
Injured in fire at J P Wolf & Sons factory, F 1, 1:2

COY, IRA
Wins collection suit against William Walsh, Mr 7, 3:2

COYLE (PRIVATE), WARREN F (Canton)
Body returned from Manila for burial, Ap 24, 6:1

CRANE, CHARLES
Arraigned on chg of breaking windows, case continued, Ja 11, 5:6; dismissed, Ja 12, 6:4

CRANE, JAMES
Injured by falling derrick, S 26, 3:3

CRANBERRY, QUINCY (Stebenville)
Found guilty of murder in 1st degree, clemency recommended, Ap 9, 2:6

CRAMER, CHARLES (Lima)
Injured when blast at quarry explodes prematurely, O 10, 2:6

CRAMER, CHANCEY (Youngstown)
Killed when crushed by train, Jy 21, 10:2

CRAMER, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, D 1, 8:5

CRAMER, GUTLIEB
Sought as robbery suspect, Ja 10, 8:2; fined on petit larceny chg, Ja 11, 5:6; held in lieu of fine, Ja 13, 3:1

CRANE (W), LENA
With 6 children, sent to Newark (Ms) by Poor Dir Joseph Kendall, Jy 13, 6:6

CRANDALL, SIMON W (Paulding)
Accidently shoots and kills wife in attempt to kill rat, My 22, 2:6

CRIAN, WILLIAM AND LENA
Named in collection suit by Charles L Shipman, Je 8, 3:4

Sheriff's sale, S 13, 6:7

Named in mortgage foreclosure suit by Charles
CROOK, RICHARD (Cont)
on crime, ed, 0 20, 4:1

CORBIN, SIMON (Cols)
App'td custodian of house clowroom, Ja 3, 3:1

CRISS, JOSEPH
Arrested and sentenced to stone pile, F 8, 6:5

CROOK (NYS), Bessie and O B (Fremont)
Elected its of Ohio Knights of the Red Cross, My 10, 1:7; 3:4

CRICK, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Jy 13, 4:5

CRICK, LIZZIE
Fined and sentenced on prostitution chg, Ja 4, 5:2.
Fined for intoxication, S 26, 1:4
Sought on warrant charging disorderly conduct, N 13, 6:3; fined for disorderly conduct, N 14, 3:6
Fined for intoxication, N 28, 4:3

CRISBE, J B (Canal Dover)
Held in Shanesville bank robbery, D 14, 1:5

CRISBE, EDWARD (Lima)
Shot and wounded by unknown man, My 23, 2:6

CRISBY, JOHN S
Addresses Akron dem club, S 27, 5:5

CRISBY SCHOOL
Kindergarten mothers' meeting, Ja 26, 5:6;
Mr 3, 6:2; presented piano for use in kindergarten dept, O 9, 5:6
Mothers and Teachers' circle hold first meeting, D 12, 6:4

CRISBY ST
Improvement cost statement submitted by city engr, F 7, 8:2

CRISPER, CHARLES
Plea not guilty to intoxication charges, Ag 14, 6:5; fined for intoxication, Ag 15, 4:7

CRISPER, GEORGE
Arrested on intoxication chg, My 25, 8:2; fined, My 26, 1:2

CRISPER, JAMES B
Granted pension increase, F 5, 3:1

CRITTO, THOMAS F
Held on chg of assault and battery against wife, Ag 20, 4:6

CRITTON HOUSE
Destroyed by fire, D 20, 3:1

CRUSE, GEORGE W
Losses property damage claim against City of Akron, Nr 9, 1:3
App'td trustee of inst for blind by Gov Nash,

CUBA

CUBA, GEORGE W (Cont)

Ap 12, 1:6

Recr app'd in his case against Akron Tool co, ordered to file rept, Je 11, 3:6
Addresses Buchtel coll alumni on benefits of the school to Akron, Je 20, 1:7
Issues statement regarding molders' wage cuts at Aultman, Miller & co, lr, D 12, 3:5
Collection suit dismissed against David R Paige, D 18, 4:5

CUDGE, H F (Toledo)
Purchases the Commercial newspaper, Mr 10, 1:5; 12:2

CULC, PAT (Findlay)
Fugitive believed hiding in local territory, D 27, 2:2

CULC, WAYNE (Blakeslee)
Killed when struck by train, D 27, 2:2

CUNNER, HARRY H AND SUSAN L

CUNNINGHAM, SUSAN L.
See Crowther, Harry H

CUNY (WAYD), (Cols)
App'ts Capt Russell acting chief of police, N 15, 2:2

CUNN, BERT
Arrested and fined for assaulting Moses Chapman, Ja 26, 6:2

CUNNING, M H
Names Horace G. and Albina Boughton in collection suit, Mr 23, 3:5
Files amended petition against A J Lawrence in collection suit, N 5, 2:1
Injured when run down by horse, N 5, 2:2
E W Stewart and J P Loomis deny connection with Akron Gymnasium club, D 25, 3:6

CRUSE, ERNEST
Fined for fighting, S 17, 3:6

CRUSE, FRED H
Sued for divorce by wife Mary R, Mr 2, 3:5
Granted permission to visit child, Mr 26, 6:4
Divorce granted, O 8, 3:4; D 22, 5:4

CRUZ, STEPHEN (Clev)
Injured when run over by train, Je 7, 2:2

CURY, LEONARD
Granted original pension, My 28, 3:1

CUBA

Policies followed by Gov Gen Wood commended, ed, Ja 8, 4:1
Progressive future predicted, ed, Ja 18, 4:1

CUBA (Cont)

Efforts to conserve forests praised, Ja 26, 4:1
Admin policy of U S praised, ed, Mr 2, 4:1
Climate and resources praised, great future predicted by Rev Francis T Moran, Nr 2, 4:4
Protection by U S will insure prosperity, ed, Mr 10, 4:2
Change in tariff regulations promotes increased business with Ireland, ed, Mr 23, 4:2
Change in time of elections commended, ed, Ap 30, 4:1

Independence discussed, ed, My 19, 4:1
Self govt advocated by Sen Joseph B Foraker, My 24, 2:2
Annexation to U S urged (ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), Je 2, 4:3
U S commended on Cuban policy (ed Kansas City St Star), My 24, 4:6
Acquisition by U S military force favored (ed Atlantic Monthly), O 30, 4:1
Amer efforts to reorq Islands lauded (ed Chicago Tribune), N 10, 4:3

CUBICUS, DAVID (Cuy Falls)
Held pending investigation of Mullen murder, O 3, 3:5

CUL, JOHN
Names Elizabeth Sumner in collection suit, F 6, 6:1

CULP, GEORGE WALTER SHERMAN
Charges of unnamed nature preferred at Central Ohio Methodist conference at Fostoria, S 7, 1:4

CUNNINGHAM, HARRY (Mansfield)
Fatally injured, believed struck by train, O 16, 2:2

CUNNINGHAM, JOHN (East Liverpool)
Dies from injuries rec'd in fight, Mr 22, 2:4

CUNNINGHAM'S MILL (Friedericktown)
Destroyed by fire, My 10, 2:2

CUNNINGHAM'S MRS, HATTIE
Fined for assault, My 31, 8:4

CUNNINGHAM, JAC
Injured in fall when scaffold breaks, Mr 23, 3:3

CUNNINGHAM, JOHN
Elected trustee of firemen's pension fund, Ja 17, 3:4

CUNNINGHAM, P J
Stunned when lightning strikes elevator cable, Jr 12, 5:2

CUNNINGHAM (MS), WINNIE
Fined for intoxication, My 24, 5:6
CUEDO, EVA
Suspended from call at Wheaton(111), (Chicago Inter-Ocean), H 7, 8:1

CUNNINGHAM, GEORGE A
Death, S 18, 3:3; blog, S 18, 3:5; funeral, S 19, 3:1

CUNNINGHAM, GEORGE J (Pulaski)
Burns money to prevent its falling into hands of relatives, J 12, 2:6

CUNNINGHAM, JOHN
Released after being locked up for safe keeping, S 5, 1:4

CUNNINGHAM, VICTOR H
Pleads not guilty to chg of assaulting wife, N 15, 4:5; case dismissed by deft, fined costs, N 17, 4:7

CUNNINGHAM (MISS), V H
TBI criticized for pub of article chgng assault by husband, 1tr, N 17, 6:2

CUNOFO, DOMINICK (Clev)
Attempts suicide by stabbing, O 12, 2:2

CURFEWS
Ord passed by Norwalk council, F 22, 2:2
Ord advocated by Chief of Police Harrison, juveniles out after dark to face jail, Jy 26, 8:3

Adoption urged by Hrs O E Olin, N 24, 2:1

CURPAU (MISS), MARGARET
Arrested, pleads not guilty to intoxication chg, My 5, 8:4; sentenced to workhouse for intoxication, My 7, 8:3

CURRAN, EDWARD (Barberton)
House destroyed by fire, N 10, 1:2

CURRAN, FRED
Fined for cruelty to animals, Je 6, 5:6

CURRAN, HUGH
Fined for intoxication, N 5, 2:3

CURRAN, THOMAS (Toledo)
Escapes from jail, D 15, 1:1

CURRENCY AND FOREIGN EXCHANGE (Cont)
New U S law comended, ed, Ap 4, 4:3
U S gold standard praised, ed, Ap 12, 4:1; Ap 18, 4:2
Rise in per capita under gold standard cited as reason for not adopting silver standard, ed, Ap 3, 4:3
Gold standard credited for increase in price of corn, ed, My 25, 4:1
Conditions governing silver coinage explained (ed NY Evening Post), Jy 25, 4:2
Earnings of U S money compared with that of other nations, ed, Je 25, 4:1
Bryan's predictions relative to gold standard ridiculed, ed, Ag 11, 4:3

UNITED STATES
Gold standard favored over silver, ed, Ja 12, 4:2
Dem free silver policy ridiculed, ed, S 11, 4:1
Analysis of financial law, (Ohio State Journal), O 27, 6:4

CUTLER, HAZEN
Death, Ag 20, 3:3; funeral, Ap 30, 5:3; My 2, 4:3

CURRY, ROBERT (Euclid)
Injured in interurban collision, N 3, 12:2

CORY, JAMES (East Liverpool)
 Held on chg of pocket picking, D 29, 11:3

CURITTA, JOHN (Cincinnati)
Killed when struck by train, My 9, 2:2

CURITTA, ROSA
Adjudged insane, to be taken to Newberg asylum, Ja 24, 3:5

CURSEW, WILLIS H
Sues wife Agnes for divorce, Jy 31, 6:3; 7:7; divorce granted, O 10, 3:4

CUYAHOGA COUNTY

AUDITOR
Refused mandamus ordering restoration of deductions from natl bank stock to duplicate in Clev, Je 26, 1:5
Named by State Aud Gilbert in mandamus proceedings to test salary law, Ag 11, 10:2
Named in restraining suit by Peter Witt, N 26, 2:2

SUIT & CLAIMS

Tax claims against W J Boardman settled, N 14, 2:2
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CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO

NEW YORK TIMES, N 10, 4:1

COUNCIL
Proceedings revd, Ap 12, 5:4
Resume of meeting, Ap 19, 6:3; My 17, 8:2
Appts W A Allen asst night marshal, O 18, 3:7

ELECTIONS
Non-partisans select candidates for various offices, F 27, 3:4; non-partisan activities discussed, N 3, 2:3; non-partisan party nominates munic candidates, N 13, 6:2
Resume and dem tickets listed, N 20, 6:2
State forced to support saloons, M 31, 5:4
Results given, Ap 3, 8:3

CLerk
C W Jones announces candidacy, F 10, 2:2

Caucus
Nominations made for all offices, M 18, 4:5

Judicial
W A Allen announces candidacy, F 10, 2:2

Repub Caucus
Nominations made for all offices, M 18, 4:5

SOLICITOR
Atty Charles T Grant declines candidacy on dem ticket, M 18, 1:6; refuses to be candidate, N 22, 3:2

Treasurer
Arthur Higgs announces candidacy, F 10, 2:2
Six candidates listed, F 14, 6:5

FINANCE
Bonds sold to Feder, Holitz & co, Je 12, 3:3
Bids for sale of bonds will be accepted, Ag 11, 11:3
Bids sought, N 23, 7:6

FIRE DEPT
Offers resignations unless water is pumped into mains, investigation con apptd by city council, F 9, 8:1

Volunteer firemen threaten to resign, F 13, 3:4

Purchases chemical equipment, F 19, 6:2

115b

SUITS & CLAIMS

Defends chain system of selling shirtwaists, 1tr, Ja 25, 5:5
DAVY (MR AND MRS), ALBERT
Suicides, Ap 24, 2:4

DAFFERT, HARRY
Recs temporary job after arrest on vagrancy chg, Je 18, 6:4

DAGUE, IRVIN H
Bound to grand jury on chg of voting illegally, Mr 28, 3:5
Indicted by grand jury for illegal voting, My 4, 3:4

Dahlmann (Rev), Jacob
Resigns as pastor of German Reformed ch, por, S 6, 3:4, O 16, 8:1

DAILY, CHARLES
Sentenced to workhouse for vagrancy after refusing to work on rock pile, Mr 15, 8:4

DAILY, JOHN
Fined on intoxication chg, Je 21, 3:1

DAILY, JOHN D
Appled school dir of Manchester dist, Je 13, 8:2

DAILY DEMOCRAT
Editorial policies criticized, ed, Ja 16, 4:1
Blackmailing of corps seeking favors criticized, ed, Ja 17, 4:1
Criticized for procedure in reporting news, ed, Ja 22, 4:1
Ed attack on TBJ criticized, ed, F 1, 4:1
Accused of misrepresentation by A T Page, F 6, 4:2
Criticized for insulting former dem candidates, ed, Mr 15, 4:2
Support of city council’s extravagance criticized, ed, Mr 16, 4:1
Pol utterances criticized, ed, Mr 17, 4:3
Attacks on unnamed J of Ps denounced, requested to give names or retract statements, ed, Mr 22, 4:1
Scored for criticism of State Repr Scease, ed, Nr 26, 4:2
Criticized for allegedly distorting news concerning police salary bill, Mr 31, 4:3
Criticized for denouncing City of Akron, ed, Mr 31, 4:4
Remarks on TBJ cartoons ridiculed, ed, Ap 2, 4:2
Criticized for bringing personal relations into view, ed, Ap 16, 4:1
Editorials criticized, ed, Jr 28, 4:1
Political creeds criticized, ed, Jr 31, 4:2
Misinformation on sporting events criticized, ed, Ag 11, 5:7

DAILY DEMOCRAT (Cont)
Failure to publish complete anti-imperialist platform criticized, ed, Ag 18, 4:1
Misrepresentation of news articles criticized, ed, Ag 24, 4:4
Criticized for printing inflammatory articles on the riot, ed, Ag 25, 4:3
Called true prophet of anarchy in Akron, ed, Ag 31, 4:2
Treatment of Repub party state conv condemned, ed, S 10, 4:2
Cited with forgery of TBJ news, ed, O 4, 4:2
Attempt to arouse pub indignation over cons refusal to allow pol meeitng on ch house lawn failed, ed, O 5, 4:2
Criticized for misquoting F S Honett, ed, O 16, 4:2
Criticized for attempt to make a pol issue of Honett’s address to Central Labor union, ed, O 18, 4:2
Criticized for attacks on Akron shops, ed, N 1, 4:3
Criticized for attempting appeasement of business after its preeliction activities, ed, N 8, 4:1
Attempt at appeasement of local indus criticized, ed, N 17, 4:1
Attack against employment of outside aid in working up cases against rioters criticized, ed, O 1, 4:1

DAILY, (Canal Fulton)
Furniture store destroyed by fire of incendiary origin, Mr 21, 5:5

DAILY-SIGHT FAMILIES
Thirteenth annual reunion, Je 22, 8:2

DAIRIES AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
Exam of products by state food and dairy com held unconstitutional by sup ct, F 21, 1:8

Daley, James
Sentenced for vagrancy, F 24, 2:2; dismissed from vagrancy chg, Mr 5, 3:5

Daley, John
Fined for intoxication, O 25, 8:3

Dalrymple, Walter
Sentenced to penitentiary for embezzlement and larceny, Je 22, 3:5; Ja 24, 3:5; taken to penitentiary, F 8, 6:3

Dalton, Ed
Refusal of Barberton, Doylestown & Massillon Electric Ry co to run line through village, considers proposal from CMS co, Ja 26, 4:5

Daltood, Andrew
Beaten by unknown assailant, O 23, 6:4

Dalgell, glass (Findlay)
Water tank damaged when toppled by storm, F 9, 2:2

Damroode, Edward (Cleve)
Beaten, Je 8, 2:4

Dane, Harry (Sandusky)
Rescued from drowning, Ag 21, 2:2

Dannford, Fred
Fined for assault on Edward Tontier, D 1, 5:4

Dankforth (Rev), Abbie E
Resigns from Universalist ch at Kent, Ag 31, 5:7

Dankforth, Edward
Fined for intoxication, N 5, 2:3
Fined for intoxication, D 16, 6:5

Daniels, H M
Considers scenery of Cuyahoga valley as good as any in country, 1tr, S 7, 5:5

Daniels, Thomas W
Killed in dynamite explosion, Je 1, 2:4; Kelly oil well explosion at Marietta, Je 2, 2:4

Daniels, W M
With Newton Chalker files petition in common pleas ct for order vacating lots 1 to 25 in the Chalker allotment, S 6, 3:5

Daniels, Walter, see Daniels, Thomas

Darby (Dr), F H
Addresses First Cong Ch Sunday school on homeless Children, My 26, 1:2

Dasy, William N
Nailed wardens of penitentiary by bd of ags, Mr 10, 1:5
Praised for improvements instituted at penitentiary, 1tr, S 1, 8:4

Daigee, Charles (Toro
Struck and killed by train, S 5, 2:2

D’Antibide, Charles (Or), Charles M
Lectures on religion in France at the First Baptist ch, N 1, 8:1

Dagert (Mrs), Elizabeth
Death, Ja 11, 3:1; funeral, Ja 17, 8:5

Dagert, John
Petition filed for applet of recr in property suit brought by Andrew R and W H Cassidy, F 13, 6:5

Daughters of the King (Cuyahoga)
Ohio group elects officers, O 1, 8:1

Daughters of Liberty
Pride of Summit council gives entertainment,
DAVIS, THOMAS J.
   Named in deed of assignment by V C Hoagland & co, Ag 20, 5:5
DAVIS (HOS), THOMAS (Sarah)
   Funeral, Ag 22, 1:5
DAVIS, (Youngstown)
   Named with Mc Coy and Brenner in collection suit by Mahoning county, Nr 22, 2:4
DAVIS, (Clev)
   Sentence for embezzlement upheld by circuit ct, My 22, 2:2
DAVIS, (Gen),
   Absence from the seal considered calamity (ed Chicago Record), N 24, 4:1
DAVIS, (New Philadelphia)
   Held on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, D 29, 11:2
DAVIS, ALBERT E (Clev)
   Trial begins, F 27, 2:2
   Trial on chg of defrauding city continues, F 28, 2:2; denied new trial on fraud chg, Nr 27, 2:1; convicted of fraud, refused further bail, returned to county jail, My 23, 2:5
DAVIS (Ohio), AVLDA (Clev)
   Indicted by U S grand jury on chg of attempting to perpetrate pension fraud, Ap 7, 12:2; chgd with attempting to defraud govt on false pension claims, trial opens, N 8, 2:4; found guilty of making false affidavits to secure a pension, N 10, 2:2
DAVIS, B F (Clev)
   App'td assessor, Ap 5, 3:3
   App'td as insp of Euclid ave sewer recommended by city comrs, Jy 16, 3:1
DAVIS, DAN
   Fined for intoxication, Jy 25, 4:5
DAVIS, DAVID
   Names B F Goodrich co in personal injury suit, Ja 20, 3:3
   Placed on trial on burglary chg, D 31, 3:4; found guilty, N 2, 3:2
   Pleds guilty to chg of rioting, S 27, 5:4; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory, N 26, 3:6
DAVIS, DAVID (Jackson)
   Killed in mine by fall of slate, Ap 6, 9:3
DAVIS, ERECT C
   Granted pharmacist certificate, O 25, 5:5
DAVIS, ERWIN S
   Named James Schoonover estate in collection suit, S 17, 3:4

DAVIS, EUGENE (Canton)
   Recovers stolen horse, Ap 24, 3:3
DAVIS (CEV), F W
   Killed by boxers in China, S 14, 6:6
DAVIS (CEV), FRANK
   Relates story of life, D 12, 0:1
DAVIS, GEORGE
   Dismissed on vagrancy chg, Mr 30, 8:2
   Adjudged insane, N 5, 2:1; N 10, 3:4
DAVIS, GLADYS
   Arrested on chg of residing in brothel, Ja 19, 1:5; fined, Ja 20, 2:6
DAVIS, H M (St Mary's)
   Injured in boiler explosion at St Mary's Spoked works, Je 14, 2:1
DAVIS, HARRI (Delphos)
   Killed when parachute fails to open, Ag 24, 2:2
DAVIS, JACK (Cinti)
   Injured when struck by cable car, Jy 23, 5:2
DAVIS, JOHN (Tiffin)
   With family accidentally poisoned by eating tainted cheese, F 24, 12:2
DAVIS, JOHN
   Held on chg of assaulting Margaret Birmingham, Mr 19, 3:4; arraigned on charge, case continued, Mr 20, 5:1; Mr 23, 8:2; bound to common pleas ct on chg of assault with intent to rob and kill, N 27, 3:4
DAVIS, JOHN H
   Restaurant and res damaged by fire, Ap 6, 7:2
DAVIS, JOHN J
   Pension increased, Je 22, 3:1
DAVIS, LAELAH
   Names James Schoonover estate in collection suit, S 21, 3:3
DAVIS, LOUIS
   Names India Rubber co in personal injury suit, F 2, 3:4; answer filed, Mr 15, 6:2
DAVIS, M E
   Horse and buggy stolen, Mr 21, 5:5
DAVIS, MARY (Clev)
   Judgment recovery suit brought against Pittsburgh and Western rr co upheld by fed circuit ct, My 17, 2:2
DAVIS, MAY
   Arrested on chg of residing in brothel, Ja 19, 1:5; fined, Ja 20, 2:6
   Charged with residing in brothel, case continued, Mr 8, 6:1; recs suspended fine, Mr 21, 5:5

DAVIS (POSTMASTER), OMA W (Boston)
   Arrested for liquor license law violation, released under bond, sought by Summit county authorities, S 18, 3:5; released on bail, S 19, 1:6; bound to grand jury on chg of selling liquor, S 20, 8:5; pleads not guilty to violation of local option law, S 22, 5:5; chgs of illegal sale of liquor dismissed, S 26, 1:4
DAVIS, THOMAS
   Fined for intoxication, F 19, 5:4
DAVIS, THOMAS (Toledo)
   Suit brought by Jacob I Meyers for possession of coal mine continues, Ja 26, 5:7
DAVIS, W H
   Injured when hand is pierced by piece of steel, N 13, 3:3
DAVIS, W J
   App'td to sup ct by Gov Nash to serve unexpired term of Judge Bradbury, Ja 11, 2:3
DAVIS, WEBSTER
   Described as trying to imitate Wendell Phillips (ed St Louis Globe Dem), Ap 21, 4:4
   Criticized for tampering with assassination of Pres William McKinley a plot for pol purposes, ed, Jy 12, 4:3
   Criticized for changes in political beliefs, ed, Jy 17, 4:1
   Devotion to William J Bryan, (ed Kansas City Star), Jy 20, 4:3
DAVIS-JOHNSON CO (Butler)
   Abandons and plugs well, continues to lease land, Butler, Jy 14, 8:2
DAVISON (DR), C C
   Damage suit brought by Doran S Ormes continues, F 1, 6:4; wins verdict in malpractice suit brought by Ormes, F 5, 3:5
   Named in damage suit by John Collins, N 26, 3:6
   Death, D 8, 3:7; funeral, D 10, 5:5
DAY, E S
   Wins attachment suit against Schaefer & Phillips, F 2, 3:1; suit settled out of ct, F 8, 6:3
DAY, EDWARD J (Clev)
   Wins personal injury suit against Amer Wire co, My 16, 2:2
DAY (GERT), ESTASIS (Clev)
   App'd commodore of Pittsburgh SC co's fleet, Ja 13, 2:7
DAY, HARRY
   Sentenced to labor on st's for vagrancy, Mr 30, 8:2
DAYKIN (MGs), HENRY
   Suicide, Ag 10, 1:5
DEATHS (Cont.)
Barrow, John W, Nov 15, 3:1
Barth, John, Nov 23, 1:6
Bartholomew, Daniel R, Dec 4, 3:1
Bates (Mrs), A H, Feb 23, 3:1
Baumgardner, J F, son William, Dec 4, 3:7
Baumgardner, Clarence E, infant son Robert, F 12, 3:5
Beal, Daniel, S 27, 3:4
Beale, T H B, Jan 16, 8:2
Bechel, G W, N 3, 3:4
Beck (Mrs), L 19, 3:1
Beck (Mrs), Eva Catherine, S 26, 3:1
Behling (Mrs), Henrietta, M 13, 3:1
Behm, Charles, infant, M 3, 3:1
Bell (Mrs), Jennie D, S 5, 2:2
Bells, John, M 26, 3:3, 5:7
Beltz, E, infant son Clarence, M 18, 3:1
Beltz (Mrs), Susan, M 11, 8:5
Bennford, William, M 24, 3:1
Benn, Frank, infant son, D 4, 3:1
Bennet, Joseph, infant son, M 23, 3:1
Bettes, Nathaniel, M 20, 8:5
Betts, William, M 20, 5:3
Beayman, Royce, infant son, M 12, 3:1
Billing, John, M 10, 3:3
Bingham, John A, M 19, 1:2
Bird, Jonathan, adopted infant, S 12, 8:3
Bird, George Washington, N 14, 8:5
Brodin, Thomas, M 27, 1:4
Bishop (McCoy), Abner, son Clark S, F 12, 3:5
Bishop, Carl, M 5, 2:4
Bissell, Justin, infant son Howard F, M 2, 3:1
Black (Capt), Thomas S, F 24, 12:2
Blackford, John H, F 7, 5:5
Blankenhagen (Mrs), Augusta, M 6, 6:1
Biller, Benjamin, M 2, 3:5
Biller, Edward, M 4, 8:5
Bodendorfer, Charles, M 7, 3:1
Boedicker, Otto, M 16, 3:3
Boll (Mrs), Ella, M 16, 3:4
Bolam, Edward, M 14, 3:6
Bolich (Mrs), Clara, M 24, 3:5, 3:6
Bosworth (Mrs), A E, N 10, 8:2
Bott, Anthony, N 30, 4:1
Bowen (Mrs), David, M 2, 8:7
Bradley (Mrs), Edith Fauthmayo, M 16, 8:5
Braun, Joseph, infant son Joseph, D 8, 3:1
Brecht (Mrs), Clara, M 17, 3:2
Brennan (Mrs), Elizabeth, Ag 31, 3:2, 6:2
Brewster, Alfred Alonzo, M 19, 3:1
Bruce (Mrs), Calvin S, D 20, 2:2
Brightwell (Mrs), Mary, S 22, 3:1
Bristow, William, son Oliver, M 11, 3:1
Brookway (Mrs), Susan E, N 16, 3:7
Brooth (Mrs), Charles J, M 13, 3:5, 8:2
Brown, infant, M 15, 5:2
Brown (Capt), Henry H, M 5, 1:7
Brown, James, M 21, 9:1
Brown, John, infant son, M 15, 3:3
Brown, John C, M 24, 3:2
Brown, H W, infant daughter, D 12, 3:2
Brown, Roses, S 13, 2:2
Brown (Capt), F B, M 1, 6:5
Brown, William E, M 14, 3:3, 8:6
Buehl (Rev), Jacob Peter, M 8, 3:3
Buell (Mrs), Harriet E, M 10, 3:2
Burgess (Rev), Oliver, M 20, 2:2
Burns (Mrs), Wealthy, N 21, 2:4
Burrows (Mrs), Lesley, M 17, 6:4
Butler, Charles R, infant son Clinton, N 8, 3:1
Butler, Herbert, M 15, 1:5
Butler, William, M 30, 6:2
Cahow, H J, M 20, 1:6
Caine, Vinny, Ag 13, 5:5
Caisle (Mrs), Rosie, F 19, 3:5
Callard, William, M 6, 2:2
Canfield (Judge), D W, D 31, 2:1
Cannon (Mrs), D 27, 2:2
Capiens, David, infant daughter Lillie M, M 2, 3:1
Carey, Samuel F, M 1, 2:6
Carr, Charles, son D 27, 2:7
Carl, William, M 8, 8:4
Carl, William H, M 26, 5:5
Carmody, Cora, M 31, 8:3
Carnato, Lucco, M 30, 3:7
Carpenter (Dr), John G, M 24, 3:1, 3:5
Carr, Shaffer, M 2, 3:5
Carter, Homer Sackett, M 3, 4:2
Caswell, Frederick, M 28, 1:6
Caughrin (Col), Charles, M 20, 2:2
Cave, Catherine, F 10, 1:3
Chaffee, Wilbur, daughter Bertha, N 10, 3:2
Chaffin, Ross, M 9, 2:2
Chamberlain, Newman, M 19, 5:5
Chamberlain, S H, M 5, 3:1
Chamberlin, L Clair, infant son Francis C, Ag 13, 3:1
Chamberlin (Mrs), Wilhelmina, M 9, 3:1
Chapin (Mrs), Martha J, M 20, 1:5, 3:4
Chapman (Mrs), M 9, 8:5
DEATHS (Cont.)
Davis, E J, Ag 14, 3:1
Davis (Mrs), Isabelle, J 31, 3:1
Davis (Mrs), J W (Margaret), Jy 3, 3:3; 3:5
Davis (Mrs), Susannah, Ap 4, 3:1
Davison (Capt), C C, D 6, 3:7
Dech, Peter, Jy 14, 3:3
Dehman (Mrs), Benjamin, S 20, 8:2
DeLazier, Abram, Jy 26, 3:1
Dell, John, O 1, 3:1
DeNise (Mrs), Elizabeth H, N 15, 3:4
Dessau (Mrs), Ida Alice, Jy 30, 3:5
Dettling, Bertha L, D 7, 3:1
Dettling, Eugene, infant son John Joseph, N 2, 3:1
DeVine, Robert, Je 1, 3:5; 6:5
Delitte, Solomon, My 16, 3:4
Dickerson, Alexander, Jy 3, 3:2
Dickey, S F, Ja 30, 2:2
Diday, John, F 5, 4:4
Diefenbach, John A, D 24, 3:5; 8:5
Diford, Oliver, infant son Leslie, S 15, 3:5
Dillon, John, H 10, 10:2
Dolson, R P, infant daughter Dorothy, My 15, 3:7
Donar, Robert, Ap 11, 6:3
Doppstaetter, John, S 1, 3:2
Doneker, George P, N 15, 3:6
Dover, Elmer C, D 0, 0:1
Doyle, Michael, Ap 16, 3:3
Dunbar, Eveline E, S 8, 3:5
Dunbeck (Mrs), Mary Josephine, Ja 12, 1:5; 3:1
Dauphiny, Patrick, S 24, 3:1
Durant, A J, infant daughter Mary Harjerie, Jy 24, 3:6
Dyer (Mrs), Hannah, Ap 16, 3:3; 4:4
Dyer, Patrick, My 21, 3:1; 5:5
Dyer, Edgar, Ja 29, 3:6; 5:2
Eakins, Bert, T 10, 11:5; 3:1
Ebenhoeh, Ignatz, son Frank J, Jy 5, 3:6
Eilen, Joseph B, M 9, 3:1
Eby (Mrs), Amanda, S 17, 3:1
Echols (Rev), William A, My 18, 2:3
Edgerton, Sidney, Jy 19, 3:4
Eggenmann, Henry, Ag 9, 3:1; 6:2
Ellistion, William, J 3, 3:6
Engelhart, Herman, O 8, 3:1
Eno (Mrs), Sarah Horner, F 7, 8:2
Ersken, James, O 16, 3:2
Ertel, Oscar, infant son, N 6, 3:1; 6:3
Estep, E J, H 1, 3:3
Evans, William, Ap 24, 3:1; 5:6
DEATHS (Cont)

Pierce, John D, My 20, 3:4; 3:5
Pierson (Prov), A C, Je 22, 5:5
Phillmore (Mrs), Frank (Geile), Je 16, 3:6
Pipher, Samuel, Ny 9, 3:1
Pisell, Nettie, D 15, 3:2
Plappert, George Henry, Ag 6, 3:1
Pockrandt, Herman, Je 20, 3:3
Pontious, Daniel, D 22, 3:4
Pontious, Hattie E, Ag 16, 3:1
Pontius, John, My 14, 3:1; 4:6
Porter, Edward, Ja 10, 8:5
Portmann, Bertha Rowe, Ap 23, 3:2
Post, Philo, Ap 24, 3:3
Poulton, George, My 21, 3:1
Poull, Charlotte, Ag 21, 3:3
Pruitt (Mrs), F J, 0:5
Pruitt, Zachariah R, N 10 (12), 3:1
Prockitt, Edith, Ap 10, 8:3
Pringle, William A M, My 18, 3:1
Prior, Samuel Stiles, N 24, 1:5
Prosor (Mrs), Louise M, 0 23, 3:1; 8:5
Pursell, Austin, Je 4, 3:7
Putt (Dr), B F, N 30, 4:4
Putt, Edward, infant daughter Esther, D 5, 3:1
Quale, Frank N, My 10, 2:2
Quier (Mrs), Mary, My 31, 3:1; 6:2
Raab, Fred, infant son John, Mr 31, 3:1
Rabel, Michael, F 5, 3:7
Raber, Catherine, D 29, 7:7
Raber, Henry, F 9, 3:2
Randall (Mrs), Clara Gaylord, D 17, 4:4
Randall (Mrs), Eliza M, F 6, 8:4
Randle, Henry M, S 11, 5:4
Randolph (Mrs), Lois S, Mr 28, 3:1
Ray, Amy, My 4, 3:7
Rayborn, Irvin S, Ag 28, 3:1; 6:2
Reder, Ike, infant son Moses, Ap 19, 3:1
Reed, Emma, Ja 19, 3:1
Reed (Lt), Frank O, 0 5, 2:2
Reed, Josiah, Ap 10, 8:5
Rees, John, daughter Myrtle, Jr 12, 3:1
Rees (Mrs), Margaret, Mr 14, 3:1
Reynaud, Henry, Ja 12, 3:1
Reusch, Joseph, Ja 13, 3:1
Rice (Mrs), George O, My 22, 5:6
Richards, Charles infant funeral, S 26, 8:5
Richards, J, infant son Alfred Joseph, Je 27, 3:3
Richert, Richard F, My 10, 3:2
Richey, A K, Ja 10, 8:5

DEATHS (Cont)

Ridgley, B F, O 4, 2:2
Ries, George C, infant daughter Mildred Irene, funeral, Ag 1, 8:5
Riggle, Jonathan, Ja 26, 3:1; 3:2
Richter, Nels, Ap 10, 3:1
Ring, Andrew, infant son, funeral, D 26, 3:2
Ritchie (Mrs), Ann, Ja 10, 8:2
Ritter, Henry F, funeral, My 4, 1:6
Ritter, Henry and son, funerals, My 9, 8:5
Ritter, Henry, My 19, 3:1
Ritter, Horace M, H 5, 3:4
Ritzman, Chester L, funeral, Ap 25, 8:5
Robert (Mrs), W E, N 14, 3:3
Robinson (Mrs), Annie, N 5, 2:4
Robinson (Mrs), Iwa, Ja 13, 3:5
Robins (Mrs), Ag 14, 3:1
Robinson, infant son Robert, O 24, 3:1
Robinson (Mrs), Catherine, Mr 10, 8:6
Robinson, Charles A, F 22, 3:1
Robinson (Mrs), Eva J, Ag 16, 3:1; 8:4
Robinson (Mrs), Josephine E, Mr 10, 3:3
Robinson, Phillip, D 25, 3:6
Robinson, Robert Y, Jr 2, 3:3
Robinson, Daniel F, D 22, 5:4
Rock, Nicholas, infant son Ralph R, Ag 4, 3:1
Root, Ethel Louise, My 23, 3:4; 8:6
Rose (Mrs), Bridget, S 12, 3:2
Roser (Mrs), Anne, Ja 28, 5:5
Ross, John, Mr 11, 1:6; 3:4
Ross (Mrs), Petunia, Ag 25, 3:3
Ross, George, Ag 31, 3:2
Rowe, Augustus, infant, Jr 13, 3:2
Ruhkendorf (Dr), E P, Ap 21, 2:5
Rupert, Arthur, F 7, 8:4
Rutter, Clement A, Mr 16, 3:4
Ryan, Dennis, F 8, 3:1
Ryan, Van Rensselaer Merritt, N 21, 3:1; 5:7
Ryn, Dennis, F 8, 8:5
Sackett (Mrs), Jane Pierce, Ja 31, 3:1; 6:3
Sae, Otto, Ag 28, 3:1
Sanderson, Robert L, D 14, 5:4
Sanderson (Mrs), Serena, Mr 12, 10:3
Sanderson, William, My 5, 3:3
Saunders, Ida M, Mr 5, 3:4
Scheide, Andrew, Ja 30, 3:5
Scheaffer (Mr and Mrs), Augustus, Ap 2, 3:1
Schall, Michael, Ag 21, 2:2
Schick, Albert, infant son, Ag 27, 3:1
Schick, Jacob, F 30, 3:1; 3:4
Schloot, Martin, F 20, 3:1
Schmidt (Mrs), J G and daughter Emma, Mr 5, 2:6

DEATHS (Cont)

Schneckberger, Martin, infant son, Earl, F 23, 3:1
Schramm (Mrs), A, Ja 23, 3:1
Schroeder, Frederick J, D 14, 3:1; 8:2
Schopp, John, Mr 2, 3:1
Schott (Mrs), A R, N 27, 2:2
Scofield, Jesse, infant daughter Ethel, Ap 21, 1:5
Scott, Robert Kingston, Ag 14, 2:2
Schofield (Mrs), Sarah Ann, Ap 13, 8:5
Selzer, Philip, infant son Philip, My 26, 3:1
Sever, John, F 3, 2:3
Sherrill, Myrl, Mr 3, 8:1
Shenfield, Martha, Ja 15, 3:1
Shouk, William, daughter, Ja 19, 8:1
Shreve, Minnie Mary, Ja 21, 3:3
Shrewsbury, Helvin, infant daughter Georgia, My 9, 3:1
Shumaker, H C, infant daughter Arjunto, D 29, 3:4
Shutt, John, Jr 2, 3:1
Sickley (Mrs), Grace Kurtz, Je 12, 3:6
Simmons, Alva, infant son, je 13, 8:1
Simson, John, Mr 10, 3:3; 3:6
Sisler (Mrs), Elvora C, F 14, 3:3; 3:5
Skinner, Carlton B, Mr 20, 3:1
Slattery, John, N 10 (12), 3:1
Smart (Mrs), Martha Y, O 30, 3:1; 3:3
Smits (Mrs), Susannah, Je 1, 6:6
Smith, A, infant daughter, funeral, My 16, 8:5
Smith (Mrs), Amy, Mr 21, 3:4
Smith (Mrs), Ephram, Mr 22, 3:1
Smith, F D, infant, My 2, 4:6
Smith (Mrs), Henrietta E, D 5, 4:3
Smith, Joseph, infant, Mr 31, 3:1
Smith (Mrs), Lydia Spicer, Ja 1, 3:3
Smith, Marshall, O 10, 7:1
Smith (Mrs), Samuel, Ja 25, 8:5
Smith (Dr), William H, F 7, 3:1
Smith, Ypsilanti, D 28, 1:3
DEATHS (Cont)

Sneed, Percy, F 1, 6:5
Snyder (Mrs), Emily, J 4, 3:1; 3:7
Snyder, Samuel, son William, J 24, 3:1; Jy 25, 3:1
Snyder, William, D 12, 3:2
Snyder, William H, infant daughter Florence M, O 23, 3:1
Solomon (Mrs), William, Ag 7, 3:1
Summers (Mrs), Anna H, Ap 30, 3:5
Sovasoli, Daniel, ly 11, 6:2
Sperring, William M, O 6, 3:2
Sporzi, Antonio, D 17, 3:1
Springer, Eloise, Ap 24, 6:1
Squire (Mrs), W I, Ag 30, 2:2
Stabb, William, Je 13, 3:2
Stahl, Frederick, S 15, 3:5
Stambaugh, Nellie H, Ap 10, 8:4; death, M 22, 3:1
Stanhope, Otis A, M 5, 3:1
Stanley (Mrs), Cornelia A, D 1, 1:6
Stanley, Wilson George, D 4, 3:1; 3:4
Stanton, F 2, 4:3
Stauffer (Mrs), Henry, M 1, 3:2
Stauffer, Sarah A, D 23, 6:4
Steach (Mrs), Anna, Jy 5, 3:1; 4:7
Stein, Michael, M 13, 3:1; 6:2
Stein, Paul, Jy 2, 3:5
Steiner, L J, infant, M 2, 3:1
Stenger, Charles, infant son Charles, N 5, 2:4
Stewart, Alexander, J 31, 3:4
Stewart, N E, daughter Maria, Jy 10, 3:2
Stewart (Dr), S J, Ap 26, 1:6; 3:3
Stewart (Mrs), Thomas F, Ap 14, 8:4
Stillwell, John H, D 11, 2:2
Stinton, David S, D 1, 10:5
Stock, Fred, Jy 7, 3:2
Stone (Deputy Sheriff), Simon M, N 9, 8:5
Stromberg, Peter H, F 23, 2:2
Stow, Amis M, M 1, 7:7
Straus, Norman E, S 14, 7:1
Streetbaby, Charles, infant daughter Mary, O 31, 8:6
Strouhm, Henry, M 25, 3:1
Stump, Cad, infant daughter Gertrude, F 21, 8:4
Sullivan (Mrs), Ellen, E 5, 3:1
Suloff, David H, M 5, 3:1
Swartz, Alfred, O 27, 1:7; 3:7
Swartz, Elias, M 26, 6:1
Swartz, Brady, Jy 17, 8:6
Swift, Moses, Ap 19, 2:2

DEATHS (Cont)

Swigart, Herman, S 13, 6:5
Tanner, Christian, M 16, 8:3
Tanner, Clinton, M 9, 3:2
Tatman (Mrs), Nannie, N 10, 3:1; N 12, 3:1
Taylor (Prof), W J, M 11, 2:2
Teeple, Willis, infant, M 9, 3:1
Tompkins (Dr), W F, O 4, 2:2
Torrill (Mrs), Artemissa, D 22, 3:1; 3:4
Thomas (Mrs), Ann, M 22, 3:1
Thomas, Join, F 23, 2:2
Thomas, Joseph, D 18, 3:1; 6:2
Thomas, Josephine, Ag 23, 3:5
Thomson, Philip, F 27, 8:4
Thomson (Mrs), Philip, F 24, 6:4
Thompson, Frank H, J 2, 4:4
Thompson, Hoses, M 5, 5:2
Thompson (Mrs), Thurza, M 26, 3:1
Thibbets, Ella, D 6, 7:7
Tison (Mrs), Hattie, D 11, 3:1
Tobin, William T, son William S, J 8, 3:3
Toennessen (Mrs), Mary A, Jy 2, 3:3
Toennessen, Monica, M 6, 3:1
Toole, Thomas, H 5, 2:3
Toone, N J, M 5, 2:4
Townsend, Charles, J 13, 2:2
Townsend (Mrs), Elizabeth, S 27, 3:1; 3:4
Townsend, Jesse A, D 20, 3:4
Townsend, Z W, M 23, 5:5
Townsend, Amory, D 21, 10:4
Traxler, Samuel, son Sollo, S 26, 8:5
Treichel (Mrs), Harvey B, D 25, 3:6
Treen, George, infant son George, N 1, 3:1
Trowbridge (Mrs), J T (Harriet E), F 24, 3:4
Truphoff (Mrs), David, J 6, 8:7
Truphoff, Thurza, J 32, 7:7
Tryon (Mrs), Carma J, Jy 21, 8:2
Tryon (Mrs), Mary D, J 10, 3:2; 3:6
Tuckor, Amy, F 14, 6:3
Twynham, II H, infant, Jy 23, 3:4
Tyler (Mrs), Malcolm D, Ag 15, 4:7
Underhill, Ann, J 31, 3:4
Underwood, Jennie, F 15, 6:1
Vader (Mrs), Oliver, J 13, 8:1
Van Orman, James H, M 9, 3:1; 6:3
Vance, J H C, J 12, 8:6
Vance (Mrs), Margaret, J 30, 3:5
Virtue (Dr), S V, S 28, 3:1; 6:6
White, Glen, Ag 27, 5:3
Viger, Ernest, infant son Harold, S 20, 3:1
DECKER, ALBERT (Delphos)
Injures jaw biting into hard candy, F 22, 2:2

DEELEY, PATRICK
Fined for assault and battery, Ag 21, 8:2
Pleads not guilty to assault chgs, S 17, 3:5
fined and sentenced for assaulting Edith Hall, D 13, 8:3

DEELEY, THOMAS
Loss of judgment suit brought by Maggie Egan, F 13, 6:5

DEELY, FRAZER
Room robbed, O 23, 6:5

DEELY, PAT
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chgs, O 31, 5:2
fined for disorderly conduct, N 6, 3:3

DEELY, WILLIE
Accused of throwing stones that injured Patrick O'Neill and John O'Mara, Je 16, 2:2

DEEMER, EMMA
Released from county jail on ,wore, Ja 17, 3:3

DEEGER, CHARLES E
Sued for divorce by wife Viola J, wife asks for restraining order to prevent interference in suit, O 5, 6:2

DEETER, SAUL
Fined for intoxication, D 19, 5:6

DEGRACIA, MARY
Plea of murderers contrasted, (Cinti Enquirer), O 6, 4:5

DEGRAUVE, WILLIAM
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 25, 8:3

DEGRAVE, MARY
Missing 8 years, located in White Plains, (NY), My 31, 8:2; returns home, Je 4, 1:5

DEHAVEN, BERNICE, BENJAMIN
Funeral, F 20, 6:2

DEHAVEN, JACOB
Investigation reveals falsity of rumors that Ohio heirs will rec large inheritance from U S treaty, My 21, 5:5

DEGIL, WILLIAM
Beaten and robbed, My 14, 5:5

DELAHAY, WATERford
Bankruptcy petition denied by U S circuit ct, F 10, 12:2

DE, LEROY
Fined and sentenced, F 1, 4:5

DELINE, NOBLE
Pleads not guilty to assault chgs, N 1, 8:2
released, N 2, 8:6

DELINE, HEAD
Sentenced for smashes windows, Ja 13, 5:6

DeLINE, HEAD (Cont)
Clothing stolen, William Mullin arrested and
sentenced, Ja 27, 6:3
Injured in fall, My 21, 3:7
Held on theft chgs, Ag 28, 5:3; fined on theft chg, Ag 29, 1:5

DELONG, DERIECE
Suicide, N 2, 2:2

DELL, JOHN
Wife filed for probate, O 1, 3:4; Theresa Dell
apted executrix, O 2, 7:7

DELL, RICHARD
Sought on non-support chg, F 13, 3:3; fined and
sentenced for non-support, F 23, 8:3

DELENGER (JUDGE), FRANK
Disbarred from Ohio ct, Ap 24, 1:6; disbarment
affirmed by supt ct, Ap 25, 2:4

DE MANDO (MSS), STEPHANIA
Arraigned on slander chg, case contd, Ja 29, 5:5;
slander chg dismissed, F 2, 3:6

DIES of injuries recd in st ray accident,
Ja 11, 3:1

Estate revives damage suit against Akron St Ry & Illuminating Co, Ja 31, 6:3

DEMENT, WILLIAM (Cubs)
Held on suspicion in poison death of William
Dixon, O 15, 2:2

DEMENT, WILLIAM (Dayton)
Arrested in conspiracy to assault or kill non-
union soldiers, Ja 26, 2:2

DEMOCRATIC CLUBS

Ohio League of Democratic Clubs plans
reorganization, Ja 4, 6:1; plans annual
birthday celebration of Thomas Jefferson
(Ohio State Journal), Mr 6, 5:5; Akron club
holds annual meeting, elects officers, Mr 8,
8:5; S S Rogers elected pres of Akron club,
Mr 9, 6:4; Ohio Assn of dem clubs holds conv
at Cols, Ap 11, 1:6; Ap 12, 2:5; elects officers,
Ap 12, 3:6; local club holds meeting, My 23,
3:6; Assn holds session at Toledo, Ag 1, 2:2; Ag 2, 2:2; elects members of county exec com, S 11, 5:6; local club
addressed by John S Crosby and W E Ryan,
S 27, 5:5

DEMOCRATIC PARTY - GENERAL (Cont)
Attempts to embarrass repub admin in Boer
sympathy meeting provokes criticism, ed,
Ja 30, 4:1

Expansion in South discussed, ed, F 2, 4:1
Split caused by Philippine question praised,
ed, F 23, 4:1; activities in Philippines
revealed by Capt J J Erwin (Clev Leader),
My 19, 5:6; encouragement to Philippine
insurgents cited as cause of unstable govt
there, ed, Ag 14, 4:2; support of insurgents
condemned (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune),
Ag 25, 4:4; blamed for Philippine insurrection
(ed Youngstown Telegram), Ag 25, 5:4; ed,
Ag 30, 6:1; opposition to Philippine war
prove undoing of party, ltr, S 15, 10:3
Party accused of inconsistency in election yr
policy talk, ed, F 28, 4:1
Discovery that Mark Hanna was not alone
responsible for the Idaho bull pen satirized,
ed, Mr 17, 4:3

Leaders chg with making unprincipled
scandalous chgs against local justices of
peace, Mr 26, 3:4
Local situation discussed, Ap 7, 1:3

Attempt to hold meeting, My 10, 6:4
Nebraska members' example of free trade policy
condemned, ed, My 15, 4:2
Appeal for support based on repub accomplish-
ments ridiculed, ed, My 22, 4:2

Desire of Ky dems for election by direct vote
of people cited, ed, Je 7, 4:1

tollens in New York city's admin discussed,
ed, Je 8, 4:1
Ohio party scored for its corruptness, ed,
Je 11, 4:1

Party strength in Pennsylvania revd, ed, Je 15,
4:1

Ridiculed for alleged opposition to million-
aire's, ed, Je 27, 4:1

Old school dems revolt against Bryanism (ed NY
Evening Post), Ja 13, 4:4; leaders' repudiation of Bryanism and return to party
discussed, ed, Ja 23, 4:2; resume of arrange-
ments for meetings to be addressed by Bryan,
O 11, 1:7; local com completes arrangements
for reception of William Jennings Bryan, O 13,
1:1; proposed reorg premise since Bryan still
controls party, (Boston Advertiser), N 15, 4:4
Defeat in coming pres campaign urged (ed NY Sun),
Ja 14, 4:3; three chances for victory listed,
defeat urged (ed NY Sun), Ja 14, 4:5

DESTRUCTION

1900

DeLINE, HEAD

1900

DESTRUCTION

1900

DeLINE, HEAD

1900

DEMOCRATIC PARTY - GENERAL (Cont)
Seek to oust Ed O'Neil as sheriff candidate,
Ag 1, 8:1

Dissension and weakness causes collapse of local
unit, ed, Ag 2, 8:3

Return of party members equalized by returns
to the repub group, ed, Ag 14, 4:1

Distinction between dems and populists negli-
gible, ed, Ag 18, 4:2

Efforts to disprove gen prosperity disposed of
in bank reop, ed, Ag 22, 6:5

Criticism of full dinner pail cartoons of the
repub party played (ed Toledo Blade), S 6, 4:6

Holds German meeting, S 28, 1:5

Denouncement by Jerome C Kearby, considered
justifiable, ed, S 22, 4:3

Attack on Pres William McKinley compared with
that on Abraham Lincoln, ed, S 22, 4:3

Condemned for bringing John P Altgeld here, ed,
S 27, 4:1; discussion of coming meeting, S 29,
1:6; condemned for bringing Altgeld here, ed,
S 29, 4:1; Ohio's exploitation of John P
Altgeld condemned (ed Zanesville Courier),
O 2, 4:1

Leaders speak at various meetings, O 1, 1:5

North Springfield party speakers' activities, ed,
O 9, 1:3

Local party activities, O 12, 1:3; O 18, 3:3

Comment on attitude toward trusts, ed, O 19,
4:1

Local activities, O 24, 1:3; O 26, 1:4; O 30, 3:3

Depression under admin discussed, ltr, O 24, 5:4

Forms new big 4 led by John R McLean, D 4, 4:2

Movement to separate radical element approved,
ed (Chicago Chronicle Dem), D 13, 4:2

COMMITTEES AND CONVENTIONS

John R McLean suggested as chmn of natl com,
Ja 30, 2:2

Lateness of natl conv date criticized, F 24, 1:4

State conv discussed, Mr 23, 6:6

Conv solid for W J Bryan for pres, Ap 13, 1:3

Tom L Johnson and Harry Wilson selected to represent Clev at natl conv, Ap 19, 2:2

Conv date will be set to occur simultaneously
with other events in Cols, Ap 20, 1:4; sets
date, My 3, 1:2; selects Cols for conv city,
My 4, 2:3

Elects delegates to Summit county conv, My 25,
3:4; holds county conv, nominates delegates
to natl conv, My 25, 5:5

Natl conv opens at Warren, My 26, 3:4
DEMOCRATIC PARTY - COMMITTEES AND CONVENTIONS (Cont) 134a
Failure of Summit county to secure recognition at conv criticized, ed, My 28, 8:1 134b
Policies of natl con chmn criticized, ed, Je 1, 4:1
Nominates and appts delegates to natl conv from 11th dist, Athens, Je 9, 10:3
Completes preliminary work for state conv, endorses James Kilbourne for delegate-at-large, Je 12, 1:3
State conv opens, protests imperialism, trusts, and currency law, demands nomination of William J Bryan for pres, Je 13, 1:1; John R McLean men control preliminary meeting, Summit county men named to conv at 19th dist meeting, Je 13, 1:2; McLean controls state conv, ed, Je 13, 4:2; Charles C Benerden denounces Joseph Dowling in minority rep, Je 14, 1:5; conv adjourns, delegates-at-large and alternates-at-large elected, electors-at-large nominated, Je 14, 1:5; hopelessness of its candidates reflected in lackadaisical state conv, ed, Je 14, 4:1
Waldo Taylor and E S Ebeleman elected delegates to Kansas City conv from 17th cong dist, Newark, Je 15, 2:1
Col Waterton's criticisms of J J Lents' ability discussed (ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), Jy 7, 4:5
Sets date for county conv, several candidates discussed, Jy 10, 3:4
Sets date for meeting of state central com to select state exec conv, Jy 24, 2:2
Exec conv elected at state meeting, Jy 27, 6:5
Ward caucuses select delegates to county conv, Ag 4, 8:1
Mayor V E Young apptd county exec conv com, Ag 6, 3:3
County exec conv seeks harmony, Ag 8, 1:6
Opinion of Daily Democrat in selection of S E Rogers as county executive con chmn urged, ed, Ag 11, 4:1
Opening of state conv in Goodale pk prohibited by O s officials, S 6, 2:2
John Evans and Howard A Felton apptd to fill vacancies in Summit county exec conv, S 10, 1:5
County conv holds meeting, S 20, 8:3

CRITICISM 135a

DEMOCRATIC PARTY - CRITICISM (Cont) 135b
on refusal to allow ex-Ally-Gen Monnett to speak in certain hall in NYC, ed, Ja 31, 4:1: for attack on Sec of Treas Gage for transactions with Natl bank of NY, ed, Ja 31, 4:1: for claiming higher wages are a disadvantage to the people, ed, Je 9, 4:2; for refusal to hold natl conv in Milwaukee (Wis), ed, F 24, 4:1; for assertion that U States Senate has entered into alliance with Brit (ed St Louis Globe-Dem), F 27, 4:1; for attack on McKinley as consul to Pretoria (South Africa), (ed Cleve Leader), F 28, 4:3; for wanting to use Akron school funds for political purposes, ed, Mr 9, 4:1; for closing natl meeting to Beacon Journal reporters, ed, Mr 10, 4:1; for anti-imperialist movement, ed, Mr 10, 4:2
Kentucky's employment of T C Campbell to search for murderers of Goebel criticized, ed, Mr 14, 4:2
Boss control criticized, ed, Mr 14, 4:2
Critical for opposing sewer subsidy bill (ed Cinti Times-Star), Mr 15, 4:2; for attitude towards Filipino bandits, ed, Mr 16, 4:1; for control of market at contr award, ed, Mr 26, 4:2
Campaign tactics criticized, ed, Mr 27, 4:3
Critical for attempt to control Bd of educ, ed, Mr 30, 4:3; for declaring part in financial condition of Akron, ed, Mr 31, 4:4; for preference of silver over gold standard, ed, Ap 3, 4:2; for attitude toward Gen Joe Wheeler, ed, Ap 3, 4:2
Honesty questioned, ed, Ap 5, 4:2
Critical for voting against Barton law (ed Boston Herald), Ap 9, 4:2; for incompetencies, ed, Ap 12, 4:1
Coeur d' Alene nine investigation efforts criticized, ed, Ap 16, 4:3
Policy on money question condemned, ed, Mr 15, 4:2
Southern factions criticized for opposing Puerto Rico trade bill, ed, Mr 21, 4:1
Refusal of Iowa faction to adopt free silver issue criticized, ed, Mr 22, 4:2
Dem politicians of Young-Issell type criticized, ed, My 20, 4:1; Young-Issell gang ridiculed for activities of campaign, O 6, 1:1
DEMOCRATIC PARTY (Cont)

BOSSISM
Akon declared ruled by bosses, ed, Mr 13, 6:1
Candidates for Akron offices selected by bosses prior to caucus, Mr 13, 6:1
Machine rule in Louisiana criticized (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), Mr 19, 4:3
Control of council and unfairness in letting E Hart of bids depicted, cartoon, Mr 30, 6:9
Platform-makers urged to ignore pol bosses (ed Cleveland Plain Dealer), My 25, 4:2

DEMOCRACY
Subject of talk by G Mercer Adam before Economic League, Ap 11, 5:3
DENNICK, MIKE (Clev)
Injured when struck by falling pipe, S 1, 10:5
DENHAN, DONALD
Rescued from cave-in, N 21, 1:7
DENHAM, ELIZABETH
Judged insane, S 20, 1:7; S 26, 3:3; Isaac B. Zinner appointed guardian, O 1, 3:4
DENNIS (Capt), JOHN B
Reduced to ranks in fire dept for insubordination, My 22, 1:7; injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1;
6:3
DEWESE, MRS, ELIZABETH H
Death, N 15, 3:4; funeral, N 16, 6:6
DEWYON, UNIV (Granville)
Bequested fund by John D. Rockefeller, Ap 10, 2:4
Holds commencement exercises, recs endowment, units with Shepardson coll, Je 15, 2:6
DENNIS, JAMES
Claim of Elizabeth Sands O'Neill against estate contested by admr, Mr 2, 4:4; names Mary
Robinson and others in petition for settlement of claims, Mr 3, 7:7; suit against
Elizabeth O'Neill, recs answer from Mary Robinson requesting her share, F 3, 3:3;
answer filed in admr's suit against Elizabeth O'Neill, F 6, 6:1

DENNIS, HOWARD (Clev)
Beaten by mob while attempting to make repub speech, N 2, 3:5

DENISON, PHIL (Clev)
Purchases dist 1, 6, 8, and 9 sewer bonds, 
Le 21, 3:3; purchases part of Beck ave
improvement bonds, N 15, 8:2

DENTAL ASSN, NORTHERN OHIO
Plays to hold annual meeting in Clev, My 22,
DICKERSON, CHARLES (Cont)

relations among Ohio repubs (Clev Leader), Jy 20, 4:6
Predicts Gov George K Nash's renomination, Clev Leader, Jy 21, 5:5
Backs scheme for constr of repub temple in Columbus, Cols (Cols Citizen), Jy 23, 8:5
Selection as chmn of Ohio repub com praised (ed Warren Tribune), Jy 24, 4:7
Predicts victory for repub natl ticket, por, N 5, 6:1
Elected to cong from 19th Ohio dist over Democrat Charles E. Chadman, N 7, 1:4; 2:4
Praised as political leader, ed, N 7, 4:2
Elected to cong from 19th Ohio Dist, por, N 7, 6:5
Reception planned to celebrate cong victory, N 8, 1:7; resume of homecoming reception, por, N 10, 1:1
Political backing by pub lauded, ed, N 10, 4:2
Discusses bills facing coming cong session (Clev Plain Dealer), N 14, 5:4
Interviewed on current pol topics, D 3, 1:5
Speech on army reorganization bill, D 6, 1:1
Congress leadership praised, ed, D 8, 4:1
Members of household overcome by gas, D 15, 1:6
Consent to act on com to investigate death of Mrs. Russ at West Point, D 19, 1:6
Accepts chmn state exec repub com, D 26, 1:5
DICKERSON, CHARLES (Alliance)

Killed when struck by train, Ap 6, 9:3
DICKERSON, SMER

Arrested for assaulting wife, case contd, Ja 24, 1:7; fined, Ja 27, 1:5
Names Peter Stalne in petition for new trial, D 24, 3:3; money and equity suit against Peter Stalne carried to circuit ct on error, D 5, 6:2
DICKERSON, ALEXANDER

Will probated, My 3, 6:2
DICKERSON, WILLIAM (Greersville)

Beaten in fight by Leonard Harshman, D 10, 3:6
DICKINSON, W D (Caldwell)

DICKSON, N H

Named in bastardy suit by Henrietta Thomas, N 3, 6:7
DICKSON TRANSFER CO

Plans constr of new barn to take care of increased business, Jy 9, 1:8; abandons
1900

DOLLAR SAVINGS & TRUST CO (Youngstown)
Recs mortgage filed by Hamilton Bldg co, M 21, 4:3

DULLIVER (Sen), JOHN P
Plans lecture in city, D 12, 6:3
Recs activities of men in visit to Akron, D 14, 1:6
Speaks on Amer's Progress, D 15, 6:1

DONAH, J F (Norwalk)
Sues the Sandusky, Hiram & Norwalk Electric ry and traction co for personal injuries, Ag 4, 2:2

DOUGLIE, EDWARD
Son bitten by dog, M 18, 3:4

DOODIE (OIS), C T (Findlay)
Provisions of will, Jy 3, 2:4

DOONAN, T M
Stresses benefits of City hoop, urges increased support, 1hr, Ja 12, 4:6

DOONEY, COVDA
Fined for intoxication, Jy 14, 6:4

DOONAN, ALEXANDER
Fined for intoxication, Ag 14, 6:6

DOONAN, JAMES
Fined for malicious destruction of property, 36, 5:9
Fined for intoxication, D 10, 6:5

DOONAN, JAMES (Creston)
Bound to common pleas ct on alleged theft chgs, 0 26, 5:9

DOONAN, JAMES (Galion)
Held in attempt to rob bank, C 24, 6:2

DOOLIN, JOHN
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, Jy 24, 6:6

DOOLITTLE, ELIZABETH
Names Northern Ohio Traction co in personal injury suit, Ja 20, 3:3

DOPPSTIEFTER, JOHN
Death, S 1, 3:2; funeral, S 3, 3:2

DOOR CADETTEJS, JAMES
Collection suit against Summit county opens, Ag 19, 5:4; error affirmed in appeal of reward suit by Summit county courts, Ag 21, 3:4; with Detective Decelle collects reward from Summit county for capture and conviction of Rosi Cotell, M 15, 6:1; notifies police pension fund trustees of receipt of reward for arrest of Cotell, Jy 9, 5:7

DOUGLAS, H H
With 4 others purchases Akron & Gays Falls Rapid Transit co, D 1, 1:7
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DOHL, ANGEL (Clev)
Held in murder of Mrs Knapp, N 27, 1:2

DOHERTY, GEORGE P
Beg, N 15, 3:6; eulogy, N 16, 3:8; funeral, N 19, 5:5; Otto Borner uptd admr, N 30, 7:7

DOHR, C (Freemont)
Res damaged by tree during windstorm, N 22, 2:2

DOHR, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, D 27, 8:3

DOHRZANCE, MALCOLM
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Ag 17, 8:5

DOHSEY, GEORGE (Cinc)
Indicted for assault with intent to kill, Ja 26, 1:6; rep'td to have escaped from penitentiary, Jy 19, 3:5

DOHR, PETER
Insane, held for safe keeping, N 19, 8:3

DOLGHEIT, MICHAEL
Notice of real estate sale by admr of estate, N 16, 6:7

DOUGHTY, JOHN (Dayton)
Arrested in conspiracy to assault or kill non-union molders, Ja 26, 2:2

DOUGLAS, C L
Heirs sue recr for J C McNeil co for royalty due on boiler improvements, Je 14, 3:4

DOUGLAS (Judge)
Elected chief justice of circuit cts by judges of Ohio, S 19, 2:2

DOUGLASS, JOHN R
Injured when struck by bicycle, Ag 12, 6:4

DOUGLASS, GIDEON
Fined for intoxication, Ag 20, 4:6

DOUGLASS, JOHN
Pleas not guilty to adultery charge, Ag 15, 4:7

DOVR, CLYDE C
Blog, feature article, D 8, 9:1

DOVER CONSTR CO (Canal Dover)
Awarded contr for T F & L Elec Ry co for contr of road between Fostoria and Findlay, S 21, 2:6

DOVER SAD IRON CO (Canal Dover)
Enlarging plant, D 5, 2:2

DOW, NEAL
Birthday anniv celebrated by WCTU with a temperance meeting, N 21, 6:3

DOW, E (Cinti)
Elected sup rgr of Royal Arcanum, Ag 27, 6:6

DOEILL, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, 0 1, 5:4
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DOHNE, (Wansfield)
Indicted with 6 others Donielle preachers for criminal libel, N 14, 2:2

DOHERY, MARTIN
Fined for intoxication, D 20, 5:1

DOHNS, ARTHUR
Apptd mail carrier, Ag 31, 5:6

DOHNS, MARY (Warren)
Names Michael Shyu in breach of promise suit, N 3, 11:4

DOILE, ANNA
Injured by fall into basement, Ag 24, 6:2

DOILE, DAYTON A
Farm house occupied by Blackford destroyed by fire, Ja 18, 1:6
Admitted to practice before U S sup ct, Ag 12, 3:1

Interpretations of bankruptcy praised by Judge Ricks, Ja 26, 8:1
Awarded default judgment in suit against Barney McMinnott, D 10, 4:5

DOILE, FRANK
Killed when train runs into washout at Coshocton, Ag 25, 6:4

DOILE, MICHAEL (Clev)
Injured when struck by one bucket, S 18, 2:4

DOILE, THOMAS E
Loses judgment in suit brought by James M Garner, N 9, 6:3
Files bankruptcy petition, Ag 6, 3:5; notice of creditors' meeting, Ag 7, 3:5

DOILE, WILLIAM B
Arrested on chg of obstructing Mänst at, Ja 11, 1:6; fined, Jy 17, 3:3

DOILESTON, OHIO
Election results given, Ag 3, 8:4

DOILESTON & BERKERTON ELECTRIC CO
Accepts st ry franchise granted by Village of Barberton, Je 16, 8:1; franchise discussed at Barberton council meeting, Ag 15, 3:4

DOILESTON HS
Holds commencement exercises, Je 9, 1:5

DRAFT, JOHN
Sues wife Elizabeth for divorce, Ja 20, 6:5; granted divorce, N 10, 3:5; N 12, 3:5

DRAKE, ADELAIDE
Pleas not guilty to disorderly conduct chgs, D 17, 3:6; dismissed, D 20, 2:1

DRAIN, THOMAS
Arrested, fined for train clinging, F 8, 8:3

DRAIN, THOMAS (Cont)
unable to pay fine, held, F 9, 3:4

DREISE, HENRY M
Arrested on chg of killing chicken owned by Wilhelm Schoderer, Ap 14, 8:2

DREISEBAUGH, FRANK
Divorce granted wife Kate, Ja 4, 3:5

DREISSLER (KAS), THERESE
Estate names Northern Ohio rr co in personal damage suit, Ja 26, 6:1

DREISSLER, LEONA
Names Northern Ohio Ry co in personal injury suit, Ja 27, 3:4; damage suits against Northern Ohio rr co transferred to U S Circuit ct, F 6, 6:1

DREISSLER, W H
House damaged by fire, S 6, 1:4

DER, JOHN (Gadenhutten)
Injured by falling scaffold, Ap 28, 11:1

DRECHSC, WILLIAM E
Held on chg of carrying concealed weapons, 0 8, 4:5; fined, 0 9, 8:2

DREISCH, MICHAEL (Barberton)
Daughter burned while playing with matches, Ja 6, 3:1

DRIVING ASSN, AKRON
Announces regular summer racing meet, Jy 7; 5:1
12:1

DRIVING CLUB, AKRON
Elects officers, M 6, 5:1
Holds meeting, D 8, 5:3

DRIVING CLUB, GENTLEMEN'S (Clev)
Rept on races, Ag 6, 5:3

DRIVING PK ASSN, (Glenville)
Money gifts to chs discussed, (Clev Plain Dealer), Je 6, 6:5

DRAWS
Rev. John Herren preaches on opium habit at Central Presb ch, Je 25, 4:5

DRAWM, NOBLE
Suicide, Ag 4, 2:2

DUGGER, BESIE
Fined for intoxication, D 5, 6:2

DUELL, VERN (Cinci)
Appot Fenna py police, 0 10, 5:6

DUELL, JOHN SR (Ashabula)
Injured when fire damages John Duor & Sons store, F 26, 2:2

DUELL, JOHN & SONS (Ashabula)
Store damaged by fire, John Duor or injured, F 26, 2:2
DUFFY, AUGUST
Fined and sentenced to whackhouse for intoxication, time suspended conditionally, F 15, 5:4
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, M 16, 2:6; whackhouse sentence suspended, M 27, 3:4
Fined for intoxication, M 16, 8:1
Arrested on intoxication chg, case continued, M 23, 5:1; fined and sentenced to whackhouse, M 24, 5:6
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, J 18, 5:6
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Ag 2, 5:5
DUFFY, FRANCIS
Sentenced on intoxication chg, M 11, 8:1
DUGAN, E J (Fostoria)
Killed in fall between cars, Ap 10, 2:2
DUGAN, J J
Injured in fall from scaffold, Ja 3, 3:4
DULIN, KELDIN
App'd member of penitentiary bd of mng by Gov George K Nash, F 14, 1:6; F 15, 1:4
DUKAS, EVELINA S
Will probated, Ruth Cannon app'd executrix, N 8, 3:5; Charles A Cannon app'd admr, N 22, 3:4; 7:7; estate appraised, D 17, 3:4
DUNDA, MAUD (Colts)
Signs affidavit naming employer Joseph Miller in attempt to ruin reputation of Rev P A Baker, Ja 16, 1:5
DUNDEE, MARY JOSEPHINE
Bled, Ja 13, 1:5; 3:1
DUNCAN, ADAM
Warrant issued against operation of a nuisance, S 6, 5:5; fined for maintaining a nuisance, O 6, 6:2
DUNCAN, HARPER (Northfield)
Injured in fall from silo, O 17, 8:4
DUNCAN, JAMES (Hamilton)
Burned in Fox farm fire, Ja 5, 1:3
DUNCAN, WILLIAM
Chgd with allegedly conducting soap factory nuisance in affidavit filed by Sanitary Policeman M J Hoye, Je 21, 4:2
DUNLAP, ALBERT
Injured in train wreck at Alliance, Je 25, 3:5
DUNLAP, W H
Reelected trustee of Calvary Evangelical ch, My 23, 3:1
DUNN, CHARLES
Named in collection suit by Charles Hasselburn, J 20, 6:5
DUNN (PATROLMAN), EDWARD
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1
DUNN (PATROLMAN), EDWARD (Cont)
App'd acting chief of police by com, O 17, 3:4
DUNN, EDWARD A
Loses judgment suit brought by Anna Billow, F 13, 6:5
DUNN, JAMES
Lectures on Temperence at St Vincent De Paul's school hall, My 26, 1:2
DUNN, MICHAEL
Wins damage suit against James McGowan, M 1, 6:3
Fined for intoxication, S 17, 3:5
DUNN, WILLIAM H
Defeated for election to council in 4th Ward special election, Ja 15, 5:2
DUNPHY, PATRICK
Death, S 24, 3:1; funeral, S 25, 3:1
DUPLAS, LAVIGA (Glenford)
Killed when boiler explodes, Ag 22, 2:2
DUQUAY WINE CELLARS (Sandusky)
Robbed, N 9, 2:2
DURAN, E (Cuy Falls)
App'd night watchman by council, Ap 27, 8:4
DURBIN, ROBERT
Held on assault and battery chg, F 12, 3:3; fined, F 16, 5:3
DURBIN (POLICE OFFICER), JOHN F
App'd it by Chief H H Harrison, S 7, 8:4
App'd chief of police by city comrs, D 4, 1:5
Starts job as chief of police, D 17, 8:5
Purchases Capt Richard Howe's, D 26, 1:4
DURKIN, MARY E
Millinery store damaged during storm, N 26, 1:3
DURKIN, TONY
Held for safe keeping, Ag 17, 3:1
DUSSEL, W H
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3
DUTCHEER, FRANK (Fostoria)
Names the Columbus Firecracker Co for personal injuries reed in explosion, S 13, 2:2
DUTT, REUBEN
Poisoned with family from eating sardines, M 19, 3:6
DUTTON, W F (Alliance)
With Frank Gun and E L Close purchases Alliance Paints co, F 9, 2:6
DYER (HHS), HANNAH
DYE, A D
Names Whitman & Barnes Mfg co in patent infringement suit, Ap 10, 5:4
DYEY, F A (Cuy Falls)
Res destroyed by fire, Je 21, 3:4
EAGAN, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ja 10, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, Jy 10, 6:3
Fined for intoxication, Ja 30, 5:6
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 3:3
EXBRAY, HARVEY
Arrested and chgd with rioting, S 4, 1:7; chgd with rioting, jury impaneled, O 29, 3:2; convicted on chg of illegal use and possession of dynamite, O 31, 3:4; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for rioting, N 26, 3:6
EYWARD, LAWSON (Gallipolis)
Body found with skull crushed, Edward Burnett held, O 0, 2:3
EAST LIBERTY
Repub and dem tickets listed, M 20, 6:3
EAST LIVERPOOL, OHIO
Recs donation from Andrew Carnegie for constr of pub library, F 10, 12:4
EAST LIVERPOOL STREET RD CO
Prevented from laying track by H A McNicol and others, My 16, 2:2
EAST OHIO GAS CO
Damage suit brought by J C Brown settled, F 6, 6:2
Increases capital stock, Ap 12, 1:6
B F Clark app'd gas insp, Jy 13, 8:7
Property valuation returns given to county aud, Ag 3, 3:4
Employee burned as gas line explodes, S 18, 3:3
Forces New Philadelphia Gas Co out of business, (Ohio State Journal), N 20, 4:4
Office burglarized, N 26, 3:2
Named in damage suit by Israel Fasnacht, D 22, 5:4
EAST PALESTINE, OHIO
Suffers property damage as fire sweeps city, N 12, 2:2
EAST PALESTINE POTTERY CO
Damaged by fire, D 20, 2:2
EAST PORTAGE TWP
Assessor John Pofahl repts increase in personal property valuations, My 16, 8:2
EASTRIDGE, JOHN T
Estate admr sued by widow Jane B for I0F Life benefit certificate, N 13, 6:5
EASTHAN KODAK CO
Appeal case against Arthur J Rowley settled out of ct, Je 11, 3:6
EASTON, WALTER (Dayton)
Held in slaying of Thomas McGraw, O 6, 10:3
EATON, ED
Suicide, F 14, 2:2
EBER, FRANK (Clinton)
Injured when caught in quarry machinery, S 26, 8:5
EBERHARD (HHS), LAURA (Fostoria)
Names Columbia Firecracker Co for explosion death of husband, S 13, 2:2
EBERHARD, THEODOR
Sued for divorce by wife, files answer, N 23, 3:5
EBERYL (FIREMAN), A
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3
EDELEN, JOSEPH B
Death M 9, 3:1; obituary, M 15, 6:2
EBRIGHT (DR), LEDWIG S
Sensed, F 13, 3:3
Elected sup regr of Royal Arcanum, Ap 27, 6:6
Case of instruments and buggy whip stolen, Jy 14, 2:3
Services as postmaster praised, (Postal Records), F 10, 2:3
EDEY, E S (Indiana)
Drowned, F 7, 5:5
EDEY, GEORGE
Named by James V Welsh in suit for money judgment, Ag 22, 5:7; loses judgment to J V Welsh, N 10 (12), 3:5
EDKIN, JOHN
Injured in fall, Ag 22, 5:7
EDKERT, GEORGE (Mansfield)
Killed when struck by train, F 20, 3:2
EDSFORD, JOHN B (Clev)
Killed when struck by train, My 1, 2:2
EGY, WILLIAM (Dayton)
Injured in st rry collision, My 31, 2:6
ECONOMIC LEAGUE
Local branch organizes, elects officers, Ja 4, 3:4
Local branch membership listed, Ja 12, 8:2
Holds meeting, adopts by-laws, announces subjects for future discussions, Ja 18, 5:4
Sponsors discussions between O C Barber and Judge N D Tibbals on subject of trusts, Ja 16, 6:1
Holds meeting, F 1, 8:1; F 14, 4:5
Addressed by Judge C R Grant and J A Kahler on territorial expansion by U S, F 28, 6:1
Addressed by Rev Samuel Fallows on Indies, M 8, 5:5
EDWARDS, FRANK
Case on chg of striking Harry Green dismissed, Je 27, 1:4
EDWARDS, HARRY
Arrested, fined, and sentenced for carrying concealed weapons, Ja 12, 8:5
EDWARDS, HARRY (Tiffin)
Convicted of robbery, N 24, 2:6
EDWARDS, J. HERMAN (Youngstown)
Praised as newspaperman upon retirement from Youngstown telegram, ed, ly 6, 4:2
EDWARDS, JAMES
Application for aptpt as guardian filed by T C Gibbons, F 6, 6:1
EDWARDS, JAMES E
Burned by elec shock, F 9, 8:4
EDWARDS (CEV), JOHN
Addresses Jept Cong ch on the Puerto Rican Islands, 0 5, 5:5
EDWARDS, JUERGEN
Arrested in robbery of E C Wilde's Shoe store, Ja 12, 3:4; removed from county jail to infirmary, Ja 15, 5:6
EDWARDS (CEV AND IRIS), R F (Venedocia)
Word of safety in China recd, Jy 20, 2:2
EDWARDS, WILLIAM
Fined and sentenced for assault, Jy 20, 8:3
Fined for attempted assault, S 24, 4:6
EGAN, HAGGIE
With Akron Building & Loan assn and Mark Clark wins judgment suit against Thomas Deeley and others, F 13, 6:5
EGAN, MICHAEL
Sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, Ap 4, 6:3
EGERT (PROF), H V
Discourses Meteorology in lecture at First Universalist ch, Ja 5, 8:3
Delivers lecture at Universalist ch, Ja 23, 5:3
Lectures on Cyclones at Universalist ch, F 20, 3:1
Lectures on tornadoes and thunderstorms at First Universalist ch, N 1, 8:5
EGGART, HENRY
Death, Ap 3, 3:1; funeral, Ap 5, 6:2; will filed for probate, Ap 12, 3:5; appraisers appointed upon application of Margaret Vogt, S 8, 3:3
EGGERS, FERD II
Names Turner, Vaughan & Taylor co in breach of contract suit, O 26, 4:6
EGGERTON, JOHN (Melrose)
Fatally shot while resisting arrest by Marshal
EGGLESTON, JOHN (Melrose) (Cont)
James Ryan, Ny 8, 2:2
EGGS, Price increase due to shortage, Ap 14, 1:4
EGOTISH, Self-criticism and self-deceit discussed (ed Boston Advertiser), Ja 24, 4:2
EICHELBERGER FAMILY
holds 5th reunion at Western Star, S 27, 5:3
EINHEDER, JOHN (Steubenville)
Killed when struck by train, S 14, 2:6
EIGHTH OHIO REGIMENTAL BAND
Concert vocalists, Alice Lewis and 2 others at Pittsburgh, Ny 21, 3:6
Free sacred concert, Jy 15, 8:6
EILHOT, ALEXANDER
Held for sanitary hearing, N 21, 3:4
ELEC LIGHT ASSN, OHIO
Elects officers at Toledo conv, Ag 17, 2:2
ELEC LIGHT & POWER CO
ARKON
Co's carelessness in putting up wires draws warning from city comrs, F 12, 4:3
George facilities surveyed for new plant potentialities, N 13, 1:5
Inconsistency of elec from NP criticized, S 7, 1:6
ALLIANCE
Council plans manuc light plant, F 7, 2:2
BARRINGTON
Council passes resolution to submit to pub vote the acceptance of competitive bids for lighting, D 2, 1:7; pub votes in favor of new lighting conv, N 9, 1:4
Akom & Gay Falls Rapid Transit co notified that elec conv has expired, D 3, 1:6
ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES AND EQUIPMENT
Orient Elec Light co employees walk out in protest over discip of 7 girls, Youngstown, Ja 24, 2:6
ELECTRICITY
Danger in use of elec, ed, Ag 20, 7:1
ELGIN CITY, CARPENTERSVILLE, AND AURORA ST RY CO
Purchased by Clev syndicate of interurban rrs promoters, D 12, 4:6
ELIZ., BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
Lodge No 363 elects officers, N 20, 5:7
ELLS, BENEVOLENT AND PROTECTIVE ORDER OF (Cont)
Club rooms damaged by fire, Ap 14, 5:3
Grand lodge transportation com reports inability to secure better rate than 1 1/3 fare to Atlantic City, Je 15, 8:4
Akom lodge votes to hold carnival, Je 30, 1:7
Lease Lakeside Pk for 5 yrs, Ag 3, 6:5
Con in chg of exposition and carnival adopt shirtwaists as proper dress for men, Ag 15, 3:3
Awards Hankey Luther co contr for constr of carnival blds, Ag 24, 3:2
Program for exposition and carnival announced, Ap 20, 5:3
Complete arrangements for expo and carnival, S 1, 5:4; S 3, 5:4
Open exhibition at Lakeside Pk, S 4, 1:5
Carnival features discussed, S 5, 5:5
Con lauded for holding carnival at Lakeside, 1tr, S 5, 4:6
Program of carnival and exposition, S 6, 5:5; program successful, S 8, 8:3
Highlights of carnival summarized, S 12, 5:5
Carnival condemned for staying open on Sundays, 1tr, S 12, 5:6
Casino program witnessed by large crowd, S 13, 8:5
Carnival Parade, S 15, 8:4
Carnival criticized for objectionable features, 1tr, S 19, 4:5
Exposition activities summarized, S 17, 8:2
Akom lodge named in property damage suit filed by Jacob Metzger, N 16, 1:4; awarded verdict, N 17, 6:3
Resume of program of lodge No 363 for annual lodge of sorrow, D 1, 1:4
Akom lodge No 547 elects officers, D 1, 3:5
Akom lodge memorial services rvd, Thomas Toole and Simon N Stone eulogized, D 3, 8:1
ELLEN, J S (Willinghough)
Nominated for appnt as postmaster, Ja 17, 2:2
ELLENDORF, ELIZA
Attempts suicide by poisoning, N 10, 1:4
ELLINGWOOD, AUGUSTUS E
Sheriff's sale, O 17, 6:7
Fined for intoxication, O 26, 8:5
ELLINGWOOD, DANIEL (Everett)
Granted patent on device for cleaning path of weeds, Ap 10, 1:5
ELLET, FRED K
Divorce granted wife Louise M, Ja 3, 3:4
ELLINGWOOD, ARDIE (Clev)
Injured in fall, Jy 10, 6:2

ELLINGWOOD, AUGUSTUS E
With S Sam Miller granted patent on process for
mfr of lining for bicycle tires, assigns to
Goodyear Tire & Rubber co, Ja 16, 5:4
Granted patent on squeeze for holding inner
tubes for pneumatic tires, Ja 24, 3:1
With Frank A Seibolinger granted patent on
rubber tire vulcanizer, Jy 24, 6:3
Named with others in collection and foreclosure
suit by estate of W J Underwood, Jy 24, 6:3

ELLINGWOOD, WILLIAM
House at 145 Dayton st destroyed by fire,
Ag 14, 6:3

ELLIO'T, ALEXANDER
Affidavit chng insanity sworn out by Joshua C Wise,
N 20, 3:4; samo chg dismissed,
N 22, 3:4
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, D 17, 3:4
ELLIO'T, WALTER (Ada)
Nominated for postmaster, Je 6, 2:4

ELLIS, GIS
Killed in train collision near East Liverpool,
My 24, 2:2

ELLIS (PROF), E C
Moved from home to insane asylum, S 29, 6:2
ELLIO'T, CLARK (Sharon)
Injured while repairing threshing machine,
S 26, 6:2

ELLIS, H I
Collection suit against E F Pflueger opens,
Ja 18, 3:4

ELLIS, WILLIAM
Chgs with placing rubbish in street, case
dismissed, Ag 11, 2:3

ELLISTON, WILLIAM
Funeral, Ja 3, 6:6

ELLIOTT, CHARLES H (Hudson)
Apprd postmaster, F 19, 3:5; apprt confirmed
by sen, F 29, 6:2

ELSON, E BYRON
Wms damage suit against William Hunt, Nr 20, 3:5

ELSTON, ALICE (Medina)
Hld in death of Lily Birbeck, Hy 11, 1:6;
failure to be indicted by grand jury revd,
My 19, 1:6

ELWELL-PARKER ELIC CO (Clev)
Plant destroyed by fire, D 17, 1:2

ELWOOD, FRED
Fined for fighting, My 10, 8:5

ENGLISH, JAMES
Local undertakers resent new law of 535 for

ENGEL, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, Jy 3, 3:3

ENGELHART, GEORGE
Injured when every wheel breaks, D 5, 8:4; dies
from injuries, D 0, 6:2

ENGELHART, PETER (Clinton)
Injured in coal mine by falling rock, F 6, 5:5

ENGLEHR, GEORGE H (Clev)
Loses recovery suit brought by Village of
Glenville, Ja 16, 2:2

ENGINEERING
Stationary Engineer's license law passed by
legis, F 28, 3:6
Exams for city and county stationary engrs
being held, Jy 10, 1:6
Akar stationary engineers usually competent
says deputy state exam Elmer E Killinger, D 7,
1:7

ENGLAND
Liquidation of natl debt revd, ed, Ja 6, 4:1
Seizure of New food products in South African
waters criticized, (ed St Louis Globe-Dem),
Ja 19, 3:3
London citizen soldiers commended, (ed New
Castle, Eng Chronicle), Ja 24, 4:7
Neglect of India in present famine predicted
(ed Boston Post), Ja 29, 4:3
Treatment of Transvaal criticized, ed, F 8, 4:1

ENGLEDORF, ANNA
Loses collection suit brought by H C Sanford,
F 22, 6:2

ENGLEDORF & ENGLEDORF
Files cross petition to collection suit of Ohio
Glass & Hardware co vs Ellen O Hickey, Ap 3,
3:2; cross petition answered by deft, Ap 25,
3:2
Awarded cent for plumbing schoolhouse in South
Akron, N 6, 4:5

ENGLISH (CNY), WILLIAM
Criticizes William J Bryan and his imperialism
issue, S 11, 6:5

ENGLISH WOODEN MILLS CO
Closes local store, Ja 8, 3:3

EPFIELD, EDWARD
Fined for peddling produce without license,
Jy 26, 3:5; released on bail, Ag 29, 1:5;
fined, files motion for new trial, Ag 30, 3:5
Declares arrest of vendors for not having
license unconstitutional, ltr, S 1, 4:5; ltr S 3, 4:5

Episcopal Ch (Hudson)
Rev H D Stauffer resigns pastorate, My 19, 3:3;
accepts call to pastorate of Wooster ch,
My 19, 3:3

EPFIELD, EDWARD
Fined for peddling produce without license,
Ja 26, 3:5; released on bail, Ag 29, 1:5;
fined, files motion for new trial, Ag 30, 3:5
Declares arrest of vendors for not having
license unconstitutional, ltr, S 1, 4:5; ltr S 3, 4:5
Arrested, chgd with rioting, S 4, 1:7; trial on
chd of dynanitating city bldg proceeds, Atty
C Knox fails to appear as a witness,
N 8, 3:5; chd with rioting and handling dyna-
mite, case contd, N 9, 3:4; jury dischgd for
failing to reach verdict, N 10, 3:4; chgd
EPPLER, EDWIN
Sued for divorce by wife Jessie C, Ja 10, 3:4; divorce granted, My 9, 3:2

ERDICH, JOHN
Has no legal status, says George B Okey, D 6, 2:2

ERIKSEN, NICHOLAS
Injures John Kunkler in collection suit, Je 28, 1:1

ERIKSEN, ELIZABETH (Conti)
Injured as Salvation Army bldg is destroyed by fire, S 10, 2:3

ERC LE 19 C D (Cont)
Repts increased business on Cinti div, Ja 10, 6, 2

ERC LE 19 C D
Arrt increased business on Cinti div, Ja 10, 6, 2

ERC LE 19 C D
Transportation dept reorganized, numerous changes in personnel made, Ja 11, 8:5

ERC LE 19 C D
Laying of double track from Kent to Tallmadge nearing completion, Ja 22, 3:1

ERC LE 19 C D
Building extension lines to reach newly opened coal mine near Doylestown, Ja 22, 6:6

ERC LE 19 C D
Plans improvements, Ja 29, 1:6

ERC LE 19 C D
Completion of track between Kent and Tallmadge promised, F 9, 1:7

ERC LE 19 C D
Praised for extraordinary engineering on Kent and Gallion div, (Clev Leader), F 22, 1:2

ERC LE 19 C D
Referred in evnt for Pittsburgh & Western rr, F 26, 4:6

ERC LE 19 C D
Case appealed by Rapid Transit co, Nr 15, 3:7

ERC LE 19 C D
Completes track improvement between Akron and Tallmadge, Ap 2, 6:1

ERC LE 19 C D
New double tracks between Kent and Tallmadge opened, Ap 4, 6:4

ERC LE 19 C D
Twenty-eight boys arrested for placing obstructions on track, Kent, Ap 10, 3:9

ERC LE 19 C D
Wins payment of suit filed by Rapid Transit co in circuit ct, Ap 13, 5:4

ERC LE 19 C D
Officials look for site for new freight depot, Ap 13, 5:6

ERC LE 19 C D
Grants section hands pay increase, Ap 18, 5:6

ERNEST, MAX
Awarded default judgment against Harris Greenbaum, Nr 6, 3:3

ERSKINE, JAMES
Drowned, D 16, 3:3

ETERS, OSCAR
Infant son dies, Nr 6, 3:1; 6:3; funeral, Nr 7, 6:3

ERSIN (CAPT), J J
Reveals dem party activities in Philippines,
EXCHANGE ST (Cont.)

Ord to provide for sprinkling passed by council, Je 9, 7:7; ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling from Washington St to Mills Ave, passed by council and approved by bd of city comrs, Je 25, 6:2; ord to levy special assessment for sweeping from Spicer to Mill St passed by council and approved by bd of city comrs, Je 25, 7:6

EXPLORATION

Antarctic expedition discussed in lecture by Dr Frederick A. Cook at First Universalist ch, D 12, 6:1

EXPOSÉS

Orders issued for arrest of all persons caught placing explosives on streetcar and other tracks, Jy 3, 3:5

EXPOSED JEEP HUNTING CO

Lets cont to Gates Iron Co of Chicago (111) for mining machinery to equip its plant in Arizona, My 16, 6:4

F

FAIR LAWN CLUB (Fairlawn)

Elected officers, Ja 17, 8:5

FAGEN, JAMES

Fined for fighting, D 12, 8:3

FAHEY, ANNA (Medina)

Sentenced to indus school on theft chg, Je 9, 1:2

FAHEY, JAMES

Sued for divorce by wife Annie, N 8, 3:5

FAIRBANKS, WILLIAM & SON

Straw shed damaged by fire, D 26, 3:5

FAIRPORT, (East Liverpool)

Valuable horse dies of rabies, My 16, 2:2

FALES, WALTER (Cleves)

Injured when struck by st car, Je 20, 2:4

FALLON, STEPHEN

Fined for intoxication, S 29, 6:3

FALLONS (DEY), SAMUEL

Addresses Economic League on Industry, Mr 8, 5:5

FALLS HOLLOW STABILIT CO (Guy Falls)

Reptd strike denied by H M Howe and C M Walsh, N 22, 5:6

FALLS RIVER & MACHINE CO (Guy Falls)

Verdict awarded in money suit brought by Corrigan & McKinney Machine Co appealed on error, Ja 24, 3:5; suit brought by James

FALLS RIVET & MACHINE CO (Guy Falls) (Cont)

Corrigan, dismissed, Ap 12, 6:5

Named in personal injury suit by Harry Myers, F 12, 3:5; suit continues, F 14, 3:4; loses suit, files motion for new trial, F 15, 6:1

Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Mr 12, 3:2

Named in personal injury suit by Andrew Maxwell, Ap 6, 7:4

Sued by Herbert T. Ouel for personal injuries, Jy 2, 6:1

Appraisers' reapd filed, D 28, 3:5

FALOR, A E

Infant daughter Edna dies, funeral, F 17, 3:1

FALOR, E

Sought on assault chg, My 26, 6:4; dismissed from chg, My 29, 1:7

FALOR, GEORGE

Partition suit brought by John Falor settled, Ja 30, 6:1

FALOR, H S

Appd doorman at repub natl conv at Philadelphia (Penna), Je 14, 3:5

FALOR, JOHN

Partition suit against George Falor settled, Ja 30, 6:1

FALOR, FAMILY

Twenty-second reunion at Lakeside Pk, Ag 21, 6:4

FALOR ST

Ord to establish grade passed by council, Ap 27, 7:5; resolution providing for improvement from Bowery St across canal passed, Je 19, 8:1; Je 23, 11:2; ord to condemn property for widening of st passed by council, Ag 24, 6:7

FANTONE, H

Robbed, D 5, 1:6

FARKAS, HAMILTON B

Fined for fighting, Ap 2, 4:5

FARGO, PATRICK

Convicted of forgery, Je 2, 2:4

FARMER & MERCHANTS' BANK (Bellefontaine)

Robbed, N 3, 3:6

FARMER BANK (Sunbury)

Robbery attempted, My 9, 2:2

FARMER'S INSTITUTE, SUMMIT COUNTY

Program for annual meeting of Green and Franklin twp farmers announced, Ja 12, 8:4; Taps held meeting at Manchester, adopt various resolutions, Jy 25, 8:5

Holds annual meeting at North Springfield, F 7, 6:1; closes session, resume of activities,
FASIAK, ISRAEL (Cont)
O 13, 0:5; names East Ohio Gas co in personal
damage suit, D 22, 5:4
FATHER VATHEN DESEMINENT SOC
Elects officers, Ja 8, 8:4
FAULLESS MFG CO
Buys Standard Silver Plating co, it will be
known as Faulless Rubber co, D 15, 1:4
FAULLESS RUBBER CO
New name of Faulless Mfg Co, D 15, 1:4
FAUX, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, D 5, 6:2
Arrested on assault and battery chg, D 5, 6:2
Fined for assault and battery, D 6, 1:2
FAY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, My 20, 1:5
FAY ST
Cost of improving and amt of assessments for Fay
st at given by Engr J W Payne, F 12, 8:7
FEAGLE, LUKE
Arrested and fined in Barberton, then jailed
in Akron on fighting chg, Je 25, 3:4
FEDEK, HOLTSZEN & CO (Guy Falls)
Awarded at paving bond issue, Je 12, 3:3
FEDERAL STEEL CO (Cleveland)
Blaze furnaces shut down for repairs, Ky 17, 2:2
FEE, CHARLES E (Cleveland)
Killed by machinery while working, Nr 13, 2:5
FEHER, JAN
Escapes from Ohio State reformatory, D 20, 2:2
FEDERAL GAS CO
Sup ct sustains motion to dismiss eviction suit,
0 24, 2:2
FEHERY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Jy 24, 6:6
FEISKY, HENRY C
Overcoat stolen, O 20, 3:2
FEISS, JOSEPH & CO (Cleveland)
Smallpox epidemic among employees, D 6, 2:2
FELL & VAUGH (Fostoria)
Damage Buckeye Pipe Line oil line when well is
drilled too close, O 30, 2:2
FELLOWS, CALVIN W
Sued for divorce by wife Julia J, F 3, 3:3;
divorce granted, Ap 5, 3:4
FELLOWS, HATTIE A
Rescued from fire, apt damaged, Jy 23, 3:4
FENN (WESS), AGNOLIR A
Funeral, Ap 17, 6:5
FEIN FAMILY
Holds annual reunion at Tallmadge Center, S 10, 2:2
FENNIGAN, HARRY
Injured in cave-in, N 21, 1:7
FENTON, CHARLIE L
Admitted to West Point Mil acad, Je 19, 3:2
FENTON & BOSTON
Lost market damaged by fire, Je 14, 4:5
FERGUSON, FRED
Wagon damaged when horse runs away, Jy 26, 6:4
Res robbed, Vernon Baboys held, Je 16, 1:4
FERGUSON, ALFRED (Sandusky)
Held on suspicion of murder, Ag 25, 6:4;
released as murder suspect, Ag 31, 2:2
FERGUSON, EDWARD
Vagrancy chg dismissed, Ap 30, 8:2
FERRELL, CHARLES H (Cleveland)
Held for murder of Charles Lane & robbery of
Adam Express co, Ag 13, 2:3
FERRELL (Kos), ELIZABETH (Ravenna)
Burned to death after dropping lamp, Ap 28, 11:1
FERRELL, MARY (Cleveland)
Suffocated as Salvation Army building is destroyed
by fire, S 18, 2:3
FERRELL, ROSSlyn (Narrowsville)
Placed not guilty to murder of Express Messenger
Lane, Ag 14, 1:5; indicted, S 13, 2:2; pleas
guilty to murder chg, O 16, 2:2; jury impaneled,
O 10, 2:2; murder trial continues, Lillian
Costow testifies, O 20, 11:2; anticipates
conviction for murder, O 25, 2:2; trial for
murder resumes, Tobias Ferrell testifies,
O 26, 2:2; trial continues, O 30, 2:2; attempts
suicide by suffocation, O 31, 1:5; convicted
of killing Lane, O 31, 2:3; attempts suicide
by suffocation, N 1, 2:2; seeks new hearing,
N 3, 10:5; sentenced to electrocution, N 10,
12:3; intention to marry when condemned to die
for murder denounced, O 11, 4:2; appeals
for commutation of death sentence, O 25, 2:2
FERGUS, J E
With Frank T Kusten and T J Griffin incorporates
new mining co, Ag 17, 2:2
FERGUS, WILLIAM
Suit against Simeon Benson for claims of
Mathew Land & Dross settled, Jy 31, 6:3
FERRIGNO, CHARLES
Robbed at Bellevue, F 24, 12:2
FESSON, MARY (Twinsburg)
Granted original widow's pension, O 22, 3:1
FETCH (Rey), W E
Addresses Summit County Sunday School Union's
annual conv at Guy Falls, H 5, 6:4
FEVERSON, JOSEPH
Res damaged by fire, Ap 24, 3:2
FEVIER (Moline), JOSEPH
Arrested and fined for assaulting Frank Kuntz
and Philip Klarer, Ja 22, 4:7
FICHER, FRANK
Sued for divorce by wife Mary, Ap 21, 3:4;
divorce granted, O 11, 3:2
FICHEL (Wiss), JOSEPH
Death, Ag 13, 3:1; funeral, Ag 14, 5:6
FISCHER, CHARLES (Cleveland)
Released on chg of placing infernal machine
at res of George B Cox, Ap 13, 9:4
FILLER, HERBERT A (Cleveland)
Names the Cleveland Electric co in damage suit, N 6,
2:2
FILLIS, DANIEL ( Lima)
Injured when blast at quarry explodes prematurely,
O 10, 2:6
FILMIRE (Wiss), (Northampton)
Injured in fall, Jy 25, 8:3
FILTZ, JOHN (Cleveland)
Indicted on chg of stalking with intent to
kill, consents suicide, Jy 11, 2:4
FIND, GEORGE
Owed with disorderly conduct in affidavit filed
by Henry Fullen, Je 22, 3:1
Chg of disorderly conduct dismissed, Je 23, 6:4
FIND, JAMES (Barberton)
Injured when boiler drum rolls on foot, F 2, 1:2
FINDL, LOUISA E
Names Henry Pardee in refund collection suit,
N 17, 3:6; cross petition filed, Ap 18, 6:3
Wins suit against Warren Miller, N 20, 3:5
FINDLAY, WILLIAM (Cleveland)
Arrested for mutiny, Jy 21, 10:2
FINDLAY, OHIO
Election results given, Ap 3, 2:2
Council decides to submit question of issuing
bonds for new hall to pub vote, O 11, 2:2
FINDLAY CARRIAGE CO
Destroyed by fire, F 2, 2:4
FINDLEY, ELENA H
Aiding in collection suit by W C R Miller estate,
Jy 3, 3:4
FINGAN, WILLIAM J
Divorce granted wife Maggie, D 3, 3:4
FINK, CHARLES
Arrested, charged with rioting, S 4, 1:7; fined
and sentenced to county jail, D 18, 4:5;
D 25, 3:8
FINK, GEORGE E
Arrested and fined for striking wife, Jy 17, 8:1
FINK, ISAAC (Marion)
Struck and killed by train, S 20, 2:2; 6:2
FINK, JOSEPH
Arrested and fined for assaulting Frank Kuntz
and Philip Klarer, Ja 22, 4:7
Fined and sentenced for assault and battery,
Ag 17, 8:5
Fined and sentenced for assault on Alvin
Schuster, D 14, 1:5
FINK (Youngstown)
Fined and sentenced to jail on chg of exhibiting
Sunday ball, Je 29, 5:4
FINKEN, WILL J
Sued for divorce by wife Maggie, Je 11, 3:6
FINLEY, CHARLES (Cleveland)
Killed when he takes hold of live wire, Ag 21,
2:2
FINLEY, WILLIAM C
Names Northern Ohio Traction co in personal
injuries suit, Ag 7, 3:4
FIPPA, ELMER Q
Selected to go to West Point, Jy 20, 2:2
FIRE ASSN, NOTTINGHAM MUTUAL
Holds meeting at lametown, elects officers,
Jy 24, 8:4
FILIPINS
Described as not capable of self government,
ed, Ja 10, 2:2
Torturing of Amer prisoners deplored, ed, Ja 11,
4:2
FIRE DEPT
Pension bill introduced by Sen Wirt passed by
house, F 9, 1:2
FIRE INS AGENTS, STATE ASSN OF
Elects officers, Nr 16, 6:4
FIREBOAT CLEVELANDER
Aids Fireboat Farley imprisoned in ice, Clev,
N 21, 1:6
FIREBOAT FARLEY
Imprisoned in ice, recs aid from Fireboat
Clevelander, Clev, M 21, 1:6
FIRENDE
Final passage of pension bill introduced by
Sen Wirt foreshone (Youngstown Telegram),
F 7, 4:5
FIRES
Note: Unless otherwise specified
persons named are injured and bldgs
named are damaged

AKRON
Joseph C Weaver res, Ja 2, 3:5; Ja 3, 3:2
FIRES - AURON (Cont)

Central office bldg and 9 offices, Ap 23, 4:4
E I Noonan res, Ap 27, 1:2
Amer Metal Polish co destroyed, My 2, 6:2
B F Goodrich co lime house, My 14, 4:5
William Hurdock res destroyed, My 14, 5:4
Perkins at bridge, My 15, 6:1
Res at 807 S Broadway, My 22, 3:1
Sheffield block, My 20, 1:4
Frank L Palmer res, My 20, 1:4
A A Miller coal shed, Je 1, 5:4
Jacob Hubler res, Je 0, 1:7
Reed & Rattan plant, Je 13, 2:1
Fenwick & Augustine meat market, Je 14, 4:5
Amer Cereal co warehouse, Je 14, 4:5
Weeks Pottery kiln shed, Je 18, 6:2
Shantry on canal, Je 18, 3:1
H H Young Grocery store, Je 19, 3:1
Michael Reilly res, Je 21, 3:1
Joseph Leopold barn, Je 29, 1:6
Lee & King Metal Polish plant destroyed, Jy 2, 1:6
E J Bolanz awning, Jy 2, 3:5
G T Stevens res, Jy 11, 3:3
Leroy Huson bldgs destroyed, Jy 14, 3:1
A Brown res, Jy 16, 3:5
J P Pierce res, Jy 18, 3:7
Mrs Hattie L Casterton block, William C Kittleberger store and 3 apartments, Jy 23, 3:4
NOT power station, Jy 30, 3:4
Henry Shoemaker house, Jy 30, 8:4
Mrs Mary Long barn, Jy 31, 6:5
E L Alling res, Ag 1, 3:2
S C Hunt barn, Ag 6, 1:6
Lemn Wecht res, Ag 7, 3:3
Stephen Githner coal shed, Ag 10, 3:1
W E Hermann barn destroyed, Ag 13, 1:3
H E Hiller res destroyed, Ag 14, 6:3
John Gretz res destroyed, Ag 20, 6:6
Amer Cereal co grain elevator, Ag 22, 6:1
Botzum Bros warehouse and stock, Ag 22, 6:2
City bldg and other places of business destroyed or damaged during riot, Ag 23, 1:4
City bldg and Columbia hall destroyed, Ag 23, 6:2
Amer People's Telephone co wires damaged during riot, Ag 24, 3:4
George McKisson res, S 6, 1:4
Jack Hetger straw stack burned, S 12, 3:3
Mrs Ann Enhart res, S 19, 5:7
Mrs Chlynde and Thomas Miller res destroyed, 0 1, 6:1

CAUSE & PREVENTION
C of C demands improved fire dept, Jy 10, 6:1
hydrant for corner of W Buchtel ave and Pine alley recommended by city comrs, My 21, 3:1
South Akron mfrs and city agree on fire protection service, Je 2, 1:5
Investigation of several conflagrations started by state fire marshal, Ag 14, 6:3

ALLIANCE
Reeves Bros boiler works destroyed, My 23, 2:6

BARNESVILLE
Mrs William Smith and son fatally burned, another son burned to death in barn fire, Jy 25, 2:6

BELLAIRE
Elec plant and laboratories of Nail Steel co destroyed, Ja 31, 2:2

BELLEVEY
Joseph Sherck grain elevator destroyed, S 8, 2:2

CAMBRIDGE
Amer Tin Plate destroyed, D 5, 1:4; D 6, 2:2

CANAL DOVER
James Campbell saloon destroyed, Hergert Hotel, Dr E C Lewis office, and Dan Reiss' office damaged, D 25, 2:2

CANAL FULTON
Disciple chp occupied by Daily furniture store destroyed, arson chgd, N 21, 5:5

CANTON
Clev and Canton Brick co destroyed, D 10, 4:6
Saxton block occupied by Kenny Bros Dept store and 20 families destroyed, D 10, 4:6

CINCINNATI
Lizzie Moore burned to death, res destroyed, N 19, 2:3
John Sauer & co tobacco warehouse destroyed, My 23, 2:6
Fires - Cincinnati (Cont)

Cinti baseball club grandstand destroyed, Hy 29, 2:2
James Hawkins and 5 others killed, 6 injured, Salvation Army branch bldg destroyed, S 10, 2:3
Lane & Body works destroyed, Fire Capt. Packer injured, D 14, 3:4

Clearfield Hollow
James S. DeWolf burned to death when store is destroyed, D 14, 2:6

Cleveland
Gibbons & Pinkett stable destroyed, F 10, 1:4
Shiloh Baptist ch destroyed, R, 2, 2:2
Clev. Berea, Elyria, and Oberlin Elec rly co barns destroyed, Mr 3, 1:4
H B Hunt Stamping works destroyed, Ap 11, 2:6
Clev Terminal & Valley and 380 warehouses burned, My 14, 4:5
Thirty bldgs around the Red Cross rink destroyed during storm, S 12, 1:3; S 13, 2:2
Margard Sash and Door Nfg co and the Clev. Oriental Glass co suffer losses as brick bldg is gutted, S 25, 2:2
Brown Hoisting & Conveying Machine co, and Elwell Parker Elec co destroyed, D 17, 1:2

Cincinnati
CANC depot destroyed, Ap 23, 1:4
Shonnell & Neichter bldg damaged, Jy 11, 8:4

Columbia
WALR co dispatcher's office destroyed, R, 22, 2:4

Columbus
Penitentiary bldg occupied by Cold Bolt works damaged, Ap 4, 2:2
Columbus Carriage co plant partly destroyed, S 13, 2:2

Conneaut
First Bapt ch destroyed, R, 9, 2:2

Conway
Columbian hotel and large part of business section destroyed, Ag 2, 2:2

Creston
Troxel & Lau laundry and 5 other bldgs destroyed, My 24, 2:2; 8:4

Dayton
J P Wolf & Sons store destroyed, George Coy injured, F 1, 1:2

Defiance
A Martin & Co furniture store and undertaking establishment, E & C Young, and Craven & Russ destroyed, Mr 1, 2:2

East Liberty
Ray Miller res destroyed, F 3, 1:6

East Liverpool
Po damaged, Ap 10, 1:2
Mrs Mary Linkenhein and daughter Mary burned to death, res destroyed, Mr 13, 2:2
Two CPR rly freight cars destroyed, Ohio river bridge damaged, S 14, 2:4

East Palestine
James Skerball property destroyed, N 13, 2:2
East Palestine pottery damaged, D 20, 2:2

Findlay
Findlay Carriage co destroyed, F 2, 2:4

Franklin Twp
S. L. Snyder res owned by Michael Snyder heirs destroyed, D 24, 1:6

Fredericktown
Cummings Plaming mill destroyed, My 10, 2:2

Fremond
George W. Short res damaged following lamp explosion, D 27, 2:6

Gates Mills
Clev. & Eastern rly co cars and barn destroyed, C 16, 2:2

Green
Monroe Yerrick barn destroyed, Ag 29, 8:3

Greenwood
John Greenwall hotel, barn, and outbuildings destroyed, Mr 6, 6:2

Hamilton
Fox farm barn destroyed, Charles Gray, John Burgers, and James Duncan burned, 2 men missing, Ja 5, 1:3

Ivydale
Procter & Gamble factory damaged, Joe Uhlich, George Burgman, and Henry Lippelman injured, Ja 6, 2:2

Kensington
Liner's store, McAllister's hotel and livery stable destroyed, F 10, 12:4

Kent
W & H Ass & co clothing store, D 20, 3:5

Kulmroy
William Mitchell res destroyed, Mr 10, 6:5
F Spriggle mill damaged by fire of incendiary origin, Mr 21, 8:1
CRB bridge destroyed, Ag 1, 3:2

Leavittsburg
Allen house, Mastes & Daugherty store and two dwellings destroyed, D 11, 2:2

Mantua
William O'Brien barn destroyed after being struck by lightning, Ag 21, 2:2

Marietta
Phoenix Flouring mill and grain elevators destroyed, My 2, 2:2

Mantua
William O'Brien barn destroyed after being struck by lightning, Ag 21, 2:2

Massillon
David Jones saloon, 20th Century Store, Gow & Co., and Peter Wilhelma and John Sheehan business houses damaged, Ja 10, 2:2
Reeves Bros boiler works destroyed, My 22, 1:2
J. W. Clark's co., Massillon Show Paint Co, Schuster Brewing Co., and Joseph Schneider bldg damaged, Ag 18, 10:4

Maysville
Rothchild tobacco warehouse destroyed, adjacent bldgs damaged, Mr 15, 2:2

Middletown
Tytus Gardner Paper co and old Globe mill destroyed, My 22, 1:6
Middletown Pump co plant destroyed, D 20, 2:2

Mineral Ridge
C F Whitney general store destroyed, arson believed, S 5, 2:2

Navarre
Four res and 2 barns damaged, My 9, 1:4; 2:2

New London
Twelve res destroyed, My 3, 2:2

New Philadelphia
Beidler Canning co factory destroyed, Jy 20, 2:4
NIMISILA
John Carnany barn and outbuildings destroyed, Ja 9, 3:2
Samuel Snyder res destroyed, D 25, 6:4; D 26, 8:4

NORTH AMHERST
Mrs John Drouse and child injured when house is destroyed by arsonist, O 16, 2:2

NORTHLAWRENCE
T.W. McCue barn and contents destroyed, Ja 19, 3:5

NORTH SPRINGFIELD
George Rhoads res damaged, D 9, 8:4

OAK HARBOR
Emery Thierwichter grain elevator destroyed, Ja 16, 2:2
Emery Thierwichter grain elevator destroyed, Ja 27, 12:4

PAHLING
T.G. Crawford livery stable and 11 horses destroyed, S 6, 2:2

PEASANGLIA
Andrew Cassidy barn destroyed, Ap 13, 8:5

PIGUA
W.P. Orr Linseed Oil mill and Piqua Flouring mill destroyed, N 20, 1:2; 2:4

PRAIRIE DEPOT
Business dist partially destroyed, Ja 9, 2:2

PROSPECT
E.H. Woltring livery barn destroyed, N 28, 2:2

SPRINGFIELD
Wittenberg Theological seminary destroyed, D 31, 4:7

STEELTON
Greenstone & Greenberger store destroyed, Ny 5, 2:2

STEUBENVILLE
Steubenville Wall Paper co damaged, My 2, 2:2

SUMMIT
Ray Miller res destroyed, F 7, 8:3

TALLMADGE
House owned by Erie r.r. co destroyed, Je 27, 8:3
B.W. Skinner barns damaged when struck by lightning, Jy 24, 3:1

TIFFIN
Letterhos bldg damaged, Tiffin Cigar co factory destroyed, N 7, 2:4
Tiffin Bent Wood and Lumber factory destroyed, Je 16, 10:2
Tiffin Woolen mills damaged, N 27, 2:2

TOLEDO
Niagara Hotel damaged, several injured, D 4, 2:6

WARWICK
BB&O bridge destroyed, My 3, 8:1

WAYNESBURG
Beatty Fire Clay works destroyed, Ap 6, 9:3
Mrs Addie Keys res and 7 other buildings destroyed, Joseph Morgan burned to death, Ap 10, 2:2

WEST BROOKFIELD
Thomas Patterson res and 14 others destroyed, Hy 9, 1:4: 2:2

WOODSFIELD
Business portion of town destroyed, N 6, 2:5

YOUNGSTOWN
J.H. Evans Sons co destroyed, McElroy & co damaged, F 2, 1:4
Watt Martin saloon and Thomas Ward and Edward Kelly bldgs destroyed, My 10, 2:4
Stambaugh-Thompson co damaged, D 4, 2:6
Credit Clothing co damaged, Smith and Son shoe store damaged by water, D 12 (13), 2:2

FIRE INS EXCHANGE
Still conducting business, announces Sec Clarence H. Cram, Je 21, 5:2

FIREMAN’S INS CO (Clay) (Cont)
Loses collection suit brought by Sam Stern,
FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Receives officers, 1a, 1:5
Financial statement, 1a, 6:1
Financial report, 1a, 6:5
Purchases Kyler stock, 1a, 5:5
Financial statement, 1a, 4:7

FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Ravenna)

Wins suit against John F Seiberling, 1a, 4:6

FIRST NATIONAL BANK (Nilesville)

Victimized by check forger, 1a, 2:2

FIRST PRESS

Hears sermon by Rev L A Lindemuth on Vocational Guidance and Training, 1a, 8:2
Members of Home and Foreign Missionary soc hear address by Mrs Chambers, 1a, 1:4
Ladies Aid soc holds bazaar, 1a, 6:1

FIRST UNIVERSALIST CI

Addressed by Prof H E Bourne on U S colonization policy, 1a, 3:6
Sponsors lecture course conducted by S H Clark, 1a, 5:6

YPOU annual meeting, elects officers, 1a, 5:5
Holds financial meeting, 1a, 8:4
Hires Mrs Kirk L Russell as organist, 1a, 4:1
FLOODS (Cont.)
ROCKY RIVER
Land submerged at Berea, Nr 7, 3:7
Damages quarries of Clev Stone co, Nr 8, 6:4
SAN LUSK'S RIVER
Property damage rep'd at Fremont, Nr 7, 3:7;
Nr 8, 1:6
Flats and low part of Fremont inundated, Nr 10,
11:2
TUSCARAWAS RIVER
Property damage rep'd at Massillon, Nr 7, 3:7
FLORISTS
Prepare for annual sale of Easter lilies, Nr 29,
0:6
FLOOR
Flour packing machine invented by Elwin L. Naxon,
patent granted, Ap 24, 4:5
FLORES, JACOB
Pleads not guilty to abuse of horse chg, 0 12,
8:3; 0 13, 8:5; found not guilty, O 15, 1:5
FLOREY, JOHN
Injured in fall from bicycle, My 29, 3:5
FLOREY, RACHEL
Jan T. flowers apptd. adm'r of estate, My 19, 7:6
FLORES, WALTER T
App'td to Akron library bd, My 8, 8:1
FLYNN, EDWIN
Fined for disorderly conduct, My 3, 8:7
FLYNN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, F 23, 3:1
Fined for intoxication, My 17, 4:5
Fined for intoxication, My 10, 8:5
FLYNN, MARY
Sued for divorce by wife Emma, Ag 6, 3:5
FLYNN, THOMAS
Fined on chg of disorderly conduct, Ag 22, 8:1
FLOYD, JOHN
Will filed for probate, My 13, 3:4; estate
inventory filed, Ag 16, 5:5
FOGLE, JOHN
Names Ho Van Campen in collection suit,
My 2, 4:7, My 7, 3:1
FOGEL (ELDER), S P (Mansfield)
Zion elder deported in fear of mob violence,
Mansfield, 0 1, 1:2
FOWLE, EDWARD
Fined for clanging to train, Jy 30, 5:6
FOLEY, JANES
Dismissed on vagrancy chg, My 17, 4:5
FOLEY (HIS), MARY
Funeral, My 2, 3:1
FOLKSON, C N (New Philadelphia)
Held on chg of obtaining money under false
pretenses, D 29, 11:2
FOLZ (DR.), A E
Invents hinge for small boxes, patent granted,
N 27, 1:5
FOLZ (HIS), A E
Presents picture of Gen Charles Dick to Bowen
school, My 12, 1:5
FOLZ, (末), W K FAMILY
Holds reunion at Gaylord's Grove, reelects
officers, Jy 13, 6:1
FOOD
Preparations being made for annual show, Je 5,
5:4
Exam of dealer's product by state food and
dairy com'rs held unconstitutional by sup ct,
F 21, 1:6
FOOD SHOW
Attendance and interest increases, Jy 17, 3:2
FOOTBALL
Note: Games are listed under winners
only. Minor items and summaries are
not indexed
See also Accidents - Sports
New rules of 1000 season, S 15, 9:5
COLLEGE
Criticism of Buchtel players during Kenyon
game played, ed, N 13, 5:1
Hugh A Price elected capt Buchtel team,
O 25, 5:3
Buchtel students elect other team officers,
O 10, 5:4
Buchtel alumni athletic com discusses plan
to employ coach, Jy 23, 6:1
-----------
Buchtel
vs Case, tie, 0 0, 5:1
vs Mt Union, O 22, 5:1
Case
vs Buchtel, tie, 0 0, 5:1
Cincinnati
vs Miami, N 5, 5:3
Kenyon
vs Buchtel, N 12, 5:1
1900
162b
FOOTBALL - COLLEGE - Kenyon (Cont)
vs Reserve, tie, N 5, 5:3
Oberlin
vs Buchtel, O 15, 5:1
Ohio State Univ
vs W Virginia, N 5, 5:3
Ohio Wesleyan
vs Dartmouth, N 5, 5:3
Otterbein
vs Denison, N 5, 5:3
Western Reserve Univ
vs Kenyon, tie, N 5, 5:3
W UP
vs Buchtel, O 29, 5:1
HIGH SCHOOL
Buchtel Acad
vs Kirkwoods, N 30, 5:1
Central
vs WOA, N 5, 5:3
GUYAHOGA FALLS
vs Buchtel Coll Freshmen, N 9, 5:3
Grays
vs Akron HS Freshman, O 29, 5:3
Ravenna
vs Actual Business coll, N 26, 5:1
Western Reserve Acad
vs Akron High, O 15, 5:2
Yale
vs Akron HS Freshmen, N 5, 5:2
vs Akron HS Freshmen, O 3, 2:1
SEMI PROFESSIONAL
Barberton Y M CA
vs East Akron, N 5, 5:2
Kirkwoods
vs South Ends, N 5, 5:1
1900
162a
163a
FOOTBALL - SEMI PROFESSIONAL (Cont)
North Ends
vs Kirkwoods, O 15, 5:1
vs Shelby AC, tie, N 19, 5:1
Planets
vs Akron Indians, N 5, 5:2
Ravenna
vs East Ends, N 30, 5:3
Shelby
vs North Ends, N 19, 5:1
vs North Ends, N 30, 5:3
South Ends
vs Planets, O 20, 5:3
FORAKER (SEN), JOSEPH B
Selected by Sen to read Washington's farewell
address, Wash, F 22, 1:5
Praised for handling of Puerto Rican bill (ed
Cinti Times-Star), Ap 11, 4:5
Accused by Rev P A Baker of helping to force
saloons on villages annexed to Cinti, My 11,
2:3
Advocates self govt for Cuba, My 24, 2:2
Considers advisability of changing res from
Cinti to Cols, Je 19, 2:2
Criticized for statements made at repub conv
(ed NY Sun), Je 26, 4:2
Speaks on admin of Pres William McKinley at
Rpub conv, S 8, 9:1
Enumerates reasons for Repub party success, por,
1tr, S 12, 6:1
FORBES, GEORGE
Default judgment given John Rogers, Je 14, 3:4
FORGES, JOHN
Shot and wounded, "Bug" Howard held, Ag 13, 1:6
FORGE, W E (Clev)
Injured in accident at Canton, applies for
transportation to Clev, D 3, 3:1
FORGE, M D
Asphyxiated by gas, F 19, 5:3; accidental
death caused by gas asphyxiation, rules Coroner
E O Leberman, F 28, 3:3; will filed with
probate ct, My 1, 6:3
FOGEL, F B
Paroled from penitentiary, My 10, 12:5
FOOD, FREDERICK
Arrested on non-support chg, Jy 4, 3:1; fined
FORTUNE TELLING (Cont)

STERN, N, 3, 1:6

FORTY-EIGHTH HIGHLANDERS BAND

HERBERT JACOB FILM (Cont)

JOST, LEVI

FUNERAL, J 4, 5:5

FOSTER, CHARLES (Tiffin)

LOSES COLLECTION SUIT TO FOSTER & CO, AG 9, 2:2

Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, sentence suspended on condition that he leave town, AG 9, 2:1

Foster, Charles W (Findlay)

-held on chg of robbery, D 25, 2:5

Foster, EUGENE C

ADDRESS ON LIQUID AIR SPONSORED BY FIRST ME

CH, N 28, 5:4

Foster, ISABEL H


Foster, JESSE

Chgd with intoxication, case continued, D 26, 1:4

Foster, LOCKE (Findlay)

-Sued for divorce by wife Lillian, F 14, 3:4

Foster, NELLIE (Cinti)

- Held as alleged burglar, D 1, 7:1

Foster (Mrs), H E

-Killnery store robbed, D 15, 1:5

Foster & CO (Tiffin)

-Wins collection suit against Charles Foster, Ag 9, 2:2

FOURTH AVE

- Ord to condemn property for extension passed by council, N 10, 10:6

FOURTH CH OR CHRIST

-holds annual business meeting, elects officers, Ja 9, 4:4

Rev John P. Sala resigns pastorate, My 22, 3:3

Ja 9, 4:4

Rev John P Sala resigns pastorate, Je 4, 1:4

Trustees make application for permission to sell ch property to school bd, Jv 19, 6:1

Purchases lot for constr of ch, Ag 15, 1:6

Completes plans for new ch, O 19, 6:3

FOULK (Detective), WILLIAM L (Clev)

-Shot and killed during labor riot, O 1, 2:1

Fowler, HARRY

-Dismissed for robbery chg, Ja 23, 4:5

Fowler, MARY

-Refused motion to have Henry A Heller estate

1000

FOLER, MARY (Cont)

-Adm removed, Ag 24, 3:7

Fowler, S S

-Notion for new trial in appeal case against Akron Machine co overruled, Jy 5, 3:5

FOWLES, WILLIAM H

-Held for peddling without license, Jy 30, 8:1

Fox, QUINN (Clev)

-Fined on intoxication chg, Ag 13, 6:4

Fined, sentence suspended for theft, Ag 16, 4:7; sentenced to whhouse, returned to Clev to answer larceny chg, Ag 19, 3:3; sentence reserved for guilty plea on theft chg, S 18, 3:6; fined for theft, S 19, 3:4

FOX, J W

-Injured when train is derailed at Lebanon, Je 13, 1:5

Fox, MARY

-Pleads not guilty on chg of striking Nora Dales, case continues, F 9, 3:2; fined for striking Nora Dales, F 12, 5:5

Fox Farm (Hamilton)

-Barn destroyed by fire, Charles Gray, John Burgers, and James Duncan burned, two tramps missing, Ja 5, 1:3

Foxham, MICHAEL (Springfield)

-Killed when struck by switch engine, Ja 17, 2:2

France, ARTHUR

-Parole from Ohio State reformatory recommended, Je 15, 7:7; Je 22, 6:7

France, E H

-Named by Albert Leuenberger estate in death suit, Jy 17, 6:1

France, LUCY

-Fined for disorderly conduct, Je 6, 5:6

France

-George R Wendling lectures at First ME ch on revolution, F 20, 6:3

Commercial import and export statistical list, F 23, 4:2

France, JOHN M

-Arrested for swerving in st car, M 22, 3:5

Ja 22, 8:4

France, D B

-Relates pol activities seen in Georgia, Jta 25, 5:5

Francey, JOSEPH (Greeneville)

-Injured by falling tree, F 9, 3:5

France, CLAYTON

-Sought for assault on Lewis Righter, Ja 12, 3:1

Frank, ELLA C

-O E Lylehime apptd admr, O 3, 3:4; O 9, 6:7

Frank Family

-Holds annual reunion at Lakeside pk, S 1, 8:3

Frank, HENRY (Copley)

-Killed when struck by train, N 20, 4:6

Frankenrburg (NOS), MELIA (Cops)

-Burned to death when clothing catches fire from open grate, F 20, 2:2

Frankford, CLEMENT E

-Fined for intoxication, D 10, 5:8

Franklin, CHARLES

-Fined for intoxication, Ap 12, 6:3

Franklin, CHARLES E

-Depression under des admin discussed, Jta 24, 5:4

Franklin, RICHARD (Toledo)

-Escapes from jail, D 15, 11:2

Franklin County

-Elections cause conflicts in banks, N 9, 6:4

Franklin County - Clinton

-Repub and dem tickets listed, M 20, 6:3

Franklin County - Nimsilua

-Repub and dem tickets listed, M 20, 6:3

Franklin in TAP Teachers’ DIST

-Meeting reed, Prof J T Sterner speaks on Pemanship, Rochester, Ja 13, 8:3

Frank, HENRY

-Funeral, N 28, 8:5

Frank Body n& Co

-Folds annual meeting, Ag 9, 3:4

Frank, emmuel

-Divorce granted wife Loevers C, F 5, 3:5

Frank, Elden B

-Grant assistant pharmacist’s certificate, My 25, 3:7

Fraternal Union, Natl

-Rece’s sale of property ordered by Superior Ct, Cinti, Je 13, 7:7

Frauds

-City overrun with endless chain schemes, Ja 24, 1:7

Denied in chain system of selling shirtwaists, Jta 25, 5:5

Merchants victimized by counterfeiters, Clev, Ja 27, 12:4

Frankefer, CHARLES D

-Files petition for discharge from bankruptcy, hearing date assigned, Ja 9, 7:6

Frankefer & Whitney

-Files petition for discharge from bankruptcy, hearing date assigned, Ja 9, 7:6

Sale of firm’s acct’s announced, Ja 15, 7:7
FRAUNFELTER & WHITNER (Cont)

Desperate claims sold to T J Leeser, Je 30, 2:6
FREASE, RACHEL B
Musical (Pittsburgh Times), Je 5, 4:2
FREDERICK, FRANK (Upper Sandusky)
Fined for hunting out of season, S 28, 2:2
FREDERICK, JACOB
Funeral, O 12, 6:4
FREDERICK, U S
Purchases Thomas Lumber & Bldg co, O 5, 1:6
FREDERICK, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Mr 5, 3:5
FREDONWALT, SNEL (Dovville)
Killed when struck by train, Ag 24, 2:2
FREE METHODIST CI.
Holds series of revival meetings, Je 4, 1:4
FREDON, DUDEY
Chg with issuing fraudulent check in affidavit filed by Walter Fredmore, settles case, Mr 26, 8:2; arrested on chg of issuing fraudulent check, Mr 27, 5:3
FREDON, EUGER
Injured when gasoline explodes during attempt to build fire, N 22, 1:6
FREED, PRESTON (Canton)
Granted Spanish-American war pension, O 2, 2:2
FREEDMEN'S AID AND SOUTHERN EDUC SOCIETY
Accepts resignation of Rev W H Rees as assistant sec, Cinci, Jy 12, 2:2
FREEDON, R L
Resumes price war with Standard Oil co, Warren, O 5, 2:2
FREEDON, MICHEL (Middleport)
Blew, res robbed, D 19, 2:2
FREEDON, WILLIAM
Sentenced for vagrancy, Mr 3, 6:3
FRENCH, R I
Named in affidavit for arrest on chg of assault and battery, Ap 26, 3:4
FREIGHT
Increase in canal cargo rates issued by
Clev st rys given right to handle suburban freight in decision by law dept, Ag 7, 5:3
FREIGHT AGENTS ASSN
Adopts measure providing for closing of freight houses at noon on Saturdays, D 4, 4:5
Set closing hrs for accepting freight, D 11, 6:3
FREISS, ALBERT J
Divorce suit brought by wife Lena, dismissed, F 21, 6:3
FREIER, AUGUSTINE J
Ordained Roman Catholic priest at Buffalo (NY), Ap 2, 6:3
FRIEND SUGAR REFINERY CO
Farmers refuse to fulfill convts for beefs under present rate, Gibsonburg, N 28, 2:2
FRIEND, A D
Appd assessor, Ap 5, 3:3
FRIEND, SYDNEY
Sued by wife Olive G for divorce, O 31, 3:4
FREY, GEORGE
Fined for insulting and striking James Bell, My 7, 8:3
FREDONBERG, MARY E
Clara May Corbett apptd admx of estate, Mr 13, 7:7
FRIEND, GORDON
Affidavit prepared by E A Brown for arrest on chg of destruction of property, O 23, 3:3; pleas not guilty, O 24, 8:1; fined for destruction of property, O 29, 3:2
FRIEND, WILBERT G
Granted divorce from wife Etta M, Mr 23, 6:7
FRIENDSHIP, UNITED BROTHERS OF
Natl grand lodge opens annual session at Clev, Jy 12, 2:2
FRIESS, ALBERT
Boarding house robbery attempt frustrated, Ja 16, 3:1
FRIESS, ALBERT J
Property attached on judgment secured by Joseph Hug, F 15, 6:1
Arrested and fined on chg of resisting officer, F 15, 6:2
Named in attachment suit by Leisy Browning co, F 15, 6:2
Sued for divorce by wife Lena, F 15, 6:1; 6:2; wife withdraws divorce suit, F 15, 8:1
FRIESS, SARAH (Madison)
Held on chg of libel against supts of the Natl MRC home Mediasmes Mason and Frater, S 13, 2:2
FRIEDSO, JOSEPH P
Held on chg of assault and battery, Ag 10, 1:2; fined for fighting, Ag 14, 6:6
FRIEDSO, MINOR
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3
FRIEDSO (OR)
Lectures on morality before audience of men, Jn 15, 8:1
FRONT ST (Cuy Falls)
Tax levy appraisal for paving Front st ordered by city council, F 9, 8:2; improvement bonds
FROST, ADAM
Addresses first Ch of Christ cong on Missionary work in India, N 26, 5:4
FRAUIT
Crops damaged by cold weather in Mahoning county, Mr 3, 12:2
Crops in Stark County damaged by severe storm, Mr 3, 12:2
Crop failure predicted by various growers in Northern Ohio, Mr 15, 6:3
FRIE, GABIEL
Injured in fall from coal car, Mr 1, 3:3
FUSIS, CHRISTIAN
Estate admr names Edward J and Josiah Vigle and Webster, Camp S Lane Machine co in damage suit, Ap 16, 3:4; Edward and Josiah Vigle file separate answers, Ag 20, 5:4
FUSIS, F WILBERT
Beer stolen, Charles Cinnamon fined and sentenced, F 9, 6:6
FUSIS, GEORGE
Arraigned on fighting chg, case contd, Jy 5, 4:7; fined for fighting, Jy 7, 1:3
FULLER (OR), ELLEN MARIA
Fails to appt admr of husband's estate, F 1, 6:4; appts Charles C Benner, F 5, 3:5
Death, N 14, 3:1; funeral, N 14, 3:5; Mary H Fuller apptd admx of estate; N 26, 7:7; admr files inventory, D 5, 6:2; biog, D 15, 5:2
FULLER, HARV E
Apptd of admr ordered by probate ct, Ja 30, 1:4; Charles C Benner apptd, F 5, 3:5; estate inventory filed, F 26, 5:6; admr files new bond in probate ct, Mr 1, 6:3
FUMER, DANIEL
Adjudged insane, F 19, 7:1; guardian Adam Fuller apptd, D 30, 3:4
FUNK, HENRY
Files affidavit against George Finck chgng disorderly conduct, Jn 22, 3:1
FUMER, JOHN
Injured in st ry collision, Jy 31, 2:6
FUNK, CLAYTON
Fined for assault, Ja 13, 5:6
FUNK, JOSEPH
Warrant issued for arrest on chg of depositing filth from city cesspools on farms, Mr 22, 3:5; arrested for depositing night soil on Allen farm, Mr 23, 8:2; fined on chg, My 15, 8:2
FUNK, JOHN J R
Acquired of lunacy chgs after exam, O 31, 3:4; reexamined, adjudged insane, N 3, 6:7

166a
166b
167a
AGRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
AGRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
AGRON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
1900
1900
1900
FUNERALS (Cont)
discussed, ltr, Mr 10, 6:3
FUNK, CLAYTON
Fined for assault, Ja 13, 5:6
FUNK, JOSEPH
Warrant issued for arrest on chg of depositing filth from city cesspools on farms, Mr 22, 3:5; arrested for depositing night soil on Allen farm, Mr 23, 8:2; fined on chg, My 15, 8:2
FUNK, JOHN J R
Acquired of lunacy chgs after exam, O 31, 3:4; reexamined, adjudged insane, N 3, 6:7
GAINAN, THOMAS J
Sued for divorce by wife May, D 28, 3:5
GAINES, CHARLES
Arrested and sentenced for begging, Je 2, 1:6
GALBREATH (PROF), A A
Resigns as pres of Mt Hope coll, Rogers, F 23, 5:6
GALE, HENRY A
Estate executrix names Jennie A Gale with others in suit to have will construed, S 20, 1:7
GALE, HENRY C
Executors apptd, F 20, 3:6; file petition seeking proper constr on certain paragraphs of will, S 5, 3:5
GALE, JENNIE A
Named in suit by the exec of Henry A Gale estate to have will construed, S 20, 1:7
GAIL ST
Resolution adopted rescinding widening ord., Ap 20, 11:3; to condemn property for widening passed by council, My 11, 7:7
GALION, OHIO
Seeks unit admission to 8th regt ONG, Ja 31, 6:3
GALL (MR AND MRS), G L A
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, Jy 21, 3:3
GALLAGHER, Ed (Canton)
Escapes from jail, Je 28, 4:6
GALLAGHER, JAMES
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Je 22, 1:6
Injured when struck by st car, O 25, 3:5
Body is found in Cuy river, N 17, 2:4
GALLAGHER, JOHN
Released on vagrancy chg, ordered to leave city, F 28, 6:4
GALLAGHER, MICHAEL (Chagrin Falls)
Believed to be man found dead, identity uncertain due to decomposition, Je 26, 2:2
GALLAGHER, MICHAEL T
Fined for non-support of infant child, O 20, 2:1
GALLAGHER, PATRICK
Sentenced to rock pile for vagrancy, Ja 26, 5:5
GALLAGHER, ROBERT B
Death, Ag 4, 3:1; funeral, Ag 4, 8:6; estate admin accepted, N 2, 7:7
GALLAGHER, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 9:6
GALLIPOLIS & POINT PLEASANT ZY
Suspends business, Ly 15, 2:2
GALLIPOLIS GAS & COKE CO
Office robbed, watchman raped assaulted, Ja 12, 2:2
GALWAY (WGS), MAGNET
Celebrates 90th birthday, Ja 25, 8:4
GALLIO, J.
Agpd merchant policeman, O 27, 8:5
GAME, GREST
Concert, Charles Willard MacDonald accompanist, Ja 12, 5:4
GAME, WILLIAM
Wins damage suit against ABC & Co, D 3, 3:4; rehearing denied ABC, D 24, 6:1
GAMBLERS AND GAMBLING
Slot machines banned in annexed territory, Je 26, 8:5
Glennsville citizens seek to disband orgs in that city (Clev Plain Dealer), Ag 14, 8:1
GANE
State law held constitutional in ruling by supra, F 21, 1:6
Laws on hunting birds and small animals given, My 2, 5:5
Laws on shooting squirrels conflict, Game Wardens H H Reutinger gives views on subject, Ja 21, 5:4
GAME AND FISH PROTECTIVE AND PROPAGATION SOCIETY, SUMMIT COUNTY
Organizes, F 1, 5:1
Plans conservation campaign, F 3, 5:2
Plans expansion throughout state, apprs cons, F 7, 5:1
Holds business meeting, Sec J M Hackney resigns, Charles Ruckele elected sec, F 17, 5:1
Plans campaign against illegal fishing, Ap 27, 8:7
GAYHELL, DAVID W
Res robbed, Ja 9, 3:7
GAIEN, ORL
Urges substitute amusements for Sunday baseball games and saloons, ltr, Jy 10, 3:5
GAIEN, J R
Granted patent on bell winding machine, Ap 16, 3:1
GANDY, WILLIAM
Arrested and fined in Barberton, then jailed in Akron for fighting chg, Je 25, 3:4
GANGER (CO), E G
Gives address before Baptist Young People's Union conv at Canton, Jy 14, 11:3
GAND, CHARLES (Kent)
Killed when struck by train, S 1, 5:6; S 3, 5:6
GANTER, CARL R
Awarded deck prize scholarship at Columbia Univ Law school, NYC, Je 15, 1:6
GANTER, GEORGE
Fined for using profane language, S 22, 5:5
GANTER, LEON
Money suit against D D Childs dismissed, Je 12, 6:2
GANYARD, GILIE
Injured while working at Diamond Rubber co, Ja 12, 3:1
GASHER, HARVEY C
Date set for hearing of bribery case, Ja 29, 3:5; case ready for pros, Nr 1, 6:3; case continued, Nr 5, 3:6; continuance sought, Nr 30, 3:1; continued, Nr 31, 3:4; appeals to refile bond, Ap 20, 6:3; pleas not guilty, jury selected, My 7, 3:3; trial continues, My 9, 1:5; continues, Mayor W E Young and others testify, My 9, 1:5; continues, My 10, 1:1; trial discussed, ed, My 10, 4:1; resumes, My 11, 1:8; continues, My 12, 1:6; continues, Mayor W E Young's testimony contradicted, My 14, 1:7; hearing continues, defense rests, My 14, 3:5; testimony completed, case goes to jury, My 15, 1:1; acquitted of bribery chg, My 16, 1:1; acquitted of bribery chg, My 16, 4:1; costs of trial discussed, My 16, 3:5
GARDNER, FREDERICK JR
Killed in jump from car near Silver Lake, Ag 31, 1:6; funeral, Ag 31, 3:2; blog, S 1, 3:1; will filed, S 3, 3:1
GARO, WILLIAM (Cinti)
Commits suicide after shooting E Miller, John Ruthe, Thomas Waldron, Nr 31, 12:1
GARDNER (DR), D S (Massillon)
Defies diphtheria quarantine, F 16, 8:1;
GARDNER (DR), D S (Massillon) (Cont)
released from diphtheria quarantine, F 28, 1:6
GARDNER, RICHARD (Austin)
Arrested in criminal assault and murder of Ethel Long, My 23, 2:5; suspected of criminally assaulting Ethel Long, placed in jail to prevent lynching, My 24, 2:2; spirited from jail by Sheriff Porter to avoid mob violence, My 25, 1:3; taken to Cols to escape mob violence, My 25, 2:2; held for criminal assault on Lizzie Belts, My 25, 6:5; held in death of Ethel Long, Chilllicothe, My 31, 1:2; arraigned for murder of Ethel Long, Je 9, 1:2; convicted for murder of Ethel Long, My 16, 2:3
GARDNER, THEODORE YALE
Blog, F 13, 3:2
GARFIELD CLUB
Ashland club holds 14th reunion, N 20, 1:1; elects officers, N 20, 1:1; fourteenth annual banquet activities lauded, ed, N 20, 4:1
GARFIELD, JAMES R
Appeal to U S Suprem Court believed certain (Clev Leader), D 4, 8:1
GARL., M
Granted patent for elec signaling system for rys, My 2, 3:2
GARL ELECT CO
Products prepared for exhibition at natl conv of rgs of st ry cos, O 1, 4:6
GARVIN, CHARLES
Injured when caught between elevator and floor, Ja 15, 3:1
GARVIN, DERY L
Notice of petition for hearing on dchrg from bankruptcy, Ja 23, 7:6
GARVIN, GEORGE M
Granted increase in pension, Mr 17, 3:1
GARMET INDUS
LABOR RELATIONS
Journeymen tailors seek pay increase, Clev, S 19, 2:2; master exchange tailors refuse to sign union wage scale or recognize it, S 20, 2:2
STRIKES
Union tailors walk out when arbitration
GARMENT INDUS - STRIKES (Cont)
concerning wages falls, Clev, S 21, 2:6; journeymen tailors reach agreement with employers, Clev, O 12, 3:4
GARRE, JAMES M
Wins judgment suit against Thomas E Doyle, Mr 9, 6:3
GARDI, WADE B
Arrested on suspicion, dischgd, D 31, 4:4
GARTON, PATRICK
Wins personal injury suit against Northern Ohio rco, Nr 22, 3:4; verdict in personal injury suit against Northern Ohio rco sustained by super, Mr 20, 3:5
GASHOD, SPENCER W
Granted reissue of pension, O 3, 3:1
GAS
AKRON
Rate increase rumored, Mr 30, 1:6
Lighting of E Market st with gas burners planned by city comrs, My 5, 1:5; bids for lighting E Market st from high st to Case ave to be advertised, My 15, 3:1; bids asked for furnishing gas lights on E Market st, My 16, 7:7
Feature article on unlimited supply and availability, N 24, 8:1
Advance in costs due to enlarging of pipe lines and drilling new wells, ed, O 11, 4:1
Slight accident causes temporary suspension of service, D 3, 2:5
ALLIANCE
Natural gas vein discovered at Alliance, Ag 20, 2:2
BOSTON
New well struck at Boston by Akron Paper co, My 23, 3:3
Akron Paper co drills well, Je 19, 8:3
COLUMBUS
Price increased by Central Ohio Natural Gas and Fuel co, Nr 29, 2:2
CRESTON
Well struck on Creston farm of Henry Remich, My 6, 1:7
OAHOOGA VALLEY
Tests in Outh river valley proposed by new co
GAS - OYAHOGA VALLEY (Cont.)
(Clev Plain Dealer), N 14, 6:2

FINDLAY
New high pressure well comes in at Findlay, Ja 4, 2:3
Natural gas supply gives out, D 20, 11:3

MEDINA
Struck while drilling for oil on Ed Smith farm near Medina, N 17, 8:2

PENNSYLVANIA
Well struck at Peninsula, Ap 9, 3:2
Well struck at Peninsula by Leander Beers, S 5, 1:6

GASLIGHT ASSN., OHIO
Holds 16th annual meeting at Cols, N 22, 1:2

GASSER, JOSEPH
Indicted by grand jury for illegal sale of liquor, 3:4; fined and sentenced on charge of keeping place for illegal sale of liquor, 3:4; served with writ of execution on liquor law conviction, D 28, 3:5

GATCHELL, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, D 31, 4:4

GEORGE
Injured when kicked by horse, S 6, 3:4

GATES (S), MARY
Lectures on China at St Paul’s Episcopal church, N 12, 8:3

GAVIN, WILLIAM
Fined on charge of causing a disturbance, Je 26, 5:4

GATHIAN, ALEXANDER (Barberton)
Minor children granted pension, F 20, 3:4

GAYER, HENRY
Death, N 21, 3:4; funeral, N 22, 3:1

GAYLE, E C (Clev)
Awarded contract for constr of Walworth run sewer, S 7, 8:1

GAYLOR, CHARLES W (Cols)
Awarded William J Bryan prize for best essay on principles underlying Amer govt, Je 15, 2:2

GAYGORY, M E (Clev)
Killed in fall under under wheel of train, Ag 21, 2:2

GEHKEH, CASPER (Clairton)
Attempts suicide by cutting his wrists, N 27, 2:2

GEER (DR.), NORMAN N (Clev)
Indicted on charge of violating postal laws,
GILLETLY, T. FRED
Fined for assault and battery, Ag 18, 3:3

GILLIAM, FALTHA (Cinti)
Indicted on chg of administering poison to
Dr H M Ambrose family, My 26, 1:2

GILLILAN CAPT COLEMAN
Aptd to penitentiary bd of mgs by Gov George
X Nash, F 14, 1:6; F 15, 1:4; named pres of
the bd, Jy 3, 1:6

GILLOCK, DAVID
Fined for intoxication, Ag 18, 3:3

GILLOW, THOMAS
Fined and sentenced to wharehouse for intoxication,
Je 13, 1:6; taken to Canton whhouse, Je 14,
5:6

GINTER, STEPHEN
Coal shed damaged by fire, Ag 1C, 3:1

GILL, GEORGE
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 19, 8:5

GILMORE ROOFING AND PAVING CO
Rejection of E Market st paving bid by comrs
upheld by City Comm Paige, Mr 30, 6:1

GINZBERG
Hired as school teacher at Sharon, Ap 25, 6:3

GINN, FRANK (Alliance)
With W F Dalton and E L Close purchases Alliance
Pants co, F 5, 2:6

GINSBURG
Feature article on cultivation, Mr 17, 2:4

GINTHER, WILLIAM
Coal house damaged by fire, D 3, 3:12

GINZ, BENJAMIN AND JOSEPH L
Adjudged bankrupt, notice of creditors' meeting,
Ja 6, 5:6

GINTZ BRUS
Adjudged bankrupt, notice of creditors' meeting,
Ja 6, 6:6; file petitions for discharge,sheet
bankrupt, Mr 6, 7:7; discharge from bankrupt-
ccy, Mr 31, 3:4

GINTZ, JOSEPH L. See Ginz, Benjamin V

GINGS INDUS SCHOOL (Delaware)
Bill specifying age limit of girls sentenced
by pas, Mr 21, 1:5

GLADWIN, A D
Hung in effigy for denouncing Mt Hope coll,
Rogers (New Waterford Magnet), F 20, 8:4

GLADWIN, FRANCIS
Death, F 6, 3:1; 8:4; funeral, F 7, 1:5

GLASS, FULTON (Ashland)
Pleads not guilty to alleged forgery chg
released on bond, Mr 18, 12:2

GLASS AND GLASS INDUS
U S Glass co employees walk out in protest to
co's refusal to reinstate discharged employees,
Tiffin, Ja 19, 1:2
Gehring Hg co employees walk out when co
seeks to use Akron men as apprentices, O 5,
3:2; co and employees reach agreement,
O 6, 3:5
First glass marble factory in U S started at
Steubenville, N 2, 7:8

GLEASON, RALPH
Death, Je 9, 3:4; Thomas Glehorn apptd admr,
N 5, 5:7; estate appraised, D 17, 3:4

GLENDALE CEMETARY
Records 8,000 burials according to archives of
Akrn Rural Cemetery askn, feature article,
F 3, 9:3

GLENDALE CEMETARY ASSN
Names heirs of Lewis Miller estate in injunction
suit, Ap 27, 4:5

GLONI, LOUIS (Cinti)
Fatally shot during brawl, O 3, 2:2

GLENN, PATRICK
Fined for intoxication, Ja 10, 3:1

GLENN, JOSEPH
Dismissed on fighting chg, Je 6, 5:6

GLENNVILLE, OHIO
Wins recovery suit against George H Englehart
in circuit ct, Clev, Ja 16, 2:2
Mayor brings revaled, CPD, Ap 3, 5:4
Office chgd by Patrolman Carlin with tipping
off raids on poolrooms and saloons, D 12, 2:2;
D 13, 2:2

GLOB ELECTRIC CO
Suit against Hykrantz dismissed by sup ct,
S 26, 2:2

GLOBE SIGN CO
Holds annual meeting, elects dirs, My 8, 3:7
Elects officers, My 15, 6:1
Holds union picnic in conjunction with Enterprise
Hg co at Cottage Grove, Jy 9, 5:2
Plans to reorganize, officers listed, work of
concern outlined, Jy 18, 5:4
Citizens urged to purchase co stock in order to
keep business here, O 23, 6:1
Increased demand for cloth signs causes co to
seek cotton mill of its own, O 24, 8:1
Increased capital stock, D 4, 6:1
Proposed expansion plans announced, D 22, 1:6

GLOBE STEAMSHIP CO
Incorporates, D 6, 2:2

GLOBE TELE CO
Briefs filed in collection suit brought by
Flora J Long, (The Leader), Je 1, 6:1

GLOVER, WILLIAM
Fined for assault, Mr 14, 8:1

GROOVER, NATHAN L
Granted original pension, Je 4, 3:1

GOEBEL, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Mr 29, 5:1

GOODE, GEORGE H
Granted option on Empire hotel, Ag 14, 8:2

GOOCH, C A
Elected member bd of pub works in Ohio election,
por, N 7, 5:4

GOOCH, FRANK
Exhibits Cuban slides before Akron Camera club,
Ja 24, 8:3

GOORAY, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, Ja 17, 3:1

GOODEL (POLIZAN), PHIL (Lima)
Kills bandit after being wounded in robbery,
Je 7, 1:6

GOODEL (SEN), WILLIAM
Assassination discussed, ed, F 1, 4:1; pol
career condemned, ed, F 2, 4:1; murder case
discussed (ed Louisville Dispatch), Ap 7, 4:3

GOEHRING, CHARLES L
Named by Bault, Wade & Kilbourne in collection
suit, N 22, 3:4

GOEHRING, P N
Stockholders elect bd of dirs, Mr 1, 3:1; elect
officers, Mr 3, 3:6

MIRROR plant described, Mr 29, 8:4

GOFF, FRED (Warren)
Retired as asst to successfully discharged,
N 13, 2:2

GOFF, OTIS (Northfield)
Arrested on chg of violating quarantine law,
Ja 20, 1:5

GOOD
Shipments to Eu for investments defended, ed,
Ja 11, 4:1
Increase in world production cited (ed Cincinnati
Commercial-Tribune), Je 13, 4:2

GOOD, WILLIAM G
Apptd real estate appraiser, Ap 5, 3:2
Notice with Della H Good of sheriff's sale, D
19, 6:6

GOOD FRIDAY
Observance by Christian chs discussed, Ap 13,
2:2; 5:1

GOOD TEMPLES, OHIO INDEPENDENT ORDER O
Elects officers, Mr 15, 5:3

GOODENOUGH (MR), H D
Gives short talk on missionary work in Africa
at West Cong ch, Jy 9, 8:3

GOODHART, HOMER (Zanesville)
Shot and wounded, Harry Weller held, S 24, 2:4
GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER CO (Cont)

S 20, 1:7
Wins injunction suit brought against Tillinghast
co to restrain revoking of patent license,
N 27, 5:1
Closes factory because of break in engine, D 10,
1:3

GODFREY, P F
Injured in fall from window, Ag 14, 6:7

GODFREY, DAISY
Survived by Cleve soc, (Clev Recorder), Nr 9,
5:7

GODFREY, EDWARD (Clev)
Escaped jail, Ap 18, 2:7

GODFREY, H
Res damaged by fire, Nr 27, 6:1

GODFREY, J
Res damaged by fire, N 28, 6:4

GODFREY, JOSEPH
Arraigned for leaving horse unhitched on st,
case contd, Oct 24, 6:6
Pleads not guilty to theft chg, Ag 10, 1:3;
fined for theft, Ag 11, 2:3

GODFREY (ORS), KATE (Clev)
Becomes insane while confined in jail, D 10,
2:2

GODFREY, R B
Elected to cong from 4th Ohio dist, Cols,
N 7, 2:4

GODFREY & RAINBOW CO
Files answer to suit of Edward J Wigley vs
Webster Camp & Lane Machine co, My 10, 6:6

Grants contrib by Akron bd of health for
plastering in constr of Detention Hosp,
S 20, 5:5

GODFREY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Jy 30, 5:6

GODFREY, JOHN
Sentenced for vagrancy, F 24, 2:2

GODFREY, HENRY (Toledo)
Becomes insane, Ag 12, 2:3

GODFREY, K N (Edinburgh)
Slain, Dan Snyder and 2 others held, Je 13,1:3

GODFREY, K N (Ravenna)
Evidence against alleged murderers uncovered,
Jy 16, 5:5; alleged murderers held at Ravenna
believed to have been recent prisoners here,
Jy 10, 1:6; suspects' alibi substantiated,
Jy 10, 1:6

GODFREY (REV), S C
Elected chancellor of Heidelberg univ, Tiffin,
F 14, 2:2; Nr 28, 6:5

GOTTSCHALK, S R
Note collection suit against T W McCue answered
by def, My 12, 3:4

GOTTSCHALK, S W
Injured when struck by train, D 20, 1:7;
recovery from railroad accident anticipated, D 23,
6:5

GOUDER, HELEN M
Pole policies ridiculed, ed, F 16, 4:1

GOULDER (ORS), BARBARA
Death, My 14, 3:1; funeral, My 16, 8:5

GOULDER, JOHN (Sandusky)
Struck and killed by st car, S 14, 8:7

GOUARD, C B
Addresses Ohio Spiritualist assn, Nr 12, 8:1

GOUARD, EDWIN D
Pleads not guilty to affidavit chg exhibition
of child at pub entertainment, D 1, 1:3

GOUARD, D K
Files affidavit chg taking child with petit
larceny, Jy 2, 3:1

GOULJE, DANIEL
Vagrancy chg dismissed, F 16, 5:3

GOVERNMENT
Discussed in sermon by Rev J W King, Jy 9,
8:1
Citizens' relation to sound govt outlined in
sermon by Rev C E Keller, N 6, 8:1

GOVERNMENT (ORS) (Massillon)
Habeas corpus granted by judge, D 10, 6:6

Grants judgment suit brought by Akron Brick &
Tile co, F 2, 5:5

GRACE ME CH
New edifice opened to pub, Jy 4, 8:4
Program for dedication services announced,
Jy 5, 8:5; holds dedication services, Jy 8, 5:4

Holds revival meetings, F 15, 6:2

Holds memorial service, addressed by Rev J C
Smith, My 29, 8:5

Holds dramatic musical recital, Je 26, 8:4

Ladies Home Missionary soc holds, elects
officers, N 8, 8:3

Hires Mrs G W Tucker as organist, D 4, 1:5

GRACE REFREDET CH
Rev E R Willard retires as pastor, Jy 2, 6:1;
remains without pastor, conducts special
services, Jy 25, 3:4; elects Rev C L Alspach
pastor, Nr 5, 8:3; appoints Rev C L Alspach pastor,
Mr 23, 8:3

Holds annual Sunday school reunion, Mr 26, 5:2

Holds reception for new pastor Rev C L Alspach,
Ap 27, 2:1

GRACE REFORMED CH (Cont)
Missionary soc elects officers, My 4, 1:3
Installs Rev C L Alspach pastor, Jy 1, 6:5;
hears sermon on Soc Reform by Rev Alspach,
D 10, 8:5

GRACE SCHOOL
Parents and teachers' circle elect officers,
N 10, 8:6

GROFF (ORS), GEORGE
Speaks on kindergarten work at Spencer
Kindergarten school, F 21, 5:6

Speaks before parents' and teachers' circle
at Akron hs, Mr 14, 5:5

GRAHAM, CLOYD E
Bound to grand jury on rioting chg, S 8, 1:5;
pleads not guilty, D 17, 3:2

GRAHAM, FRANK H
Fined for intoxication, Ap 26, 3:4

GRAHAM, SADIE
Charged with residing in brothel, case contd,
Mr 8, 6:1; recs suspended for first time, D 21,
5:5

GRAHAM, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, N 14, 3:6

GRAHAM & DAILY
Ins office of farm held by fire, Ap 26, 3:9

GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC

Buckley Post holds memorial services, Jy 8, 4:3
Congreg at Lexington disbanded, F 20, 5:5
Buckley post addressed by Gen A C Veris, Mr 24,
2:5

Holds state conv at Findlay, My 8, 1:6; conv
opens, 3 candidates fight for dept comrd of
Ohio dist, My 8, 2:2; elects officers, My 9,
3:3; holds annual state encampment at Findlay,
My 9, 6:3; reappoints Col H A Kasson as gen
officer, other officers elected, My 10, 8:2; encampment
adjourns, My 11, 2:3

Buckley post no 12 issues program for Memorial
Day observance, My 26, 1:4

Buckley post and Akron camp S of V hear
memorial service delivered at First Baptist ch
by Rev A B Coats, My 28, 8:3

Memorial service held at Grace ME ch addressed
by Rev J C Smith, My 28, 8:5

Memorial Day preparations discussed, Mr 29, 1:6
Details members to visit pub schools, My 29,
1:7

Buckley post honored by Ludwig Seigel, Je 15,
1:7

Defends method of observing Memorial Day, ltr,
Je 18, 4:3
GRAND ARMY OF THE REPUBLIC (Cont)
Buckley post holds meeting, arrangements for barbecue nearly completed, Je 18, 3:3
Lylle Post starts movement to form soc for suppression of all titles, Je 23, 6:2
Buckley post holds meeting, Je 23, 12:3
Buckley post awarded banner for largest Ohio delegation at natl encampment, S 6, 5:3
Nominates officers, D 1, 12:6; elects officers, D 3, 12:5
Buckley post announces coming imp.of org by Gov George K Nash, D 21, 1:5; entertains Gov Nash, D 22, 1:4
Buckley post holds annual memorial service, D 31, 4:2

AKRON
App'ts com to arrange for redecorating rooms, Je 11, 4:2

OHIO
Inspection rept, F 17, 2:3
GRAND OPERA HOUSE
T K Alboua, apptd mgr, Je 25, 3:6
Awards Summit Lumber co contr for remodeling, Ag 14, 3:6
GRAND UNION TEA CO
Names Amelia S Codding in collection suit, S 20, 1:7
GRANGE
Patrons of Husbandry delegates arrive for state conv, D 10, 1:5
GRANGE, STATE
Prepares for state conv, hotels unable to accommodate delegates, D 5, 3:6; state conv opens, D 11, 1:1; holds opening session, D 12, 1:1; closes conv, activities summarized, D 13, 1:1; elects officers, closes annual conv, D 14, 8:3
GRANGE, SUMMIT COUNTY FOUNDA
Elects officers, resume of 2-day session held at Darwood, grange hall, Ja 23, 6:1
Monthly meeting at Osborn's Corners, Fa 28, 6:3
Holds meeting, program listed, Je 4, 4:5
Holds July meeting at Bait, H W Howe, and others give interesting discussions, Ju 24, 8:1
Holds meeting at West Richfield, S 10, 8:5
Holds meeting at Northampton, transactions listed, D 10, 6:3
Holds preparation for state meeting at Tallmadge, N 20, 8:1
GRANGE, RICHFIELD
Holds meeting at West Richfield, N 14, 4:4

GREEN, HARRY JR (Cont)
Correction of Sunday observance law as contrary to true spirit of Christianity, 1Tr, Jy 14, 2:1
GRANGE TNP
Holds Sunday school conv, O 10, 8:2
GRANITE CLAY CO (Nogadore)
Incorporates, Ja 13, 1:6
Granted charter to erect plant at Barborton, Ja 16, 3:4
Purchases site for sewer pipeplant at Nogadore, 1Tr, 5:3
GRANVIK, KATE
Taken to Franklin State hosp, Ag 14, 3:5
GRANVIS & CO (Creston)
Creamery destroyed by fire, My 24, 2:2; 8:4
GRANT, ALBERT
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3
GRANT, JUDGE, C.R
Addresses Economic league on territorial expansion by U.S, F 28, 6:1
Membership in two political parties discussed, ed, Je 26, 4:1
Criticized for connection with trusts, ed, O 27, 4:1
Criticized for editorial comments following election, ed, N 9, 4:1
GRANT, C.T
Fomes law partnership with Orlando Wilcox, 1Tr, 3:1
GRANT, ESTHER CAROLINE
GRANT (GEN), U.S
Picture painted by Lewis Ransom discussed, Ja 29, 4:4
GRAVES, SAMUEL
Files petition in bankruptcy, Je 5, 2:6
GRAY, WILLIAM
Discharged for vagrancy, Ja 26, 6:2
GRAY, WULIAMS
Found dead from unknown cause, S 28, 2:2; death investigated, analysis of stomach shows no traces of poison, O 6, 10:3
GRAY, CHARLES
Burned in Fox farm fire, Je 5, 1:3
GRAY, HARRY
Nailed in foreclosure suit by Harry B Tate, F 21, 6:4
GRAY, HARRY JR
Affidavit prepared by E A Brown for arrest chgs of property destruction, O 23, 3:3; peace not guilty, O 24, 8:1; fined for property
GRAY, HARRY JR
Fined for intoxication, Ja 22, 8:5
GRAY, ROBERT
Killed in train collision near Zanesville, N 23, 2:2
GREAT BRITAIN
Accomplishment of colonial govt praised (ed Detroit Free Press), Ja 1, 4:2
Victories in South African war cited as means to quiet critics, ed, Ja 15, 4:1
Lack of support by colonies in Boer war noted (ed Baltimore Sun), Ja 24, 4:4
Attitude toward U.S for proposal regarding war in South Africa compared to U.S attitude in war with Spain, ed, H 20, 4:3
Imperialistic ideals contrasted with Americanism, ed, Ap 21, 4:2
GREAT LAKES TOWING CO
Tug Anna damaged in collision with steamer at Fairport, Jy 19, 2:2
GREAT NORTHERN OIL CO
Incorporates, My 26, 1:5
Elects dir's and officers, Je 1, 3:3
GREAT WESTERN PRINTING CO
Names Grimes Cellar Door co in money collection suit, N 3, 1:4
GRELLEY, ANDREW
Ellen McGowan seeks to squash case against James McGowan by reason of death of pltf, Ja 26, 3:6
GREENLY, BRIDGET
Names James McGowan in property damage suit, Ag 18, 6:3
GRELLEY, JOSEPH
Held on suspicion of robbery, Ju 10, 1:6; bound to common pleas ct on robbery chg, Ju 13, 4:5; pleaded guilty, 1Tr 15, 3:4; sentenced to penitentiary for burglary, N 16, 1:6
GREEN, ALBERT C
Held on chg of assault and battery, My 4, 1:4; returned to Ohio State reformatory for parole violation, 1Tr 5, 8:4
GREEN, CHARLES
Fined for stealing, Ap 9, 3:3; named in warrant for robbery of Etta L Trelash, Ap 14, 8:2; held to probable ct on theft chg, 1Tr 17, 5:3; recs suspended sentence on petit larceny chg, Ap 19, 6:2
GREEN, CHARLES (Cont)
Confesses to burglaries, bound to probate ct, Jy 25, 4:5; sentenced for petit larceny, Ag 2, 5:6
GREEN, EMELINE
Sues Emeline Harris et al for money, Ag 13, 8:2
GREEN, F M
Claims Albert C Stow Jr is oldest Summit county resident, 1Tr, Jy 14, 8:2
Revs Thomas Jefferson's prophecies, 1Tr, Jy 25, 8:1
GREEN (NYS), HARRIET
Funeral, N 22, 8:5
GREEN, JACOB
Fined and sentenced for peddling without license, Ag 9, 6:2
GREEN, JACOB
Said with peddling without license, demurrer to affidavit overruled, Ag 2, 5:5
GREEN, JOSEPH
Fined and sentenced, F 1, 4:5
GREEN (REV), PHILANDER
Death, Ap 19, 8:4; eulogized, My 1, 6:3
GREEN, WILLIAM A
Sale of property by sheriff announced, Jy 11, 6:7
GREEN TNP
Repub caucus nominates candidates, N 14, 4:4
Joseph Foust repts increase in personal property valuation, My 16, 8:2
GREENBAUM, HARRIS
Dry goods stock seized by sheriff on attachment order, Ja 29, 3:3
Named in judgment suit by Tillie Greenbaum, F 1, 6:4; by Sam Goldberg, F 1, 6:4; default judgment awarded to Samuel Goldberg, Max Ernst, Tillie Greenbaum, and Cady & Invis Shoe Co, N 6, 5:5
Sale of bankrupt stock ordered by ct, H 6, 3:5; sheriff's sale of store stock, H 12, 7:7; property ordered at sheriff's sale, H 14, 7:4; merchandise stock offered at sheriff's sale, H 15, 7:7; bankrupt stock sold at sheriff's sale, H 26, 5:4
Named in collection suit by Thomas H Groves, N 21, 3:5; Jy 23, 3:5
GREENBAUMS, MINNIE
Names CRIF in damage suit, Ag 16, 5:5; answer filed by CRIF, N 17, 3:4
GREENBAUM, TILLIE
Names Harris Greenbaum in judgment suit, F 1, 6:4; awarded default judgment against Harris Greenbaum, No 6, 3:5
GREENBAUM CO (Manifield)
Invoices for bankruptcy, 588, 7:1
GREENE, FRED R
App't as deputy oil dep by Insf Frank L Baird, 588, 17:5
GREENE, SAM (Green)
Injured man struck by pulley, N 14, 0:4
GREENE & STOTTER (Cleveland)
Clothing store robbed, S 22, 10:2
GREENLEE (PATRICK), ANDREW G
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; promoted to s police, D 4, 1:5
GREENLEE, CHARLES
Suicide, N 26, 1:5
GREENSBURG, OHIO
A repub and den tickets listed, M 20, 6:3
Assessor submits personal property rop to count jury, M 22, 3:4
GREENSTEIN & GREENSTEIN STORE (Steelton)
Destroyed by fire, M 5, 2:2
GREENWOOD, LAWRENCE
Pleads not guilty on alleged forgery chg, held at Milltown, M 10, 12:2; found not guilty on chgs of uttering forged will of uncle or Samuel Glass, N 26, 3:3
GREENWALD, JOHN (Greentown)
Hotel, barn, and outbuildings destroyed by fire, N 8, 6:2
GREENWOOD, HORACE
Granted pension increase, D 6, 3:7
GREEN (R.I.), AELIA
Granted original widow's pension, My 5, 3:1
GREEG, JACK (Kearny)
Injured when kicked by horse, F 5, 3:6
GREEG, MICHAEL
GREEH, KATE
Adjudged insane, Ag 9, 3:5
GREEHL, JOHN (Cleveland)
Damage suit brought by N E Brodbelt continues, My 16, 6:1; wins suit, My 19, 3:4
GREEN, JOHN
Two destroyed by fire, Ag 20, 6:6
GRIELEY, GEORGE W
Case brought by W H Montenyak carried to circuit ct, J 26, 6:1
GRIFIN, CHARLES P (Cora)
Gives views on normal schools, F 12, 1:5
GRIFIN, HERMAN G
App'd assessor, Ap 5, 3:3
Wins collection suit against Edgar Tevksbury, Ap 5, 3:4
House occupied by E 1 Hoxon damaged by fire, Ap 27, 1:2
Work as tax assessor commended, ed, J 23, 4:2
GRILLI, HELEN
Millinery store damaged by fire, F 14, 6:4
GRILLI, T F
With Frank F Slaven and J E Ferris incs new mining co, Ag 17, 2:2
GRILLI & GRIGGS
Awarded const for recitation hall at Buckett coll, Je 16, 1:3
Awarded const for const of Buckett preparatory school, Ap 2, 3:3
GRILLS, GORDON A
Divorced by wife Vida L, F 10, 7:2
GRILLS, WILLIAM T (Mingo Junction)
Nominated postmaster, D 15, 11:2
GRILLS, GEORGE R (Cinti)
Clark of Cinti school bd, accts found short after death, N 30, 2:4; shortage estimated, D 13, 1:5; shortage rep'd, D 14, 2:4
GRILLS, HARRY L
App'd member of penitentiary bd of mgrs by Gov George K Nash, F 14, 1:6; F 15, 1:4
GRIGGS, H H CO (Tiffin)
Consol 5 drygoods firms, S 7, 2:2
GRIGGS (OR AND MCS), WILLIAM S (Northfield)
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Je 7, 8:4
GRIMES CELLAR DOOR CO
Named in money collection suit by Great Western Printing co, M 3, 1:4
GRINGLE, ARTHUR E (Springfield)
Wins 1st honors at Intercollegiate Oratorical assn's 19th annual contest, F 15, 6:3; represents Ohio in annual interstate contest at Denver, M 5, 1:4
GRIPPE
Episcopal rep't, F 9, 8:7
Episcopal at Findlay, M 51, 11:4
GRIFFITHS, P J
Injured when train is derailed at Leetonia, J 3, 1:5
GRISWOLD, ELIHU W
Pleads not guilty to larceny chg, case cont'd, N 5, 8:4
Fined for reg stolen property, larceny chg
GRISWOLD, ELIHU W (Cont)
Dismissed, My 16, 8:1
Granted permission by city coms to move house, Jy 31, 3:3
GROAH, MARY L (MOS)
GROSS, AGNEW
Hold meeting, app'ts cons for annual picnic, J 30, 2:5
GROCERY STORES AND TRADE
Retail stores defended against attacked by vendors, M 30, 6:5
GROFF, OTTO (Northfield)
Fined for violating scarlet fever quarantine, F 1, 8:4
GROFF, WALTER R (Dayton)
Held on embezzlement chg, Ap 17, 2:5
GROGAN, JOHN (Gadenhutten)
Killed by falling scaffold, Ap 28, 11:1
GROSS (KLS), JACOB
Funeral F 14, 6:5
GROSEY, RICHARD A
Personal injury suit against Diamond Match co answered by claim of settlement, F 3, 3:3
GROSS, ELIZE B AND GEORGE F
Named in petition for property recr by Akron Bldg & Loan assn, Ag 14, 3:5; named in foreclosure suit by Akron Bldg & Loan assn, Jy 16, 6:2; named in amended petition to claim suit, D 20, 4:4
GROSS, GEORGE E. See Gross, Elize B
GROSS, JOHN
Injured in fall, N 12, 8:7
GROSSWAN (MR AND MRS), CELEBRATE 25th wedding anniv, D 18, 3:2
GROSSWAN, DAVID
Missing, D 5, 3:6
GROSSWAN, HERMAN
Arrested on chg of selling m'de without license, Je 25, 1:5;jailed after refusal to pay fine, Jy 26, 3:5
GROSSWAN (ZEBRO), C H
Replies to Lemuel E Quigg's statement on mutilation of repub platform, Jy 26, 2:6; reelected to cong from 11th Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4
GROVE, BYRON F
Buggy destroyed when horse runs away, Ag 3, 5:1
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GUEGUZENHAI, ARTHUR</td>
<td>Fined on chg of placing torpedoes on st car tracks, Ky 5, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUEGUZENHAI BROS (Clev)</td>
<td>Liquor store robbed, N 15, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUEGTZ (SHERIFF)</td>
<td>With his bondsman sued by Medina county to collect illegal fees, Ag 8, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUILD, ERNEST (Lisa)</td>
<td>Killed in nitroglycerin explosion, F 6, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GULLITT, ROBERT</td>
<td>Resisted, F 14, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUN CLUB, AGRON</td>
<td>Abject police cap by city attys, D 4, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUNN, JAMES</td>
<td>Fined for intoxication, Je 10, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUNNING, MICHAEL (Tedo)</td>
<td>Dies from heart prostration, Ag 5, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUNSALLIS, EDWIN N</td>
<td>Nominated consul to Pernambuco (Brazil), D C, Ja 30, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUNSCHAUSER, JOHN OAKES</td>
<td>Divorce suit against wife Sophia dismissed, Ap 13, 5:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GWAIN, E J, 30</td>
<td>Sues wife Sophia for divorce, D 17, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GYMER (CAPT), E L (Alliance)</td>
<td>Resigned natl guard corp, F 14, 6:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMBERGER, HERMAN (Cinti)</td>
<td>Shot to death by son, Je 19, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMBERGKOST, AUGUST</td>
<td>Abject special policeman, bond approved, Je 14, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMBERGKOST, FRANK</td>
<td>Held on suspicion chg, D 21, 4:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMBERGER, HENRY</td>
<td>Injured in fall from tree, Ag 7, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HARRIS, FRED (Clev)</td>
<td>Fatally injured when elevator falls, My 1, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACKETT, H</td>
<td>Fined for clunging to train, Ag 6, 8:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HACKETT, MINE</td>
<td>Fined not guilty on assault chgs, Ag 13, 8:5; fined for assault on brother, Ag 14, 6:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAASSECK (CEV)</td>
<td>Adresses Economic league on music ownership of pub utilities, Mr 14, 8:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAASSECK, GEORGE</td>
<td>Indicted for participation of First IE ch granted, Ap 7, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAFF, JAMES</td>
<td>Named in collection suit brought by L S Sweltzel, O 2, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAGLEY, GEORGE (Kent)</td>
<td>Held under bond on robbery chg, Ag 28, 8:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAGGERTY, HUGO (North Springfield)</td>
<td>Res and crops damaged by hail storm, Ja 18, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAGGERTY, ARTHUR</td>
<td>Application for appointment of guardian filed, Mr 21, 3:5; L E hurt auptd guardian, bond filed, Mr 1, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAGGERTY, LOISUA</td>
<td>Fined on theft chg, My 29, 5:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAHIG, JOSEPH MICHAEL</td>
<td>Warrant issued for arrest on chg of failing to send son Joseph to school, Ja 10, 6:3; fined for failing to send son to school, suspended on condition, Ja 11, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAILSTOCK, FRANK</td>
<td>Estate wins suit against Frank Hallstock sr, case appealed to common pleas ct, Ja 8, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAILSTOCK, FRANK SR</td>
<td>Losses suit brought by Frank Hallstock estate, appeals to common pleas ct, Ja 8, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAINES, CICERO E</td>
<td>Fined for intoxication, Ap 9, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAINES, S E (Barberton)</td>
<td>Room robbed, Mr 29, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALEBERG, J F</td>
<td>Resigns as atty of Bar assn, Ag 7, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALEBERG, JOHN</td>
<td>Takes oath in sup ct, registers as lawyer, Je 20, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE (Mr &amp; Mrs)</td>
<td>Celebrates 25th wedding anniv, My 21, 3:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE, EMILY</td>
<td>Inherits property from Rufus Wright, Chicago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE, J PERLEY (Cinti)</td>
<td>Property stolen in jewelry store robbery, recovered, Ja 29, 4:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALE, PHILENA (Bath)</td>
<td>Injunction suit brought by William J Mills made permanent, F 21, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALEY, FRANK</td>
<td>Fined for clunging to train, Ja 30, 5:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALEY, JACK</td>
<td>Injured when st cars jump track, My 25, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL (SBT), F H</td>
<td>Speaks on Learning and Earning at his bldg, Ap 30, 8:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL (BLO), G STANLEY</td>
<td>Lectures on the ideal school before Akron hs, N 27, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, GEORGE</td>
<td>Arrested on chg of intoxication and cruelty to animals, Ap 5, 3:1; held on chgs of intoxication and over-driving horse, case continued, F 6, 6:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, JAMES</td>
<td>Divorce granted wife Ellen E, F 5, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, LEO NDRO</td>
<td>Arrested on chg of throwing stones through saloon windows, case continued, Ja 9, 3:2; arraigned on chg of breaking windows, case continued, Ja 11, 5:6; dismissed from chg, Ja 12, 6:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL (KGS), M K (Dayton)</td>
<td>Held in assault on Albert Hoover, N 22, 3:3; fined for fighting, N 23, 1:8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, ORLANDO</td>
<td>Names Henry Bausman and Eli Harter in collection suit, Mr 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL, P D</td>
<td>Sells interest in sand property to John A King, Mr 29, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALL (SST), WILL P</td>
<td>Friends express fear for safety in battle on Island of Luzon, Ja 11, 8:8; relates experiences in Philippine war, Itr, Ja 22, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ALBERT</td>
<td>Arrested and fined for robbery, My 3, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ANGEL</td>
<td>Gives address on Ecumenical cong before Union Missionary soc, Je 1, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ARTHUR</td>
<td>Arrested and fined for robbery, My 3, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, CLEO</td>
<td>Held as alleged rioter, S 7, 1:7; pleads not guilty to rioting chg, O 16, 6:1; changes plea to guilty, sentence withheld, D 10, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALTNER, BERNARD B</td>
<td>Resigned as mayor Young's clerk, D 11, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALTNER, R B</td>
<td>Resigned as mayor Young's clerk, D 11, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALTNER, ROMAS</td>
<td>Cross petition filed by Akron Lumber co in collection suit brought by Romais Halter, D 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, WILLIAM (Guy Falls)</td>
<td>Injured when caught in machinery at Henry Wire mills, Ag 20, 5:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ANTHONY</td>
<td>Turned down by Young-Isbell pol machine when he requested applat to higher position, My 2, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALTNER, ANTHAN</td>
<td>Cross petition filed by Akron Lumber co in collection suit brought by Romais Halter, D 20, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, A J</td>
<td>Held as alleged rioter, S 7, 1:7; pleads not guilty to rioting chg, O 16, 6:1; changes plea to guilty, sentence withheld, D 10, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, GERTRUDE</td>
<td>Injured in trolley car collision, Ja 31, 2:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ORLANDO</td>
<td>Names Henry Bausman and Eli Harter in collection suit, Mr 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, PERKINS</td>
<td>Friends express fear for safety in battle on Island of Luzon, Ja 11, 8:8; relates experiences in Philippine war, Itr, Ja 22, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ROSE</td>
<td>Injured in trolley car collision, Ja 31, 2:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, R B</td>
<td>Resigned as mayor Young's clerk, D 11, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ROMAS</td>
<td>Cross petition filed by Akron Lumber co in collection suit brought by Andrew Halter, D 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, BERNARD B</td>
<td>Resigned as mayor Young's clerk, D 11, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, R B</td>
<td>Resigned as mayor Young's clerk, D 11, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, ROMAS</td>
<td>Cross petition filed by Akron Lumber co in collection suit brought by Andrew Halter, D 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HALLER, WILLIAM (Guy Falls)</td>
<td>Injured when caught in machinery at Henry Wire mills, Ag 20, 5:3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HALTER (HS), VERONICA (Cont)
will filed for probate, Ja 17, 3:4; Bernard B Halter aptd adm of estate, Ja 23, 7:6; qualifies, Ja 24, 3:5; Bernard Halter aptd trustee, Ap 9, 3:5; exec files petition for constr upon clauses of will, Ap 17, 3:5; Andrew A Halter files petition for partition, N 5, 2:1
HALVORSON (HWS), ANNA
Death, Je 7, 3:1; funeral, Je 8, 6:7
HAMILTON, EDIC
Fined for intoxication, Ap 9, 5:4
HAMILTON (EV), JOHN W
Elected Bishop at ME ch cong at Chicago, Ky 22, 1:3
HAMILTON, OHIO
Election results given, Ap 3, 2:2
HAMILTON & MILL HILL TRACTION CO
Eight people injured when stry car jumps tracks at Conti, S 10, 2:2
HAMILTON & LINDEISMANN ELECTR TRANSIT CO
Application made for aptd recr, F 2, 6:2
HAMILTON BLDG CO
Files mortgage to Dollar Savings & Trust co, Youngstown, Ky 2, 4:3
Fence around bldg ordered removed by city courts, Ag 23, 3:1
HAMILTON LAND (Akron)
Incorporates, S 10, 3:4
Erects temporary officers, S 18, 1:5
Hendars, prepares plans for Lincoln Day banquet, D 4, 3:5
HAMILTON COUNTY
Henry Hoffman elected pros atty, D 12, 2:2; D 13, 2:2
HAMLIN (NY-OK)
Defends army canteen as benefit to soldiers, ed, Jy 27, 4:2
HAMLIN, RALPH
Sworn in as special deputy sheriff, N 27, 3:1
HAM, filed (Wash C H)
Injured when steam rendering tank explodes, Ap 7, 10:2
HANK, F (Fertilizer Works (Wash C H))
Wreapped when steam rendering tank explodes, Ag 7, 10:2
HAM, ALICE (Van Wert)
Injured when acid is thrown on her, Mrs John Vanlew held, S 15, 10:4; dies from injuries recd when vitriol is thrown in her face, O 17, 7:1
HAMEL, MAY C
J V Velas aptd estate admr, Ag 2, 6:1
HAMEL BUSINESS COLL
Addressed by Rev W C Willcox on South African war, F 10, 2:4
Addressed by Prof J E McLean on subject of Educ, Ap 26, 6:5
HANCOCK, JOHN HAYS
Accused of falsehood, 1lr, F 16, 6:4
HANCOCK'S CORNERS SUNDAY SCHOOL (Bath Twp)
Regents, elects officers, Jl 3, 8:5
HANDEIT, FRANK
Fined and sentenced on vagrancy chg, Ag 2, 5:5
HANSEN, TUDIA
Sentenced for vagrancy, F 24, 2:2
HANSEIT, LUTHER 2
Named in collection suit brought by Solomon F Dwight, F 9, 3:4; aid of execution proceedings dismissed, F 15, 6:1
HANSCHEW, JOSEPH
Death, D 1, 1:6; funeral, D 3, 2:6
HANSCHEL, SAMUEL
Fined for larceny, D 14, 1:5
Correction of error in previous article: should read chg with truancy, not larceny, D 20, 3:1
HANE, ADAM
Fined for calling Nattie Zehnder bad names, Ag 10, 1:2
HANELEH, GEORGE
Jewelry shop robbery frustrated, Jy 25, 4:5
HANELEH, SAMUEL
Pleads guilty to assault chg, N 10, 6:3; pleads guilty to chg of cutting toward, N 20, 8:4; bound to common pleas ct on cutting to wound chg, N 22, 4:6
HANELEH, SOLOMON
Granted pension increase, Jy 17, 3:1
HANFORD (Hws), MARY C
Funeral, S 13, 6:4; 8:5; will filed for probate S 13, 6:5; ader files inventory, S 21, 3:2
HANKEY LUMBER CO
Granted contr for lumber for Diamond Rubber co reconting plant, M 31, 1:5
Names William K Haskel and Kesh Roofing co in injunct suit, Je 18, 6:3
Sues E P Spragg for balance due on note, Je 16, 6:2
Awarded contr for constr of blds for Elks carnival, Ag 24, 3:2
Granted contr by Akron bd of health for carpenter work in constr of Detention hosp,

HANKEY LUMBER CO (Cont)
S 20, 3:5
Files answer and cross petition in collection suit brought by W Gordon Miller against Penn Foundry co, N 30, 4:2
HANLAN, DAN
Fined for intoxication, D 8, 4:6
HANNA, DAM
Ostracized by Clev soc, (Clev Recorder), M 9, 5:7
HANNA (ZEN), MARGARET A
Retirement from repub natl exec com in evidence, F 2, 4:5; denies rumor of resignation as sen from Ohio, F 2, 3:4
Physical condition reportd more serious daily, N 26, 1:4
Greatness praised, (ed Toledo Blade), Je 2, 4:5
Declares story of plot to assassinate Pres McKinley to be false, Jy 11, 1:7
Denies Repr Charles Dick was smubbed by election of Col Lyman T Herrick as Ohio member of Repub natl com, Jy 16, 4:6
Prestige as speaker lauded (ed Ohio State Journal), S 22, 4:5
Gives speech on ship subsidy bill before U S cong, D 15, 1:1
HANNIN, HATHAW (Youngstown)
Res robbed, M 8, 2:4
HANSAID (HOS), CYNTHIA E
Property offered at sheriff's sale, Ap 11, 7:7; sold at sheriff's sale, My 15, 6:1
Fined for intoxication, S 13, 6:3
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, D 31, 5:2; fined for disorderly conduct, N 8, 3:3
HANSAID, MARY DYE
Fined for lewd conduct, D 18, 8:3
HANSAID, WILLIAM E
Sued for divorce by wife Cynthia, D 2, 3:5
HASKIN, A B
Cigar store robbed, Je 11, 3:5
HASKELMAN, C H
Swindled in purchase of fraudulent bond bills, D 25, 3:1
HASEL, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Jy 10, 6:3
HASEL, JAMES W
Harry W Hanshue aptd admr of estate, J 5, 3:8
HASNIT, WILLIAM
Held on chg of fighting, case contd, M 9, 3:2; fined for fighting, My 10, 5:6
HASSON, C B CO
Incorporates, O 17, 2:2
HASSON, C B CO

HASKRAY, ARTHUR
Fined for intoxication, M 5, 2:3
HAWAD (COL), C V (Wooster)
Replies to critics in defense of command of 8th Ohio regt in Cuba campaign Citr East Liverpool Crisis, Ap 7, 9:1
Complains history of 8th regt OVI, Ap 9, 6:3
With 21 others named in collection suit by Walter Harris and 18 others, D 14, 4:6
HAYDEY, CHARLES J
Injured in runaway, Ap 5, 5:5
Injured when team runs away, Ap 10, 1:4
HAYDEE, BENNETT E
Granted pension increase, F 26, 3:1
HAYDEY, JOHN
Sentenced to work 15 days on stn on intoxication ceg, Jy 10, 6:3
HAYDEY, ASH, OHIO
Holds annual conv at Clev, N 1, 2:2
HAYDEY, DEALERS, OHIO
Conv at Clev convs, N 2, 3:1
HAYDEY, ACHIE N
Named by John H Thomas in suit for dissolution of partnership and apted of receiver to divide proceeds of Hardy & co, S 5, 3:5; recr aptd, S 7, 3:3
HAYDEY, ACHIE N CO
Rec's sale, S 15, 6:4
HAYDEY, D
Files answer to cross petitions of J H Seiberling and others in case of Will Christy vs Akron St Ry co, Jy 30, 6:1
HAYDEY, BATES
Fined for intoxication, Ag 14, 6:6
HAYDEY, HENRY. See Hardy, Mary and Henry
HAYDEY, JOHN B
Sued for divorce by wife Europa, D 17, 3:4
HAYDEY, HARRY AND HENRY
Restrained by temporary order from removing E A Fliugler property, Jy 19, 6:1
HAYDEY, OLANDO B
Named with Superior Kino co by J F Seiberling, case carried to circuit ct on error, Jy 31, 6:3
HAYDEY MACHINERY CO
Sues H D Van Campen and J B Switzer for money on note, Je 19, 6:4; wins judgment, Jy 10, 3:6
Claims Joel and Rebecca Switzer transferred property fraudulently, asks ct to clear matter, Jy 23, 3:6
Sues Joel B Switzer to set aside mortgage given to Sarah Tousey, motion filed asking plft cause of action, Ag 13, 8:2; hearing in
HARDY MACHINE CO (Cont.)

aid of execution proceedings against Joel B Sweeney continued, N 24, 3:4

HARR (Covington, KY) Thieves

Sent to Canton by Ohio Anti-Saloon League to establish bonds there, Ag 17, 2:2

HARR, FRANK B

Awarded camera magazine prize, My 29, 3:5

HARRIN, JAMES

Held for intoxication, F 7, 5:6; arrested and fined for intoxication, F 8, 0:3

Fined on intoxication chg, Ap 13, 6:5

HARRING, MICHAEL

Held on chg of intoxication, Mr 31, 3:8; case continued, Ap 2, 4:6; pleas not guilty, case continued, Ap 3, 1:4

Sought on intoxication chg after jumping bail, Ap 4, 6:8

HARRIN, PATRICK

Chgd with theft, case dismissed, Jy 30, 5:6

HARRING, SAMUEL

Named in suit by Joseph Betterly to restrain erection of fence between their farms, Je 4, 3:3; files answer to injunction suit brought by Joseph Betterly, Jy 2, 6:1

HARRING, JAMES (Conti)

Suffocated with son Hieron when Salvation Army branch bldg is destroyed by fire, S 18, 2:3

HARRING, RUTHA (Conti)

Suffocated when Salvation Army bldg is destroyed by fire, S 10, 2:3

HARE (Rev.)

Gives lecture on anti-saloon league at Reformed ch in Sufleld, D 12, 0:6

HARLEQUIN CLUB

Organizes, N 2, 8:1

HARRISON, PAT

Fined for intoxication, D 22, 3:4

HARDEE, ALBERT

Granted final naturalization papers, S 25, 5:5

HARRISON, C P (Cuyahoga Falls)

Bound to ct with son Lewis on train robbery chgs, N 21, 3:3

HARRISON, EZ (Springfield)

Elected grand master of Ohio Masons, D 25, 3:5

HARRISON, LESTER

Released from county jail after failure of jury to indict on larceny chg, D 10, 0:3

HARRISON, LUCY

Files affidavit declaring George Storer insane, F 6, 6:1

HARRIS, JACOB P (Botzum)

Notice of assignee's sale, Botzum, Ja 2, 7:7

HARRIS, JAMES

Fined for using profane language, D 11, 5:7

HARRIS, JOHN

Sentenced to Perkins pk on vagrancy chg, Jy 26, 3:5

HARRIS, MARTIN E

Death, Mr 20, 3:1; funeral Mr 21, 3:1

HARRIS, THOMAS

Sued for divorce by wife Lizzie, Je 19, 6:4

HARRIS, THOMAS (Cinti)

Shot and wounded during brawl, D 3, 2:2

HARRISON, BARBARA

Lauded for active support of Repub party, ed, Jy 31, 4:2

HARRISON, CHARLE

Shot when telephone wire falls across a trolley wire, N 27, 1:6

HARRISON, G W

Losses replivin suit against Edwin Carr, F 10, 3:3

HARRISON (CHIEF OF POLICE), H H

Defends actions on Sunday ball and on the purchase of tobacco for tramps cleaning Perkins pk, Jy 3, 6:2

Praised for enforcing Sunday laws, Itr, Jy 10, 6:4

Urges baptismal services within city limits under proper police regulations, Itr, Jy 12, 6:3

Advocates curfew and enforcement, Jy 26, 8:3

Located in Clev after riot, sanity questioned, Ag 23, 5:5; crazed by riot experiences, Ag 23, 8:3; denies chgs that he became frightened and lost his head when he left town during riot, Ag 25, 1:2, requests leave of absence, granted by bd of city comrs, Ag 27, 1:5; defends his action in leaving town during riot, S 6, 1:7; criticized for behavior during riot, S 8, 1:2; denies statements made by Officer Eugene Murray concerning his actions during riot, S 10, 1:6

Resc annom threatening llrs, S 20, 8:5

Resigns, O 16, 3:3

Discloses political surveilance over police dept, Itr, N 10, 6:1

HARRISON (GOM), LOUIS (Gallipolis)

Killed when struck by train, Jy 14, 11:3
HANCOCK, FRED
Lucy Hancock appld executrix of estate, Ja 9, 7:6

HAFF, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, Ag 27, 4:7

HAUGHTON ELEVATOR CO
Cross petition to suit of Ohio Glass and Hardware Co against Mrs Ellen C Donkey answered by deft, Ap 25, 3:2

HAURY, JOHNN
Res robbs, Nbr 27, 3:1

HAURY, PEARL
Injured when thrown from buggy, Ja 9, 3:3

HAUSER, EMERY
Fined for intoxication, Nbr 23, 1:8

HAVERHICK, GEORGE
Sues wife Delinda E for divorce, Ag 13, 8:1

HAVERLAND, JOHN C
Sues wife Harriet for divorce, Nbr 20, 3:5

HAY, EDWARD (Cuy Falls)
Store robbed, D 12, 3:2

HAYES
Statehood predicted as unlikely to ever come, (ed 31 Louis Globe Dem), Ja 20, 4:4

HAWAI'IAN ISLANDS
Feature article, O 11, 6:3

HAWK, FRANK (Old Forge)
Injured in fall from brick kiln, Nr 17, 6:5

HAWKINS, JOSIAH
Elected county commr, N 7, 1:4

HAWKINS, J W (Cuy Falls)
Patent for adjustable die holder, wire drawing clutch, and draw, N 21, 4:4

HAWKINS, WILLIAM
Sues wife Sarah E for divorce, Ja 30, 6:1; granted divorce from wife, Ap 4, 3:4

HAWKINS, LULU
Prepares warrant for arrest of John Doe, real name unknown, Ag 17, 8:5

HAWKINS FAMILY
Holds reunion at Lakeside, Ag 17, 8:6

HAWKWARD, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, D 19, 5:6

HAWK, ADAM
Injured in fall from scaffold, D 15, 5:2

HAWKINS (KRS), CATHERINE
Ancestor record in U S wars revd, Je 11, 5:5

HAWKINS, NELLY
Organist at Central Presb ch resigns, Ja 27, 3:2

HANSON, ISAM
Death, D 25, 6:5; funeral, D 26, 6:5

HAYS, EDWARD
Sued for divorce by wife Kate H, N 5, 2:1

HAYES, (Sharon)
Store robbed, Ja 3, 8:3

HAYDEN, GEORGE
Fined and sentenced to workhouse for begging, D 26, 1:4

HAYES, J EDWARD
Answer filed to damage suit against Lydia A Jackson, F 13, 6:5

HAYES, KELLY
Elected trustee of North Hill school, Ap 10, 8:5

HAYES, NAY (Clev)
Acquitted on disorderly conduct chg, Ag 31, 2:2

HAYES, RUTHERFORD B
Estate will personal injury suit brought by, Mrs Smith, N 7, 2:4

HAYES, RUTHERFORD PLATT
Decision of lower ct in property suit and Scott R Hayes against James Hunt upheld by super ct, D 19, 1:2

HAYES, SCOTT R
Decision of lower ct in property suit and Rutherford Platt Hayes against James Hunt upheld by super ct, D 19, 1:2

HAYMAN, JOHN FRANKLIN
Biog, Ag 17, 3:4

HAYNES, WILL
Rescues Charles Bond from drowning, Ag 21, 8:2

HAYES, WILLIAM (Canton)
Injured in fall from train, O 12, 6:3

HAYES, WILLIAM E

HAYNES, ISAM
Death, D 25, 6:5; funeral, D 26, 6:5

HAYS, KELLY H
Injured in fall into Lake Brady, Je 3, 3:5

HAYWARD, SOLOMON G (Painesville)
Committed to insane asylum, Ag 11, 10:2

HAYWOOD, GEORGE
Sued for divorce by wife Kate H, N 5, 2:1

HAYES, (Sharon)
Store robbed, Ja 3, 8:3

HAYDEN, GEORGE
Fined and sentenced to workhouse for begging, D 26, 1:4

HAYES, J EDWARD
Answer filed to damage suit against Lydia A Jackson, F 13, 6:5

HAYES, KELLY
Elected trustee of North Hill school, Ap 10, 8:5

HAYES, NAY (Clev)
Acquitted on disorderly conduct chg, Ag 31, 2:2

HAYES, RUTHERFORD B
Estate will personal injury suit brought by, Mrs Smith, N 7, 2:4

HAYES, RUTHERFORD PLATT
Decision of lower ct in property suit and Scott R Hayes against James Hunt upheld by super ct, D 19, 1:2

HAYES, SCOTT R
Decision of lower ct in property suit and Rutherford Platt Hayes against James Hunt upheld by super ct, D 19, 1:2

HAYMAN, JOHN FRANKLIN
Biog, Ag 17, 3:4

HAYNER (DEV), J FRED
Returns from China, relates experiences of escape from country (Clev Plain Dealer), S 1, 6:1

HAYNES, GEORGE (Callicotite)
Missing for yrs, returns home, D 5, 2:2

HAYNES, HARRY B
Sues for divorce from wife Viola, Je 19, 6:4; refereed appeal, Ja 31, 6:3; divorces wife, Ag 3, 4:5

HAYES, WILL
Rescues Charles Bond from drowning, Ag 21, 8:2

HAYNES, WILLIAM (Canton)
Injured in fall from train, O 12, 6:3

HAYNES, WILLIAM E

HAYES, ISAM
Death, D 25, 6:5; funeral, D 26, 6:5

HAYS, JOSEPH M
Dissolves partnership with Jesse D Croft in firm of J D Croft & co, Ap 7, 6:4

HAYS, KELLY H
Injured in fall into Lake Brady, Ja 3, 3:5
HEATH, R D  
Declares discrimination against Negro race, because of riot, would be an injustice, 11r, Ag 23, 0:7

HEFTY, FRED L  
Mary Heathman appointed guardian, S 15, 3:1

HEATON, E M  
Injured when he runs against elec wire, Ag 20, 4:7

HEAVEN, TEMPLE, ACOAN  
Receives Rabbi Isador, pastor, Je 9, 8:5

HEAZLON UNION CHURCH, CINTI  
Alumni plan memorial to founder, Wr 30, 10:3

Hezekiah Vise Memorial Fund recs donation from Independent Order of Brael Drift, Ir 10, 6:6

HEBB, LUCAS  
Losses judgment to City of Akron in damage suit, gives notice of appeal, Jy 10, 6:5

HEIDEMA, DUSKEL  
Names City of Akron in suit for injuries to wife Laura, O 12, 3:5

HEINRICH, H H  
Counter claim filed in suit against C M and J V Walsh, Ap 10, 3:3

HEINRICH, GEORGE  
Sermon before Knights of Pythias, Je 11, 1:4

HEINZMANN, A E  
Bakery robbed, N 28, 3:2

HEINZMANN, GEORGE  
Sued for divorce by wife Catherine, Ap 16, 3:5

HEINZ, GEORGE (Clev)  
Killed when struck by train, Ap 27, 2:7

HEINZ, CARL  
Assaulted, brother John arrested, trial contd, Ja 17, 3:5

HEINZ, JOHN  
Dismissed on assault chg, Ja 19, 3:1

HEINZ, JOHN  
Charged with safekeeping, Ja 22, 8:6

HELTHING (J OF P, VINCENT)  
Recs comm of office in Summit county, Ap 20, 3:3

HEIL, WILLIAM A  
Greenhouses damaged by hail storm, Jy 12, 4:5

HELLEBRUSH (RUS, LUCIA (Cinti))  
Makes assignment, F 15, 2:2

HEIMLER, ALBERT  
Held in attempted robbery of Robert Tryon blacksmith shop, Ag 20, 6:7

HEISTRAND, CHRISTIAN  
Granted divorce from wife Lena, Wr 29, 3:5

HEISTER, HARRY A  
Efforts by Harry Geeler to have estate adver removed overruled, Ag 24, 3:7

HEISTER CIRCS CO  
Awarded contract by Ohio Oil Cloth co for constr of new bldgs, Ag 19, 5:6

HEISKEL WILLIAM (North Benton)  
Killed when overcome by gas in well, My 29, 2:2

HEISKEL, ANNA (Glenford)  
Injured when boiler explodes, Ag 22, 2:2

HEISIG, ADAM  
Adjudged insane, committed to Massillon State Insane Asylum, Cont

HELWIG, ADAM (Cont)  
haip, N 21, 3:5

HEP, JOHN (Grand Rapids)  
Injured when attacked by mob, O 31, 1:6; 2:2

HEEP, A D (Sandusky)  
Bound to probate ct on chg of violating Sunday liquor law, O 3, 2:2

HEFD, WILLIAM (Canton)  
Jury drawn for trial on murder chg, Jy 29, 3:4

HERDSON, WILLIAM  
Returned from penitentiary to stand trial for murder of Joseph Hartong, F 2, 1:4

HERMAN, EMAND  
Fined for intoxication, Ap 3, 1:4

HERN, H H (Clev)  
Elected moderator of All Soul's Universalist ch, Ap 26, 1:5

HERMAN  
Fined on chg of carrying concealed weapons, S 1, 2:1; S 3, 2:1

HENRY, JOHN  
Results of post mortem, Wr 8, 6:3

HENRY, WILLIAM  
Arrested for larceny chg, N 5, 3:5; fined and sentenced to house of theft, Hr 6, 8:5

HENRY, JOHN  
Arrested for alleged robbery of Gertie Wnderley, Jy 18, 3:6; arraigned for pocket picking, case continued, Jy 19, 6:2; robbery charge dismissed, Jy 21, 8:6

HENRY M STANLEY, SS  
Sink after striking rr bridge at Cinti, F 13, 2:4

HERN, E A WIRE CO (Cuy Falls)  
Negotiates for purchase of old wire mill, N 31, 1:2

Sells one of its plants to Summit Wire co, Je 30, 1:2

HENRY SCHOOL  
Mothers' & Teachers' Circle elects officers, My 10, 5:5

HENRY, JOHN  
Sentenced for vagrancy, F 24, 2:2

HERBERT (WHIS, Lakeside Pk)  
Robbed, Ag 22, 5:5

HERBERT HOTEL (Canal Dover)  
Damaged by fire, O 25, 2:2

HERBROOK, HENRY  
Arrested on intoxication chg, case contd, Jy 23, 6:3; fined for intoxication, Ja 24, 3:1

HERBROOK, JOHN C  
Injured when kicked by horse, Ja 6, 1:7

Files petition in bankruptcy, F 8, 8:1; files petition for discharge in bankruptcy, Ag 23, 8:2; discharged from bankruptcy, My 15, 8:3

HERBROOK, LEWIS  
Names son Henry in assault affidavit, N 16, 1:5; N 17, 7:2

HERPOL, HARRY  
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 18, 8:5
HERROLD, JOHN
Held on intoxication chg, Ag 17, 8:5; fined for intoxication, Ag 20, 4:6
Held for intoxication, S 4, 8:5
HERSON (Cuy), JOHN
Sermons: Ap 9, 4:3; Hy 7, 8:1; My 26, 8:2
Describes U.S. action in waging war with Spain, Je 16, 6:1
Preaches at Central Presh ch on opium habit, Je 25, 4:5
Eulogizes soldiers in sermon attended by co
B (CNO), Jy 15, 8:4
Sermon, S 17, 8:3
HERSON, JOSPEH (Norwalk)
Wins award in personal injury suit against
NILE ry co, N 2, 2:2
HERSON, ROBERT
Accepts position with Nassillon Water Supply co, Je 21, 3:3
HERSHI, ARTHUR (Cleveland)
Drowns when swimming, Je 29, 2:2
HERSHI, EDMUND A
Res robbed, Jy 10, 8:2
HERSHI, EDMUND A (Cont)
Accepts com as clerk of Sumuit county cts, Ag 6, 3:5
HERSHI FAMILY
Holds 20th annual reunion at Lakeside PK, Ag 17, 3:5
HERTEL, GEORGE
Funeral, Ag 4, 8:5
HERTEL, EDWARD AND IVAD
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ag 2, 5:5
Held on chgs of assault and battery committed on
Arthur Vildes, Ag 16, 3:3; fined and
sentenced for assault, Ag 17, 8:5
HESSE, M. H.
Assaulted, George Kuts, E Faler, and Jack
Koonz sought, Jy 26, 6:4
HESCH, E L
Apt damaged by fire, wife burned when gasoline
explodes, Ja 25, 8:4
HESCH, JOHN
Discharged for vagrancy, Ja 25, 8:3
HIBBARD, C E
Elected trustee of fireman's pension fund,
Ja 17, 3:4
HIGGINS, ANCYCE C (Cont)
Local council to raise funds to aid the Boers,
F 27, 2:3
Ohio Grand lodge elects officers at Toledo
conv, Je 15, 2:2
HIDEL, JOSEPH
Completes sentence on robbery chg, released
from county jail, Je 17, 3:3
HIDELL, ARTHUR A (Toledo)
Wins judgment suit against B&O ry co, D 12
(8), 2:2
HIDELL, AUGUST A (Toledo)
Motion to compel B&P to reproduce records in
black-list suit overruled, D 8, 7:1
HICK, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, My 16, 8:1
Sentenced for begging, Ag 10, 1:3
Fined for theft, D 3, 8:4
HICKOK, J G (Bowling Green)
With N A Childers purchases Palmer Oil co,
Ja 12, 2:2
HICKS (OH), OTTO (Bataavia)
Arrested for cutting and wounding W L Hicks,
Ja 26, 2:2
HICKS, W L (Bataavia)
Cut and wounded, Mrs Otto Hicks arrested, Ja 26,
2:2
HICKS (OH), OTTO (Bataavia)
Arrested for cutting and wounding W L Hicks,
Ja 26, 2:2
HICKS, W L (Bataavia)
Cut and wounded, Mrs Otto Hicks arrested, Ja 26,
2:2
HICKS, WILLIAM J
Robbed, D 15, 1:5
HIGON (Ohio), O
Wounds and captures John Johnson as he attempted
to rob Higgin's Son store, J 9, 1:2
HIGGINS, JOHN
Store robbed, John Johnson wounded and captured
by Charles Higby and Charles
F Choppin, F 9, 1:2; F 10, 7:1
HIGGINS, JOHN
Losses decision in recovery suit brought by
Logan county co's, D 12, 6:4
HIGGINS, JOHN
Death, Jy 11, 3:2; funeral, Jy 16, 3:5
HOGG, SAMUEL
Nominated by Councilman Dwight Shumway in suit for
personal damages, 0 8, 3:4
HIGH, JOHN (Selville)
Bank robbed, 3 arrested, D 11, 1:7
HIGH, U G
Resigns as clerk in Summit county au and office,
Jy 6, 4:7
HIGH ST
Ord to provide for sweeping passed by council,
Ap 27, 7:8
Ord to levy special assessment for sweeping
from Market to Hill st passed by city
council and approved by bd of city co's,
Ja 25, 7:5
Ord to vacate portion passed by council and
approved by city co's, Jy 20, 6:6
HIGH ST CH OF CRIST
Rev C J Tannor resigns pastorate, F 26, 8:2
Men's league elects officers, N 14, 8:2
HIGH ST TEMPLE
Audience hears address on Jewish chataqua
by Mrs D W Lewis, N 24, 8:1
Sponsors lecture on children by Rev J Leonard
Levy, D 20, 8:4
HIGHLAND PARK ALLOTMENT CO
Elects officers, Ap 17, 8:5
HIREY, FRANK
Robbed, John Thompson fined and sentenced,
J 23, 8:4
HIRSH, JOSEPH
Attaches property of Albert J Friesi to satisfy
judgment, F 15, 6:1
Arrested on chg of selling liquor on Sunday,
N 23, 8:3; fined and sentenced, N 26, 6:2
Fined for intoxication, Je 4, 1:6
Sues Mrs Elizabeth E Smith for property damages,
Jy 10, 6:1
HIRSH, JOSEPH (Cont)
Held on chg of theft, Ag 16, 3:5
Arrest and fine for violating Ohio two dog law
approved by citizens, ltr, Ag 17, 5:6
HIRSH, TONY
Correction of previous article: Joseph Higby
instead of Tony was held on chgs of selling
liquor in Stow twp, Ag 11, 6:3
HISKJ, FRED (Hudson)
Injured in fall from ladder, Jy 10, 3:1
HILDING, BENJAMIN (Springfield Twp)
Beaten, Stephen L. Xenonbecher held, Je 21, 5:6;
in serious condition, Je 23, 6:3
Named with Anna Hilbush in collection suit
brought by Edna Shipman, D 17, 5:4
HILBIG, IVORY
Filed action for writ of partition against all
other heirs of J B Wood estate, S 26, 3:3;
awarded decision in suit for distribution of
the J B Wood estate funds, N 2, 3:3
HILBIG, ROBERT
Made party to Wood estate partition suit,
F 13, 6:5; E W Stuart appointed guardian, F 21,
6:4
HILDEBRAND, C D
Elected to cong from 6th Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4
HILE (L), FRED C (Nadsworth)
Killed when struck by lightning, Je 8, 2:4; 3:5
HILL, J F
Injured in train wreck near Lodg, Jl 29, 2:6
HILL, JOHN E
Named in collection suit by L Schlatter Brewing
co, Ja 2, 4:4; loses suit, N 7, 3:2
HILL CO
Aptd to have joined sewer pipe trust, F 20,
1:7
HILLIARD, WILLIAM
Trees destroyed by fire, Ap 14, 5:3
HILLIAN (OH), JACOB W
Office damaged by fire, Ap 23, 4:4
HILLION, JACOB W
Named in foreclosure suit by Akron Bldg & Loan
co, S 17, 3:4; loses verdict, 0 16, 6:2;
sheriff's sale, 0 24, 6:5
HILLS (OH), ANN E
Death, F 26, 3:3; blog, F 26, 5:5; funeral,
F 20, 3:1
HILTABIDDLE, DANIEL
Names NOT in damage suit, Ja 22, 3:5
HILTABIDDLE, LEROY
Daniel H Hilbadiddle app'd admr of estate, Ja 29,
6:4; F 5, 7:7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>192a</td>
<td><strong>AGRON BEACH JOURNAL INDEX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HITCHCOCK, W.H. Reapplied supt northern division of Ohio canal, Nr 14, 1:6; Nr 15, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HITCHCOCK, WILLIAM With C.E. Bokes names Bradford Vanschel in attachment suit, Jy 31, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINSBAUGH (HS), LAURA Sues City of Akron for personal damages, Je 19, 6:4; wins suit, Je 21, 5:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIND, E.D. (Talkeo) Held on chg of forgery, O 26, 2:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINE, DANIEL Estate names Sarah C. Narah in collection suit, F 13, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINE (HS), ELIZABETH C Death, D 21, 3:1; funeral, D 24, 8:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINE, H.A. (Lima) Strikes oil Ky 25, 3:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINE (Pike), J.C.S. Studying natural science in Summit county, Je 27, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINMAN, A.V. Disproves Dewey alliance with Filipino insurgents, ltr, Ag 6, 4:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINMAN, ITHAMER B Names Windsor Brick co in collection suit, O 23, 6:4; N 30, 4:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINMAN, LOIS A Names Bradford W Skinner et al in collection suit, O 16, 6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HINMAN (llham) Rece bequest from Peter Butts, F 17, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Complete plans for commencement week celebration, Je 5, 2:2; 8:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Endowment increased by pledges, graduating class numbers 84, Je 23, 11:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIRSCH (GR), HSIL G Lectures on Jewish race to patrons of coll lecture course, Ap 11, 5:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brick block sold to John Kratz, Je 28, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIRSCH, LOUIS K Notion for new trial filed by Marie Brut deft in collection suit, D 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIRSCHLER, F Named in affidavit charging assault and battery, D 10, 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HISTORY Bill for compilation of Ohio’s historical data passed by legis, F 3, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HITCHCOCK FAMILY Holds reunion at Hudson, O 10, 6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192a</td>
<td><strong>AGRON BEACH JOURNAL INDEX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HITCHCOCK, NOS (New London) Shot, Carrie Rice held, Ag 10, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HITES, GILL Pleads not guilty to chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, Je 21, 6:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HONEY, JACOB Funeral, F 8, 8:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOOD, S.W. Named in collection suit by Cyrus Miller estate, Ky 2, 5:4; Je 5, 3:4; loses default judgment to H.C. Sanford, y 10, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Property up for sheriff’s sale, Jy 25, 7:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG, GEORGE Suicide, D 11, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG, FRANK Fined for theft, O 13, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG, FRED Arrested and fined on chg of fighting, Ja 15, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG (HS), NATHANIEL (Lima) Killed boarding train, Je 6, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG (HS), J.C. &amp; C.D. Files deed of assignment for Thomas J. Davies, Ag 20, 5:5; Davies files bond as assignee, Ag 22, 7:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG (HS), references to W.J. Bryan and dem party expurgated (ed St Louis Globe-Democrat, Je 9, 4:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Commented for criticism of Erving Winslow’s statements, ed, Jy 10, 4:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGG (HS), W. Message giving the marriage of Dr Charles Roberts and Miss Jones considered a fake, (Canton Repository), Ag 22, 6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOBDAY, EDWARD (Cler) Trial on chg of malicious pros filed by Joseph Sofer, Ap 13, 8:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HODGKIN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROCKING VALLEY IR Express train crashes freight at Carey, killed, 10 injured, F 6, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Annual financial rept, O 10, 2:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HODDINOTT, GEORGE Injured when hand is caught in machine, Ap 12, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HODGSON, RUTH Injured in st-rh horse collision, Ag 20, 8:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HLIDENBOULD, PETER J Loses judgment suit brought by Frank Reifsnider, F 21, 6:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192a</td>
<td><strong>AGRON BEACH JOURNAL INDEX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, (Sandusky) Feed store robbed, N 9, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, HENRY Resigns from legis, elected pros atty for Hamilton county, O 12 (13), 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, JOHN (Cools) Killed by gas when he goes into well, Ag 8, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, JOHN L Fined for threatening assault, S 28, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, KATE (Villoughby) Believed to be identity of body washed up on beach, S 10, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, N.C. Store damaged by fire, Ja 2, 5:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN (J DE P), P.H With Constable Lamiris loses recovery suit brought by Trude Palmer, appeals case, Ja 17, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, WILLIAM Naturalized, Jr 14, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN, WILLIAM H Charged with jumping train, case continued, F 17, 6:3; fined for causing freight train, F 19, 5:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOFFMAN BROTHERS Musical concert sponsored by Ladies Aid soc of North Hill H.E. ch, F 21, 5:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Name Flora E. Hunsicker in collection suit, Jr 14, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGAN, ALICE and E.P. (Barberton) Held in robbery of Eugene P. Rowe res, D 28, 1:4; fined and sentenced for petit larceny D 29, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGAN, E.P. See Hogan, Alice and E.P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOGANTH (Corporation), HARRY Relates experiences of Co M 38th U.S. VI in Philippine Island Insurrection, N 5, 12:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDAHL, EDWARD Fined for intoxication, S 19, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDAHL, HARRY CANNON Fined in property suit brought by May C. Wittaker, F 6, 6:1; notice of sheriff’s sale, N 9, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDAHL, FRED Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Ap 17, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDAHL, HENRY Granted pension increase, M 31, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDOM, EDWARD (Tiffin) Held on bigamy chg, O 12, 2:2; sentenced to penitentiary for bigamy, N 27, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLER, RAYMOND Dismissed on theft chg, D 24, 4:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>192a</td>
<td><strong>AGRON BEACH JOURNAL INDEX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDING, SAMUEL H Addresses the Natl Dem party of Ohio, N 2, 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDEN, A.W. Files petition for disch from bankruptcy, S 5, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDEN, DELLA and ISOBOD Lose collection suit filed against Della F and Elva Vanderbach, F 9, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDEN, HATTIE Property offered at sheriff’s sale, N 14, 7:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDEN, ISOBOD, See Holden, Della</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDEN, JOHN Res damaged by fire, N 26, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLDEN (LEED), See Holden, &amp; Co</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Files bankruptcy papers, F 21, 3:4; E.E. Otis elected trustee to take chg of property, Je 5, 6:1; creditors issued notice of special meeting, Je 23, 3:6; creditor Ed August files bill of exceptions in proceedings, Je 31, 6:3; witnesses examd, Ag 28, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLGATE, JAMES (Northfield) Arrested on chg of violating quarantine law, Ja 20, 1:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLGATE, JOHN (Northfield) Fined for violating scarlet fever quarantine, F 1, 8:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLKMAN, G.H. Fined for intoxication, D 5, 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLAR, WILLIAM C Sued for divorce by wife Sarah, Je 26, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLANDER, S.D. Appd state fire marshal, My 19, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLER, MARTIN Arrested for investigation of Epley riot case, D 12, 5:5; pleads not guilty to perjury chg, date of trial set, D 13, 8:3; trial continues, D 15, 1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLINGS, E.A. As robber, Ja 24, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLEY, &quot;Curley&quot; (Cinti) Confesses to murder of Frank Schmadan, Ag 23, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLINGS, JAMES and LIDA Notice of attachment in suit brought by Sarah Hugill, M 16, 6:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HOLLINGS, LIDA. See Hollings, James J</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
HOLLCAY, ALBERT C
Assigns as drill master for Buchtel colli coal, Ac 25, 3:5
Assigns as temporary chm of Fed of Young People's Soc, Jy 18, 3:5
Passes state bar exam, D 7, 1:7; D 10, 8:1
Appt. ct clerk by Mayor Young, S 20, 3:4
HOLLCAY, JESTER (Springfield)
Appt. member of com on resolutions at Sons of Veterans State encampment, Jy 5, 1:5
HOLLCAY, JULIAN
App't substitute postal carrier, Ag 20, 3:4
HOLLCAY, THOMAS
Elected organist at Central Presb ch, Jy 27, 3:2
HOMA, ALABAMA (Grant)
Injured at Sterling co plant, Je 11, 1:7
HOLLS (CAPT, CHARLES L Clev)
Bound to grand jury on manslaughter, Jg 19, 2:2; indicted, O 13, 10:3; pleads not guilty, O 17, 2:6
HOLLS, LOUIS
Name Nettie Allen and others in property partition suit, Je 5, 3:4
HOLLS, HARRIET H
Personal injury suit against Clev Elec co transferred to Summit county ct, Ap 4, 3:4
HOLLS AND WASHINGTON COUNTY'S ASN
Elections officers, S 4, 5:4
HOLST,EIN, JOSEPH H
Adjudged bankrupt, notice of creditors' meeting, D 13, 7:7
HOLT, WILLIAM (Sandusky)
Killed when crushed by sand dredge bucket, N 14, 2:2
HOMEBUILDING AND LOAN ASSN,
Financial statement, Ja 10, 8:6
HOMES OF AMER
Akon home no 47 instituted, elects officers, Jy 18, 3:3; elects officers, D 8, 12:4
HOMESTEAD ASSN, GENEVA
Incorporates, Ag 7, 2:2
HOMESTEAD CODER OF THE WORLD
Incorporates Clev unit, Jy 20, 2:2
HOME SEEKERS COOPERATIVE CO
Incorporates, elects officers, N 22, 0:2
HOME SECURITY CO
Incorporates in Kent, Je 26, 5:6
Completes Fish Creek line at night because of disputed right of way, D 7, 1:7
HOMEPATHIC MED SOC OF EASTERN OHIO
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ap 10, 3:3
HORKHEIDE, MICHAEL
Injured in fall, Ag 29, 1:5
HORNER, JOE (Giametano)
Injured in boiler shop, My 2, 8:4
HORNER, JESSE
Fined on assault chg, Ja 9, 8:5
HORNER, ALBERT
Beaten, Leonard Hall held, N 22, 3:3
HORNER, GEORGE (Stow)
Celebrate 40th wedding anniversary, F 3, 2:3
HORNER, HARRY J
Sale of sheriff's sale of personal property, D 17, 7:7
HORSESTOCK, M (Sharon)
Hired as school teacher, Ap 25, 6:3
HORSE, HENRY
Warrant for arrest issued on chg of assaulting John Thurston, Ja 8, 3:1; arrested and fined on assault chg, Ja 19, 3:1
HORSE (COPP, GEORGE (Cleveleg)
Body returned from Cuba, funeral held, Ja 27, 8:2
HORSE, JUDITH (Valley Crossing)
Stabbed to death, James Gesler held, Ag 27, 2:6
HORSE, L H
Name Thomas Carter in collection suit, O 4, 3:5; loses default judgment to Carter, N 10, 3:5; N 12, 3:5
HORSE, WILLIAM (Steubenville)
Shoots and kills wife, held, Ap 13, 1:6
HORSE, NOTCH I
Wins relipin suit against F W Atterholt, N 16, 2:2
HORSE SIDIERS PROTECTIVE ASSN, WATL
Local branch organized, elects officers, Mr 20, 0:2
HORSES
City horse shot after going crazy, Je 14, 1:7
RACING
Northeastern Ohio circuit horsemens meet at Youngstown, Ap 19, 5:2
Laura Lucas wins trotting race on Akron Driving Club card, Je 16, 5:3
Laura Lucas owns by E J Viall wins trotting race, Je 23, 5:1
L B choked and drugged, Townsend found guilty, Je 29, 5:5
Valley track driver H E Stinson confesses
HORSES - RACING (Cont)
Throwing race, Je 30, 5:6
John R Gentry breaks world record on 3 mile track, Jy 5, 5:3
Activities and preparations for summer races at Fountain pk, Jy 10, 6:2
Akon Trotting assn opens meet at Fountain pk, Jy 12, 5:3
Akon Driving assn holds postponed races, Billy G wins trot, Jy 13, 5:1
Akon Trotting assn closes successful meet at Fountain pk, Jy 14, 5:2
Tony B and 4 other Akron horses entered in Canton races, Jy 16, 5:3; Akron entries lose in Canton, Jy 16, 5:1
Resume of Canton races, Jy 19, 5:3
Greece sets world trotting record at Glenville track, Jy 24, 5:5
Coney breaks world pace record in Cleve grand meet, Jy 25, 0:2
Akon Driving club's card of races listed, Jy 26, 5:1
Resume of Cleve races, Jy 27, 5:4; Jy 30, 5:5
Grand circuit meet held by Cleve Driving Pk assn closes, Ag 4, 5:1
Matinee meet held by Akron Driving club, Ag 4, 5:1; Ag 11, 5:6; Ag 18, 5:1
Rept on Newbury races, Ag 20, 5:1
Rept on Ravenna races, Ag 30, 5:2
Results of races at Gentlemen's Driving club, S 10, 5:2
Rept on Wooster races, S 13, 5:2; S 14, 5:3
Results of Cleve driving assn meet, S 18, 2:4; S 20, 2:1; S 22, 11:2
Rept of fall meet at Newburg, S 26, 5:1
Showing of Akron's better horses discussed, S 29, 5:1
Entries for Summit county fair, O 1, 5:1; results, O 4, 5:1; O 5, 5:3; O 6, 5:1
Results of Akron Driving club at Fountain pk, O 20, 5:3
Showing of Akron starters discussed, O 26, 5:3
HORSE PROTECTIVE SOC, MUTUAL (Bath)
Elections officers, S 12, 5:4
HORSHAW (BISHOP),
Promulgates rules governing actions of parishioners during summer, Je 8, 5:7
HORTICULTURAL SOC, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds regular monthly meeting at Tallmadge, discusses various fruits and flowers, Ja 11, 0:1
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, F 15, 0:1
HORTICULTURAL SOC, SUMMIT COUNTY (Cont)
8:1
Holds monthly meeting at Deters Corners, Mr 15, 8:1
Holds monthly meeting at Clev Falls, Ap 12, 8:4
Holds Hay meeting at Stow, My 16, 4:4
Holds annual strawberry festival at Tallmadge, and other events given, Je 14, 6:2
Holds July meeting at Tallmadge, discusses ag problems, Jy 12, 8:1
Regular monthly meeting, Ag 9, 8:1
Holds meeting at Macedonia, S 13, 5:5
Holds October meeting at Stow, O 11, 6:1
Holds November meeting, N 15, 8:3
HOSKING, JOSEPH E
Divorced by wife Frances, O 31, 3:4
HOST, FRED
Fined for loud conduct, Ag 6, 0:7
HOST, ALBERT
Overcome by heat, Ag 9, 0:3
HOSTER, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, My 3, 0:7
HOSTER, JOHN R (Clev)
Believed murdered by footpads, Ag 31, 2:2
HOSTETTER, CONRAD (Creston)
Barn burned, My 6, 3:1
HOSTLER, DAH
Fined for intoxication, F 21, 4:4
HOSTKISS, W V
Elected supt of schools, Ag 1, 0:3
HOTEL AND RESTAURANT EMPLOYEES' AND BARTENDERS LEAGUE
Elections officers at Clev Conv, My 19, 10:2
HOTEL ASSN, OHIO
Opens annual conv at Springfield, D 14, 5:5
HOTEL MEN'S ASSN
Subscribes to natl conv guaranty fund, Ja 11, 7:1
HOTELS
Business discussed, feature article, Mr 3, 9:5
Houghton, CHRIST C (Clev)
Enlists in U S army, S 14, 6:4
Released from guard house at Fort Sheridan, D 19, 3:6
Houghton Foundry & Machine Co
Files mechanics liens against S E Phippin & co, F 13, 6:5
HOXIE, HENRY (New Philadelphia)
Horsed stolen, My 5, 2:3
HousEL, PETER (Shreve)
Nominated for postmaster, Ap 20, 2:2
HOUSER, THERESA
Wins sewer damage assessment against City of Akron, Je 7, 3:4

HOURS
Difficulties experienced in sheltering and feeding workers, Barberton, Ja 31, 6:1
Shortage of houses causes bldg boom, O 17, 6:4

HOSKINS FAMILY
Holds annual reunion, elects officers, Je 4, 1:6

HOSTETTER
Apptd trustee of Sailors' and Soldiers' Orphans' home, Ap 13, 1:6

HOVEY, NELSON A
Killed when thrown from wagon when horses run away, O 13, 3:2; funeral, O 15, 1:5; bldg, O 17, 2:5; William Hovey apptd overseer of estate, H 10, 1:7

HOUGHTON, FRED (Upper Sandusky)
Held for hunting out of season, S 28, 2:2

HOUGHTON, "Bud" (Clev)
Held for shooting and wounding John Forbes, Ag 13, 1:6; chg with shooting to wound, witnesses testify, Ag 15, 4:7; bound to common pleas ct on shooting to wound chg, Ag 10, 3:3; remains in Clev jail pending orders from Akron authorities, Ag 27, 1:2; placed on trial for chg of shooting with intent to kill, N 15, 3:4; sentenced to penitentiary, N 16, 1:6

HOUGHTON, ELIZABETH
Estate sues Charles and Frances Taplin for money due, Jy 26, 3:6; sues Fred and Albertina Schillini for money due, Je 26, 3:6

HOUGHTON, F D
Estate purchased by Akron Realty co, Jy 9, 3:6

HOUGHTON, FRANK
Suicide, O 5, 2:2

HOUGHTON, GEORGE
Sentenced on chg of vagrancy, F 5, 6:2

HOUGHTON, HUFF
Injured in trolley car collision at Dayton, Jy 31, 2:6

HOUGHTON, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Jy 23, 4:7

HOUGHTON ST
Ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling, cleaning, and scraping from larin st to Tallmadge ave passed by city council and approved by bd of city comrs, Je 25, 7:6
City comrs instruct City Engr Payne to order Barber Asphalt co to make repairs at once, Jy 23, 3:7

HOUCK, (PROF.), CHARLES S (Clev)
Invents Alumcator for Case School of Applied Science, Ir 10, 2:2

HOUCK, C B
Names Charles B Oberlin in collection suit, F 17, 6:5

HOUCK, N H
Named by Councilman Dwight Sumney in suit for personal damages, O 6, 3:4

HOUCK, W C (PROF.), SCHOOL
Bldg, D 15, 9:6

HOVEY, APPTD ADJ
Bldg purchased by John Durkin, D 26, 1:4

HOVER, C A
Office ransacked, S 17, 3:5

HOVER SCHOOL
3d of educ urged to investigate conditions, Ir 3, 3:4; Janitor defended in recent chgs, Ir 5, 3:4; treatment of children by Janitor discussed, Ir 7, 5:5; Mothers' and Teachers' circle sponsors address by Dr V C Jacobs on Proper Food for Children, H 17, 6:4
Circle holds meeting, elects officers, My 14, 4:3

HOVER, N OTIS
Business ability praised, (Financial Review), Ir 15, 8:3

HOVER MAGIC, IDEAL COFFEE CO
Incorporates, Jy 9, 3:3

HOUDE, J W
Files reply in suit against G G Allen and others, Ap 3, 3:2

HOUDE, CHARLES W
Supplemental petition filed in collection suit brought by Thomas L Chilms, Ap 10, 3:3
Travels in Canada discussed, H 17, 8:1

HOUDE, ELIZABETH
Named by Lydia Boone in suit to collect on judgment, Ag 24, 3:6

HOUDE, HUBERT
Injured when stary car jumps its tracks, Ag 22, 3:5

HOUDE, OTTO
Fined for fighting, My 18, 8:5

HOUDE, PHILBERT (Miss), D R
Sentenced to ten years on charge of rape, Jy 31, 1:6

HOUDE, RUSSELL
Injured when she jumps from moving st car, My 15, 1:5

HOUDE, RUSSELL (PROF.), RALPH E
Cites reasons for Akron riot, Ir 15, 2:3

HOUDE, WILLIAM P
Death, Ja 9, 3:7; funeral, Ja 10, 2:5

HOUDE FARM, (PROF.), T
Apptd to Penna Ry police, O 18, 5:6

HOUDE, WILLIAM (JUDGE), JAMES
Death, Ja 9, 3:7; funeral, Ja 10, 2:5

HOUDE, WILLIAM (JUDGE), JAMES
Files affidavit against William Duncan alleging soap factory is nuisance, Ja 21, 4:2

HOWER, MICHAEL W
Horse killed when struck by lightning, Je 30, 1:6; city comr's refuse to approve bill for horse feed, Jy 16, 6:2

HOWES
HOWES, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 6:1

HOWES, DENNIS
Death, Ha 11, 6:5; funeral, Ha 20, 3:5

HOWES, J W
Tenders resignation as member of library bd, Jy 16, 3:7; resignation read and accepted by city council, Jy 17, 8:4

HOWETT, C A
Names Edward C Newton in collection suit, F 14, 3:4

HOWETT, THADDEUS E

HOWETT, W W
Lectures at Universalist ch, sponsored by Ducelit Coll, N 9, 8:3
Cites effectiveness of annual training in diminishing truancy among juveniles, Ir 13, 4:5

HUBBARD, HAROLD
Nominated in a suit filed by Arthur D Pettibone, N 24, 3:4

HUBBARD, R S
See Hubbard, Helen

HUBBELL, C H (Clev)
Injured when stary car jumps its tracks, Ag 22, 3:5

HUBBELL, O M
Fined for fighting, My 18, 8:5

HUBBELL (Miss), SILVA
Sentenced to ten years on charge of rape, Jy 31, 1:6

HUBBELL, EDWARD (Miss), SILVA
Injured when she jumps from moving st car, My 15, 1:5

HUBBELL, GEORGE
Fined for fighting, My 18, 8:5

HUBBELL (Miss), SILVA
Cites reasons for Akron riot, Ir 15, 2:3

HUBBELL, HENRY (Clev)
Fined for intoxication, Ap 11, 6:1

HUBBELL, HENRY (Clev)
Sentenced to ten years on charge of rape, Jy 31, 1:6

HUBBELL, HELEN AND R S
Injured when stary car jumps its tracks, Ag 22, 3:5

HUBBELL, LOUIS
See Hubbard, Helen

HUBBELL, R S
Injured when stary car jumps its tracks, Ag 22, 3:5

HUBBELL, MYRTLE
See Hubbard, Helen

HUBBELL, W H
Injured when stary car jumps its tracks, Ag 22, 3:5

HUBBELL, WILLIAM
Injured when stary car jumps its tracks, Ag 22, 3:5

HUBBELL, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, S 10, 0:5

HUBBELL, GEORGE C
Names Jettie and Charles A Wightman in collection suit, Jy 10, 3:2; suit answered, Je 12, 6:2

HUBBELL, GEORGE C
Addresses Perkins school Mothers' and Teachers' circle on Child Punishment, N 17, 8:2

HUBERT, G H
Granted patent on bracket for loading or unloading apparatus, Jy 3, 3:1

HULL, RUTHER
Adjudged bankrupt, notice of creditors meeting, Ja 6, 6:6; files petition for discharge from bankruptcy, Ap 23, 8:2

HULL, GEORGE
Large sum of money stolen, S 21, 6:4; pleads not guilty, S 22, 5:6; sentenced to penitentiary for parole violation and larceny, D 3, 3:4

HULL, WILLIAM
Bound to common pleas ct on theft chgs, S 24, 4:5

HUFF, EDWIN
Estate addt wins decree in property settlement suit brought by Edwin Jr and Mary Hull,
HUNT, JAMES (Cont)
Atherford Platt Hayes and Scott J. Hayes
affirmed by sup ct, D 19, 1, 2
HUNT, S C
Burnt damaged by fire, Ap 5, 1, 6
HUNT, STEVEN C
Discharge as rector of Toledo, St Louis & Kansas City rr, Toledo, Jy 20, 11, 4
HUNT, STEWART
Named by William E. Kohlschnitt in appropriation
suit, D 10, 4, 6:
HUNT, TRISTAN T
Executors appointed, Jy 9, 1, 7
HUNT, WILLIAM
Names trustees of ME Zion ch in collection
suit, D 5, 6, 2
HUNT, WILLIAM (Clev)
Loses damage suit brought by E. B. Emerson, Jy 29, 3, 9
Arrested for refusal to answer census
elector's questions, Jy 16, 1, 3; released after answering questions, Jy 23, 6, 2;
Jailed as alleged rioter, S 7, 1, 7
HUNT, WILLIAM AND JAMES
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 22, 1, 6
HUNT, WILLIAM H (Clev)
Chosen dir. of Clev ch of C, Ap 11, 1, 7:
Relates travel and curio collecting experiences
(Clev Leader), Jy 14, 2, 4
HUNTER, IVY B
Estate guardian files collection suit against
J C Harrison et al, S 5, 3, 5
HUTCHINSON, WILLIAM
Claims not guilty to chg of obtaining money
under false pretenses, Jy 21, 6, 2
HUNTING (Sport)
State Fish and Game law held constitutional
in ruling by sup ct, F 21, 1, 6:
Fox and deer chase at Canal Funton stopped by
Ohio Humane Soc, F 9, 3, 9:
Sprint race oven Governor law passed by
Legis., Jy 11, 6, 3:
Four seasons combined into one by Ohio gen
assembly as season opens, N 10, 8, 1
HUNT, Berta
Fused for lead conduct, F 14, 4, 4
HUNT, BERTHA S HENSON (Clev)
Destroying by fire, Ap 11, 2, 6
HUNT, HEBERT D
Death, N 5, 3, 3: funeral, N 5, 5, 5; Randolph
Robinson appointed admr, N 10, 6, 6
HUNT, JANES
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 23, 6, 4
Verdict of lower ct in property suit brought by
REEVES
AGNEW SEASON JOURNAL INDEX
HUNDE, ANNE (Batavia)
Drowns when she drives into stream where bridge
is washed out, K 27, 2, 5
HUNDEY (Clev), ELIZABETH JANE
Funeral, F 23, 3, 6
HUNLEY, JADY MARIA
Irrigated in equity suit by George J. Banner, N 16, 5, 5
HUNLEY, JULIA (Cleve)
Commences new sentence on chg of stealing to sound
Daisy Springs, Jy 22, 1, 7
HUNLEY, DAVID (Shingebig)
Murdered, father Michael held, N 11, 1, 6;
convey trial continues, D 25, 11, 3
HUNSTON, J D (Cleveland Center)
Store robbed, Ap 7, 12, 2
HUNSTEED, JON
John John holds chg of chr in estate, S 20, 1, 7;
inventory filed, C 27, 6, 5
HUNSTEED, SAMUEL H (Culleto)
Nomination for school as pastor, Jy 30, 2, 2
HUNTER, HENRY (Clev)
Reinstatement as member of fire dept ordered by
Judge Lannon, Jy 10, 2, 2
HUNTING, DENNA
Appled temporary instructor by Dutchell Coll, N 10, 8, 6:
HUNTSBERGER, JOHN (Sharon)
Infant daughter injured when attacked by bog, N 14, 8, 3
HUTCHESON, HUGH
Fined for intoxication, Jy 2, 5, 5
HUTCHISONS
Mrs Margaret Darrett dies as result of dog
bite, Galion, Jy 30, 10, 5
HUTCHESON, CASTLE (Carrollton)
Killed when struck by train, Jy 9, 2, 2
HYNAS, E C (Son)
Files answer and cross petition against deft in
case of Credit Union vs Dora Thekan, D 20, 4, 4
ICY CO, H C (Clev)
Res raedy by thieves, lost recovered, Jy 25, 8, 1
ICE AND ICE INDUS
Prices advance in Cleve, Jy 11, 2, 2
Ice wagons carry union label cards tacked on
to vehicles, K 21, 4, 3
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
County Freez Keefer preparing chgs for violation
of Valentine act, Cleve, Jy 22, 2, 2
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Improvement in economic conditions praised,
ed., Jy 2, 4, 1
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Arrested on chg of poisoning Philip Class,
Ap 5, 2, 2
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Fees petition for bankruptcy, N 13, 2, 2
ICELY, MIGUEL
Fined for intoxication, Jy 11, 8, 1
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Pardoned from penitentiary by Gov George K
Nash, D 20, 2, 3
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Agreed to raising rate for service, Jy 11, 3, 4
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Arrested for raising rate for service, N 21, 3, 4
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Increase in price 50 yrs discussed, (ed Cleve
Leader), N 10, 3, 4:
Treasurer of A's investigation of large influx
of Japanese coolies discussed, ed., N 8, 4, 2
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Views of Jim Campbell revd, ed., N 7, 4, 1
Acquisition of more insular possessions urged,
ed., Jy 10, 4, 2
Discussed in address by John Darrel, Dayton,
Jy 10, 4, 3:
Concerning as interpreted by demand reports
explained, ed., Jy 10, 1, 2:
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Ohio River
Holds 6th annual conv at Cinti, N 15, 2, 2
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Fined for intoxication, Jy 7, 4, 4
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
List of inc cos, Jy 27, 12, 4; F 14, 2, 2
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Methods of celebration discussed, Jy 15, 9, 3;
Plans for celebration outlined, Jy 3, 1, 7;
activities of Akronites listed, Jy 5, 1, 6:
Past celebrations recalled by Lane, Jy 6, 8, 3
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Incorporates, N 21, 3, 2; outlines policies and
plans, N 22, 3, 3
ICE AND ICE INDIES (Cont)
Famine discussed, responsibility of British
owners outlined (ed Dayton Post), Jy 25, 4, 6
Neglect by Eng in present famine predicted
(ed Dayton Post), Jy 26, 4, 3
INMAN (OH)

Cement works damaged by fire, D 24, 5:6; D 25, 4:2

INSANO, JOHN (Cuy Falls)

Aptd member of bd of health by council, Ap 27, 8:4

INSECTS

Life and habits of silk worm discussed, feature article, Je 1, 5:5

INSERCT, EUGAR (Cuy Falls)

Aptd member of city bd of health by council, Ap 27, 8:4

INSURANCE

Ohio law compelling cos to have specified amt of capital does not apply to accident, liability, or casualty ins, rules Alty-Gan Sheets, Ja 27, 12:3

Rates for fire ins to be governed by Ohio Insu Rer Ubr advisory bd, F 3, 6:2; letter to ins coms, Ne 6, 2:16; resp submitted by Insurers, F 7, 3:5

Thirty-third annual rep by Ohio com, No 28, 2:4

Ins Frank Christ killed out of ins payment and policy by 2 strangers, Ly 21, 5:6

Middleton bill prohibiting issuance of life ins polices on children under 12 years of age approved by senate, No 31, 11:3

INTERSTATE LEAGUE

Expels two clubs at semi-annual meeting for non-payment of guarantees, Dayton, O 9, 2:1

INTER-WILDERNESS

Interpretation of the Hay-Faucetote canal treaty discussed, ed, Ly 3, 4:3

INTER-BURBAN

Cos plan formation of state assn to protect interests, Ja 5, 2:2

Proposed line from Massillon to Darbton discussed, (Destination Independent), Ja 23, 6:3

Barberton, Doylestown & Massillon Elec Co fails to secure right of way into Canton, Ja 27, 2:3; refused franchise by Canton council, F 1, 6:1

B&O officials seek permission from Stark county comrs to operate line from Canal Fulton to East Greenville, F 2, 5:4; granted franchise for constr of lines in Stark county, F 6, 3:5; seek franchise for completion of line, F 20, 5:2

Canton-Alliance Elec Co threatened with revocation of franchise for failure to complete line in scheduled time, (Canton News- Democrat), F 13, 5:5

Loss of franchise by Canton-Akron Elec Ry co foreseen, (Canton News-Dem.), F 20, 2:2

Extension of NOT co lines to Barberton announced by Sec C F Moore, F 22, 5:5

Canal Dover capitalists plan line connecting Lake Erie to Ohio river, (Clev Leader), M 2, 8:2

Lansfield, Savannah & Wellington Elec line granted franchise, Mr 3, 2:4

CP Ry co ordered by Summit county comrs to enlarge culvert, F 23, 3:2

Benefits of ADRC line to Northern Ohio depicted, feature article, (Elect Review), No 24, 5:1

NOT co officials consider constr of new Akron-Barbortone line, Ap 20, 1:4


Barberton, Doylestown & Massillon Elec co granted franchise to build rly, Ky 15, 3:6

Double track at Chalkers' landing completed by I&O co, Je 13, 3:7

Route of proposed elec rly between Kent and Ravenna specified, Je 30, 6:2

Franchises for elec line between Canal Dover and Massillon secured by G A Scarver, Jy 24, 0:5

Akron-Canton line proposed (Canton News-Dem.), Ap 20, 1:7; intentions to build Akron-Canton rly announced by atty F L Childs, Ap 30, 1:5; Stark county franchise for proposed Canton-Akron line refused by Childs, M 14, 1:6; 2:2; persuades Canton council to reconsider plea, N 15, 1:7

NOT co seeks extension of franchise in Cuy county, S 17, 5:5

Proposed Akron-Canton Elec route outlined, S 21, 1:8

Ohio development cited, S 22, 9:5

Akron, Bedford & Clev elec line seeks franchise extension to build double track, (Clev Leader), S 28, 5:5

Portage Lakes Traction Co refused 25-yr franchise by Summit county comrs, S 29, 3:3

Cuy county comrs fail to reach agreement with the ADRC & Co on a new franchise (Clev News- Democrat), Mr 28, 8:2

INTERURBAN (Cont)

Plain Dealer, S 20, 8:2

Akron and Cuyll capitalists combine to form proposed Eastern Ohio Elec Ry co, O 3, 3:5

Cuy Falls Elec rly co and Sandusky reach understanding on joint use of new tracks, Lorain, O 5, 2:2

Akron-Springfield Lake route of proposed Akron-Canton Elec rly blocked, O 6, 1:7

Bedford citizens adopt resolution re additional franchise request of the NOT co, O 9, 8:5; resolution allowing NOT co to lay double tracks to Clev revised by citizens' com, O 15, 1:2

Franchise granted to Portage Lakes Traction co by Kent village council, O 26, 3:2

Canton Akron Elec rly co seeks franchise for constr of line through Stark county, N 6, 6:1; N 6, 3:2

No camp seeks cooperation of NOT and Rapid Transit co to constr bridge over Little Cay river, river, NO 6, 3:4

Stark county comrs urged to grant franchise for proposed Akron-Canton line, trk, (Cant Repository), N 16, 6:2; comrs seek further information re financial backing of proposed Akron-Canton rly before reconsidering franchise, (Cant Repository), N 16, 6:2; Thomas L Childs announces near completion of plans for Akron-Canton line, N 24, 1:7; granted franchise by Stark coconts, N 26, 1:4; N 27, 6:3; O 3, 3:7

Portage Lake Traction co awarded franchise by Kent council, N 24, 5:6

Purchasers of Akron & Cuy Falls Rapid Transit plan extension of lines, O 5, 1:5

Proposed line between Akron and Canton discussed, D 5, 1:7

Success of NOT co in procuring franchises credited to efforts of Col W A Taylor (Clev Finance), D 6, 8:2

Route of proposed Akron-Canton line imp by Eastern promoters, D 10, 3:2

Canton-Akron Elec rly co granted extension of time for completion of Canton-Akron line, D 14, 1:6; Thomas L Childs, granted franchise to build line, D 10, 1:5

Line to connect Akron, Massillon, and Canton proposed, D 19, 1:5

Proposed new line from Canton to Akron discussed, D 22, 1:3

NOT co rushes work on new line to Barberton, D 31, 4:6
INVENTIONS (Cont)
   Patent granted for pump by W. R. O'Leary, D. S. 3:1
   LEIS, CHARLES
   John H. Nobile's apptd as president, N. 16, 3:1
   IRELAND, H. S.
   Addressed by Lord Russell in Value of of Oratory, Ja 29, 4:6
   IRON AND STEEL INDUS
   Proposed line of mills in Canal Dover, Alliance, New Philadelphia, and Cambridge to fight Iron Trust not seriously considered, Canal Dover, F. 22, 2:2
   New Guy Fails plant proposed by Eastern capitalists, F. 28, 4:6
   Formation of Eng Trust discussed, ed, N. 12, 4:1
   Slip in iron and steel maker rapid, Clev, Je 9, 10:2
   Operation of mechanical ore unloaders described in Scientific Amer, Je 30, 2:1
   Gains of Ohio mfrs in foreign mkt commented on, ed, S. 10, 4:3
   Production and sales increased by relocation of Steel Works, Clev, Je 10, 3:1
   Cem on bi-monthly settlement of amalgamated scale reduces wages for November and December, Youngstown, N. 15, 2:2
   Feature article on automatic ore unloaders invented by George H. Hulet, (Clev Plain Dealer), D. 1, 2:1

LABOR RELATIONS
   Cont between Mfrs and Amalgamated Assn results in increase in tonnage by rail for pulpwood and finishing, Youngstown, Je 11, 2:2
   Sterling Boiler works employees demand 10% wage increase, Barberton, Ap 27, 6:6
   Nait Rollers and Nait Foundrymen's assaults agree to arbitrate wage dispute, Ky 10, 6:3
   Demands of Clev molders refused, temporary advance of 10 cents per day taken off wages, Je 11, 2:2
   Walkout of molders predicted when wage demands are unanswered, Clev, Je 27, 2:6
   Holders threaten to strike unless wage increase is granted, Je 21, 3:1
   Akron molders satisfied with present wage scales, walkout of Cleveland molders forestalled, Je 30, 2:3
   Newport Rolling Mill co refuses to sign wage scale, plans to shut down indefinitely, Cinti, Je 30, 10:2
   Akron and Clev Falls molders return to work after wage settlement, N. 7, 1:6

IRON AND STEEL INDUS - LABOR RELATIONS (Cont)
   Akron molders fail to strike, make no demands for 25% increase, Jy 2, 3:4
   STRIKES
   Amer Steel Loop co refuses to sign scale presented by Amalgamated assn, Jy 24, 6:7
   notifies iron mfrs' assim they will not sign scale presented by Amalgamated assn, Youngstown, N. 25, 2:2
   Cinti unions and employers fail to agree on wage increase, Jy 31, 2:3
   Connillus calls final proposal to be made to the Republic Iron & Steel co, Cinti, S. 19, 2:2
   Harmony Valley mills resume operations as Amalgamated assn's wage scale is signed, Youngstown, N. 26, 2:2
   Rollen of Amer Wire mill and Clev Rolling mill strike for uniform wage scale and union recognition, Clev, Ja 10, 2:6
   Coremakers strike for increase in wages, Clev, Je 23, 2:2
   Foundry coremakers' wage and hr demands met, Clev, F 9, 1:6
   Settlement of machinists' and natal mfrs' differences nears, Cols, N. 28, 2:1
   Machinist strike continues, Clev, N. 29, 2:3
   Foundry workers at Falls Rivet & Machinery co strike, Guy Falls, Ap 20, 3:5
   Westinghouse Mfg co employees locked out, Clev, Je 1, 2:2
   Employees of Sterling Boiler co walk out, Barberton, Ky 1, 3:3
   Coremakers demand uniform wage scale, Springfield, Je 22, 2:2
   Coremakers at Westinghouse Clev co join molders and iron workers, Clev, Ma 2, 2:2
   Boilermakers demand higher wages, Clev, My 2, 2:2
   Boilermakers and molders at Sterling Boiler co continue strike, Barberton, Ky 2, 4:6
   Holders and Foundrymen at Adamson Machine co and 2 other plants leave jobs, Ky 4, 1:4
   Iron molders refuse to return to work until pay increase is granted, Steubenville, Ap 31, 2:6
   Lanes co and Guy Falls works walk out, My 5, 1:5
   Akron and Guy Falls molders return to work after wage settlement, N. 7, 1:6

IRON AND STEEL INDUS - STRIKES (Cont)
   Sterling Boiler co strike settlement expected, N. 10, 2:4; conf of boiler makers and molders with officials continues, N. 11, 6:5; situation remains unchanged, N. 15, 3:8; strike settled, N. 16, 3:1; differences settled, Barberton, N. 18, 1:6
   Holders strike at Youngstown, N. 10, 2:2; resume work after promise of wage and hr settlement, N. 17, 2:2
   Eight hundred Clev molders strike, Jy 3, 2:4
   Foundrymen given money by natl assn to fight molders' strike, Ag 3, 2:4
   Natl Founders' assn pays molders in shop bonuses, Clev, Ag 24, 2:2
   Westinghouse co molders return to work, Clev, Ag 26, 2:2
   Workers Amalgamated assn meets to consider proposals by Republic Iron & Steel co and Amer Steel loop co, Cinti, S. 20, 2:2
   Mfrs and Amalgamated assn of iron and steel workers sign wage scale, Cinti, S. 24, 2:5
   Detective William F. Folks, Harry Kornberger, and William Staffholt shot and killed, three shot and wounded, and others injured during riot in molders' strike, O. 1, 2:1
   Lorain foundry opened by non-union men, O. 12, 2:2
   John T Schonover beaten when mistaken for non-union man, Springfield, C. 24, 2:2
   City officials seek to averit trouble by granting non-union workers, Springfield, O. 25, 2:2
   Buckeye Machine Holders seek wage increase, N. 3, 8:5; not granted, walk out; N. 8, 5:3; strikers seek aid of Central Labor union to settle differences, N. 30, 1:2; strike continues, O. 19, 4:2
   Natl Steel co offers proposed reduction in wages to Amalgamated assn, N. 10, 2:2; fail to reach agreement, Steubenville, N. 20, 2:2
   Holders prepare for winter long struggle, Clev, N. 16, 2:3
   James Collins shot during riot, George Sauer held, Clev, N. 20, 2:2
   Natl Steel co and employees reach wage scale agreement at Hingo Junction, N. 21, 2:2
   Statement issued by Aultman, Miller & co regarding wage cuts of molders, ltr, D. 12, 3:5
   Bowler & co foundry agrees to employees demands, Clev, D. 25, 2:2
JACOBS, E E
Injured in fall with scaffold, D 3, 3:5

JACOBS (DR), ION
Singing concert discussed (Success Nap), Ja 29, 6:4
Concert at Grace IE ch, Ag 10, 5:5

JACOBS (DRY), J C
Criticizes Col officials for alleged failure to enforce vice laws (Col Citizen), O 5, 2:2

JACOBS, JAMES
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 26, 2:6

JACOBS, JOSEPH
Named in real estate partition suit by Ransome S. Phelps estate, Ap 24, 5:5; Mrs Jane N. Phelps files answer and cross petition for dover rights in suit brought by Ransome S. Phelps estate, My 2, 3:4

JACOBS, LUCIUS
Gives violin concert at First IE ch, Jr 17, 6:1

JACOBS, LYDIA A
Files answer to damage suit filed by J. Edward Layes, F 13, 6:5

JACOBS (JRS), HARRY P (Cols)
Sues William Bradford for slander, Je 22, 3:6

JACOBS, OSBORNE
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Ag 28, 5:3
Fined for fighting, S 12, 8:2

JACOBS, PETER
Fined on chg of depositing garbage in ra, Je 23, 6:4

JACOBS, TBE
Proposed lecture on slavery endorsed, ed, D 12, 4:3; Lectures on slavery, D 19, 6:1

JACOBS, WILLIAM
Held on intoxication chg, S 13, 6:3; fined for intoxication, S 13, 6:5

JACOBS, WILLIAM (Marion)
Held on chg of embezzling Northern Central Life Ins Co, D 21, 10:4

JACOBS, STAN LISHIE
Arrested, fined, and sentenced to工作方案 on disorderly conduct chg, D 28, 4:4

JACOBS (DR), C R
Criticizes bd of educ for use of Perkins school basement, Ja 31, 8:1

JACOBS, CHARLES A

JACOBS, PETER
Fined for lewd conduct, O 10, 8:3

JACOBS (DR), W C
Addresses meeting sponsored by Iowa School "withers' and Teachers' circle on Proper Food for Children, Jr 17, 6:4

JACK, D T
Fined for fighting, D 3, 8:4

JACKS, DILL
Fined for intoxication, Ap 9, 5:4

JACKS, DUDLEY
Sued for divorce by wife Dorothy, F 13, 6:5

JAPAN
Praised for handling change from bimetal to gold standard, ed, Jr 1, 4:2
Declared gold standard is success, ed, Jr 13, 4:1

JAPES, H N
Res charged by fire, Ja 24, 3:1

JAX, ISAC
Opens stone quarry near Streetsburgh Corners, Ja 31, 8:4

JAZZ
Feature article on waning popularity, S 15, 6:1

JENKINSON, THOMAS
Prophecies revd, lr, Jr 25, 6:1

JEFFORDS, TRACY L
Sued for divorce by wife Etta C, Jr 22, 5:5

JENKINS, JOHN (Cols)
Overcome by gas in old well, Ag 8, 2:2

JENNINGS, W K (Norwalk)
Dry goods store robbed, O 31, 2:2

JENNINGS, ED (Sharon)
Res robbed, S 12, 8:5

JENNINGS, MICHEL
Divorce suit brought by wife Bridget dismissed, My 20, 6:1

JENNINGS SCHOOL
History of city's oldest school bldg and its personnel, photos, pors, S 15, 9:1
Cornerstone located, Jr 11, N 14, 1:5; cornerstone of old bldg recovered with contents, D 9, 9:6

JERUSALEM
History discussed, feature article, Ap 14, 5:4

JESUS
Story of life prepared by A T Kingsbury, Je 16, 4:4

JEFFELL, F M
App'td guard at penitentiary, My 2, 1:6

JETT (DR), HENRY
Narrative of travels, por, Jr 14, 5:1; extracts from narrative of trip to Calif, Jr 21, 9:5

JESUS CHRISTMAS CIRCLE
Holiday first winter meeting, Ja 9, 9:2
Subject of address by Mrs B W Lewis at High st temple, Jr 24, 8:1

JESUS CHRISTIAN (Cols)
Reads lecture on 19th century by Dr J Leonard Levy, F 6, 6:1

JESUS CHRISTIAN
Ill treatment in Boer land cited, ltr, F 5, 3:4
Subject of lecture by Dr Emil G Hirsch to patrons of coll lecture course, Ap 11, 5:5
Observe the feast of the Passover, Ap 14, 8:3; passover ends, Ap 23, 5:2
Celebration of Feast of Weeks, Je 2, 3:5
Subject of address by Rabbi Isaac Pelo before congregation in High st temple, Je 4, 4:3
Near address by Rabbi Isaac Pelo, Je 19, 1:7
Observe New Year with services, S 24, 6:1

JENKINS, FRANK
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 19, 8:5

JENKINS (CAT), T F
Escaped Colts prisoner located in San Juan (Puerto Rico) on way to South Africa, Ja 5, 2:2

JENKINS (CAT), L T
Sentenced to penitentiary on forgery chg, Je 6, 2:2

JENKINS, JOHN JR
Files petition to stop transfer of property to William and Annie Jockers as stated in will of John Jockers sr, Ag 7, 3:4

JENKINS, JOHN SR
Will contested by John Jockers Jr to stop transfer of property to William and Annie Jockers, Ag 7, 3:4

JENKINSON, BERT
Injured in train wreck near Lodi, Je 29, 2:6

JENKINSON,
Injured in Erie rr freight train wreck at Brady Lake, Ja 31, 5:7

JENKINSON,
Furniture store robbed and destroyed by fire, N 6, 2:5

JENKINSON, ADAM (Canal Dover)
Named in mandamus suit by Booth IE ch, S 20, 2:2

JENKINSON (DR), E J (Clev)
Dies under influence of gas while having tooth extracted, My 9, 1:7

JENKINSON, FREDDIE
Obtains possession of 2 children from estranged...
JOHNSON, FREDERICK (Cont)
wife on writ of habeas corpus, S 27, 1:7
Sued for divorce by wife Jessie May, C 12, 3:6;
C 26, 7:2
JOHNS, G. G.
Fired for intoxication, C 8, 4:6
JOHNSON, HARRY
Injured when struck by falling boiler shell,
Ap 10, 3:4
JOHNSON, HARRY
Sentenced on vagrancy chg, Jy 10, 5:4; Jy 11,
5:4
JOHNSON (JONES), J M (Fairland)
Killed when struck by train, Ap 15, 2:2
JOHNSON, J R
Sues for divorce from wife Candis, Jg 19, 6:4
JOHNSON, JON
Arrested and fined on chg of fighting, Ja 15,
3:3
JOHNSON, JON (High Station)
Wounded and captured in robbery attempt on
High C Sal store, F 9, 1:2
Fired for intoxication, H 5, 2:3
Injured while working when caught in machine,
D 19, 2:3; dies of injuries rec'd when caught in
machine, J 21, 1:7
JOHNSON, JOSEPH
Fired for intoxication, F 15, 5:4
JOHNSON, JOSEPH DELILY
Sentenced to penitentiary for embezzlement,
N 14, 3:3
JOHNSON, JULIUS
Fired for intoxication, Jy 16, 8:1
JOHNSON, LAYNA C
Coroner's inquest held, My 11, 8:4
JOHNSON, OOSI (Grand Rapids)
Injured when attacked by rob, D 31, 1:6; 2:2
JOHNSON, PETER
Fired for intoxication, S 26, 1:4
JOHNSON, SHEL
Missing, Jy 11, 5:6
JOHNS, V (Cullin)
Killed by burglars, S 13, 2:4
JOHNSON, WILLIAM
Sues wife Emma for divorce, H 7, 3:2
Fired for intoxication, Jy 26, 3:5
Fired for intoxication, Ag 11, 2:3
JOHNSON FAMILY
Holds annual reunion, Ag 31, 6:2
JOHNSON ST
Assessment levied against property owners for
improvement of Johnson st, F 9, 5:7
JOHNSON, ELOIS (Tallmadge)
Gives recital of readings under auspices of
Young Ladies' Missionary Soc, J 9, 3:4
JOHNSON, EMIL S
Named in property suit by Cynthia H Caruthers,
D 10, 3:5
JOHNSON, FRANK P
Fired for intoxication, Jy 30, 5:6
JOHNSON, IRENA (Youngstown)
Stabs wife and son, attempts suicide, Jg 2,
2:4
JOHNS, (Clinton)
Injured while running to open rr switch, D 5,
5:6
JOHNS, A G
Fired for disorderly conduct, C 16, 5:5
JOHNS, OOSI, A W
Office damaged by fire, Ap 23, 4:4
JOHNS, ALICE T
Sued by wife Ethel for divorce, Ag 13, 8:2;
divorce granted, H 19, 3:4
JOHNS (Hues), ALICE BAXTER
Lectures at First Baptist ch, C 13, 8:1
JOHNS (Hues), ASA W
Delivers memorial day address, My 31, 4:2
JOHNS, D E
With H D Kuhlman purchases Standard Governor co,
F 6, 3:6
JOHNS, C (Coy Falls)
Drug store destroyed by fire, Ja 22, 3:6
JOHNS, CHARLES R
Death, Jg 29, 1:3; blog (Clev Leader), Jg 30,
6:2; funeral, F 1, 5:5; will probated, F 12,
6:4
JOHNS, CHRIST
Fired for intoxication, D 21, 4:3
JOHNS, DAVID (hassilion)
Saloon damaged by fire, Jn 10, 2:2
JOHNS, FRANK
Disb, Ohio State reformatory officials deny responsibiliy for death, (Cinti Enquirer),
H 6, 0:2
JOHNS, GEORGE R
Loss verdict in default judgment suit against
W H Bright, S 11, 3:4
JOHNS (Hues), J P
Overcome by gas, revived, Ap 20, 6:2
JOHNS, J S (Clev)
Body found in hotel room, suicide suspected,
Jy 26, 2:3
JOHNS, J S (Clev) (Cont)
N 21, 2:2
JOHNS, JOHN
Fired for intoxication, Ja 23, 6:3
Fired for intoxication, F 12, 5:6
Fired for intoxication, F 19, 5:4
JOHNS, JOHN P
Funeral, My 5, 6:3
JOHNS, JOHN W
Sues William H Wright for money, Ag 13, 8:1
JOHNS, (Clev), L H (Clev)
Suit of instruction removed from office, Jy 3,
2:4
JOHNS, LAY (Clev)
Held on alleged arson chg, D 12, 2:2
JOHNS (Kov), KOSAN P (Kent)
Serves as pastor of First Cong ch,
D 24, 5:2; D 25, 4:2
JOHNS, WILLIAM (Clev)
Sues and killed, George Mitchell held, H 1, 2:2
JOHNS, SUSANNAH
Granted original widow's pension, Jg 25, 3:1
JOHNS, THERES
Fired for intoxication, H 16, 5:7
JOHNS (OZ AND HUE), TIMOTHY
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Ap 26, 3:3
JOHNS, TRUDY
Arrested and sentenced to workhouse for carrying
concealed weapons, My 7, 8:3
JOHNS, WILLIAM H (Lake)
Killed in run away, H 24, 1:5; blog, H 26,
3:1; funeral, H 26, 5:4; wife Susannah Jones
app'd adams, Ap 2, 7:6; inventory of estate
filed, Ag 7, 3:4
JOHNS, WILLIAM J
Sues for divorce by wife Jessie May, Ja 10, 3:4
JOHNS, FRANK C
Death, H 14, 3:4; funeral, H 19, 5:5
JOHNS, W D (Gestring)
Carriage stolen, Jy 30, 6:1
JOHN, EVAH (Los Angeles)
Killed in mine gas explosion, Jg 9, 1:2
JGTS (LIT), (DAMES)
Promoted to capt in fire dept, My 22, 1:7
JOURNAL CO
Names the NYC & StL and Erie rrs in property
damage suit, O 10, 3:4
JOURNALISM
Criticism of yellow journals by Geo Steunenberg
of Idaho revd, ed, My 16, 4:2
Feature article outlining importance of scoops
to a reporter, Jy 26, 2:3
JOHNSWORTH FABRIQUE UNION
Holds meeting, elects officers, D 24, 3:3
JOHNSON, HENRY
Fired for assault and battery, D 24, 4:4
JOWKUT, GEORGE (Cincinnati)
Injured in rr-rr car collision, C 31, 2:2
JUDGES AND JURY DUTY
Bill specifying that only physically disabled
persons may be excused from jury duty intro-
duced by Sen Sieber, H 1, 1:5; Sieber bill
to secure better juries passed by sen, Cols,
H 21, 1:5
JONES, WILLIAM (Clev)
Killed when run over by rr train, Ag 7, 2:2
JOWE, HUGH
Fined for intoxication, H 12, 5:5
JOWE, MICHAEL
Given suspended sentence for intoxication, My 5,
8:4
Fined for intoxication, D 29, 1:6
Fined for intoxication, H 12, 0:4
KAISER, ALFRED
Fined for intoxication, Ag 3, 6:5
KALDEBOUGH, JAY (Clev)
Vine judgment against Valley Rubber co, Jg 19,
6:4
KALD, JOSEPH
Sent with family to Massillon by Poor Dir Kendell,
H 1, 3:1
KALL, HENRY
Sentenced to work on site for vagrancy, My 22,
4:3
KAULT, FRED W
Fined on chg of striking Adolph Schuler, Jy 2,
6:2
KAULT (OOSI), ANNA
Death, H 20, 3:1; funeral, H 26, 8:5
KAFEL, HARRY
Business bldg damaged by fire, H 10, 9:6
KAMMER, ANNA
Lectures at Calvary Evangelical ch, H 25, 7:7
KANE, BERNARD
Fined for fighting, My 10, 8:5
KANE, HUGH
Fined for intoxication, S 17, 3:5
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, S 21, 6:4
KANE, WILLIAM
Arrested and sentenced to stone pile, F 8, 6:5
KANE, WILLIAM (Cont)  
Fined for intoxication, F 12, 5:6  
KANSAS,  
Natives described, ltr, Jy 14, 8:3  
KAPP, J D  
Granted patent on convertible cane and stool frame, Je 19, 3:7  
KATTA KATTA GAVIA SGC  
Holds 14th biennial conv at Cols, Ag 23, 2:2; met civil rights officers, Ag 25, 1:4  
KARLIS, HENRY  
Block damaged by fire, N 6, 5:5  
KASIE, FRED  
Suit brought by G F Kasie dismissed, D 18, 4:5  
KASICH, GUSTAV F  
Loses judgment in suit brought by Fannie C Bloomfield, Je 23, 6:5  
Sues H K Palmer for money on acct, Je 26, 3:6  
Suit against Fred Kasie dismissed, D 16, 4:5  
KASICH, WILLIAM H  
With Kasie Roofing co named by Hankey Lumber co in injunction suit, Je 18, 6:3  
KASICH ROOFING CO  
With William H Kasie named by Hankey Lumber co in injunction suit, Je 18, 6:3  
Establishes claim against Penn Foundry & Mfg co, Je 26, 3:5  
KASPER, FRANK  
Arrested and sentenced for vagrancy, My 14, 5:4  
KASENBEAK, A N (Ravenna)  
Horse killed in train-buggy accident, D 7, 8:6  
KASSON, H A  
Rescues horse as supervisor of census for 16th dist, Ja 9, 3:1  
Praised for manner of conducting census, stands at head of Ohio supervisors, Jy 24, 8:5  
KASSON (COL), H S (Findlay)  
Reappointed inspector gen of GAR, My 10, 8:2  
KAST, GEORGE  
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 5, 4:7  
KASTER, HARRY  
Injured when caught in press, F 2, 4:6  
KASTER, JOHN  
Granted divorce from wife Delpha, F 6, 6:2  
KAUFMAN, WILLIAM (Youngstown)  
Arrested and released on chg of being a fugitive from justice, (New Castle News), (Youngstown Vindicator), D 12, 5:5  
KAUFMAN BROS  
Drug store robbed, Jy 9, 8:5  
Drug truck damaged by fire during riot, Ag 23,  
2001a  
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KAUFMAN BROS (Cont)  
1:4  
Drug store robbed, S 17, 1:6  
KEEFE, THOMAS  
Reasons for joining mob party cited, (ed Toledo Blade), Je 25, 4:4  
KEIGHT, JOHN (Clev)  
Dies from injuries sustained in fall, Jy 3, 2:4  
KEESE, GEORGE  
Loss of default judgment suit brought by Charles Parise, Jy 1, 6:3; property offered at sheriff's sale, My 14, 7:5  
Named in collection suit by Fred C Cobb, D 24, 6:1  
KEESE (OR), H E  
Purchases Dr J C Waldron's dental practice, Jy 5, 6:2  
KEEN, HENRY  
Fined on chg of calling Carrie Harris bad names, My 12, 6:3  
KEELEY, JAMES C  
Killed in car-truck collision, Ag 7, 3:3; funeral, Ag 9, 3:1; Mary C Keliey appld ador, D 13, 7:7; ador granted permission to compromise claim, D 11, 3:2  
KEELEY (OR), LESLIE E  
Blog (ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), Jy 5, 4:2  
KEELEY, WILLIAM  
Sentenced to Perkins pk on vagrancy chg, Jy 26, 3:5  
KEELING (OH), ELLEN  
Burned when lamp explodes and ignites clothing, Je 21, 6:3  
KEELING (OH), H  
Injured when motor of st car breaks through floor, S 4, 1:6  
KEGGY, CHARLES W  
Sued for divorce by wife Sarah E, D 26, 6:4  
KEIL, GEORGE  
Injured in train collision, F 1, 3:4  
KEILNER, DAVID (Logadore)  
Injured in fall, Ag 30, 1:6  
KEILNER, FRANK  
Meat market robbed, D 1, 1:7  
KEILER,  
Arrested on larceny chg, D 20, 3:4; believed to have escaped from insane asylum, D 31, 3:4  
KEILNER, WILLIAM H.  
Sued for divorce by wife Lottie K, Jy 19, 6:1  
KELBY, GEORGE  
Wins the Duftell cell Junior Ashton prize speaking contest, Jy 19, 8:5  
KELDER, C E (Kent)  
Gives 2 addresses before conf of East Ohio Synod of Evangelical Lutheran ch, Jy 28, 1:4  
KELLEY, W M  
Granted patent on apparatus for setting rubber tires, F 15, 3:1  
KELLY, J C  
Urges pub discussion of Sen Seiber's real estate taxation bill, ltr, F 6, 5:3  
KELLY, PHILIP  
Arraigned on non-support chg, pleads not guilty, Jy 6, 5:6; fined on chg of non-support, Jy 7, 1:6  
Sues wife Anna for divorce, C 22, 3:5  
KELLY, SOLOMON  
Funeral, F 6, 6:4  
KELLY, BERT (Clevena)  
Fined and sentenced for carrying concealed weapons, My 20, 3:1  
KELLEY, PHILIP  
Remains in serious condition from excitement of riot, Ag 27, 1:2  
KELLEY, JAMES S  
Sentenced to work on sts for vagrancy, Jy 15, 1:6  
Fined for intoxication, Ag 9, 3:3  
Attempts suicide by diving in front of st car, fined and sentenced for vagrancy, N 27, 8:1  
KELLEY, JOHN  
Fined for assault on chg, Ag 25, 1:5  
KELLEY (OH), HANNA D  
Funeral, S 1, 3:2  
KELLEY, ROSES L  
Sued for divorce by wife Florence V, D 5, 6:2  
KELLEY, THOMAS  
Fined for intoxication, N 13, 8:1  
KELLY BECKLAND  
Harmonized residents distressed by shortage of coal and feed for cattle, N 24, 12:2  
KELLOGG, H J (Clev)  
Held on chgs of mail theft, S 12, 2:4  
KELLOGG, POLLY (Estate)  
Marshall V Scott and 2 others file petition for determination of heirs and interest, F 28, 3:5  
Estate distribution outside of ct's jurisdiction, rules Judge G M Anderson, My 22, 6:2  
Partial accounting filed, S 24, 3:4  
KELLY, EDWARD (Youngstown)  
Grocery store destroyed by fire, My 10, 2:4  
KELLY, EDWARD S  
Gives $5000 for winning ball game from Eastern Reserve, Jy 16, 10:2  
KELLY (OH), FRANCES CLAYTON  
Lectures before Star Lecture course members, N 27, 8:4  
KELLY (SHERIFF), FRANK G  
Reimbursement for holding riot prisoners urged, C 3, 6:3; reelected sheriff of Summit county, N 7, 1:4  
Increased plurality of 1000 over that of 1906 praised, ed, H 7, 4:2  
KELLY, JAMES F  
KELLY, JOHN  
Sentenced and fined for intoxication, Ja 2, 5:5  
Arrested on intoxication chg, My 25, 6:2  
KELLY, PETER  
Killed when struck by train near Huntington (W Va), Jy 25, 2:6  
KELLY, RUTH (St Clairsville)  
Hos destroyed by arson, N 6, 2:5  
KELLY, ANNA F (Barberton)  
Sought on chg of non-support, D 15, 5:2  
KELF (OH), S E (Dayton)  
Injured with child in trolley car collision, Jy 31, 2:6  
KELT, WALTER  
Injured in train wreck at Sheppards, Ja 1, 2:2  
KELZEL, CHARLES  
Store robbed, ltr, 3, 1:4  
KELZEL, IVAN  
Bound to common pleas ct on chg of shooting with intent to kill, C 2, 1:6; riot prisoner, feature article, C 6, 6:6; change plea of not guilty to guilty on shooting to kill and wound chgs, N 15, 3:5; H 12, 3:5; sentenced to penitentiary for shooting to wound, N 27, 3:5  
KELWA, JOHN  
Discharged for vagrancy, Jy 25, 8:3  
KELLER, POOR (OUI), JOSEPH "Uncle Joe"  
Term expires, Je 16, 1:5; reappointed to position of Akron poor dir urged, ed, Je 16, 4:1; app'd poor dir, Je 19, 8:2  
KELSER, OCCT  
Fined and sentenced for robbery, Jy 23, 4:6  
KELSER, ELI  
Injured when run down by horse and buggy, O 29, 3:3
ELECTIONS

Election results given, Ap 3, 8:4

Den Conv
Nominations made for all city offices, Mr 16, 3:3

Repub Conv
Nominations made for all city offices, Mr 16, 3:3

Suits & Claims

Bank's 6 establishing glass factory declared valid by Judge Day in U S ct of appeals, F 12, 3:6
HENT HARDWARE CO
Robbed, Ap 12, 3:3
HENT HS
Lulu C Parker engaged as teacher, Ap 28, 6:1
Holds commencement exercises, Je 15, 4:7

HENRY, HENRY

Divorce granted wife Della, Ap 4, 3:4

HENRY, HERBERT S
Elected principal of Sharon schools, Ap 25, 5:5, 6:3

HENRY, J J
Fined for fighting, D 3, 6:4

HENRY, ROBERT F
Nomination for agent of U S claim comm sent to sen, Je 7, 2:2

HENRY, WILLIAM

Granted patent on pulley device, Ap 17, 3:5; device effective for overhead telephone cables, Ap 24, 3:1

HENRY CASK (Canton)
Deputy store destroyed by fire, D 17, 4:6

HENRY, NANCY

Field for vagrancy, Ny 23, 5:2

HENRY, A G

Funeral, F 27, 3:2

HENRY, CATHERINE (Clev)
Sam Miller killed when run over by horses, Ag 9, 2:2

HENRY, GEORGE FITCH
Death, S 26, 3:1; biog, S 26, 4:7; biog, O 2, 5:1

HENRY, HAY

Files suit to contest codicil to will of father Alexander Ewener, Ap 3, 3:2

HENRY, R H
Buchtel ave home to be torn down to make room for fire station, reminiscences of happenings to former occupants, feature article, My 1, 1:5

KENT, OHIO

Elections
Election results given, Ap 3, 8:4

Den Conv
Nominations made for all city offices, Mr 16, 3:3

Repub Conv
Nominations made for all city offices, Mr 16, 3:3

Suits & Claims

Bank's 6 establishing glass factory declared valid by Judge Day in U S ct of appeals, F 12, 3:6
HENT HARDWARE CO
Robbed, Ap 12, 3:3
HENT HS
Lulu C Parker engaged as teacher, Ap 28, 6:1
Holds commencement exercises, Je 15, 4:7
KING, THOMAS W (Clev)
Rumor of position as gen mgr of B&O rr
discredited, Je 13, 4:6

KING VARNISH CO
Files final acct, F 20, 3:5
Refr files reqd, Ap 25, 3:3

KINGSBURY, MARSHALL
Suicide, My 16, 2:2

KINCAID, A T
Prepares story of life of Jesus, Je 16, 4:4

KINSEY (SEC OF STATE),
Office burglarized, N 13, 5:4
Upheld in failure to pass exam for admission to
bar, ed, D 10, 4:1

KINSEY (MRS), ESTELLE
Suicide, N 14, 1:6; funeral, N 16, 6:6

KINSEY, MARTIN
Fined for intoxication, D 25, 3:4

KINSEY, OSOR (Tiffin)
Returns home after recovering from amnesia,
N 24, 7:2

KINSEY, WILLIAM (Toledo)
Indicted on chgs of falsifying city pay rolls,
D 04, 2:2

KINZEL, CARL
Injured in fall, O 01, 3:2

KINZEL, PEARY (New Philadelphia)
Horse stolen, My 5, 2:3

KINZI, E S
Names John Cook in property damage suit, Ja 26,
8:2; suit settled, Ja 27, 3:4

KINZEL, A
Names Mrs Virginia Sperry in collection suit,
Ja 5, 6:1; appeals suit to common pleas ct,
Ja 6, 6:3

KIPLINGER, ELMORE
Divorce granted wife Addie, My 28, 6:1

KIRKBERGER, FRED
Divorce granted wife Caroline, My 22, 6:2

KIRK, ALEXANDER S
Files answer to collection suit brought by
Summit Lumber & Bldg co, Ja 5, 3:3

KIRK, EVA
Chgd with residing in brothel, case contd,
Mr 8, 6:1; case dismissed, Mr 19, 5:5

KIRK (MRS), HOWARD
Funeral, Ja 24, 8:4

KIRK, JAMES
Injured while unloading wheat, D 22, 3:7

KIRSHAM ART TILE CO (Barberton)
Rebuilding of plant announced by Joseph
Kirsham, F 14, 3:1

KIRSHAM ART TILE CO (Barberton)
(Cont)
Brass stolen from plant, Mr 28, 5:7

KIRSHAM ART TILE CO
Holds 6th annual meeting, elects dirs, Ja 3,
1:6

KIRSHAM ART TILE CO
Plans improvements on present site, F 21, 8:2

KIRSHAM STREET
Resolution for improving st passed by council,
Ja 20, 11:6; improvement ord passed by council,
Ap 6, 10:6; resolution directing freeholders
to rep't estimated cost of assessment adopted
by council, Ap 28, 11:2; notice of estimated
assessment and cost of improving st, My 24,
6:6; ord to levy special tax on lots between
Market st and Buchtel ave passed by council,
Jl 22, 2:7; ord authorizing issue of bonds
passed by council, Je 22, 7:6; notice of bond
sale, My 6, 7:8; paving contract awarded to
J K Davidson, Ag 21, 3:1

KIRSHAM,
Pupils give musical recital at North Hill NE
ch, Mr 17, 8:6

KISER, JOSEPH (Dayton)
Beaten during strike at Callahan Machine co,
Jl 21, 10:2

KITTELBERGER, WILLIAM C
Harness store damaged by fire, Jy 23, 3:4

KLAGES CO & ICE CO
Closes property deal with Penna rr co, My 4, 8:1

KLASHNY, R D
Fined for intoxication, N 12, 5:6

KLEIN, J J
App'd substitute postal carrier, Ag 20, 3:4

KLEIN, CHARLES (Cleveland)
Injured while mining coal, Ja 1, 1:7

KLEIN, GEORGE C
Awarded patent on rubber shaft tug, C 23, 6:5

KLEIN, IRVIN
Arrested on fighting chg, Je 23, 8:4

KLEIN, JACOB
Dismissed on vagrancy chg, Mr 17, 2:5

KLEIN, WADE (Cleveland)
Injured in coal mine by falling rock, F 6, 5:5

KLINE, A C
Son Harry A funeral, Mr 27, 3:1

KLINE, ADAM

KLINE, C HARRY
Funeral, Mr 26, 3:1

KLINE, IRVIN
Sought after assaulting wife, N 2, 3:1; fined
and sentenced for assault, N 3, 8:4; remainder
of housewch sentence remitted by Mayor William
E Young, D 20, 3:2

KLINE (MRS), MARGARET (Marshallville)
Property attached by Frank Ullrich, Ap 21, 1:5

KLINE, MARY
Named in collection suit brought by Frank
Ullrich, Ap 10, 3:3; 7:7

KLINE (MRS), REBECCA R
Death, Je 7, 3:1; Jefferson Leeser app'd admr,
S 6, 7:7

KLINE, LOUIS
Fined for intoxication, N 5, 2:3

KLINE ST
Improvement ord passed by council, Ap 20, 7:6

KLING, W A (Findlay)
Resigns as state sec of YWCA, F 24, 12:2

KLUB, LOUIS
Praises Warden W N Darby for improvements
instituted at penitentiary, 1tr, S 1, 8:4

KLINK, HATTIE (Dayton)
Killed when traction car jumps track and
overturns, Ja 30, 2:2

KNABE, LIZZIE
 Held on chg of destruction of property, chg
dismissed, Ja 13, 6:2

KNAPP (MRS), (Cleveland)
Murdered, Andrew Dorf held, N 27, 1:2

KNAPP, C W (Ashbatular)
Injured in fall from window while walking in
sleep, Je 8, 2:4

KNAPP, FRANK J
Notice of sheriff's sale, Ja 17, 6:7; property
sold at sheriff's sale, F 19, 3:2

KNEELEY, THOMAS
Injured when struck by trucks of st car,
Ag 7, 6:3

KNEIB, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, sentence suspended,
F 27, 5:4

KEENAN, (S) (Cleveland)
Arrested for intoxication, ordered to leave
town, My 3, 8:7

SENTENCED FOR VAGRANCY, Ag 16, 8:3
Fined for disorderly conduct, Ag 29, 1:5

Sent to county infirmary for intoxication,
D 26, 1:4

Arrested on intoxication chg and recommitted
to county infirmary, D 28, 1:6

KNIGHT, C L
App'd adv mgr of Beacon Journal, F 16, 3:1

KNIGHT OR CH, C W
Addresses Buchtel coll night school students,
F 22, 5:5

Declares Prof Howe not inventor of almanac,
1tr, Mr 13, 4:6

Honored by alumni of Buchtel Coll, Je 6, 1:7
Gives address on Buchtel coll at Barberton,
Je 20, 1:7

KNIGHT, OTIS
Trial continued on chg of defraudng an inn-
keeper, F 10, 5:1; discharged from chg, F 12, 5:6

KNOTTS & LADIES OF HONOR
Agenda Lodge No 310 elects officers, Ja 8, 6:5;
celebrates 20th anniv, Ap 16, 5:1; elects
officers, Je 19, 8:6

Advisory board holds session at Conti, S 28, 2:2

Acme Lodge No 35 elects officers, D 8, 5:6

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
Plans org of local council, Ja 25, 8:2; holds
meeting to org, F 5, 4:6

Institute Akron council, summary of meeting,
N 30, 1:4

Elects officers, D 8, 3:4

KNIGHTS OF THE GOLDEN EAGLE
Holds 21st annual session at Youngstown, D 10,
2:2

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
McPherson lodge elects officers, Ja 8, 8:3

Akron Lodge No 603 elects officers, Ja 15, 8:3

Results of grand lodge election announced,
Piqua, Ja 29, 8:2

Lodge dropplans to build temple, F 5, 8:1

Aetolia lodge No 24 votes to unite with
McPherson and Akron lodges, F 15, 6:4

Hold dist conv at Hedinia, F 22, 3:1

Co No 21 uniformed rank, installs officers,
Mr 3, 6:3

Uniform rank organizes co at Barterton, Ap 25,
6:2

Grand lodge of Ohio opens annual conv at
Sandusky, My 22, 2:2; 6:4

Attend divine services at Calvary Evangelical
church, hear sermon by Rev J W Heininger, Ja 11,
1:4

McPherson and Aetolia lodges elect officers,
Ja 11, 4:3

Secures sufficient names for preliminary org
of uniformed rank, Je 16, 1:3

Akron Lodge No 603 elects officers, Je 16, 8:2

Uniformed rank No 63 of Barberton formally
mustered in, Je 23, 6:3; elects officers for
temporary org, Je 27, 5:7

Summit city co of uniformed rank holds meeting,
KNOCK, CHARLES

Plea guilty to theft cng, O 15, 1:5; fined and sentenced to workhouse on pocket picking cng, O 16, 5:5

KOHLER, GEORGE C

Appptd trustee of Akron bd of uncritizers by state sup ct, E 15, 3:4

KOHLER, JUDGE, J A

Gives address at First Bat ch, F 15, 8:4

KOHLER (GR), A A

Appptd health officer by Mayor W E Young, A 22, 6:4

KOHLER, GEORGE C

Appptd trustee of Akron bd of uncritizers by state sup ct, E 15, 3:4

KOHLER, GEORGE C

Appptd trustee of Akron bd of uncritizers by state sup ct, E 15, 3:4

KOHLER (GR), A A

Appptd health officer by Mayor W E Young, A 22, 6:4

KOHLER (GR), A A

Appptd health officer by Mayor W E Young, A 22, 6:4

KOLB, CHARLES

Bound to common pleas ct on grand larceny chg, A 5, 8:1

KOLB, JOSEPH

Appptd guard at penitentiary, M 2, 1:6

KOLB, NELLIE A

World's first woman to ride in automobile police patrol wagon, J 12, 1:7

KRAUS, KIES & CO

Names Maggie Delton in collection suit, F 21, 6:4

KREMPEL, HENRY

Death, 1/3, 1:7; funeral, F 7, 8:3; 8:4; admx files inventory of estate, A 17, 3:5

KRIEGER, VICTORY

With 4 others purchases Akron & Cuy Falls Rapid Transit co, D 1, 1:7

KRIEGER, WALTER

Loses suit to trustees of German Lutheran ch, E 11, 3:6

KRAHL, LOUISE P

Suicide, J 26, 2:2

KREHEICH, FRANK A

Death, M 21, 3:4; funeral, M 23, 3:1

KROSS, MARTIN (Auburn, Ind)

Escapes from penitentiary, still at large, D 11, 4:3; believed to be in vicinity of home, D 12, 1:5

KULLEN, AGNES


KULP, JOHN (Hamilton)

Accidentally shot and killed by John Willoughby at shooting match, J 27, 12:1
LABOR (Cont)

Opportunities for graduates of edu institutions cited, ed, Je 19, 4:1
Akon Central Labor Union calls city comrs' attention to law limiting wks to 6-hr day, Je 30, 1:3
Employment and wages paid over period of years discussed, ed, Je 24, 4:1
Benefits derived from repub party platform declared much greater than those from dem, ed, Ag 24, 4:2
Beneficial laws cited as accomplishment of repub party, S 5, 6:2
Railroads cut hrs in Akron dist, D 6, 6:1
LABOR, AMER FEDERATION OF
Barberton branch elects officers, Ag 1, 3:7
Akon branch elects officers, D 20, 4:7
LABOR, OHIO FEDERATION OF
Conv at Newark closes, D 7, 1:8
Withdrawal of Newark Trades union and labor council announced, D 11, 1:6
LABOR DAY
Celebrations planned by Akron and Barberton unions, Je 23, 4:7
Com makes arrangements for celebration, Ag 15, 3:6
Unions hold celebration, S 4, 1:1
Participation of beer makers in parade criticized, 1tr, S 19, 4:5
LABOR RELATIONS
Arbitration bill introduced by McGlinchey recommitted to house labor com, F 21, 6:6
Capital and labor should be supervised by the law, (St Louis Globe Dem cartoon), My 18, 2:6
LABOR UNION, FEDERAL
Holds regular meeting, eats officers, Je 14, 4:6
LABOR UNION, SUMMIT COUNTY CENTRAL
Holds meeting, Je 6, 6:2
Holds meeting, eats officers, Je 20, 5:5
Coms arrange Labor Day celebration, Ag 13, 8:3
Holds meeting, admits 2 new unions to org., Ag 17, 8:8
Arranges Labor Day celebration, Ag 20, 8:3
Issues Labor Day program, S 1, 2:3; S 3, 2:3
Sponsors address on trusts by Frank S Honeett, D 19, 3:4
Pres James Mahoney secures charter for Plasterers' and Woodworkers' union, D 20, 3:1
Holds meeting, D 26, 5:5
Elector James J Mahoney delegate to annual state conv, N 9, 3:2; D 4, 1:8
Meeting discusses strike of molders at Buckeye

LAIRD, FRANK T (Cont)
assault and battery with intent to rape, Je 11, 6:1
Convicted on chg of threatening to kill prisonkeeper Washer, Je 16, 1:4
LAKE, WARD
Resigns as hogwhore station agent, My 5, 6:5
LAKE & OHIO RIVER CANAL CO
Plans for proposed new waterway outlined, F 9, 6:6
LAKE & WESTERN RR
Engine derailed near Arcadia when it strikes tree on track, Ag 22, 2:2
LAKE CHILL
Alumnae and former students living in Akron dist org branch alumnae asso, elect officers, Je 4, 1:4
LAKE SHORE & SOUTHERN RR CO
Places restriction on applicants for firemen, Ashland, Je 9, 2:5
Absorbs property of Northern Ohio RR co, Je 19, 3:2
Cars robbed near Ripley, F 6, 2:2
Engine plunges through drawbridge at Whiskey Island, no one injured, Ag 28, 11:1
Five unnamed trainmen and 2 unknown passengers injured when train jumps tracks at Bay Ridge, Ag 17, 1:5
Rail train No 3 jumps track at Sandusky, no one injured, Ag 10, 10:4
Union employees seek to establish pension fund, D 9, 2:2
Grants contr for building rails to Nati Steel co, Youngstown, O 23, 2:2
LAKE SIDE
Stockholders urged to aid in forestalling sheriff's sale, Bucyrus, Ja 18, 2:5
LAKE SIDE HOSP, CLEV
Appx Edward A Weeks resident physician, Je 19, 1:7
LAKE SIDE PK
Opening program given, My 26, 3:5
Leased to Elks for period of 5 yrs, Ag 3, 6:5
LAKE SIDE PRINTING & PUB CO (Elyria)
Organizes, Ag 10, 2:2
LADD, EDGAR
Sued for divorce by wife Mary F, F 5, 3:5; divorce granted, My 23, 3:4
LAMPSON, E L
Praises work of Gen Charles Dick in cong, Je 16, 3:4
LANEY, GEORGE
   Fined for malicious destruction of property, N 6, 3:5
LANDON, KARL E
   Funeral, Ag 10, 10:4
LANDON, LOUIS
   Fined for fighting, F 17, 6:3
LASSOIES. See Cave-Ins
LANE, C H (Galipolis)
   Fatally stabbed by unattended persons, Ja 26, 2:2
LANE, CHARLES
   Shot and killed near Hilliard during robbery of Penna rr train, Ag 11, 1:4
LANE, JULIUS S
   Lectures at West Cong ch, Ja 23, 6:4
   Addresses First 1E ch on South African Republic, F 26, 5:6
LANE, S A
   Explains why skeleton found on Viens farm could not be that of Rupert Charlesworth, 11r, Je 1, 8:5
   Abors use of cigarettes, 11r, Je 4, 4:2
   Accounts history of Ohio Exc bldg and other old landmarks, 11r, Je 28, 2:2
   Historical outline of Akron, 11r, Mr 14, 5:4
   Revis Sidney Edgerton's life, Ja 26, 8:4
   Locates Jennings school cornerstone, 11r, D 8, 6:8
LANE, SAMUEL A
   Celebrates 65th birthday anniv, Je 29, 6:2
LANE & BOOLEY WORKS (Cont)
   Destroyed by fire, Fire Capt Packer injured, D 14, 3:4
LANE, CARL
LANE, CHARLES
   Enlists in 3rd U S art, Ja 23, 3:1
LANE, OR AND MRS, GEORGE
   Injured when thrown from buggy, O 31, 3:5
LANE, JAMES
   Injured in fall, D 13, 8:8
LANE, MATTHEW
   Notified of foreclosure suit by Clarence I Briner, O 30, 7:7; Joseph Fairbright files answer to cross petition, D 25, 3:6
LANE, MATTHEW, & BROS
   Claims in suit of William Ferris vs Sina Benson settled, Ja 31, 6:3
LANE & HOOVER
   Purchases Frank Bullinger clothing and gents' furnishings, store, Jy 12, 4:6
   Open new store, Jy 16, 3:4
LANGDON, LEWIS W
   Named in affidavit charging fighting, F 15, 5:4; arrested on chg of disorderly conduct, F 16, 5:3
   Fined for intoxication, N 30, 5:6
LANGSELL, CLARA D
   Defrauded, Mrs Bertha V. Willard Sterling sought, N 3, 1:6
LANGMEYER, MARY
   Committed to city infirmary, (Clev Plain Dealer), N 19, 5:4
LANG SALES SLIP CO
   Incorporates in Dover (Del), Mr 30, 10:5
LAPE, AVIVILE
   Sued for divorce by wife Kathleen, Jy 31, 6:3; files answer, Ag 13, 8:1; divorced by wife, D 7, 3:1
LAPP (COUNCILMAN), CHARLES W
   Chgs Clev council with bribery in Gaswell police alarm contr, N 22, 2:2
LAPPIN INFANT
   Death, Mr 16, 3:1; funeral Mr 17, 2:1
LAXLEY, THOMAS H
   Fined for intoxication, Jy 7, 1:3
LAW, CLAY (Batavia)
   Found guilty of 2nd degree murder in slaying of Charles Shack, F 21, 1:3
LAWKIN, PATRICK
   Fined for fighting, C 12, 6:3
LAWKINS (MRS), JOSEPH
   Funeral, N 29, 3:1
LAWRENCE, PAUL
   Pleads not guilty of threatening assault chg, C 12, 6:3; C 13, 6:5
LAWRENCE, PETER C
   Files petition for discharge from bankruptcy, Ag 25, 7:5; Ag 26, 3:5
LASKARIS, ELIZABETH
   Named in collection suit by James Christy, O 15, 3:5; answers James Christy and cross petitions, D 7, 4:3
LASKARIS, NICHOLAS
   Collection suit against Frank, Lizzie, and Peltusala Rizzo taken out of ct for settlement, F 2, 4:5
LATHAM, STEPHEN
   Shares of minor heirs Robert Galushar and Sarah Negandt turned over to county trees, Ja 11, 5:6
1900

LAB, FRED J
   Heat market robbed, N 23, 8:8
LABBE, ANNA H
   Named by Samuel Sawin in suit to collect judgment in recovery action, Ag 20, 5:4
LABBE (JUDGE), PETER A
   Sued by Ohio State Bar asst for assaulting Philippine policy of repub admin, Ja 13, 6:3
LAUERS, IRVING F
   Awarded Scholarship to Case School of Applied Science, Clev, S 21, 1:7; S 25, 5:4
LAUANN, LOUIS
   Attempted res robbery failed, Ja 11, 5:3
LAWRENCES
   Pearl Laundry co granted injunction to restrain strikers from interfering with co's affairs, Dayton, Jy 14, 11:3
LAUSON, JOHN (Clev)
   Dies at work from heat prostration, Je 27, 2:6
LAUTERBACH (GUARD), BILL
   Bill to pay compensation to estate passed by sen on claims of Ohio gen assembly, F 15, 1:5
LAUVER, GEORGE (Freedom)
   Shot and wounded by Albert Pugh, Ag 28, 8:2
LAUZENBACHER, MARY (Austintown)
   Injured when ran down by horses, Jy 31, 2:2
LATIVEY, JOHN
   Alleged to have slashed Michael McCourt in a fight, Jy 12, 3:2
   Fighting chg dismissed, Je 28, 8:6
LAWLER, JOHN (Clinton)
   Injured when struck by train, S 26, 0:5
LAWRENCE, A J
   Named in amended petition filed in collection suit by H H Crumrine, N 5, 21; E W Stewart and J P Loomis file answer denying connection with Akron Gymnasium club, D 25, 3:6
LAWRENCE, A R (Nicklife)
   Robbery of store attempted, D 25, 2:2
LAWRENCE, J M (Dayton)
   Injured in trolley car collision, Jy 31, 2:6
LAWRENCE, LLOYD
   Affidavit prepared for arrest charging destruction of property owned by E A Brown, O 23, 3:3; pleads not guilty, O 24, 8:1; fined for destruction of property, O 29, 3:2
LAWRENCE, MARY A
   Wills contest dismissed, Jy 4, 3:3
LAWRENCE, WASHINGTON H
   Blog, N 24, 7:2
LAW & LEGIS
   Acts passed by cong during repub admin cited, ed, Jy 25, 4:1

LAW AND LEGIS (Cont)
   Subject of sermon by Rev T E Monroe, S 17, 5:7
LAWTON (GEN), JOHN
   Response of pub in appeal for aid praised, ed, Ja 4, 4:1
   Opinions in regard to the Philippines praised, ed, Ja 16, 4:2
   Raising fund for deceased family without aid of New York newspapers commended, ed, Ja 24, 4:2
LAYLIN, LEWIS C
   Elected Sec of state in Ohio, por, N 7, 6:1; announces list of applicants as sec of state elect, D 14, 1:1
LEACH, ANNA
   Injured in fall on rr track, D 25, 3:2
LEACH, E A
   Leases Empire hotel, Ag 17, 1:6
LEACH (MRS), JOHN (Warren)
   Roped to barge in estate of Kerren Heaton, S 18, 2:4
LEACH, ROBERT (Wellston)
   Shot and killed, Oscar Cassell escapes, N 30, 7:2
LEASON, ALBERT B
   Sued for divorce by wife Elizabeth N, O 3, 3:4; divorce granted, D 10, 3:5
LEATHERSTON, WILLIAM
   Rig stolen, O 20, 3:2
LEBERMAN (GR), EDWARD
   Prepared to hold inquest for riot victims, Ag 27, 1:3
   Elected coroner, N 7, 1:4
LECOTTE, PHILIP
   Held on rape chg, S 10, 8:5
LECONTE, W C
   Fined for intoxication, Je 1, 5:6
LEDERER, GOTTLIEB (Chiev)
   Killed in fall from scaffold, D 22, 11:5
LEEDYARD, ARTHUR (Presque Isle)
   Drowned in fall from balloon into lake, Je 22, 2:3
LEE, DUDLEY E (East Liverpool)
   Estate name George F Brunt in personal damage suit, Ja 6, 2:2
LEE (MRS), ELIZABETH
   Burned in train collision at Kansas City, Mo, F 28, 2:5
LEE, ELLEN
   Estate admr apptd, N 7, 7:5
LEE (CAPT), F C (Baywood)
   Nominated for jr maj of 8th regt ONG, Ja 6, 1:6;
LEE (CAPT), F C (Bucyrus) (Cont)
elected, Ja 17, 5:5

LEE, HAIRNET
Loses default judgment in Vowles vs Sykes suit, F 26, 6:1

LEE, HIRAM
Files claim with Summit county court for loss of sheep killed by dogs, Mr 6, 3:6

LEE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ja 16, 3:1

LEE, ROBERT E
Movement to celebrate memory praised (ed Wash Post), Ja 24, 4:6

LEE & KING METAL POLISH CO
Plant destroyed by fire, Wy 2, 1:6

LEESEER, T JEFFERSON
Suit vs Files H Harris, Frank H Harris files an answer, Ja 22, 3:5
Purchases desperate claims of defunct Fraunfelter & Whitten firm, Je 30, 2:6

LEFEVER, H D (Glouster)
Injured in dynamite explosion, D 11, 2:2

LEFEVER, JOHN
Fired for intoxication, Wy 9, 6:1

LEFIVER & WOLF CO

LEGAL PROFESSION
Patterson bill opposed by county auds, Mr 9, 6:3
Seven certificates of admission to bar retained pending investigation of chg that aspirants formed trust to steal and sell questions, Je 22, 8:5

LEGGETT & MILL
Store destroyed by fire, Ag 23, 1:4

LEGGETT SCHOOL
Celebrates 10th anniv of opening, Ja 29, 4:5

LEHAN, ANDREW
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, Ag 1, 5:4
Fined for intoxication, N 6, 1:7

LEIBY, MARY J
Wins injunction suit against Thomas Lumber & Bldg co, Ny 24, 6:1

LEIGHTON (MRS), MARY
Rig recovered, S 11, 2:3

LEIGHTON, A R
Names S E Phinney in collection suit, F 12, 4:3

LEIGHTON, J H
Res robbed, Ny 24, 3:4

LEIGHTON (MRS), J H
Res robbed, Simon white and wife sought,

LEIGHTON (MRS), J H (Cont)
My 25, 8:1

LEEMBER, MARK S
Killed shot by casting, F 20, 6:5

LEISHER (REV), W
Resigns pastorate of Clinton Luth ch, S 26, 8:5

LEISY BREWING CO
Names Albert J Friess in attachment suit, F 15, 6:2

LELAND, CHARLES
Losses salary suit against state, Ja 17, 2:2

LEMON, JOSEPH
Fined not guilty to assault chg, Ag 20, 1:5

LENSAY, JAMES W
Names Chris U Ridley in recovery suit, Jy 27, 4:5

LENENBRUGER, ALBERT (Pacaedonia)
Killed shot by train, Mr 9, 3:2; CSP & co files answer to damage suit, Ag 20, 5:4

LENNOX, JOE
Fined not guilty to assault and battery chg, Ag 22, 8:1

LENNOX, MATHILDE
Interview, blog, Mr 26, 6:3

LENST Ownership rules, F 26, 5:4
Observd by local chs, Mr 30, 1:6

LENZ (CONN), JOHN JACOB
Remarks concerning German-American editorial opinion discussed (ed Chicago Inter Ocean), Mr 6, 4:4; employment of press agent and business mgr satirized (ed Chicago Record) Ap 24, 4:2; app'td member of mi affairs sub-com, My 21, 5:4

LEONARD, AUTHORY
Fined for intoxication, Ap 23, 5:4
Fined for intoxication, Ag 13, 6:5

LEONARD, EDVA
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 5, 4:7

LEONARD, EDWARD

LEONARD, ELI (Kent)
Killed when struck by swinging barn door, Mr 23, 6:3

LEONARD, J H
Infant daughter Kabel A death, S 13, 3:1; funeral, S 14, 3:1

LEONARD, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, My 29, 5:5

LEONARD, WILLIAM
Complained of complicity in burglarizing Louis Biggs hardware store, Ny 22, 6:2; sentenced to penitentiary for burglary and larceny chgs, My 28, 6:1

LEOPOLD, DAVIS
Barn and ice-house destroyed by fire, Ap 20, 8:5

LEOPOLD, JOSEPH
Barn damaged by fire, Je 29, 1:6
Files cross petition in foreclosure suit of Akron Bldg & Loan assn against Charles Ball, Jy 16, 6:2

LEPER, JOAN
Fined on liquor law violation chg, Mr 15, 8:4

LEPER, JOHN
Fined not guilty to chg of illegal sale of liquor, case continued, F 19, 5:4; venire drawn on chg of unlawful sale of liquor in Springfield (OH), F 21, 6:2

LEPER, T J
Losses suit to Ohio Farmers' Ins co, Je 7, 3:4; files notice for new trial, Je 11, 3:6

LEPI, PETER
Will filed, William H Lohr app'td exec, D 25, 3:6

LEXISON, JOSEPH (Toledo)
Dies from heart prostration, Ag 9, 2:2

LEXY, GEORGI
Arrested on chg of residing in brothel, Ja 19, 1:5; fined, Ja 20, 2:6

LEXY, GERALD
Resigned as pastor of Richfield Cong ch, F 28, 8:4; N 21, 8:3

LEXY, GEORGE
Held at Clerf for NY authorities, (Clev Leader), Mr 2, 8:5; returned to NY on fugitive warrant, (Clev Plain Dealer), Mr 5, 8:2

LEXTER, GEORGE (Cola)
Overcome by gas in old well, Ag 8, 2:2

LEXTER CARCARS ASSN, OHIO
Akron group plans 3rd annual conv, F 8, 6:3; completes program for state conv, F 20, 3:3; holds 3rd annual conv elects officers and delegates and names cons, F 22, 3:3; annual conv revd, F 23, 8:4

LEVER, JOHN
Fined on liquor law violation chg, Mr 15, 8:4

LEVY (REV), J LEONARD
Gives lecture on 19th cent before Jewish Synagogue, F 6, 8:1
Gives lecture on children at High St temple, D 20, 8:4

LEVIN, (Barberton)
Held on robbery chg, Jy 3, 8:2

LEVIN (MRS), CATHERINE (Niles)
Heirs seek settlement from estate admr, N 3, 10:5

LEVIN, CHARLTON T
Praised for denouncing Bryanism (ed Rochester Dem and Chronicle), Jy 21, 4:3

LEVIN, D H
Oculist office damaged by fire, Ap 23, 4:4

LEVIN (MRS), D H
Addresses audience on Jewish Chautauqua at High st temple, Mr 24, 8:1

LEVIN (OR), E C (Canal Dover)
Res damaged, barn destroyed by fire, D 25, 2:2

LEVIN (REV), G W
Sermon, D 10, 4:7

LEVIN (JUDGE), GEORGE W
Blog, Jy 19, 3:6; story of death on ocean related by daughter Mrs Gertrude Lewis Mack, Jy 20, 8:1; eulogized, Ag 4, 10:1

LEVIN, J H (Lima)
Real name of Harno, held on theft chg, F 23, 2:2

LEVIN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Ja 2, 5:5

LEVIN, MARTHA (Cola)
Attempts suicide by asphyxiation, N 3, 11:3
LEWIS, HENRY
Notice of adver's sale of real estate, Jy 19, 7:6

LEWIS, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, My 8, 5:4
LENZENBERGER, STEPHEN (Springfield Twp)
Held for alleged assault on Benjamin Hilburn, Je 21, 5:6

LEY, ED
Doves stolen, Carl Lang and 4 others held, Ap 19, 6:4
LEY, GEORGE F
Death, F 6, 3:1; funeral, F 9, 6:4; will probated, F 26, 3:1
LEY, LOUIE
Fined for intoxication, My 21, 4:3
Fined for intoxication, S 21, 6:4
LEY, PETER
Rapid arrested on chg of deserting U S army in Philippine Islands, Je 11, 1:4; Akron soldier dies of typhoid fever in Philippines, Je 20, 3:5; blog, Jy 27, 5:1; funeral, Jy 28, 3:4
LEZETTE, LEONARD
Injured in fall from bicycle, S 6, 1:3
LIBBY, FRANK
 Arrested on chg of visiting brothel, Jy 19, 1:5
LIBIS, VINCENT
Sheriff's sale, N 14, 5:7
LIEBENSTEIN, ADAM
Memorial held by all socialist orgs, Cinti, Ag 17, 2:2
LIEBERTAFEL, AKRON
Celebrates 45th anniv, F 5, 5:5
Resume of masquerade ball, winners listed, F 21, 6:2
Prof Gustave Siegel resigns as dir, Ag 16, 3:6
Members help Alliance Liedertafel dedicate new bldg, N 22, 3:3
LIGHTNER, EDWARD (Newark)
Fattily shot by Ellis Chapin, S 5, 2:1
LIKE, DELLA
Arrested on chg of calling Lucy Frances bad names, Je 4, 1:2; fined for disorderly conduct, Je 6, 5:6
LILE, BLAKE
Bound to probate ct on truancy chg, Mr 3, 6:3
LILLY, FRED D
Arraigned on chg of failing to support child, case continued, F 12, 6:5; non-support chg dismissed, F 19, 5:4
LIMA, OHIO
Election results given, Ap 3, 2:2
LOGAN, JAMES
Dies from injuries recd in rr wreck at Kent, Jy 10, 2:5; 5:6
LOGAN (MAJ), JOHN A
Death, F 7, 2:2; funeral, F 8, 2:2
LOGAN COUNTY
Comrs awarded sup ct decision in recovery suit against Higgins, 0 12, 6:4
LOE, WILLIAM
Killed when elec car jumps track near Harrison, Jy 5, 2:4
LONG, CASPER (Clev)
Fined on chg of handling adulterated milk, Jy 30, 10:5
LONG, CUVILLA E
Swears out warrant for arrest of Solomon Neal on chg of destroying dog, Mr 8, 3:3
LONG, CHARLES (Loroy)
Held on chg of criminally assaulting Minnie Wright, Mr 29, 3:4
LONG, ELIZABETH
Arrested on chg of leading horse on sidewalk, case continued, M 2, 1:5
LONG, EMEL (Elmire)
Criminally assaulted and murdered, Richard Gardner arrested, M 23, 2:5; special grand jury ordered by Judge Douglass, M 28, 1:2
LONG, GEORGE
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, J 25, 1:5
LONG, JEREMIAH A
Wife hairy asks for appnt of estate appraisers, D 3, 3:4
LONG, JOHN ( Lima)
Injured when blast at quarry occurs prematurely, D 10, 2:6
LONG, JOHN F
Dismissed on vagancy chg, Mr 17, 2:5
LONG (MRS), MARY
Barn damaged by fire, J 31, 6:5
LONG, PHILIP (Gottman)
Barn wrecked by windstorm, N 22, 5:6
LONGSTREET, ELLSWORTH
Sued for alimony by wife Clara, F 19, 7:1; files cross petition, F 21, 6:3; temporary alimony awarded wife, F 26, 6:1
LONGSTREET (GEN),
Proposed pension commended (ed NY Mail And
LONSTREET (GEN) (Cont)
Express, Ap 30, 4:2
LONGSTREET (GR), B F
Speaks on Taxation before Economic league, Mr 21, 8:2
LOOMIS, AGNES
Damage suit against Charles H Palmer settled, bondsman discharged, J 26, 6:1
LOOMIS, F F
Elected trustee of firemen's pension fund, J 17, 3:4
Present plans for underground cable work for fire and police depts, F 5, 1:6
LOOMIS, H E
Loses chg of incorrect judgement against Eureka Ready co, F 8, 7:1
LOOMIS, JAMES P
Res dam'd by fire, Mr 19, 6:1
LOOMIS SALT CO
Office bldg destroyed by fire, J 26, 6:2; purchased by Akron Realty co, J 6, 3:1
LOGE, CHARLES E
Reasons for joining repub party cited, (ed Toledo Blade), J 25, 4:4
LOPFEN, WILLIAM (Indian Run)
Shot and kiled by unknown assailant, Mr 27, 2:3
LOEHN & ELYRIA RY CO
Car crashes through Killipaugh block store room at Elyria, S 11, 2:3
LOUGH COUNTY RY CO
Consols with Clev, Berea, Elyria and Oberlin & Wellington co's under name of Clev, Elyria & Western co's, dirs listed, J 20, 6:3
LOUNIN STEEL CO
Resumes work at Lorain, D 11, 2:2
LOEB, BERT
Injured when caught in cylinder press, J 10, 3:6
LOE (POLICEMAN), WILLIAM (Dansfield)
Thrown in lake by angry crowd after shooting at telegraph operator, J 19, 2:2
LOEZO, N
Residence damaged by fire, Fr 27, 6:1
LOEGER, ADOLPH
Bog, (Youngstown Telegram), J 24, 5:5
LOUGHEAD (OR), BYRON B
Death, D 26, 1:2; funeral, bog, D 26, 1:6
LOUGHEAD, MARY B
Named by Akron Bldg & Loan assn in foreclosure suit, Jy 16, 6:2; sheriff's sale, S 13, 6:7
LONGHIN SHELVE WORKS (Martin's Ferry)
Plant closes, O 25, 7:1
LOUIE, JACOB
Beaten to death, McMann sought, Mr 2, 2:2
LOVERETT, IRENE D (Clev)
Names Universal Order in rechase suit, F 28, 2:6
LOW, H R
LOWE, REV, C MARSHALL
Lectures at Trinity Reformed ch on Great Battles of Last Decade, Mr 24, 2:3
LOWE, DAVID S
Sued for divorce by wife Carrie B, My 17, 3:3; divorced by wife, My 9, 3:5
LOWELL, HARRY (Barberton)
Warrant issued for arrest in robbery of Edward Snyder, My 3, 8:2
LOWLER, JOHN J
Fined for intoxication, J 27, 8:5
LOWEY (REV), H H (Springfield)
Blames anti-foreign feeling in China on the missionaries, Ap 28, 2:2
LOYAL COANGE INST
Sup grand lodee decides to establish home in Clev for orphans, aged, and infirm members, J 26, 2:2
LOUISIANA ROUNDS & AUTOMOBILE CO (Clev)
Announce intention of moving factory, S 11, 2:3
LUCE, ERNEST (Toledo)
Bound to grand jury on murder chg, 0 13, 10:3
LUCE, TONY (Toledo)
Escapes from jail, D 15, 11:2
LUETGERT (MRS) LOUISA
Identity at issue of Chicago man convicted of murder not definitely established, J 23, 3:3; woman thought to be Mrs Luettgerd identified as Mrs Matilda Cook, J 24, 3:4; case of mistaken identity closed, J 25, 3:3
LUKE (MRS), SARAH W
Inherits property from Rufus Wright, Chicago, Ap 21, 1:5
LUCK, SAMUEL
Fined for intoxication, J 11, 3:1
LUCKENS, ALBERT (Cinti)
Defense subpoenas Fred Wolf as witness in murder trial, F 19, 8:1; jury dischgd, in murder trial, Mr 3, 1:4
LUKE (SUDET), GUSTAVE R
Ranks 3rd honor man in West Point Military acad graduating class, J 13, 1:6; assigned to Ft Totten (MN), Jy 9, 8:7
LULA, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, J 1, 5:5
LUONDEBERGER, WILLIAM
Res robbed, D 7, 4:4
LUNDY, ANNA
Arrested for employing a woman as bartender, 0 9, 1:6; chgd with employing female bartender, case contd, N 22, 4:6; dismissed on chg of employing women bartenders, N 24, 3:4
LUNG HONG (Toledo)
Ordered deported by fed ct, My 8, 2:2
LUTHERAN CH
Dist Luther league of Northeastern Ohio holds 2nd ann conv, elects officers, F 22, 3:5; closes conv, delegates to state and natl convs named, F 23, 8:1
Fourth ann conv opens at Cinti, My 22, 1:4; My 23, 2:6; elects officers, closes 4th natl conv, My 25, 2:3
Lutheran league refuses to affiliate with Fed of Young People's socs because of reform features, Jy 18, 3:5; passes resolution to invite Young People's socs of local Lutheran chs to join with Trinity Ch league in org of city league, Jy 23, 8:6
Elects officers, 0 8, 6:2
LUTHERAN CH (Clinton)
Rev W Leisher resigns pastorate, S 26, 8:5
LUTHERING, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ky 28, 1:5
LUTZ, WARD (Magadore)
Daughter burned to death when oil can explodes and ignites clothing, Ap 9, 1:5
LUDENBURGER, STEPHEN
Confesses to assault chg, J 23, 6:3; bound to common pleas ct on chg of assault with intent to kill, J 27, 1:4
LYDER, J WALTER JR
Resigns as asst cashier at City Natl bank, J 21, 6:4
LYDICK, JOE (Hudson)
Arrested on suspicion in mysterious explosion in Cuy Falls, D 24, 4:3; released from jail, D 27, 1:6
LYLE, BLAINE
Sentenced for vagrancy, Je 13, 5:6; missing, My 5, 2:5; fined and sentenced to workhouse for fighting, S 18, 3:4
LYNN, ROBERT
Death, Ap 28, 8:5; body offered for sale, My 7, 5:6
LYNCH, M E (Kent)
Fails attempted robbery of City bank, Ag 27, 1:4
LYNCH, ALLEN LUMBER CO
Erects officers, Ja 16, 3:1
LYNCH (RK) WILLIAM A (Canton)
Runs branch of elec rly line from Akron to Canton, Ja 12, 3:3
LYNÉE (KRS), C H
Res destroyed by fire, O 1, 6:1
LYNÉE, FREDERICK E
Injunction suit against Rapid Transit co withdrawn, Ap 10, 3:3

MAINS, AUGUSTUS W
Pleads not guilty to disorderly conduct chgs, N 6, 1:7; chgs dismissed, N 9, 1:8
MACEHILL, (Kensington)
Hotel and livery stable destroyed by fire, F 10, 12:4
MACHADO, FRANK
Accident policy renewed by city, Je 14, 3:1
MACHADO, JOHN
Fined for driving through funeral procession, S 6, 1:3
MACHADO, THOMAS
Granted cong by Akron bd of health for brick and stone work in constr of Detention hoop, S 20, 3:5
MACHADO, ZAIAH
Fined for carrying concealed weapons, Ag 11, 2:3
MACHADO (KRS), MATILDA
Celebrates 30th birthday anniv, Mr 21, 5:4; blog, Je 25, 5:7
MACHADO, DOX
Fined for intoxication, Mr 26, 6:2
McARTHUR (DR), J A (Mansfield)
Named in damage suit filed by Mrs Pauline Bowers, N 24, 7:3
MACKEY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ag 30, 8:2

McBride, Cornelius
Fined for interfering with police officer, O 5, 3:1
McBride, D & CO
Sued by H S Diller for alleged breach of contr, Je 11, 3:6; damage suit instituted by H S Diller, Jo 10, 6:5
McBride, James (Peninsula)
Injured in fall on sidewalk, F 12, 6:3
McBride, John (Cleola)
Supports reelection of Pres William McKinley, 11r, O 30, 1:7
McBride, Louis Walker
Killed when crushed in fall of stone vase at South Bend (Ind), My 15, 6:1; blog, My 16, 3:4; funeral, My 17, 4:7
Maccabees
 Akron members hold memorial services, hear addresses by Rev L A Lindemuth and 2 others, Je 11, 5:1
Com makes arrangement for annual picnic, Ag 21, 4:5; annual picnic at Silver Lake, Ag 22, 5:3; Northern Ohio groups hold annual picnic at Silver Lake, Ag 23, 7:1

Knights of the Maccabees (KOTH)
Tip Top tent celebrates 5th anniv, Mr 2, 8:1
Akron Tip Top tent visits Kent tent, Mr 28, 1:5
Akron tent and Tip Top tent hold joint review, elect officers, Je 11, 4:3
Akron tent holds meeting, officers of Tip Top tent listed, Je 18, 8:4
Hold gryl dist meeting at Kent, Kent lodge dedicates new hall, Hy 12, 6:4
Tip Top tent installs officers, Jy 21, 12:3
Dist No 14 organized, Jy 31, 6:4
Akron tent elects officers, D 4, 3:2; D 8, 12:5
Unity Div Uniformed Rank elects officers, D 8, 12:6

Ladies of the Maccabees (LOTH)
Protection hive enters for benefit of Buchtel coll rebuilding fund, Mr 21, 5:5
Wadsworth, Doylestown, and Clinton lises hold joint meeting at Clinton, O 3, 8:2
Protective hive meets, elect officers, O 5, 1:6
Ladies of Busy Bee hive hold banquet, O 14, 7:1
LOTH elects officers, O 15, 12:3
Busy Bee hive elects officers, D 21, 1:5; D 22, 12:5

Maccoury, Frank
Arrested on vagrancy chg, F 21, 4:4
McEachrnan, CHARLES (Highy Station)
Wounds and captures John Johnson (Schumacher) in attempt to rob Highy & Son store, F 9, 1:2
McCANN, ROBERT
Pardon for prostitution case by Gov George K. Nash, N 13, 2:2
McCULLAR, THEODORE H
Fined for intoxication, Jy 21, 2:6
McCULLAR, CHARLES B
Fined for intoxication, Ag 7, 6:3
McCULLAR, JOHN (Glouster)
Body of one explosion victim recovered, Je 12, 2:2
McCULLAR, RAYMOND
Ader files inventory of estate, Je 12, 6:3
McCULLAR, HOWARD
Held as alleged rioter, S 7, 1:7; indicted with
MCCOURT, MICHAEL (Cont)
Fined on fighting chg, Je 28, 8:6

MCCOURT, P. T
Awarded conr to pave East Market st from High
st to Buchtel ave, Mr 20, 6:5; Mr 24, 1:4
With James Wilkes and Son named in East Market
improvement injunction suit by A J Rowley, N 21, 3:5; files answer, Mr 26, 6:4; suit
to be heard by Judge D J Nye, N 28, 1:6;
hearing begins, Mr 30, 3:7; lose injunction
suit brought by A J Rowley, Ap 5, 1:7; asks
appeal of ct decision against him and James
Awarded conr to pave E Market st, My 8, 8:1

MCCOURT, WILLIAM
Robbed, D 24, 4:4

MCDOY, Named in collection suit by Mahoning county,
Youngstown, Mr 22, 2:4
MCDOY, JACOB (St Mary's)
Injured in boiler explosion at St Mary's Spoke
works, Je 14, 2:1
MCDOY FAIRLY
Reunion, Je 22, 1:3; 22nd annual meeting at
Lakeside Pk, Ap 21, 6:4
MCDEARY, JOHN (Tuscarawas)
Accidentally shoots and kills John Todd, My 19, 10:2
MCDEL, T W (North Lawrence)
Burns and contents destroyed by fire, Ja 19, 3:5
Files notice for appt of recr for Ohio Coal
Mining co, F 8, 7:1
Suit with L C Miles against George J Markley
involving Ohio Coal Mining co settled, F 13, 6:5
Files answer in collection suit brought by
S R Getzall, My 12, 3:4

MCDONALD, CHARLES L (Nooster)
Dies of injuries recd in football game,
Ja 25, 5:3

MCDONALD, MIKE
Fined for intoxication, Ap 23, 5:4

MCDONALD, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Ja 6, 3:1

MCDONALD, WILLIAM (Youngstown)
Died from hydrophobia after being bitten by
dog, Ap 6, 5:5

MCDONELL, BARNEY (Estate)
John Lamparter as pd, My 3, 3:1; recr
granted permission to sell whiskey for benefit of
creditors, Ap 24, 5:5; default judgment

MCDONEL, WILLIAM (Estate) (Cont)
awarded to D A Doyle in suit, D 18, 4:5

MCDONEL, BARNEY JR
Injured when thrown from carriage, Jy 27, 3:2
Saloon damaged by fire, D 4, 6:3

MCDONEL, WILLIAM (Ravenna)
Held on chg of robbery, Ag 30, 3:1

MCDONEL, WILLIAM E
Names Stephen C Hunt in appropriation suit,
D 18, 4:5

MCDONALD, JAMES
Res damaged by fire, Ap 0, 1:4

MCDONALD, JOHN
Arrested and fined on foot driving chg, Je 25, 1:5

MCDONALD, PETER
Granted naturalization papers, C 19, 8:4

MCDONALD, SAMUEL (Nash, D C)
Shoots and kills Frank F Norris, attempts suicide
by shooting and cutting, D 22, 1:2; D 24, 2:5

MCDONEL, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, My 5, 8:4

MCDONELL, WILLIAM (Youngstown)
Jailed on insanity affidavit, Ag 14, 3:3;
adjudged insane, Ag 15, 3:5; taken to state
hospt for the insane at Newburg, Ag 16, 5:5;
jailed until ct decides his sanity,
(Youngstown Vindicator), Ag 17, 6:5; insane,
counties refuse to claim him (Cleveland
Daily, Tribune), Ag 20, 6:2

MCDONEL, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, My 22, 4:5

MCDONEL, CARITA
Resigns position as clerk of Akron po, Ag 20, 3:4

MCDONELL, JOSEPH
Fined for intoxication, Mr 12, 5:5

MCDONALD & CO (Youngstown)
Damaged by fire, F 2, 1:4

MCDONALD, JOHN
Fined and sentenced to whouse for intoxication,
Mr 6, 8:5

MCDONNEL, WILLIAM
Convict at penitentiary pddled for disorderly
conduct, Cola, D 14, 2:6

MCDONALD, JOHN
Carriage damaged by runaway horse, Ap 4, 6:5

MCDONALD, JOHN S
Found not guilty on chg of calling Charles
Miller bad names, Jy 19, 6:2

MCDONELN, WILLIAM
Named with Stevenson Burke and others in suit
to regain bonds by Sophronia J and Samuel
J Ritchie, Cleve, D 5, 8:5

MCGARRY, DANIEL
Reapptd city corr by Judge G K Anderson and
Mayor W E Young, Ap 30, 3:4

MCGREW (JR and MRS), ORIS
Celebrate 22nd wedding anniv, My 19, 3:2

MCGEE, FRANK
Divorce granted wife Maggie, F 5, 3:5
Fined for intoxication, D 0, 5:7

MCGILL, BARNEY (Trumbull)
Shoots and kills self accidentally while
hunting, N 2, 2:2

MCLAUGHLAN, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, O 1, 5:4

MCGOWAN, ARCHIE
Fined and sentenced, brother John fined for
fighting and interfering with officer,
N 12, 5:6

MCGOWAN, DAN
Arrested on assault and battery chg, D 19, 8:4;
chg dismi, D 20, 5:1

MCGOWAN, ELLEN.
See McGowan, James and Ellen

MCGOWAN, JAMES and ELLEN
Named in collection suit by Second Natl bank,
Ty 12, 3:4; ask to have action in case of
Andrew Greely against James McGowan quashed
because of plaintiff's death, Je 26, 3:6; named
in answer to collection suit by Virginia
Bldg & Loan assn, Mr 12, 6:2; named by City
Natl bank in collection suit, O 16, 6:1

MCGOWAN, JAMES E
Fined for intoxication, Ja 9, 8:5
Loses damage suit brought by Michael Dunn,
Mr 1, 6:3

MCGOWAN, JAMES J
Plays suit against council and comrs for refusal
of paying bid for East Market st, MR 27, 1:7
Awarded conr for paying Campbell st, Mr 23,
8:3

MCGOWAN (MRS), JENNIE
Arrested, pleads not guilty to intoxication
chg, My 5, 8:4; sentence suspended, My 7, 8:3

MCGOWAN, JOHN
Sentenced to whouse for disorderly conduct,
My 7, 0:3

MCGOWAN, JOHN (Edinburg)

MCGOWAN, JOHN (Edinburg)

MCGOWAN, JOHN
Sentenced to whouse for disorderly conduct,
My 7, 0:3

Fined and sentenced to whouse for intoxication,
My 16, 8:1

Arraigned on chg of striking wife, Je 25, 1:5; fined and sentenced to whouse, Je 27, 1:4

Fined for intoxication, D 5, 3:1

Fined and sentenced on larceny chg, N 30, 5:6

MCGOWAN, JOSEPH
Assaulted, Edward Russell arrested, held for
vagancy, Ja 8, 5:3

MCGOWAN (MRS), KATIE
Fined for intoxication, Mr 27, 3:4

Fined for intoxication, Je 14, 4:5

Arrested on intoxication chg, Je 29, 4:8; fined
and sentenced, Je 30, 8:4

MCGOWAN, S E
Recommended by coors for paving contr for Beck
ave, S 17, 3:6

MCGOWAN, WILLIAM
Sentenced for loitering, D 22, 8:2

MCGOWRY, BARNEY
Named in appeal of property damage suit brought
by Levi K Snyer, F 23, 3:5

MCGRAWR, BERNARD
Injured by runaway horse, D 3, 8:5; collects
damages from Lewis Miller following injury in
runaway, D 12, 4:7

MCGRAW, DENNIS
Suited for divorce by wife Mary, F 8, 7:1

MCGRAW, THOMAS
Infant injured when bedstead falls on him,
Ag 30, 3:3

MCGRAW, THOMAS (Dayton)
Slain, Walter Easton held, O 6, 10:3

MCGREGOR, JESSE (Lisbon)
Violates pardon conditions, lunacy affidavit

MCGREGOR, JESSE (Lisbon)
McGREGOR, JESSE (Lisbon) (Cont)
filed, Ja 12, 2:2
McGREGOR, WILLIAM (Dayton)
Injured in trolley car collision, Jy 31, 2:6
McGREGOR, JOHN F
Apptd member bd of State Library bne by Gov Nash, Colo, Ap 13, 1:6
McGUIRE, ED
Fined for intoxication, F 19, 5:5
McGUIRE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, D 27, 8:3
McGUIRE, MACK
Injured in train collision, F 1, 3:4
McGUIRE, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, S 26, 1:4
McGUIRE, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Jy 25, 4:5
Fined for intoxication, O 22, 3:4
MACHINE SHOPS & MACHINE TOOL AND DIE INDUS
Cols machinists strike after negotiations fail, Nr 3, 12:2
Union demands rejected by Cols Metal Mfrs assn, Nr 7, 2:4
Clev machinists' union holds meeting to decide on proposed strike, Nr 21, 1:3
Employees in various shops walk out in demand for wage increase, Clev, Nr 22, 1:6
Hill Clutch co employees walk out in demand for wage increase, Clev, Nr 22, 2:4
Stationary engrs vote sympathy strike with machinists, Clev, Nr 24, 12:2
Cols machinists return to work, Nr 30, 10:3
Clev strikes continue, Ap 3, 2:2
Machinists' demands granted by Clev Ball Bearing co, Lucas Machine Tool co, and Carter Machine co, Clev, Ap 5, 2:1
Drill turners at Standard Tool co strike for pay increase, Clev, Ap 5, 7:1
Mrs refus to hold conf with con of striking machinists, Clev, Ap 6, 1:4
Machinists' strike continues, Clev, Ap 10, 2:2; Ap 21, 2:5
Machinists at Clev Machine Screw co strike 2nd time, Clev, Ap 28, 11:1; employees refuse to return to work, My 3, 2:2
Machinists decide to return to work, Clev, My 12, 10:3
Calvin Phibbs, son Eugene, and Joseph Kiser beaten during strike at Callahan Machine co plant, Dayton, Jy 21, 10:2
McINTOSH, EDWARD
Suicide, S 12, 2:6

McINTOSH, HENRY P
Refuses to appear as trial witness, ordered to appear on contempt chg, Ja 13, 1:7; dismissed from contempt chg, Jy 27, 3:4
Named with S J Ritchie in judgment suit brought by Stevenson Burke, Nr 20, 3:5
McINTOSH, W W
Named in collection suit by Medina Foundry co, Je 5, 3:4
Files answer in suit of Medina Foundry co vs Natl Cash Register co, N 22, 3:4
McINTYRE, HELEN
Arrested on forcible detention chg, Je 15, 6:4
McINTYRE, WILLIAM
Fined for disorderly conduct chg, Je 25, 1:5
Sues wife Catherine for divorce, Ap 27, 4:6
Divorces wife Catherine, O 4, 3:6
MACK, THOMAS
Fined and sentenced to Canton workhouse for carrying concealed weapons, Ja 24, 3:1; Ja 25, 3:3
MACK-FENTON CO
Goods attached by Joe Vernost and William Taylor for back wages, Jy 12, 6:4; makes payments to both Vernost and Taylor, Jy 16, 3:1
MACK, JOHN
Arraigned on chg of breaking into Akron Paint & Color co plant, Je 15, 6:4; convicted, Je 16, 1:4
MACK, JOHN AND MARGARET
Found guilty of calling Rollin Hetrick bad names, case appealed by deft, Ag 9, 6:2
MACK, THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, D 28, 4:4
MCKEE, JOHN E
Elected set of Middletown schools, Ag 25, 3:1
MCKEE, HULDA
Names Karl Pardee in personal injury suit, Nr 31, 3:4
MCKENNA, THOMAS (Clev)
Dies from injuries recd when struck by str car, O 23, 2:2
MCKENZIE, J
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, Ag 2, 5:5
MCKINLEY, J M
Resigns as sec of Summit County Game and Fish Protection and Propagation soc, F 17, 5:1
MCKINLEY (PRES), WILLIAM
Policies compared with those of Abraham Lincoln, 1800

MCKINLEY (PRES), WILLIAM (Cont)
ed, F 14, 4:1
Admin attitude toward Puerto Rico praised, ed, Nr 3, 4:2
Addresses visoc on nalt conditions, Nr 6, 4:3
Attitude towards foreign born citizens defended, ed, Nr 7, 4:1
Stand on Puerto Rico tariff upheld, (ed NY Nail and Express), Nr 15, 4:3
Admin attitude toward Filipinos approved, ed, Nr 16, 4:1
Puerto Rican policies praised, ed, Nr 17, 4:1

MCKINLEY (PRES AND MRS), WILLIAM

MCKINLEY (PRES AND MRS), WILLIAM
Arrangements for welcome made by citizens' reception com of 1895, Je 28, 2:2; given great reception on return to home, Jy 30, 1:2
MCKINSTRAY, M
Funeral, My 31, 8:5
MCKISSEN, DAVID
Hanging 62 years ago revd, feature article, F 10, 9:1
MCKISSON, A E
Presents claim to Summit co courts for sheep stolen by dogs, D 3, 4:2
MCKISSON, GEORGE
Res damagd by fire, S 6, 1:4
MCKISSON, ROBERT E
Sued for divorce by wife, files answer and cross petition, N 6, 3:4; granted divorce from wife,
GROGGINS, ROBERT E (Cont)
N 10, 3:5; N 12, 3:5
MCGOWIN, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Ap 16, 1:3
MCDONALD, CHARLES E
Testifies before house foreign affairs com re alleged indignities suffered at hands of Brit, N 20, 1:2
MCLEOD, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, O 16, 8:3
Fined for intoxication, O 28, 1:6
Fined for intoxication, O 18, 5:5
MCLENNAN, JOHN (Steuben)
Res robbed, Ag 4, 2:2
MCLEAN, ADAM
Martha McLaughlin appd adm of estate, S 24, 6:7
MCLEAN, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, Y 1, 6:2
MCLEOD, JOHN (Glenford)
Killed when boiler explodes, Ag 22, 2:2
MCMAHON, JULIA (Clev)
Body found in river, believed suicide, Y 3, 2:4
MCMAHON, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, N 12, 5:6
Owed with disorderly conduct, case contd, N 22, 4:6; fined for disorderly conduct, N 23, 1:8
MCMAHON (Gen)
Speech on building Amer summarizd, ed, Yr 13, 4:1
MCLEAN, FRANK (Clev)
Robbed, O 11, 2:2
MCLEAN, JOHN R
Pol promises ridiculed, ed, Ap 7, 4:2
Criticized for not resigning from natl com of dem party, ed, Y 16, 4:1
MCLEOD, WILLIAM
Held on suspicion chg, N 2, 4:7; bound to common pleas on burglary chg, N 3, 6:3; indicted by grand jury, Y 4, 3:4; pleas not guilty, My 0, 3:4; dismissed from burglary chg, Y 17, 3:2
MCWICKER, FLOYD
Injured in Erie rr freight train wreck at Grady Lake, Ja 31, 5:7
MCMAHAN, PATRICK
MCMAHON, (Chillicothe)
Sought on chg of beating Jacob Lovemheimer to
MAHANVILL, FRANK
With William F. Warden granted patent on steam exhaust head, S 8, 3:3
MAGLE (MR AND MRS), DUSTIN
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Je 27, 3:4; Jy 26, 3:4
MAHDERGER, GEORGE L
Funeral, F 23, 2:2
MAHEND, TONI
Arrested on perjury chg preferred by Mary Santario, Jl 16, 3:4
MAHNOQ, JACO
Infant daughter Olive dies, N 27, 4:7; funeral, N 28, 8:3
MARIETTA COLL (Marietta)
Prof Allen T Perry accepts presidency, Je 8, 2:2; rec donation of books from T N Stimson, Je 13, 2:6
MARIUS, OHIO
Names H R Young in recovery suit, Ag 9, 2:2
MARK, MINA W
Adjudget insane, Jy 24, 6:3
MARKEN, E A
Arrested on chg of scattering paper on street, case continued, N 15, 8:2
MARMATUK, EDGAR
Sought on bastardy chgs by Toledo officer, C 22, 3:1
MARKET ST
Summary of paving bids recd, O 12, 3:6
Paving contr discussed, ed, O 22, 4:3
Paving contr scandal discussed, ed, O 22, 4:3
Immediate paving probe urged as method to quell slanderous complaints, ed, Je 18, 4:2
Contr ordered by city coors to remove stone placed under slag, other business transacted, Ag 18, 1:3
Ord to establish grade, passed by council, Ag 24, 7:6
MARKET ST, EAST
Notice of property assessment for improvement, Ja 5, 7:6; ord for paving bonds approved by city coors, Ja 8, 1:7; ord to provide for improvement from high st to Buchtel ave passed by council, Ja 9, 6:2; from Buchtel ave to Case ave, Ja 9, 8:2; ord for issuance of improvement bonds passed by council, Ja 12,
MARKET ST - MARKET ST, EAST (Cont)
6:6; 7:6
Citizens protest deplorable condition, Je 22, 6:4
Request for increase in bonds made by NOT co, Ja 24, 1:5; request discussed by city coors, Ja 25, 3:6; motion to change legis for improvement opposed, ed, Ja 25, 4:1; new bond ord to include NOT co's share for improvement ordered prepared, Ja 26, 1:7
Resolution providing for collection of special assessments to improve st from high to Buchtel ave adopted by council, F 1, 6:6; 7:6; from Buchtel ave to Case ave, F 1, 7:5
Improvement question discussed, F 7, 1:6
City coors issue notice for bids on improvements, F 8, 2:5; 2:6
Resolution providing for appurt of bd to equalize assessments adopted by city council, F 17, 7:7
Ord to levy special tax for improvement, O 9, 6:7; 7:7
Proposed paving discussed by property owners and city coors, O 16, 5:1
Paving bid submitted by J R McGowan refused, O 27, 1:7
New Castle Asphalt Co awarded paving contr, O 20, 3:3
P T McCourt awarded contr to pave from high st to Buchtel ave, James Hildes Co to pave from Buchtel to Case ave, O 20, 6:5; O 24, 1:4
Awards by den ccmil council contracts to other than lowest bidder criticized, ed, O 21, 4:2
Residents protest awarding of paving contracts, O 24, 1:6
Councilman Paul and City Clerk Isbell criticized for falsifying council records on paving contract vote, ed, O 24, 4:1
Awards of paving contracts criticized, ed, O 24, 4:2
Paving contr award votes declared to have been unanimous, ed, O 26, 4:2; paving contr award explained, O 26, 6:1
Rejection of Gibbston Surfing and Paving co bid defended by City Corr Pfaff, O 30, 6:1
Injunction suit appeal denied by P T McCourt, Ap 19, 5:4
Saving on contr praised, ed, My 8, 4:2
Contrs awarded to James Wilde and P T McCourt,
MARKET ST - MARKET ST, EAST (Cont)

other bids given, Ky 8, 6:3

Henry Young apptd insp of improvement, My 15, 6:1

Paving starts, Jy 3, 1:7; paving methods and promises scored, ed, Jy 11, 4:1

Property owners held meeting to discuss alleged failure of contrs to lay paving correctly, Ag 16, 5:6

MARKET ST, WEST

Notice of property assessment for improvement, Jn 5, 7:6; ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling from Vest to Valley st passed by council and approved by bd of city cons, Je 25, 6:4; from Howard toвест, Je 25, 6:6

Development discussed, Ills, N 26, 5:6

MARKHAM, LEONARD (Brocksville)

Beats William Dickerson in fight, D 18, 3:6

MARKWORTH, STEVEN

Sued for divorce by wife Mary, Jy 14, 3:4; arranged on adultery chg, Je 14, 4:5; hearing on adultery chg contd, Jy 16, 4:4; convicted on chg, sentence suspended, Je 16, 1:4

MARBLE BRGS

Absorbed by Robinson-Verrill co, F 12, 1:6

MARLEY, GEORGE J

Suit involving Ohio Coal Mining co brought by T W McCue and L C Miles settled, F 13, 6:5

MARKS, A H

Granted patent on pneumatic tire, F 6, 3:1; on deumulcanizing apparatus, Ap 4, 1:6

MARKS, HABEL (Sandyhook)

Rescued from drowning, Ag 21, 2:2

MARTILL, IRA

Inmate of penitentiary assaults Warden Coffin, N 30, 9:3; punished for attack, N 31, 11:3

MARLEY, JAMES

Held to common pleas ct in robbery of John McCaus and Frank Sickles, Jn 2, 8:1; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for assault with intent to rob, Jn 24, 3:5; convicted to reformatory for robbery, JC 27, 6:5

MARSHALL, EDGAR T

Held on bastardy chgs for extradition to Toledo, N 3, 3:2; returned to Toledo, N 5, 2:4

MARNO, LEWIS (Lincoln)

Held on theft chg, real name is J H Lewis, F 23, 2:2

MARTIN, W C

Appeal suit brought by S A Martin dismissed for
MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (Cont)

Drury, Gertrude. See Topa Cameron
Duggan, Jeanette A. See Jenkins, George A
Duke of Manchester; Helene Ziemann, N 20, 2:7
Durrant, Ollie. See Biddle, Joseph A
Dutton, Mrs Elizabeth A. See Merritt, Irvin G
Dutton, Ella. See Donaldson, Charles
Eagler, John G; Lena Snyder, O 8, 3:3
Earley, Bessie. See Sims, Clark
Eastwood, Frank; Pearl M Guocott, D 26, 3:4
Eberley, Elizabeth H. See Bittaker, Phillip C
Edwards, Bessie. See Gragg, Otto
Edwards, Edward D; Emeline Myers, N 5, 2:2
Edwards, John J; Cora May Winklemann, Ag 2, 3:4
Edwards, Martha. See Le Fever, Mark
Eichelberger, John J; Bessie P Shillito, Ag 16, 3:1
Eichenlaub, Mrs Lena. See Wilson, John C
Eichhor, E E; Nellie B Ridout, Ag 8, 3:1; Ag 9, 3:2
Eidmire, Adonna G; Emma Hinkelmann, Je 21, 3:3
Eisenhard, George B; Cynthia E Viall, Je 16, 3:6
Ellinwood, Jessie. See Limer, Howard B
Ellinwood, Lottie Viola. See Manchester, Harry M
Elliot, Cora. See Adelabush, Alvin
Elliot, John R; Myrtle M Hickox, Ap 20, 3:3
Elliot, Mary. See Hickok (Clow), Paul Robinson
Ellsworth, Bertie. See Verges, William
Ellsworth, Jessie G. See Patterson, Charles L
Emmanuel, Amanda. See Force, Ferdinand
Emerling, Charles; Agnes Dearnard, S 25, 3:1;
S 26, 1:2
Emmerman, Joseph A; Ethel Cady, D 26, 3:4
Emric, Amorette T. See Singlay, David M
England, Ann Elizabeth. See Arnold, David
Engle, Margaret H. See Carsten, Lewis C
English, Roy; Mary Dowie, Ap 11, 3:4
Errig, James T; Catharine H Dorn, My 8, 3:3
Ensign, Idona P. See Dencer, Helen C
Ernst, Emma. See Mather, Lewis
Era, Ralph A; Julia LeGrande, D 1, 3:2; D 13, 3:2
Ervin, Walter J; Etta Smith, N 15, 3:2
Esch, Max; Emma Markwalder, O 3, 3:1
Ettling, John J; Mary A Mitchell, Ag 1, 3:1
Ag 2, 3:1
Etner, Laura. See Schumacher, Charles L
Ett, Gertrude Howard. See Rice, Thad W
Evans, Lida L. See Viers, Adellbert S
Evans, Mary. See Schneid, August
Evans, Olivia Maria. See Taggart, Eugene H
Everhart, Carrie B. See Keever, Henry J

Faw, Harry S; Laura H Drumbaugh, O 25, 3:2;
O 31, 3:4
Faw, Harry J. See Kuenbrod (Or), E P
Fairbanks, John C; Jennie S West, My 3, 3:2
Falar, Hillie E. See Frommer, Richard
Falky, Isabella E. See Jenkins, Albert E
Farmer, Barbara. See Geoff, Frank
Farrar, Henry; Mrs Margaret Whitehead, Ja 10, 8:5
Farber, Royal E; Emma C Lewis, Je 26, 3:2; 3:3
Farey, Rachel. See Schaffer, Harvey A
Ferder, Madeline P. See Daniels, Julian R
Fellenbaum, Eliza M. See Clause, Burt F
Feller, Jeannette. See Dellenberger, A J
Fellers, Myrtle. See Robertson, Curtis
Fellows, Julia. See Foust, S E
Fenton, Mary. See Webb, Will
Fifer, Frank; Katherine Gudebol, O 15, 3:1
Fink, Ulbrich Lory; Estella Glassner, D 25, 3:1
First, Anna. See Houre, Henry
Fisher, Anna. See Bolter, Seymour
Fitch, Blanche. See Power, William H
Fliutt, Harry J. See O'Donnell, Dan Smith
Fleishmann, Lena. See Low, George
Fleming, Michael; Harry Bender, Je 27, 3:1; 3:2
Fletcher, Charles F; Harrie Shearsmith, D 24, 3:4
Fletcher, Clarence J; kabel W Dressler, Ag 20, 3:3;
3:4
Flickinger, Charles F; Elizabeth O McIntyre,
Ap 10, 3:1
Flower, Grace Lillian. See Meier, Gus H
Flynn, Anna. See Kidder, Fred
Folitz, Nina L. See Marshall, Caskey J
Force, Ferdinand; Amanda Emmanuel, Ap 5, 3:2;
3:3
Ford, violet Estelle. See Williams, Samuel A
Fornecker, Charles J; Katherine Beck, My 5, 3:1
Forney, George W jr.; Mabelle Hyatt, S 5, 3:2
Forsdyke, William A; Saulla Hoskinson, S 6, 3:3
Foster, Lillian. See Kiddersheim, John Jr
Foster, William; Millie Hart, Mr 15, 3:1
Fouch, Louella. See Harrington, Hovey
Douglas, John; Judy R. See Bunts, Charles C
Douglas, Lillian. See Hopkins, Ernest
Douglas, Noah; Pearl Lord, D 12, 3:2
Douglas, S E; Julia Fellows, Ap 18, 3:1
Douglas, Sarah. See Kepler, Clement
Fox, William; Bertha Johnson, Ja 19, 3:1; Ja 25,
8:5
Frase, Lemuel B; Anna B Rice, Je 13, 3:1
France, Joseph R; Louisa Harris, Ag 13, 3:1
Francis, Ernest T; Manie Behner, Je 5, 3:7
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1900</th>
<th>244b</th>
<th>MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (Cont)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Holley, Ada. See Griffith, Rees</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holwick, Mary Dolly. See Shutt, Erwin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoover, Alice. See Smith, Stoke</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoover, Glenn; Ann Roselle. D. 10, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornsby, J. L.; Constance Davidson. Ap 1, 3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huggins, Eddie G.; Lizzie Smith. Ky 20, 3.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyett, Nellie. See Davis, H. S.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyett, Nellie F.; W. D.; S. F. Johnston. C. 22, 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huseman, William A.; Effie B. Deyo. Ap 5, 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyett, Nellie, Minnie. See Huyett, Charles E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyett, William H.; Ada Rebecca A. Wadlow. D. 27, 3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoyt, Anna. See Blackson, Orli</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hubner, Gertrude L. See Vance, J. Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugel, Lizzie. See Herwick, Frank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huffman, Edward; Carrie Heider. Gr 30, 3.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hughes, Edward L.; Estelle Pettigrew. D. 27, 3.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hulling, Julius; Katherine Haines. J. 15, 3.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hume, Catherine. See Leydon, Ford</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphir, Celia Elida. See Cox, Or (Dr.), Henry</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurst, Dennis P. See Carter, Thomas A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurst, Joseph; Grace Rhodobahn. Ap 12, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurst, Orpha. See Thomas, Charles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurst, Anna M. See Newcomer, James A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurst, William F.; Elorla J. Hoare. J. 24, 3.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hutchinson, Irvin Warner; Gertrude L. Piek. J. 31, 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huyett, William H.; Ada Rebecca A. Wadlow. D. 27, 3.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinckley, Bertha. See McCourt, Matthew</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lentz, Carrie. See Weber, Joseph</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard, Bertha A. See Welton, Clyde G.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard, Mrs. Lillian M. See Aikens, F. E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard, John; Nellie Phillips. D. 24, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie, Arthur C.; Lizzie Amsbaugh. J. 20, 3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie, Ernest E.; Bertha A. Cowen. C. 16, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie, Lottie L.; See Orr, Clement V.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Letch, Mary. See Apolonia, Fred</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Emma C. See Faris, Royal E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewis, Samuel; Emma Veon. C. 17, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ley, Emma. See Harrington, Samuel L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leydon, Frank; Catherine Inman. C. 26, 6.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lilly, Claude C.; Gertrude Hicks. D. 27, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linnic, Howard B.; Jessie C. Billings. C. 30, 3.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little, June A.; Josephine. See Bartholomew, Eugene E.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little, Charles H.; Lula M. Sims. J. 18, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Littleton, Charles; Daisy B. Weiss. A. 28, 3.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lively, Alice. See Saunders, Samuel A.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Livernond, William; Mrs. Ada Hinton. A. 28, 1.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Locke, Ellen. See Stevens, Sylvanus</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loesch, Hilda. See Zimmorly, Samuel</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Losey, Rose. See Schneiders, Armin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logan, Lizzie D.; William A. Lehmann. T. 3, 1.16</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohr, Charles; Elizabeth Seeger. A. 16, 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lohr, Charles; Elizabeth Seeger. A. 16, 3.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Longhair, William. See Andrews, Floyd</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Osborn, John A; Elizabeth Carson, Ky 19, 3:1
Cawdell, H. Lucile. See Stohl, Harry J
Otey, George; Nellie Jefferson, Jy 21, 2:6; 3:3
Overholt, William; Cora Haggerty, D 11, 3:1
Oliver, Clara. See Hoffman, Robert
Overlow, Edith. See Halsey, Joseph
Owens, Jessie. See Pettig, John
Paige, D. King; Gertrude Wagner, S 10, 3:2; S 20, 3:1
Palmer, Charlotte S. See Allison (G), George D
Palmer, Grace H. See Dixon, Bowling M
Palmer, Mrs Laura. See Sturgeon (G), Samuel H
Palmer, Lizzie. See Brown, Cheldon
Palmer, Thomas A; Ella L. Kennedy, Ap 26, 3:1; 0:2
Pardoe, Bessie May. See Bennett, Silvan
Parker, Cyrus A; Emma S. Blocker, Je 11, 6:3
Parker, Emma E. See Halsey, Adam J
Patrick, Clarence L; Jessie E. Ellsworth, Je 7, 3:1
Patterson, Eva H. See Kilman, William F
Payne, Florence. See Drew, Marshall
Pearson, Harry Logan. See Kent, William Stewart
Peck, Gertrude L. See Hulet, Ira T不久
Pentz, William; Delia Miller, Ky 11, 3:1; 3:2
Peery, James H; Margaret E. Coup, D 1, 3:1; 3:2; D 13, 3:1; 3:2
Perkins, Lillian M; See Woodward, Orrin J
Perkins, Paul E; Sarah J. Lamle, F 20, 3:1; 3:2
Peters, Bessie. See Fantus, Philip
Peters, George; Ellen M. Cameron, D 6, 0:4
Peter, Charles; Annie Johnson, Mr C, 3:1; Mr 9, 3:2
Petitt, Harry E. See Hixson, William H
Pfeiffer, George J; Lena Wiseman,erness, 17, 3:2
Pfeiff, Charles; Anna McDonald, 0 3, 3:1
Pfeiffer, William F; Carrie Kepler, Ap 12, 3:1; 3:2
Pfeiffer, Fred J; Lydia M. Koch, F 1, 3:1
Phelan, Stina. See Gandy, Phillip
Phipps, Dennis; Ethel Cleaver, N 1, 3:1
Phillips, Nellie. See Lewis, Arnold
Phillips, Thomas; Haud Murray, D 26, 3:1
Pickett, Gladys. See Hawley, Arthur
Pijker, Mrs Tamara C; See Heath, Horace H
Plopper, Rosa. See Stein, John N
Pomham, Harriet. See Warner, Edward P
Puhl, Laura E. See Herrick, Adam C
Polatkanne, Amelia. See Weber, Otto
Pontius, Frank; Bessie Peters, N 19, 3:4
Pope, Celeste M. See Wheeler, Walter R

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (Cont)

Porter, Eval. See Chandler, H. Kornin
Porter, Mel; Helen Dender, Ap 30, 3:5; My 1, 3:2
Potz, Carrie. See Rutter, Clement A
Pugh, Ida. See Blocker, August
Pettig, John; Jessie Czumaj, Je 5, 3:7
Petts, Hattie. See Brunswick, William
Polson, Jonathan C; Haud A. Lott, Ap 20, 1:6; Ag 30, 3:1
Powers, William H; Blanche C. Fitch, Ja 29, 3:2
Prayor, Susan. See Bane, Charles A
Preston, D. See Dine, Preston
Preston, G. See Sarsco, Frank
Price, Edward; Emma Bellamy, Ag 20, 3:4
Prickett, Samuel; Edith Helton, Jy 13, 3:1
Prittie, Thomas H; Edna Koonsler, My 8, 3:1
Pythony, Lina B. See Rhodes, John
Caylumer, Hattie A. See Van Sickie, Marshall E
Quick, Grant; Cecilia Tebbold, C 16, 3:1
Cugile, Nora. See Conring, Clarence J
Quigley, Agatha S. See Reiff, Edward C
Raber, Ira; Savannah Hall, D 26, 3:5
Redfield, Anna. See Hoover, Glenn
Raney, Richard; Rose Snyder, S 28, 3:3
Ranson, Eugene; Jennie A. Gale, 0 15, 3:1; 3:2
Raper, Clyde G; Clara E. Dugdum, F 26, 3:1; F 27, 3:2
Rawlston, Mrs Rebecca A. See Hower, John H
Rayner, William C; Alice Shields, S 27, 3:1; S 28, 3:2
Raynor, Will C. See Rayner, William C
Razor, Clyde C. See Razor, Clyde D
Ream, L D; Grace Brouse, D 3, 0:6
Ream, Sarah. See Hensler, George E
Red, Sander. See Thorpe, Rees, Davis; Alice Hoffman, D 1, 3:2; D 12, 3:1; D 13, 3:2
Reaves, Clarence E; Hettie L. Wells, N 26, 3:4; D 1, 3:2
Reichard, Viola. See Coffman, Harvey
Reichardt, William; Anna Hury Selzer, S 27, 3:1
Reiff, Edward C; Agatha S. Quigley, N 30, 3:6
Reithold, Cecilia. See Quick, Grant
Reinemond, Little. See Hottman, Elmer
Riisa, Arthur; Lena Smith, Ap 3, 3:1
Reisenbach, Lucy. See Colley, Fred Jr
Reitz, Charles F; Hattie Brown, D 4, 3:2
Rempes, George H; Sarah E. Walker, Ja 4, 3:2; Ja 5, 3:1

MARRIAGE AND MARRIAGES (Cont)

Rem, Inger B; Haud E. Wright, D 23, 3:1
Rems, Lincoln L; Habel White, F 5, 3:3
Rentschler, Amelia. See Bichsel, Milton
Reynolds, Arnold; Josephine. See Shackleford, Richard
Rhodenbaugh, Grace. See Hunt, Joseph
Rhodes, Elizabeth B. See Rickert, William H
Rhodes, John; Lina M Pythony, D 30, 3:1
Rice, Anna B. See France, Luele B
Rice, Edith. See Cannon, Patrick
Rice, Thad W; Gertrude Howard Etz, F 6, 3:1; 3:2
Richards, Keekee. See Booze, Charles
Richards, Lizzie. See Klemmer, Charles
Rickert, William H; Elizabeth B. Rhodes, Jy 5, 3:1
Riddle, Sterling; Eatele Conklin, D 25, 5:6
Ridley, Elizabeth. See Mills, Alfred
Ridout, Nellie B. See Eichler, E E
Ries, George C; Hary Nouweeker, Ja 6, 3:1
Righter, Eva. See Hensler, Jeremiah
Riley, Etta L. See Taylor, Fred A
Riley, Julia M. See Underhill, Clarence A
Rinker, Samuel Irvin; Estrell Hanifah Chau, Ja 2, 3:2; 3:5
Ritchie, James C; Anna G. Clark, Ja 29, 3:3
Ritter, John A; Anna M. Giger, Ag 31, 3:6
Ritzman, William F; Grace Spade, S 7, 3:1
Robach, Joseph T; Catherine H. Balliol, Ja 12, 3:1
Robach, William G; Emily Schluwe, N 8, 3:1; 4:7
Robenstein, Curtis; Myrtle Tellers, Ja 24, 8:5
Robenstein, J Aaron; Etta H. Heisenburg, My 19, 3:2
Robenstein, Lizzie. See Brittain, Head
Roberts, Henry; Gladys Williams, Ap 13, 3:2; Ap 16, 3:6
Robinson, Sylvia B. See Herrick, William E
Rochwell, Anna Dorema. See Norris, Lander
Vanwey, Abe, Stephen D; Eva L. Hazen, F 21, 3:1; F 23, 3:4
Roepke, Anna M. See Thompson, William
Rogers, Jennie. See Carpenter, George R
Rogler, John Martin; Jona E. Cadby, Mr 8, 3:1
Roland, Homer H; Hettie M. Koleman, D 3, 3:3
D 4, 5:6; D 5, 8:4
Root, Lillian. See Burkhart, Rudolph G
Roser, Cora. See Hackett, Martin
Ross, Rollie; Sara McEwan, D 7, 3:1
Roth, Gertrude F. See Atb, Adolf J
Roth, Amanda. See Schreiner, Martin
Roth, Margaret. See O'Brien, Frank
Rowe, Florence G. See Davies, Edwin B
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MARSillus LAND B :ATER POWER CO</td>
<td>Contra for sale of property to Bird Essexford drawn up and signed, probate ct sanctions transfer, Jy 17, 6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARCH., C. C (Chances)</td>
<td>Terminated partnership, D 15, 11:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSH, FRED C (Silver Lake)</td>
<td>Robbed, Jy 23, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSH, JOHN</td>
<td>Fined for intoxication, Ag 6, 8:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSH, SAMU</td>
<td>Named in collection suit by Daniel Hine estate, F 13, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSHALL, FRANK</td>
<td>Fined for intoxication, Jy 20, 8:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSHALL (HCG), EDDA BASSETT</td>
<td>Belong, S 11, 3:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSHALL, J O</td>
<td>Mailed, My 2, 3:4; Anna B Marshall aptd adv, files inventory in probate, My 22, 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSHALL, JAMES</td>
<td>Repts hearing from murder of Joe Turner, Uade, F 8, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARSHALL, LILIAN E</td>
<td>Robbed, F 5, 5:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, C H</td>
<td>Files supplemental petition in suit against Thomas L Childs, D 10, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, A &amp; CO (Defiance)</td>
<td>Furniture store and undertaking establishment destroyed by fire, N 1, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, C H &amp; CO</td>
<td>Arthur Wattinger aptd rec, R 22, 4:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, H E</td>
<td>Inventory of property filing by appraisers, O 31, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, GERTRUDE</td>
<td>Fined for intoxication, O 11, 5:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, EMILY</td>
<td>N J Sawyer aptd adv of estate, Jy 14, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN</td>
<td>Elizabeth Martin aptd adv of estate, Hr 21, 3:5; will filed, F 9, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN</td>
<td>Estate admr names CRP co co in damage suit, Ag 10, 3:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, JOHN</td>
<td>Appeal case against W C Karpel dismissed for lack of pros, Hr 15, 6:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, H T</td>
<td>Injured in fall into trench, S 4, 3:4; condition report improved, S 6, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WASHINGTON</td>
<td>Named in collection suit by Murtha B Hughes,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1900</td>
<td>254b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTIN, WASHINGTON (Cont)</td>
<td>Jy 24, 6:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTINDALE, LEON (Bowling Green)</td>
<td>Drowned while bathing, Jy 10, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTINDALE, W L (Harrisburg)</td>
<td>Arrested on chg of poisoning Philip Class, Ap 5, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTINDO, TETY</td>
<td>Sentenced to 60 days for vagrancy, Jy 15, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARTZ, DALLAS E</td>
<td>Sued for divorce by wife Alma A, Jy 14, 3:4; divorce granted, C 24, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKER, JOHN (Clev)</td>
<td>Saloon robbed, N 14, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKIN, DAVID L</td>
<td>Suicide, per, Jy 2, 1:5; funeral, Jy 2, 3:3; Judge U L Marvin aptd admr of estate, Jy 10, 6:5; death by suicide in verdict of Coroner E O Leberman, Jy 11, 3:3; inventory filed by admr, S 11, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKIN (JUDGE), U L</td>
<td>Rece LS D degree from Kenyon coll, Bamber, Jy 22, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAKIN (JUDGE), U L</td>
<td>Referred to circuit ct, H 7, 1:4; sworn in C 24, 6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAY BAY NURSEY</td>
<td>Repts of activity, F 10, 3:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Naming place in dig, Ag 30, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Formal opening, S 5, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Annual enrollment ct, O 6, 6:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Opening activities of bazaar, N 23, 3:3; resumes closing bazaar, N 26, 8:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Christmas day celebration revd, D 21, 8:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYSIN, ANTONIO</td>
<td>Fruit store damaged by fire, Ap 20, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYSIN, ANTONIO</td>
<td>Joseph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYSIN, ANTONIO</td>
<td>Assaulted in attempt to expose secret soc, Bankholder injured, Jy 26, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYSIN, ANTONIO</td>
<td>Attacked by audience in Granville opera house, Ap 20, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Arrested on chg of residing in brothel, Jy 10, 1:5; fined, Jy 29, 2:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>OR (AND IRS), JONATHAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAYRE, HAMISH</td>
<td>Samuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>255a</td>
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<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, WILLIAM</td>
<td>Arrested and sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, F 0, 6:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON (OR POLICEWOMAN), WILLIAM</td>
<td>Appd special police woman, bond approved, Jy 14, 3:3; appointed approved by city comrs, Jy 15, 3:2; bond approved, Jy 21, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Stockholders hold annual meeting, elect officers, Jy 19, 1:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Appt for annual election of Akron and Adairmon lodges, Jy 21, 8:5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Holds annual St John’s Day picnic, Jy 26, 4:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Annual meeting at Canton, B 25, 2:2; elects officers, S 27, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Annual meeting of grand chapter and council at Cols, O 10, 2:2; 84th annual state conv elects officers, O 12, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Bail order holds 81st annual conv at Springfield, G 25, 2:2; F S Hanson elected grand master of the Ohio lodge, D 25, 3:5; grand lodge of Ohio elects officers, O 26, 2:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Masonic clubs elect officers, N 6, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Adairmon Lodge no 517 elects officers, D 12, 3:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, TEMPLE CO</td>
<td>Akron council no 68 Royal and Select Masters elects officers, D 13, 8:6; D 19, 1:7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIGHTS TEFLAR</td>
<td>Akron Commdary no 25 elects annual New Year’s pilgrimage to Children’s Home, Ja 2, 1:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIGHTS TEFLAR</td>
<td>Commandary no 25 to escort Canton Commdary at Masonic Fair in Canton, F 22, 5:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIGHTS TEFLAR</td>
<td>Annual meeting of commandary no 25, Ap 26, 3:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIGHTS TEFLAR</td>
<td>Commandary 25 elects officers, Je 7, 5:5; Je 21, 5:6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNIGHTS TEFLAR</td>
<td>Knightleskvil Christmas program announced, D 22, 8:4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTTISH RITE</td>
<td>Holds annual conv at Clev, Charles C Goodrich candidate for 33rd degree, F 15, 1:3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTTISH RITE</td>
<td>Elects officers at Canti conv, F 24, 12:2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASON, THEODORE</td>
<td>Infant daughter Christina attacked in criminal assault attempt, Ag 21, 8:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NASSIE, DAVID
Wines personal injury suit against Penna rr co, Ag 25, 7:3

NASSIE, DAVID H
Aptid trustee of CSU, Ap 13, 1:6

NASSIGLE, OHIO
Election results given, Ap 3, 2:2

NASSIGLE, BARBERTON & DOYLESTOWN STREET RY CO
Proposed new line discussed, (Canton News-Dem), Je 5, 3:4

NASSIGLE PRINT CO
Damaged by fire, Ag 10, 10:4

NASSIGLE STATE RSP
Acts 73 insane patients from Newport State hosp, F 3, 1:5
Believe by trustees apptd by Gov Nash, Ap 14, 1:5
Otto Vonwerk care es, es, F 11, 3:1
Laundresses walk out, Je 7, 2:2
Arthur Haggerty escapes, Ag 9, 3:5
NASSIGLE TELEPHONE CO
Incorporates, S 13, 2:2

NATER, I. BANK T
With JE Fergus and T F Griffin incorporates new mining co, Ag 17, 2:2
NATER LOUIS SCHOEN PROTECTIVE ASSN
Voted to donate to hosp debt, D 27, 3:1

NATER POOL PAINTERS & DECORATORS ASSN
Holds 5th annual conv, Jy 24, 1:7; members visit Dartmouth plants, cons apptd, Pres John C. Ramesis gives address, Jy 25, 6:3; officers and exec bd elected, will hold next state conv at Zanesville, Jy 26, 3:3; closes state conv, Jy 27, 1:6

NATER DOM CO
Incorporates, F 6, 2:2

NATER & DAUGHTER (Levittsburg)
Store destroyed by fire, O 11, 2:2

NATSEN (O. E.), JOSEPH (Clev)
Burned with son when gasoline can explodes, Ag 7, 6:2

NAYES, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ny 11, 8:1

NAYES (O.S.), WM.
Death, D 26, 3:1; funeral D 27, 8:3

NAYES, RICHARD
Fined for intoxication, D 24, 4:4

NAYTTER, BUCKER (Toledo)
Indicted on charge of falsifying city pay rolls, C 4, 2:2

NATHER, PEAL
Injured in bicycle-buggy collision, Ag 20, 3:5

NECK, D. C
Discusses children and Sunday schools before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 1:1

NECK, ill. ASN, EASTERN OHIO
Holds meeting at Russillon, Ag 14, 6:2
Holds 117th ord service, N 13, 6:3

NECK, ill. ASN, STH OHIO
Holds regular monthly meeting, J 3, 1:6
Holds regular service, F 7, 4:4
Monthly meeting never, H 6, 6:3
Holds monthly meeting, Ap 4, 6:3
Holds meeting, My 1, 1:6; My 2, 4:5
Holds meeting, wiph com to investigate telephone question, Jy 5, 6:2
Holds monthly meeting, S 5, 1:2
Meets, elects officers, D 5, 6:2

NECK, ill. PROFESSION
Akon physicians hold meeting, decide to install "People's Telephone Co's telephones, Jy 10, 8:5 Physicists hold meeting, 35 sign agreement to use only People's telephones, Jy 26, 0:7

NECK, ill. COUNTY
Candidates fight bill providing for 3rd common pleas judgment, My 28, 3:5
Candidate for George Haydon endorsed by Redina Gazette, Je 8, 1:5
Sues Sheriff Guibert and his bondsman to collect illegal fees, Ag 8, 2:2
Awarded verdict in tax collection suit by Farmers' Insurance Co, Ag 11, 3:4
Ct house destroyed by dynamite blast, Ag 21, 1:3; wrecked by accidental explosion of dynamite, Ag 22, 2:2

NECK, ill. FOUNDARY CO
Names Nash Register co and others in collection suit, Je 5, 3:4; answer filed by W W McIntosh, N 22, 3:4

NECK, JAMES
Admitted to county infirmary, S 13, 6:2

NEER, HENRY (Kent)
Uninjured in train-and-horse and wagon collision, Hr 13, 5:1

NEIL, C. J.
Stolen property recovered, O 15, 1:5

NEIL, EDNA
Granted widow's pension, Ap 12, 6:7

NEIL (O.S.), MARY C
Ct house destroyed by dynamite blast, Ag 21, 1:3; wrecked by accidental explosion of dynamite, Ag 22, 2:2

NEIL, R. L
Injured in fall on icy pavement, N 1, 3:7

NEIL, LEILA
Injured in fall on icy pavement, N 1, 3:7

NEIL, LEILA
Stolen property recovered, D 15, 1:5

NEIL, EDNA
Granted widow's pension, Ap 12, 6:7

NEIL (O.S.), MARY C
Ct house destroyed by dynamite blast, Ag 21, 1:3; wrecked by accidental explosion of dynamite, Ag 22, 2:2

NEIL, MAGGIE
Collection suit against Phoenix Ins co carried to circuit on error, F 6, 7:1; losses suit, Ap 13, 5:4

NEILS, CHARLES D
Discusses children and Sunday school before Ohio
**METHODIST EPISCOPAL CH**

- Akron dist Epworth League holds meeting at Ravenna, Ky 7, 4:3
- Holds semi-annual dist conf at Atwater, Je 7, 4:2
- Makes arrangements for Akron dist missionary conv, Je 4, 4:3
- Annual Epworth League dist conv opens at Gey Falls, Je 16, C:6; officers installed, Dr.
  A B Riker redreses conv, conv closes, Je 27, 6:1
- Ladies Aid soc holds annual business meeting, elected officers, Je 27, 4:5
- Steward held meeting, Je 15, 1:1

**METROPOLITAN REALTY & INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (Clev)**

- (Cont) missing, D 27, 2:6

**METZELER, DAVID**

- Files affidavit against John Bliss for allowing dog to run at large, Je 21, 3:7

**METZGER, ANNA (Lisiantown)**

- Apptd teacher by bd of educ, Je 6, 8:4

**METZGER, CHRISTIAN**


**METZGER, JACOB**

- Straw stack destroyed by fire, S 12, 3:3

**METZGER, SOFT, JOSEPH**

- Experiences in Cuban war related, feature article, Cols Press Post, Ja 16, 5:6

**MICHEL, MICHAEL**

- Sent for alimony by wife Harri J, Je 6, 3:4; alimony awarded pending settlement of divorce
  suit, Je 18, 3:6

**NIES, THOMAS**

- Fined for intoxication, F 19, 5:4

**NILS, W**

- Injured when pan of hot liquid spills on hand, Ag 15, 3:5

**NIVAN, FRED**

- Suicide, Ja 16, 2:2

**NILES, L.C.**

- Describes trip to New York city, feature article, F 3, 9:5

**NICKS, LERAY (Youngstown)**

- Killed by live wire while working as lineman, S 8, 2:2

**NURMA, L**

- Students hung up in effigy, Ap 5, 7:1

**OAKLAND VALLEY TRACTION CO**

- Merges with Dayton Traction and Cinti and Hamilton Traction co to form Southern OH
  Traction co, Clev, Ja 23, 3:1

**MICHAEL, N L (Lima)**

- Arrested on robbery chg, Mr 9, 2:2

**MILITARIUM**

- Criticized as insult to Amer intelligence (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), Je 24, 4:5

**MILK**

- Ord requiring vendors license for peddlers passed by health dept, D 11, 6:4

**MILWAUKEE, WIS**

- Licensing and regulation ord passed by council, D 13, 7:8

**MILK PRODUCERS ASSN, NORTHERN OHIO**

- Elects officers at Clev conv, Ap 27, 6:4

**MILL ST.**

- Not to favor building Mill st viaduct, Ja 31, 5:6

**MILLETON P&P CO (Hildreth)**

- Plant destroyed by fire, D 20, 2:2

**MINNESOTA LIFE INS CO**

- Office damaged by fire, Mr 23, 4:4

**MINNESOTA REALTY & INTELLIGENCE AGENCY (Clev)**

- Raied by irate job hunters following alleged employment agency fraud, Hgr E H Carnahan

**MICHIGAN & OHIO Ry CO**

- Files articles of inc, Ja 24, 2:2

**MICHIGAN MUTUAL LIFE INS CO**

- Block purchased by Fred C Smith and Francis Seiberling, No 29, 8:5

**MICHIGAN SALT CO**

- Names E W Wason in suit to test Ohio trust laws, Ja 26, 2:3

**MICHIGAN, WILLC**

- Henry I Burton elected pres of dental soc, Mr 6, 3:2

**MIDGLEY, M**

- Fined for intoxication, F 19, 5:4

**MILLER, W**

- Damaged when pan of hot liquid spills on hand, Ag 15, 3:5

**MILLER, FRED**

- Suicide, Ja 16, 2:2

**MIST, FRANK**

- Sues wife Ameda for divorce, F 26, 6:1

**MIXED INDUS**

- Mires' assn and Machinists' union reach agreement to submit all differences to arbitration, S 22, 11:2

**MIXED (HIC) (Silver Lake)**

- Injured when she jumps from moving st car, Ag 31, 1:6

**MIXOLOGY**

- Discussed in lecture by Prof H V Egbert at First Universalist ch, Ja 9, 8:3; Ja 23, 5:3
KILLER, J. John
Held to common pleas ct in robbery of John McCloskey and Frank Sickles, Ja 2, 8:1; sentenced to penitentiary, Ja 24, 3:5; sent to penitentiary on conviction for robbery, F 13, 4:5
Fined for intoxication, Ja 27, 2:6
Fined for intoxication, My 10, 5:6
Fined for committing a nuisance, My 21, 4:3
KILLER, JOHN D.
Funeral, S 10, 8:5; will filed for probate, S 26, 3:3; adm. appointed, S 26, 6:5
KILLER, JOHN E.
Suicide, S 7, 2:2
KILLER (KES), JOHN J. (Wapakoneta)
Conspired to murder of stepson, Jy 7, 2:2
KILLER, JOSEPH (Cola)
Charged with employing Vaud Dunbar in attempt to ruin reputation of Rev. P. A. Baker, Ja 16, 1:1
Injured by falling timber, My 6, 5:3
KILLER, JOHN E.
Arrested, fined and sentenced on charge of loitering, sentence suspended, Ja 16, 5:3
KILLER, LEWIS
Imputations of fraud in suit brought by Buchtel coll. eliminated, Ja 3, 3:4
Memorial services held at First ME Sunday school, F 19, 4:4
Estate heirs named in injunction suit by Glendale Cemetery asst., Ap 27, 4:6; executor named in suit by Buchtel coll., S 7, 3:3
Pays damage to Barney McGrath following injury in run away, D 12, 4:7
KILLER (KES), LOUISE
Death, Jy 28, 3:2; funeral, Jy 30, 3:5; will filed, Jy 31, 8:7
KILLER, PAUL R.
Collection suit against William Roethig carried to circuit ct on error, Jy 20, 6:5
KILLER, PETER (Clev)
Fined and sentenced to house for assault and battery and for intoxication, D 27, 2:2
KILLER, PHILLIP
Names India Rubber co in personal injury suit, D 24, 6:1
KILLER, R. CLARK
Appr. mail carrier, Ag 31, 5:6
KILLER, RAY (Summit)
Res. destroyed by fire, F 7, 8:3
KILLER, ROBERT AND RUTH (Bowling Green)
Name Sun Oil co in damage suit, F 21, 2:4
KILLER, RUTH.
See Miller, Robert and Ruth
KILLER, S. S.
Named mgr of Consolidated Rubber Tire co, Je 26, 1:6
Named mgr of Buckeye Rubber Co, Je 2, 1:6
KILLER, STEVEN
Granted pension increase, Ap 12, 6:7
KILLER, THOMAS.
Res. destroyed by fire, D 1, 6:1
KILLER, WILLIAM
Wine for 2012 suit against Penn Foundry & Mfg co, My 22, 3:4; collection suit against Penn Foundry co answered and cross petitioned by Hanley Rubber co, N 30, 4:2
KILLER, WOOD
Arrested on suspicion, large sum of jewelry found on person, Je 10, 1:4; fined for suspicion and intoxication, Je 10, 6:4
KILLER, WOOD
Loses suit brought by Louise F. Findley, My 29, 3:5
KILLER, WOOD
Affidavit prepared for arrest on non-support chg, D 19, 3:6; fined for non-support of family, D 23, 6:1
KILLER, WOOD, E.
Named in collection suit brought by Ivy L. Miller, D 17, 3:4
KILLER, WOOD (Cola)
Shoots and wounds Annie Money, F 1, 6:5
Arrested on child conduct chg, Jy 9, 1:3; fined on chg, Jy 11, 6:1
Appr. deputy mine inspector for 6th dist, Je 26, 1:5
KILLER, WILLIS (Findlay)
Held as alleged burglar, D 1, 7:1
KILLER AVE
Ord. to establish grade passed by city council, approved by city council, Jy 20, 6:7
KILLER LAND & IMPROVEMENT CO
Leases land adjoining Lakeside pk to NOT co., 0 9, 6:4

KILLER, E. (Cinti)
Shot by William Gard, My 31, 12:1
KILLER, E. C. (New Carlisle)
Nominated for postmaster, Je 6, 2:4
KILLER, EDWARD
Fined for intoxication, O 15, 1:3
KILLER, GLOVER
Death, Ag 26, 3:4; will filed for probate, C 0, 3:4; executor appointed, D 09, 7:7
KILLER, ORESTE
Aptly deputy stationary engg for 5th dist, My 25, 1:6
KILLER, FRANK
Dissolved on pregnancy chg, My 17, 2:5
KILLER, GEORGE H.
Furniture damaged by fire, Ap 6, 7:2
KILLER, H. J.
Res. destroyed by fire, Ag 14, 6:3
KILLER, H. G.
Horse killed in fall, S 13, 6:3
KILLER, H. H.
Cigar store robbed, Je 11, 3:5
KILLER, HARRY (East Liberty)
Shoots and kills Hércules Taylor with supposedly unloaded revolver, Je 6, 2:4
KILLER, HARVEY
Resigns as spt of Miller Rubber Co, My 10, 3:2
KILLER, HENRY
Fined for allowing ashes to fall from wagon into st, My 6, 5:4
KILLER, HENRY T.
Appr. Bishop of Ohio by Pope, Portland (Oregon), My 22, 2:6
KILLER, IDA V.
Wins stock collection suit against L.C. Miles, My 12, 1:5
KILLER, I. M.
Names Warren E Miller in collection suit, D 27, 3:4
KILLER, J. B.
Falsely reunited at Sharon, Je 8, 1:3
KILLER, J. H.
Granted patent on side brace for shafting, F 2, 3:1
KILLER, J. W. (Lima)
Strikes oil, My 25, 3:7
KILLER, J. M.
Lectures on reforms before Ladies Aid soc., Universalist ch, No 14, 8:4
KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2

KILLER, JAMES (Cleve)
Killed, funeral arrangements made, Ag 28, 6:2
MINERAL WATER NVG CO
Incorporates, D 27, 5:6
KLIBER, FELICIA (Maysville)
Injured when thrown from buggy by runaway horse, Je 8, 6:8
MINING CONG, INTERNAL
Delegates, ptd, F 5, 5:6
MINISTERN ASSY, DISCIPLE
MINTER, FRED AND HARDY (Gainesville)
Killed in mine when struck by runaway coal car, D 21, 1:7; D 22, 11:5; D 24, 4:5
MINTER, HARDY. See Minter, Fred and Harry
MITEZKY, HARRY
Pleased not guilty to intoxication chg, D 26, 8:8
MINDAN IRON MINING CO
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, F 1, 6:4
MKG, J G
Fined for fighting, Ag 14, 6:6
MIGLER, GEORGE "Doc"
Fined for intoxication, D 12, 5:6
Fined for intoxication, N 8, 6:1
MISLIZER, GRIFF
Fined for intoxication, My 3, 8:7
MISLIZER, JACOB
Death, D 1, 5:1; funeral, D 5, 8:3; eulogized by F W Myers, Jr, D 8, 6:4; will filed, D 18, 4:7
MISLIZER, J B
Appeal case brought by Kolomee Refining Co dismissed, My 31, 6:1
MISPHAN, BENEFICIAL PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
Elects officers at meeting in Lewistown, Ag 31, 8:4
MISSIONARY SOC, OHIO
Selects Akron as site for 1001 conv, My 24, 6:2
MISSIONARY SOC, UNISON
Elects officers, addressed by Rev A W Halsey on Ecumenical conv, Je 1, 8:3
Meeting at First Cong ch addressed on the Chinese rebellion question by Revs T E Forre, L A Lindemuth, and H B Pratt, N 30, 6:5
MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES
Agr training to combat famine in India urged, ed, Ap 30, 4:1
Subject of address by Rev A W Halsey at Central Presb ch, Je 2, 5:6
Work of missionaries in China subject of address by Caroline Chittenden, Jy 2, 8:6
Anti-foreign feeling in China partially blamed

MISSIONS AND MISSIONARIES (Cont)
on the missionaries by Rev H V Lowrey, Springfield, Ag 20, 2:2
Subject of address by Adelaide Gail Frost to the First Ch of Christ cong, N 27, 5:4
MITCHEL, QUICK (Urbana)
Estate wins personal injury suit against Champaign county, Je 5, 2:2; circuit ct sustains verdict, estate awarded damages, N 3, 10:5
MITCHELL, GEORGE (Columbia)
Held in murder of William Jones, N 1, 2:2
MITCHELL, N
Case contd on chg of allowing dog to run at large, Ap 28, 2:3
MITCHELL, W H
Appointed state school examiner by state school comm., Colts, S 4, 8:3
MITCHELL, W S (Barberton)
Hecas pay for services as water works trustee after threatening to resign, Jy 10, 8:6
MITCHELL, WILLIAM (Krumroy)
Res destroyed by fire, N 19, 6:5
MITCHELL, WILLIAM D
Sues wife Maggie S for divorce, Q 2, 3:5
Sued for divorce by wife Maggie S., D 5, 6:2
MITZLER, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Je 5, 3:3
MIA, OTTO
Fined for fighting, O 13, 8:5
MID C, P J (Columbia)
Appointed police officer, O 18, 5:6
MID, ADAM
Fined for intoxication, S 29, 6:3
MIDCROW, U STEED
Ors new lodge, N 16, 1:5
Summit lodge No 158 elects officers, D 14, 8:6
MIEXLER (EVANSTON)
Appointed Bishop of Roman Cath chs in Cola., N 9, 2:2; Je 6, 2:2; Je 9, 1:2; accepts appointment, Je 26, 2:2; date of consecration set for August 25th, Je 27, 2:6
MINNODGE, OHIO
Inc as village, N 7, 6:1
Citizens' caucus nominates ticket, S 10, 8:1
Entire people's ticket wins over citizen's in special vote, S 17, 5:6
MINNODGE HS
Holds commencement exercises, Jy 11, 8:6
MCGART, CHARLES
Fined for fighting, O 6, 4:5

MILKENINS, E F
Fined for intoxication, Ap 9, 3:3
MILLER, GEORGE G & SON (Columbia)
Files assignment, N 27, 2:4
MILNER, HERMIONE
Appeal case against W H Nisler dismissed, My 31, 6:1
MOLL, GEORGE
Divorces wife Nora, N 20, 3:4
MOLTON, BERT
Chgs of selling borrowed bicycle and bicycle theft continued, Je 11, 6:1; sentenced to Canton house on chg of selling borrowed bicycle, Je 12, 1:6
MONAD MINING CO
Incorporates, purchases Cambridge Coal lands, Jy 5, 3:5
MONTAPETT CLUB
Holds meeting, elects officers, F 27, 5:5
Elects officers, O 16, 6:2
Hold meeting, O 24, 6:4
MONEY
C W Christenson victim of rr ticket rocket, (Cleveland), Ap 2, 5:4
Increase in circulation discussed, ed, My 10, 4:1
Per capita circulation shows increase, ed, Jy 28, 4:2
Total circulation in U. S, ed, Jy 30, 4:1
Raided bills passed on Canton merchants, C 10, 7:1
Sycamore merchants swindled by sharper who pass Mexican money, O 24, 2:2
Lew Rowbottom missing, acts of Lake Erie & Western rr uncrowned in Sandusky, N 17, 2:4
Walter Louis Sullivant sought after failing to return customer's charge, D 28, 3:3
MONNETT, G
Contempt of ct hearing against Standard Oil co refused by su pt, D 12, 2:2
MONNETT, FRANK S (Columbia)
Invited to speak by Central Labor union, D 16, 1:6; speaks on trusts at CLU, O 19, 3:4
MONNETT (Mrs), FRANK S (Columbia)
Accidentally shot and wounded, Ag 21, 2:2
MONNETT, RICHARD
Fined for intoxication, Jy 24, 3:1
MORGAN (Mrs), H E
Delivers address at First ME ch, S 19, 5:4
NODDIE, ROY (Cont.)
Incorrigibility, O 22, 3:5
NODDIE, OLIVER
Arrested, drug with rioting, S 4, 8:5
Pleaded guilty to unlawful possession of dynamite, D 10, 3:4; O 22, 3:5.
Sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for rioting, N 28, 6:6
NODDIE, ROLLIN H (Peninsula)
Secures pension, Mr 1, 3:3
NODDIE, STEPHEN
Elected to cong from 10th Ohio Dist, N 7, 2:4
NODDIE, WILLIAM
Injured in train wreck at East Liverpool, D 10, 2:4

NODDIE 3 RUSSELL C
New name of Ohio Glass & Hardware co, F 20, 6:6; Mr, 6:3
Leases Pinkeye block from Mrs S E Pinhey, N 28, 1:6

NODDIE ENGINEERING CO
Reorganizes, incorporates, F 10, 12:4

NODDIE, EDWARD
Pledges $1,000 to theft of doves from Ed Ley, case contd, Ap 15, 6:4

NODDIE, ROY
Addresses audience at Boer sympathy meeting, Ja 28, 8:3
Praises climate and resources, predicts great future for Cuba, Mr 2, 4:4
Lectures on Cuba in St Mary's hall, Je 6, 8:5
Addresses pupils in closing exercises at St Mary's school, Je 16, 6:4
Cities reasons why war should be thankful, N 24, 6:2

NODDIE, JOHN
Injured when struck by bicycle, Jy 2, 5:7

NODDIE, FRANK H
Files answer to suit of T Jefferson Leeser vs Miles H Harris, Ja 22, 3:5
Shot and killed by Samuel McDonald, McDonald commits suicide, D 22, 1:2
Samuel McDonald held, D 24, 2:5

NODDIE, GEORGE K
Appr. pastor of Euclid Ave ME ch, (Clev Leader), S 21, 3:3

NODDIE, NILES H
In suit of T Jefferson Leeser, Frank H Harris files answer, Ja 22, 3:5

NODDIE, S E (Cola)
Injured in interurban collision, Je 16, 10:2
KERRIS, THOMAS (Cashelton)
Witnesses fail to identify, confesses to murder of Fred Pennington, Ag 31, 1:6
KERRISON (LT), IRA 1
In active service with 30th regt U.S. army
in Philippines, Ja 16, 1:6
States Filipino rebellion help on William J.
Bryan's election as pres. 1sr, Jy 26, 1:7
Affidavit for arrest on petit larceny chg.
prepared, Nr 1, 5:6
KERRISON, J. CLYDE
Injured in buggy-bicycle collision, Ap 12, 6:6
Nosed in collection suit by guardian of Mary B.
Hunter estate. Sr 5, 3:5
KERRISON, J. H
Reapplied on motion of Ohio canal fees by
bd of p. work, Nr 15, 5:6
KERRISON, J. W (Grand Rapids)
Injured when attacked by rob, C 31, 2:1
KERRISON, JOSEPH C
Sheriff's sale, C 31, 4:7
KERRISON (Drs), HARVEY BIDWELL
KERRIGAN, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Jr 20, 1:5
KERRIGAN, WESLEY (St Mary's)
Killed in boiler explosion at St Mary's Spoke
works, Je 14, 2:1
KERRIGAN, JACOB
Fined for intoxication, S 10, 8:5
KERRIGAN
County Recorder Alting ref to month of June,
Ag 3, 4:5
KERRINGTON, EDWARD
Arrested in Dayton, returned to face robbery chg.,
Ag 15, 1:5; fined and sentenced for petit
larceny, Jr 10, 3:3
KESLER, LESLIE
Suicide, F 23, 2:2
KESLA, FRED
Arreaigned on grand larceny chg., case contd,
Ja 29, 5:5
KESL, H. W
Tailor shop damaged by fire, Ap 23, 4:4
KETTER'S AND TEACHERS' CIRCLE
Hold meeting, F 8, 8:2
KETTER'S CLUBS, CONS OF
Youthful viewpoint depicted, cartoon, My 29, 3:3
KLEININGER FAMILY
Hold 10th annual reuinion at Clinton, Ag 17, 3:5
KLEIN, FRANK
Gives up baseball, purchases cigar and news
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NOTZ, FRANK (Cont.)
store, Jy 10, 1:6
KIEHL, LEROY
Taken to Canton m'dhouse on theft chg., Je 14, 5:6
Fined and sentenced for theft, S 6, 1:3
KIESLING, ERWIN
Arrested on chg of selling borroved bicycle,
Je 8, 1:6
KINZEL, ANNA
Granted original widow's pension, F 21, 3:1
KIND BUILDERS
Life and customs discussed in feature article,
Jy 26, 2:1
KENT HOGAN COLL (Ogers)
Nosed in brister forfeiture suit by State of
Ohio, Gels, F 3, 7:1
KENT HOGAN COLL (Ogle)
Charger revoked by the Court when inst found guilty
of selling diplomas, N 15, 2:2; 3:4
Kings Dr & E. Gladding in effigy for denouncing
institution, New Waterford Memento, F 20, 8:4
Prof A A Galbreath resigns as pres. F 23, 5:6;
Prof T F McCann named, Nr 6, 6:2
KENT UNION COLL (Alliance)
Students refuse to attend classes when 5 are
suspended for nightshirt pranks, C 31, 2:2;
students return to classes following revok,
K 2, 2:2
KING VIEW AVE
Grad established ord passed by council,
Jy 8, 12:6
KILLEN, DON T (East Liverpool)
Accidently shoots and kills self while hunting,
Ap 12, 2:4
KIDNETZO SYMPHONY CLUB
Concert, Norio Itokechi solists, N 21, 4:5
KIDNETZO (PROOF), H C
Strong candidate for supt of schools, Jr 2, 6:3;
denies candidacy, Jr 10, 1:7
KIDD, ROSS
Collector robbed, Ja 10, 6:2
KILLEN, PATRICK (Sandusky)
Kissing, Ag 24, 2:2
KILL, WILLIAM J
Adjudged bankrupt, notice of creditors meeting,
O 13, 1:7
KILLEN, EDWARD (Cinti)
Suffocated as Salvation Army bldg is destroyed
by fire, S 10, 2:3
KILLEN, PATRICK
Fined for intoxication, My 2, 1:5
KILLEN, PATRICK (Guy Falls)
Believed victim of murder, body run over by
ROBINGE GREEN
A C Margo killed by troops during robbery,
O 14, 2:4
BRIGHTENVILLE
Unidentified baby thrown from train window,
O 23, 2:2
BROWNS VISTA
John Shuckcain with axe, Jacob Stump held,
Jy 5, 2:2
CHAMPION
Unidentified man found on PYGUE track, My 23,
2:6
CHILICOTHE
Jacob Lovensheimer killed, McCann sought, Jr 2,
2:2
David Brooks shot, brother Amos attempts suicide,
held, S 29, 11:4
Rattie Nicholas shot by Harry Gudgen, Gudgen
commits suicide, O 26, 3:6
CINCINNATI
Charles Bartruff arrested for slying wife and
two children, Je 29, 2:6
Unidentified man found, Jr 1, 2:2
Charles Adams shot, wife held, Jr 16, 1:3; 2:2
Harry Harnsby shot to death by son, Jr 16,
2:2
CLEVELAND
Herbert Noyes shot and killed by unknown person,
My 25, 1:2
Carl Raab shoots Bertha Yucker, commits suicide,
My 31, 1:2
Danato Battisti stabbed and killed, Raffaele
Saracini held, Ag 9, 2:6
John H. lovers, held up suspected, Ag 31, 2:2
Robert Aiken drowned during robbery, S 11, 2:3
Unidentified child’s body found, O 17, 2:6
Mrs Knapp killed, Andrew Dorg held, N 27, 1:2
CLIFFTON
John Beck killed by Robert Mendenhall, Je 11,
2:5
COLUMBUS
William Dixon poisoned, William Dement held,
O 16, 2:2
MURDERS - COLUMBUS (Cont)
William Jones shot, George Mitchell held, M 1, 1:2

COLEY TWP
Sylvester Hall beaten to death, Frank Bramley
and 2 others injured, Gideon Carr and son
Edward held, My 4, 1:7

CUYAHOGA FALLS
Patrick Mullin, believed to be victim of assault,
body run over by st car, C 1, 1:7

DAYTON
Thomas McGraw slain, Walter Euston held, C 6,
H 3

EDINBURG
N Koss slain, Dan Snyder, John McGowan, and
Frank Summer held, Ja 13, 1:3

GALLIPOLIS
Lawson Earwood's body found with skull crushed,
Edward Burnett held, C 6, 2:3

Hudson
Aaron Clark dies from injuries recd during fight, Walter Semif held, H 5, 3:3

INDIAN RUN
William Lopeman shot and killed by unknown
assailant, H 27, 3:3

IRONTON
George W Noble killed, house ransacked, S 25,
2:2

JAMESTOWN
A G Bingamon slays wife and son-in-law James
Bradley, commits suicide, Ag 14, 1:3

MILFORD
Charles Lane shot during robbery of Penna rr
train, Ag 11, 1:4

NEWTON
Mark Robinson killed, Frank Murphy fatally
wounded by David Brown, H 33, 2:1

NORTH BLOOMFIELD
John Burton shot and killed, Lew Atkins held,
My 16, 2:2

MURDOCK, WILLIAM
Burns destroyed by fire, My 14, 5:4
MURPHY, DANIEL
Fined for intoxication, H 16, 5:5
MURPHY, DESS
Fined for intoxication, H 8, 6:6
MURPHY & WATT
Names Mrs Louise A Macdonald and Alexander Brewster
in judgment collection suit, Ja 26, 6:1
MUSEY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, H 16, 6:2
MUSKIE, MICHAEL
Fined for intoxication, Ag 10, 3:2
MUSIC
Auction sale of seats for May musical festival
at Cinti, H 10, 2:2
Piano recital by pupils of Cora Hartong, H 30,
8:5
MUSICIANS, AMER FED OF
Local No 24 agrees to work under union wage
scale, H 6, 6:3
Local No 24 elects officers, H 25, 1:2
MUSKIE, MARTIN
Fined for fighting, H 1, 5:4
MUSKIE, ETHEL
Employed as organist at Trinity Luth ch, H 4,
1:5
MUSTILL, FREDERICK
Death, H 2, 1:5; funeral Ap 2, 3:1; will filed
for probate, Ap 12, 6:5; exec Emma Mustill
files inventory, My 17, 3:3
MUTZLER, OTTO W
A minor, Lawrence Hatter apptd guardian, H 27,
3:4
MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSN, CATHOLIC
Twenty members attend Cuy co assn annual
reunion in Clev, growth of assn revd, H 26,
8:6
Program for annual reunion announced, My 30,
5:2
MUTUAL AID, MASSACHUSETTS
Refused license to do business in Ohio, H 18, 2:2
MYER, AUGUST
Fined and given suspended sentence for threatening
to strike wife, H 25, 4:5
MYERS, DORIS
Robbed, H 20, 4:7
MYERS, BENNY
Held for safe keeping, H 16, 4:7
taken from police station and given home by Mrs John
Goodwin, Ja 29, 1:7
Missing, H 6, 3:3

WINEGREN, JAMES
Name Mrs Louisa A Macdonald and Alexander Brewster
in judgment collection suit, Ja 26, 6:1
MUSKIE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ag 10, 3:2
MUSKIE, MICHAEL
Fined for intoxication, Hu 25, 1:2
MUSKIE, MARTIN
Fined for fighting, H 1, 5:4
MUSKIE, ETHEL
Employed as organist at Trinity Luth ch, H 4,
1:5
MUSTILL, FREDERICK
Death, H 2, 1:5; funeral Ap 2, 3:1; will filed
for probate, Ap 12, 6:5; exec Emma Mustill
files inventory, My 17, 3:3
MUTZLER, OTTO W
A minor, Lawrence Hatter apptd guardian, H 27,
3:4
MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSN, CATHOLIC
Twenty members attend Cuy co assn annual
reunion in Clev, growth of assn revd, H 26,
8:6
Program for annual reunion announced, My 30,
5:2
MUTUAL AID, MASSACHUSETTS
Refused license to do business in Ohio, H 18, 2:2
MYER, AUGUST
Fined and given suspended sentence for threatening
to strike wife, H 25, 4:5
MYERS, DORIS
Robbed, H 20, 4:7
MYERS, BENNY
Held for safe keeping, H 16, 4:7
taken from police station and given home by Mrs John
Goodwin, Ja 29, 1:7
Missing, H 6, 3:3

WINEGREN, JAMES
Name Mrs Louisa A Macdonald and Alexander Brewster
in judgment collection suit, Ja 26, 6:1
MUSKIE, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Ag 10, 3:2
MUSKIE, MICHAEL
Fined for intoxication, H 25, 1:2
MUSKIE, MARTIN
Fined for fighting, H 1, 5:4
MUSKIE, ETHEL
Employed as organist at Trinity Luth ch, H 4,
1:5
MUSTILL, FREDERICK
Death, H 2, 1:5; funeral Ap 2, 3:1; will filed
for probate, Ap 12, 6:5; exec Emma Mustill
files inventory, My 17, 3:3
MUTZLER, OTTO W
A minor, Lawrence Hatter apptd guardian, H 27,
3:4
MUTUAL BENEFIT ASSN, CATHOLIC
Twenty members attend Cuy co assn annual
reunion in Clev, growth of assn revd, H 26,
8:6
Program for annual reunion announced, My 30,
5:2
MUTUAL AID, MASSACHUSETTS
Refused license to do business in Ohio, H 18, 2:2
MYER, AUGUST
Fined and given suspended sentence for threatening
to strike wife, H 25, 4:5
MYERS, DORIS
Robbed, H 20, 4:7
MYERS, BENNY
Held for safe keeping, H 16, 4:7
taken from police station and given home by Mrs John
Goodwin, Ja 29, 1:7
Missing, H 6, 3:3
NASH (GOV), GEORGE K (Cont)
Denies intention to decline renomination, Jy 14, 0:1
Holds holiday prison pardons illegal, Jy 31, 2:2
Appts Aaron Wagonner as new prison chief, Ag 22, 8:2
Orders $7,000 guard to stay in Akron, Ag 25, 5:6
Appts Carl Nimpf trustee of deaf and silent inst, S 7, 2:2
Appts Mrs Anna Frances Dickie as head of visitors of the Xenia Soldiers' and Sailors' Organizes' home, S 27, 2:2
Appts Charles E Norton extradition warrant on grand larceny charge, O 9, 2:2
Urges to call special session of legis, O 6, 2:2
Appts to fill the president's absences in Jeffries-Rahlson boat cited, D 21, 5:7
Entertains by Bucklcy Point, G&O, D 22, 1:4
NASH (GOV), THOMAS W
Injured when run down by horse, N 5, 2:2
NATIONAL, (Air Line Junction)
Beaten, Ira Ewing held, Jesse Ewing sought, Ag 3, 2:2
NATIONAL ARMY CYCLE CO
Elects officers, Jy 9, 3:4
Akon plant activities described, feature article, F 3, 2:1
Answers Viso co breach of contract suit by filing cross petition, Jy 20, 6:5
Closes market store, sells stock to Vaudrat & Sidels (Warren Cronicle), Jy 21, 2:2
Sued by the Aern Saddle co for money, Ag 13, 8:1
Possible purchase by Indianapolis firm reported, O 27, 3:5
Plans reorg, N 7, 8:4
NATIONAL BANK, CLEV
Files petition asking to order giving permission to sue changes in notes given by Akron Insulators & Marble co, Jy 15, 6:2
NATIONAL DISCUTY CO (Toledo)
Orders price advance on all baking products, Jy 20, 2:2
NATIONAL GLIDER CO
Awarded contract to install heating and ventilating system in Buckel coll, My 26, 1:3
NATIONAL CASH REGISTER CO (Cont)
Answer to suit brought by Medina Foundry co filed by W H McIntosh, N 22, 3:4
NATIONAL CO
Rptd to have joined with sewer pipe trust in New York, F 26, 1:7
NATIONAL COT CO
Organizes, opens store at Cambridge, D 27, 8:3
NATIONAL FARMERS' CONGRESS
P G Ewart appointed as legal counsel for Natl Farmers' Congress, Ag 7, 1:5
NATIONAL FOUNCIS ASSN
Holds meeting, passes resolution advocating elimination of 10c advance granted to holders, Jy 20, 1:7
NATIONAL GUARD ASSN, OHIO
Issues official call for meeting, N 1, 2:5
Holds meeting, elects officers, N 23, 1:7
NATIONAL JUVENILE COF
Aaron Wagonner appointed as new president, Ag 22, 1:2
NATIONAL REGISTER CO
Creating new bldg, H 23, 6:6
With W H McIntosh and Karl H Kolbe named in collection suit by Medina Foundry co, Jy 5, 3:4
NATIONAL SALT CO
Named in damage suit by W A Wasson, Jy 30, 2:2
NATIONAL SICHER PIPE CO (Giberton)
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Jy 15, 3:4
Named in personal injury suit by William Carl, N 15, 6:1
NATIONAL STIEF CO
Secures control of Elma Standard Iron and Steel co at Minog Junction, Jy 20, 12:4
Grants wage increase to all employees, Youngstown, Jy 25, 1:4
Elect plant destroyed by fire, Bellefonte, Jy 31, 2:2
Closes Coal plant for extensive repairs, Ag 27, 2:7; plant closed under instructions from NY office, Jy 21, 2:6; resumes full operations after shutdown, Jy 25, 1:4; D 26, 2:2
Granted contract to build rails for Lake Shore & Michigan Southern ry, Youngstown, O 23, 2:2
Awarded contract for rails by Clover Leaf RR co, Toledo, 0 31, 2:2
NATIONAL TUBE CO
Held that Warren plant is to be dismantled denied by Dist Hgr Walter L Kaufmann, (Youngstown Telegram), Jy 26, 3:5
NATIONAL UNION INS CO
With S E Phinney, Royal Arcanum, Conn Mutual
NEGROES (Cont.)
Discrimination against race because of riot would be an injustice, Itr, Ag 23, 8:7
NEIGHB. LOW
Arrested on assault dag, pleads guilty, S 1, 1:6; arrested, charged with assault during riot, S 3, 1:6; bound to common pleas ct as alleged rioter, S 6, 1:3; sentenced with others for rioting, D 7, 4:3
Fined for rioting, D 25, 3:6
KEITH, FREDY
Funeral, N 14, 8:4
NELEH, MICHAEL
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, F 1, 6:4
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, N 23, 1:8
NEOTHE DOCS
Opens new grocery store, F 3, 3:1
Collection suit against C H Oberlin must be arrested because of jury disagreement, Je 14, 3:4
NEILL, JOSEPH
Adjudged insane, removed to Kassillion State hosp, Je 16, 6:3
NELSON, JAMES
Held for New York authorities, Je 1, 3:2; death, N 16, 6:5; funeral, N 16, 6:5; NELSON, LEWIS
Held on chg of petit larceny preferred by E C Vildes, Ag 24, 8:2; pleads not guilty to theft chgs, Ag 27, 4:7; fined and sentenced to siloence for theft, Ag 23, 5:3
NEBISH, DELMAR
Funeral, D 17, 8:4
NEBISH, WILLIAM (Sandusky)
Kissing, Je 20, 1:24
NESKE (FAST AND IMS)
Injured when horse runs into stone wall at Thompsonville (NY), Je 23, 11:1
NETTLE, HARRY E
Testifies experiences in Philippines, D 31, 8:3
NEUTRALITY
Entrance of U S in Boer war opposed (ed NY Tribune), N 15, 4:6
NEY, RODERICK
Elected to cong from 3rd Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4
NEY GAS CO (Warren)
NEW CASTLE ASPHALT BLOCK CO
Awarded paving conr for East Market st, N 20, 3:3
NEW CENTURY CLUB
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, F 16, 8:3
NEW YORK
Sound financial condition due to liberal attitude towards trusts, ed, Ja 20, 4:1
NEW LONDON, OHIO
Twelve res destroyed by fire, N 8, 2:2
NEW MEXICO GAS CO
Forced out of business by East Ohio Gas co, (Ohio State Journal), N 20, 4:4
NEW YEAR'S DAY
Termination urged, Itr, D 25, 5:3
Old year's leaving depicted, cartoon, D 31, 1:3
NEW YORK, NY
Trip to city described by L C Viles, feature article, F 3, 9:5
Passage of new legis criticized, ed, F 23, 4:1
Dem com's suppression of Chicago platform commended, ed, Je 29, 4:2
NYC & STL RR CO
Named in Crier in property damage suit by Journal co, O 10, 3:4
NEW YORK MUTUAL INS CO
With C E Phimney, Natl Union, Conn Mutual, and Royal Arcanum ins cos named by A J Rowley in suit to collect premiums for creditors S 5, 3:5
NYC-VIN CO
Prop. byy appraised, Cleve, N 18, 1:5
NEW YORK TAILOR SHOP
Damaged by fire, Ap 23, 4:4
NEWARK & GRANVILLE ST RY CO
Incorporated in Delaware, Ag 30, 2:2
NEW ORLEANS NATURAL FIBER CO
Discharges night shift, other co layoffs reported, N 21, 6:3
NEWCOMER, A C
Jailed for contempt of ct, O 16, 6:1
NEWMELL (NRS), ANTE HOME
Death, N 4, 3:3; N 8:4; funeral, N 7, 8:2
NEWMELL & DIGGS
Granted permission by county coms to lay side track across highway near Macedonia, Je 30, 3:4

NEWICU, WILLIAM S (East Liverpool)
Kissing, Ap 21, 2:5
NEWSPAPERS
Necessity to increase subscription rates cited, ed, Je 6, 4:1
Publication of scientific matter upheld (ed NY Sun), Ja 22, 4:2
Gullibility in printing rep of hen egg substitute criticized, ed F 13, 4:1
Sale for pol purposes criticized, ed, N 1, 4:1
Subject of speech by T C Reynolds at Universalist ch, Ap 3, 8:1
Justice through new libel law commended, ed, Ap 21, 4:1
Work in publishing newspapers discussed, feature article, N 26, 6:1
Akron papers chgd with falsifying on circulation repts, ed, S 12, 4:2
Colts papers criticized for pub of Sell divorce suit, ed, D 11, 4:1
Protection from indus tax urged, (ed NY Times), D 12, 4:2
Protection from indus tax urged, (ed NY Times), D 12, 4:2
Pub urged to be considerate of reporters, ed, D 13, 4:1
Prompt reporting and brevity of soc and club news urged (ed Toledo Blade), D 15, 4:1
NEWTON (NRS), A H (Clev)
Held on chg of shop lifting, S 26, 2:2
NEWTON, EDWARD C
Named in collection suit by D A Hoyt, F 14, 3:4
NEWTON, JOHN T
Vines judgment from M L Newton in estate settlement suit, Je 11, 3:6
NEWTON, M L
Losses judgment to John T Newton in settlement suit, Je 11, 3:6
NIAGARA FIRE EXTINGUISHER CO
Orgs, elects officers, D 31, 4:4
NIAGARA HOTEL (Toledo)
Damaged by fire, several injured, D 4, 2:6
NiMeBER, ANDREW
App'ld by ct to appraise property of Natl Cash Register co, Je 11, 3:6
KIES (NRS), E 5
Res damaged by fire, F 27, 3:1
NICARAGUA
Willingness to aid in const of inter-oceanic canal portrayed, cartoon (Minneapolis Journal), N 24, 2:3
NICARAGUA CANAL
Rights of foreign nations discussed (ed Chicago Times Herald), Ja 27, 4:2
Removal of objection to counts rejected, (cartoon Minneapolis Journal), F 17, 4:2
Neutral policy urged (ed Cleo Leader), F 17, 4:2

NICHOLAS, NATHIE (Chillicothe)
Shot and killed by Harry Gudgen, Gudgen commits suicide, O 26, 3:6

NICHOLS, CHARLIE
Discharged for vagrancy, Ja 25, 8:3

NIEBECK, MARTIN
Organized into ministry, Ja 30, 1:5

NIKEL PLATE RR CO
Vermillion depot robbed, O 26, 2:2

NIEUL, DAVID (Tiffin)
Held on insanity chg, O 6, 11:4

NIEBURG, DNA J
Named in property suit by Blake Drake, Ap 10, 6:3

NISTEDELL, OGS (O.B.A.)
Costs in assault case divided with Albert Ortscheid, D 6, 3:4

NILES, OHIO
Citizens org co for erection of new sheet steel mill, N 24, 4:5

NINETEENTH CENTURY
Subject of lecture by Dr J Leonard Levy before Jewish synagogue, F 6, 6:1
Reminiscences of passing century, Hr, O 26, 5:3
Close of century discussed, feature article, O 28, 9:5

NITZ, FRANK
Res robed, Je 9, 1:6

NIXON, CHARLES
Fined on intoxication chg, Je 23, 6:4

NIXON, FRANK
Fined for assault and battery, N 8, 6:6

NJXON, H (Calvinville)
App'd postmaster, E 25, 2:4

NOBLE, HAMILTON K
Awarded patent on improved cultivator tooth, D 28, 6:5

NOBLE, EMERIL (Ironton)
Arrested and held in murder of George H Noble, D 28, 2:2

NOBLE, GEORGE W (Ironton)
Murdered, house ransacked, S 25, 2:2

NOE, CHARLES
Held on suspicion of theft, F 20, 6:4; fined on larceny chg, sentence suspended, I 3, 6:3

NOE, DANIEL
Sued for divorce by wife Margaret, Hr 13, 3:7;

NOEL, DANNIEL (Cont)
Ja 19, 6:1; divorce granted wife, Ja 31, 6:3

NOLAN, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, D 21, 4:3

NOLESTUN, THOMAS A (Youngstown)
Electrocuted by wire which he picked up in st, Ja 17, 2:2

NOLL, JOSEPH
Committed to Massillon State hosp, (Massillon Independent), Hr 21, 5:5

NOLL, JOHN F
Arraigned for operating shooting gallery on Sunday, case continued, Ja 23, 4:7; fined for operating gallery on Sunday, Ja 25, 4:5

NOLLER, HENRY (Tiffin)
Names the Tiffin Brewing Co in collection suit, O 10, 2:2

NON-PARTISAN CLUB (Guy Falls)
Holds meeting, F 20, 3:1

NONNEMEYER, MINNIE
Files affidavit against Anna Cameron on bastardy chg, Hr 15, 3:4

NORDER, ALFRED (Greenwich)
Nominated postmaster, D 15, 11:2

NORMAL TRAINING SCHOOL
Alumni organize, F 10, 6:2; assess elect officers, F 13, 8:4

NORFELD, CARL
App'd trustee of deaf and silent asylum by Gov George K Nash, S 7, 2:2

NORRIS, JACOB
Fined for intoxication, Ap 14, 8:2

NORRIS, WILLIAM A
Convicted of forgery, named in disbarment proceeding by Akron Bar assn, Hr 13, 3:6; new disbarment motion dismissed, Hr 14, 3:5

NORTH AMER KREIGER-BEND
 Akron prepares reception for conv, por, Ag 18, 1:4; opens 15th annual conv and entertainment, Ag 20, 1:5; tribute paid to members, ed, Ag 20, 4:1; conv activities, Ag 21, 1:6; elect officers, conv adjourns, Ag 22, 1:5

NORTH BRITISH AND MERCANTILE INS CO (Eng)
Files answer in collection suit brought by Lizzie Yeon and others, F 6, 6:1

NORTH COVENTRY TWP
Assessor George Harter reports increase in personal property valuation, My 15, 5:2

NORTH HILL ME CH
Epworth league elects officers, F 7, 5:6

NORTHERN OHIO TRACTION CO
Sponsors musical recital by Kirvin pupils, N 17, 8:6
Resume of program given by Mrs Harvey Treash's Sunday school class, Ap 26, 8:3
Epworth League celebrates 11th anniv, My 16, 3:2
Holds Tom Thumb wedding and concert, D 19, 4:2
Members org Chautauqua circle, elect officers, D 22, 1:5

NORTH HILL SCHOOL
Kelly Hayes elected trustee, Ap 10, 8:5
Controversy over ownership discussed, My 23, 1:7

NORTH SPRINGFIELD
Entire dem ticket elected, Ap 4, 8:5

NORTH SPRINGFIELD CH
Sunday school and Ladies Aid sec elect officers, Ja 3, 8:4

NORTHAMPTON, OHIO
Repub and dem tickets listed, N 20, 8:4
W B Hart apptd land appraiser, N 21, 8:5

NORTHERN CENTRAL LIFE INS CO (Marion)
Embezzled, William Jackson held, D 21, 10:4

NORTHERN OHIO CIGAR CO
Files petition for voluntary bankruptcy, S 8, 2:2

NORTHERN OHIO RR CO
Property transferred to Lake Shore & Mich Southern r r co, Ja 19, 3:2
Named in personal damage suit by Mrs Theresa Dressler estate, Ja 26, 6:1; named in personal injury suit by Leora Dressler, Ja 27, 3:4; Dressler damage suits transferred to U S Circuit court, F 6, 6:1

Lost personal injury suit brought by Patrick Garland, N 22, 3:4; verdict sustained by sup, N 29, 3:5
Appeals damage suit brought by Seth S Rigby, N 23, 6:7; verdict reversed, Ap 21, 3:4
Freight depot robbed, N 16, 1:5

NORTHERN OHIO TRACTION CO
Holds stockholders' meeting, reelects officers, Ja 13, 3:4
Requests city council to increase bond issue for improvement of East Market st, Ja 24, 1:5; claims unsolved, will hold CAC & RR responsible for any accident, Je 29, 4:5
Announces proposed improvements, Ja 25, 3:5
Favors building hill st viaduct, Ja 31, 5:6
Leases canal property on Beech st, F 15, 6:3
Plans to raise Guy river bridge, Mr 9, 5:6
Plans to extend lines to Barberville, Ap 13, 6:3; extension proposed, Ap 21, 1:5; announces intention to construct line, S 28, 1:5;

SUITS
Named in personal injury suit by Elizabeth Doolittle, Ja 20, 3:3
Named in damage suit by Daniel W Hillibodie, Ja 22, 3:5
Named in personal injury suit by Augustus Rowe, F 2, 3:4
NOVELTY WOODWORKING CO (Warren)  
Builds addition to plant, N 3, 10:5

NOVILLE, ISAC (Canton)  
Sentenced for theft, F 23, 2:2

NOCON, ELVIN I  
Granted patent on flour packing machine, Ap 24, 4:5

NOYES, HERBERT N (Clev)  
Shot and killed by unknown person, My 25, 1:2; murder unsolved, 2 men under suspicion, Je 16, 10:2; murdered by highwaymen is coroner's verdict, Ag 4, 2:2

NUDENT (REV), JOSEPH S  
Delivers lecture in Star entertainment cause, Ja 24, 5:3

NUMAN, THOMAS  
Ordered out of city on vagrancy chg, Ja 19, 6:5

NUSBAUM, WILLIAM (Delaware)  
Fattally injured by fall under train, Ag 22, 2:2

OBERLIN, BERNARD S K  
Gives lecture at Broad St Ch of Christ, S 13, 6:2

OBERLIN, D  
Defends his action in quick trial, conviction, and punishment of Louis Peck, Clev World, Ag 30, 8:5

OAK PLACE PURE SPRING WATER CO  
Organizes, D 12, 6:2

OAK PLACE HOSPITAL  
Formal opening, S 29, 2:4

OAKLEY, HARRY (Guy Falls)  
Reinstated to council after establishing local, C 10, 3:7

OBERLIN, CHARLES H  
Named in collection suit by E O Howe, F 17, 6:5  
Collection suit by Nelson Bros must be retried because of jury disagreement, Je 14, 3:4  
Applies for injunction to restrain school bd from entering into Perkins school annex cont'd with Andrew Jackson, Ja 3, 3:4  
Denunier filed by C W Milikien et al in suit to enjoin school bd from giving contr, Ag 16, 5:5

OBERLIN AND WELLINGTON RY CO  
Consols with Clev, Berea, Elyria and Oberlin and Lorain County ry cos under name of Clev, Elyria & Western Ry co, dirs listed, Ja 20, 6:3

OBERLIN COLLEGE (Oberlin)  
Bequeathd $40,000 in will of William E. Osborn, F 20, 1:2  
Student glee club gives concert, Ap 7, 2:5  
Students hold 10th mock repub nat'l conv., nominate Pres William McKinley and J P Deliber, Je 9, 2:1  
Holds mock repub nat'l conv., speech by James Monroe Fitch quoted, Je 16, 6:5  
Holds reunion and commencement exercises, Je 26, 2:2

OBERLIN (OH), LEVI  
Death, D 12, 4:7; funeral, D 12, 8:4

OBERMEIER, JOSEPH SR AND MARIA  
Joseph Obermeier jr apptd admr of estate, D 6, 7:6

OBERMEIER, MARIA. See Obermeier, Joseph Sr

OBERLY, JOHN  
Injured when struck by train, My 1, 1:6

O'DAY, J V (Clev)  
App'td deputy oil inspector by Inskip E L Baird, Ky 17, 5:4

O'BRIEN, LAWRENCE  
Sentenced for vagrancy, Ja 30, 6:4

O'BRIEN, JAMES (Clev)  

O'BRIEN, JAMES  
Fined and sentenced for adultery, Je 23, 4:6; escapes from Canton Workhouse, Ag 13, 1:3; Ag 14, 2:2

O'BRIEN, MARY  
Death, D 10, 3:4; funeral, D 11, 8:4

O'BRIEN, PATRICK  
Fined for intoxication, Ap 24, 6:7

O'BRIEN, WILLIAM AND MARY  
Fined for intoxication, Je 16, 6:3; William sentenced for intoxication, wife fined on same chg, Je 16, 8:1

O'BRIEN, WILLIAM (Vantua)  
Barn destroyed by lightning and fire, Ag 21, 2:2

OCEAN AND ACC GARANTY CORP  
Refused license to do credit indemnity business in Ohio, Je 29, 2:2

ODERBY, GEORGE T  
Sues wife Leslie Carleton for divorce, (Clev Leader), D 31, 5:5

ODD FELLOWS, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF  
Beneficial ass'n holds annual meeting, elects

ODD FELLOWS, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF (Cont)  
officers, Ja 20, 8:5

Stockholders of Temple ass'st elects officers, Ap 5, 8:5

Plans celebration of 81st annv, Ap 27, 6:5; celebrated by various Akron lodges, Ap 30, 8:1

Grand Lodge begins annual session at Marietta, My 15, 3:7; installs officers, My 15, 1:3

Summit and 2 other lodges elect officers, Je 4, 8:4

Akron Lodges hold meetings, Je 16, 6:3

Activities of Summit lodge given, Je 27, 12:4

Fall's annual reunion and picnic at Silver lake, Penna lodges hold picnic at 3rd doohen pk, Jy 21, 2:5; Jy 23, 6:3

Akron Encampment installs officers, Jy 21, 17:3

Surit Lodge No 56 elects officers, N 27, 1:8

Nemo Lodge 740 elects officers, N 30, 8:7

Elects officers, D 1, 12:5

O'DONNELL, JACK  
Fined for intoxication, Ja 2, 5:5

O'DONNELL, JOHN (New Castle, Penna)  
Drowned, Jy 19, 3:7; remains returned for burial, Jy 20, 6:3

O'DONNELL, MICHAEL (Clev)  
Injured in rr-st car collision, O 31, 2:2

ODERBY, CHARLES  
Fined for non-support, sentence suspended, F 27, 5:4

O'MARA, Guy Falls  
Released in investigation of murder of Patrick Mullin, O 4, 1:6

OHIO  
Date of admission to the Union discussed (ed Chicago Tribune), M 8, 4:2

Joseph Bixel and 8 others apptd to state positions, Ap 13, 1:6

Social statistics compiled by sec of state, S 21, 2:6

Various nat'l centers in state, N 2, 7:1

Official pop of counties and cities, N 15, 1:3

AGRICULTURE, BD OF  
Albert Hale nominated for reelection to membership, Ja 11, 3:6

Crop report, Ap 6, 1:6


Repts wheat crop failure, My 7, 2:6

July report on crops and livestock, Jy 6, 4:6

Rept on grain crop, O 5, 2:2
OHIO - COMMERCE, BD OF (Cont.)

Fire Marshal, State
Bill creating office passed by sen, Hr 27, 1:4
S D Hollenbeck apptd, By 19, 8:5
Counties comprising asst fire marshal dist.
(including Summit) listed, Hr 13, 1:6
Henry W Hart and 5 other dist deputies apptd, By 20, 5:2

Ins Dept
Rept shows large ins losses for 1898, Hr 6, 2:6
Fire ins rept submitted by Matthews, Hr 7, 3:6
Files 33rd annual rept, Hr 28, 2:4

CONSTITUTION
Bill to submit amendments for initiative and
referendum legis to electors introduced in
House, Ja 17, 3:2; F 3, 1:4

DENTAL BD
Bill ordering reorg introduced in sen, Hr 13, 1:4

EDUC, DEPT OF
W H Mitchell apptd state school examiner, S 4, 6:3

ELECTIONS
Bill providing that primaries of all parties
be held at the same time introduced in sen,
Ja 18, 1:5
Bill to abolish city election bds introduced in
House, Ja 23, 1:5; proposed bill discussed,
Ja 25, 8:1
Repub candidates praised, support urged, ed,
Hr 21, 4:1
Repub victories cited, ed, Ap 3, 4:4
Comment on repub lead, (ed St Louis Globe Dem),
Ap 9, 4:1
Bill of 5 repub candidates on state ticket, pars,
H 3, 2:1
Dem scheme to nullify repub votes by misworking
ballots rejected, N 5, 1:5
Dem attempt to secure electoral votes rejected,
N 5, 1:6
Oaths of false registration in Cinti and other
cities declared, N 5, 2:6
Report of 70 out of 88 counties, N 7, 1:5
Repub victory predominates throughout state,
N 8, 2:2

OHIO - ELECTIONS (Cont.)

Pluralitys and gains by county compiled by
repub state comma, N 8, 4:3
Repub plurality and gains in counties given,
Ceds., N 9, 1:3
Probable redistricting apportionments, K 17,
1:3; rearrangement of northern Ohio districts
discouraged, ed, N 26, 4:1; situation discussed
by Gen Charles Dick, O 26, 3:6; changes in
state cong dist urged, (ed Dayton Journal),
D 12, 4:1
Official election returns, N 21, 1:2
Possible loss of electoral vote through
unfamiliarity in use of Australian ballot
discussed, ed, N 27, 4:1
Repub state con expense act filed, N 28, 1:4
Repub activities discussed (Ceds Dispatch),
D 31, 5:6

CONGRESS
Repub Charles Dick wins over dem Charles E
Chadman in city and county returns, N 7, 1:4

Diary & Food Comr
Sen Hurbaugh announces candidacy, Hr 21, 1:3
Ballard B Yates nominated at dem state conv,
Ja 14, 1:5

Democratic Convention
Delegates to Kansas City conv appt to
secure grs and transportation, favor U R
Hearst for vp, Ja 16, 10:2

Equalization, Bd Of
System of election and date outlined for voters,
ed, F 9, 4:2

GOVERNOR
Failure of candidates John R McLean and Samuel
M Jones to file expense statements cited as
law violations, ed, Ja 10, 2:2
George K Nash's renomination predicted by Orig
Charles Dick, (Clev Leader), Ja 21, 5:5
Effect in Repub party if Gov Nash does not run
for reelection, (Ceds Dispatch), S 11, 4:6
Cong John J Lentz candidacy indicated, N 28, 1:4

JUDICIARY
Ulysses L Kervin and Judge Lampson announce candidacies
for dist of Summit and other counties,
Clev, N 10, 3:5

OHIO - ELECTIONS - Judiciary (Cont.)

Judge Kervin named candidate for circuit ct
judgeship (Clev Leader), Hr 13, 6:2; election
urged, ed, Hr 14, 4:1; announces candidacy
for renomination on repub ticket, Hr 17, 8:1;
renomination for circuit judge endorsed by Gen
Charles Dick, Ap 13, 7:5; cited as almost
certain of renomination, ed, Ap 21, 4:1; Yang
Lawyers' repub club indorses Judge U L Kervin
for renomination, Ly 3, 1:5; renomination for
circuit judge favored, ed, Ly 3, 4:1; renomina-
tion favored, Hr 4, 1:5; renominated
Ly 5, 1:1; My 7, 4:4; support for Judge Kervin
urged, ed, Ly 7, 4:1; wins over dem Arnold
Green in city and county, U 7, 1:4
Judge Jacob A Kohler's renomination for common
pleas judge assured, Ap 23, 1:5; renomination
favored, ed, Ap 23, 4:1; renominated, Je 2, 4:2
Rumors of dark horse candidate for circuit ct
persists (Clev Plain Dealer), Ap 30, 4:4
Method of electing commn pleases judges in Medina,
Star, and Summit dists discussed, ed,
My 1, 4:1
Miner G Horton and 3 others announce candidacy
for circuit ct judgeship, My 2, 6:1
Summit, Lorain, and Medina counties hold conv
at Medina, Je 1, 1:1
George R Hayden nominated at repub conv held by
Summit, Lorain, and Medina counties, Je 1, 1:2;
Je 2, 4:2; 8:3
Judge Allen W Smalley nominated for sup ct judge
at dem state conv, Je 14, 1:5
Defeat of Judge Thaddeus Kinshill for renomination
rumbled, D 25, 2:2

LEGISLATURE
Prof C F Seese willing to stand on record for
reelection, D 24, 3:5
Charles L Kurtz apptd mgr of repub campaign
(Clev Leader), D 31, 1:2

PRESIDENT
Three repub cnvs endorse renomination of
Kohinley, Ap 13, 9:2

PRIMARIES

PUB WORKS, BD OF
Peter Y Brown nominated for membership at dem
state conv, Je 14, 1:5
OHIO - ELECTIONS (Cont.)

Representative
C O Kerstetter announced candidate for nomination, D 12, 3:1
William Feihel announced candidacy on repub ticket, D 25, 3:5

Republican Convention
L C Laylin for sec of state and other nominations made, Ap 25, 1:1
Conv activities revd, Ap 25, 1:2
Adopted platform outlined, Ip 22, 5:6
Platform praised (ed Toledo Blade), Ap 28, 4:3

School Commissioner
William Garrity candidacy announced on Hatt Socialist Labor party ticket, ly 7, 3:6
Prof J D Simpson nominated at den state conv, Je 14, 1:5

Sec Of State
L C Laylin announces candidacy, Norwalk, Ja 1, 2:2
Defeat of dems predicted, ed, Ja 16, 4:2
Howard Hamption announces candidacy, Je 25, 1:2; nomination doubtful, Nr 13, 4:1; discusses his candidacy, Nr 16, 2:2
Col. Allen T Hinescide announces candidacy, Clev, Je 25, 1:4
Possible candidates discussed, ed Toledo Blade, Nr 3, 4:1
Harry McFadden nominated at dem state conv, Je 14, 1:5

Senate
George H Cly declines to oppose E G Johnson on repub ticket of 14th dist, Elvira, F 9, 2:2
Reelection of Sen Fairler rejected by anti-Saloon league, Cinti, D 21, 10:4

Socialist Conv
Socialist party and dems's social democracy nominate ticket, Jy 5, 1:5

OHIO (Cont.)

ENGINEERS & SURVEYORS, BD OF
Elmer E Villr aapptd deputy stationary engr for 5th dist, Jy 25, 1:6

EQUALIZATION, BD OF
Bill providing compensation and clerks passed by sen, Ap 11, 1:2
Ed meets, elects officers, D 5, 2:2
T G Hart elected chief clerk, D 5, 2:6
Seek information from state gen on extent of their power, D 12, 2:2; D 13, 2:2

FINANCE
List for appropriations submitted by aud's office, Ja 4, 6:3
Aud Gilbert's resignation increase in appropriations for state insts, Ja 24, 2:2
Appropriation bill agreed to by joint finance com of legis, Jr 16, 5:5
Appropriation bill for 1901 passed by house, Ap 13, 1:5
Good conditions due to repub admin, ed, D 5, 4:1
Indebtedness discussed, D 27, 1:3

FIRE MASTERS
Hollenbeck divides state into 7 sub divs, will apppt deputy to each dist, Jy 14, 11:4

GEN ASSEMBLY
Notes on activities, Ja 12, 1:3; summary of business transacted, Je 12, 1:2; Ja 24, 2:2; activities listed, Ja 31, 2:2
House com on public affairs calls meeting to consider Cig. Ja 16, 1:1; F 27, 1:5
Gen assembly meets, important bills to come up, new bills introduced, F 27, 1:5
Cons hold meetings, activities revd, F 27, 1:5
Early adjournment predicted, Jr 19, 1:3
Resume of meeting, Jr 20, 1:3; summary of activities, Ap 6, 9:2
Adjourns, Ap 17, 1:1

GOVERNOR
Summit County citizens urged to attend inaugural, ed, Ja 6, 4:2
George K Nash inaugurated, Ja 6, 1:1
Possible appoints discussed, F 17, 1:6

HEALTH, BD OF
Josiah Hartzell reaapptd member, Ap 16, 1:4

HIGHWAY DEPT
State Sen Martin Dodge-aapptd dir of Office of Pub Rd Inquiry, Jy 2, 1:6

HOUSE
Business activities summarized, Jr 23, 1:6

INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, DEPT OF
E G Baldwin aapptd Dur of Mines insp, Jr 13, 6:5

LABOR DEPT
M D Ratchford aapptd corp, Jr 13, 6:5
Com aapptd I.E. Wing aapptd of the Calers free employment bnr and Samuel Cohen aapptd at Toledo, Ap 31, 2:2

LEGISLATURE
Opening session of 74th gen assembly, Ja 2, 2:2
Rules for activities of freakish members, ed, Ja 2, 4:1
Bills recorded, activities summarized, Ja 3, 2:6
Bills recorded, Ja 4, 2:2; Ja 5, 2:2; Ja 10, 2:2
Activities discussed, Ja 11, 1:4
Bills recorded, Ja 11, 2:2
Repub cause aapptd com to select steering com, Ja 11, 3:5
Summit county members praised, ed, Ja 15, 4:1
Summary of activities, Ja 16, 1:3
Bills recorded, Ja 16, 2:2; Ja 17, 6:1
Resume of activities, Ja 18, 1:3
Bills recorded, Ja 18, 2:5; Ja 19, 2:2
Bills summarized, Ja 20, 1:4
Resume of activities, Ja 20, 1:2
Discussion of pending bills, Ja 22, 1:3; Ja 23, 1:6
Bills recorded, Ja 23, 2:2; proposed bills discussed, Ja 24, 6:2
Discussion of proposed bills and other subjects, Ja 25, 1:5
Bills recorded, Ja 25, 2:2; Ja 26, 2:2
Proposed bills discussed, Ja 27, 1:3; Ja 29, 1:4
Resume of business, Ja 27, 12:4
Resolution providing sine die adjournment on April 2nd adopted in sen, Ja 30, 1:4
Bills introduced recorded, Cols, Ja 30, 2:2
Resume of activities, F 1, 1:4; 6:5; F 2, 2:4; F 2, 6:4
Activities discussed, F 3, 7:1
Activities summarized, F 6, 1:6; 2:2; F 7, 2:2

OHIO - LEGISLATURE (Cont.)
Resume of business meeting, F 8, 2:2; session revd, F 9, 2:2; activities revd, F 10, 1:6; proceedings revd, F 10, 12:4; resume of activities, F 14, 1:5
Bills recorded, F 15, 2:2
Business activities summarized, F 16, 2:2; F 17, 1:4
Activities outlined, F 27, 2:2
Summary of bills passed by house, F 21, 2:3
Resume of activities, F 22, 1:4; 2:2; activities revd, F 27, 2:2; summary of activities, F 28, 2:2
Summary of bills introduced and bills passed, Jr 1, 1:5; 2:2
Resume of activity, Jr 2, 1:5
Synopsis of work, Jr 2, 2:2
Business activities summarized, Jr 3, 1:3
Resume of activities, Jr 6, 6:1; 2:2
Proceedings revd, Jr 7, 2:4
Resume of activities, Jr 8, 2:4; 3:5; Jr 9, 1:5; 2:2
Business activities summarized, Jr 10, 12:2; Jr 12, 1:5
Summary of bills introduced, Jr 13, 2:5
Bill to create Macedonia voting precinct in Northfield boro, Jr 14, 1:4
Summary of activity, Cols, Jr 14, 2:2; Jr 15, 1:5; 2:2
Appropriation bill presented, Jr 16, 1:2
Summary of business conducted, Jr 16, 1:5
Business activities summarized, Jr 16, 2:2
Summary of activity, Cols, Jr 17, 1:4; Jr 20, 2:2; Jr 21, 1:5; 2:2
Activities summarized, Jr 22, 1:5; Jr 23, 2:2
Summary of bills introduced and bills passed, Jr 24, 12:2
Resume of activity, Jr 26, 1:5; Jr 27, 1:6; Jr 28, 2:2; Jr 29, 1:3; 2:4
Activities recorded, Jr 30, 9:2; Jr 31, 11:3; Jr 34, 1:7; 2:2; Ap 1, 1:5; 2:2; Ap 6, 1:5
Activities revd, appropriation bill itemized, Ap 7, 1:1
Summary of bills passed and bills introduced, Ap 7, 12:2; Ap 11, 2:2
Proceedings revd, Ap 12, 2:2
Resume of meeting, adjournment urged, Ap 13, 1:5
Resume of meetings, bills passed, Ap 13, 9:2
Resume of activities, Ap 14, 6:1; Ap 15, 2:2; Ap 18, 2:4
Gov George K Nash refuses to call extra session for state centennial, Jy 2, 1:2
LOCAL GOV

Introduction of amendments to proposed new munici

code criticized, ed, Ja 10, 4:1
Bill fixing salaries for county employees

introduced in house, Ja 16, 1:3
Lack of uniformity in proposed new munici code

criticized, ed, Ja 19, 4:1
Bill to amend munici govs of Akron and Youngstown

in respect of police and fire pensions introduced in
Sen, Ja 24, 3:1
Proposed fed plan of munici govs opposed, (ed

Clev World), Ja 24, 4:1
Akon C of C petitions legis for passage of

munici reform bill, J e 25, 4:5
Proposed new munici code changes in management

opposed by health bds, Ja 29, 1:6; 4:1
Bill extending powers of county ncs introduced in

gen assembly, F 15, 1:5
Bill defining compensation of bds of election

introduced in gen assembly, F 15, 1:5
Bill to allow munici to purchase water plants

without limit to payment introduced by Sen

Sieber, Jr, 1, 1:5
Bill advocating poll tax law be applied to munici

introduced by Aspr Seese, Mr 13, 1:4
Salary rebate bill discussed, Ap 2, 6:1
Munic home rule bill of Sen Sieber discussed, Ap

11, 1:3
Munic code bill passed by Sen returned to com on

munici corps for reconsideration, Ap 12, 1:1
Sen Sieber's bill for reorg of Ohio munici vetoed

by sen, Ap 14, 1:6
Salaries for county officers seen as uneconomical,

(ed Ohio State Journal), Ap 21, 4:5
Munic code bill believed dead, Sen Sieber's plan

explained, Ap 21, 9:5
Sen Sieber's munic code bill text, Ap 21, 10:1
Affixing of revenue stamps to bonds of notaries

pub not required in decision given by dist ct

of Cinti, My 7, 2:6
Salary suit of county officials withdrawn, O 5,

2:2

MINE INSPECTOR

William Miller reappt'd deputy insp for 6th dist,

Je 26, 1:5

OHIO - LEGISLATURE (Cont)

Talk of extra session revived, J y 26, 2:2
Henry Hoffman resigns, O 12, 2:2; D 13, 2:2

NAT'L GUARD

Holds nominating conv, Capt H A Charlton and

Capt F C Lee rec nominations for junior major,

Bucyrus, J a 6, 1:6
Maj Gen Charles Dick elected cmdr, Ja 31, 3:3
Edward G Slough resigns as chief clerk to adj

gen, F 3, 1:2
Capt E L Gygger resigns comm, Alliance, F 14,

6:6
Capt George N right recs comm as lt col, F 15,

5:5
Issues comms, names listed, F 20, 2:2
Urges passage of 52,000,000 a, appropriation bill

by U S cong, No 14, 6:2
Appropriated $75,000 by cong, Ap 17, 1:4
Detailed report of peac and war strength forwarded

to Wash (CC) by Gov George K Nash at request of

war dept, J y 18, 1:5
Charles A Bolich and J Percy Colwell issued

11 coms, J y 19, 8:5
Staff appsts announced by Maj Gen Charles Dick

J y 20, 6:2
Major Gen Charles Dick issues orders for field

training, A g 7, 8:5
Plans to increase efficiency, A g 10, 6:4
Action during riot praised, Ap 27, 4:2
Nel expenses for Akron riot allowed by state

emergency bd, O 8, 1:6
Winers in local militia rifle competition given,

O 16, 8:4
Rifle range named camp Alfred C Sharpe, Newark,

O 25, 6:4
Scores of annual shooting competition, Newark,

O 26, 3:3
Paddening pool for recent Akron riot sus-

pected (Cols Dispatch), N 17, 5:5
Elects deleg to call conv, N 23, 1:5
Capt Charles Hughes resigns, Mansfield, N 30, 4:3
Arrival of pay for co B riot duty squad announced,

O 3, 4:4
Resignation of Lt W O Rutherford accepted by

officials, candidates for post named, O 3, 4:4

Fourth Regiment
Fourth regt inspd by Gov Nash and Gen Dick,

A g 22, 8:2; returns to hqrs, Ag 27, 1:1;

attend outdoor religious services, Ag 27, 3:3

Fifth Regiment
Bill to pay expenses of 5th regt trip to Dewey

ceremony in NY criticized, ed, F 5, 4:2

OHIO - NAT'L GUARD - Fifth Regt (Cont)

Decision to camp at Cols approved by Cols

authorities, J y 26, 2:2

Eighth Regiment
Bnd holds annual meeting, elects officers,

J a 10, 1:6
Regt holds election for jr major; Capt F E Lee

leading Ja 13, 1:6; Capt Lee elected jr maj,

J a 17, 5:5
111th coy called to fill vacancy in regt,

J a 27, 1:6
Co B members disciplined for absence from drill

practice, J a 30, 1:6
Gallon seeks admission for unit, J a 31, 6:3
New co forms at Canton, J a 31, 6:3; regt arranges

mobilization for Independence Day program,

J a 31, 8:4
Capt H A Charlton commissioned quartermaster,

Mr 2, 3:3
Co B prepares petition to seek bounty for Spanish-

Amer war vets, Mr 6, 5:6
Company F sponsors play by pajan Dramatic co,

Mr 20, 5:5
Regt fails to approve org of East Liverpool

coll at Bucyrus, Mr 23, 8:3; soldiers prohibited

from drinking while in uniform, Bucyrus, Ap 5,

5:5; regt completed, Millersburg, Ap 6, 8:1;

cos assigned to various batteries, Ap 26, 8:6;

new battery formation ordered by Col Edward

Vollrath, J y 7, 3:5; Lt Burke appst adjutant

by Col Edward Vollrath, J y 25, 1:6; companies

B and F plan observance of Memorial Day, My 28,

1:5; summer encampment sought by 3 Ohio cities,

asserts Maj Fred S Harquis, Mansfield, J e 1,

6:4; non-com staff recs all equipment, J e 28,

1:5; regt adopt schedule of penalties for way-

ward and negligent, J e 25, 8:3; ordered to

Canton for 4th of July celebration, J e 30, 1:4;

parade, held officers' meeting at Canton,

Jy 5, 1:6; regt offered for service in China,

Jy 7, 3:1; standing of old officers restored,

rasters of cos F and B listed, J y 10, 8:3;

New Philadelphia selected as camp site, J y 14,

1:5; officers confrd with Penna offcials for

transportation to annual encampment, service in

China probable, (Alliance Review), J y 19, 5:5;

Co F holds maneuvers; activities reportd, J y 30,

8:4; final orders for encampment issued, J y 31,

6:1; regt breaks camp, Ag 13, 1:4; Cos B and F arrive in Akron from

GIL INSPECTOR, DEPT OF

Deputy insp J C Oby and Fred W Green apptd by

Ins p Frank L Baird, M y 17, 5:4
Deputy insp James A Baldwin apptd by Ins p Baird,

M y 10, 3:2

PHARMACIST, BD OF

Grants certificate to Ernest C Davis, O 25, 5:5

PUB WORKS, BD OF

Leases state mill property on W Reservoir to

N P Goodhue and C I Bruner, F 15, 3:3
Applet of Charles E Perkins engr confirmed by

sen, Ap 12, 1:6
Charles E Perkins reappt'd chief engr by Gov Nash,

Ap 16, 1:4
Election of labor comr by Labor unions recommended

by James J Nahoney (Newark Amer Tribune),

D 8, 8:1

SEC OF STATE

Kinney wins decision in sandusky proceedings,

dems effort to force pol issue cited, (Toledo

Blade), O 29, 4:5
Office burglarized, N 13, 2:2

SENATE

Refers appsts made by Gov Bushnell to coms,

J a 3, 1:4
Repub caucus votes to dispose of recess appsts

of former Gov Bushnell, J a 17, 3:4
Legis notes, J a 19, 1:3
Ohio - Senate (Cont)
Bills introduced, Ja 25, 3:6
Activities discussed, F 3, 1:4
Business activities summarized, Mr 7, 1:5; 6:3

State House
T D Adams resigns as supt of labor, Ja 16, 2:2

Suit & Claims
Wins salary suit brought by Charles Lebrad, Je 17, 2:2
Ouster suit on trust chgs against Continental Tobacco co opens in sup ct, Ja 19, 2:2
Names Mt Hope coll in charter forfeiture suit, F 3, 7:1
Bill authorizing state bd of pub wks to pay liabilities against state passed by senate, F 21, 2:3

Nat'l Guard 0th regt named in property damage suit by W G Robinson, Mr 1, 3:5
Debtor in tax collection suit against Amer Sugar Refining co overruled, Ap 10, 2:2;
answer to suit filed by Amer Sugar Refining co, Chicago (III), Je 20, 2:2
Transcript filed in suit against Rebecca Drubaker, My 10, 6:6
Suit against Standard Oil co argued before sup ct, My 24, 2:2
Sup ct asked to render default judgment against Akron bd of Underwriters by Atty-Gen Sheets, Je 12, 3:5
Royer law upheld by state sup ct in its suit against John J Sullivan and others to oust Cinti bd of supervisors, Je 30, 10:6
Ohio's claim in acct of Spanish war approved by U S comptroller of treas, Je 30, 10:5
Sues Ella J Roehr Neyer for fine on liquor law violation chg, Je 23, 3:5
Awarded verdict against Akron bd of underwriters as sup ct orders trustees to pay debts of concern, S 28, 3:5
Wins verdict in suit against Henry Havenmeyer for failure to file statement of the capital employed here, C 5, 2:2
Loses verdict in suit seeking double liability from the Continental Tobacco co, O 16, 1:3
Atty-Gen Todd names Cinti bd of supervisors in one to test revision of real estate values, M 9, 7:1
Dismissal of anti-trust chgs against Standard

Ohio - Suits and Claims (Cont)
Oil co, Continental Tobacco trust, Ohio Oil co, Solar Refining co, and Buckeye Pipe co announced by Atty-Gen Sheets, D 21, 10:4; suits dismissed at state's cost, D 22, 11:5

Treasure
J W Barnaby apptd chief bookkeeper, Ja 10, 2:2

Kefulr, Dept of
Abolition of office of infermory dirs urged, (ed Sandusky Register), Ja 10, 4:5
Appropriations increase shown in Aud Guibert's rep, Je 24, 2:2
Card providing for state supervision of all taxes and orphan asylums introduced in sen, Ap 2, 1:5

Ohio Aid and Employment CO
Incorporates, C 24, 6:3

Ohio & Little Kanawa CO
Purchases Zanesville's Ohio River rr, Ja 22, 6:2

Ohio and Penna Coal CO
Named in personal injury suit by Frank Ross, Lisbon, Ly 24, 2:2

Ohio Assoc Daily's
Holds meeting, electsalternate to ntl conf, Ja 18, 3:1

Ohio Bell Telephone Co
Accepts new valuation placed on telephones boxes leased by co, Jy 21, 10:2
Accepts valuation on instruments fixed by Atty-Gen Sheets, Jy 23, 3:4

Ohio Bus Co
Incorporate, C 11, 2:2

Ohio Coal

Ohio Coal Mining Co
Notice for appalt of ree for filed by T V McCue, F 8, 7:1
Suit by T V McCue and L C Miles against George H Kirkley settled, F 13, 6:5

Ohio Electric IG
History of lands etc recounted, Ihr, Je 20, 8:2

Ohio Farmers INS CO
Wins suit from T J Lepper, Je 7, 3:4; motion for new trial filed by Lepper, Mr 11, 3:6
Names C C Sherboddy and Nick Huber in collection suit, C 15, 3:5

Ohio Glass & Hardware CO
Files petition to change name to Kargan & Bunnell, Ja 27, 3:4; notice of petition, Ja 27, 7:6
Name changed to Kargan & Bunnell, F 28, 6:6; Mr 1, 6:3

Ohio Canal (Cont)
Annual rep of Akron Collector J H Harrison, F 28, 6:2

Ohio Central
Telegraph lines reported to be in good shape; reports that line is unsafe and income from subscription base is over $100,000, Ja 10, 2:1

Ohio Central Depot (Toledo)
Mans announces plans for holding centennial will be abandoned unless necessary funds are raised within a week, Ja 15, 1:2; announced plans of abandonment unauthorized and false, Ja 18, 1:3

Ohio Central Depot (Trombley)
Damaged when projectile from oil well falls through roof, near Trombley, Ag 7, 2:2

Ohio Coal CO

Ohio Coal Mining Co
Notice for appalt of ree for filed by T V McCue, F 8, 7:1
Suit by T V McCue and L C Miles against George H Kirkley settled, F 13, 6:5

Ohio Electric IG
History of lands etc recounted, Ihr, Je 20, 8:2

Ohio Farmers INS CO
Wins suit from T J Lepper, Je 7, 3:4; motion for new trial filed by Lepper, Mr 11, 3:6
Names C C Sherboddy and Nick Huber in collection suit, C 15, 3:5

Ohio Glass & Hardware CO
Files petition to change name to Kargan & Bunnell, Ja 27, 3:4; notice of petition, Ja 27, 7:6
Name changed to Kargan & Bunnell, F 28, 6:6; Mr 1, 6:3

Ohio Canal (Cont)
Annual rep of Akron Collector J H Harrison, F 28, 6:2

Ohio Central
Telegraph lines reported to be in good shape; reports that line is unsafe and income from subscription base is over $100,000, Ja 10, 2:1

Ohio Central Depot (Toledo)
Mans announces plans for holding centennial will be abandoned unless necessary funds are raised within a week, Ja 15, 1:2; announced plans of abandonment unauthorized and false, Ja 18, 1:3

Ohio Central Depot (Trombley)
Damaged when projectile from oil well falls through roof, near Trombley, Ag 7, 2:2

Ohio Coal CO

Ohio Coal Mining Co
Notice for appalt of ree for filed by T V McCue, F 8, 7:1
Suit by T V McCue and L C Miles against George H Kirkley settled, F 13, 6:5

Ohio Electric IG
History of lands etc recounted, Ihr, Je 20, 8:2

Ohio Farmers INS CO
Wins suit from T J Lepper, Je 7, 3:4; motion for new trial filed by Lepper, Mr 11, 3:6
Names C C Sherboddy and Nick Huber in collection suit, C 15, 3:5

Ohio Glass & Hardware CO
Files petition to change name to Kargan & Bunnell, Ja 27, 3:4; notice of petition, Ja 27, 7:6
Name changed to Kargan & Bunnell, F 28, 6:6; Mr 1, 6:3
OHIO PENITENTIARY (Cont)

deputy warden, Ap 26, 3:1
Joseph Kolb, F M Jewell, and John Stair appointed guards, Nov 2, 1:6
C E Wilcox appointed steward, Ky 3, 1:2
Cole Gilliland appointed pres of bd, My 3, 1:6
Activities of prisoners recounted by Curtis county guard, Je 16, 9:1
Fifty-six disease cases reported, sanitary conditions improved over previous yrs, Ky 10, 3:7
Conditions under Warden H N Darby lauded, ltr, S 1, 8:4; S 3, 8:4
Dr Thomas dugs last retreat for Brown with furnishing feed factories' whiskey; red; tobacco, S 12, 2:4
Plans for addition announced, O 16, 8:2
Bd of mgs lauded for obtaining more money for the state on work done by convicts, ed, N 13, 4:1

PARDONS & PAROLES
F B Ford paroled, Mr 1C, 12:5
George Carlton application considered by bd, Ap 16, 3:6
Robert McLain released by Gov Nash, N 13, 2:2
George Curdell pardoned, N 16, 2:3
V F Carter pardoned by Pres William McKinley, N 23, 2:4
George Innes and Oscar Gillespie pardoned by Gov Nash, 6 27, 2:3

OHIO RIVER
Closed to navigation by ice at Cinti, Ja 1, 1:3
OHIO RIVER (Wadsworth)
Plans expansion, F 14, 5:5
Grants unsolicited wage increase to employees, Ap 9, 4:4

OHIO STATE penitentiary (Mansfield)
Bd of mgs cited with corruption in coal concerns, Je 27, 8:2
Officials deny responsibility for death of Frank Jones, (Cinti Enquirer), 6 6, 8:2
S P Wolcott appointed member of bd of mgs, Ap 14, 1:5
Bd awards contract for branch factory to Bromwell Brush & Wire Goods co, 7 3, 2:2

OHIO STATE REFORMATORY (Mansfield) (Cont)
Henry A. Thorp resigns from bd, 7 6, 2:4
Bd recommends Joseph Kolb for parole, O 12, 2:8, 8:7
James Feen escapes, D 20, 2:2
OHIO STATE UNIV
Loss of verdict in suit to recover possession of land held by squatters, C 24, 2:2
OHIO TIDE CO
Nursed in stockholders' recovery suit by James E. Brown, Mr 20, 3:5
OHIO UNIV (Athens)
Students defy faculty following announcement of suspension of 5 youths for insulting teachers, 7 5, 2:3

OHIO VOLUNTEER INFANTRY
Co F 10th regt plans erection of memorial to men dying in Spanish-American war, Ja 29, 1:8; launches memorial fund drive, names cons, F 9, 8:3
Eighth regt named in collection suit by members of 9th regt band, F 27, 3:5; band officers willing to settle wage dispute with vets' band members, Mr 23, 6:5
Eighth regt history compiled by C V Hard, Wooster, Ap 7, 8:3
Lt Harry P. Shaffer elected captain of Clev Grays, 11 11, 8:2
Co B 1st Sgt Earl Cranz promoted to regimental quartermaster of 8th Ohio, Je 1, 3:4
Reports of cos 9, F and H 154th regt held meeting, Ja 27, 1:6; 1st div holds reunion at Lakeside Pk, Aug 3, 3:5
Twenty-ninth holds annual reunion at Wadsworth, elects officers, Ap 10, 1:3
Closes reunion at Minerva, Aug 10, 8:6
Ashtabula county's 33rd regt holds reunion at Wadsworth, 11 6, 6:3
Annual reunion at Wooster, Aug 27, 8:7
Holds annual reunion at Lod, Aug 30, 1:5
Sixteenth elects officers, Aug 30, 3:5
Forty-sixth regt flag returned, S 4, 1:6
Eighth regt survivors hold annual reunion at Bowling Green, S 15, 10:4
Second and 6th cavalry holds joint reunion with 25th battery at Warren, O 3, 6:2
One hundred fifth regt elects offices of annual reunion in Warren, O 20, 3:5

OHIO VETERANS' UNIV (Delaware)
Recs donation to endowment fund, 7 5, 2:5
Recs financial pledge, F 23, 2:2
OHIO, JOHN (Cinti)
Held as accomplice in murder of Frank Schanadian,

OHIO VOLUNTEER INFANTRY (Cont)
Ag 25, 6:4

OIL
Discovered in small quantities in test well drilled on Shaw farm near Barborton, Ja 5, 1:6
Struck inside Barborton city limits by Van Campen Oil Co, 8:1; Salt co, Ja 10, 3:3; drilling operations in Van Campen well test suspended, Ja 27, 6:2; strikes oil in second well, Ja 31, 6:1; F 2, 1:5
Several wells in Medina county rapidly yielding, Je 25, 3:3
Rptd found in Forest, F 10, 12:4
Lima pub protests Daron bill, F 23, 2:2
Clev co organized to drill in Cuy Valley, M 12, 1:6; tests in Cuy river valley proposed by new co (Clev Plain Dealer), M 14, 6:2
Development of new fields in Lorain and Medina counties revd, Mr 5, 2:3
Gusher struck near Lima, Mr 3, 2:6
Well struck at Lima by H A Hine and J W Miller, by 25, 3:7
Prosperity credited to Republicans, ed, 7 25, 4:1
Eight Medina county wells producing oil, three more being drilled, Je 8, 6:5
Clev capitalists lease Parkman oil land for drilling purposes, Chagrin Falls, Je 13, 2:2
Struck in Liberty Township by Pogue & Bicknell, Findlay, Je 13, 2:6
Killer Bros sinking 2 wells in Lima field, Je 27, 1:4
One-hundred-barrel well struck on J S Beyer farm near Lima, 7 10, 2:2
Aplication to lease 800 acres of Lewiston reservoir made by Charles W Milroy, O 6, 10:3
Immense well struck at Pine Ridge, O 21, 1:1

LABOR RELATIONS
Vanhattan co employees clash with Natl co employees over lease, Findlay, Ja 1, 2:2
Ohio Oil co strike threatened, Findlay, F 7, 2:6

PRICES
Crude oil drops 1c per barrel, Lima, Ap 13, 9:5
Price decrease on crude, Lima, O 5, 2:2; price advanced, Lima, N 20, 12:3
North Lima product drops, Je 1, 2:3
Price of Lima crude reduced, Je 7, 2:2
Standard Oil of Ohio producers' rate, revised at Toledo, N 15, 2:2

OIL - PRICES (Cont)
Old war between Freedom and Standard Oil companies resumed, Warren, O 5, 2:2
WESTERN OIL MEN'S ASSN, WESTERN
Announce oil field at Toledo damaged by storm, N 23, 2:7
OIL WELL DRIVERS' UNION, INTERNATIONAL
Holds 2nd annual conv at Findlay, O 9, 2:3
OKLAHOMA
Union with Indian Territory and admission as a state urged, ed, D 26, 4:1
O'LEARY, JAMES
Fined for intoxication, Ag 11, 2:3
O'LEARY, PATRICK (Mo Harris, N 1)
Missing, deputy sheriff located in Clev jail, (Clev Plain Dealer), Ja 5, 8:4
ODEMARGERINE
Great bill imposing additional restrictions on mfrs and sale of product criticized, (ed Ohio State Journal), D 12, 4:5
OLIN, F. E.
Addresses Summit County Woman's Sufferage conv, Ap 10, 6:1
Addresses Boxwell graduating class on need of education, Je 16, 6:1
OLIN, F. E.
Urges adoption of curfew, N 24, 2:1
OLNEY, CHILDS
Fined for intoxication, 7 5, 3:5
OLNEY, RICHARD
Ridiculed for urging pub to vote when he does not attend (ed Toledo Blade), S 13, 4:7
OMARA, JOHN and PATRICK O'NEIL
Injured by stones allegedly thrown by Willie Deely, Je 16, 2:2
OMARA, DANIEL
Named in collection suit by Cooper Brick co, M 1, 6:3; Mr 15, 6:2; appeal case brought by Cooper Brick settled, N 15, 3:4
Appeal of suit against Wigley Bros dismissed, N 28, 4:3
O'NEIL, ANN
Will filed for probate, Ag 2, 6:1
O'NEIL, BRIDGET
Will filed for probate, Care Carr and Sumner Nash named executors, O 2, 3:5
O'NEIL, COUNCIL
Jailed for intoxication while under bond on charge of striking Anna McKee, Je 6, 6:6; fined for assault and intoxication, 7 24, 6:6
O'NEIL (MRS), ELIZABETH SANDS
Claim for share in estate of James Dennew
OREN, FRANK
Fined and sentenced for chg of citing to moving train, Je 10, 5:4

OREN, JAMES
Arrested, sentenced for vagrancy, Ap 10, 6:4

OREN, M (CO) Employees held 23rd annual outing at Silver Lake; elect officers, Je 22, 6:5

OREN, PATRICK See O'Kara, John

ORESCHNER (CS), SAMUEL
Suicide, D 7, 2:4

ORTHODORIC ASSN. OHIO INTERCOLLEGIATE
Holds 10th annual contest, Arthur G Gringle wins 1st honors, Springfield, F 15, 6:3

OSTATORY Subject of Lord Russell's address before Irish Literary soc, Je 29, 4:6

OSTEON Repub plurality in election campaign cited, ed, (R:ledel,Jill Press), Je 10, 4:2

OSKANS ORGANIZATIONS
Akron Social clubs discussed, feature article, Je 13, 9:6
Subject of Rev J W King's sermon before Akron and Security camps of Modern Woodmen of Amer, Je 10, 4:5

Drs of new social club hold meeting, D 30, 8:2

ORLANDO M PACSS
Launched at Cleveland, N 2, 2:2

OSNES, OGDEN
Dance at YWCA continues, F 1, 6:4; loses suit, F 5, 3:5

OSGOOD, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, N 10, 4:5

OST, W F (Bucklerton)
Injured when struck by interurban-car, Je 26, 1:4

OST, W P LINCOLN OIL MILL (Piqua)
Mill owned by Amer Linseed Oil co destroyed by fire, Fr 27, 1:2; 2:4

OST, S A (Springfield)
Resigns as pres of Wittenberg coll, Je 8, 2:4

OSTH (PROF), SAMUEL
Gives lecture on socialism at First IE ch, Fr 7, 4:6

Delivers address at West Cong ch, Ap 30, 5:5

OUTSIDER

OBEY, GEORGE
Assaulted, William Edwards fined and sentenced, Je 27, 8:3

OTT, E P
Addresses Trinity Lutheran ch on Reformation Day, N 1, 3:6

OTT, EDWARD
Entertain patrons of firm, Je 8, 3:2

OTTAWA TRING & SURGICAL CO
Sues Allen-Clark Drug co for money due on goods purchased, J 3, 3:4

OUTAHOITA, JOSÉPH
Resigns as civil member of bd of ord and fortification, Ja 18, 2:5

OUTING MAGAZINE
Appts David M Goodrich to advisory bd, Je 9, 9:4

OVERLY, CYRUS (Harrett)
Killed when run over by train, D 25, 2:4

OVIAI, ETHEL
Granted pension, F 7, 3:1

OVIAI, E S
With James J Diehm names H C Viele in collection suit, N 22, 3:4

OVIAI, EDWARD
Estate, cntn files partial account, Je 26, 6:2

OVIAI, SCYTHE
Names Luton A Hancock in collection suit, J 3, 3:4; proceedings dismissed, F 15, 6:1

OWEN, J P
Discloses feeling prevailing in Southern families in letter to father from son, 1tr, S 1, 9:3

OWEN, JUDITH, SELMA
Awarded decision by sup ct in collection suit, D 17, 2:2

OWEN, WILLIAM
Arraigned on chg of overdriving horse, Jy 5, 4:7

OWENS, EMERY
Held on chg of assaulting Martha Woodring, N 15, 5:5; chg dismissed, N 19, 4:5

OWENS, FRANK (Cleve)
Unconscious after 100 ft fall, recovers and goes home, Jy 20, 2:2

OWLER, W R
Granted patent on plow, D 5, 3:1

OWING, N D R
With Harry and Susan Crowther named in mortgage foreclosure suit by John W Rowley, F 1, 7:6

OWNEN (HR AND ASS), ANDREW
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, O 17, 8:5

OWNEN, CHARLES V
Partition of property ordered in suit filed by Luther C Ramsey, N 14, 3:5

OWNEN, ELIZABETH
Inventory of estate filed, Jy 11, 3:4

OVERHEARD

PACK (KGS), R C
Overcome by heat, Jy 24, 3:3; Jy 25, 3:3

PACKER (FIRE CAPT), R C
Injured in fire at Lane & Bodley works, D 14, 3:4

PACE, LUELLA
Files affidavit to dismiss daughter Paulita to inst of correction, C 19, 6:4

PAIGE, ALBERT T
Defends fire dept from criticism in recent Buchtel coal fire, 1tr, Ja 11, 5:5

PAIGE, CHARLES H
Bondsman discharged after settlement of damage suit brought by Agnes Loosig, Ja 26, 6:1

Names F D Thies in petition for termination of guardianship, N 16, 6:3; motion overruled, Je 23, 3:4; files new application asking termination of F D Thies guardianship, Je 28, 6:1

PAIGE, DAVID R
Collection suit brought by George W Crouse dismissed, D 10, 4:5

PAIGE, HENRY
Fined on chg of abusing and resisting officers during arrest of G C Kurtz, Je 10, 5:4; Jy 11, 5:4

PAINE, GEORGE E
Myra H Baker files motion asking reduction of estate allowance for support of Mary E Paine, Jy 24, 6:2

PAINE, GEORGE W
Granted pension increase, Ky 28, 3:1

PAINTERS AND DECORATORS' ASSN
Program for state conv, Jy 14, 8:4

PAINTERS AND PAINTING INDUS
Cleveland painters walk out in demand for wage increase, Ap 4, 2:4; master painters grant demand of journeymen for pay increase, Ap 17, 2:5

PAISONS, ELLEN (Youngstown)
Arrested and released on chg of being a fugitive from justice, (New Castle News), (Youngstown Vindicator), D 12, 5:5

PALAQUI, MICHAEL (Cleve)
Killed when struck by train, Ap 4, 2:3

PALM SUNDAY
Origin of Holy week outlined, feature article Ap 7, 5:4

Observe by Akron cts, Ap 9, 8:3

PALMER, ANNA
Named in recovery suit filed by Arthur D Pettibone, N 24, 3:4

PALMER (HR AND ASS), CHARLES
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, F 1, 3:2

PALMER, CHARLES H
Bondsman discharged after settlement of damage suit brought by Agnes Joosig, Ja 26, 6:1

Names F D Thies in petition for termination of guardianship, N 16, 6:3; motion overruled, Je 23, 3:4; files new application asking termination of F D Thies guardianship, Je 28, 6:1
PALMER, FRANK
Sentenced to 5 years for intoxication, Mar 23, 3:3
PALMER, FRANK L
30-yr-old man fired, Mar 20, 1:4
PALMER, H A
Summoned for moneys due, Feb 26, 3:6
PARK, J ASIA
Bill for stenographic services rendered by
county coroner, Dec 31, 3:6; bill presented for
services rendered, Dec 31, 2:2
PARKER, JOSEPH
Arrested and returned to Akron for receiving
chase, Apr 21, 5:5; date set for hearing, Apr 25, 3:3;
bound to common pleas, Apr 26, 3:4; indicted for
bribery by grand jury, May 4, 3:4; pleaded not
guilty, May 6, 3:4; found guilty of burglary
PARKER, LOUIS DICKELS hardware store,
May 22, 6:2; sentenced to penitentiary, May 28, 6:2;
taken to Columbus to serve burglary
sentence, Jun 14, 4:6
PARKER, TILDE
Wins suit against J. P. H. Hoffmann and
Constable Limic for case appealed, Ja 17, 3:4
PARKER, W H
Named in property lines suit by Ben Boyer, Sep 10, 5:4
Named in recovery suit filed by Arthur O
Bettbome, Nov 24, 3:4
PALMER OIL CO
Purchased by J. S. Hickox and M. B. Chisester,
Bowling Green, Ja 12, 2:2
PARKARD, JAMES
Names Squire W. F. Coleman in mandamus suit,
Nov 17, 3:4
PANAMA CANAL
Great Britain’s objection to the Hay-Pauncefote
treaty revises the Clayton-Bulwer treaty,
discussed, ed, May 3, 4:3
Passage of Nicaragua Canal bill by house approved,
ed, May 10, 4:1
PARKER, ANTONIO
Petition filed by Righty's Club to revise a
distribution of estate, Aug 2, 6:1
PARKO, ANTONIO
Ordered out of town on vagrancy charge, Nov 19, 4:5
Arrested and sent to Clevelan on vagrancy charge,
Nov 21, 1:3
PARKER
Tienon bill providing for open market purchases
against market, F 3, 1:4
PARKER
Citizens march with Adm George Dewey, Je 7, 1:6
PECK, JAMES (Canton) (Cont.)

prison break, 6 25, 5:6; bound to grand jury on chg of attempting to aid in jail break, 6 26, 5:2

Ages to plead guilty to petit larceny chg, N 20, 3:4; fined and sentenced for petit larceny, O 1, 1:4

Sentenced on petit larceny chg, D 10, 3:5

PECK, LOUIS (Clev.)

Held on chg of attempted rape of Christina Naas, Ag 22, 1:4; confesses to chg of rape, Ag 23, 3:1; sentenced to prison on rape chg, por, Ag 24, 1:1; Ag 25, 1:4; read at penitentiary, Ag 25, 1:5; 5:5; placed in solitary confinement, Ag 27, 1:2; Ag 29, 1:5; 2:2; committed to penitentiary by Sheriff Frank G. Kelly, Akron, Ag 27, 6:1; hauled in trial on chg of criminal assault complicated (ed with Cols Citizen), Ag 28, 4:3; quick trial and conviction defended against criticism, ed, Ag 25, 4:1; quick trial and sentence defended, (Clev World), Ag 30, 4:3; punishment considered unjust in comparison to that given a white man on the same charge (Clev Gazette), S 29, 8:3

Trial, conviction and punishment; Judge D J Nye defends his action in quick disposal of prisoner, (Chicago World), Ag 30, 8:5

PECK, W S CO

With Root & McBride co names A G Spangler in aid of execution suit, H 22, 3:4; suit dismissed, N 28, 4:3

PECKHAM (MR AND WMS), HARRY

Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, O 4, 3:3

PEDERSON, HARRY (OHIO)

Nears Dr H H Jacobs and others read papers on scientific medicine, decide to take more interest in politics, Ky 10, 4:3

PEERS, WILLIAM

Election of platform explained, ed, Ag 22, 4:1

PELL, EARL C (Canton)

Assigns assets, Ag 22, 2:2

PELL, H. S (Pittsburgh)

Injured when trampled by runaway team, O 2, 8:4

PENAL AND CORRECTIVE INSTITUTIONS

Holiday pardons illegal, says Gov Nash, Jy 31, 2:2

Boys held for incorrigibility, loitering, or

 PENAL AND CORRECTIVE INSTITUTIONS (Cont.)

trunancy are being held illegally, declares Asst Atty-Gen Todd, Ag 8, 2:2

Number and classes of prisoners, cost of maintenance, Ag 23, 6:6

FENCE, WILLIAM E

Files petition for discharge from bankruptcy, Ap 23, 6:2

PENNFIELD, RUSSELL

Fined for intoxication, Ag 6, 6:2

PENDERGRASS, JOHN

Killed when car jars up track, My 25, 1:7; body remains unclaimed, Jy 29, 8:3; funeral, My 31, 3:4; investigation by coroner reveals accidental death, S 17, 3:3

PENDERGAST, GEDDIE

Fined for intoxication, O 17, 3:6

PENN, FRANK

Held on counterfeiting chg, F 14, 2:2

PENN FOUNDRY & WFG CO

Loss suit brought by W. Gordon Miller for appraisal of reper, N 22, 3:4; collection suit brought by W. Gordon Miller answered and cross petitioned by Hankey Lumber co, H 30, 4:2

Claim of Kasch Roofing Co established, Je 26, 3:6

Named in cross petition and answer setting claim by the Second Natl bank, O 18, 6:2

PENNFIELD, JOHN H

Grants Bacheil privilege to excavate 3 Indian mounds located on his farm near village of Cuba, My 8, 3:3

PENNSYLVANIA RR CO

CP div accepts county courts' offer to put in railway crossings at Macedonia, Jy 3, 1:6; held responsible by county courts for damages resulting from improvements at Macedonia, N 28, 1:5

Annual rep of local business, Je 13, 5:6

Purchases large block of 800 ryo co stock,
PERKINS, CHARLES E
Sen confirmation of state apptnt predicted, ed, Ja 4, 4:1
Opposes McCormick canal bill, Ap 11, 1:4
Apptnt as state eng of pub works confirmed by sen., Ap 12, 1:6
Reappraisal of Chief engineer of Ohio bd of pub works by Gov Nash, Ap 16, 1:4

PERKINS, FRANCES W
Files amended petition to reiterate will contest
suit against Mrs Fannie C Bloomfield and others, F 21, 6:3; loses verdict, D 7, 4:3

PERKINS (COL), GEORGE T
Proposes land for city pk, Ja 5, 1:5; family praised for generosity in gifts to city, ed, Ja 6, 4:1
Donates land to City of Akron for pk, Ja 27, 1:4; resolution of appreciation adopted by Akron city council, Ja 30, 3:5
Thanked by Evangelical alliance for gift of pk to city, 1tr, F 13, 5:5
Wins claim against A L Conger estate, F 19, 7:1
Gives donation to help prepare model school room in Perkins bldg, Je 23, 3:1

PERKINS, HENRY BISHOP JR
Suicide, O 20, 3:4

PERKINS BLOG
Recs donation of $3500 from Col George T Perkins to prepare model school room, Je 23, 3:1

PERKINS TV
Donated to city by Col George T Perkins, Ja 27, 1:4
Policed, My 21, 5:4
Ord changing name to Perkins Square passed by city council, Je 6, 7:7
Ord designating tract of Irion deeds to city by George T Perkins passed by council, Je 8, 7:7

PERKINS SCHOOL
Unhealthful condition of basement ordered repaired, F 5, 1:6
Mothers' and Teachers' Circle holds meeting, Ap 7, 6:3

Constr of annex bldg favored by bd of educ, Ap 11, 6:2; bids for constr of annex, opened by bd of educ, Je 10, 5:6; S 16, 5:3; bids for

PERKINS SCHOOL (Cont)
annex referred to bdg com, Ja 10, 5:6; contr for annex cnr awarded to Andrew Jackson, Ja 27, 1:5
Asks for bids on heating equipment, S 27, 7:7
Mothers' and Teachers' circle sponsors address by Dr H H Hulbert on Child Punishment, N 17, 8:2

PERKINS ST
Ord to levy special assessment for sprinkling from Good st to Adolph ave passed by council and approved by bd of city councils, Je 25, 6:2; 6:3; from Union to Good st, Je 25, 6:4; from Union to Prospect st, Je 25, 6:7
Ord to condemn property for extension purposes referred by council to gen improvement com, Jy 3, 8:4

PERMANENT SAVINGS & LOAN CO
Elects officers, Ja 9, 8:4
Financial statement, Ja 11, 3:6

PERRIN, PAUL A
Granted divorce from wife, wife awarded alimony, Ja 30, 6:1

PERRY (PROF), ALLEN T
Accepts presidency of Marietta coll, Je 8, 2:2; elected pres, Je 13, 2:6

PETERS
Discussed by Rev Abraham V Samuel in lecture at Trinity Luth ch, My 4, 8:3

PETERS, GEORGE W
Granted original pension, Ap 20, 3:6

PETERS, RICHARD (Marion)
Robbed, Ap 29, 2:2

PETERSON, HARRY H
Sued for divorce by sife Ella H, Ja 22, 3:5; answer wife's petition, Nr 2, 3:5

PETERSON, J E
Store bldg damaged by fire and gas explosion, Ja 2, 5:4

PETERSON, MAGNUS
Killed in fall from bridge, Nr 26, 3:5; Nr 27, 6:4

PETERSON, THEODOR
Suit brought by Standard Hardware co, Tron 0

PETERSON & WRIGHT
Files cross petition for claims in case of E J Vigley vs Webster, Camp 8 Lane Machine co,
PHILIPPE, M W (Ravenna) (Cont)

Hazen, William Mc Dermott, and James Weston held, Ag 30, 3:1

PHILIPS, RASSEL

Files exceptions to inventory of Sheldon E Phelps estate, S 27, 3:4

Names Josephine Jackson and others in real estate partition suit, Ag 24, 5:5

Mrs Jane K Phelps files answer and cross petition to dower rights in suit against Josephine Jackson, My 2, 3:4

PHILIPS, SHELTON

Exception to estate inventory filed by R S Phelps and Alice K Brown, S 27, 3:4

Heirs increase support to widow, My 15, 3:4

PHILIPS, WILLIAM

Fined and sentenced to whhouse for non-support, D 27, 8:3

PHILIPS, WILLIAM E

Divorce suit by wife Mary E referred to James Carter by Judge Kohler, Je 6, 3:4

PHI DELTA THETA

Akron alumni hold meeting, N 26, 8:6

PHI KAPPA PSI

Grand council holds session at Cols, Ap 19, 2:2

PHILADELPHIA TIMES

Criticized for attack on repub admin concerning U S soldiers in China (ed NY Sun), Jy 5, 4:3

PHILHARMONIC STRING QUARTET

Concert, Ja 3, 4:6

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS

Declared advantageous to U S, ed, Ja 16, 4:1

Insurrection regarded as calamity to U S, ed, Ja 17, 4:1

Prediction of overrunning U S with cheap labor urged, ed, Ja 17, 4:1

Natives considered incompetent for self gov't (ed St Louis Globe Dem), Ja 20, 4:1

Events leading to U S acquisition, (ed Chicago Times-Herald), Ja 20, 4:2

Reasons for U S assuming responsibility discussed, (ed NY Times), Ja 24, 4:2

End of rebellion predicted near with opening of ports, ed, (ed NY Times), Ja 24, 4:2

Religious freedom under U S rule predicted favorable to all inhabitants, (ed St Louis Globe Dem), Ja 26, 4:4

Present war with U S discussed, Ja 30, 3:3

Subject of Itrs by Ned Barber, F 10, 9:2

Proposed territorial gov't discussed, ed, F 24, 4:1

PHILIPPINE ISLANDS (Cont)

Edward H Biller killed in battle, Ft 10, 6:2

Recommendations of com for gov't approved, ed, Ft 12, 4:1

Admin by U S gov't praised (ed Chicago Tribune), Ft 26, 4:7

Conditions under insurgent rule discussed, ed, Ap 10, 4:2

Unfitness to govern themselves discussed, ep 13, 4:1

Adventures of Amer prisoners in uprising discussed (ed Chicago Record) Ap 24, 4:2

Experience of 22nd Inf in insurrection related by Wm Williams, My 8, 5:1

Co M 38th U S VI experience in insurrection related by Corp Harry Hogarty, My 15, 12:4

Control by U S urged (ed Success), Ky 15, 4:5

Described by Lt Ned Barber in letters to parents, Je 9, 9:5

Brig Gen Gilbert S Carpenter relates experiences with natives, Je 16, 1:6

Cited as strategic U S position in Orient, ed, Je 18, 4:1

Discussed in Itr by Lt Ned Barber, Je 23, 9:5

U S praised for improvements effected in Manila, ed, Jy 17, 4:1

Filipinos' hopes of successful rebellion dependent upon election of William J Dryan as U S pres, 1tr, My 26, 1:7

Acquisition by U S discussed by Judge David F Pugh, (Ohio Law Journal), Ag 18, 9:1

Richard Bissell killed, Ag 24, 2:2

Suppression of insurrection predicted by Sg t Samuel Mc Clister with relection of William McKinley, Ag 30, 1:7

John B Stanchfield backing of adn policy incompatible with dem Anti-Imperialist platform, ed, S 10, 4:2

Effect of U S elections on guerilla leaders cited, ed, S 26, 4:2

U S expansion into islands defended, (ed Conti Commercial Tribune), S 21, 4:3

U S citizens urged to aid in retention of islands (ed Washington Post), O 4, 4:2

Reelection of Pres William McKinley sought as means to end insurrection, O 11, 3:4

Conditions in luzon related, 1tr, O 25, 8:1

Sgt Willard Leroy Dilman killed, O 29, 1:6

Pol relation to insurrection described, 1tr, O 29, 1:6

Experiences of U S navy at Iriga (PI) during
PHINNEY, S. E. (Cont)

Named in collection suit by A.R. Leighton, F 12, 4:3
Schedule of liabilities filed by assignee, F 13, 6:5
Examination of assignee's report asked in application filed by Citizens' Natl Bank, F 13, 6:5
With S. E. Phinney & Co files bankruptcy petition, F 14, 3:4; Atty Charles T Grant apptd reappr, F 15, 3:4
Adjudicated bankrupt, Mr 13, 3:6
Exam of deft. started in creditors' suit, Ap 3, 3:3
Notice of bankruptcy sale, Ap 7, 3:2
Indicted by grand jury on chg of obtaining money under false pretenses, My 4, 3:4
Notice to quit placed on real estate, Je 14, 3:4
Plea for abatement filed in indictment, Je 20, 3:2
Payments made on preferred claims ordered paid to creditors, listed, Je 9, 3:5
Reopening of claims by Edward A. and Ellen G. Phinney under advice of bankruptcy referee, Jy 24, 6:3; claims read by Edward A. and Ellen G. ordered paid to trustees, Ag 20, 3:5
With New York Mutual, Conn Mutual, Natl Union, and Mutual Atlantic Ins Co named as A. J. Rowley in suit to collect premiums for creditors, S 5, 3:5
Files application for discharge from bankruptcy, S 10, 3:4
PHINNEY (KGS), S. E.
Leases Phinney block to Morgan Bunnell Hardware co, Mr 29, 1:6
PHINNEY, S. E. AND CO.
Hacks assignment, F 6, 3:3
Mechanics liens filed by Houghton Foundry & Machine Co, F 13, 6:5
Schedule of liabilities filed by assignee, F 13, 6:5
Exam of assignee's report of liabilities asked in application filed by Citizens' Natl Bank, F 13, 6:5
With S. E. Phinney files bankruptcy petition, Atty Charles T Grant apptd reappr, F 15, 3:4
Petition filed by Reed & Co to force sale of bankrupt stock, Mr 15, 6:1
Dividends declared for creditors of S. E. Phinney in bankruptcy proceedings, 0 3, 3:4

PHINNEY BLOCK

Appraiser of reo agreed upon by attys in bankruptcy case, Je 12, 3:6

PHINNEY FIN. & INS. CO.

Money suit brought by Maggie Meier carried to circuit ct on error, F 6, 7:1; wins suit against Maggie Meier, Ap 13, 5:4

PHINNEY FLOORING MILL AND GRAIN ELEVATOR (Marietta)

Destroyed by fire, My 2, 2:2

PHOTOGRAPH ASSN, NATL

Holds 5th annual conv at Cinti, S 26, 2:2

PHOTO-ENGRAVERS, NATL ASSN OF

Annual conv assemblies at Clev, Jy 17, 2:2

PHOTOGRAPHY AND ART DEPALS

State conv and Akron dealers hold picnic at Put-In-Bay, Ag 22, 1:5
Ohio and Michigan groups experiment with artificial light exposures at conv, Ag 22, 2:2

PHORELOGY

Subject of lecture given by Prof Otto Hatry at Actual Business Coll, Ap 26, 2:7

PHYLE, ZACK (Findlay)

Arrested with other gypsies after luring boy from home, Je 15, 2:2

PHYSICIAN-MED PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS, AMER ASSN OF

Elects officers at Cols conv, Jy 17, 2:2

PICKARD (REV, W. L.

Addresses Ohio Sunday School conv an conv on 20th century forecast, Je 6, 4:2
Addresses Guy Falls high school class at school, E 9, 5:3

PIAGETT, JAMES F.

Sued for divorce by wife Erna F., Jy 4, 3:3

PIAGETT, HARRY

Sued for intoxication, 0 8, 4:6

PHONICS

Employees of Whitman & Barnes Mfg Co and 2 other cos hold picnic, Je 30, 5:5
Local hardware and other dealers hold outing at Put-In-Bay, Jy 19, 6:2

PIERCE (Chaplain), CHARLES C.

Sees better type of men in U.S. army, ed, My 8, 4:1

PIERCE, J. D.

Res dammed by fire, Jy 10, 3:7

PIERCE, JOHN D.

Adm Rial & Smith files inventory, Jy 29, 4:5

PIERCE, JOHN (Clev)

Killed when caught in revolving shaft, Mr 27, 2:1

PIERCE, WILLIAM J.

Files petition for bankruptcy, Jy 5, 10:4

PIERSON (PROF), A. C.

Begs, Je 22, 5:5

PIKE, S W.

Greenhouses damaged by hail storm, Jy 12, 4:5

PIKE (POULICIANI), S W.

Resigns from police dept, D 0, 1, 8:3

PILOK, ED.

Repeals repeated of capture and slaying cited, ed, Je 11, 4:1

PILLARS, J. M. (Clev)

Killed when struck by train, Ap 27, 2:7

PILLERIO (POS), PHILIP, (Belle)

Death, Je 16, 3:6; funeral, Je 18, 8:1

PIONK (NOS), ZILLA

Held for child's truancy, N 13, 6:3; fined, N 14, 3:6

PIONEERS' ASSN, MEDINA-SUMMIT

Selects of officers at Bath tw meeting, S 11, 3:4

PIONEERS' ASSN, SUMMIT-PORTAGE

Holds annual picnic at Silver Lake, Ag 2, 3:4; reelects bd of dirs, Ag 9, 8:1

PIPER, LEVY R. (Zoakhanota)

Declared legally dead, estate admr apptd, S 15, 11:2

PINTER, SAMUEL J.

Death, My 9, 3:1; funeral, My 10, 8:7; estate debt in 2 claims on notes set up by Charles A. Sowers, Jy 29, 4:5; Henry Ries qualifies as exec, Jy 19, 6:2

PIQUA, OHIO

Election results given, Ap 3, 4:6

PIQUA FLOURING MILL (Piqua)

Destroyed by fire, Mr 20, 1:2; 2:4

PITGER, ED (Tiffin)

Horse and buggy stolen, Je 13, 2:6

PIKIN, GEORGE (Schema T.

Raped murdered by boxers in China, Jy 26, 5:5

PITTS, JAMES (Clev)

 Pronounced suicide or drowning victim, now believed murdered and robbed, Je 30, 10:5

PITTSBURGH & LAKESIDE RY

Reverts to corporate status of line from Youngstown to Clev, D 25, 2:2

PITTSBURGH AND WESTERN RY CO

Two freight trains damaged in collision at Kent, no injuries, Jy 8, 3:2

Niles office robbed, Ja 11, 3:3

Begins survey for new branch line at Ashtabula,

PITTSBURGH & WESTERN RY CO (Cont)

F 19, 4:5

Proposed sale discussed, others (Clev Leader), N 5, 5:6

Rescind from RDA to at foreclosure sale, N 14, 5:7

Judgment recovery suit brought by Mary Davis upheld by fed circuit ct, My 17, 2:2

Judgment recovery suit brought by Frank H. Yakelee upheld by fed circuit ct, Clev, Ky 17, 2:2

Appts J.A. Herrman roadmaster for Youngstown-Akron line, Jy 10, 3:3

Freight train in collision at Niles, S 10, 2:1

Announces intention of building new depot at Kent (Kent Courier), S 29, 4:7

Employees' sleeping car robbed at Old Forge, 0 3, 4:3

Attempt made to set fire to Cuy Falls depot, 0 6, 1:6

Attempted robbery of Ravenna operator, N 19, 1:6

Express car damaged by fire near Cyclone station, D 22, 3:4

PITTSBURGH CANAL CO

Coal trust denied right to do business in Ohio, My 25, 2:3; revokes rights to do anything in Ohio except buy and sell coal, admitted to carry on business in state, Je 23, 11:1

PITTSBURGH ORCHESTRA

Concert sponsored by Tuesday Musical club, N 15, 3:5

PITTSBURGH PLATE GLASS CO

Reorganizes to monopolize indus (Pittsburgh Dispatch), Ag 14, 6:5

PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP CO

Appts Capt Erastus Day commodore of fleet, Clev, Je 13, 2:7

PLAFFERT, WILLIAM

Missing, found, Ap 4, 3:5

PLANT, MASON

Divorce granted wife Mary Jane, Ap 9, 3:5

PLAPPERT, GEORGE HENRY (Guy Falls)

Drowned, Ag 8, 6:2

PLAFFERT, WILLIAM

Saloon robbed, James Brennan and Joe Greesey held on suspcion, Jy 10, 1:6

PLASTERS' UNION

Elects officers, O 23, 8:6

Organizes, N 3, 8:2

PLATT, HARRY (Millport)

Sought after attack on Brown, Ag 29, 1:6
PLATT, THOMAS C (Toledo)
Mony suit brought by Galvin Cone settled out of ct, D 5, 2:2

PLAYS
Permission for showing of play Sappho refused by Fayyer Shwartz, Calif., Ap 4, 2:4
Carnival of Flowers, Romance and Tepischianore Revels, Ap 9, 5:2; Ap 20, 4:2

REVIEWS & NOTES
Barbara Frithchie, Ja 26, 4:6
Between Two Fires, Tr 20, 5:5
Carpetbaggers, Tr 7, 4:5
Drummer Day of Shiloh, F 16, 6:4; F 17, 6:4
First Violin, Ap 9, 4:4
Girl in the Barracks, No 3, 3:3
Josephine vs Napoleon, Ap 9, 4:4
King Richard Bird, Fy 25, 3:3
Lippincott Squirt on Coup, M 31, 5:6
March of Venice, M 19, 2:5
Rip Van Winkle, My 5, 10:3
Romancers, Ap 12, 3:3
Shadows of Life, Ly 8, 5:4
Strellichere, Je 13, 5:1

PLEASANT ST
Ord to vacate section passed by council, My 25, 7:1

PLUMB (GR AHD HES), HENRY
Celebrate 65 wedding anniv., blogs, O 11, 5:4

PLUMBING AND PLUMBING INDUS
Plumbers ask for wage increase, Clew, Ap 2, 1:2

PLUMBERS' UNION
Recs by-Jams, Jy 24, 3:4; Jy 25, 3:4
PLUER, A/A
Files cross petition in collection suit of Ohio Glass & Hardware co against Ellen C Phinney, Ap 4, 3:4

POE, GEORGE (Chillicothe)
Confesses murdering James Stewart, Ap 24, 2:3

POE, JOHN (Toledo)
Deal estate office robbed, D 1, 11:3

POOLE & RICKEL (Findlay)
Strikes oil in Liberty loc, Jy 10, 2:6

POOLEY, LEO
Jail officer asking that jailer be removed from property filed by Constable Joseph Limric, Jy 6, 6:3

POLICE
Final passage of pension bill brought by Sen Walt forsen (Youngstown Telegram), F 7, 4:5
bill passed by house, F 9, 1:2

POLICE DEPTS: ASYN, OHIO
Holds annual conv at Cinti, My 9, 2:2; My 10, 2:2

POLICE PENSION FUND ASYN
Purchases city bonds for condo of every one of the hon. city of Cinti, Vales and Campbell cities, M 6, 5:2

POLITICS
State and natl activities summarized, Ja 3, 1:7
Ohio convs discussed, ed, Ja 27, 4:1
Dem tricksery failed, ed, F 7, 4:1
Return of Sen Tellor to the repub party expected, (ed St Louis Globe-Dem), M 3, 4:4
Criticism for absorbing too sac time, ed, My 5, 4:2
Challenge for joint debate accepted by 2 parties, Clev, Ap 21, 2:2
Local party activities of dems and repubs, O 2, 1:4; discussed, O 3, 1:5
Control urged (ed Louisville Courier Journal), N 10, 4:3

POLOCH, PETER
Fined for allowing dog to run at large, D 6, 5:1

POLLY, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, N 17, 1:7

POLYMER, LEO
Sues to recover woolen goods claimed by Constable Joseph Limric, Jy 2, 6:1

POLSKY, A CO
Robbed, Jy 10, 3:5

PONERONE, (Canton)
Awarded fees for counsel service in Henderson murder trial, Clev, My 17, 8:6

PONERON, JANES
Fined for intoxication, M 25, 5:1
Sentenced to house of inarrestion chg, Jy 14, 4:3

Fined for intoxication, S 10, 3:6

Fined for intoxication, D 31, 5:2

Fined and sentenced for intoxication, N 18, 2:2

PONCHION, RAY
Holds horse and buggy believed stolen, Jy 6, 3:1

POINTUS, A J (Fairlawn)
Suit against Samuel Dender dismissed, Jy 23, 6:5

POINTUS, ROSCOE
Granting franchise to constr and operate electric between Ravenna and Kent, (Clev Leader), Jy 9, 8:6

POINTUS, ROBERT (Clev)
With John Walsh granted temporary injunction restraining ad to C S Davis from entering waterworks levy on tax duplicates, M 23, 6:7

POINTUS, DANIEL
Death, O 22, 3:4; Mary Pontius appd admx, D 24, 3:7

POINTUS, NICOLAS
Fined for assault on daughter, D 8, 4:5

POOLE, HENRY
Kirkwood club tournament opens, scores given, M 17, 3:4

POPULATION
Change of Govt for Akron and Youngstown required by rapid growth, N 3, 1:7
Oficial Summit county census figures, N 6, 6:1

POPLIST PARTY
Socialistic tendencies condemned, ed, Ja 13, 4:1
Collapse predicted (ed Baltimore Hear), Jy 30, 4:5

POOK, FRED
Held conv at Cinti, My 7, 2:5

POOK, HENRY
Gen Dick's visit to conv criticized by Dem, Cinti, My 7, 4:6

POOK, ISIDORE
Increase in delegates to natl conv, My 8, 1:2

POOK, J H
Difference of opinion leads to dispute in selecting delegates to natl conv, S 5, 2:2

POOK, W H
Held conv at Cinti, My 10, 2:5

POOK, W J
Swing to repub party cited (ed Kansas City Journal), Jy 10, 4:5

POOK, WILLIAM
Held conv at Cinti, My 10, 2:5

PONCHION, LEWIS
Swing to repub party cited (ed Kansas City Journal), Jy 10, 4:5

PONCHION, LEWIS
Renamed S and E, Natl conv names Howard temporary char for natl conv, My 9, 2:2

POOK, WILLIAM
Held conv at Cinti, My 10, 2:5

POOK, NELLIE
Stung to repub party cited (ed Kansas City Journal), Jy 10, 4:5

POOK, WILLIAM
Held conv at Cinti, My 10, 2:5

POOK, WILLIAM
Presumably deposed from natl conv, Jy 30, 1:5

POOK, WILLIAM
Elimination from natl politics foreseen, ed, S 20, 4:2

PORTAGE-LAKES TRACTION CD
Proposed route between Clev and Ravenna outlined, Jl 11, 5:5

PORTAGE-LAKES TRACTION CO
Claim to have necessary permits for constr of proposed Bedford, Ravenna, and Kent Electric line, Jy 25, 8:1

PORTAGE ORCHARD
Makes application to Portage county comrs for franchise to operate elec railroad between Ravenna and Kent, Jy 3, 6:3

PORTAGE-PURCHASE
Named in collection suit brought by Peoples Savings Bank, Ap 23, 3:4

PORTAGE TRIP
Rip Van Winkle nomitates ticket, M 10, 1:5

PORTAGE VILLAGE
Announced as visiting brother, Jy 10, 1:5; fined, Jy 20, 2:6

PORTER, CHARLEY H
Funeral, Jy 10, 6:5; will filed for probate, Jy 29, 3:3; executor's sale of real estate and personal property, F 24, 6:6

PORTER, EDWARD
Funeral, Jy 10, 6:5; will filed for probate, Jy 29, 3:3; executor's sale of real estate and personal property, F 24, 6:6

PORTER, W "H"
Fined for intoxication, Jy 3, 0:7

PORTER, WILLIAM
Fired on embezzlement chg, pleads not guilty, Jy 6, 3:4; fined on chg, Jy 7, 3:5

PORTOINTO, DOMINIC
Funeral, Ap 23, 3:2

POST, DÉRICK
Rame with Clev and Pittsburgh railroad in land appropriation suit, M 16, 7:7

POST, PHILIP

POSTAL SERVICE
Letter carriers hold annual state conv, F 23, 8:4

Court of 50 system by repub party praised, ed, Ap 14, 4:4; rural free delivery service installed by repub admin favored, ed, My 8, 4:1; expansion of rural free delivery in S accredited repub admin, ed, My 21, 4:2; extension of RFD under repub
POSTAL SERVICE (Cont)

admin cited, ed, N 2, 4:3
Activities on Christmas rev., D 25, 6:3

ADA
Walter Elliot nominated postmaster, J 6, 2:4

AKRON
Rept on stamp sales for 1930, J 4, 3:1
Letter carriers removed from route, L, 4, 3:7
Eligible list of clerks and carriers, F 27, 6:2
Electric lighting changed to gas in Akron po.,
Mr 10, 4:4
Rept on stamp sales, Ap 3, 1:3
Registration of letters by carriers on routes
added to service, Mr 10, 5:3
Employees plan minstrel show receipts to be
paid to Duthel coll rebuilding fund, Ap 27, 3:5
Employees praised for planning benefit,
Ap 27, 4:1
Employees give benefit entertainment for Duthel
coll fund, Ly 5, 3:3; My 8, 3:1
Employees donate to Duthel coll rebuilding fund,
Ly 14, 3:7
Letters carriers drew for annual dinner reception,
Ly 22, 1:2
Annual rept on sale of stamps, Jy 3, 3:4
Carita McDermott resigns position as clerk,
Ag 31, 5:6

ANCOVLE
Post Office robbed, My 23, 2:6

ANDERSON
F A Geese nominated postmaster, D 15, 11:2

BAGERTON
Postmaster gets salary increase, J 16, 3:1

BATHESVILLE
Thomas G Moore nominated for postmaster, Ap 20,
2:2

BLOOMDALE
Rural free delivery established at Bloomdale,
PAGELL, CHARLOTTE
Death, Ag 21, 3:3; funeral, Ag 22, 3:1

PARKER, V (Cols)
Injured in interurban collision, Je 16, 10:2

PARKER, HON
Fined for intoxication, 0 3, 3:3

PARKER, J (Cory)
Business dist partly destroyed by fire, Ja 9, 2:2

PRAIRIE DEPOT

PREACHING
Preaches opening sermon at First ME ch, Ap 23, 6:1

DELIVERS baccalaurate sermon before Akron hs, Je 4, 5:4

Sermon on patriotism, Jy 3, 8:1

Gives address on bible, Jy 9, 8:4

Sermon on Patriotism, 0 29, 1:5

Addresses 1st Cong ch missionary meeting on Chinese rebellion, N 30, 6:5

PREAR, LAWRENCE
Named in collection suit by Matthew McCourt, Ap 18, 6:3; loses suit, Je 5, 3:4; loses out-of-cnt settlement, Ag 7, 3:4

PREBLE, D Y (Greensburg)
Injured in fall from tree, Jy 11, 3:3

PRESTON, GEORGE
App't deputy revenue collector for Trumbull and three other counties, Ap 23, 5:7

PRESTON, ORS (OHS), LOVINA
Saloon robbed, Billy Wolf held, D 21, 1:4

PREWITT, MITCHELL
Files affidavit against Dudley Freedborn during issuance of fraudulent deed, case settled, N 26, 8:2

Pleads not guilty to chg of keeping brothel, D 26, 8:7; fined; 0 30, 5:2

PRESTIGE COSTA, PAOLA (Kent)
Injured when struck by train, Ap 12, 3:5

PRESTISS, ZACHARIAH R
Death, N 10, 3:1; 3:4; N 12, 3:1; 3:4; funeral, N 14, 8:4; Perkins S Prestiss app't addm, D 13, 7:7; will filed, D 27, 6:6

PRESTISIEN (OR), IRA A
Addresses graduating class of Akron hs, Je 22, 5:4

Appeals for financial aid for constr of new Buchtel col bldg, Ag 2, 6:4

Delivers baccalaurate sermon to Buchtel coll seniors on subject of men, Je 10, 6:3

Addresses Buchtel coll seniors, confers degrees, Je 20, 1:5

Gives sermon on Universalist faith at Puritan Springs meetings of Clev Universalists, Jy 23, 8:1

PRESIDING CHANCELLOR

Clev Presbytery votes for revision of creed at Fmra meeting, S 13, 6:2

Clev presbytery holds meeting at Clev, D 15, 6:4

PRESIDENTIAL CH (Frement)
Drowned by wind during storm, N 22, 2:2

PRESIDENTIAL CH (North Springfield)
Elects trustees, D 12, 8:5

PRESQUE ISLE
Claimed by Au-To-Kee heirs, Toledo, My 24, 2:2

PRESS (Cots)
Named in damage suit by H A and J G Reinhard, Ap 10, 2:4

PRICE (HIS), ALFRED
Celebrates 50th birthday anniversary, Jr 1, 3:2

PRICE, EDWARD
Pleads not guilty to assault and battery chg, Ag 15, 4:7; fined for assault, Ag 16, 8:3

PRICE, HARRY
Injured when hand is crushed in machinery, K 13, 6:3

PRICE, WILLIAM F
Bng (Canton Repository), Ap 24, 5:3

PRIEST, JOHN
Arrested on suspicion, ordered out of town, F 12, 5:6

PRIESTICK, EDITH
Funeral, Ap 10, 8:3

PRIEST (OR), IRA A
Addresses graduating class of Akron hs, Je 22, 5:4

Appeals for financial aid for constr of new Buchtel coll bldg, Ag 2, 6:4

Delivers baccalaurate sermon to Buchtel coll seniors on subject of men, Je 10, 6:3

Addresses Buchtel coll seniors, confers degrees, Je 20, 1:5

Gives sermon on Universalist faith at Puritan Springs meetings of Clev Universalists, Jy 23, 8:1

PRINCE, GEORGE (Sandusky)
Held on suspicion of murder, Ag 25, 6:4

PRINCE, JOHN (Canton)
Makes assignment, plant will not reopen, Jy 12, 2:2

PRINGLE (REV), W A
App't to presiding eldership of Allegheny dist, C 8, 3:3

PRINTING (AND PUBLISHING)

Bids on music election supplies sought by bd of elections, N 6, 7:7; bids for printing

PRINTING AND PUBLISHING

Election material asked, Ag 23, 7:7

PRINTING PRESSMEN'S UNION, AKRON
Elec's officers, 0 22, 3:3

PRIOR, SAMUEL STILES
Death, N 24, 1:5; biog, D 5, 6:3

PRIOR, WILLIAM H
Granted divorce from wife Bertha L, N 10, 3:5; N 12, 3:5

PRIOR FAMILY
Holds reunion at Northampton, Jy 27, 5:2

PRITCHARD, HUGH (South Ridge)
Horse and buggy stolen, C 21, 2:6

Prittie, OLIVER
Names City of Akron in personal injury suit, My 10, 6:4

Pritch, THOMAS S
Divorce granted to wife Tillie K, F 14, 3:4

PROMPTER AND COLLECTOR CO
Sued Amer Cereal Co for advertising fees, Jy 10, 6:5; for money, answer filed by deft, Ag 13, 8:2

PROMPTER & GARBLE (Ivydale)
Factory damaged by fire, Joe Uhlich and 2 others injured, Ja 6, 2:2

PRODUCE EXCHANGE BANK (Hudson)
Safe and room damaged in unsuccessful robbery attempt, Je 23, 3:4

PRODUCERS' OIL CO
Combines with Producers and Refiners Oil Co and U S Pipe Line Co to form Pure Oil Co, Toledo, My 26, 2:6

PROEDEL, GEORGE
S & G Rogers made trustee of fund, Je 26, 3:6

PROEDEL (ORS), LOUISA H
Death, C 23, 3:1; funeral, C 23, 8:5

PROFITABILITY

Ruling by cts on words "dumb" saturated, ed, J 5, 4:1

PROHIBITION PARTY

Call for conv issued by exec cts, Fr 12, 3:1

Criticized for attempt to make prohibition a party question, ed, Mr 20, 4:2

Summit county conv opens, elects officers, Ag 7, 6:4; elects delegates to state conv, Ag 9, 5:5

Ohio conv adopts resolution denounced by William McKinley's and repub party's stand on anti-cannell bill, My 25, 2:3

Holds state conv at Cols, My 28, 1:6

Local prohibitionists hold meeting, hear addresses by Rev A B Coats and Rev J G

PROHIBITION PARTY (Cont)

Slayter, Je 26, 8:5

Bitterness toward Pres William McKinley cited, defeat of ticket predicted (ed Savannah News, Jy 5, 4:2

Local Prohibitionist meet, hear Rev W F Griswold announce conv on arrangements, Jy 11, 6:2

Appt to prepare for Woolley meeting, Jy 25, 4:6

County conv addressed by Rev Carl F Henry, Jy 27, 5:5

Open local campaign, Ag 10, 8:1; appts cts, Ag 14, 6:7

Holds meeting, S 12, 5:4; local activities, C 22, 1:6; future success of party assured, 1tr, N 5, 6:3

Criticized for rejoicing over election returns, ed, N 29, 4:1; reasons for rejoicing cited, 1tr, D 1, 6:5

Holds rally, hears addresses by Rev A B Coats and others, D 1, 6:3

Support urged, 1tr, D 8, 4:5

PROKOL, W (WILLIAM)
Will construing suit against S G Rogers as executor dismissed, Mr 16, 6:2

PROSPERITY

Progress of Southern states discussed, predicted to erase political lines, (ed NY Sun), Ja 23, 4:2

Business and farm gains praised, ed, F 10, 4:1

Indicated by demands for labor and high wages, (ed NY World) (Wash Post), F 22, 4:1

Seen made by pal party whose blunders make good times, ed, My 11, 4:1

PROSTITUTION

Joseph Stenick arrested on chg of keeping brothel, Ja 2, 8:1

Jennie C. Carr arrested on chg of keeping brothel, Je 17, 3:1

Charlotte Dramm arrested as common prostitute, Ja 18, 3:1

Mrs Ella Reeder, Anna Enhart, William Strunk, Sida Coulter, Gladys and May Davis, Irene Mason, Gladys Tricey, George Leroy, Charles H Foster, Charles Ahner, and Frank Libbey arrested in raid on 2 N Howard st brothels, all released on bond, Ja 19, 1:5
PROTESTED HOME CIRCLE
Akon circle elects officers, Ja 2, 6:4
Akon circle No 54, installs officers, Jy 26, 3:3
PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CH
Diocese of Ohio begins annual conv at Clev, Fy 16, 6:3; conv closes, My 17, 8:5
PRUDENTIAL INS CO
Holds banquet at Canton, F 1, 8:2
PRUITT, ANNE AND LIBBE (Sandusky)
Held on suspicion of murder, Ag 25, 6:4; released, Ag 31, 2:2
PRUITT (REV), C W
Lectures at West Cong ch on his China experiences, S 26, 8:1
PRUITT, LIBBE. See Pruitt, Annie
PLOWNER, WILLIS (Medina)
Arrested for deserting army, Ap 18, 1:6
PLOVENA, JOSEPHINE (Lorain)
Shot and wounded by Carmelo DeVaccenzo who commits suicide, S 15, 10:4
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Warren bill prohibiting sale of music enterprises without pub vote passed by house, F 21, 6:6
Proposed music ownership bill outlined, F 26, 1:7
Rev F C Haddock speaks on music ownership before Economic League, Mr 14, 8:2
PUERTO RICO EXPEDITION, SFC FOR
Organizes, elects officers, Je 6, 2:1
PUERTO RICO
Proposed trade bill favored, (ed Toledo Blade), Mr 2, 4:2
Pres William McKinley's act in supporting tariff bill praised (ed Chicago Record), Mr 2, 4:3
Pres William McKinley's stand on tariff question upheld, (ed NY Vail and Express), Hr 15, 4:3
Tariff regulations urged, (ed St Louis Globe
Den), Mr 15, 4:3
Need to give US press governing power cited, (ed Philadelphia Press), Mr 26, 4:3
Cong urged to exercise care in levying duties on imports, ed, Ap 5, 4:1
Raising standard of living to enjoy equal rights with US urged, ed, My 15, 4:2
Subject of address to West Cong ch by Rev John Cribb, S 8, 5:5
PUHL, ALBERT (Freedom)
Shot and wounded by George Lauer, Ag 28, 8:2
PuH (JUDGE), DAVID F
Discusses US acquisition of Philippines, (Ohio Law Journal), Ag 10, 9:1
PUCELL (ARCHBISHOP)
Estate creditors petition ct for removal of trustees, Cinti, Ja 15, 2:2
PUCELL, GEORGE A
Sued for divorce by wife, S 1, 10:5
Suicide, S 11, 10:5
PUCCI, C W
Fined for intoxication, N 10, 8:4
PUDDLE FOOD SHED
Preparations for opening nears completion, volunteer wks listed, Ja 9, 1:7
Preparations for opening completed, exhibitors listed, Ja 10, 8:2
Resume of opening program, Ja 11, 8:3
Resume of 2nd day's program, Ja 12, 5:4
Exhibition continues, Ja 13, 3:1; continues with increasing interest, Ja 16, 8:3
Program for pub wedding complete, Ja 18, 1:7
Sponsors wedding of Arthur Hawley and Gladys Pickett, Ja 19, 1:5
Exhibition continues, final day's program announced, Ja 22, 5:3
Exhibition closes, prize winners announced, Ja 22, 8:2
Liberal support and patronage of citizens praised by Union Charity assn, Ja 24, 3:2
PURE GAS SPECIALTY CO (Barberton)
Suffers loss when Stoh-Clark-Gal bldg is destroyed by fire, S 12, 1:5
Increases capital stock, reorganizes, D 10, 1:7
Incorporates, D 11, 4:2
PURE OIL CO
Combines with Producers' Oil, Producers' and Refiners' Oil and US Pipe Line cos under name of Pure Oil co, Toledo, My 28, 2:6
PURCELL, LEONA
Death, Je 4, 3:7; funeral, Je 5, 4:7
PURCELL, W W
Killed when freight train is derailed near Sandusky, Je 4, 2:2
PUTT, EDWARD D
Fined for disorderly conduct, O 22, 3:4
PUTT, (PROF), W A
Elected to teach music in Niles pub schools, reelected in Warren schools, Jy 14, 4:5
PYTHIAN SISTERSHOOD, ACRON
Louise assembly elects officers, Je 11, 4:4
RAAB, CARL (Clev)
Shoots and kills Bertha Tucker, commits suicide, Ja 1, 2:3; may 31
RAEGER, CATHERINE
George Dreisbach app'd ad of estate, D 29, 7:7
RAEGER, HENRY
Death, F 9, 3:2; funeral, F 14, 8:5
RAEGER, J J
Res damaged by fire, Ap 9, 3:1
RAEGER, ANDREW AND E H
With 3 others purchase Akron & G Cuy Falls Rapid Transit Co, D 1, 1:7
RAEGER, E H. See Radel, Andrew
RAEGER, LAWRENCE
Fined for intoxication, S 5, 1:4
RAILROAD TRAIN, BROTHERHOOD OF
Aronk lodge elects officers, D 21, 5:6
RAILROADS
Toledo and Ohio Central and the Kanawha &
RAILROADS - LABOR RELATIONS (Cont)
2:4
OHIO
Increase in wages paid out during fiscal yr, S 7, 6:4
Financial reas given by State rr Com Taylor, T 6, 4:7

RAISER, JOHN T
Discusses veterans' reasons for supporting Pres.
William McKinley, 1, B 20, 2:5

RAID TRANSIT CO
Damage suit brought by Lysan D. Tripplett, contd, F 6, 6:1; amended petition filed by Tripplett,
F 21, 6:3; Rapid Transit Co files answer, Hr 26, 6:4; suit postponed, Mi 21, 6:1

RAISER, WILLIAM
Supt C A Bien resigns, 1, B 6, 3:6
Appeals case against Erie rr co, Hr 13, 3:7
Injunction suit brought by Fremont E Lyon
withdrawn, Ap 10, 3:3
Injunction suit against Darbenton, rescinded for
refraining, Ap 10, 3:3
Losses payment suit filed against Erie rr in

REAL ESTATE
Property transfers listed for Summit county,
Jn 31, 8:4
Increasing sales in Summit county is threat to
reap prosperity, ed, Ap 5, 4:2
Decrease in valuation outside city limits
indicated, decrease gen throughout state, Je 29,
1:4
Land appraisers have returns from 5 traps,
Jn 31, 1:2
Transfers in Akron and Summit county, Jn 14, 2:3
Transfers in Summit county, S 10, 2:4
November rent by Summit county recorder, D 5,
3:2
Mechanics' lien does not become lien on property
before the mortgage, rules circuit ct, D 11,
2:2

SUMMIT COUNTY
Transfers recorded, Jn 5, 8:2
Property transfers listed, Jn 11, 5:2, Jn 13,
5:5; Jn 15, 4:3; Jn 19, 8:5; Jn 20, 8:1

REALTY, NAT
Fined for intoxication, Jy 25, 4:5

REACH, JOHN H (Cola)
Infant daughter Anna crushed to death under
heavy floor vice, Je 14, 2:2

REDD, HARRY P
Sues wife Lillian C for divorce, case referred
to atty, N 16, 3:4; N 17, 3:4

REDD, HENRY C
Sues wife Lillian Haud for divorce, S 10, 3:1;
granted divorce from wife, D 10, 3:5

RED CROSS, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF
Star and Crescent commandery elects officers,
Jn 2, 8:5

RED CROSS, INDEPENDENT ORDER OF
Buckeye commandry No 26 elects officers, Ja 22,
4:4

RED CROSS, OHIO ORDER OF
Files 2nd amended petition in judgment suit
against Fred Guthenker and 5 others, F 1, 6:4
Sets date for annual conv, Ap 12, 3:4
Anounces site and date for annual state conv,
W 5, 8:5
Holds annual state meeting, Mi 2, 1:7; conv
continues, Mi 5, 3:3; elects officers, closes state conv, W 10, 5:5
C J Crook elected 1st, F Corydon named Trustee
of Fremont Commandry, W 10, 1:7; Mrs Dessa
Crocket elected 1st, Mi 10, 3:4
Star and Crescent commandery elects officers,
J 26, 4:7

Teutonia Commandry elects officers, O 22, 4:5

REDICHT, ANTON
Fined for intoxication, Jy 21, 4:3

REED, EDWARD D
Partnership with George E Tetz in Auer laundry
dissolved, Jn 30, 3:6

REED, FRANK
Fined and sentenced to work on site for vagrancy,
Ap 28, 2:3

REED, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, Ja 2, 5:5

REED, MIRIAM L
Names Nettie Schaaf in collection suit, D 4, 6:3

REED & CO
Files petition to force sale of bankrupt stock
of S E Pinney & co, W 15, 6:1

REED & RATAN CO
Plant damaged by fire, Je 13, 1:6

REDDY, SAMUEL
Names Nerman Gibbs in damage suit, F 23, 3:5

REEVES (Ms), MARGARET
Death, W 14, 3:1; 3:3; funeral, W 15, 3:1

REEVES (Rev), W H (Conti)
Resigns as assistant sec of Freedom's Aid
and Southern Educ soc accepted, Je 12, 2:2

REESE, PETER
Arrested on rioting charge, date set for hearing,
S 1, 1:6; S 3, 1:6; case dismissed, O 15, 1:5

REESE (Ms), MARY E (Lancaster)
Dies from injuries rec'd in fall, Ag 30, 2:2

REESE, WILLIAM
Held on chg of horse stealing, Ag 30, 3:5
KENNEDY, JOHN G. and HENRY A. (Cols) (Cont)

- Failure, Ap 10, 3:5; Ap 11, 3:5; name Press
- Past in damage suit, Ap 18, 2:4

KENNEDY, HENRY A. (in)

- See Kennedy, John G

KENNEDY, J. C. of JAY (Cols)

- Closes doors after run by depositors, Ap 17, 1:2; files claim of assignment, Ap 13, 1:5; Ap 11, 3:5; Walter Zinn added as sec, My 9, 2:2

KENNEDY, OHN (Canal Dover)

- Store room damaged by fire, O 25, 2:2

KIESSER, GEORGE

- Divorce granted wife Lula, O 10, 3:5

KIEFER, GEORGE

- Wondered at work of God (ed NY Nails and Express), Ja 25, 4:3
- Causes of decline in church activities outlined (ed Springfield Repub), Ja 26, 4:2
- Attempt made to analyze faith of some after conflicting statements by various sects, ed, F 9, 4:1
- Dowie Elders and Deacons refused permission to enter town of Mansfield, O 4, 2:2
- Reform in France subject of lecture by Dr Charles H. D'Abigny at the First Baptist, F 11, 6:1

KIEFFER, HENRY

- Sued for divorce by wife Jessie B, O 10, 3:5

KIEFFER, HENRY

- Body of drowning victim recovered, Ja 22, 2:2

KILLEN, JAMES

- Makes claim in suit by W. R. Byers & Co, O 10, 4:5

KLOTZ, FRANK

- Miss judgment against Peter J. Hoenscheid, F 21, 6:4

KLOTZ, OSWALD

- Arrested in damage suit, damage for alleged illegal arrest, S 18, 3:1

KILL, MICHAEL

- Rescues fire, Ja 21, 3:1

- Fined and sentenced for theft, D 19, 5:6

KINNARD, JOHN G. and HENRY A. (Cols)

- Make assignment following Reinhard & Co bank
future banquets of the 10th dist Garfield club urged to be held in Clev, ed, N 23, 4:1
Date of state conv fixed, F 15, 1:5
Changes method of selecting conv delegates, F 16, 1:5
Allotment of delegates to state conv, F 22, 6:1
Changes system of representation at all convs, F 23, 3:1
Sets date for Summit County conv, F 24, 3:5; exec conv meets, arranges for selection of delegates to attend state conv, F 27, 8:5; warns prospective candidates for Summit county offices to enter names with party sec, H 13, 3:5; county urged to combine all caucuses, ed, Ap 7, 4:1; official Call for Summit county conv at Assembly hall, Ap 11, 4:1; notice of Summit county conv, Ap 12, 4:1; plans for Summit county caucus outlined, Ap 16, 1:7; voters invited to call to select delegates and alternates to state conv, Ap 19, 4:1; county exec calls delegates to state conv, Ap 21, 1:1; County Caucuses elect delegates to state conv, Ap 21, 5:2; exec conv meets, elects officers, Hy 26, 1:6; platform adopted at county conv approved, ed, Hy 26, 4:1; county exec conv called for selecting Judge Stuart and Kenfield as chairman and sec, ed, Dy 29, 4:1; schedules of two meetings, D 15, 1:3; schedule of county meetings, D 20, 1:3; campaign conv of Summit county called, ed, N 9, 4:3; sets date for primaries, F 20, 3:3
Selection of right men for music posts urged, ed, M 6, 4:1
Plans full ticket for coming election, Guy Falls, M 7, 6:2; holds mass meeting, M 9, 6:1
Date of caucus given, M 7, 6:7
Franklin county execs elects delegates to attend state conv, N 10, 1:4
Guy county conv selects candidates to judicial conv, N 12, 3:3
Judge Harvin seen winner at judicial conv (Clev Plain Dealer), N 14, 3:4
Need of pol leaders discussed, ed, Ap 4, 4:1
Incidents of Pittsburgh conv recounted by Gen Roellin Drinkerhoff, Ap 5, 6:2
Inauguration of R F D system praised, ed, Ap 14, 4:4
D W Locke nominated Ohio delegate from Bucyrus county, Ap 20, 2:2
Thomas B Kyle named Ohio delegate from Miami county, delegates to nati conv given, Ap 20, 2:2
Stark county state delegates instructed to vote for Howard Hanning for sec of state, Ap 20, 2:2
State conv activities discussed, Ap 24, 1:1; opens state conv, addressed by Col Robert M. Nevin, Ap 24, 1:3; officers for delegation to state conv appointed, S 3, 1:4; program for state conv, S 6, 1:5; urged to send large delegation to opening of state conv, ed, S 4, 4:2; program of Akron delegation to state conv, S 7, 1:1
Caucus appts delegates to Fedina county conv, Ap 25, 8:3
George B Cox mentioned to succeed Charles L. Kuzer as member of natl conv, Ap 30, 1:7; rivalry between George B. Cox and Gen Dick for position on natl conv reed, (Clev Plain Dealer), My 5, 6:3; Cox's election to natl conv opposed, by party faction, Je 2, 5:5; selection of Cox for natl conv opposed, (Clev Leader), Je 5, 4:2; defeat of candidate Cox for natl delegate urged by Anti-Saloon league, Je 7, 2:2; Ohio delegates to natl conv opposes election of Cox for natl committeeman from Ohio, Je 16, 10:2; George B Cox resigns as natl committeeman from Ohio, Jo 2, 1:7
Lack of unity reputed in ranks, My 4, 6:3
Caucus selects delegates to cong conv, My 16, 8:4
Repubs credited for prosperity of oil coe, ed, My 25, 4:1; praised for careful handling; of gov't finances, ed, My 25, 4:1; credited with decrease in trade bilurs, ed, My 25, 4:1; praised for bringing prosperity to U S, ed, Je 6, 0:4
H S Falor apptd doorkeeper for natl conv at Philadelphia (Penn'a), Je 14, 3:5; natl conv elects Rep Charies Dick temporary sec, Sen Hanna chair, Je 21, 1:3; Akronites attending natl conv listed, (Rep Charles Dick's activities reed), Jo 23, 1:5; platform adopted at natl conv, arrested, (ed Pittsburgh Times), Je 23, 9:6; conv praised for its harmony, enthusiasm, and unanimity, (ed NY Sun),
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REPUBLICAN PARTY (Cont)

Je 25, 4:2; exec conv members chosen, Jo 13, 3:6; exec and central convs meet to plan campaign, O 1, 1:5
Senators club organized by East Akron repubs, select officers, exec and finance coms, Je 19, 1:5; holds meeting and drill, Je 29, 1:6
Urged to emphasize expansion issue, ed, Jo 20, 4:1
Prized for striking keynote of optimism and prosperity, (ed Pittsburgh Dispatch), Jo 21, 4:2; complete harmony of members cited, (ed St Louis Globe-Dem), Jo 23, 4:2; platform praised, brief outline of important issues presented (ed Cinti Commercial-Tribune), Jo 25, 4:2
Nominees praised by various leaders, Jo 27, 4:2
Credited with prosperity of Kentana banks, ed, Jo 27, 4:1
Position regarding Philippines defended, (ed Toledo Blade), Jo 27, 4:2
Feature story on party's history, (Philadelphia Press), Jo 28, 4:3
Commanded on victory in Oregon ed, Jo 30, 4:1; urged to use strict measures in lining up antis, (ed Dayton Journal), Jo 2, 4:5
Judge L V Brown made chmn of Silver repub conv at Kansas City, Jo 5, 1:5
Praised for its strength and unity, ed, Je 10, 4:1; great victory in Oregon cited, ed, Je 11, 4:2; praised for improving conditions, ed, Jo 12, 4:1
Asst Postmaster Gen Perry S Heath probable choice as sec of new exec coe, personnel of new conv listed, Je 13, 6:1
Praised for increasing deposits in natl banks, ed, Jo 14, 4:1
Silver repubs and allies scored for ignoring or misrepresenting meaning of New Flag, (ed NY Sun), Jo 16, 4:7
Liberty and emancipation plank of platform praised, (ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), Jo 19, 4:4
Praised for wanting empire for liberty, (ed Hartford Courant), Jo 23, 4:3
Republican Indus League incorporates, Clev, Jo 26, 2:2; support urged in pres election, Jo 1, Ag 4, 10:4
Proves self-government of possessions of the U S possible, ed, Ag 11, 4:2
Advancement of U S under repub admin discussed, ed, Ag 11, 4:2
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REPUBLICAN PARTY (Cont)

Urged to have big representation at Youngstown when campaign opens there, ed, Ag 14, 4:2
Condemned Abe Lincoln at picnics, Ag 16, 3:4
Attention to individual voters urged, (ed Toledo Blade), Ag 17, 4:6
Over-confidence compensated by harmony, ed, Ag 20, 4:1
Germans urged to support party and platform (Illinois State Zeitung), Ag 29, 6:4
Akron group holds meeting, Ag 31, 1:7
Con on general arrangements appts officers to delegation, S 1, 1:4
First Voters' Repub League of Ohio organizes, elects officers, (Clev Leader), S 7, 3:4; appts coms, S 20, 1:4; elects conv delegates, S 25, 6:1
Resons for party success enumerated, ltr, S 12, 6:1
Capt Aaron Wagner apptd to Repub Clubs, League of Ohio advisory bd, S 18, 1:6
Support of press in the Chicago situation urged, ed, S 25, 4:1
Call for opening of campaign issued, S 26, 1:6
Dem accusations of militarism ridiculed, ed, O 1, 4:2
Holds meeting, C 4, 1:1; appts reception com for Sen J C Spooner, C 6, 1:1
Campaign activities outlined, O 6, 1:1
Local campaign activities, O 8, 1:1; O 11, 1:7; O 12, 1:1; O 13, 1:3
Sen Thurston to take Sen J C Spooner's place as campaign speaker, O 5, 1:1
Resume of speeches by party delegates, O 10, 6:4
Hudson camp holds meeting, O 19, 3:5
Local activities given, O 16, 1:1; O 18, 3:3; O 23, 3:4; O 26, 1:3
State Repub Cal League organizes, O 17, 2:2
Comment on attitude toward trusts, ed, O 19, 4:1
Endorsement of rural free delivery praised, ed, O 23, 4:1
Arrange for final campaign demonstration, O 24, 1:1
Prepares victory parade, N 2, 1:1
Watchers to guard against fraud at polling places urged by State conv, N 3, 2:4
Garfield club plans celebration at Ashtabula, N 14, 1:7
RESS, HABL
Fined for clamping to moving train, J 22, 3:1
ARON BEACON JOURNAL INDEX
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RICHARDSON, WILLIAM
Winner of all-same suit brought by Aultman &
Taylor co, Clev, Je 1, 2:3

RIGLEY PAPER BOX CO
(Cont)

Cycle co, D 19, 1:4

RIGGS, RUTH (Dayton)
Injured in st rty collision, Jy 31, 2:6

RIGLER, GEORGE, W
Addresses Akron Dist Epworth League conv on
subject of Spirituaism, Je 27, 6:1

RILEY, J.
Conv ores, c 2, 1:2

RILEY, BERNARD
Arraigned on chg of swearing, case continued,
Jy 10, 5:4; Jy 11, 5:4

RILEY, CHARLES (Cleveland)
With baby drowned when yacht sinks in Lake Erie,
Jy 9, 1:4

RILEY, CHARLES W
Tamed by James W Lindsay in recovery suit, Jy 27,
4:5

RILEY, JOHN
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 5, 4:7

RILEY, LEE
Arraigned on disorderly conduct chg, Jy 5, 3:1

RILEY, THOMAS
Fined for gambling, Jy 23, 4:6

RIDGEWAY, KATHERINE
Fined for assault, Jy 3, 1:6

RIDDLER, FRANK
Fined for trading horses, Mr 8, 6:1

RING, JOHN
Arrested on rupture chg, date set for hearing,
S 1, 1:6

RINGER, GEORGE W
William C Rinker app'd adm of estate, Ja 4, 7:6

RINALDI, JOHN
Arrested on intoxication chg, Je 9, 1:3

RIOTS
Glenn Wade killed, scores of people injured
when mob attempts to lynch rapiot, Ag 23, 1:1

Action of mob in Akron's lawless outbreak
condemned, ed, Ag 23, 4:1; punishment of
instigators urged, ed, Ag 24, 4:1; Ag 25, 1:1

Prejudice against negro race criticized, Ag 25,
2:1

Rebellion of mob against Akron officials
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RIOTS (Cont)

Ag 19, 7:4

City authorities urged to do their duty to bring violators to justice, ed, S 4, 4:1

Subject of sermon by Rev John H Miz, S 5, 4:3 of sermon by Rev D A Dixon, S 11, 6:5

Or of alum in all instigators, S 4, 4:5 grand jury call for trial of instigators, S 5, 2:2

Org of citizens to suppress mob violence urged (ed Oakland, Calif, Inquirer), S 5, 4:3;

mob violence due to war spirit, (ed Wash Post), S 5, 4:5; mob in Akron was not composed of leading citizens, (ed Clev Plain Dealer), S 7, 4:5

Judge Kohler addresses jury in trial of rioters, S 5, 5:3 State fire marshal investigates origin of fires during riot, S 6, 1:7; Akron citizens urged to cooperate in trial, ltr, S 6, 8:5 action of Police Chief H H Harrison during riot considered wise, ltr, S 13, 5:4

Arrests of almost all l.v. violators completed, S 14, 1:5

Minor la violators urged to be tried in mayor's ct rather than the ct of common pleas, ltr, S 25, 4:4

Grand jury repts findings in investigation of riot, 0 6, 9:1

Less aggravated race distinctions between Negro and white people urged, N 20, 8:3

Severe sentences for rioters urged, ed, 0 6, 4:1 County coroner and Pros Wannaker confer on action to prosecute rioters, 0 8, 8:1

RITCHIE, LEWIS A

Names dirs of Anglo-Heer iron co in damage suit, Je 13, 1:7; dismissal of suit asked by Stevenson Burke, F 12, 3:5; files reply to answer set up by Anglo-Heer iron co, 15, 6:3

RITCHIE, SAMUEL J AND SOPHONIA J

Win decision in collection suit brought by
ROBBERIES - AKRON (Cont)

Central Union Telephone co copper wire stolen, Ja 3, 3:3
Jack Crile saloon, Ja 6, 1:6
James C. Charborian bicycle stolen, recovered, Ja 9, 1:7
David W. Gammell res, Ja 9, 3:7
Elmer C. Wilde shoe store, Ja 11, 1:5
Huebler Bros. collector, Gottlieb Grauer sought, Ja 10, 8:2
Louis Laumann res attempt failed, Ja 11, 5:3
Albert Friess boarding house attempt frustrated, Ja 16, 3:1
J. J. Ross cigar store, Ja 22, 1:7
E. J. Aderhold store, Ja 24, 1:5
Frank Kitzes, Ja 25, 1:4
Fred Deline, William Hullen arrested and sentenced, Ja 27, 6:3
Charles Loweing, F 1, 5:5
E. C. Wilde shoe store, F 2, 3:1
Carrie Shooft, F 5, 1:7
Lillian E. Marshall, F 5, 5:4
F. William Funk's beer stolen, Charles Cinnaman fined and sentenced, F 9, 6:6
Mrs H. E. Delden res, F 13, 3:1
Robert Gifford res, F 14, 3:2
White House pg, F 21, 1:2
Charles Stair attempt failed, F 21, 5:6
Frank J. Sawyer saloon, F 22, 3:1
Michael Quine res attempt frustrated, F 24, 6:1
C. E. Killinger res attempt frustrated, F 24, 6:2
E. R. Davis horse and buggy, Mr 21, 5:5
F. W. Tegner horse and buggy, Mr 21, 4:7
George C. Berry res, Mr 23, 6:4
John Harvy res, My 27, 3:1
Etta L. Hiedel, Darlie Green arrested in confection, My 14, 8:2
August Blessman res, Ap 17, 6:5
Akon Aluminum co plant looted and destroyed by fire, Ap 11, 6:1
Edley doves stolen, Carl Lang and 4 others held, Ap 16, 6:4
Ira Rebecca Horting res attempt frustrated, Ap 19, 8:4
Henry Webber horse and buggy, Ap 21, 1:6
Louis Bikels hardware store, Ap 21, 1:6
Charles Kenet store, My 3, 1:4
William Beitzel beaten and robbed, My 14, 5:5
Street car conductors and others robbed by circus crowd, My 15, 6:3

ROBBERS - AKRON (Cont)

Miller, My 15, 6:3
Mrs. J. J. Leighton res, Susan White and wife sought, My 24, 3:4; My 25, 8:1
August Raasch, My 31, 3:1
F. Kurtz saloon, My 31, 6:3
Jacob Ross res, Je 1, 3:3
John Vandersall res, Je 1, 3:3
William Vandersall res, Je 1, 3:3
Joseph S. Benner res, Je 5, 1:5
Frank Kitzes, Je 9, 1:5
H. H. Miller and A. B. Hanscom cigar store, Je 11, 3:5
Judge E. W. Stuart bicycle stolen, Je 12, 5:7
E. S. Harker res robbery attempt frustrated, Je 14, 8:1
Akon Paint & Color co robbery attempt, John Hart and Edward Killay held, Je 15, 6:4
Harman Feinberg res, Vernon Gabyek held, Je 16, 1:4
Frank Holley, John Rochester fined and sentenced, Je 23, 8:4
Charles C. O'Brien feed store, Jy 2, 6:1
Kaufman Bros. drug store, Jy 9, 8:5
William Plappert saloon, James Greenwell and Joe Galey held on suspicion, Jy 10, 1:6
Hetzer & Brittan's News stand, Jy 11, 3:5
Bernard Wingerter jewelry store, Jy 12, 6:5
Seltz & Lukowicz saloon, Frank Beatty, Jy 13, 1:4
Dr. L. S. Shattuck case of instruments and buggy whip, Jy 14, 2:3
Unknown man robs pockets picked, Jy 14, 8:2
Gertie Wellerly, Blinky Henry and George Strome arrested, Jy 10, 3:6
George Afflenen saloon, Jy 16, 3:7
O H. Rausch butcher shop, Jy 16, 3:7
A. B. Colly co, Jy 19, 3:5
Cecil Tewsberry bicycle stolen, Henry Smolinski fined and sentenced, Jy 15, 6:2
G. A. Hersh, Jy 16, 6:2
Robinson's Book store, Jy 24, 4:7
George Hamilton jewelry shop robbery frustrated, Jy 25, 4:5
Brower Coal Co office, Jy 26, 3:4
R. Cloyd Hart, Jy 27, 1:5
James McMillan, Otto Fisher held, Jy 30, 5:6
L. F. Bucking store, Ag 11, 2:2
William Van Court, Ag 15, 4:7
A. P. Fish pocket picked, Ag 20, 4:7
Lovinsky, Ag 25, 6:7

ROBBERS - AKRON (Cont)

Mrs. Myers, Ag 20, 4:7
A. P. Fish, Ag 20, 6:2
Robert Byers Blackstone shop attempt, John Flight and Albert Miller held, Ag 20, 8:7
Mrs. Neffert, Ag 22, 5:5
Standard Hardware store looted during riot, Ag 23, 1:4; 6:1
Raphael Zimmerman frustrated attempt, S 4, 3:3
William H. Green's violin stolen, later recovered, S 10, 8:6
John McSweeney, S 17, 1:6
Kaufman Bros. drug store, S 17, 1:6
Howe Coal co office ransacked, S 17, 3:5
I. M. Welling, S 19, 1:7
C. B. Steady, S 24, 1:6
Akon Aluminum co, S 24, 3:5
Erie rr depot during gun machine contents stolen, S 25, 3:4
John Knottengruber, S 25, 3:2
D. F. Kurr, C 4, 3:1
H. Fathenher, C 5, 1:6
Seltz & Lukowicz saloon, C 15, 1:5
Jerome Snyder, C 15, 1:5
Mrs. J. Hill, C 15, 1:5
Mrs. E. Foster's linoleum store, O 15, 1:5
Box containing contributed funds for Ohio Children's Home stolen from Empire Hotel, O 18, 8:5
E. H. Rogers res, O 20, 1:4
William Leatherwood's rig stolen, O 20, 3:2
J. Y. Ross cigar stand, O 22, 3:2
A. Williams, O 23, 6:5
Frank Deery room, O 23, 6:5
Henry C. Feiks overcoat stolen, O 26, 3:2
D. N. Andrews rubber clothing stolen, O 30, 3:3
B & O rr box car, N 5, 2:3
Henry Weber horse and buggy, N 8, 3:2
Northern Ohio rr freight depot, N 16, 1:5
Fred J. Lambe meat market, N 23, 8:6
Robinson Bros. & co tool house, N 24, 1:3
Mrs. William Kieler, N 24, 3:1
East Ohio Gas co office burglarized, N 26, 2:3
A. E. Heinzelman bakery, N 26, 3:2
Erie rr co passenger depot robbery frustrated, N 26, 3:2
Amour & co attempt, N 26, 3:2
J. F. Seiberting res, N 26, 4:3
John Brown overcoat stolen, N 30, 1:3
Frank Keister meat market, D 1, 1:7
Pat Ryan horse stolen, recovered, D 3, 2:4
ROBBERIES (Cont)

C C Sherbondy chicken coop, D 5, 1:4
William Lunderbger res, D 7, 4:4
Frank Teltscher store, D 7, 5:4
H J Berron club store, D 12, 3:0
Otis Traut, Frank Casiofheld, D 17, 5:6
Grocery store, D 20, 5:1
Charles Roles store, D 20, 5:1
John Balzer, D 21, 1:4
Mrs Lovina Prehmore saloon, Dilly Wolf held, D 21, 1:4
Bage Schloon, D 24, 4:4
William McCourt, D 24, 4:4
Upham, Gourse S Co store, D 28, 3:3; D 31, 3:3

ALLEN
Edwin E Scranton res, F 10, 2:2

AMESVILLE
Amesville po, My 23, 2:6

ARBERTON
E A Snyder saloon, F 5, 7:2
John Snyder res robbery attempt, F 5, 7:2
A A Moore boarding house, F 28, 3:2
Charles McCormick room, F 27, 6:2
S E Haines room, My 26, 3:6
Kirkham Art Tile co, M 23, 5:7
Edward Snyder room, Lewis held, Jy 3, 6:2
Eugene F Bowe res, E 7 and Alice Hogan held, D 30, 1:4

BELLEAIRE
Ferryboat Clarion, F 24, 12:2

BELLEFONTAINE
Farmers' and Merchants' bank, N 3, 3:6

BLOOMINGTON
People's bank and Rogers livery stable, N 24, 7:1

BOSTON
Boston store, My 26, 1:3

BOILING GREEN
William Ford beaten and robbed, F 3, 7:1

BROADNOR
Mechanics' Savings bank safe blown, D 30, 2:2

CAUTION
Mrs Maria S Saxton res, F 12, 2:7

CHILCOTINE
Higby & Son store attempt, John Schechter shot and wounded, F 27, 7:1

CLEVELAND
Dr H C Hyre res entered, loot recovered, Ja 25, 8:4
Rev J L Roemer res, M 19, 5:5
C C Schieble jewelry store, Ap 27, 2:7
Aliel Wagner beaten and robbed, My 23, 2:6
Mrs A Schaal, I man arrested, 1 escapes, Je 1, 2:3
Aurora Cavanaugh dies after being shot by ro

CINCINNATI
Detectives during alleged robbery, Ag 23, 2:2
True E Bull held on charge of rifling C S rail, Ag 24, 2:2
K Cohen tailor shop, S 14, 2:4
Greenhut & Stoffen clothing store, S 22, 10:2
Frank McLean, D 11, 2:2
John Parver saloon, N 14, 2:2
Guggenheim Bros liquor store, M 14, 2:2
Little Consol S Co co, D 5, 2:5
S E Hendon store, D 7, 2:2

CLINTON
C & C and B & C freight house, S 4, 3:1
Spooney barber shop, S 5, 6:5
Shultz meat market, S 5, 6:5

COLUMBUS
T N Ross, David Adams arrested, Ja 15, 3:3
Hay Dillon res, Ralph Smith held, Ja 26, 2:2
Sec of State Kenney office burglarized, M 13, 2:2
Star restaurant, M 22, 2:2

CONQUENT
H J Kurt Jewelry store, N 29, 2:6
S V Stone jewelry store, N 29, 2:6

COLEY TAY
J Bunker res, F 15, 4:4

CRESTON
Stebbins Banking co, My 7, 5:7
W B Jordan carriage stolen, Jy 30, 6:1
Flick horse stolen, Jy 30, 6:1
Creston bank frustrated, Ag 27, 5:2

CUYAHOGA FALLS
Peter Brodie chicken coop, Ja 18, 3:4
Calvin Sopp rig stolen, M 13, 5:5
Second Store store, D 12, 3:2

DECOSTER
Post Office attempt frustrated by Postmaster
Payne, wounded robber shot and wounded, M 16, 1:5

DOVER CENTER
Post Office and J D Hurst general store, Ap 7, 12:2

EAST LIVERPOOL
Butler & Howe dry goods store, Je 22, 2:5

ELYRIA
E G Stedman, Ag 24, 2:2
I A Leetor res, Ag 24, 2:2

FARMERSVILLE
Cash Berry tortured in attempt to compel dis

closure of supposed hidden money, Ja 24, 2:6

FINDLAY
Seven markets, no names given, Ja 12, 2:2

GALION
Clay Thomas res, Thomas Drown arrested, Ap 5, 8:1
James Scott res, Thomas Drown arrested, Ap 5, 8:1

GALIPOLIS
Gallipolis Gas and Coke co office, wardenman Ra

p seized, Ja 12, 2:2

HIGBY STATION
Higby & Son store, John Johnson (Schumacher) w

ounded and captured by Charles Higby and Charles McChippin, F 9, 1:2

HOPETON
Clarence Smith safe, F 24, 1:5

HUDSON
E B Shields horse stolen, Je 23, 3:4
Produce Exchange bank safe and room damaged in unsuccessful robbery attempt, Je 23, 3:4
Charles H Davis store attempt frustrated, Je 14, 1:3

IBERIA
James McNeal res attempt, Ap 5, 8:2

KENT
Kent Hardware co, Ap 13, 8:3
W G Lyon fails attempt, Ag 27, 1:4
Mrs E L Deker res, S 28, 5:1
Mrs E E Deker res, S 28, 5:1

LANCASTER
Henry Hooster grocery store, F 14, 2:2

LIMA
J E New, bandit killed and Policeman Phil

Goebel wounded, Je 7, 1:6

LINDSAY
Brennamen Drug store, Dawson Grocery Store, Bowes Gen Store, and Wolfe Rent Mrkt, D 21, 10:4

MADISON
Exchange bank attempt frustrated, D 22, 1:5

MANSFIELD
John Sherman res, vandals damage property, D 8, 7:2

MARENGO
W E Osborn and Serritt buggies stolen, bank robbery foiled, N 21, 2:2

MARIETTA
John Kople, O 17, 2:2

MARION
Richard Peters, Ag 25, 2:2

MEDINA COUNTY
Mrs Green horse stolen, Je 12, 3:4

MIDDLESEX
Michael Freeman beaten, res robbed, D 10, 2:2

NEW PHILA
Perry Kinsey horse stolen, My 5, 2:3
OLIN depot, My 5, 2:3
Henry Hous horse stolen, My 5, 2:3
ROBBERS - SANDUSKY (Cont.)

Duroy wine cellar, N 9, 2:2
Hoffman feed store, N 9, 2:2
Mr and Mrs Jacob Diemenar beaten and robbed, N 16, 1:7; N 17, 2:4

SEVILLE
John High bank, 3 unknown men arrested, D 11, 1:7

SHARON
John Doerschuck private bank, D 13, 1:7

SIOUX
Rudesill store attempt frustrated, Ja 3, 0:6
Frank Oowers store, Ja 3, 0:6
Hazen store, Ja 3, 0:6
Ed Jennings res, S 12, 8:6

SHEPHERD
A J Kern slugged and robbed, D 4, 2:2

SIAM
John Hettel rig, O 25, 2:2
C DOB depot, O 25, 2:2

SILVER LAKE
Frank Glarish, Jy 23, 1:6

SOUTH RIDGE
Pristfield horse and buggy, J 31, 2:6

SPRINGFIELD TWP
Ira Emmett horse stolen, Jy 23, 3:1

STEUBEN
John McLain res, Ag 4, 2:2

STON TWP
Kyon Shick horse and buggy, Ap 20, 1:4

SUMMIT COUNTY
Butler warehouse, N 28, 8:2

SUNBURY
Farmers' bank attempt, My 5, 2:2

TIPPIN
Ed Pitcher and Dr Titus horse and buggy, Ja 13, 2:0
Silcox Dry Goods store, Ja 13, 2:6
Lewis Scealv jewelry store, O 13, 11:1

WAKEFIELD
Wagner express office robbed, My 15, 2:4

WAKEMAN BANK
Attempt robbery of Wakeman bank, S 27, 2:2

WADEN
Postmaster J H Payne shoots unidentified burglar when he attempts to rob office, Jy 17, 2:7

WESTERN STAR
Hollering res, Jy 24, 0:5

WINDSOR
Mrs Wingerter horse stolen, Jy 24, 2:5

WOLF CREEK LOCK
Unnamed res, F 9, 7:2

WOOSTER
Stebbins bank, My 8, 2:2

YOUNGSTOWN
Mathew Hannon res, My 8, 2:4
John King and father beaten, res and saloon burglarized, My 13, 2:5
Mrs Helen Taylor robbed and deserted by husband, May 20, 3:6
Mrs Ruh clothing store, 4 unidentified men held D 29, 11:5

ROBBERS (Cont.)

TOLEDO
Fort Meigs graveyard tombstones stolen, Jy 27, 2:4
1 N Poe real estate office, D 11, 11:3

TOBYHILL
Dr Clark res, S 21, 2:6

TWINBURG
Henry C Hart held on chg of horse theft, Jy 26, 5:5

VERMILLON
Nickel Plate depot, O 26, 2:2

WAGSWORTH
Bandits loot from Hotel and homes of Dr J F Detwiller, WERd., and James Watts, D 7, 1:3
Several unidentified burglars, D 6, 3:5

WAKEFIELD
Wagner express office robbed, My 15, 2:4

CARDINAL
Theater office, D 25, 3:5

CANTON REPOSITORY
Miss Brosi, O 28, 14:5

CANTON, O 6 SR

CARDINAL
Theater office, D 25, 3:5

CANTON REPOSITORY
Miss Brosi, O 28, 14:5

CANTON, O 6 SR

CARDINAL
Theater office, D 25, 3:5

CANTON REPOSITORY
Miss Brosi, O 28, 14:5

CANTON, O 6 SR

CARDINAL
Theater office, D 25, 3:5

CANTON REPOSITORY
Miss Brosi, O 28, 14:5

CANTON, O 6 SR
ROBINSON, HERMAN
Fined and sentenced to house for assault, D 5, 6:2

ROBINSON, J K & W G
Named in amended petition filed by E Byron Angel in suit for collection of rent, Jy 10, 3:6

ROBINSON (ERS), JOSEPHINE E
Death, 1r 10, 3:3; will probated, 1r 20, 3:5; inventory filed, Ap 12, 6:5; admr. granted permission to settle estate, S 17, 3:4

ROBINSON, LEONARD AND RUTH
File motion for partition of property under litigation in case of Lewis Holmes against Nettie Allen, Jy 6, 6:3

ROBINSON, MARK
Slain by David Brown, Jy 23, 2:1

ROBINSON, MARY
Named in petition to James Demeade estate, admr. for settlement of claims, J 3, 7:7; files answer requesting her share in James Demeade estate against Elizabeth O'Neill, F 3, 3:3

ROBINSON, NORMAN
Sentenced to solitary chg, Jy 27, 6:3
Sentenced to house on vagrancy chg, Jy 10, 6:3; escapes from gaol, Jy 11, 1:6
Arraigned on assault and battery chg, D 5, 6:2

ROBBINS, PHILIP
Cordelia Taylor named admr. of estate, D 25, 3:6

ROBINSON, RUTH. See Robinson, Leonard

ROBINSON, ROBERT Y
Death, Jy 2, 3:3; funeral, Jy 2, 5:6; biog., Jy 6, 8:5; will filed, Jy 19, 6:1; Sarah A Robinson appointed admr., Jy 23, 6:7

ROBINSON, SPENCER
Requisition issued by Gov. George K. Nash for return from Penna on robbery chg, Nr 27, 2:3

ROBINSON, W G
See also Robinson, J K and W G
Names ONG 6th regt in property damage suit, Nr 1, 3:5

ROBINSON (PROOF), W S
Elected supt. of Fostoria public schools, Jy 14, 8:4

ROBINSON, WALTER
Fined on disorderly conduct chg, Ap 17, 8:5

ROBINSON BOOK STORE
Robbed, Jy 24, 4:7

ROBINSON BROOK & CO
Tool house robbed, N 24, 1:3

ROBINSON-MERRILL POTTERY CO
Completes org, elects officers, J 8, 1:6; absorbs E H Merrill Co, Harlie Bros, and

ROBINSON-MERRILL POTTERY CO (Cont)

ROD, RICHARD (Warren) (Cont)

ROD, RICHARD (Warren)
Sentenced to penitentiary for attempted robbery, 1900, 324b

ROGERS, NELSON
Fined for intoxication, S 17, 3:5
Pleads not guilty to intoxication chgs, S 17, 3:5

ROGERS, SAMUEL G
Appd. pres. of dem. club, Nr 9, 6:4

ROGERS (WES), CATHERINE (Youngstown)
Found frozen to death, Jy 31, 2:2

ROGERS, HERBERT S
Injured when caught between 2 rr cars, O 23, 8:5

ROGERS, OLAF
Arrested on rioting chg, released on bail, S 1, 1:6; S 3, 1:6; bound to common pleas ct on chgs, S 7, 1:7

ROOSEVELT (GOV), THEODORE
Nomination as vp praised, (ed NY Sun), Jy 25, 4:2
ROSS, MARTIN H (Clev) (Cont)
Ag 21, 2:2; held for using mails to defraud, S 6, 3:5; sought by U S officials after failing bond, C 23, 2:2
ROSS, NURSAH
held on arson chg, 0 8, 3:4
ROSS, T H (Coles)
Robbed, David Adams arrested, Ja 15, 3:3
ROSS, W H & CO
Clothing store damaged by fire, D 20, 2:5
ROSS, KATHIE
Found not guilty of assault, Ja 21, 8:6
ROSS FOOD SALES INC (Kossuth)
Incorporates R 3, 10:5
ROTH (CSS) (Youngstown)
Clothing store robbed, 4 unidentified men held, D 29, 11:3
ROTH, MELIA
Michael Schaefer apptd. guardian, S 26, 3:3
ROSS, GEORGE
Death, S 31, 3:2; funeral, Ag 31, 3:4; will filed for probate, Joseph Roth apptd. executor, S 11, 3:4
ROTH, LOUIS
Fined for intoxication, Ag 10, 1:3
ROHDE, DWL
Fined for hunting on private property without owner's consent, S 11, 3:5
ROHDE, MARTIN (MSS), MARTIN
Injured when bicycle collides with horse, O 24, 6:1
ROHDE, ARTHUR (Elphie)
Sentence for theft, Ag 29, 2:2
ROHDE, ELLIS (Diazburg)
Tobacco warehouse destroyed by fire, Mr 15, 2:2
ROTH, MICHAEL
Suicide, Je 26, 2:2
ROUZ, CHARLES H
Sued for divorce by wife Inez A, F 27, 3:5
ROUZ, C U
Arrested on intoxication chgs, 0 8, 4:5
ROUZEK, OHIO
Town raided by robber band, 0 31, 2:2
ROUSCH, CHARLES H (Hudson)
Files motion for alimony and hearing of divorce suit brought by wife Inez A, Mr 16, 3:5; testimony taken by referee, alimony granted, Ap 20, 6:1
ROUSCH, ALBERT
Held for safe keeping, Ja 22, 6:3
ROUSCH, JOSEPH
Held on dog-stealing chg, trial continued, Ap 6, 6:4
ROSS, NANCY D
Named in collection suit by Nancy C Wilson, Ja 24, 3:5
ROSTER, NEM D
Lesson patent for c r section of land in Green Twp filed for record after 89 yrs, Ap 6, 7:4
ROSTICK, LEO (Painesboro)
Missing, accs as agent of Lake Erie & Western rapid train, N 17, 2:4
ROSE, AUGUSTUS W
Name not on personal injury suit, F 2, 3:4
held on non-support chg, Ap 30, 8:2; sentenced to workhouse for non-support, N 1, 6:2
ROE, CASSIE
Arraigned on threatening to cut dog, Fe 26, 6:2
ROE, EUGENE P (Barberton)
Suspect robbed, E P and Alice Hogan held, D 8, 1:4
RELE, NESON (Nassilion)
Injured in fall into sewer, Ja 31, 3:1
RE翠, EDWIN J
Names P T McCourt, and Wildes & Son in East Market st improvement injunction suit, Fe 21, 3:5; answer filed by P T McCourt, Fe 26, 6:4; by James Wildes & son, Fe 27, 3:5; suit to be heard by Judge D J Kye, Fe 20, 1:6; separate answers filed by City of Akron, Fe 27, 3:5; hearing begins, N 30, 3:7; wins suit, Ap 5, 1:7
Appeal case brought by Edzrani Kadak co settled out of ct, Je 11, 3:6
ROALE, JOHN H
Notice of mortgage foreclosure suit against Harry H and Susan L Crowther and M D R Oming, Ja 25, 2:7; names Harry H and Susan L Crowther and M D R Oming in mortgage foreclosure suit, F 1, 7:4; wins suit, Ap 4, 3:5
ROY, LEE
Injured in fall from standing wien tile floor collapse, N 27, 3:2; N 21, 6:2
ROYAL, ELRIS
Fined for intoxication, Ja 30, 6:4
ROYAL ARCAUM INS CO (Cinti)
Dr E L S Martin and E Dow elected sup reps, Ap 27, 6:6
Named by A J Rowley in suit to collect premiums for creditors, S 5, 3:5

INVENTIONS
Pneumatic bicycle tire by Frank A Seiberling, patented granted, Ja 9, 1:6
Process for nr of lining for bicycle tire by S Sam Miller and A E Ellinwood, patented granted, assigned to Goodyear Tire & Rubber co, Ja 16, 5:4
Process for nr of bicycle tires by Frank A Seiberling, patented granted, assigned to Goodyear Tire & Rubber co, Ja 16, 5:4
Machine for mixing rubber tubes for pneumatic tires by August E Ellinwood, patented granted, Ja 24, 3:1
Pneumatic tire by A H Karks, patented granted, F 6, 3:1
Apparatus for setting rubber tires by G W Keller, patented granted, F 11, 3:1
Vulcanizing press by Frank A Seiberling, patented granted, Ap 4, 3:3
Frank A Seiberling and A E Ellinwood granted joint patent on rubber tire vulcanizer, Ja 24, 6:3

STRIKES
Goodyear Tire & Rubber co solid tire dept strikes, co replacing men, O 29, 3:4
RUBBER SPECIALTY CO
Incorporates, D 19, 1:2
RUDLE, JOHNS
Elected sec of Summit County Game and Fish Protective and Propagation sec, F 17, 5:1
RUDDER, JOSEPH W
Held on chg of obtaining money under false
323, 323a

RUTHERFORD & SONS, JAMES
Recommended for ballot box purchases by comrs.,
S 16, 5:4

RUTHER, CLEMET
Arraigned on chg of obtaining groceries under
false pretenses, case continued, My 31, 4:5
Death, 9 16, 3:4; suicide believed, 9 17, 3:1;
3:6; funeral, 9 18, 3:1

RUTHERFORD (Jr.), W E
Addresses Akron dem club, S 27, 5:5

RYAN, WILLIAM
 Held on chg of possessing fish caught illegally,
N 16, 8:1

RYAN, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, S 28, 5:6

RYAN, JAMES
Arraigned on intoxication chg, case continued,
N 20, 5:1

RYAN, PAT
Horse stolen, recovered, D 3, 2:4

RYAN, MICHAEL
Fined for intoxication, N 26, 6:2

RYAN, PATRICK
Transcript filed on chg of assault and battery,
F 23, 3:9
Fined on chg of using gill net, J 20, 1:6

RYAN, THOMAS J
Names T S Barnes and F Hirschler in affidavit
chrg assault and battery, D 10, 6:2; suit
dismissed, D 12, 8:3

RUDISILL, JOSH
Attested store robbery failed, J 3, 8:6

RUNKIN, GEORGE
Coming home with James Jeffries seen at
publicity for Akron, ed, D 20, 4:1

RUSSELL, HAMMILTON
Fatally injured in shooting by unknown assailant
at Huntington (W Va), J 20, 11:4

RUSSELL, (Capt.), Col.
Appd acting chief of police by acting mayor
Crum, N 15, 2:2

RUSSELL, EDWARD
Arrested for assault on Joseph McGowan, J 8, 5:3
Fined and sentenced on assault chg, J 9, 8:5

RUSSELL, GILBERT B
Divorced by wife Hennie E, Ag 6, 3:5

RUSSELL, MRS., KIN L
Employed as organist at First Universalist ch,
D 4, 1:5

RUSSELL, J. JON
Addresses Irish Literary Soc on value of oratory,
J 29, 4:6

RUSSELL
Demand that Japan allow them to land troops in
Korea may lead to war, (ed Philadelphia Ledger),
Ap 9, 4:2

RUSHERCILE, DEV., W F
Elected pastor of German Reformed ch, S 26, 3:4

RUSHERCILE, HENRY (Clev)
Wounded in pistol duel with police, escapes,
JY 6, 2:2

RUTHERFORD,豬 D
Second amended petition filed in judgment suit
brought by Ohio Order of the Red Cross, F 1, 6:4

RUTHERFORD, W J
Fined for intoxication, S 26, 1:4

RUTHERFORD, JAMES L
Sued for divorce by wife Nora, D 18, 4:5

RUTHERFORD (Lt.), W D
Resignation from USG accepted by officials,
D 3, 4:4
ST MARY'S SCHOOL (Cont)
listed, R. Francis T Hanan speaks, Jr 16, 6:4
ST MARY'S SISTERS VOWS (ST Mary’s)
Bldg damaged by boiler explosion, Je 14, 2:1
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL CH
Flans new ch, F 26, 6:2
Clears ch debt, Ap 17, 1:4
Election Sunday school officers, Ly 3, 5:5
Parish holds annual meeting, elects officers, 
Ly 8, 8:1
Held annual Sunday school picnic at Silver Lake, 
prize winners listed, Jr 7, 1:3
Congregation hears lecture on China by Dr Mary 
Gates, J 12, 6:6
Sunday school holds Christmas exercises, D 29, 
5:5
ST PAUL'S EPISCOPAL LUTHERAN
Rev J H Zimm assumes pastorate, Jr 19, 4:6
Sponsors lecture by Rev John H Zimm on Confederate 
prisons, D 13, 6:6
Sponsors New Year’s eve entertainment, D 31, 4:5
ST VINCENT'S SCHOOL
Holds graduating exercises, program listed, 
hears Rev T F Natar, Je 16, 6:3
ST VINCENT'S CHURCH
Young Ladies sodality presents entertainment 
program, F 17, 2:3
Confirms members, Ap 23, 5:5
New confirmations listed, Ap 24, 8:3
Annual fair opens, N 15, 3:8
Opens fair, N 16, 6:2; fair closes, N 20, 3:2
SAHIB, FRANK
Arrested on intoxication and assault with 
intent to rape dogs, Je 9, 1:3
SALON (CEY), JOHN P
Designs pastorate at Fourth Ch of Christ, 
Ly 22, 3:3
Designs pastorate at Fourth Ch of Christ, accepts 
pastorate at First Ch of Christ in Galion, 
Je 1, 4:4
SALDOLY, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, N 10, 8:4
SALEM CEMETERY ASSN, 
Incorporates, Ja 30, 2:2
SALEM CH (Canal Fulton)
Rev E H Willard elected pastor, F 7, 5:4
SALKING, WILLIAM
Sued for divorce by wife Caroline, Jr 20, 3:8
SALON
Police raid shops for exhibiting obscene pictures, 
Clev, S 18, 2:4

SALOONS (Cont)
Subject of address by Dr Lewis Albert Banks to 
anti-Saloon league, D 11, 8:5
SALSBURY, HAM (Olmstead)
Injured in mine when struck by runaway coal car, 
D 21, 1:7
SALT
Third well struck for Sada Ash co, Darlington, 
F 1, 1:6
SALVATION AMENITY
James and Rhoda Hartness, Letha Anderson, 
Eveline Reed, Maggie Williams, Myrtle 
Ferrell, and Lurline Allen killed, 6 injured 
as brick building destroyed by fire, Chil., 
S 10, 2:3
SAMUEL, H U (Pittsburgh)
Sold for intoxication to Clev on chgs of robbing 
dead body of Jane Corcoran, D 4, 2:2
SAMPSON (OS), JAS (Delaware)
Injured with daughter Anna when dynamite fuse 
explodes, F 21, 2:5
SAMPSON, R H
SAMEL, AUBREY
Discusses Persia in lecture at Trinity Luth ch., 
P 4, 8:3
SANDER (ENG), LUCIUS
Injured in train collision at New Philadelphia, 
T 1, 2:2
SANDERS, BERT S
Fined for intoxication, Ag 6, 8:7
SANDERS, JOHN (Orioleport)
Saw Veleto shot and wounded by trap set for 
burglars, J 1, 2:5
SANDERS, HENRY
Extradited to Clev on sedition chg, S 22, 5:5
SANDERS, JAMES E
Fined for intoxication, T 5, 8:5
SANDERS (JUDGE), M B
Refuses fed judgment appeal offered by Pres. 
William McKinley, D 20, 1:7
SANDERS, NELSON
Killed when caught between 2 freight cars, D 11, 
5:4; funeral, D 14, 5:4; John McFarland аппп.
end of estate, D 10, 4:6
SANDER (Ohio)
Injured in fall down steps, D 9, 8:5
SANDSBY, OHIO
Nubic funds embezzled, William J Affleck 
arrested, Jr 10, 2:2
Shortage found in waterworks apples by state

SANDUSKY, OHIO (Cont)
Examiners, Jr 27, 2:5
SANDUSKY, MILDRED (Elyria CD)
Bridge destroyed by flood, Island, Jr 7, 3:7
Sued by J F Doan for personal damages, Normark, 
Ag 4, 2:4
SAINTS (Cleveland)
Fugitive from police identified by boatman, 
F 21, 2:2
SAINTS (Paterson, N.J.)
Shot at, Salvator Veleto and Frank Decar, 
held, Ag 14, 2:2; attempted murder believed 
plot of Saffsend Sarrancio's friends, Jr 15, 
2:2
SAINTS, H C
Case collection suit against Anna Englander, 
F 22, 6:2
Sawyer estate Buckeye Sewer Pipe Co in damage 
suit, Jr 2, 3:4
Series George Erin and, Jr 20, 3:5
Files amended petition in personal damage suit 
in death of John Esaki by Buckeye Sewer 
Pipe Co, Jr 26, 3:6
Given default judgment against S J Eckle, Jr 10, 
6:5
Declares neither Akron nor Surit county can be 
held liable for damages or injuries recd 
during riot, Jr 3, Ag 25, 4:6
SANGLEY, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, J 2, 5:5
SANITATION
Ord amended making it a violation to operate 
places which might produce offensive odors, 
J 1, 3:3
Ord to amend section 05 of revised ords prohibit 
hostelry owner or occupant of any bldg from 
permitting same to become public nuisance 
passed by council and approved by city comm., 
J 17, 10:5
SARGENT (JR)
Accused of violating prison rules 
at penitentiary, Jr 1, 6:5; cleared of theft 
charges brought by convict, Jr 2, 1:4
SANTORIO, MARY
Prefers perjury dig against Tony Zarembo, Je 16, 
3:4
SAPP, CALVIN (Guernica)
$20 stolen, N 13, 5:5
SARP, ELIZA (Northampton)
Horse and rig stolen, N 14, 8:4
SAPPHO CLUB
Holds meeting, F 27, 3:7; resume of meeting,
SCARLET FEVER (Cont)
New cases reported, Jan 29, 3:3
Causes closing of Eastern Reserve held at
Hudson, F 12, 1:6
Epidemic rage at Hinsdale, D 19, 1:6
SCHAFF, NETTIE
Named in collection suit by Kinvara L Reed,
D 4, 6:3
SCHAFF (KRIS), A (Clev)
Robbed, one man arrested, one escapes, Je 1, 2:3
SCHAFF (KRAI), J C
Preaches farewell sermon at Mishima, Nr 1, 8:5
SCHAELE, ANDREW
Dies from injuries received when struck by train,
Jy 30, 1:5; funeral, Ag 1, 5:6
SCHAELE, JOHN
Petition for dissolution of partnership
with James Phillips, F 6, 6:1
SCHAFFER, PETER
Suit with E S Day against Schaefer & Phillips
settled out of court, F 6, 6:3
SCHAFFER & PHILLIPS
Suit brought against Schaefer & Phillips
settled out of court, F 6, 6:3
SCHAFFER v SCHEEER
Lawsuit brought by E S Day, F 2, 3:1
Suit brought by E S Day and Peter Schaefer
settled out of court, F 6, 6:3
SCHAFFER OR S MAYER, AUGUSTUS
SCHAFFER, THOMAS
Injured in train wreck at Shepard, Je 1, 7:2
Resigns, Nov 1875 (Youngstown)
Resigns as pres of Asbestos Assn of Iron and
Steel works, S 25, 2:4
SCHAFF, DEDICAT J
Collection suit brought by Jacob Warner tried,
jury dismisses, Je 30, 6:3
SCHAFF (KEV), J C (Clifton)
Forwards sermon, F 6, 6:4
SCHAFFER, GEORGE G
Loses money suit filed by John F Spencer,
Ap 13, 5:4
SCHAFFER, AUGUST
Notice of bankruptcy proceedings, Ja 1, 5:0
SCHAFFER, JOSEPH (Lima)
Dies from injuries received from being tossed in a
blanket, Ag 23, 2:2
SCHADMAN, FRANK (Cleveland)
Identified as body found in sewer, Ag 15, 2:2
SCHANDLER, ED
Evicted for postmaster of Chardon Place,
Ap 20, 2:2
SCHANDLER, A
Res damaged by fire, T 17, 3:7
SCHANDLER, CHALAS
Held for peddling without license, Jy 30, 8:1
SCHANDLER, HARRY A
Sues John Sherbondy et al for property partition,
J 3, 45
SCHANDLER, ISAAC
Sentence suspended on non-support charge, F 1, 4:4
SCHANDLER, FRITZ
Pleads not guilty to non-support charge, D 1, 8:5
SCHANDLER, ANTON
Fined for intoxication, My 10, 8:1
SCHANDLER, JOHN
Death, Jy 30, 3:1; funeral, C 30, 3:4
SCHANDLER, C C (Cleveland)
SCHANDLER, HARRY
Inures not to co in personal injury suit, Je 23, 3:5
SCHANDLER, ALBERT
Losses verdict in default judgment against
Alexander Dazey, Jy 31, 6:3
SCHANDLER, JERRY
Suicide, My 24, 1:2
SCHANDLER, WILLIAM
Injured when caught in stamping machine, D 23, 5:5
SCHANDLER, FRED AND ALBERTA
Sued by Elizabeth Howard estate for money due,
J 26, 3:6
SCHANDLER, FRED (Toledo)
Murdered, body found full of knife wounds,
D 3, 2:2
SCHANDLER, JOHN (Cleveland)
Assaulted with intent to poison, Charles Grant
arrested, Je 5, 2:2
SCHANDLER, H L (Oberlin)
James John H Hill in collection suit, J 3, 4:4
Wins default judgment against John E Hill,
J 7, 3:2
SCHANDLER, JERRY (Canton)
Shoots and wounds wife, commits suicide, My 23,
2:6
SCHANDLER, J G
Injured with wife, daughter, and mother-in-law
in train collision near Kansas City (K),
F 29, 2:5
SCHANDLER (KGS), J G
With daughter Emma, funeral, Ns 5, 2:6
SCHANDLER, E
Chg of defrauding an innkeeper settled out of ct,
F 22, 0:2
SCHANDLER, REINHOLD (Loudounville)
Arrested for sending indecent matter through
mails, J 4, 3:7
SCHAFFER, JOHN B
Suicide, S 20, 2:2
SCHAFFER, JOSEPH (Massillon)
Salon damaged by fire, Ag 10, 10:4
SCHANDLER, P H (Oberlin)
Divides profits with employees, H 9, 8:1
SCHANDLER, CLAYTON (Springfield)
Crushed to death by elevator, J 15, 2:2
SCHANDER, CARL
Names Akron Germans in libel suit, S 10, 5:4
SCHANDER, CARL
Affidavit issued for arrest on charge of calling
Effie Kibler bad names, 0 19, 3:6; pleads not
guilty, C 20, 2:1; fined for disorderly
conduct, C 25, 5:4
SCHANDER, FRED
In possession of a stolen watch, Ap 4, 3:1
SCHANDER, WILLIAM
Arrested on charge of robbery, case continued,
J 22, 3:1
SCHANDER, THOMAS (Bucyrus)
Escapes from Crawford county jail, Ap 17, 2:6
SCHANDER, H C
Irving F Lasch and Alvin H Austin win Case
School of Applied Science awards, Clev, S 21,
1:7
SCHANDER, EUGENE
John H Knob appart, executors of estate, F 13, 6:5
SCHANDER, H C (Oberlin)
Addressed to R S Thomas on needed legislation
for improvement of system, J 26, 5:5
SCHANDER, H C
Schools
Comparison of opinion between parents and
teachers brings hardship to children, asserts
Mrs Helen Raymond Wells, S 15, 10:1
SCHANDER
Teachers of night classes strike in protest over
salary cut, J 3, 5:5
Night school teachers' salary cut restored, majority
of cases resolved, J 4, 5:3
SCHANDER, J G
Salary of teachers in night schools restored,
Supt Thomas's rep submitted, J 17, 5:4
SCHANDER, E
Teachers hear lecture on German Literature by
Dr C F Kelbe, F 27, 0:4
SCHANDER
SCHOOLS - AUCKLAND
Night school classes, Ns 23, 8:4
Appeal made by Supt J S Thomas for cooperation
between students and teachers in teaching
proper conduct to pupils, Ns 24, 8:2
Protection against den control urged, cartoon,
Nr 30, 7:4
Vacation classes urged by Prof J E Meekin,
Ap 4, 6:2
Supt Thomas opposes new bd of educ, Ap 6, 2:2
Increase in number of students and proposed new
Crowded condition taken up at special meeting by
educators, F 2, 6:1
Facilities to be improved in newly annexed
territory of North Hill is decision of council,
My 8, 3:5
Art exhibit proves successful, My 8, 6:5
Principals and teachers elected for coming yr,
salaries increased, My 9, 5:3
Gids requested for cons of school bldg, My 15,
7:7
Principal John Smith's apology for treatment of
pupil announced, Lr 2, 7:5
Close for summer vacation, enumerators make rep,
Je 8, 1:7
Teachers and Salaries Com assigns teachers for
coming term, reassigns all principals, Jr 9,
6:1
Enrollment completed, gain of 1,015 shown,
Jr 12, 1:6
Plans for proposed model school room in Perkins
bldg outlined, Je 21, 4:4
Plans for new South Akron bldg presented by F D
Weary and Charles Henry, referred to new bldg
com, Je 27, 1:5
Bonds offered for sale, Je 27, 7:6
School bonds offered for sale, Jr 30, 11:5
H C Nuckley strong candidate for position of
supt, Jr 2, 8:3
Janitors recommended by Chmn of Janitors Endress,
F C Healy engaged as architect for proposed
South hs, Jr 5, 8:1
Site for proposed South Akron school recommended
by Harpham, attempts to secure control of
Portage twp school property discussed, Jr 11,
8:2
Conference with Prof H C Nuckley concerning supt's
position held by bd of educ, Jr 13, 1:6
James A Leonard's election predicted, Prof H C
SCHOOLS - OHIO (Cont)

Teaching of bible history and catechism in pub schools, ruled illegal by Atty-Sen, Ja 27, 12:4
Passage of normal school bill by legis predicted by Sen George W Sieber, F 6, 1:5
Bill to establish state normal schools rapid favorably by legis con, F 6, 1:6
Seese State Normal school bill opposed by small coals, F 9, 1:2
Bill providing for state normal schools defeated by house, F 9, 1:5
Charles P Griffin gives views on normal schools, F 12, 1:5
House reconsiders vote by which Seese Normal School bill was defeated, F 14, 3:1
Gen assembly votes to reconsider normal school bill, F 15, 1:4
Bill providing allotment of funds by creation of special school dists passed by house, F 22, 1:4
Bill authorizing exam of books of local school by Ohio legis, Nr 15, 1:5
Seese normal school bill again defeated by house, Nr 20, 1:7
Conf of instructors held at Western Reserve univ, O 22, 0:5
Enumeration of youths between the age of 6 and 12 completed by State School Comm Bonebrake, N 10, 4:5

PORTAGE COUNTY

Teachers victimized into purchasing books by threat of losing jobs, F 20, 2:2

PORTAGE TWP

Named by Akron school bd in possession suit, Jy 21, 3:3

RITTMAN

Dist No 5 blog damaged during windstorm, N 22, 5:6

SHARON

Arcadia R Smith elected supt, C 4, 3:5
Appts hs teachers, S 5, 0:6

SILVER LAKE

Summer school for teachers given up for yr for lack of students, Jy 17, 1:3

SOLIVITON

Hire Prof J C Schrants, Anna Metzger, and Frank Boyer as teachers, Jy 6, 0:4

VAN BUREN

Prof C C Carey reappointed supt, My 14, 3:6
Prof W A Putt reelected to teach music, Jy 14, 4:5

COWDEN, JAKES

Estate named in collection suit by Erwin S Davis, S 17, 3:4
Estate named in collection suit by Lailah Davis, S 21, 3:3
Estate adv property sale to satisfy creditors, S 27, 7:9

COWDEN, JOHN T (Springfield)

Beaten when mistaken for non-union man during molders' strike, O 24, 2:2

SOUTHEASTERN JOURNAL INDEX

SPRINGFIELD TWP

New blog constr bids asked, Ir 14, 7:5

SUHIT COUNTY

Notice of dates for teachers' exams, Jy 6, 12:6; Ja 20, 10:6
Bill authorizing Brookfield blog to pay special school dist in Macedon 500$ passed by sen, Ap 11, 1:2
Exam dates for teachers announced by bd of examiners, Ir 24, 11:6
Portage blog Dussell graduates bold commencement, Jy 2, 5:4
Beckwell graduating exercises, Prof C E Olin speaks on educ, Dudiel coll candidates for free scholarships listed, Jy 18, 6:1
Second day of teachers' inst, Ap 26, 3:4
1900 attendance reports compiled to 1900, Ag 29, 5:5
Annual rep't filed by bd of examiners, C 6, 6:2
Monthy teachers' exam held at Akron hs, D 3, 3:1

TALLAHASSE

Commencement, Jy 2, 3:2

TOLEDO

Local teachers seek to have pension law revoked, N 20, 2:2

UNIONTOWN

Hire Prof J C Schrants, Anna Metzger, and Frank Boyer as teachers, Jy 6, 0:4

VANDER

Prof C C Carey reappointed supt, My 14, 3:6
Prof W A Putt reelected to teach music, Jy 14, 4:5

CROWLEY, JOHN

Estate named in collection suit by Erwin S Davis, S 17, 3:4
Estate named in collection suit by Lailah Davis, S 21, 3:3
Estate adv property sale to satisfy creditors, S 27, 7:9

CROWLEY, JOHN T (Springfield)

Beaten when mistaken for non-union man during molders' strike, O 24, 2:2

SCHMIDT, C W

Killed in fall under train, F 26, 5:6

SCHMIDT (PROF), J C (Uniontown)

App'd principal by bd of educ, Jy 6, 8:4

SCHWERT, JOHN B

Injured in jump from moving st car, Ag 9, 5:6

SCHROPE, E H

Favors nomination of L C Laylin as sec of state, 1Ir, Ag 11, 5:6

SCHROPE, E H

Error in Ir concerning L C Laylin cited, Ir 12, 3:1

SCHROPE, E H

Petition for reversion ship filed by William A Zigler, Ja 25, 2:2

SCHUCK (REV), L R

Resigns as house father at Capitol univ, S 5, 2:2

SCHUTZ, FREDERIC

Suicide, C 10, 2:2

SCHUTZ, JERRY (Canton)

Shoots and wounds wife, attempts suicide by shooting, Jy 23, 1:2

SCHUMACHER (DR), Aelia

celebrates 10th birthday, C 6, 8:5

SCHUMACHER, EDWARD (Zanesville)

Fired and sentenced for riding freight train without tickets, Ap 20, 3:1

SCHUMACHER, FREDNARD

Comes drunk up and signed for sale of Marselles land & later property co property to Bird & Bickford, probate cit gives sanction to transfer, Jy 17, 6:1

SCHUMACHER, HEGED

Rpt of rear in suit against Schumacher Gymnasium co approved, fees and dividends allowed, Ja 23, 6:5
Wade gen mgr of Harriman Land co at Harriman (Tenn), Jy 5, 5:3
Res damages by fire, O 26, 5:6
SCHUMACHER, JOHN (Chillicothe)

Shot and wounded while attempting robbery of big & Son store, F 10, 7:1

SCHUMACHER, JOHN

Fired and sentenced on suspicion chg, Ap 17, 3:3

SCHUMACHER, JOHN

Rpt on receiver in suit by Hugo Schumacher approved, fees and dividends allowed, Ja 23, 6:5

SCHURBET, JIM (Toledo)

Arrested on counterfeiting chg, F 27, 2:2

SCHUSTER BREWING CO (Nassilion)

Damaged by fire, Ag 16, 10:4

SCHUIT, CHARLES F

Action filed by deft Daker Million to have damage suit dismissed, Ja 2, 3:5

SCHWEITZER, GEORGE

Celebrates 12th anniv, Ja 31, 5:6

SCHWEITZER, GUY (Freemont)

Fined for clinging to moving train, Ja 22, 3:1

SCHWEITZER, WILLY (Freemont)

Committed to Toledo State hosp, 0 10, 2:2

SCHWEITZER, WILLY (Columbus)

Refuses permission to slow play Sapelo, Ap 4, 2:4

SCHWEITZER, JACOB

Adjudicated bankrupt, S 21, 7:7

SCHWEITZER, FRIED

Arrested on chg of recklessly using sling shot, Jy 9, 1:3

SCHWEITZER, FRED

John H Hademan app'd admr of estate, Jy 10, 3:4; 7:6; files inventory, F 6, 6:2

SCHWEITZER, BERNARD

Ladies elect officers, N 9, 8:2

SCIENCE

Subject of address by Prof A E Dolbear before Buchtel coll graduating class, Jy 23, 9:1

SCIENTIST ASSN, STATE

Elections officers atCols conf, D 20, 2:2

SCIETY COLL (Steubenville)

E J Gwynn DD elected pres, Ap 28, 11:1

SCOTT, CHARLES

Found not guilty of selling diseased meats, Ap 14, 1:4

SCOTT, JAMES (Galion)

Res robbed, Thomas Brown held, Ap 5, 8:1

SCOTT, WALLACE (Northampton Twp)

Horse stolen, D 5, 3:5

SCOVILLE, DIAMOND

Pleads not guilty to chg of selling diseased meat, case continued, Ap 11, 6:1

SCOTT, JOHN ( Alliance)

Res robbed, F 16, 2:2

SCOTT, JOHN (Lima)

Pleads not guilty on assault chg, case cont'd, Ja 2, 1:6

SCOTT, JOHN (Byron)

Fined for depositing filth on st, O 24, 4:4

SCULLY, THOMAS

F 8 Theiss app'td admr of estate, Ap 10, 2:6

SEAGER (REV), L H (Freemont)

Injured in fall, S 12, 2:6

SEAMAN, AUGUST

Pleads guilty to theft of doves from Ed Ley, case cont'd, Ap 19, 6:4; sentenced to Days'
SEACHUL, AUGUST (Cont)
Indus school for burglary and larceny, D 17, 3:2; D 18, 6:3
Handed as also listed prior, S 7, 1:7
SEAL, WILBUR (Cinti)
Arrested at 1111 Pk (Cvl) and was also listed in Cinti for
murder of Frank Schamadan, Ag 25, 6:4
SEARCHLIGHT CLOD
Elects officers, J 5, 3:2
Holds meeting, S 13, 6:2
SEARS, G.H., HARRIET
Inj disposed by fire, D 12, 3:6
SEARS, J.H.
Bill of exceptions filed by Mary A Bucklin to estate
executor's final acct, S 21, 3:2;
exceptions to order's 1st acct &dsettled, reqd of
receiver approved, H 24, 3:4
SEATON, A E (Covenna)
Missing, Ja 4, 6:1; financial troubles blamed
(Covenna Repub), Ja 5, 8:3; not forgeries
discovered, Ja 6, 1:7
SEDANK, F
Res charged by fire, H 10, 6:1
SEDORINE, FLORENCE (Tiltonville)
Identified as body found in river, D 22, 11:5
SECOND AVE
Ord to concern property for extension passed
by council, H 11, 11:2
SECOND BAPT CH
Celebrates anniv, My 21, 6:7
Literary Aid soc sponsors entertainment, My 23, 6:4
Holds benefit carp meetings at Randolph pk,
Jy 23, 6:5
SECOND NAT'L BANK
Elects officers, J 10, 1:5
Financial statement, My 3, 6:6
Names James Mcllown in collection suit, My 12, 3:4
Names N J Murphy in collection suit, O 1, 3:4
Files claims in answer and cross petition
against the Penn Foundry & Mfg co, O 16, 6:2
Financial statement, D 29, 4:7
SECULAR UNION AND FICE THOUGHT SOC, AHER
Opens 24th annual conv at Cinti, N 24, 7:3
SEEBER, FRANK
Killed in rr collision at Sandusky, Ag 29, 2:2
SEEBERDT, HARRY
Sued for divorce by wife Emma, Jy 23, 3:5
SEELY (ROS), MARY (Steubenville)
Arrested on pension fraud dig, Jy 3, 2:2
338a
SEELER, CHARLES F
Legis services commended, ed, Ja 3, 4:1
Prepares bill to establish state normal
schools for introduction in house, J 10, 1:3
Praised for recprd in house, ed, F 5, 4:2;
legis activities commended, ed, Jr 17, 4:3;
activity in legis praised, Jr 20, 4:3;
career in Ohio legis commended, ed, Jy 7, 4:2
App't teacher in Clev schools, (Clev Leader),
S 10, 5:1
SEELER, ED
Injured in train-wagon collision, N 15, 3:3
SEELER, LEWIS (Tiffin)
Jewelry store robbed, D 13, 11:1
SEFFON (Supt), (Shadyside)
With other Ohio State reformatory officials
named in efficit filed by Karlilid Diltine
charging misconduct in office, Ag 31, 2:2
SEIDELL, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, O 8, 4:5
SEIDELL, HUGH, FRANCIS
With Fred E Smith purchases Fish Mutual Life
Ins co block, Jr 29, 8:5
Lms judgment against Superior Mining co, Jy 19,
6:4
SEIDELL, HUGH, FRANK
Granted patent on vulcanizer, S 25, 8:6;
on pneumatic bicycle tire, Ja 9, 1:6;
on process for mfr of bicycle tires, Jy 15, 6:4;
on vulcanizing press, Ap 4, 3:3;
with A E Ellwood on rubber tire vulcanizer, Jy 24,
6:3
Execution proceedings brought by Euclid Ave
Savings & Banking co dissolved, Ja 25, 3:5
SEIDELING, JOHN F
Suit brought by Akron Savings Bank co, checks
held liable, Ja 16, 3:4
Files petition in bankruptcy, N 5, 3:6;
bankrupt, N 5, 3:7; files petition for disch
from bankruptcy, Ap 23, 8:2; dischgd from
bankruptcy, My 15, 6:3
Loses judgment in Ira Miller vs F A Seiberling
suit, N 5, 3:6
Loses suit brought by First Nat'l Bank of Ravenna,
Ap 27, 4:6
Case against Superior Mining co and Orlando B
Hardy carried to circuit ct on error, Jy 31,
6:3
Res robbed, N 20, 4:3
SEIDELING, J F & CO
Motion to force creditors to accept
338b
SELLING, J F & CO (Cont)
comprise settlement in judgment suit
brought by Charles A Cable overruled, Ja 26,
6:1
Permission to compromise with F A Seiberling in
judgment suit brought by Charles A Cable
granted, Jr 1, 6:3
Assignee files partial acct, Jr 15, 6:1
Fails answer to cross petition in suit brought
by Ull Christy against Akron Stry co, Jr 15,
6:2
SEIBERT, JOHN
Fined on assault dig, Je 6, 1:7
SEIDORF, JACOB
Estate offered for sale at pub auction, Ap 27,
7:4
SEIDORF, FLORENCE. See Seidel, Fred
SEIDORF, FRANK AND FLORENCE
Named in injunction suit brought by Northfield
emp, Ap 20, 6:3
SEIGEL, LOUISE
Buonoces Buckley post of GAR, Je 15, 1:7
SEIFGRIED, FRED
Arrested and fined in Barberton, then jailed
in Akron on fighting dig, Jy 25, 3:4;
fined on chg of creating a disturbance, Jy 26,
5:4
SEIFGRIED, JAMES
Fined on disorderly conduct dig, Je 22, 1:6
SEIFGRIED, LOUIS
Arrested for failing to provide for his children,
My 21, 1:5
SEN, FRANK
Estate inventory filed, F 13, 6:5
SEILER, CHARLES
Collection suit brought by Fred Doder opens,
Ja 19, 3:1
SEILER, JOHN
Infant son scalded in fall into pail of water,
F 17, 1:5
SEILHORN, GEORGE
Pleads not guilty to chg of theft of doves from
Ed Lake, case contd, Ap 19, 6:4
SEILHORN, HILL (Hamletown)
Injured in coal mine when struck by car, D 22,
11:5
SEILER, CHARLES
Asks money suit brought by Fred Doder be dis-
missed when plaintiff fails to file petition in
error, My 2, 3:4
SEITZ & LAMADIER
Saloon robbed, Jy 13, 1:4
ACON

Ord to provide for constr of sewer in Harvard st passed by council, Ja 5, 0:2; in Yale st, Ja, 0:1

Ord for issuing bonds for sewer constr in Harvard st passed by council, Ja 12, 6:7; in Yale st, Ja 12, 6:7

Ord to levy special tax for constr in Harvard st passed by council, Ja 10, 6:6; in Yale st, Ja 10, 6:7

Consir bids for Harvard st project solicited, F 15, 6:6; for Yale st project, F 15, 6:6; Yale and Harvard st sewer constr awarded to Michael Derryg by city coys, Ap 8, 6:3

Ord to constr in dist 1-6-8 and 9 passed by council, Ja 13, 6:7; resolution requiring special bd to estimate constr cost for dist 1-6-8 and 9 adopted by council, F 17, 2:4; assessment notice for constr in dists 1-6-8 and 9 given, Ap 26, 7:7; or award authorizing issuance of bonds in anticipation of special assessments passed by city council, Ja 8, 7:6;

SEWERS & SEWAGE DISPOSAL – AKRON (Cont)

Resolution confirming report of bd on estimated assessment of cost of constructing sewer dist 1-6-8 and 9 adopted by city council, Ja 8, 7:6; resolution to condemn property for constr in districts 1-6-8 and 9 adopted by council, Ap 30, 7:1; bonds for sewer in dists 1-6-8 and 9 sold to Dominick, Pri 3 co, Jy 21, 3:3

Resolution to construct trunk sewer in dist 1-6-8 adopted by council, Ja 27, 11:6; ord to provide for constr of main line through dist 5 passed by council, Fr 2, 2:7; resolution directing freeholders to report estimated assessments for constrict in dist 5, Fr 3, 6:5; resolution directing freeholders to report estimated assessment cost of constr adopted by council, Ap 26, 11:2; or to levy special tax on lots and lands benefited by constr of main trunk sewer in dist 5 passed by city council, Ja 22, 7:7; ord to issue bonds for main trunk sewer, Je 5, 3:3; or authorizing issuance of bonds in anticipation of collection of special assessment passed by council and approved by city coys, Jy 7, 12:6; and authorizing issuing of bonds for main trunk sewer in dist 5 passed by council, Je 23, 7:7

Right to build sewers along canal from Market to South st given by state bd of health, F 12, 5:6

Consir bidding opened to constr by city coys, Fr 10, 6:4

Condemnation ord for constr in dist N 0 remained in resolution adopted by council, N 17, 7:6; resolution for assessments to constr trunk line in dist passed by council, Ap 7, 6:3; resolution to condemn property for constr, Ap 7, 6:1; ord providing for plans in constr sewer in dist 9 passed by council, Ja 23, 6:4; resolution to constr main trunk sewer in dist 9 adopted by council and approved by city coys, Ja 7, 2:6; ord adopting plan of sewer drainage in dist 9 passed by council and approved by city coys, Ja 7, 12:6; ord for constr in dist N 0 passed by council, Ap 17, 7:6

Resolution of further use of explosives by Case ave sewer constr sought in petition filed by Aver Clay Mfg co, Jy 20, 3:5

Resolution by city council entering into constr with Kinir J and Cynthia A Allen for right to constr sewer through property between Cherry and Ash sts, Fr 20, 6:5

Resolution for constr for St Clair st from Bowery st to Toover ave passed by council, My 12, 11:5; ord to constr in St Clair st from Bowery st to Toover ave passed by city council, Je 22, 2:7; resolution authorizing constr for local sewer in St Clair st passed by city council, Je 27, 11:4; ord authorizing issuance of bonds for St Clair st sewer passed by council, N 23, 7:7

Resolution directing city engir to devise and form plan for constr in dist 10 passed by council, My 12, 11:6; resolution adopting plans and specifications for sewer in and through dist 9 adopted by council, Je 23, 11:3

Notice of estimated assessment and cost of constr of sewer in Market st, Jy 24, 6:6

Resolution for constr of hose connections in Beck ave adopted by council, By 26, 3:6

Ord adopting sewerage and drainage plan for portion of city passed by council, Je, 6:7

Sewers proposed on Willow st project abandoned, Je 13, 3:7

List of residents granted permission to use sewer for constr project approved by council, Je 10, 3:1

City clerk ordered to issue no sewer permits unless requesting parties have water connections, Jy 9, 3:1

Elected property owners granted permission to constr private sewer from Time alley to Schell ave, Jy 10, 1:5

Resolution providing for constr of local sewer in Ward st passed by city council, Jy 17, 8:4; Jy 21, 11:4; Ag 24, 6:7; resolution directing freeholders to report estimated assessment cost of constr on Arch st passed by council, O 6, 7:6

Estimated cost of constr on Factory st announced, Ag 15, 7:7

Resolution for drainage in dists 10 and 4 passed by council, Ag 25, 7:6

Resolution directing freeholders to report estimated assessment of cost and expenses for constr of sewer in North st passed by council, O 6, 7:6

CLEVELAND

Valworth Sun sewer constr awarded to W C Gayer, S 7, 6:1

SEX CRIMES

Margaret Birmingham beaten during attempted

SEX CRIMES (Cont)

criminal attack by unidentified man, My 17, 3:3

Kinnie Wright criminally assaulted, Charles Long held, Leroy, Fr 27, 3:4

Charles Jacobs arrested for attempting to rape stepdaughter Jeraldine Bromson, Ag 24, 5:6

Mrs Milton Ransberg criminally assaulted by unknown man, Tiffin, Je 6, 2:2

Theodore Ross infant daughter Christine attacked in criminal assault attempt, Ag 21, 8:1

Lizzie Delts criminally assaulted, Richard Gardner held, Athens, Ty 25, 2:2

Assassination of guilty urging, ed, Ag 25, 4:4

SEYFOLD, LOUIS

Appointed to Akron library bd, My 8, 8:1

SEYFOLD, LOUIS (Alliance)

Elected pres of northeastern Ohio singing assoc, N 22, 3:3

SEYFOLT, HENRY

Fined for disorderly conduct, O 30, 5:2

SEYFOLT, J H

Elected gen sec Union Charity assn, Ja 6, 1:4; F 20, 4:5; resigns position as gen sec of Union Charity assn, O 22, 8:1

SHEPHERD, SAGINA

Funeral, Ty 7, 3:2

SHAF (REV), J C

Resigns pastorage of Johnson’s Corners Reformed ch, F 10, 1:5

SHAFE, RED (Horion)

Will refused probation, O 25, 2:2

SHAFE, A W (Kent)

Injured with horses when train strikes and wrecks wagon, Je 7, 3:5

SHAFE, BENJAMIN

Sued for divorce by wife Fayette, My 1, 6:5; divorce granted wife, D 10, 3:5

SHAFE (NGS), SHIN (Chatfield)

Injured when lightning strikes ch, Jy 21, 10:2; dies from injuries, Jy 24, 2:2

SHAFE, AUDEN

Injured when struck by train, Jy 28, 8:2

SHAFER, SPACE E

Names Simon Hancerbach and others in collection suit, Ap 12, 6:5

SHAFER, AUGUST

Discharged from bankruptcy, Ja 17, 8:3

SHAFER, DAN C

Fined for intoxication, My 26, 6:2

SHAFER, JOHN B

Fined for intoxication, Ap 6, 6:4
SHAPIRO, JAY

Cited in brief, court of appeals, Je 29, 2:1; 30, 1:3

SHARP, JOHN D

Pleads not guilty to larceny charge, case continued, Ly 5, 6:4

Fined for intoxication, D 26, 1:4

SHARP, EVELYN L (East Berlinfield)

Granted original widow's pension, N S 3, 3:1

SHARRINGTON, HAROLD (Barberton)

Arrested on reckless driving charge, Je 20, 1:5

SHARRINGTON, H D & CO (Barberton)

Awarded contract for extension of water mains, S 11, 5:4

SHARON, OHIO

Den court warrant, now, Je 23, 5:5

1929, ticket, Je 26, 4:5

SHAW, JOHN N

Aged to Akron by health, Ly 0, 6:1

SHAW, W B

Elected to renovate I.O.O.F. hall, N 7, 2:4

SHAW, JOHN A

Elected to parley in Ohio elections, par, N 7, 5:3

SHAW, K R

Fined for intoxication, Ap 23, 5:4

Fined for disorderly conduct, Ag 22, 8:1

Fined for cruelty to animals, Je 6, 5:6

SHAW, M K (Creston)

Killed by car, Ly 24, 2:1; 8:4

SHAW, JACOB

Fined for intoxication, J 16, 6:1

Fined for theft, J 17, 6:1

SHAW, ARTHUR

Sues CACO for property damage, Ag 2, 6:1

SHAW, JACOB

Death, Je 9, 3:4; funeral, Je 11, 3:5

SHAW, JAMES

Fined for intoxication, O 12, 8:3

SHAW, MARY C (Canton)

Arrested on suspicion of murder of John Hartong, Je 15, 1:5

SHAY, MICHAEL (Carron)

Named in breach of promise suit by Mary Downs, R 3, 11:4

SHEDMAN, JOHN (Vassilian)

Motion to dismiss a charge of rape, J 10, 2:2

SHEEDER, DANIEL (Sandusky)

Suspends a charge of rape, O 3, 2:2

SHEEP

Fluctuations in milk price of Oregon sheep, (Ohio State Journal), Ap 27, 3:4

SHEPP, A S

Comparison of prices in Ohio during Cleveland and McKinley administrations, O 31, 6:2

SHERB, WILLIAM

With 4 others purchases Akron & Co's Falls Rapid Transit Co, O 1, 1:7

SHERK, JOSEPH

Declares fire alarm and stationary engraved law valid, Ly 10, 2:3

Seeks appeal to proposed U.S. judicial process in Northern Ohio, O 12, 1:7

SHERIFF, GILDA (Tiffin)

Charged with murder, Ja 15, 7:1; held under bail, Ja 24, 2:6;chg with poisoning Claude Tuttle, claims suicide cause of death, Ja 31, 2:2; grand jury fails to indict, F 12, 2:7

SHEFFIELD BLOCK

Damaged by fire, Ly 26, 1:4

SHEHAN, JACK

Fined for intoxication, S 10, 8:5

SHELBY, E

Shot and wounded during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 8:3

SHELTON, CHARLES H

Proposal to publish ideal newspaper in week's experiment criticized, ed, Ja 23, 4:1

SHELTON, GILDA (Tiffin)

Ability as journalist praised, (ed Topeka, Kansas, Capital), Je 26, 4:2

Method of running newspaper criticized, ed, F 10, 5:1

SHELTON, HARRY C (Colts)

Injured in railroad collision, O 31, 2:2

SHERBAUGH, A J

Appointed member of Ohio penitentiary board of managers by Gov George R. Nash, Colts, F 14, 1:6; F 15, 1:4

SHERBID, JENNA

Damage suit against ABCO Co, settled, Ja 26, 6:1

SHERWIN, WILLIAM

Injured in railroad collision, Je 15, 2:6

SHERWIN, BERT

Comment on collection suit by C P Sprigle, My 31, 6:1

With Nick Webber named in collection suit by Ohio Farmers' Ins Co, O 15, 3:5

Chicken coop robbed, D 5, 1:4

SHERWIN, JESSIE A

Fine suspended in burglary charge, Ja 6, 3:3

Sued for divorce by wife Jessie E, My 31, 6:1; divorce granted, wife, My 24, 6:2

SHERWIN, WILLIAM

Fined and sentenced for petit larceny, Ja 30, 5:6; My 31, 6:6

SHERWIN, JOHN

Sued by Mary A Schell for partition of property, case settled out of court, Ag 3, 4:5

SHERWOOD, KATE (Belleview)

Grain elevator destroyed by fire, S 8, 2:2

SHERWIN, RICHARD

Fined and sentenced to rock pile for intoxication, N 6, 8:5

SHERWOOD, JAMES

Hearing on investigation of county officials' activities scheduled by council, N 20, 1:7

Held on charge of obtaining money under false pretenses, D 3, 3:2; arrested in Akron, taken to Clev on charge, D 4, 1:1; 4:4

Confinement by Proctor & Hannamaker and county councils related, D 4, 4:4

Confiscates charge of illegal use of mail and obtaining money under false pretenses, D 4, 4:4

Alleged to have collected pay for 4 added men in recent riot employment of detectives, D 6, 1:1

Denies fraud in dealing with CCC Co, O 6, 1:2

Cleared of fraud charge in pay of detectives engaged in riot investigation, O 7, 1:0

City council criticized for unnecessary discussion of his case, ed, D 7, 4:1

Released from Cuyahoga jail on bond, D 10, 1:7

SHERWIN, JOHN (O'Neilfield)

Hired to rub, vandalize property, D 6, 7:2

SHERWIN, JOHN

Death, O 22, 1:1; funeral, O 25, 1:4; burial, O 26, 2:6; will filed for probate, O 26, 4:7; will probated, N 16, 2:3

SHERWOOD, FLORA

Pleads guilty to adultery charge, Ag 14, 6:6; charge dismissed, Ag 17, 8:5

SHERWOOD, KATE (Belleview)

Speaks on Ohio women pioneers at 10th annual Farmers' Inst at Gay Falls, F 9, 6:1

SHERWOOD, NELLIE

Escapes from state hospital at Newburgh, returned by police, O 14, 3:5

SHERWIN, MELVIN

Nominated for a position, (ed Topeka, Kansas, Capital), Je 26, 4:2

SHERWIN, WILLIAM

Agreed to settle suit on appeal, S 17, 1:7; dies from injuries, S 18, 3:3; 3:5; funeral, S 19, 8:7
SHIPS AND SHIPPING (Cont)

Proposed legs regarding merchant marines discussed, (ed "Commercial"), Jy 23, 4:3
Subsidization urged, ed, Jy 2, 4:3
Aner urged to build own merchant marine, ed, Jy 16, 4:1
Schooner Sophia Linch afloat 1 yr, reflected near Apalachicola, Jy 24, 2:2
Passage of bill urged, ed, Ag 17, 4:2
Den agitation to repudiate favored ship subsidy bill incensed, ed, Jg 13, 4:1
Subsidy speech by Sen Hanna, D 15, 1:1

LABOR RELATIONS

Delegates from Longshoremen's unions meet with dock mgrs to arrange wage scale, Clev, D 4, 2:6

STRIKES

Freight handlers of Clev & Buffalo Transit co strike for increase in wages or more hrs, Clev, Jy 23, 11:1

S-parameter, FRED

Injured when gas explodes, Ag 27, 1:4

SHEARER, ISAD

Death, D 1, 3:5; will filed, D 12, 3:5; 5:4

SHEH, CONNIE

Robbed, F 9, 1:7

SHEIDER, HARVEY

Arraigned for profanity, case continued, Jy 23, 4:7

Found not guilty onchg of calling Lay Phelps bad names, Jy 26, 3:1

SHEIDER, HENRY

House on West Thornton st extension damaged by fire, Jy 30, 8:4

SHELDON & NEIGHTER (CLINTON)

Dbl damaged by fire, Jy 11, 6:4

SHEINTZ, HELEN

Sued for divorce by wife Ilseide O, Ag 6, 6:1; divorce granted, N 10, 6:5

SHEOK, JAMES

Finds not guilty to assault chg, S 14, 7:1

SHEPHERD (KOK), S J

Lectures on Bulgaria at Woodland IE ch, Fr 19, 6:1

SHEETING (SPORT)

Rolla O'Heiskes wins 1st Aner Target handicap, Jy 15, 5:8

Aner Gun club scores, S 14, 5:4; S 27, 5:1; 0 4, 3:5; 0 0, 5:4; 0 11, 5:9; 0 15, 5:2

SHEETING (SPORT) (Cont)

Winners in local GIG militia rifle competition, O 16, 6:4

Annual tournament of Hudson Gun club, O 24, 5:3

Aner Gun club scores, O 25, 8:5; O 29, 5:5; W 1, 5:3

Scores of Aner Gun club shoot, D 1, 5:4

Scores of Garber Gun club shoot, D 25, 5:2

SHELT, GEORGE W (Fremont)

Res damaged by fire following lamp explosion, D 27, 2:6

SHEFFIELD EXPLORERS ASSN, WATL

Open conv at Put-in-Bay, Ag 14, 2:2; officers elected, Ag 15, 1:5; 2:2

SHETTLETON (JIT) (Clinton)

Robbed, S 5, 3:5

SHJACZ, H C

1st daughter Arjunto dies, D 29, 3:4; funeral D 31, 3:4

SHEPARD, HAYNE

Retrial in oyster suit brought by Gay Falls citizens opens, Ja 3, 3:4; suit goes to jury, Ja 6, 3:5; suit brought by John W Walsh and others, notice for new trial given, Ja 8, 1:7; suit against unnamed plff, F 16, 3:6; ct costs compiled, F 21, 6:3

Names Sarah Higgins, N A Taylor, George Sackett, and V H Havre in suit for personal damages, C 20, 3:4

SHPES (17), HARRY P

Elected capt of OV1 Clev Grays, Ap 11, 8:2

SHRUT, JOHN (Linden)

Killed when struck by train, S 29, 11:4

SHUTE, JACOB (VIRGINIA)

Adopted universalist ch, Je 23, 6:5

SHULS (PATRICK), (Clev)

Skt at, Salvator Veleto & Frank Decarpo held, Ag 14, 2:2; attempted murder believed plot of Jaffaele Sorancin's friends, Ag 15, 2:2

SHULS, FRED

Robbed, held as witness, John Miller and James Harley arrested, Je 2, 8:1; held in jail as witness in James Harley and John Miller robbery case, Ja 6, 1:6; bound to common pleas ct as alleged rister, S 9, 1:4; found guilty of burglary and larceny, N 3, 6:7; sentenced to Ohio State reformatory for larceny, N 26, 3:6

SULLY DES (Rainesville)

Racing horses poisoned by unknown person, N 21, 2:2

SIDDALL, T T

Sues A Dayne Smith for money due on note, Je 10, 6:4

SIEBERT (H), S H (Dayton)

Injured in st r. collision, Jy 31, 2:6

SIEBERT, CHRISTIAN

Names George O Wise in damage suit, N 26, 6:4

SIEBERT, GEORGE W

Legis services commenced, ed, Ja 3, 4:1

Praised for work in state legis, Ja 4, 3:2

Denies introducing bill to change form of Aner govt, Jy 31, 1:5

Praised for opposing Clark bill, ed, Fr 15, 4:1

Ohio sen activities commenced, ed, Fr 17, 4:3

Career in Ohio legis commenced, ed, Ap 7, 4:2

Awarded judgment on cognizance against Sigmund Wachner, Jy 27, 4:5

SIEBERT, WILLIAM

Appd special policeman, bond a, proved, Je 14, 3:3

SIEFFERT (CPT), A D

Appd master officer of Summit City co, Uniform Tank K of P, Jy 21, 12:4

SIEFFERT, T A

Injured when lightning strikes nozzle of water hose, Jy 12, 6:4

SIEFFERT, WILLIAM

Sentenced for vagrancy, Jy 25, 8:3

SIEFFERD, WILLIAM (Lee)

Family overcome by gas fumes, no one fatally injured, Ja 2, 2:4

SIGEL (PROF), GUSTAVE

Resigned as dir of Liedertafel Singing Soc, Ag 16, 3:6

SIGLER (CIVIL) (Clev)


SIGLOR, JACOB

Fined for intoxication, O 8, 4:5

SILCOCK (CIVIL) (Tiffin)

Robbed, Je 13, 2:4

SILVER, GEORGE

Fined for intoxication, O 25, 8:3

SIL (CH), A H (Gay Falls)

Res destroyed by fire, Ja 1, 3:9

SILTHAN (EDWARD) (Clev)

Injured when claim on pile driver breaks, Ag 7, 2:2

SILVER

Per capita coinage during admin of Pres Grover
SUIT MACHINES
Police Chief Durkin issues removal notice, B 27, 1:7
SQUIRES, EDWARD G.
Designs as chief clerk in adj gen's office, F 3, 1:2
SQUIRES, GEORGE W.
Granted pension increase, H 10, 3:1
SQUIRES (REV.), J W.
Served, D 3, 2:7
SQUIRES, HENRY (Rev Philadelphia)
Attends suicide by shooting, F 6, 2:2
SMALL, WILLIAM G.
Sued for divorce by wife Louise, F 26, 6:1; 7:7; suit referred to C C House, J 8, 3:4; divorce granted, J 9, 3:5
SNAKEPIT
New cases reported in girls' Indus school, epidemic feared, Delaware, J 8, 2:2
Spearheaded by night operator to be lacked in office, Providence, J 23, 6:2
Pile epidemic in Joseph Feiss co clothing factory, C 6, 2:2
Epidemic causing quarantining of Gates Hills, D 20, 2:1
Epidemic closes schools in Chester ter, D 29, 11:4
SNEADIE, (REV.), A H (Northfield)
Installed as pastor of U P ch by Clev presbytery, F 21, 8:6
SKCITAS (REV.), SISANA
Funeral Je 1, 6:6; will filed for probate, J 5, 3:4; Mary C Smellet apptd execrix of estate, J 23, 6:5; J 7, 10:5; inventory of estate filed, J 39, 3:4
SKCITAS (REV.), GEORGE
Coal shed damaged by fire, D 12, 6:3
SKITTER, (REV.), LOUIS
Loses personal injury suit against estate of Atherford D Hayes, H 7, 2:4
SKITT, A D
Answer in libel suit filed by Hallet S Davis Piano co, J 10, 6:6
SKITT, A BAYNE
Suited for $ T Siddall for money due on note, J 19, 6:4
SKITT, A J
Real name of penitentiary inmate masquerading under name of Dan Snyder, J 19, 5:2
SMITH, ALBERT
Arrested on intoxication chg, D 6, 4:5; fined for intoxication, H 10, 3:1
SMITH, ALBERT B
Money suit appealed to c/o on pleas ct by Frank W Dodge, J 6, 6:3
SMITH, ADELE I
Elected supt. of schools in Sharon ter, S 4, 3:5; S 5, 8:6
SMITH, D F (Upper Sandusky)
Takes 2 gavels of pieces of wood from every state and territory of U S, J 12, 2:2
SMITH, DEX
Fined for intoxication, J 25, 1:5
SMITH, DICT
Fined for over driving horse, Ap 6, 3:3
SMITH, DUKE
Fined and sentenced to workhouse for striking John Walker, D 24, 4:4
SMITH, DONALD (REV.), P H
Injured in full down stairs, D 26, 3:5
SMITH, EMMONS
Escapes asphyxiation when rescued from manhole, J 13, 4:2
Fined for fighting, D 16, 6:2
Fined for intoxication, Ap 17, 8:5
Fined for intoxication, J 2, 6:2
SMITH, (REV.), FRANKLIN
Injured when thrown from buggy at Long Lake pk, J 25, 3:6
SMITH, GARDEN (Hopetown)
Safe robbed, F 24, 1:5
SMITH, GLYNN
Arrested on larceny conduct chg, J 9, 3:13; fined on chg, J 11, 6:1
SMITH, HANNY
Sued for divorce by wife Myrtle B, M 7, 3:6; divorce granted, J 10, 6:6
SMITH, HARRISON (Baytown)
Injured in street car collision, J 31, 2:6
SMITH, IVAN
Injured stopping a runaway horse, M 3, 1:6
App'd health officer of Portage twp by trustees, J 27, 3:3; Ap 30, 4:7
SMITH, ED (Edina)
Strikes gas while drilling for oil on farm, D 17, 8:2
SMITH, ELSA (REV.), ELIZABETH E
Suited by Joseph Higby for property damages, M 16, 6:1
SMITH, ETTA
Fined not guilty to striking May E Herwick, J 13, 8:1
SMITH, ETTA (Cont)
Sued by L. E. Herwick, H 15, 8:4
SMITH, FREDERICK
Sued by Universalists ch, J 21, 8:1
Feature article, S 6, 8:1
SMITH, FRANK
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, J 24, 6:6
Fined for intoxication, J 10, 6:6
Fined for intoxication, M 12, 8:6
SMITH, FRANK E
Sues Almon filler & co for personal injury suits, J 31, 2:3
SMITH, FRANK E
Sues Francis Galbreath pursues Rich Mutual Life Ins block, M 29, 8:5
SMITH, GEORGE
Fined and sentenced, F 1, 4:5
Fined for intoxication, J 13, 6:5
Fined for intoxication, D 31, 4:4
SMITH, GEORGE E (Bowling Green)
Arrested on chg of possession of counterfeit money, F 15, 2:2
SMITH, I O L
Injured when knocked from train at Herwick, J 24, 6:2
SMITH, HEMETTA E
Death, M 5, 4:3; will filed for Irrobate, D 10, 3:6
SMITH, HENRY
Fined for intoxication, D 15, 1:5
SMITH, HENRY
Arrested on theft chg, Jy 28, 1:6; held to prosecute ct on theft chg, Jy 29, 5:5; ordered to be lodged by father for participation in robbing of Akron Paint & Color co by ct order, J 1, 1:6
SMITH, HUGH B
James Smith apptd adm of estate, J 3, 7:7
SMITH (REV.), J C
Delivers memorial service for GR at Grace NE ch, Jy 28, 8:5
Sermon on China, J 2, 8:5
Sermon on Akron riot, J 27, 8:4
Sermon, S 10, 8:4
SMITH, J P (Youngstown)
Assaulted, John Thomas arrested and released, rearrested in Akron, Jy 17, 3:3
SMITH, JAMES
Chgs James Britt with assault, F 20, 3:4
Suited by wife Ellen J for divorce, M 31, 3:4; divorce granted, J 10, 3:4
SITTHI, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, Jy 19, 6:2
Dmg with intoxication, Jy 23, 4:7
Fined for intoxication, D 10, 6:5
SITTHI, JOHN B
Fined for blocking crossing, Jy 28, 3:6
SITTHI, JOHN C
Ordered into ct for failure to pay alimony, 
Nr 6, 3:5
SITTHI, LENA
Suicide, Jy 21, 2:3
SITTHI, NORMA M
Sued for divorce by wife Helene; Jyr 11, 5:6; 
divorce granted, Jy 23, 6:5
SITTHI, JULIUS
Injured in nine when struck by runaway coal car, 
D 21, 1:7; D 22, 11:5
SITTHI, JOHN
Sued in chg of robbing res of Hay Dillon, 
Jy 26, 2:2
SITTK, RICHARD A
Granted final naturalization papers, O 2, 3:5
SITTHI, EVA (Guy Falls)
App'd member of city bd of health, Ap 27, 6:4
SITTK, SIRK
Buys interest of Joseph Smith in Smith Bros co, 
F 26, 3:5
SITTHI, TEDDIE (Austintown)
Injured when run down by horses, Jy 31, 2:2
SITTHI, THOMAS
Appeal case against Stroh-Walbuck co dismissed, 
Jy 12, 6:2
SITTHI, WILLIAM
Sentenced for vagrancy, Jy 25, 8:3
Sentenced toודה for intoxication, F 2, 1:6; 
committed to Canton workhouse, F 5, 6:2
SITTHI, WILLIAM A
Granted additional pension, D 20, 3:1
SITTHI, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxicated, F 7, 3:1; 3:4; two indictments on chgs of 
performing criminal operations rolled, F 7, 3:5; 3:7; will filed for probate, Ag 15, 3:1
SITTHI, WILLIAM (Barneyville)
Fatalily burned with son, another son burned to
SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' ASYN, SUMMIT COUNTY
Sets date for annual picnic, elects officers, Ju 21, 2:4

SOLDIERS' AND SAILORS' CEMETERY, NEAR
Yrs Anna Frances Helvick, a.74 to l.6d of visitors by Geo George K. Noah, S 27, 2:2

SOLDIERS' RELIEF CONV., SUMMIT COUNTY
Aids relief and burial corps, Ja 25, 5:3
Holds meeting, F 25, 5:6

SOLDIERS CH (223), WILLIAM
Death, Ag 7, 3:1; funeral, Ag 8, 8:3

SOK, CHARLES (Clev)
Shot at, Salvator Vealotto and Frank DeCarlo held, Ag 14, 2:2

SONS OF ST GEORGE
Selects com to attend conv, Ag 15, 1:6; Grand Lodge of Ohio holds 12th annual conv, elects officers, Ag 21, 6:5; annual rep, Ag 22, 1:6; no incite officers for Ohio lodge, Ag 24, 8:1; elects officers, N 30, 1:3

SONS OF THE REVOLUTION
Scholastic Rosa Coronel写作 as it breaks away from tug and is washed ashore at Ashbula, N 10, 12:3

SOTTO, N C (Kent)
Injured when attempting to make flying switch from train, N 7, 6:2

SOTTO, G H
App'td with N C Stone to audit rept of county coms, Ja 27, 3:3

SOUDER, DUGS
By cross petition sets up 2 claims on notes against Samuel J. Phipps, Ja 28, 4:5

SOUDER, FRANK
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1

SOUDER, FRANK J
Saloon robbed, F 22, 3:1

SOUDER, JOHN
Fired for intoxication, N 3, 8:4

SOUDER, J
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 6:3

SOUDER, JOHN
Saloon robbed, Je 13, 0:2

SOUDER, JOHN
Fired for intoxication, N 29, 5:1

SOUDER, JOHN
Fired for intoxication, O 18, 0:3

SOUTH AFRICA
Travels and habits discussed in lecture by Julius S Lane at West Cong ch, Ja 23, 6:4

SOUTH AFRICAN REPUBLIC
Subject of address at First ME ch by Julius S Lane, F 26, 5:6

SOUTH AFRICAN CHURCH
Subject of address by Rev V C Wilcox at Hazel Business coll, F 10, 2:4

SOUTH AFRICAN REALTY CO
Plans to erect new business block, F 17, 1:6

SOUTH HIGHLAND
Ord to vacate portion passed by city council, Ju 17, 8:4

SOUTH HIGHLAND, F D
Plans dedication services, Ja 8, 1:6
Dedication program announced, Ja 26, 8:2

SOUTH HIGHLAND, H & J
Assaulted by unknown assailants, C 29, 1:4
Elected to cng from 8th Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD
Sentenced to work on site for vagrancy, Fy 22, 4:3

SOUTHERN OHIO TACTIC CO
Forced by consol of Dayton Traction co, Cinti and Hamilton Traction co, and Miami Valley Traction co, officers elected, Ja 23, 3:1
Organizes, N H Christy elected pres, Hamilton, F 24, 4:2
Elects officers, My 1, 3:4
Increases employees' wages, My 17, 8:4
Divd, financial rept (Clev Plain Dealer), N 14, 3:4

SOUTHAVAD (OR & KS)
Celebrate 50th wedding anniv, Ja 5, 3:2

SOYACOIL, DAVID (Clev)
Cowboys suicide after beating wife, My 7, 1:5
funeral, My 11, 6:2

SOyer, JOHN
Fired and sentenced for intoxication, F 1, 6:4

SPACE, S, (Guelph)
Escapes from Crawford county jail, Ap 17, 2:5

SPARTA, VILLAGE
Son Herman dies from injuries in flood with Fred Gardner, O 17, 2:2

SPARKLER, A. G (Kinnear)
Sells his gen store to Samuel Thursby, S 12, 0:3

SPARKLER, JOSEPH
Celebrates 50th birthday anniv, N 2, 3:2

SPANISH AMERICAN WAR
Feature article on 1st by Drq-Gen G S Carpenter
concerning operations in Philippines, Ja 4, 5:5
Hardships cited, Jr 3, 8:3

SPEAR, JOHN, (Kent)
Killed in train disaster, Apr 29, 4:5

SPEAR, JOHN
App'td to post in Depot at Louisville(O Ky), Jr 14, 4:5

SPEARS, JAMES
Fined and sentenced for vagrancy, My 17, 4:5

SPEARS, FRANK, HENRY, AND JAMES (Cleve)
Frank killed, Herman and James fatally injured in dynamite explosion at Kelly oil well, Je 1, 2:4

SPEARS, HENRY
See Speers, Frank
SPEARS, JAMES P.
See Speers, Frank
SPEARS, HENRY, and JAMES (Cleve)
Killed in Kelly oil well explosion, Je 2, 2:4

SPEARS, JOHN
Sued for divorce by wife Emily Jane, My 8, 3:4;
wife granted restraining or'v, Fy 17, 1:6

SPEARS, DAVID
Arrested on rioting chg, bound to grand jury,
S 1, 1:6; held on rioting chg, S 3, 1:6

SPEARS, EZRA
Injured by piece of falling steel, My 10, 3:3

SPEARS, ALBERT
Fined for intoxication, My 10, 5:6

SPEARS, GEORGE B
Appeals judgment in collection suit brought by
Jaco Sch, Jr 18, 3:3; transcript of evidence
Apr 28, 6:1

SPEARS, JOHN F
Wins money suit against George G Schaefer,
Ap 13, 5:4

SPEARS, WILLIAM H
Death, Jun 6, 3:2; funeral, N 8, 3:1

SPERRY, HENRY
Granted patent on brick-making machine, Ja 10, 3:1

SPERRY, KINZEL, VIRGINIA
Named by A Kinzel in collection suit, Fy 5, 6:1;
suit appealed to circuit pleas by A Kinzel,
Ja 6, 6:3

SPEZZI, HENRY J
FAMILY holds annual meeting with Allen, Morgan,
and Seth families, officers elected, por,
MY 12, 6:2

SPERRY, EDWARD C
Passes exam for admission to bar, D 10, 8:1

SPERRY, HARRIET
Organizes, elects officers, Je 16, 5:5

SPERRY'S PROTECTIVE ASSN, OHIO
Organizes, elects officers at Cleve conv, Je 29, 5:6
SPILGER, AVANA  
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3  
Arrested on rioting chg, bound to grand jury,  
S 1, 1:6; S 3, 1:6; sentenced with 3 others,  
D 7, 4:3; fined for rioting,  D 25, 3:6

SPRINGE, LIZZIE  
Pleads not guilty to adultery chg, Ag 15, 4:7

SPRINGFIELD, ARNOLD  
Null damaged by fire of incendiary origin, Nr 21, 3:1

SPRINGFIELD, E P  
Names William R Dabhol and C C Sherbondy in  
collection suit, by 31, 6:1  
Sued by Tanney Lober co for balance due on  
ote,  30, 6:2

SPRINGFIELD, ELVA  
Funeral, A p 24, 6:1

SPRINGFIELD, GEORGE J  
Fire at, Ag 31, 6:1; funeral, 31, 6:5

SPRINGFIELD, ONTARIO  
Republic and rep tickets listed, Nr 20, 6:4

SPIERSFIELD, OHIO  
P Celebration results given, Ap 3, 2:2

SPJILZ, RICHARD  
Notice of adams sale of real estate, 31, 7:6

SPLESS, PHILIP  
Pleads not guilty to fighting chg, case contd,  
Ap 3, 1:4; fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 4,  
6:3

SPMUL, J  
Suicide, Mr 31, 11:3

SPORINGS, LUCIA (Copley)  
Losing, D 1, 3:5; D 13, 3:5; located, D 14, 1:4

STADAS, DASION, HENRY, AND JOHN (Ashtabula)  
Injured in dynamite explosion at Kelly oil well,  
Dissatisfied injury, Je 1, 2:4

STALLARD, JAMES  
See Stallard, Dawson

STARR, CHARLES  
Robbery attempted, F 21, 5:6

STARR, JOHN  
Arrested guard at penitentiary,  My 2, 1:6

STARR, L. J.  
Injured during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:3

STARR, W. P. (Boston Tap)  
Farm sold at sheriff's sale,  Je 10, 3:1

STAVE, PETER  
Named by Samuel Dickertson in petition for new  
trial, C 24, 3:3

STAYLEY, JOHN  
Pleads not guilty to violation of criminal  
and der 20, 8:4; case dismissed,  N 21, 6:1

STAYLEY, JOHN  
Money and equity suit brought by Samuel Dickertson  
carried to circuit ct on error, D 5, 6:2

STE, F. L  
Fined for disorderly conduct,  My 22, 4:3

STEALL, JAMES, HENRY, AND JOHN (Ashtabula)  
Injured in dynamite explosion at Kelly oil well,  
Dissatisfied injury, Je 1, 2:4

STEALL, JAMES  
See Stallard, Dawson

STEALL, JOHN  
See Stallard, Dawson

STRAUS, WILLIAM A  
Suited for divorce by wife Frances Deland,  Je 10,  
3:4; divorced granted, wife, 30, 3:5

SPIKELL, CELIA (Ludlow)  
Losing, D 1, 3:5; D 13, 3:5; located, D 14, 1:4

SPIKELL, DEVANEL  
Pleads not guilty to fighting chg, case contd,  
Ap 3, 1:4; fined for disorderly conduct, Ap 4,  
6:3

SPMUL, J  
Suicide, Mr 31, 11:3

SPORINGS, LUCIA (Copley)  
Losing, Je 26, 1:8; whereabouts still unknown,  
Je 27, 1:6

STACH, JAMES H  
Killed by switch engine at Indianapolis (Ind),  
N 6, 2:2

STAFFIELD, WILLIAM (Clev)  
Suited and killed during labor riot, C 1, 2:1

STAFFORD, GEORGE (Spencer)  
Killed when crushed by logs after bridge collapse,  
Je 0, 3:5

Stair,  
Appointment as assessor approved, ed, Ap 11, 4:3

STANDARD OIL CO (Cont)  
Contempt proceedings dismissed by sup ct,  D 11,  
1:3

STANDARD OIL CO (Ind)  
Contempt of ct hearing brought by Vannett refused  
by sup ct,  D 12, 2:2

STANDARD OIL CO (Ind)  
Anti-trust chg dismissed by Atty-Gen  
Sheets,  D 21, 10:4

STANDARD OIL CO (OHIO)  
Anti-trust suit brought by State of Ohio  
dismissed at state's cost,  D 22, 11:5

STANDARD OIL COMPANY  
Sells factory to Faultless Hig co, D 15, 1:4

STANDARD OIL COMPANY  
Destroyed by fire, Mr 26, 5:4; rebuilding of  
plant begun, Ap 13, 3:4; resume operations,  
y 3, 1:2

STANDARD UNDERGROUND CABLE CO  
Resolution authorizing purchase of cables passed  
by council,  30, 3:3; bond approved by city  
council,  31, 8:5

STANLEY (Cle.)  
Cathedral A  
Funeral,  D 1, 1:6

STANLEY, JOHN  
Fined for intoxication,  My 12, 3:2

STANLEY, G. E.  
Estate inventory filed,  23, 6:4

STANLEY, G. E.  
Death,  My 5, 3:1; funeral,  My 5, 4:7; will filed  
for probate,  27, 4:5; Lavina C. Franz  
applied executrix,  Ag 18, 11:6

STANLEY, J. C.  
Res robbed,  S 24, 1:6

STANLEY, HARRY  
Drown in boat collision at Ashtabula, Ag 15, 2:2

STANLEY, HARRY  
Fined for intoxication,  Ap 2, 4:5

STANLEY, HARRY  
Robbed,  My 8, 2:2

STANLEY, HARRY  
Robbed,  My 7, 5:7

STANLEY, J. E. (Clyria)  
Robbed, Ag 24, 2:1

STEEL ROOFING CO (Hills)  
Office robbed,  Ja 11, 3:3

STEEL, CHARLES (Creston)  
Killed when struck by lightning,  Je 6, 3:3

STEERE, GEORGE  
Fined for intoxication,  Je 10, 5:6

STEERE, GEORGE J  
Arrested for alleged implication in robbery of  
Gertie Vanderly,  My 10, 3:6; arraigned for  
theft of property, case continued,  My 19, 6:2;  
robbery chg dismissed,  Ja 21, 6:6

STEENE, WILLIAM  
Pension increased,  Je 22, 3:1

STEIN, JOHN  
Sued by Bennage & Averill settled out of  
ct,  N 14, 3:5
STEFFEE, ANS (Cont)
Nosed by Damage to Averill in suit to recover judgment, 4 16, 6:2; cross-petition filed by Akron. El & Co and Loan assn, 4 17, 3:4
STEEN, GEORGE (Cleveland)
Killed when struck by locomotive, 4 1, 2:2
STEIN, JOHN
Fined for driving over fire hose, 4 14, 0:4
STEIN, ERIC
Res damaged by fire, 5 28, 6:4
STEIN, GEORGE
Injured attempting to board train, 5 20, 3:7: suffers loss of memory as result of accident, 5 20, 1:4; names CASS co in personal
damage suit, 9 20, 4:3
STEIN, H A
Assaulted, George Kuntz, E Faler, and Jack McGann sought, 4 20, 6:4
STEIN, PHILIP
Injured when hand is crushed in rubber mill, 4 22, 4:5
STEIN, WILLIAM
Injured when hand is crushed in rubber mill, 4 22, 4:5
STEINHARDT, EB
Fires partnership with F B Hazelton in horse-shoeing business, Je 13, 3:5; firm to be known as Hazelton & Steinheini, Je 14, 3:7
STEINER, DAVID
Fined for intoxication, 4 14, 0:2
STEINER, MORRIS
Dies from injuries received in fall from tree in West Salem, 5 5, 6:2
STEINER, N
Dies from injuries received when clothes catch fire, 5 28, 6:3
STEINER, R
Names Leuen Fisher in collection suit, 5 2, 3:5; awarded default judgment against Fisher, 9 15, 3:5; N 12, 3:5
STEINER, R
Ord to establish grade passed by city council, approved by city comrs, 5 20, 6:6
STEINFIELD, A J
Suicide, 5 24, 2:2
STEINHARDER, PHILIP
Pension increased, 5 1, 3:2
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STEINERT, FREDERICK
Name of F Goodrich co in personal injury suit, 4 16, 6:3
STELLIN, WILLIAM
Injured when small cannon explodes, 5 5, 1:6
STELLIN, DOUGLAS
Infant son Charles, funeral, 5 5, 2:4
STEFFELD (GR), A E
Wins suit from Village of Doylestown for recovery of salary, 7 5, 6:
STEBINS, CUBS
Unknown heirs named by August C Miller in action to establish ownership of real estate, 4 25, 7:7
STEDMAN'S PROTESTANT EPISCOPAL CH (East Liverpool)
Dedicated, 5 27, 2:6
STEIN, Time
Injured when train in affidavit charging robbery, 5 5, 6:5
STEINER (GR), BERTHA WÜLLIGND
Sought on burglary chg after defrauding Clara D Engel, 3 1, 6:6; 5 27, 6:8
STEIN, MARY (Clev)
Wins collection suit against Freeman's Ins Co, 5 5, 6:2
STEINER (ROFF), J T
Speaks on membersh ip at Franklin Twp Teacher's Inst at Manchester, 9 13, 8:3
STEINBUTT, Gefree
Dog stolen, N 21, 2:2
STEINER, WILLIAM
Fined for driving over line of fire hose, 4 6, 3:4
STEINENHEIM, OHIO
Jail delivery plans frustrated, 9 9, 10:3
STEINENHEIM WALL PAPER CO
Damage by fire, 5 2, 10:2
STEINER (CHICAGO), (Clev)
Committed to jail for contempt of ct in bribery investment, 6 23, 3:2
STEINEBERG (NY)
Testimony before military affairs com re Idaho mining riots, revid, ed, 10 14, 4:1
Control over den conv in Idaho cited, ed, 9 4, 4:2
STEINER, ALBERT
Shot and wounded during riot, 23, 1:1; 6:3
STEINER, EARL
Injured when run over by train, 4 20, 8:5
STEINER, G T
Res damaged by fire, 5 11, 3:3
STEINWELL, JAMES S
Sues wife Anna for divorce, 4 1, 5:5; suit answered by wife, Anna, 5 22, 6:2
STEGEN, AULIA
Wives for devotion to cause of silver questioned, ed, 4 10, 4:2
Assailed for his intense partisanship, (ed, Brooklyn Eagle, Ind Den), 4 14, 4:2
Financial conviction criticized, (ed Boston Transcript), 4 16, 4:5
Committed on testimony Feb docs Bryan Ken, (ed St Louis Globe-Dem), 5 15, 4:6
Candidate on free silver platform criticized, ed, 5 1, 4:2
STEINHART, AMUEL
Fined for intoxication, 4 20, 3:1
STEINHARDT, H B
Bldg damaged by fire, 4 6, 7:2
STEIN, H B
Celebrates 50th birthday, 10 10, 3:1
STEIN, LEO
Defended against charges of insincerity on expansion issue, ed, S 21, 4:2
STEIN, ALEXANDER
Exceptions filed on estate accounts, 3, 1:3
STEIN, ALEXANDER E
Funeral, 6 7, 3:1
STEIN, DANIEL A (Clev)
Turns states evidence in trial on chg of defrauding city, 4 20, 2:2
STEIN, FRED
Warrant prepared for arrest on truancy chg, 4 3:3; released on probation, 9 3, 6:3
Pleads guilty to theft of doves from Ed Ley, case cont'd, 4 10, 6:4; fined, 4 24, 6:7
Suicide, 5 7, 2:2
STEIN, GEORGE
With E J John rescues J Tracy Collin when boat upsets on Turkeyfoot lake, 30, 3:5
STEIN, HARRY
Arrested for disorderly conduct, 5 5, 1:4
Indicted on fighting chg, sentence reserved, 6 23, 1:6; 7 23, 1:4
STEIN, HARRY MIKEL (Clev)
Indicted on first degree murder chg when body of child is recovered from lake, 10 18, 2:2; held on chg of murdering his child; criminal activities discussed, 5 20, 3:6; held
responsible by Deputy Coroner Vest in murder of baby, 5 24, 2:2; insanity inquest continues,
STONE (DEPUTY SHERIFF), SIMON M (Cont)

N 12, 8:4; will filed for probate N 20, 3:4; Laura E Stone united destr., N 21, 7:7; eulogized in Elks' memorial services, D 3, 8:1

STONE, WILLIAM JOEL
Ar plan criticized, ed, Ap 18, 4:2

STOIHILLS, MAIN
Named in collection suit by Milton Sullifi estate, Ja 2, 3:5

STOIHILLS, LEO
Sued for divorce by wife Electa, F 26, 6:1; divorce granted wife, Ap 10, 3:3

STOVER (Res), EDGAR (Cola)
Finds U.S. grant to Kansas land issued to his grandfather, Ja 22, 2:1

STOVER, GEORGE
Declared insane in affidavit filed by Lucy N. Harmon, F 6, 6:1; adjudged insane, committed to county infirmary, F 8, 7:1

STOVER, HELEN
Overcome by gas fumes, D 17, 1:4

STOVER, HELEN A
Activities and success in Tuesday Musical club discussed, feature article, My 26, 9:5; Retires as dir of Tuesday Musical club, presented with gift, Je 7, 1:6

STOVORT, PETER H
Funeral, F 23, 2:2

STUDLAR, DAVSON. See Stallar, Dawson

STUDLER, WILLIAM A
Bankrupt, notice of creditors' meeting, F 26, 7:7; files petition for voluntary bankruptcy, N 1, 6:4

STOTT, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, S 22, 5:5

STOTTLE (MR AND Mrs), S 8
Retained as sure and matron of Summit County infirmary, F 9, 7:2; Celebrate 18th wedding anniv, D 21, 1:4

STOTT'S, CHARLES J
Sued for divorce by wife Laura A, O 12, 3:6

STOUTH, C
Burned by fire, D 18, 3:1

STOUGH, CASSIUS W
Wins damage suit from City of Akron, Ja 12, 6:2

STOUT FAMILY
Hold annual reunion at Suffield, Ag 15, 8:6

STOW INDUS
Holding dept helps of Taplin Rice co demand wage increase, N 15, 3:6; reach settlement, N 19, 3:6

STOW, EDMOND D
Named in petition by estate of Annis M Stow asking permission to sell real estate, F 20, 7:6

STOW, OHIO
Repub. and dem tickets listed, N 20, 6:4

STURIT, HENRY P
Granted pension increase, Ja 10, 3:1

STURIT, CHRISTIAN
Divorce granted wife Anna, My 21, 3:3

STURCH, DAVID (Mansfield)
Shot and wounded, William Himes held, S 25, 3:6; S 26, 2:2

STURCH, WALTER (Mansfield)
Attacked by mob, Ag 14, 2:2

STURP, JAMES
Arrested on charge of disorderly conduct, F 16, 5:3; Fined for fighting, F 17, 6:3; fined and sentenced for fighting, F 21, 6:4

STURP, JOSEPH
Held on vagrancy charge, O 24, 5:3

STURP, CONRAD (Bowling Green)
Killed by ca for unlawful dealing in intoxicating liquors, Ja 18, 2:2

STURP, DELLA
Attempts suicide by poisoning (Clev Plain Dealer), N 13, 3:4

STURP, MARY (Cont)
Decision reserved in estate settlement case brought by mother and guardian, D 12, 2:2

STRAUSS, CARL
Held on larceny charge, O 23, 3:1; fined and sentenced for theft, O 24, 5:3

STRAUSS, FRANK
Loses verdict in collection suit brought by Aiden & Myers, co, N 23, 3:3

STRAUSS, NORMAN E
Charity E Strauss united adm of estate, S 14, 7:1

STRAVEN
Name changed to Straw in ord. passed by council, Ap 20, 7:7

STRAVEN ST
New name of Straw alley in ord. passed by council, Ap 20, 7:7

STREET, GEORGE (Inland)
Injured while loading wood, Je 27, 8:6

STREET RY MEN'S UNION
Holds meeting, elects officers, Ja 12, 6:3

STREET RAILWAYS
Patrons protest methods of transferring passengers on West Market st line of NOT co, Ja 12, 8:1; Pending change in gen assembly revd, F 23, 1:5

TRIALS, GEORGE AND JOHN
Arrested on intoxication charge, case contd., Ja 2, 10:2
STREICH, GEORGE and JOHN (Cont)
8:1; fined and sentenced for intoxication, sentence suspended, Ja 3, 3:3
STREICH, JOHN. See Streich, George
STREICH, JOSEPH
Arrested on chg of keeping a brothel, case cont'd, Ja 2, 8:1; fined and sentenced, sentence suspended on conditions, Ja 3, 3:3
STREICH, KARL
Overcome by heat, My 17, 1:7
STREISEL, LORENZ
Funeral, Ap 26, 3:3
STROCK, ARTHUR
Arrested on fraud chg, D 10, 5:4; chgd with obtaining money by false pretenses, pleads not guilty, case continued, D 11, 4:4
STROCK, ELIZA E
Files petition in bankruptcy, Ap 25, 2:4
STREICH, GEORGE and JOHN (Cont)
Arraigned on assault chg, pleads not guilty, case continued, My 20, 5:5; fined for assaulting Carl Summerfield, My 31, 6:3
STUMP, ELIAS
Files petition asking J M Cameron et al to show interest in property which they claim, S 5, 3:5
STUMP, JACOB (Guerns Vista)
Held in slaying of John Shauke, Je 5, 2:2
SUFFIELD, OHIO
Candidates nominated, Mr 14, 4:6
SUGAR AND SUGAR INDUS
Beef refining planned by Clev capitalists, Fremont, Ja 13, 2:2
U S cong praised for defeat of attempt by dems to eliminate tariff, ed, Je 25, 4:1
Results of Ohio agr experiment station's analysis of beet sugar, Leetown, E 1, 6:2
Slatter plant's production of sugar beets in Sandusky county, Fremont, D 22, 11:5
Development of beet sugar refinery in Ohio, ed, D 1, 4:1
Low divd on stock criticized, (ed Minneapolis Tribune), F 19, 4:2
SULLIVAN, DANIEL
Fined for intoxication, Ag 18, 3:3
SULLINGER, GUY
Arrested in Dayton, returned to Akron to face robbery chg, Ja 15, 1:5
Fined and sentenced for petit larceny, Ja 16, 3:3
SULLIVAN, CHARLES (Lorain)
Rescued from drowning when dredge founders, S 26, 2:2
SULLIVAN, FRANK
Fined for intoxication, Ja 25, 8:3
Fined for intoxication, Ja 16, 1:4
SULLIVAN, JOHANNA (Findlay)
Killed, sister Kate injured when struck by club during attack by robbers, Ap 16, 2:3
SULLIVAN, JOHN J
Royer law upheld by state sup ct in suit brought by state of Ohio against him and others to quiet Conti Dd of supervisors, Je 30, 10:5
SULLIVAN, KATE (Findlay)
Injured, sister Johanna killed by robbers, suspects escape, Ap 16, 2:4
SULLIVAN, LOUIS
Walter sought after failing to return customer's change, D 26, 3:3
SULLIVAN, PATRICK
Fined for intoxication, F 27, 4:5
Arrested and fined for intoxication, Ly 16, 5:4
SULLIVAN, ROBERT
Death, Je 5, 3:1; funeral, Je 6, 3:4
SULLIVAN, EDWARD K
SULU ISLANDS
See criticism of treaty with Sultan Flayed, ed., Ly 23, 4:6
SULZBACH, WILLIAM (Daylestown)
Injured in mine accident, D 24, 4:5
SUNSHINE, EDWIN W
Granted patent on steel, coal, and ore car, Ap 3, 8:5
SUNNYSIDE, FRANK (Edinburgh)
Held in slaying of H K Goss, Je 13, 1:3; held to grand jury in murder of N K Goss, Je 16, 5:5; indicted for 1st degree murder, burglary, and larceny, Je 20, 3:4; held on murder chg, Ja 22, 1:7; trial begins, Mr 20, 1:4; found guilty on murder chgs, Mr 27, 3:6; date for trial set by cr, Ja 27, 8:2; witnesses subpoenaed, F 14, 6:8; sentenced to penitentiary for murder of N K Goss, Mr 27, 5:3; denied new trial, Mr 25, 5:4
SUMMIT COUNTY
Contra for furnishing coal to county insts awarded to Brewster Bros Coal co, Je 17, 3:3
Geological formations given, feature article, Ja 20, 9:5
Salary bill being prepared by Repr Seese, other bills discussed, F 7, 1:5
Bill to regulate salaries of various officials introduced in house by Repr Seese, Mr 6, 1:5
Urged to unite with city to build jail and city bldg, ltr, S 4, 8:5
APPROPRIATOR
James Thomas app'd, Mr 20, 1:7
SUMMIT COUNTY (Cont)
AUDITOR
Deputy M D Buckman makes reap on appontment of various funds from tax settlements, F 15, 3:4
Assessors returns listed, My 22, 1:7
U S High clerk resigns, My 6, 4:7
Gives decennial real estate agreement, D 11, 3:2
CENSUS
Enumerators listed, rp 27, 3:6
Official figures, Mr 6, 6:1
CHILDREN'S HOME
Inmate rec gifts of food and clothing from Hudson hs, D 26, 1:2
Damaged by fire, D 26, 3:5
COMMISSIONERS
Criticized for failure to investigate violation of property line by Rapid Transit co, ltr, Mr 3, 8:7
Next to act as bd of equalization, My 29, 1:5
Award contra for boundary monuments to J H Davidson, S 6, 8:3
Summary of activities given, S 26, 3:5
Resume of meeting, D 31, 4:3
CORNERS
E O Leberman files death repts for last 2 months, Mr 31, 3:2
List of deaths investigated by Dr E C Leberman, D 13, 8:3
E O Leberman files death verdicts with county clerk, D 10, 3:5
COUNTY HOME
Drs hold meeting, approve December bills, Ja 3, 3:1
Decrease in operating expenses reported, Ja 20, 1:5
S B Stettler and wife retained as aupt and matron, F 9, 7:2
Inmate Albert Reusch escapes, recaptured, F 22, 2:3
Seeks bids for new attendant, ltr 10, 7:2
Dr E A Hentges, ap'd physician by bd of dirs, My 25, 1:6
Seeks addition of operating room to hosp, O 13, 5:6
SUMMIT COUNTY - ELECTIONS (Cont)
ed, 0 17, 4:1
Election of repub candidates urged, ed, 0 20, 4:1; biog sketches of candidates given, pors, 0 20, 9:1
Pub urged to vote repub, ed, 0 27, 4:3; support of repub ticket urged, ed, N 5, 4:4
Final returns, N 7, 1:1
Official count of candidate pluralities, N 10, 3:3
N 12, 3:3
Files annual rept in common pleas ct, N 23, 1:8

Auditor
Dr W N Beerslter candidacy on repub ticket announced, D 1, 1:6

Circuit Judge
Judge C L Harvin files campaign expense account, N 13, 3:4

Commissioner
George C Stanford announces candidacy on repub ticket, Ja 1, 3:3; Charles Halke, Ja 1, 3:7;
Lincoln H Oviatt, Ja 18, 3:3; B F Buchtel, F 10, 3:3; George E Selden, (Auburn Independent), F 12, 3:4
George Selden withdraws candidacy, N 6, 3:1
Repub Eber Hawkins elected over dem Edward L Fillins, N 7, 1:4
Eber Hawkins campaign expense acct filed, N 13, 3:4

Justice of Peace
Dem party's chgs of irregularities in office denied by repubs, Nr 21, 1:7

REMEMBRANDERS
Retenance urged, Itr, N 24, 2:4
Light vote partially due to bad weather, Ap 2, 3:4
Results given, Ap 3, 1:5

Prohibition Party
W F Grisbin files papers for candidates on county ticket, S 20, 8:2

Republican Convention
Official call for meeting, Ap 16, 4:1
Voting date set, delegations and caucus places named, Ap 20, 8:1
Results given, My 12, 5:3

Republican Primaries
Election date set, N 12, 5:4
Com orders drawing to determine position of candidates on ballot, N 24, 3:4
SUMMIT COUNTY (Cont)

HEALTH, BOARD OF
Summary of meeting given, S 8, 8:4

JAIL
City prisoners under intoxication and disorderly conduct charges ordered to be put to work on sta, S 28, 3:6
Attempted break averted by Sheriff Kelly, D 25, 5:6
Jail break frustrated, N 6, 1:4
Taxpayers vote for new building, N 9, 1:7
Issue for const of new jail defeated in election, N 10, 8:5
Norman Breckinridge released, D 25, 3:8

JUSTICE OF PEACE
Annual repts filed with aud, F 2, 6:3

RECORDS
Table of statistics, My 3, 6:2
Williston Alling makes Key rept, Je 9, 8:5
Annual rept, Je 6, 5:3
Rept for August, S 8, 3:3
Business transacted for the month of October, N 3, 2:7
November rept, D 5, 3:2

SUITES & CLAIMS
Johanna Munn files damage claim, F 26, 3:3
Claims for loss of sheep killed by dogs filed with corrs by Herbert Peck and Kinkin Lee, Je 4, 3:6
Collection suit brought by Detective James Doran, Ap 19, 5:4
Error affirmed in refund suit against James Doran et al, Ap 21, 3:4
Injunction suit brought by John N. Walsh and others, date set for plff and deft to file briefs, My 16, 8:1
Only claims presented by farmers for sheep destroyed by dogs, Je 7, 1:5
Sheep claim presented to corrs by James Lines, Je 25, 1:7
Constable Joseph Linnic sued by Leo Polacheka for recovery of woolen goods samples, Jy 2, 6:1
NAMED in death suit by estate of Glen Wald, S 17, 3:4
Tax claims against A H Barber settled, N 14, 3:3
A E McKinsey presents claim for sheep slain by...
SUNDAY SCHOOL, OHIO STATE (Cont)
ed, Je 7, 6:3
State primary council holds one-day annual convention;
elects officers, selects Chillicothe for next state meeting, Je 8, 4:2; clears old debts, renews reform movement resolutions, hears address by Rev W L Pickard, closes, Je 8, 4:2
SUNDAY SCHOOL, FAIRLANE
Organizes, elects officers, D 10, 8:5
SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, (Green Twp)
Elects officers, Je 3, 8:4
SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION (Summit County)
Announces annual meeting, My 3, 8:6
Annual conv revd, addressed by Rev W E Fetch, Guy Falls, My 5, 6:4; conv closes, elects officers, Ky 7, 5:4
SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Discussed by Rev Ernest E Baker before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 1:2
Teaching discussed by Pres W O Thompson and Col Robert Cowden before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 6:2
SUNK, JOHN (Clev)
Injured when chain on pile driver breaks, Ag 7, 2:2
SUPERIOR MINING CO
Losses judgment to Francis Seiberling, Je 18, 6:4
With Orlando D Hardy named by J F Seiberling, case carried to circuit ct on error, Jy 31, 6:3
SUPERSTITIONS
Reformation in beliefs and traditions discussed, (ed Philadelphia Inquirer), Ja 27, 4:4
SURVEYS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS, OHIO SOC OF
Elects officers, conv held at Cols, Ja 27, 6:1
SUBBUTTER, HERMAN
Fined for intoxication, Ag 17, 8:5
SUTILFF, MILTON
Estate names John Stoolmiller et al in collection suit, Ja 2, 3:5
SUTHERLAND, G V (Upper Sandusky)
Held for hunting out of season, S 28, 2:2
SWAIN, FOREST (Olmsted)
Barn damaged by storm, N 28, 8:5
SWAIN, FRED (Olmsted)
Barn damaged by storm, N 28, 8:5
SWAIN v CUSTER & CLOSE (Wooster)
Makes assignment, F 28, 2:2
SWAMP, "Doc" (Vannessa Camp)
Held on chg of participating in Akron riot,

SUNDAY SCHOOL ASSN, OHIO STATE (Cont)
ed, Je 7, 6:3
State primary council holds one-day annual convention;
elects officers, selects Chillicothe for next state meeting, Je 8, 4:2; clears old debts, renews reform movement resolutions, hears address by Rev W L Pickard, closes, Je 8, 4:2
SUNDAY SCHOOL, FAIRLANE
Organizes, elects officers, D 10, 8:5
SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION, (Green Twp)
Elects officers, Je 3, 8:4
SUNDAY SCHOOL UNION (Summit County)
Announces annual meeting, My 3, 8:6
Annual conv revd, addressed by Rev W E Fetch, Guy Falls, My 5, 6:4; conv closes, elects officers, Ky 7, 5:4
SUNDAY SCHOOLS
Discussed by Rev Ernest E Baker before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 1:2
Teaching discussed by Pres W O Thompson and Col Robert Cowden before Ohio State Sunday School assn, Je 7, 6:2
SUNK, JOHN (Clev)
Injured when chain on pile driver breaks, Ag 7, 2:2
SUPERIOR MINING CO
Losses judgment to Francis Seiberling, Je 18, 6:4
With Orlando D Hardy named by J F Seiberling, case carried to circuit ct on error, Jy 31, 6:3
SUPERSTITIONS
Reformation in beliefs and traditions discussed, (ed Philadelphia Inquirer), Ja 27, 4:4
SURVEYS AND CIVIL ENGINEERS, OHIO SOC OF
Elects officers, conv held at Cols, Ja 27, 6:1
SUBBUTTER, HERMAN
Fined for intoxication, Ag 17, 8:5
SUTILFF, MILTON
Estate names John Stoolmiller et al in collection suit, Ja 2, 3:5
SUTHERLAND, G V (Upper Sandusky)
Held for hunting out of season, S 28, 2:2
SWAIN, FOREST (Olmsted)
Barn damaged by storm, N 28, 8:5
SWAIN, FRED (Olmsted)
Barn damaged by storm, N 28, 8:5
SWAIN v CUSTER & CLOSE (Wooster)
Makes assignment, F 28, 2:2
SWAMP, "Doc" (Vannessa Camp)
Held on chg of participating in Akron riot,
TARIFF (Cont)
Effect of British free trade trust discussed, ed, Ap 10, 4:2
Free trade agreement with China completed by repub admin praised, ed, Ap 11, 4:3
Free trade proposal with Puerto Rico opposed, ed, Ap 11, 4:3
Protective system a boon to glass indus in U S, ed, Ap 14, 4:1
Benefits of protective system praised, ed, Ap 14, 4:3
Effects of passage of Puerto Rican bill on islanders outlined, ed, Jp 20, 4:1
Protective system favored, ed, Ap 23, 4:1
U S shows neat increase under protective system, ed, Ap 23, 4:1
Puerto Rican bill approved, ed, Ap 25, 4:1
Free trade opposed, ed, My 17, 4:1
High tariff protection advocated, ed, My 19, 4:1
Proposed free trade pact between U S and Puerto Rico considered, ed, Jy 23, 4:1
Revenue receipts revd, ed, Jy 26, 4:2
Free trade harmful to button indus, ed, Jy 27, 4:1
Borrowing repub views urged, ed, Ag 25, 4:2
Cinti Enquirer's attack on protective levy condemned, ed, S 12, 4:2
William J Bryan's principles regarded as impractical, ed, S 14, 4:2
Advancement of business conditions under a high levy cited, ed, S 21, 4:2
Views of William J Bryan criticized, ed, O 16, 4:1

COAL
Ohio miners claimed to be satisfied with ADM policy, ed, S 10, 4:1

IRON & STEEL
Benefits to Amer smfs cited, ed, My 16, 4:2
Increase in production of pig iron under Pres William McKinley's policies cited, ed, S 20, 4:2

SUGAR
Free trade policy between Puerto Rico and U S opposed, ed, My 15, 4:2
Amendment to Puerto Rican bill opposed, ed, My 17, 4:1
Puerto Rican satisfaction with treaty with U S praised, ed, Je 2, 4:2

TAXATION (Cont)
Sixth ward valuations filed by appraiser, Ag 13, 3:1
Inquirer law upheld in U S circt decision, Cinti, Ag 20, 5:4
Clev and Cinti decennial bds of equalization not entitled to pay, says Atty-Gen Sheets, Ag 30, 2:2
Meeting of bds of equalizers of Ohio's largest cities called by Clev bd, S 19, 2:2
New appraiser valuations of telephone cos announced, O 10, 1:5
Ord to levy special tax on lands benefited by constr of sewer on St Clair st, O 10, 7:7
On Factory st, O 15, 7:7
Summit county abstract of tax duplicate completed by Dep Aud H D Buckman, N 27, 1:6
Subject of address by Rev H A Cooley to Brotherhood of First Ch of Christ, D 16, 3:3

ALCOHOLIC LIQUORS
Rept on Dow tax receipts for Summit county, Ja 9, 3:2
Annual rept of revenue, N 2, 1:4
Rept on Dow tax collection and apportionment, Ja 10, 3:2

BEER
Reduction opposed, (ed Clev Leader), D 13, 4:2
Repeal of war tax asked by brewers criticized, (ed Chicago Tribune), D 15, 4:5

BICYCLES
Bill passed by sen, Ap 12, 1:2

CORPORATION
Proposed bill on out-of-state cos by Sen Sieber outlined, F 2, 1:7
Bill passed by senate, N 14, 1:5

GENERAL
Resume of assessors' and appraisers' duties, Ap 28, 5:4

INHERITANCE
Bill exempting educ insts from collateral tax passed by sen, Ap 4, 1:7

INSURANCE
Local agents file annual repts with county aud, My 24, 6:2
TAXATION (Cont)

LIVESTOCK
Returns in number of taxable stocks given, Ag 30, 2:2

PERSONAL PROPERTY
Assessors report to county and show personal property increase in Stow and Greensburg, My 12, 3:4
Assessors reports for Richfield, Coventry, Green and Portage townships show increases in valuation, My 16, 0:2
Assessors returns to Summit county are listed, My 22, 1:7
Assessor's report for 6th ward, My 24, 3:6
Assessor files report for Portage township, My 24, 8:5
Report by Guy Falls assessor, My 24, 6:3
Appraisal report filed for Canton township, My 28, 3:5
Third ward report by Assessor A D French, My 31, 3:6
Akron assessor submits report of 1st ward to county auditor, Je 1, 1:6
Assessor files report for Springfield town, Je 4, 3:7
Fifth ward personal property valuation decreases, Je 22, 1:6
Rept of 5th ward valuation, Je 25, 3:8
City bd of equalization decides to raise valuation of horses, Je 17, 2:2
Statement from assessor's reports of Summit county prepared for insertion in state statistics, Je 19, 5:5
Collections on intangible property, urged, (ed Medina Gazette), Ag 18, 8:5

RAILROADS
Estimate of proportion of expenses of the state road commissioners' office be paid by rs, Fe 15, 5:3
State bd of equalization reduces valuation of Northern Ohio line, increases valuation of C&O, Ag 3, 1:5

REAL ESTATE
Delinquents paying to prevent sale of property, Je 5, 1:7
Delinquent properties sold, Ja 17, 1:6
Map of Summit county for decennial appraisal nearing completion, Ja 26, 3:5
Proposed bill by Sen Sieber outlined, F 2, 1:7
Pub discussion of Sen Sieber's bill urged, 11r

TAXATION - REAL ESTATE (Cont)

F 6, 5:3
Inequality of maximum rates criticized, ed, 3 Ad, F 10, 4:1
Bill providing for reappraisal of real property every 5 years introduced into Ohio gen assembly, F 15, 1:4
Bill introduced in gen assembly defining method of assessing real property, F 15, 1:5
Assessment of all Ohio property at true value demanded from assessing officials by Aud of State Gullbert, F 22, 6:1
Shepard bill for reappraisal every 5 years vetoed by sen, Mr 20, 1:2
Bill to appraise credits at actual value passed by house, Mr 21, 1:5
Investigation of bribes in 2nd ward planned by Cuy county grand jury, My 29, 3:3
Decrease in valuation shown in report by Coventry township assessor, Je 5, 8:2
Property reappraisal completed, decrease repd for Stow township, Je 11, 3:7
Five townships 2nd ward appraisers file returns with county aud, Je 2, 3:4
Results of city and county appraisals, Je 2, 6:3
Horton and Portage township Barbara appraisers file returns, Je 3, 3:3
Ord to levy 9.4 mills tax on real and personal property in addition to sewer tax passed by council, Je 3, 8:3
Rept of Hudson township reappraisal shows decrease in value, Je 6, 8:4
Ord for levy and assessment for music purposes passed by council and approved by city comrs, Je 7, 12:5
Five city and 3 township appraisers file to file returns, Je 9, 1:7
Assessment reappraisal shows decrease in Richfield township, Je 12, 4:8
Guy Falls reappraisal shows gain, Je 13, 1:7
Fifth ward reappraisal shows increase in valuation, Ja 14, 1:4
Coventry township reappraisal shows decrease in valuation, Ja 17, 2:3
Fourth ward valuation doubled, Ja 24, 2:2
Powers of decennial equalization bids defined by Alty Gen Sheets, Ja 26, 1:2
Two valuations compared, Ja 26, 3:4
Third ward reappraisal shows increase in valuation, Ja 26, 3:6

STAMP TAX
Plan explained by Internal Revenue Deputy Collector Harvey G Slusser, F 26, 3:1

STOCKS AND BONDS
Exemption of taxes on part of stock of foreign corps in Ohio repd favorably by house of rep, Mr 31, 1:1

TAYLOR (Gov)
Fraudulent defeat in elections scored, (ed Lexington, Jy, Herald), Je 13, 4:2

TAYLOR (Constable),
Named by Joseph Reilly with the Henches Bros in damage suit for alleged illegal arrest, S 18, 3:1

TAYLOR, ANANDA
Nora Taylor app'td adm'x of estate, F 2, 7:7

TAYLOR, JOHN W
Carries case against the Standard Brick Co and Akron Hydraulic Press Brick Co to Ohio superior court on error, S 24, 3:4

TAYLOR, JOSPEH
Family reunion at Copley, Jy 9, 1:3

TAYLOR, WILBERT (West Liberty)
Shot and killed with supposedly unloaded revolver, Je 6, 2:4

TAYLOR, OLIVER
Suicide, Je 26, 4:7

TAYLOR, PERRY (Copley)
Missing, Je 26, 1:8; whereabouts still unknown, Jy 27, 1:6

TAYLOR, J W
Elected to cong from 18th Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4

TAYLOR, THEODORE (Youngstown)
Sought for alleged robbery and desertion by wife, Helen, O 5, 2:2

TAYLOR (Col), V A
Files application with county courts for franchise to build elec ry line, S 22, 1:4

Nominated recovery suit filed by Arthur D Pettibone, N 24, 3:4

Success in procuring franchises for Portage Lakes traction co cited (Clev Finance), D 6, 6:2

Nominated in suit for personal damages by Councilman Dwight Shumway, O 8, 3:4

TAYLOR, W E (Youngstown)
App'd gen agn of the Republic Iron and Steel co, O 5, 2:1

TAYLOR, W G
Injured in train collision near Zanesville, N 23, 2:2

TAYLOR, WILLIAM
Attaches Kask-Fenton co's goods for back wages, Jy 12, 6:4

TEACHERS AND TEACHING
Bill requiring teachers to furnish bonds introduced into sen, F 21, 2:3

Summer school for teachers opens at Silver Lake Park, small enrollment disappoints promoters, Jy 10, 5:3; Jy 11, 5:3

TEACHERS' ASSN, CUY COUNTY
J M H Frederick elected pres, S 4, 8:2

TEACHERS' ASSN, NORTHEAST OHIO
Elects officers, F 26, 3:6

TEACHERS' ASSN, OHIO COMMERCIAL AND SPECIAL CLASSES semi-annual conv, elects officers, O 8, 5:5

TEACHERS' ASSN, OHIO STATE
Holds conv at Put-In-Bay, Je 28, 2:2

TEACHERS' ASSN, SUMMIT COUNTY
Holds meeting, O 13, 3:3; D 8, 3:7

TEACHERS' INST, SUMMIT COUNTY AND AKRON
Holds annual session, Ag 27, 3:5; sessions continue, Ag 29, 5:4; hold registration of teachers, Ag 30, 3:4; elects officers, Ag 31, 5:5

TEACHERS' RETIREMENT SYSTEM, STATE
Pension law unconstitutional, rules Judge Wing, N 10, 12:3
TEAGLE, LINN
Fined on chg of creating a disturbance, Je 26, 5:4
TEAM DRIVERS' UNION, INTERNATL.
Akon branch moves hqrs to Univ hall, Jy 13, 3:3; elects officers, Jy 23, 6:1; elects officers, D 28, 3:6
Text union, elect officers, Ap 11, 6:3
Hold meeting, Ap 27, 5:6
Team owners' union organized, temporary officers selected, Ap 28, 2:4
Recs union charter, My 16, 3:3
Union teamsters object to employment of out of state wks, Toledo, My 10, 2:3
TECHMA (ORS), DORA
Released from jail after serving sentence for keeping brothel, Ja 2, 3:1
TEEPLE, AARON
Suit against H M Mythalter dismissed, Mr 16, 6:2
TEEPLE, SIMON
Adjudged insane, Ag 9, 3:5
TEEPLE & FOLTZ
Partnership of J Frank Teppe and Harry Foltz dissolved, Jy 27, 3:2
TESTERS, ISABELLA (Steubenville)
Arrested for swearing falsely in pension case, My 3, 2:2
TELEGRAPH INDUS
CTY ry operators seek wage scale adjustment, (Clev Plain Dealer), N 19, 5:4
TELEPHONES AND TELEPHONE INDUS
Two new lines being strung from Akron to Clev by Central Union Telephone co, Ja 20, 1:4
Consol of local cos favored, (ed Detroit Tribune), Ja 22, 3:3; (ed Detroit Free Press), Ja 22, 3:3; (ed Detroit Evening News), Ja 22, 3:4
Consol of competing cos means to better service, (ed Detroit Journal), Ja 22, 3:3
W H Kennedy invents pulley for overhead telephone cables, patent granted, Ap 24, 3:1
City cons to order placing of city wires in conduits of Central Union Telephone co, Jy 7, 1:6

AKRON
Carelessness of cos in putting up wires draws warning from city cons, F 12, 4:3
Central Union Telephone co franchise and fight continues, citizens cos of 50 makes reap, Mr 17, 6:3
Instructions relative to listing Bell instruments for taxation recd by County Aud L E Sisler,
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TELEPHONES AND TELEPHONE INDUS - AKRON (Cont)
Jy 26, 5:5
Situation discussed by Akron Germania, Jy 26, 5:6
Akon leads state in per capita use, strides in development discussed, S 29, 8:4

CANTON
Citizens' co refused franchise, D 11, 2:2
People's Telephone co granted franchise by council, N 28, 1:7

DETROIT
Consol of local cos commended, (ed Detroit Free Press), Jy 26, 3:3

Hudson Village
Council deadlocked in proposed franchise to People's Telephone co, N 28, 1:6

HOSGODDE
People's Telephone co and Central Union run lines to city, My 5, 8:3

OHIO
Tax rate of $10 per instrument set by Atty-Gen Sheets, Jy 9, 1:7
Reasons for fixing rate of valuation at $10 each stated by Atty-Gen Sheets, Jy 10, 5:1
Law allowing cos to go over council heads to probate ct to obtain franchises declared unconstitutional, D 17, 2:2

STRIKES
Clev Bell Telephone co linemen walk out when demands for 8-4 hr day are refused, My 21, 1:3
Natchez telephone walkout in demand for 8-4-hr day, May 24, 2:2
Clev Telephone co strike settled, My 29, 2:2
Thirty People's Telephone co employees walk out in objection to wage cut, S 17, 3:3

TEMPECK, NELSON
Fined for intoxication, O 9, 8:3

TENERANCE
Defeat of Clark bill blamed on dem legis mems, ed, Mr 17, 4:1
Subject of lecture given by James Dunn at St Vincent De Paul's School hall, My 28, 1:2
Subject of sermon by Rev W H Koore, S 10, 2:3
Physicians' views outlined in sermon by Dr B F Beardsley, N 19, 3:5

THAYER, F PORTER
Predicts farm monopoly of harvest machinery business, O 25, 3:4

THAYER MILITARY BAND
Concert at Canton, Katharine Lennon soloist, Fr 13, 5:5

TEATRE
Ngs criticized for exploitation of acquitted
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TEATRES (Cont)
murderess, ed, Ja 25, 4:1
Refuge urged, ed, Mr 6, 4:1
THEISS, F B
Named in termin. of guardianship suit brought by Charles H Palmer, Mr 16, 6:3; termin. of guardianship asked in application filed by Charles H Palmer, Jy 28, 6:1
THEKAN, DORA
Named by E Hyman S. Son and John H Snyder in answer and cross petition to suit by Clarkin and Maag, D 20, 4:4
THEKHN, PETER
Sued for divorce by wife Dora, Jy 2, 6:1; files answer and cross petition to divorce suit, Jy 15, 6:1
THEODORE, HARRY
Fined for intoxication, N 16, 1:4
Alleged collector temed fraud by George H Ott and Bros, D 7, 1:7
THIENRODE, ERY (Oak Harbor)
Grain elevator damaged by fire, Ja 16, 2:2
Grain elevator destroyed by fire, Ja 27, 12:4
THIES, BERTHA (Northampton)
Saved from drowning by brothel Ag 22, 8:5
THIRD AVE
Ord to condemn property for extension passed by council, N 10, 10:5
THOBURN, ISABELLE
Gives lecture on India at First ME ch, Ap 2, 4:5
THONAE, NICHOLAS
Pleads not guilty to chg of child's truancy, S 27, 5:4
THOMAS (ORS), ANN
Death, My 22, 3:1; funeral, My 24, 8:2
THOMAS, CLAY (Galion)
Res robbed, Thomas Brown killed, Ap 5, 8:1
THOMAS (REV), D T
Sermon, Jy 30, 8:2
THOMAS, FRANK W (Toledo)
Amnesia victim returns home, Je 27, 2:6
THOMAS, HENRIETTA
Names W H Dickson in bastardy suit, N 3, 6:7
THOMAS, JAMES
App'd real estate appraiser, My 20, 1:7
THOMAS, JOHN
Funeral, F 23, 2:2
THOMAS, JOHN
Arrested in Youngstown on suspicion of assaulting J S Smith, released, rearrested in Akron, My 17, 3:3
THOMAS, JOHN H
Names Archie N Hardy in suit for dissolution of partnership and ap'tnt of rec to divide pro-
cceeds of Hardy & co, S 5, 3:5; recrimmption for property apptd for deft in suit against
Archie N Hardy, S 7, 3:3
THOMAS, JOHN W
Awarded freshman scholarship to Buchtel coll

THOMAS, JOSEPH
Death, O 10, 3:1; funeral O 10, 6:2; will filed, O 23, 6:4; bisog, O 24, 8:4; Liverno Thomas
apptd executor, C 25, 7:7; memorial services held by Grace Ec d., N 5, 6:1
THOMAS, KARY L
Names Katie E Rogers in promissory note suit, J 22, 3:5; F 6, 7:1
THOMAS, PHILIP
Funeral, M 27, 8:4; will filed, sons Henry and
Philip Thomas apptd executors, A 4, 3:5; inventory of estate filed, J 11, 3:4
THOMAS (PROF.), R S
Denies repts he will resign as supt of pub
schools, J 22, 3:5
Addresses Ohio Fed of School bds on needed
legislation for improvement of systems, J 25,
5:5
Speaks at Evangelical alliance meeting, M 13,
0:4
Appeals for cooperation between parents and
teaching proper conduct to pupils, M 24, 8:2
Approves new bd of educ, A 6, 2:2
Resigns from Akron schools, J 6, 5:4
THOMAS, W W AND ISAKEN (Cinti)
Indicted for arson, A 21, 2:5
THOMAS, WILLIAM
Fined for resisting an officer, Ag 6, 8:7
THOMAS, WILLIAM T
Injured when legs are caught in machinery, M 2,
1:1
THO\NS LUMBER & DLOG CO
Losses in junk suit brought by Mary J Leiby,
J 24, 6:1
Named in collection suit by Thomas Pleifte,
J 24, 6:2
Purchased by U G Frederick, C 5, 1:6
THOUS OIL CO
Incorporates at Charlestown (W Va), M 30, 9:3
THOMPSON, A E (Sharon)
Injured when kicked by horse, J 18, 6:6
THOMPSON, CARL
Fined for intoxication, J 21, 2:6
THOMPSON, FRANK
Sentenced on chg of vagrancy, F 5, 6:2
THOMPSON, FRANK H
Will probated, J 2, 4:4; executor of will Thomas
C Parks qualified, J 10, 3:4; 6:7
THOMPSON, GEORGE
Horse injured in fall into hole, J 26, 1:3
THOMPSON, GEORGE W
Granted new pension, M 29, 3:1
THOMPSON, HARRY
Rupt to have joined sewer pipe trust, F 28, 1:7
THOMPSON, J F
Called to pastorate of Marlboro Universalist
church in Boston (Mass), D 15, 5:4
THOMPSON, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, M 10, 2:1
Decreased and sentenced to stone pile, F 6, 6:5
Fined for intoxication, J 19, 3:4
Fined and sentenced on robbery chg, J 23, 8:4
THOMPSON, MOSES
Petition for partition of estate filed by
Sherman P Thompson, O 5, 5:2
THOMPSON, OIOE Y
Names D W Roland et al in property partition
suit, J 24, 3:1; J 25, 3:1
THOMPSON, SHELA P
Files petition for partition of Moses Thompson
estate, C 5, 5:2
THOMPS ON, STELLA
Adjudged epileptic, application made for admissi-
on to state hosp for epileptics, F 12, 3:5
THOMPSON, THEODORE F
Names H T in personal injury suit, M 13, 3:7
THOMPSON (GR), W L
Gives short talk on missionary work in Africa,
West Cong ch, J 9, 8:3
Plans to start constr of large hotel in East
Liverpool, O 5, 7:1
THOMPSON, W O
Discusses Sunday school teaching before Ohio State
Sunday school annn, J 7, 6:2
THOMPSON, WILLIAM
Discharged for vagrancy, J 26, 6:2
Sentenced to county jail for disorderly conduct
and assault and battery, Ap 26, 6:3
THOMAS & CO
Default judgment suit against Charles Myers
dismissed, F 27, 3:6
THORNTON ST
Order to condemn property for widening purpose
passed by city council, J 22, 7:7; order to
condemn property along st, Ag 24, 7:7;
...
TOLEDO, OHIO (Cont)

SUTIS & CLAIMS

Names Toledo Traction Co in collection suit, F 24, 12:2
Sued by Bryan & Co for property damages, J 26, 2:2

TOLEDO BOWLING GREEN & FRAKIN RR Co

Press Black proposes plan for new line between Findlay and Toledo, Ag 16, 2:2

TOLEDO CENTENIAL

Gurante fund lacks support of capitalists, (Toledo Commercial), F 3, 3:4; funds repaid over-subscribed, F 10, 12:4

Griffin bill to finance exainment held unconsti- tutional by Att'y Gen., F 21, 1:7

Difficulties of officials in obtaining aid from state outlined, F 23, 1:5

Proposed appropriations ruled constitutional by Judges Owen and Bradbury, Nr 7, 2:2

 Appropriation passed by house, Nr 15, 1:5

Appropriation made possible by assessing various counties, Nr 10, 1:2

Proposed adain discussed, Nr 22, 3:6

Appropriation bill delayed in sen, Ap 11, 1:2

Need of appropriation cited, Ap 12, 2:2

Bill kept refused by house, Ap 14, 1:6

Funds lacking for celebration, Ap 21, 1:4

Drs confer with state officials about funds, Ap 21, 2:4

Comm's right to expend the money appropriated by legis to be aired by super c't, My 3, 2:2

Abandon ment opposed by Sen Fairbanks, J 16, 10:2

Bd of dirs decides to close offices, J 30, 1:2

Seeks endorsement by repub state conv, Ap 24, 2:2

TOLEDO, FOSTORIA & FINDLAY ELEC RY Co

Awards contv to Dover Constr Co for contv of road between Fostoria and Findlay, S 21, 2:6

TOLEDO, FREMONT & NORWALK ELEC RY

Car damaged when it strikes obstruction placed in track, S 27, 2:2

TOLEDO LIFE INS CO

Transfers business to Clev Life Ins co, suspends affairs at Toledo, J 18, 2:5

TOLEDO, ST LOUIS & MISSISSIPPI CITY RR

Sale under ct decree sustained, date announced, J 20, 12:4

Sale confirmed by Fed Judge Thompson, Ap 18, 2:4

Near Samuel Hunt discharged, J 20, 11:4

TOLEDO TRACTION CO

Famed in collection suit by City of Toledo,
TRAVEL (Cont)
William B. Beck relates experiences encountered on trip to Alaska, Ky 14, 9:5

TRAILER, CHARLES
Sued by Helen B. Raymond in promissory note suit, S 17, 3:4

TREAS, ETTA L
Robbed, Charlie Green named in warrant, Ap 14, 8:2

TREASH, PHILIP B
Graduate of Oberlin coll with Ph D degree, presents Phi Delta Soc with por of Gen Jacob D Cox, Je 30, 8:2

Personal injury suit against Akron Street Ry and illuminating co settled out of ct, D 25, 3:6

TREASON
Unscrupulous financiers classed in same category as military traitors, (ed Chattanooga Times), Ja 11, 11:4

TREAT, JOSEPH (Tallmadge)
Looses 400 bu potatoes by freezing, Ja 3, 8:3

TREAT FAMILY
Holds reunion at Silver lake, Ag 30, 4:6

TREID, CHARLES
Divorce wife Anna, C 26, 4:6

TREID, JAMES
Arrested on theft chg, Ag 28, 1:6; held to probate ct, M 29, 5:5; ordered to be hanged by father for participation in robbery of Akron Paint & Color co, Je 1, 1:6

TREIDLEY (PROF)
Discusses offer of position of Akron pub school sup (Youngstown Vindicator), Je 27, 3:4

TRINITY LUTHERAN CH.
Holds annual business meeting, elects deacons, Ja 2, 8:2

Program of 2nd annual conv of Dist Lutherian Leagues of Northeastern Ohio given, F 14, 6:3

Tenders reception to new members, Ap 19, 3:5

Sponsors lecture on Persia by Rev Ahlatal 0
Samuel, My 4, 8:3

Reformation Day address given by P F Ols, N 1, 3:5

Hires Estelle Rasson as organist, D 4, 1:5

Sunday school holds annual meeting, elects officers, D 5, 3:4

TRINITY REFORMED CH.
Sponsors lecture on Great Battles of Last Decade by Rev C. Marshall Lowe, M 24, 2:3

Dies name Mrs Martha Brown in collection suit, Jy 24, 6:2

TRINITY REFORMED CH (Cont)
North Hill cong elects officers, D 17, 8:3

TRINITY UNITED EVANGELICAL CH.
Sunday school elects officers, Ja 3, 8:5

TRIMBLE (MR AND MRS), L D
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, D 12, 3:2

TRIPLET, LYNN D
Damage suit against Rapid Transit Co continued, F 6, 6:1; files amended petition, F 21, 6:3; answer filed by Rapid Transit Co, M 26, 6:4; suit postponed, M 26, 6:1

TRIPS, WALTER
Fined for riding bicycle without lights, 0 26, 8:6

TRIGG, ARTHUR
Rescued from drowning when boat capsizes on Turkeyfoot lake, Jy 10, 5:3; Jy 11, 5:3

TRINITY, EARL
Shot and wounded, warrant issued for arrest of William Carmichael, Ag 2, 1:6

TRINITY, THOMAS J
Sued for divorce by wife Mary R, F 10, 7:1; denies chgs brought by wife, F 3, 3:2

TRUMERIDGE (MR), J J (Harriet E)
Death, F 24, 3:4; funeral, F 24, 4:3; will filed, M 13, 3:7

TRIDEL & LAVU (Creston)
Laundry destroyed by fire, M 24, 2:2; 8:4

TRIT, JONES
Arrested and sentenced to house for carrying concealed weapons, My 7, 8:3

TIRE REFINERIES, UNITED ORDER OF ORGANIZES, ELECTS OFFICERS, M 24, 5:3

TRIMPMON, BURT
Fined on chgs of intoxication and fast driving, Jy 10, 5:6

TRIMPMON (MR), DAVID
Funeral, 6 6, 0:7

THURSDAY, THURUZA
Funeral, Francis Courtney, ptd admr of estate, 0 2, 7:7

TRUSTS
Business methods of regulation favored over political, ed, 0 19, 4:2

Resolution for investigation of Ohio operatives introduced in house, Ja 17, 8:1

Sponsored by C C Dutcher and Judge N D Tibbals at meeting of Economic League, Ja 17, 8:1

Valentine anti-Trust Law ruled constitutional by Ohio sup ct, Ja 20, 1:4

Consol of southern Ohio plants manufacturing fire brick under way, Ja 31, 4:5

TRUSTS (Cont)
Den belief that formation is due to protective tariff criticized, ed, M 14, 4:1

Investigation explained, ed, M 14, 4:1

Repulsed trust to solve problem, ed, Ap 5, 4:1

Anti-trust bill agreed on by house com, Ap 11, 1:4

Absolute control in any necessity seen impossible, ed, Ap 20, 4:1

Pros of soap monopolists in Germany cited as example to others harboring similar thoughts, ed, Ap 20, 4:1


New anti-trust bill discussed, ed, M 13, 4:1

Indiana repubs' plan against combination of capital to control production of commodities and markets praised, (ed Baltimore Amer), My 3, 4:6

World wide existence lamented, ed, My 5, 4:2

Opposition by dem party in attempts to overthrow Dingley law criticized, ed, My 9, 4:2

Fight by dem newspapers against amendment to anti-trust law criticized, ed, (ed Clev Leader), My 26, 4:3

Cong fail to pass anti-trust legis due to non-cooperation of dem members, ed, Je 2, 4:1

Need of large orgs to take care of trade and expansion cited, (ed Jly Success), Je 26, 4:2

Methods of solving trust question suggested by Cong Dulliver (ed Chicago Times-Herald), My 5, 4:3

Repub and dem parties' views and actions to curb these monopolies, Ag 29, 6:1

Arbuckle Bros and American Sugar Refining co portrayed as remedy, cartoon, C 12, 2:3

Record of dem party on issue discussed, ed, 0 13, 4:6

Dem failure to back anti-trust declaration cited, ed, 0 17, 4:4

Subject of address by Frank S. Hennett before CLE, C 10, 3:4

Conant on records of repubs and dem parties attitudes, ed, 0 19, 4:1

Advantages to the pub cited (Forum), N 14, 4:2

Greed for illegitimate profits declared cause of downfall, ed, N 24, 4:2

TRUMERIDGE (MR), J T
Memorial adopted by New Century club, M 16, 6:3

TUBALCANS
Declared infectious disease by Dr C C Probst, sec of state bd of health, Ky 7, 1:2

TUCKER, ARNOLD (Mansfield)
Arrested in dynamite explosion causing death of William Wilson, Jy 13, 1:5; arrested on murder chg, Jy 14, 11:3

TUCKER (MR), G W
Employed as organist at Grace ME ch, D 4, 1:5

TUCKER, JACOB (Jackson)
Killed in mine by fall of slate, Ap 6, 9:3

TUCKER, HARRY (Williamsburg)
Injured in dynamite explosion, Jy 13, 2:4

TUCKER, LEONARD
Injured when train is derailed near Lexington (Ky), S 21, 1:4

Injured in train wreck at Sadieville (Ky), S 22, 10:2

TUCKING, WILLIAM (Mansfield)
Arrested on vagrancy chg, Ky 8, 1:2; arraigned in ct for being incorrigible, disposition deferred, My 23, 5:1; pleads not guilty, bound to probate ct, My 24, 5:5; taken to Boys' Indus School at Lancaster to serve sentence, Je 4, 3:6

TUESDAY HOMESTAY CLUB
Concert, F 22, 8:4

Entertain Clev Fortnightly club, Ap 4, 8:1

Concerts: Ap 19, 5:5; My 2, 1:6

Helen Storer resigns leadership, My 21, 3:6

Monthly concert, Jy 23, 8:1

Elects officers, My 29, 8:5

Holds last concert of season, Je 6, 3:3

Dir Helen A Storer presented gift following retirement, Je 1, 1:6

Rents hall for concert, Jy 14, 5:1

Presents 1st afternoon concert, N 6, 8:3

Sponsors concert by Pittsburgh orch, N 15, 3:5

Presents The Messiah, D 5, 4:5

TUNES, NATE
Elected financial sec of North End Baseball club, My 26, 5:4

TULLY, (Cont)
Fugitive from police identified by bystander, F 21, 2:2

TUMER, ALMOND
Pleads guilty to intoxication chg, sentence reserved, M 1, 3:1

TUMER, CHARLES
Family reunion at Copley, Je 13, 5:5

TUMER, DANIEL
Drowned by wife Mary L, Jy 5, 6:1
TURER, H.
New York Tailor shop damaged by fire, Ap 23, 4:4

TURER, JEO (Beyrus)
Identity of man held as murder suspect not established, Jy 25, 3:2

TURNE, JOHN
Fights with Abe Williams; arrest ordered, Nr 5, 5:5; hearing on fighting charge, Nr 6, 8:5; fined for fighting, Ap 30, 3:3

TURNER, VAUGHN D TAYLOR (Co)
James Akron Sewer Pipe co in judgment suit, Jy 27, 4:5
Named by Fred H Eves in breach of contract suit, C 26, 4:6

TURNER HALL
Damaged when struck by lightning, Jy 18, 1:4

TURKERS
Akron team takes 25th prize at mill tournament, C 4 sources 1st place, Je 27, 1:6

TUTWEILER, ACRON
Gives entertainment, My 31, 6:4

TUSCARAWAS COUNTY
Farmers form vigilance com to investigate wool thefts, N 10, 12:3
Plans being made to org historical soc at Canal Dover, N 16, 2:3

TUSCARAWAS CLASSI;
Holds annual Sunday school conv at Manchester, Je 15, 8:1

TUSCARAWAS RIVER
Straightening of course sought by Barbant citizens in petition, N 19, 1:7

TWENTIETH CENTURY
 Incoming century depicted, cartoon, D 29, 1:2
TWENTIETH CENTURY CLOTHING BUR
Naming ADU city's leading newspaper approved, ed, Je 12, 4:1

TWENTIETH CENTURY STORE (Massillon)
Damaged by fire, Ja 10, 2:2

TWEEL, WILLIAM
Granted divorce from wife Addie, Ja 10, 3:4

TWINBURN, OHIO
Rep and dem tickets listed, Nr 20, 6:5

TWINBURN INSTITUTE
History given, pors, 2 13, 9:1

TYVANN, MARY BELLE
Names Otto Vater in bastardy suit, Ja 2, 4:4

TYLER, CHIEF OF POLICE, (Cols)
Testifies in trial on attempted bribery charges, N 16, 2:3

TYLER, GEORGE P
Apptd trustee of Deaf and Dumb asylum by Gov Nash, Ap 13, 1:6

TYLER, W M
Accepts payment and agrees to pay costs in money suit against Lock-Fenton co, Jy 16, 3:1

TYNNON FEVER
Several cases repdt at Yagadores, Ag 15, 3:1
Epidemic repdt at Miami univ, Oxford, O 23, 2:2

TYRREL, JAMES
Arrested in Philadelphia (Penn) as a runaway, Ap 12, 6:3

TYRRELL, ROBERT
Blacksmith shop attempted robbery, John flight and Albert heilcr held, Ag 26, 8:7

TYTTI, WUNDER, PAPER CO (Middleton)
Old Globe mill destroyed by fire, My 22, 1:6

U

UDROAS, WILLIAM
Fined for intoxication, Ap 5, 5:5

ULRICH, HANNAH LOUISE
Urgs New Year's Day temperance, 1lr, D 25, 5:3
Reminiscences of 19th century, 1lr, D 26, 5:3

ULRICH, JOE (Jibydale)
Injured in Proctor & Gamble factory fire, Ja 6, 2:2

ULLOM, PAUL (Mt. Gilead)
Estate wins personal damage suit against Big Four rr co, Ja 27, 12:4

ULLRICH, FRANK (Marshallville)
Names Mary Kline in collection suit, Ap 10, 3:3; 7:7; attaches property of Mrs Kline, Ap 21, 1:5

UNSTEAD, CHARLES L
Held on promise warrant, Ag 13, 8:2
Sued for divorce by wife Alice C, Ag 14, 3:5; divorce granted wife, D 14, 4:6
Jailed for disorderly conduct, Ag 27, 12:4

UNITED, AW
Estate apraised, Je 31, 3:4

UNIONS
Deny statements re burying indigent soldiers, 1lr, Ja 6, 5:3

USSC, OFFICERS OF
Rep. of intended retirement as gen mgr of B&O

USSC, FREDERICK D (Clev)

UNITED, FREDERICK D (Clev)
rr discredited, Je 13, 4:6

UNITED, IRA (Richfield Twp)
Injured by stray bullet, Nr 13, 6:3

UNITED, JENNY
Will probated, F 15, 6:1

UNITED, N J
Estate names Augustus E Atkinson et al in collection and foreclosure suit, Jy 24, 6:2

UNWEATHERS, ACRON OF
Default judgment against bd asked by Atty-Gen Sheets, Je 12, 3:5

G C Kohler and C F Beery apptd trustees, Je 15, 3:4; qualify as trustee, reserve duties, Je 23, 6:5

Ouster suit discussed, (Western Underwriter), Je 23, 6:4

Losses verdict as sup ct orders trustees to pay debts of concern in suit brought by State of Ohio, C 20, 5:5

UNION ST
Ord to levy special assessment for sweeping from Buchtel ave to Forge st passed by city council and approved by city comrs, Je 25, 6:7

UNITED, BOWEN (OH)
Destroyed by fire, F 26, 8:3; trustees decide to rebuild ch, F 27, 3:3

Holds services in Church, N 5, 5:4
Fire in adjusts rfrd amount of loss, Nr 9, 3:5

Program for coming session of Woman's Missionary assoc, N 23, 5:6

East Ohio Woman's Missionary assoc holds annual conv, N 29, 6:1

Woman's Missionary assoc elects officers, Nr 29, 3:6

Rebuilds ch, My 11, 6:5

New bldg dedicated, C 29, 1:5

UNITED, COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS
Akron chapter to elect officers, Nr 19, 3:4; holds 11th annual grand council at Clev., My 26, 12:3

Thirteenth annual session of supreme council convenes at Gala, Je 30, 10:5

UNITED, EVANGELICAL MISSION CH
Purchases site for new ch and parsonage, F 24, 1:6

Ground for new ch broken, Ap 13, 2:4

Holds Children's Day exercises, Jy 5, 8:6

UNITED, PRESL CH
Travellers file petition seeking to rectify mistake

UNITED, PRESL CH (Cont)
In property deed from Hary E W and Lorin Bliss, S 5, 5:3

UNITED, PRESL CH (Dartfield)
Rev R E Sewall installed as pastor by presbytery of Clev, F 27, 6:8

UNITED, SALT CO (Clev)
Incorporates, Ap 23, 1:3

UNITED, SALT CO (Clev)
Investigation of alleged violation of charter and anti-trust laws of Ohio sought by city, D 10, 2:4

UNITED STATES
Satification of Samson treaty cxxsended, (ed Wash Post), Ja 19, 4:2

Loyalty of German-American citizens as defenders of Homme Doctrine stressed, (ed Chicago Times-Herald), Ja 26, 4:4

Colonization policy subject of address by Prof J T Johnson at First Universalist ch, F 23, 3:6

Territorial expansion subject of judges C R Grant and A Kohler's addresses before Economic league, F 28, 6:1

Subject of Pres William McKinley's address before Ohio soc, New York, Nr 6, 4:3

Admin directors criticized, ed, Nr 8, 4:1

Intervention in Boer war opposed, ed, Nr 15, 4:1; (ed NY Tribune), My 15, 4:6

Efforts in suppressing vice in Puerto Rico, Cuba, and Philippines praised, ed, My 4, 4:1

Criticized for failure to build and man steamships for foreign trade, ed, Je 7, 4:1

Close affinity between the South and the rest of the union reflected in Atlantic constitution art, ed, Je 14, 4:1

Advance in material prosperity cited, ed, Je 17, 4:1

Temper of Amer citizens criticized by foreigner, good gov't cited, (ed NY Tribune), Je 16, 4:2

Wisdom of holding Philippines as strategic position in Orient discussed, ed, Je 18, 4:1

Action in waging war with Spain defended by Rev John Herron, Je 10, 6:1

Expansion issue discussed (ed Wash Post), Jy 7, 4:3

Progress cited in paper read by Floyd E Waite to Christian Endeavor soc of Arlington St Cong ch, Jy 7, 12:2

Praised for course pursued dealing with Puerto Rico, ed, Jy 17, 4:2
UNITED STATES (Cont)

Problems to be overcome in order to assume position as world power revd, (ed Charles A Cavnor in the July forum), Jy 17, 4:3
Possibility of becoming an empire ridiculed, (ed Washington Post), Jy 20, 4:3
Urged not to shirk responsibilities to Philippines (NY Tribune), Jy 24, Jy 25, 3:6
Govt control of Philippine Islands defended, (ed Toledo Blade), Jy 30, 4:3
Action in Boxer rebellion lauded, (ed Ohio State Journal), Ag 20, 4:5
Prosperity under repub admin portrayed, cartoon, C 15, 1:3

ADMINISTRATION
Praised for maintaining prosperity, ed, Ny 21, 4:1; for expansion of rural free delivery, ed, Ny 21, 4:2
Gold export and import record of Pres William McKinley commended, ed, Ny 26, 4:2

ARMED & DEFENSE
Akon soldiers criticized for desertion in Philippines, (ed Canton News), Jl 13, 4:3
Test of KClene ordnance attracts attention of nail ordnance experts, Clev, Jl 23, 11:1

ARMY

Joseph H Outhwaite resigns as civil member of bd of ordnance and fortification, Jl 10, 2:5
Discussion on care of sick and wounded soldiers in Philippines Islands, (NY Times), F 16, 4:2
Better type of men speeded by Chaplain Charles C Pierce, ed, Ny 0, 4:1
Alleged misconduct of troops at Cauer D'Alene dist discussed, ed, Ny 24, 4:1
Soldiers eulogized in sermon by Rev John Herron before cong and co, Jl 16, 3:4
Fourteenth inf regt ordered to duty in China, contains many Ohioans, Jl 18, 1:5
Canteen defended as benefit to soldiers by Rev Dr Hamlin, ed, Jl 27, 4:2
Sgt Samuel McCloud honorably discharged, Ag 29, 3:1
Samuel McCloud, Cyrus Houghton, and Noel Chalfant enlisted, Clev, S 14, 5:4
Reorganization bill speech by Gen Charles Dick, D 8, 1:1
Proposal to abolish canteen at Fort Harrison condemned, (ed Chicago Tribune), D 13, 4:3

Canteens
Praised as a benefit to soldiers, (ed Ohio State Journal), Jl 26, 4:3

West Point
Hazing of West Point cadets opposed, (ed Philadelphia Times), Jl 13, 4:4

CENSUS, BUR OF

H A Kasson recs come as supervisor of 16th Ohio dist, Jl 0, 3:1; swamped with applications for enumerators, Jl 25, 5:4
Duties of enumerators, Je 1, 1:7
Clive Cline appointed, Je 16, 1:3
Comparative pop figures of some Ohio cities given, O 2, 8:4
Official natl and Ohio figures, O 30, 1:5

COMMERCE & LABOR, DEPT OF

W H Love appointed to clerkship, M 13, 1:6

COMMISSIONERS

Charles H Wilkins appointed for NE dist of Ohio, Jl 24, 5:5

CONGRESS

Gen Charles Dick and Lentz members of mil affairs sub-committee, Ny 21, 5:4
Urged to create dept of commerce as aid to industry, ed, Je 14, 4:1
Ratio of Ohio reprs discussed, (Cinti Enquirer), D 1, 9:1

CONSTITUTION

Question whether constitution automatically extends over all new possessions of U S discussed, (ed Clev Leader), Ap 5, 4:2

CUSTOMS

Increase in receipts cited as blow to predictions of dem party, ed, Jl 18, 4:1

ELECTIONS

Ignorant foreign voter compared to educated businessman voter, (ed January Atlantic), Je 1, 4:5
Victory predicted for repub party in South, ed, Nr 26, 4:3
Repub victory predicted, ed, Ap 24, 4:1

Elections

Dem papers criticized for attempt to stir discontent among farmers, ed, Ap 27, 4:1
Repubs urged to reaffirm 1896 platform, ed, Ap 28, 4:1
Repub platform praised (ed Cols Dispatch), Ap 28, 4:2
Ohio repub platform called model for party in nation (ed Pittsburgh Times), Ap 28, 9:4
Expansion policy urged, ed, Ap 30, 4:1
Support of repub party and its policies urged, ed, Ny 18, 4:1
Fortieth Dist Cong Com nominate W J Skiles for cong, Norwalk, Ny 19, 1:5
Citizens urged to vote straight repub ticket, ed, M 25, 4:1
Pres William McKinley and Gov Theodore Roosevelt approved by George Hoadly, Jl 9, 4:3
McKinley-Roosevelt seen as strong team, ed, Jl 16, 4:2
In voting for William J Bryan the South will ruin its own trade, ed, Ag 20, 4:2
Election of repub candidates results in full dinner bucket, cartoon, Ag 24, 6:2
Attempt by dem papers to minimize repub plurality in straw vote criticized, ed, S 7, 4:1
Repub plurality in straw votes declared to deflate dem aspirations, ed, S 12, 4:1
Prosperity under repub administered portrayed, cartoon, D 3, 4:4
Repub rally addressed by Sen Thurston, O 10, 1:6
Workingman's favor of repub admin over dem portrayed, cartoon, O 13, 1:4
Reception for Gov Theodore Roosevelt and Sen N B Allison arranged, O 17, 1:1
Celebration of repub victory in coming election portrayed, cartoon, O 22, 1:4
Prosperity of farmers assures their backing McKinley, ed, N 1, 4:4
Repub party closing campaign activities, members urged to vote early, N 5, 1:1
Repub campaign activities, N 6, 1:1
Decrease of voters at polls discussed, ed, D 22, 4:1

Congress

James A Garfield refuses to retire from race for nomination, Clev, Jl 10, 2:5; repub candidate James R Garfield to make aggressive campaign, F 5, 4:5; J A Beidler and James R Garfield

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS (Cont)
withdraw candidates for repub nomination from 20th Ohio dist, Ap 24, 3:5
Gen Charles Dick announces candidacy for renomination in 10th Ohio dist, Jl 19, 5:4
renomination of Gen Dick urged, (ed Cols Journal), Jl 25, 4:4; support of Gen Dick urged, ed, Ny 7, 4:2; Gen Dick's nomination praised, ed, Jl 17, 4:1; addresses repub rally, (Columb Tribune), O 8, 1:3; Dick favored for 19th Ohio district, por, N 3, 1:2
Repub Charles Dick elected from 19th Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4
Charles Dick files campaign expense acct, N 17, 1:4
Election of Cong Littlefield of Waine commended, (ed Boston Herald), Jl 25, 4:4
Dem members criticized for free silver speeches, ed, F 6, 4:2
Candidacy of Thomas H Gillmer opposed, ed, F 22, 4:1
Various candidates discussed, M 10, 1:7
Watson discussed as opponent of John F Lentz, M 26, 1:2; Cong Lentz threatens fraud exposure allegedly perpetrated by opponent Emmet Tompkins, Cols, D 21, 10:4
Ohio repub candidates listed, Ap 24, 1:2
Great victory of Oregon repubs cited, (ed Philadelphia Press), Jl 10, 4:2
Business interests urged to support repub candidates, (ed NY Sun), Jy 2, 4:8
Emmet Tompkins nominated by Franklin and Fairfield county repubs, Jl 11, 2:4;
Tompkins wins nomination, complete official returns, N 5, 7:1; C C Kerstetter announces candidacy for nomination on repub ticket, Franklin twp, O 13, 5:8
Mayor Jones declares willingness to be candidate, Toledo, Jy 20, 2:2; induced by businessmen at mass meeting in Bowling Green, S 12, 2:6
Elmer Dover boomed for nomination, (Clev Leader), Jy 23, 8:3
W B Shattuck and Jacob H Bromwell renominated by Cinti repubs, S 10, 1:6; Cong W R Shattuck for the 1st dist and Cong Jacob H Bromwell for the 2nd, S 10, 2:2
First cong dist nominates James A Norton, Bucyrus, Jl 6, 2:2; repub W B Shattuck elected from 1st Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4
Second Ohio dist elects repub J H Bromwell N 7, 2:4
UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Congress (Cont)

Third dist nomintes U L Bristle, Hamilton, Je 6, 2:2; elect repub Robert K Nevin, elected, N 7, 7:4

Fourth dist elects dem R B Gordon, N 7, 7:4

Fifth dist elects dem John Snoek, N 7, 7:4

Sixth dist elects repub C C Hildebrand, N 7, 7:4

Seventh dist elects repub Thomas D Reyke, N 7, 7:4

Eighth dist conw deadlock continues, Marysville, Ap 12, 2:3; elects repub William R Harmon, N 7, 7:4

Ninth dist elects repub J H Southard, N 7, 7:4

Tenth dist Ohio dist elects repub Stephen Horgan, N 7, 7:4

Eleventh dist cong dist elects repub C H Grovesnor, N 7, 7:4

Twelfth dist elects repub Emmet Tarpkins, N 7, 7:4

Thirteenth dist elects dem J A Norton, N 7, 7:4

Fourteenth dist cong results on 331 st ballot, Wellington, Ap 12, 2:3; W W Sharp nominated by 14th dist dems, Shelby, Je 8, 2:4; repub W W Skiles nominated, N 7, 7:4

Fifteenth dist nominates L V E Elenwood, Caldwell, Je 6, 2:2; repub H C Van Vrees elected, N 7, 7:4

Sixteenth dist Ohio dist elects repub J J Gill, N 7, 7:4

Seventeenth dist Ohio dist recons nomination of Gen Aquilla Viley candidacy, Je 12, 2:2; John C Cassinghnan nominated by dems, Masscl, Je 15, 2:2; George Adams nominated by repubs, Cassclton, S 26, 11:4; den John Cassingham, elected, F 7, 2:4

Eighteenth dist elects repub C W Taylor, N 7, 7:4

Nineteenth dist official court of votes, N 22, 1:7

Twentieth Ohio dist recons nomination of Judge F O Phillips candidacy for re-nomination, Je 23, 2:2; candidacy es incl, county repub approved by con, 12, 2:2; Rev J S Martin withdraws name, F 13, 8:4; announces candidacy from 20th dist, (Clev Leader), N 19, 5:4; comments on nomination, N 20, 8:1; announces candidacy from Ohio 20th dist (Clev Plain Dealer), N 22, 5:4; candidacy of independent repub H B Goold approved by con, Clev, C 12, 2:2

Democrat Convention

Rapid instructions to delegtees ridiculed, (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), Ja 18, 4:2

Fourteenth dist Ohio delegtees voting activities cited, ed, Je 6, 4:2

John Eideen declared to lead Ohio delegation, Ja 12, 2:2

George B Cox elected naval committeeman by Ohio delegates, Je 10, 6:3

Probable events discussed, ed, 2j 2, 4:1

Ohio delegation against 10 to 1 plank, John R Eideen reelected naval committeeman, Kansas City, Ho 5, 1:2

Ohio delegation resents specific plank favoring free coinage of silver at ratio of 16 to 1, Je 6, 1:2

Kent laver D L Rockwell rapid con to notify candidate for vp of nomination, Je 6, 3:1

Domination of conw by William Jennings Bryan discussed, (ed NY World), Je 9, 4:3

Negley D Cochran nominated, Toledo, S 21, 2:6

Ohio 16th dist nominates John Henry Norris, Alliance, S 5, 2:2

House

Gen A M Jones denies that he is a candidate, Youngstown, Ja 11, 2:2

Nati Convention

B L McElroy made nearer of con on resolutions, Je 19, 1:3

Gen Grovesnor made permanent member of con, Je 19, 1:3

Sen Joseph B Forsaker made nearer of con on resolutions, Je 19, 1:3

Gov George K High chim of Ohio delegation, Je 19, 1:3

Sen Joseph B Forsaker elected member of con on resolutions, Je 19, 6:3

People's Party

Nase S Hart withdrawns from candidacy, 0 17, 2:4

Populist Convention

Nominates Warton Barker for pres, Cinti, My 10, 1:2

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Populist Convention (Cont)

3:8; Ignatius Donnelly for vice president, Cinti, My 11, 2:2

President

Repub party victory in coming contest predicted, ed, My 5, 4:1; adoption of repub policies in election revocated, (ed Kansas City Journal), Ap 30, 4:2

Success of repub party in Ind predicted, ed, My 23, 4:2; party warned not to take victory for granted, (ed Philadelphia Inquirer), My 24, 4:4

Election of repub candidates to continue prosperity in Western mines urged, ed, My 26, 4:1; straight repub ticket urged, ed, Je 13, 4:2; repub prosperity will defeat the dem party, cartoon, 1g 25, 5:5

Labor backing repub party, cartoon, Ag 29, 6:2

Reasons for success of repubs in election discussed by Charles Foster, por, (Toledo Blade), S 1, 11:2

Prosperity under repub admin should influence pub in decisions, (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), S 0, 4:3; repub prosperity portrayed, cartoon, 11, 4:4; accusations against repub admin compared with those made against A Lincoln by the same party, ed, S 13, 4:3

Repub activities indicate victory at the polls, ed, C 10, 4:2

James A Garfield's speech of 1870, Clev, 0 15, 6:3

Party names reception con for 2nd campaign rally, 0 20, 1:1

Reelection of repub admin urged (ed Cola Journal), 0 24, 4:4; campaign program, 0 25, 1:3; campaign con makes arrangements for demonstration, 0 26, 1:3; demonstrations related, 0 27, 8:1; campaign activities at Canton, 0 30, 2:2; summary of local repub campaign, 0 31, 1:1; local activities, N 2, 5:6; repub campaign activities, N 3, 1:1; 6:3

Success of repub policies over dem's portrayed, cartoon, 0 25, 1:4

Addressed by Sec of War Root, 0 25, 1:7

Pub urged to vote repub, cartoon, 0 27, 1:5; benefits of repub admin cited, ed, 0 27, 4:3; superiority of gold standard over dem silver issue portrayed, cartoon, 0 30, 1:4

Add: policies endorsed by election victories, ed, N 7, 4:1

Repub victory in home dist of dem leaders cited, ed, N 14, 4:2

Pres McKinley's nomination and relection predicted, (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), Ja 5, 4:4; (ed Toledo Blade), F 26, 4:2; solidarity of repub party support praised, (ed Brooklyn Eagle), F 26, 4:2

Reelection of Pres McKinley urged, ed, F 1, 4:2; admin of Pres McKinley praised, ed, F 1, 4:3

Reelection of McKinley assured, asserts Dr Louis Sisler, N 15, 5:6


Sen Hanna says Pres McKinley's reelection certain, (ed Evening Sun), My 3, 4:4

Iowa's support of Pres McKinley discussed, ed, hy 24, 4:2

Nebraska electoral vote for Pres McKinley predicted, feature article, Je 2, 4:3; 15,000 majority in Oregon predicted, ed, N 11, 4:1

Admin praised, strength of candidacy for re-election cited, (ed NY Sun), Je 10, 4:2

William McKinley nominated repub candidate for the presidency, Je 21, 1:1; nomination praised, ed, Je 21, 4:1

Record revd, endorsed in speech of Sen Joseph B Forsaker, Je 21, 1:8; Forsaker officially announces renomination, Je 22, 2:1

McKinley's reelection urged, (ed NY Sun) (Ind Deo), Je 26, 4:3; cited as strongest candidate in party, (ed Philadelphia Times), Je 26, 4:3; consistency in selection comended, ed, (ed Philadelphia Pub Ledger), Je 26, 4:3; (ed Philadelphia Evening Bulletin), Je 26, 4:3

Demonstration following announcement of McKinley's renomination called titanic and magnificent, (ed Philadelphia Record), Je 26, 4:3

Renomination praised, (ed Philadelphia North Amer), Je 26, 4:3; (ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), Je 26, 4:4; (ed Philadelphia Press), Je 26,
UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)
Dem threats against Pres McKinley likened to same party cry against A Lincoln, ed, S 15, 4:4
Joseph H Outhwaite supports Pres McKinley for reelection, Col, S 17, 1:2; reelection urged in view of decline of charity under present admin, S 17, 4:3
Admin policy backed by prosperity, cartoon, S 16, 4:3
Money issue of both Pres McKinley and William J Bryan portrayed, cartoon, S 25, 1:4
Improved labor conditions under McKinley cited as favorable point for reelection of repub party candidates, (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), S 28, 4:6
Reelection backed by commercial travelers, S 0, 1:5; campaign against reelection being carried on by temperance org, ed, 0, 6, 4:1
Pres William McKinley's speech of 1896 before first voters' club is reprinted, S 9, 4:3
Campaign opened by repubs, Sen George Sieber and Hon H L Smyer speak at Cuy Falls, S 20, 8:3
Reception prepared for William B Allison in his McKinley campaign tour, S 22, 1:6; gives address in behalf of McKinley, S 23, 1:1
Reelection of McKinley predicted, cartoon, S 24, 1:4; favored for reelection by J H Woodard, Cinti, S 25, 1:3; victory urged to avert financial panic, (ed Detroit Free Press), S 25, 4:5
Prosperity of cities under Pres William McKinley admin discussed, S 27, 1:1
Reelection of Pres McKinley urged, ed, S 27, 4:4; reelection urged by O C Barber, S 29, 4:1; 4:2; by Harry Daugherty, por, Col, S 29, 4:7; by W S Manning, Zanesville, S 29, 6:5; by O C Barber, Barberton, S 29, 8:1; by John McPeake, Col, S 30, 1:1
Repubs plan McKinley parade, S 29, 1:1; pol demonstration prepared, S 30, 1:1; com in charge of arrangements named, S 30, 8:3; preparations for parade revd, N 3, 3:8
Campaign activities in Alliance, S 30, 2:2
Pres praises Forgan engineering co for endorsing repub party, Alliance, S 31, 4:4
Dem attack on McKinley parade plans criticized, ed, N 1, 4:2
Call faculty and students' backing of McKinley cited, ed, N 2, 4:3
Local McKinley parade lauded, ed, N 5, 4:1

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)
Support of William McKinley urged, ed, N 5, 4:3
Richard Crocker criticized for insulting banners at McKinley campaign parade, N 5, 5:4
Victory for Pres McKinley and repub ticket predicted by Gen Charles Dick, N 5, 6:1
William A Lynch praises Pres McKinley in speech before Dem League of Maryland, N 5, 6:4
Resume of McKinley campaign parade, N 5, 8:1
McKinley confident of reelection, N 6, 2:2; closes campaign at Canton, N 6, 4:5
McKinley's pluralities over Bryan's cited, ed, N 8, 4:1; recd largest Ohio plurality ever given to pres candidate, ed, N 9, 4:1
Repub business prosperity remembered by McKinley victory, cartoon, N 8, 4:3
Depression avoided by McKinley victory, cartoon, N 8, 4:6; increase in business felt in reelection of McKinley, N 9, 1:1
State plurality of Pres McKinley, N 9, 7:1; natl plurality, N 9, 7:1
William Jennings Bryan's defeat in natl election because of monetary platform predicted, (ed Philadelphia Inquirer), Ja 11, 4:2; defeat of dem party under Bryan leadership predicted, ed, Ja 13, 4:2; defeat of Bryan foreseen, ed, F 9, 4:2
Bryan criticized for announcing candidacy, ed, F 6, 4:2; chances of carrying Ohio ridiculed, ed, F 16, 4:1; platform ridiculed, (NY World), F 16, 4:2; defeat predicted, ed, F 17, 4:1
William Jennings Bryan's Eastern campaign successful, ed, F 20, 4:1; named favorite candidate in Southern U S, ed, F 21, 4:2
Bryan forecasts dem victory, My 4, 2:1; candidacy defended by Allen W Thurman, My 22, 1:6; election urged by Filipinos (ed M E Curtis in Chicago Record), Je 9, 4:3
Bryan recs $25,000 campaign donation from John R Mclean, Je 16, 10:2; McLean criticized for contributing to campaign fund, ed, Je 18, 4:2

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)
J Sterling Morton reiterates opposition to William J Bryan (Clev Leader), Je 30, 4:5; defeat of candidate Bryan predicted, ed, Jy 5, 4:1; defeat at polls predicted, (ed Toledo Blade), Jy 6, 4:5
Platform advanced by W J Bryan criticized, ed, Je 11, 4:1
William Jennings Bryan seen opposed by dem newspapers and party members, (ed Cinti Commercial-Tribune), Jy 16, 4:5
Bryan's nomination declared due to expansion, (ed Philadelphia Record), Jy 20, 4:2; ability to carry Wyoming questioned, (ed NY Press), Jy 20, 4:5
Possibility of Bryan victory in Ohio claimed by Col M W Hove, (Washington Post), Jy 20, 6:4
Bryan's defeat predicted, (ed Cinti Commercial-Tribune), Jy 23, 4:5; Bryan and dem platform criticized by Southern newspapers, (ed Youngstown Telegram), Jy 24, 4:5; defeat of Bryan and his 11 to 1 plank urged, ed, Jy 25, 4:1; silver issue criticized, (ed Clev World), Ag 3, 4:1; platform criticized (Cinti Volksblatt), Ag 15, 4:4
Sen Jones attitude towards Philippines viewed as drawback to Bryan candidacy, Ag 16, 4:2; Policies of William J Bryan, discussed, ed, Ag 10, 4:2; favor shown by Eng papers criticized, ed, Ag 10, 4:2; campaign issues criticized, cartoon, Ag 23, 4:6; indecision in paramount issues criticized, Ag 27, 6:2
Election of William J Bryan would unsettle all financial conditions, Ag 25, 6:3; alleged false statements in pursuit of presidency criticized, ed, Ag 30, 6:2; farm program criticized in view of Ohio exports to new possessions, ed, S 1, 4:2
William J Bryan speeches in Ohio criticized, ed, S 1, 4:2; party losses from previous candidacy cited, (ed Clev Leader), S 1, 4:2; platform declarations criticized, ed, S 1, 4:3; speeches in Ohio criticized, ed, S 3, 4:2
Bryan's share in party losses from previous candidacy discussed, (Clev Leader), S 3, 4:2; platform declarations criticized, ed, S 3, 4:3; predictions discredited, (Commercial Tribune), S 4, 4:3
Refusal to answer question on silver policy
UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)

Candidacy opposed by Capt P H Dowling of Toledo, O, 12, 1:7; failure to make clear party views on certain issues criticized, ed, 0 13, 4:1; Bryan's campaign speech criticized, ed, 0 15, 4:1

William J Bryan's reception and text of campaign speech, 0 15, 9:1; campaign tour of Ohio cities, 0 16, 2:2; Bryan's campaign and issues criticized, cartoon, 0 16, 1:4; militarism issue criticized, ed, 0 18, 4:3; silver issue declaration criticized, ed, 0 20, 4:2; campaign tactics criticized, (ed Clev Leader), 0 20, 4:7; opposition to election urged, ed, 0 24, 4:2

Bryan's platform condemned, (ed St Louis Globe), 0 25, 4:7

South's policy of publicly endorsing Bryan and privately backing for McKinley ridiculed, (ed Chicago Times Herald), 0 25, 4:7

Critical for promised constitutional changes, (Clev Leader), 0 26, 3:6; for his trust declarations, ed, 0 26, 4:2; considered foe to social order, (ed New York Independent), 0 26, 4:4

William J Bryan's proposed trust remedy criticized, (ed Clev World), 0 28, 4:5; imperialism issue criticized by Sen. T. V. Noris, 0 29, 6:1; criticized as a failure in all endeavors, cartoon, 0 31, 1:4

Support of William J Bryan discouraged, ed, 0 30, 4:2

Bryan opens campaign in Toledo, Ohio, O, 31, 1:6; makes speeches at various towns enroute from Toledo to Cinti, N 1, 2:2

Poverty under Bryan forecast, cartoon, N 1, 1:3

Ebbing by Crocker's illicit gains portrayed, cartoon, N 3, 1:5

Sincerity of efforts to befriad labor questioned, ed, N 5, 4:2

Electoral and plurality votes by state for Bryan and McKinley in 1896 election listed, ed, N 6, 4:3

Bryan's analysis of election results announced upon, ed, N 14, 4:1; post-election statement criticized, (ed Philadelphia N Amer), N 14, 4:3

Dem party's free silver platform criticized, ed, Ja 10, 4:1; chances of dem party winning dismissed by Gov Campbell, F 2, 4:3; party characterized as party of unemployment, ed, O 8, 4:1

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)

party characterized as party of unemployment, ed, Ap 21, 4:1

Exposure of Tammany Ice Trust shows reason why Citi should be defeated, (ed Cinti Times Star), My 24, 4:4

McKinley backed by "sound money" dems, Jy 16, 4:3

Silver issue of dem platform condemned, ed, Jy 18, 4:2; intelligent dems urged to assist in reelection of Pres McKinley (ed Philadelphia Pub Ledger), Jy 18, 4:5

Republication of dem program and ticket by dem newspapers praised, (ed Toledo Blade), Jy 20, 4:6; defeat of dems in Ky predicted by De Neton, (ed Washington Post), Jy 20, 4:2; silver issue in dem campaign condemned (Toledo Blade), Ag 15, 4:4

William McKinley favored over William J Bryan, ed, Ag 27, 4:1

Repub prosperity will defeat the dem party, cartoon, Ag 29, 5:5

Prospects of tariff tinkering if the dems get in power, S 5, 6:1

Dem 16 to 1 silver issue considered menace to business, (ed Cols Dispatch), S 6, 4:5

Dem party considered unfit to control country, (ed Clev Leader), S 13, 4:6; apathy cited, ed, S 15, 4:2

Conversion of dems to repub ranks cited, S 19, 1:4

Dems abandon Anti-imperialism issue, S 21, 1:4

Dem bungling seen aiding repub party's campaign, ed, S 24, 4:1

Money issue of both Pres McKinley and William J Bryan portrayed, cartoon, S 25, 1:4

Dem imperialism platform summarized, ed, S 25, 4:1

Dem null victory considered a myth, ed, O 3, 4:2

Dem silver issue criticized, cartoon, O 4, 1:4

Imperialism platform of dem party as campaign issue cited as failure, (Lisbon Buckeye State), O 4, 6:2

Dem bolt to repub party portrayed, cartoon, O 23, 1:4

Dem rally, Sam Rogers speaks, O 25, 1:1

Success of repub policies over dems portrayed, cartoon, O 25, 1:4

Dem party holds campaign meeting at Barbertown, O 26, 1:1

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)

Dem issues criticized, O 26, 1:7

Claimed success of dem parade ridiculed, campaign activities listed, O 29, 1:1

Small attendance at dem demonstration significant, ed, O 29, 4:3

Collapse of dem party seen, N 1, 1:1

Samuel H Arnold addresses the nat dem party of Ohio, N 2, 6:2

William A Lynch praises McKinley in speech before Dem League of Maryland, N 5, 6:4

Dem depression avoided by McKinley victory, cartoon, N 8, 4:6

Repub victory in dem leaders' home districts cited, ed, N 14, 4:2

Bonastalli arrest criticized as effort to force Italian vote for dem party, ed, N 21, 4:1

Admir Dewey's pol ambitions discussed, (Chicago Times-Herald), F 16, 4:2

Dewey victory predicted if he gets nomination (Cols Press-Post), Ap 5, 1:4


Defeat of Dewey predicted, ed, Ap 28, 4:1

Dewey's opinions on duties of pres opposed, (ed Review of Reviews), Ky 15, 4:5

Admiral Dewey endorsed as candidate by Cols Press-Post, Ky 23, 1:2

John G Douglas is prohibition candidate, (Chey Castle, Penna News), F 27, 6:1

Sen Joseph B Foraker boom for 1904 starts, Je 23, 1:5

Outlook of coming campaign reviewed, (ed Clev Leader), Je 23, 4:4

Securing of Gov Theodore Roosevelt's noination criticized, Je 26, 8:2; reception for Gov Roosevelt arranged, O 16, 1:1

Reception of Gov Roosevelt on campaign tour, O 18, 11:3:5

Gov Theodore Roosevelt's Ohio campaign lauded, ed, O 16, 4:1

Issues of coming campaign discussed by Postmaster Gen Smith, Jy 12, 2:5

Campaign subject of sermon by Rev J G Slayter, Jy 16, 5:5

Wisdom of replacing Repr Charles Dick with Asst Postmaster Gen Hoth as sec of repub nat comm questioned by repubs, (Pittsburgh Dispatch), Jy 16, 5:6

Repr Dick assumes control of Ohio campaign, plans
UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - President (Cont)
outlined, (Clev Leader), Jy 18, 3:2; campaign discussed by News Dick, (Cols Journal), Jy 19, 8:4
Victory for Pres McKinley and repub ticket predicted by Gen Charles Dick, (Clev Times), Jy 15, 5:6
Entries in 1900 race, ed, (Springfield Repub), Jy 17, 4:6
Comeback with new possessions does not favor Little Ameer candidates, ed, S 3, 4:2
Indecision of Carl Schurz in backing pres candidate criticized, (ed Cinti Commercial Tribune), S 15, 4:6
Formal opening of campaign in Painesville, S 27, 2:2
Socialist rally, C 25, 1:1
Selling of mfrd goods slumps pending outcome of election, (ed American Manufacturer & Iron World), O 25, 4:4
Pub urged to support party most likely to fill their requirements, ed, N 1, 4:1
Official county votes in Ohio, N 22, 4:2
Ohio vote for pres electors officially canvassed, N 28, 2:2
David B Hill’s announcement as candidate in 1904 cited, ed, D 11, 4:1
Abolishment of electoral coll urged, (ed St Louis Globe), D 15, 4:3

388a

UNITED STATES - ELECTIONS - Repub Natl Conv (Cont)
Hears speech by Sen J B Foraker on the endorsement of the admn of Pres William McKinley, S 8, 9:1

Senate
Marcus A Hanna’s alleged repub campaign methods assailed, (ed Kansas City Journal) F 21, 4:2
Neb senatorial probabilities discussed (ed Wash Post), Mr 5, 4:1
Repub opposition to Sen Pettigrew cited, ed, S 17, 4:1

Vice President
Boon for William Sulzer viewed as failure, (ed New York Sun), Ja 16, 4:2
So outstanding candidate seen in either party, (ed Atlanta Journal), Ja 15, 4:4

1900

FINANCES
Pub debt decreases under repub admin, ed, Ap 2, 4:1
Philippine Islands receipts and disbursements from date of occupation to January 31, 1900, My 9, 4:1
Treas balance under dem and repub admin compared, ed, My 12, 4:1
Comment on increase of receipts over expenditures for fiscal yr ending June 30, 1900, ed, Ja 31, 4:1

REPORTS & STATISTICS
Reduction in natl debt shown, ed, Ap 16, 4:2

FOREIGN RELATIONS
Dem attack on Sulu Islands alleging slavery existence under treaty criticized, ed, O 10, 4:1; Sulu Islands treaty with U S criticized,
VAGRANCY

A hobo’s life discussed, feature article, Ja 20, 8:1
Fifteen men arrested and sentenced for vagrancy, Je 2, 1:6
VALENTINE, TONY

Arraigned on fighting chg case contd, Jy 5, 4:7; fined for fighting, Jy 7, 1:3
VALLY, RALPH

Tenth annual reunion in Bath tsp, S 17, 4:5
VALLEY RR CO

Three freight cars demolished by going over embankment, My 14, 4:6
Unidentified man killed when struck by train at New Berlin, O 30, 5:1
Depot damaged by fire, N 26, 5:5
VALLEY RUGGER CO

Losses judgment to James F. Kaldenbaugh, Je 19, 6:4
VAN, S. L

Fined for intoxication, F 10, 8:2
VAN BUREN, RAYMOND

Adjudged insane, ordered committed to Massillon State hospital, F 24, 1:5
VAN BUREN, RENNY

Fined for intoxication, J 27, 3:1
Arrested on larceny chg, F 21, 4:4
VAN BUREN, RICHARD

Res charged for fire, D 23, 3:2
VAN CAMPEN, H. D

Named in collection suit by John Fogle, My 2, 4:7
Sued by Hardy Nadine co for money on note, Je 19, 6:4; with J. B. Switzer loses judgment to Hardy Nadine co, Jy 18, 3:6
VAN CAMPEN OIL, GAS & SALT CO (Barberton)

Increases capital stock, J 11, 8:4
Strikes oil, J 31, 6:1; shoots oil well, F 2, 1:5; studies oil well, F 3, 1:6
Denies issuing fraudulent oil stock to patrons, F 9, 5:5
Capital stock increased, F 26, 5:5
Prospects encouraging to stockholders, N 21, 3:2
Promoter H. D. Van Campen endeavors to interest Eastern investors, Je 12, 3:5
Held meeting for purpose of reorganizing, elects new bd of dirs, Jy 21, 8:2
Stockholders decide to drill well deeper,
1900

VANDER (Officer), GEORGE W
Chg of alienating wife's affections filed with city coys by J L Gibbs, F 15, 5:3; under investigation by city coys, F 16, 6:1; denies chgs in hearing before city coys, F 19, 3:5; upheld by police dept, F 20, 3:3; dismissed from chg of alienating affections of J L Gibb's wife, F 21, 5:4
Ogd with disorderly conduct by P E Werner, O 18, 5:3; exonerated on charge of using profane language in pub, N 1, 8:5
VEDER, Lizzie
Answer filed in collection suit brought by North British & Mercantile Ins co of Eng, F 6, 6:1
VERBERK, HOBERT (Kent)
Drowns after slipping into pool, Je 18, 6:4
VERDEGOLD, JOHN (Clev)
Fatally injured when caught between floor and elevator, O 29, 11:3
VERMILION MINING CO
Names Canadian Copper co in damage suit, F 15, 6:1
VERMONT
Loss of a few votes by repub party minimized, ed, S 5, 4:1
VEROSKY (OR AND NOS), JOHN
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, Ag 16, 6:5
VERSTZYKY, JOSEPH
Accepts payment and agrees to pay ct costs in money suit against Hack-Fenton co, Je 16, 3:1
Attaches Hack-Fenton co's goods for back wages, Jy 12, 6:4
VETERANS
Bill to increase act of funeral expenses for indigent vets defeated in house, N 21, 1:5
Provisions for burial of indigent hospitalably discharged soldiers, sailors, and families made by law, Je 23, 1:3

1900

VETERANS (Cont)
Reasons for backing Pres William McKinley given, N 29, 2:5

CIVIL WAR
Passage of bill to restore pensions to those who forfeited time in order to serve in Spanish war, (ed by Sun), Ja 26, 4:1
Hold 14th reunion at Canton, S 13, 2:6
OVI 105th regt holds annual reunion at Warren, O 19, 4:6

SPANISH-AMERICAN WAR
Bodies of Ohio dead returned home, Ja 16, 5:3
Eighth Ohio Volunteer infantry, feature article, (Clev Leader), Ja 20, 6:3
Official badge rec'd and approved by Ex-Adjt Gen Arline, F 9, 8:3
Memorial fund drive launched by Co F, Tenth OVI, F 9, 8:3
Command of 5th Ohio regt in Cuban campaign defended from recent criticisms (1tr, East Liverpool Crisis), Ap 7, 9:1
Local group seeks to org camp, O 27, 3:4; name local camp after Theodore Miller, O 30, 8:1
Rec charter to Camp Theodore Miller, N 10, 5:3
Col Harry Blackburn designated muster master, D 5, 1:7
Org Camp Theodore Miller, D 8, 1:5; elects officers, D 10, 4:5
Camp Theodore Miller holds meeting, adopts rules to govern org, D 12, 6:2; elects officers, D 19, 1:7

VETERANS, SONS OF
Akon camp hears Memorial service delivered at First Bapt ch by Rev A B Coats, Fy 28, 8:3
Hold state encampment at Springfield, D 4
Holloway apptd member of com on resolutions, Jy 5, 1:5; elect officers, Jy 6, 5:1
Ladies Aid soc elects officers, Jy 6, 5:1
VETERANS' UNION, UNION
With Women Vets Relief Union hear memorial address by Judge N D Tibbals at Wabash Ave ch, Fy 20, 8:4
Lincoln regt elects officers, D 8, 12:4
VIAL, ALFRED
Injured when struck by crowbar, N 2, 3:4
VIAL, BERT
Overcome by heat at Diamond Rubber co, My 15, 6:1

VILLA, C (Romano)
Leg amputated as result of wrestling injury, Ja 15, 1:7
VILLA, FINIX
Arrested, chgd with rioting, S 4, 8:5; bound to common pleas ct on chg of rioting, S 7, 1:7;
exception and demnrr filed to indictment, N 16, 3:4; N 17, 3:4; trial on attempting to break into prison and attacking officer with intent to Lynch resumed, D 11, 3:2; trial on rioting chgd continues, D 1, 3:4; D 13, 3:4; convicted on chg of intent to Lynch, D 17, 1:7
VILLA, HUB
Fined for intoxication, D 22, 8:3
VILLA, CYNTHIA E
Named in collection suit by Lester J Benson, Ja 10, 3:4
VILLA, S (SON CO)
Funeral dirs purchase casket-lowering device, N 1, 6:4
VICE
Improvement of conditions in Puerto Rico, Cuba, and the Philippines praised, ed, My 5, 4:1
Need of missionary work in Akron cited, ed, D 11, 4:2
VICTOR, BRIDGET H
Wins suit against ader W T Vaughan, My 28, 3:5
VIELE, H C
Named in collection suit by E S Oviatt and James T Diehm, bank account attached, N 22, 3:4
VIELE, HENRY C
Granted original pension, Jy 14, 3:1
VIERAS
Human bones found on farm revive story relating to disappearance of Rupert Charlesworth 70 yrs ago, Northfield tsp, feature article, My 25, 15
VIERIEGER, MABEL
Saves 3 persons from drowning in Silver Lake, Jy 6, 1:6
VIN CO
Files answer and cross petition to breach of contract suit by Nat'l Amer Cycle co, My 20, 6:5
VINER, CHARLES
Held on chg of intoxication and suspicion, F 23, 5:7; fined for intoxication, F 24, 2:2
VINEZ, JOHN J
Fined on assault chg, D 6, 3:4
VINTON (NSS), ORILLIA
Funeral, Ap 24, 3:1

1900
VIRGINIA
Controversy over expense of Byrnes visit to Richmond discussed, ed, Ja 26, 4:1
VIRGINIA IRON, COAL, AND COKE CO
Files petition to declare Continental Iron co bankrupt, Clev, Ja 31, 2:2
VIRTUE (GR), C W
Death, S 20, 3:1; blog, S 28, 6:6
VITAL STATISTICS
Death list for 1999, Ja 12, 8:3
Annual county rept, Jy 11, 3:6
Annual rept issued by bd of health, Ap 9, 4:5
VIVIAN, CHARLES
Bound to common pleas ct on burglary chg, Nr 3, 6:3
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE & TRAINING
Subject of sermon by Rev L A Lindenau at First Pres ch, My 14, 8:2
Manual training cited as only cure for truancy among juveniles, 1tr (Clev Leader), N 13, 4:5
VOGT, GUSTAVE
Arrested on bastardy chg, settled by marrying plaintiff, Ja 19, 3:1
VOGT, IRVING
Seeks lease of land along Ohio canal in meeting with state canal comm, O 12, 8:1
VOLTZ, ALVON
Names Goodyear Tire & Rubber co in personal injury suit, S 26, 1:7
VOLUNTEER TRANSIT CO (Cola)
Increases capital stock, Ja 27, 12:4
VON ALMEJ, FREDERIC
Suicide, S 13, 2:2
VORIS, A C
App'd guardian for Eliza Garl, Je 7, 3:4
VORIS (GEN), A C
Addresses Buckley post, GAR, Nr 24, 2:5
Cites reasons why Amer should be thankful, N 24, 6:4
VORIS, ALVIN C
Names Tillie Barnhart in collection suit, F 21, 6:3
VORIS, E F
With H E Louis loses judgment suit against Eureka Remedy co, F 8, 7:1
VORIS, E F
Bill for defense of Gideon Carr allowed by county comrs, Jy 17, 6:2
VORWICH, FRED
Shot and wounded during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; fatally wounded, Ag 23, 6:1; 6:3
VORWICH, OTTO
Escapes from Cassillon State hosp, Hy 11, 3:1; returned to hosp, hy 15, 6:3
VORYS, ARNOLD S
App'd state ins com'ry by Gov Nash, Ap 16, 1:4
VOSCAUL, BROADWAY
Named in assault suit by William Hiltabiddle and C E Bories, My 31, 3:1
VOSSE, MARY C
Names Anna S Albertson in suit for partition of Adam Becht estate, Ja 10, 3:5; amended petition filed, Ja 29, 3:5; A H Hothinger app'd reor in litigation case against Anna S Albertson, F 21, 6:4
Names Anna Smith Albertson and others in property suit, D 15, 10:7
VOTICE (ST CATH), DIKIES (Toledo)
Indicted on chg of falsely accusing city pay rolls, G 4, 2:2
VOILES, FAYE E
Names Walter F Sykes in promissory note suit, Ja 22, 3:6; awarded default judgment in suit against Walter F Sykes, F 26, 6:1

W
WABASH AVE DISCIPLE CH
Holds annual business meeting, Ja 10, 1:5
Revival services conducted by Rev D W Besaw, Fr 1, 4:6
Sheldon soc holds meeting, My 10, 1:6
Judge N O Tibbals delivers Memorial address for benefit of ONG and WW, My 28, 6:4
Tendered resignation of pastor Rev B C Caywood, D 20, 8:1
WAGNER, CHARLES
Loses judgment suit to Mrs Lydia A Boone, Je 8, 3:4; motion for new trail overruled, Jy 24, 6:3; loses verdict in cognitiv proceedings by George M Siebr, Jy 27, 4:5; sheriff's sale, Jy 27, 7:6; saloon sold at sheriff's sale, Ag 7, 7:4
WAGNER, LEONARD
Granted pension increase, Je 23, 3:1
WAGNER, PHILIP
Injured in Erie rr freight train wreck at Brady Lake, Ja 31, 5:7
WAGNER, GLENN
Shot and killed during riot, Ag 23, 1:1; 6:1; 6:3; funeral, Ag 27, 5:3; inquest of death commenced, S 6, 3:4
WAGNER, JOSEPH
Sought in murder of Joe Turner, thought to have been apprehended at Dycus, Ja 22, 1:7
WADSWORTH, OHIO
Primary nominates candidates, Nr 10, 4:6
WAGNER, CHARLES
Destroys infidel library after conversion to Christianity, Ja 22, 3:2
Sermon, F 12, 8:1
WAGNER, JACOB
Fined on intoxication chg, Je 20, 4:6
WAGNER, ANHEL (Clev)
Beaten and robbed, My 23, 2:6
WAGNER, LEONARD J (Clev)
App'd deputy U S marshal, Je 27, 2:6
WAGNER, CHARLES H
Divorced by wife Olive H, S 26, 3:1
Fined not guilty to falsification from justice chg, N 2, 8:6
WAGNER (COL), HENRY
Absolved of chg of being prejudicial to the welfare of the GAR, Cint, Ja 10, 7:1
WAGNER, LEONARD (Sandusky)
Shot and killed by wife who comitts suicide, N 20, 2:2
WAGNER, MAGDALENA
0 L McVillen app'd admr of estate, My 16, 7:6; My 17, 3:3
WAGNER FAMILY
Holds reunion at Drittain, Ag 13, 8:6
WAGNER, (CAPT) AARON
App'd to bd of penitentiary mgrs considered, F 8, 6:3; app'd to penitentiary bd of mgrs by Gov George R Nash, por, F 14, 1:6; F 15, 1:4; 4:1; Ap 14, 1:5; elected chmn of bd of penitentiary mgrs, F 16, 1:7; app'd delegate from Ohio to the null prison conf by Gov Nash, Ag 22, 8:2
App'd to Ohio League of Repub club advisory bd, S 18, 1:6
WAGNER, CHARLES
Held for extradition to Monmouth (Ill) on burglary and other chgs, N 1, 8:7; on grand larceny and horse stealing chgs, N 5, 5:5
WALDO, GLEN
Mother Lily Kaid app'd admr of estate, S 17, 3:4
Estate names Summit county in death suit, S 17, 3:4
Shot and killed during riot is verdict rendered by Coroner C O Leberman, D 17, 5:3
WALT, BEAT (Ravenna)
Nurser, Ag 17, 5:7; Ag 10, 12:2; Ag 27, 4:7;
WALSH, C M and JOHN W (Cont.)


Injunction suit against Summit county, Cte set for pllf and deff to file briefs, Hy 16, 6:1

Named in suit for personal injuries by Councilman Dwight Cherry, C 9, 3:4

Fined for intoxication, Ap 26, 3:4

WALSH, PATRICK (Cle Forge)

Res damaged by fire, Mr 26, 3:6

WALSH, THOMAS F

Burn destroyed by fire, Je 6, 1:6

WALSH, WILLIAM

Losses collection suit brought by Ira Coy, V 7, 3:2

WALSTON (ID AND HS), CARL E

Suicide, Ap 13, 9:1

WALTER, GEORGE

Fined for intoxication, D 18, 6:5

WALTERS, WILLIAM

Sued for divorce by wife Arabella, Mr 5, 3:4

WALTHALL, FRANK

Sentenced on vagrancy chg, F 16, 5:3

WALTON, CLAUDET, S A

Jailed to prevent holding religious services, Ag 20, 8:4

WALCOTT, HARRIET

Named insane in affidavit filed by Rosa Winger, Mr 2, 3:4; insanity chg dismissed, Mr 3, 6:2

WANNAKER, JOHN

Plea permitted criticized, ed Clev Leader, Ja 11, 4:3

WANNAKER (PORT), R M

Urges cooperation of citizens in trial of rioters, 1hr, S 6, 8:5

Seeks grand juror who give out information concerning indictments of rioters, C 3, 3:6

WASS, DAVID

Granted pension, Jy 3, 3:1

WAID, CATHERINE (Cola)

Uns dover suit against Clinton Ward, Je 23, 11:1

WAID, CLINTON (Cola)

Losses dover suit brought by Catherine Ward,

WARD, CLINTON (Cola) (Cont.)

Je 23, 11:1

WARD, ELMER (Fairfield)

Escaped lunatic captured, Ag 3, 2:2

WARD, HARRY (Kent)

Injured in fire at res of J C Cary, Ag 15, 8:6

WARD (REY), S LAWRENCE

Addresses annual meeting of Northfield Bible soc, F 14, 8:2

WARD, THOMAS (Youngstown)

Blog occupied by Greek confectionery destroyed by fire, Hy 16, 2:4

WARELL, PHILIP, FRANCIS (Clew)

Arrested at Hartford (Conn) on embezzling chg, held for Clev authorities, Hy 17, 2:2

WARE, JAMES E

Fined for intoxication, Jy 5, 4:7

WARE, WILLIAM F

With Frank Kanarsvale granted patent on steam exhaust head, S 8, 8:3

WARENO, BUSHNELL & GLENNER CO (Springfield)

Announces resumption of operations at plant, N 20, 2:4

WARENO (INS), ALMA

Death, N 26, 3:2; funeral, N 27, 4:4; will probated, D 3, 3:4; Joseph Kendall app'd admr, D 10, 3:5

WAREY, A J

Criticized for change in policy regarding silver issue, ed Clev Leader, Je 15, 4:3

WARNER, AUGUST

Drug store damaged when water pipe bursts, Ja 4, 6:1

WARNER, CHARLES

Fined for intoxication, Ag 2, 5:5

PLEADS NOT GUILTY TO CHG OF OBTAINING GOODS UNDER FALSE PRETENSES, S 26, 14:4; fined and sentenced to workhouse, S 29, 6:3

WARNER, GEORGE

Killed in train wreck at Shepards, Ja 1, 2:2

WARNER, HARVEY

Trial on slander chg continued, Mr 7, 4:4

WARNER, JACOB

Collection suit against Benedict J Schaff tried, jury disagree, Ja 30, 5:3

WARNER, L ELIZE

Secures rev's leave of absence from Buchtel coll, Ja 21, 8:1

WARNER, PHILIP

Fined for intoxication, Ap 27, 6:4

WARNER, RAYMOND (Summit)

Injured when kerosene explodes, Mr 7, 8:5

WARNER, SAMUEL

Divorce action of wife Emma withdrawn, Ap 10, 3:3

WARNER (INS), SAMUEL

Funeral, Ap 25, 8:3

WARNER (INS), DAVID (Dayton)

Names the Allen Rubber co in damage suit chgs inferior work, C 10, 4:3

WARNECKE, WILLIAM R

Elected to cong from 8th Ohio dist, N 7, 2:4

WARRECK, CLARENCE (Bernsville)

Shot and killed during robbery of res, Ap 9, 2:2

WARE, OHIO

Citizens ask census recount when figures cause dissatisfaction, N 20, 2:2

WARRECK, CLARENCE (Saverton)

Slain by unknown assailant, Ap 10, 2:2

WASSERBURG, CARLIE (Norwalk)

Convicted on chg of shooting to kill, attempts suicide by poisoning, N 14, 2:2

WARE, JOHN E (Canton)

Asks reward for activities in John Hartung murder case, (Canton Repository), Ap 18, 3:1; awarded fees for evidence in Henderson trial, Hy 17, 8:5; recs comparse reward in John Hartung murder case, Hy 22, 6:3

WARE, JOHN E

Injured during riot, Ag 23, 11:1; 8:3

Selection as chief of police urged by citizens, N 10, 1:8

WARE, WILLIAM

Suspension case to be considered by bd of educ at special meeting, Ap 19, 1:7

Reinstated after being suspended from hs, Ap 25, 3:5

WASHINGTON ST

Grade improvement and passed by council, Ap 20, 5:7

WASSER, F W

Arrested on chg of resisting and abusing officers, Ja 7, 6:1; fined on chg of abusing officers, Ja 13, 4:5

Re-arrested on disorderly conduct chgs, case continued, Ja 10, 5:4; Ja 11, 5:4; with Cleveland Alexander and Thomas Rideout dismissed on chg of disorderly conduct during arrest of G C Kurtz, Ja 10, 5:4; Ja 11, 5:4

WASSON, A W (Cola)

Named by Rich Salt co in suit to test Ohio
WASSON, A V (Cola) (Cont)

Trust laws, 1a 26, 2:3
Names Wili Salt co in damage suit, 1a 30, 2:2

WATERMARK INDUS

Hammond water factory employees strike against salary readjustments, Canton, 2a 17, 2:2
Quebec Watch Case Mfg co engravers walk out, Canton, 3a 27, 2:2; co and employees reach agreement, 3a 13, 10:3

WATER

AKRON

Municipally owned system favored, 1a 15, 5:5; requests for munic owned plant taken up by city council, 1a 16, 8:2; munic ownership urged, 1a 16, 5:5; action toward purchase of waterworks plant by City of Akron begun by council, 1a 30, 1:5; munic ownership favored by city council, 3a 31, 5:6; proposed purchase of plant discussed, 3a 24, 4:4

History of present system, feature article, 2a 2, 5:5

Policies of Akron Daily Dem regarding proposed munic owned water works criticized, ed, 3a 30, 4:2; supply sought from wells instead of Summit lake, 3a 24, 3:1; experts differ as to purity of city's water supply, 3a 24, 6:1

BARBERTON

Resolution to submit question of issuing bonds for extension of lines to vote of people, passed by council, 1a 1, 3:2; issue of improvement bonds arranged by city council, 2a 22, 3:2; H D Shannon & co awarded contract for extension of water mains, 5a 11, 5:4

Cleveland

Waterworks tunnel employees suspend operations, 2a 29, 2:2

CUYAHOGA FALLS

Bond issue for constr passed by voters in special election, 2a 29, 3:4; and providing for issuance of bonds for constr of plant passed by city council, 4a 9, 8:2; Rivet Works co refuses to supply water for fire protection, 4a 14, 6:5; opponents of munic plant cause fear of injunction to keep issue off ballot, 4a 28, 4:6; supply approved by State Bd of health, 5a 13, 8:5

300a

300b

350a

350b

WATER (Cont)

FREDON

New bid of waterworks trustees estimate waste of 1,000,000 gallons of water daily, 1a 11, 2:2

WATER ST

Resolution vacating portion passed by city council, 1a 7, 2:1

WATER ST (Coy Falls)

Ord cutting down width passed by council, 1a 9, 5:4

WATERS, FRAK H

Wms stock liability suit against Central Trust Co, 2a 2, 3:4

WATERS, WILLIAM E

Elected county infirmary dir, 1a 7, 1:4

WATKINS, GEORGE W

Granted pension increase, 1a 3, 3:1

WATKINS, JAMES (Athens)

Held as alleged safecracker, 1a 8, 2:2

WATKINS, URBANE DARBY

Blog, 1a 3, 3:3

WATSON (HAYOR) (Findlay)

Says he will enforce all blue laws, 1a 7, 2:2

WATSON, GEORGE

Arrested on suspicion, 1a 20, 8:3; fined and sentenced for vagrancy, 1a 21, 8:6

WATSON, J

Named by Harvey Bolick in money fraud suit, case dismissed, 2a 25, 5:5

WATSON, NATHANIEL

Bound to common pleas ct as alleged rioter, 1a 11, 3:5

Fined for intoxication, 2a 27, 8:2

WATSON, ROBERT (Coy Falls)

Killed in fall from bank of Coy river, 1a 10, 8:2; funeral, 1a 13, 3:5

WATSON, TOM

Non-support of W J Bryan for pres discussed, ed, 1a 13, 4:1

WATSON, W J

Named in collection suit by Harvey E Bolick, 2a 22, 4:7

WATSON, WILLIAM (Whipple)

Killed in dynamite explosion, 1a 1, 2:4; explosion at Kelly oil well in Marietta, 2a 4, 2:4

WATT, HANNAH E

Death, 1a 19, 3:1; photo, 1a 20, 3:6; funeral and blog, 1a 22, 8:3; Jane Watt appd admx, 2a 23, 7:6; will filed, 2a 24, 3:4

WATT, Lizzie J

Notice of sheriff's sale of property, 1a 4, 7:7; sale ordered by common pleas ct, 1a 13, 6:7

WATTEG, HARRY (Cinti)

Indicted for arson, 1a 21, 2:5

Watters, margaret A

Names Winnie Cane estate in collection suit, 1a 5, 3:4

WATTERS, WILLIAM

Wife Arabella granted divorce, 1a 12, 6:2

WATTS, JAMES (Madawaska)

Res robbed, 1a 7, 1:3

WATTS (CLEO) (JAMES (Hansfield)

Zion elder forced to leave town by mob, 2a 24, 3:5; deported by vigilantes, 2a 25, 2:2

WATERVILLE GAZETTE (Waynesville)

Office destroyed by fire, 1a 10, 2:2

WEASTLING, ALVIN (Springfield Twp)

Named carrier of RFD route, 2a 22, 1:4

WEARY, F 0

Engaged as architect for proposed South Akron school, 3a 5, 6:1

Blog, 3a 29, 4:4

WEATHER

May rep, 1a 2, 3:4

Lecture on tornadoes and thunderstorms given by Prof H V Egbert at First Universalist ch, 3a 1, 8:5

Excessive rainfall causes damage to crops and streets by washouts, 3a 24, 3:5; 3a 25, 3:5

Storms in April, 3a 14, 5:4

Intense heat portrayed, cartoon, (Chicago Chronicle), 3a 9, 2:3

AKRON

December rep, monthly average for past 13 yrs, 1a 3, 8:1

Coldest wave of winter hits city, 1a 29, 1:5; mercury registers 10° below zero, 1a 31, 3:4

Average temperatures in January for past 13 yrs, 1a 5, 2:4

Blizzard strikes city, pub suffers, 2a 26, 3:4

February report for past 13 yrs, 1a 11, 8:1

Average temperature for October, 3a 11, 1:4

WINDSTORM 

Blown over by fall storm, 2a 26, 2:2
WEATHER (Cont)

COLEY
White Elephant ch rvd damaged by windstorm, Je 1, 1:6

FINDLAY
Daleell Glass & water tank damaged by storm, F 9, 2:2

FREON
Pabst Ch, St Ann’s Catholic ch, and C. Dorr’s res damaged by windstorm, N 22, 2:2

GALVESTON, TX
Akron citizens asked for contribution, S 12, 1:6; con organized, elects officers, S 13, 1:7; funds raised by local con, S 14, 1:7; list of contributions, S 15, 1:1
Collection of funds for aid, S 17, 1:5
Donations recd by con, S 18, 1:7
List of subscriptions recd by local con, S 19, 1:7
Funds for aid collected at Cleve, S 19, 2:2
Additional local subscriptions listed, S 20, 1:6; S 28, 3:5
Subscriptions recd by com listed, S 21, 1:8
Com holds final meeting, C 1, 3:3

HAMILTON
Cold winds injure wheat crops, gripe epidemic repts, Ap 11, 8:7
Orchards and other property damaged by storm, Ag 15, 8:5
Fred and Forest Swains barns damaged by storm, N 20, 8:5

IRONTON
Wind, rain, and hailstorm demolishes Spanner, Cohen & Goodman planing mill, Belfont Co and Enterprise damaged, Jy 24, 2:2

KENT
Cyclone wrecks circus tents and damages roofs and trees Jy 10, 1:5

LOGAN
Storm cripples services of telephone, telegraph, and elec light co, P 2, 2:2
Harbor suffers damage during storm, N 27, 2:5
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WEATHER (Cont)

MAKING COUNTY
Severe cold injures fruit crop, Mr 3, 12:2

MEDINA
Storm causes big crop loss, Ag 22, 3:2

NEPALEON
Rain, thunder, and windstorm destroys crops, uproots trees, and naves bldgs, Je 27, 2:6

NEW SPRINGFIELD
Mrce property res and crops damaged by hail storm, Jy 18, 8:5

OHIO
Central part of state swept by blizzard, F 1, 6:5
Weekly rept revd, forecast for wk given, F 9, 3:6
Cited as cause of poor crops by Ohio weather bus, Jy 24, 8:5
Oil fields in northwest part of state damaged by windstorm, Gallia, N 22, 2:2
Delaware and Knox counties suffer property damage from tornado, Cos, N 23, 1:4
Western Ohiens own oil fields damaged by storm, Toledo, N 23, 2:7

PORT CLINTON
Fruit crops damaged by storm, S 14, 2:6

RITTEN
Philip Long barn wrecked, dist No 5 school house damaged by windstorm, N 22, 5:6

SANDUSKY
Gale wrecks steam barge 1ds off Kelley island, Jy 10, 2:2
Property damaged by windstorm, N 22, 2:4

STARK COUNTY
Severe storm ruins fruit crop, Tr 3, 12:2

SUMMIT COUNTY
Frost causes damage to fruits and gardens, My 11, 5:4

TOLEDO
Snowstorm delays traffic, Tr 1, 2:2
Hailstorm damages greenhouses and fruit trees,
WELCH, WILLIAM M (Clev) (Cont.)
Sued for divorce by wife Nellie H., Ja 16, 3;5; divorce granted, Kr 17, 3;6; names Alfred H. Cowles in alienation suit, W 26, 5;6; answer filed by Cowles, Ap 6, 4; 6;2; testimonial filed by Alfred H. Cowles, My 31, 2; 3;1; F
WELCH, HARRY M (Clev)
Paralysis victim paid tribute by friends, Jy 24, 2;2; subscription list started, Jy 25, 6;2
WELKER, SHIRLEY
Granted pension increase, Kr 14, 3;1
WELLS, ALFRED AND JOHN
Appeals for org of North Akron citizens, 1lr, Ag 6, 6;5
WELLS, J C
Appeals for org of North Akron citizens, 1lr, Ag 6, 6;5
WELLS, ALFRED AND JOHN
Appealed against, Jy 20, 8;3; fined and sentenced for vagrancy, Jy 21, 8;6
WELLS (Govy), H M
Receives for joining Repub party cited, ed (Toledo Blade), Je 25, 4;4
WELLS (Hos), HELEN RAYMOND
Cites hardship on children's educ of differences of opinion between parents and teachers, S 15, 10;1
WELLS, L H
Appraiser deputy warden of penitentiary, Ap 26, 3;1
WELSH, JOHN
Fine for intoxication, Ap 10, 1;3
WELSH, CHARLES (Middletown)
Held on chg of forgery, D 30, 5;3
WELSH, HARRY
Identified as man killed in Rapid Transit lines wreck, My 26, 1;3; body remains unclaimed, My 28, 6;3; investigation by coroner reveals accidental death, S 17, 3;3
WELSH, HARRY T
Arrested and fined for intoxication, My 14, 5;4
Fine for intoxication, Ag 7, 6;3
WELSH, JAMES V
Names George N. Eby in suit for money judgment, Ag 22, 5;7; awarded default judgment against Eby, N 10, 3;5; N 12, 3;5
WELSH, P T
Fined for intoxication, N 26, 8;2
WELSH, RODOLPHUS
Fined for intoxication, O 23, 3;1
Fined and sentenced for intoxication, D 14, 5;8
WELSH & SKYER
Filed exceptions to recr's repot in action of H C R Wall vs Summit County Abstract co, Jy 23, 5;5
WELTS, WILLIAM (Clev)
Arrested for fighting, Ja 13, 1;6
WELTSCH, HARRY (Zanesville)
Held for shooting and wounding Homer Goodhart, S 24, 2;4
WELTON, JOHN
Suicide, F 22, 2;2
WELTY, ALICE E
Oliver H Overholt apptd executor of estate, N 24, 7;7
WENDLING, GEORGE R
Lectures on French Revolution at First Me ch, F 20, 8;3
WENDELAND, LOUIS
Sued for divorce by wife Maria, My 10, 6;6
WENDOCH, GEORGE (Toledo)
Shot and wounded, David Lafferty arrested, Ja 10, 2;2
WERNER, LUCY A
Estate admr apptd, J 5, 3;4; inventory filed by admr, N 23, 3;5
WERNER, P E
Officer Veen with misconduct, O 18, 5;3
WERNER, ROSE
FAIL E
Death, Ap 10, 3;1; bugle, Ap 11, 1;6;3; funeral, Ap 13, 5;5
WERNER, ED \(\text{Clev}\)
Transfers trade and subscription book dept to Saalfeld Pub co, Ja 13, 1;5
Elects officers, F 16, 3;3
WERNER, FRANK
Killed in attempt to remove elec wire from pavement, N 26, 1;1; Andrew Landis apptd admr of estate, D 22, 5;4
WENTZ, CHARLES
Fined for intoxication, D 18, 6;5
WENTZ, MEAD
Fined for fighting, Ap 9, 3;3
WEST, WILLIAM (Springfield Twp)
Appr for proposed rural postal delivery, Ap 20, 3;4
WESTERMEIER (Stoughton), MAX (Dayton)
Announces Jewish religion, Ja 26, 2;1
WESTPHALEN, COLE (CoC)
Receives for application of the German Press Plate co, O 23, 2;2
WESTPHALEN, HENRY
Injured when small cannon explodes, Jy 5, 1;6
WEST, FRANK
Divorses wife Almeda, Jy 23, 6;5
Fine for disorderly conduct, D 22, 3;4
WEST BROOKFIELD, OHIO
Fifteen res destroyed by fire, My 9, 1;4; 2;2
WEST CONE CH
Holds annual meeting, elects officers, Ja 12, 5;5
Hears lecture by Julius S. Lane on natives of South Africa, Jy 23, 6;4
Hears address by Prof S. P. Orth, Ap 30, 5;5
Entertained by students from Baldwin coll, Jy 9, 5;3
Hears Dr. W. L. Thompson and Mrs. H. D. Goodenough tell of missionary work in Africa, Jy 9, 5;3
Hears address on China by Rev C. V. Pruitt and address by Margaret Dear, S 28, 8;1
Hears address on the Islands of Puerto Rico by Rev John Edwards, C 8, 5;5
WEST HILL, LAN CYO
Buys land from Summit county, D 3, 8;5
WEST VIRGINIA
Prosperity of state under Repub party discussed, ed, Je 26, 4;1
WESTERN COLL FC (Oxford)
Rev Faye Walker resigns as pres, Ap 19, 2;2
WESTERN OHIO ELECT RY CO
Incorporates, O 16, 8;4; elects officers, C 31, 3;3
WESTERN RESERVE AGC (Cleveland)
Closes account on account of scarlet fever, F 12, 1;6
Holds graduation exercises, Je 14, 5;6
Formal opening, S 17, 8;7
WESTERN RESERVE UNIV (Clev)
Holds graduation exercises, Dr. Lyman Abbott scores grief of trusts in address, Je 15, 2;2
William John Laut and 5 other Akronites graduate, Je 15, 3;1
Dental college holds annual alumni exercises, Fred S Anderson elected pres, Je 16, 1;5
WESTHAFER, CHARLES E (Clev)
Indicted on chg of violating postal laws, released on bond, Ap 7, 6;3
WESTLAKE, STANLEY
Held for Chicago authorities on cutting with intent to kill chg, Ap 4, 6;1
WESTSIDE, CLAUDE A
Answer filed by wife Minnie H. in divorce suit, (Clev Leader), N 3, 1;6; divorce granted, wife, Ap 3, 5;3
WESTON, JAMES (Ravenna)
Held on chg of attempted robbery, Ap 30, 3;1
WESTON, JOHN A
Relates travel impressions through Indian Territory, 1lr, Ap 21, 6;2
Describes natives of Kansas, 1lr, Jy 14, 8;3
WHITMORE, E F (Cont)
Judgment, K 18, 3:4

WHITTON, FRED (Clev)
Felled by fall into barge hole, Ja 12, 2:2

WIENER & SMITH
Names Julia and Henry Singamon in collection suit, F 16, 3:6; Hr 1, 6:3

WILDE, CHARLES
Named in collection suit brought by George C Huglin, Ny 19, 3:2; file answer, Je 12, 6:2

WIGLEY, EDWARD J and JOSIAH
Names Webster, Camp 3 Lane in collection suit, Nr 14, 3:5; answer and cross petition filed by William Cooper, Ny 1, 6:5; by Peterson & Wright, Ny 2, 3:4; by Gordon & Rumsyn, Ny 10, 6:6

Named with Welbom, Camp 3 Lane Machine co in damage suit by Christian Fuchs estate, Ap 18, 3:4; file answer, Ag 20, 5:4
Appeal of suit by Daniel O'Hara dismissed, N 28, 4:3

WILBUR, JOHN
Bound to comon pleas ct on rioting chg, S 17, 3:5

WILBUR, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, O 23, 3:1

WILCOX, C E
Apprid slowed at pontentiary, My 3, 1:2

WILCOX, FRANK A
Application for disch from bankruptcy contested by Euclid Ave Savings Bank co, Ja 27, 2:1; bankruptcy disch hearing postponed, Ap 6, 3:5; Ap 1, 2:2; exceptions to disch from bankruptcy withdrawn, Ap 24, 3:3; dischgd from bankruptcy, Ap 25, 5:5; Hr 15, 1:3

WILCOX (NRS), H C (Omaha)
Death, Pr 21, 3:1; obit, My 21, 3:5; funeral, Ny 23, 3:1; will filed, Ny 31, 8:5; eulogy, Je 2, 6:4

WILCOX, ORLANDO
Forms law partnership with C T Grant, Ir 3, 3:1

WILCOX (REV), W C
Discusses Deor history in lecture at First Baptist Church, Ja 24, 5:5

WILCOX, PHILIP
Explain religious tolerance of Boers in Transvaal, 11r, F 9, 6:5

WILDE, ELDER C
Addresses Hannel Business coll on South African war, F 10, 2:4

WILDE, JOHN
Accused John Hays Hammon of falsehood, 11r, F 16, 6:4

WILDE, ELIZA
Shoe store robbed, Ja 10, 1:5

WILDERHACKER, EDWARD (Galena)
Livery barn burned by fire, Ny 24, 2:2

WILDERSING, ANNA
Wins second place in Duluth coll Junior Ashton praise speaking contest, Je 17, 3:5

WILDS, ALBERT
Assaulted, Edward Herwick held, 11r 16, 3:3

WILDS, E C
Pretends petit larceny chg against Lewis Nelson, Ir 24, 2:2

WILL, GEORGE
Wife Michael McCourt named in property damage suit by Amer Clay Hig co, Ir 14, 3:5; files answer, Nr 27, 3:5

WILLIS, JOHN
Awarded contrib to pave East Market st from Duluth to Case ave, Ir 20, 6:5; Ir 24, 2:5; appeal of ct decision against him and P T McCourt on East Market st paving litigation filed, 1r 6, 3:5; awarded contrib to pave East Market st, Hr 8, 3:3

WILLIS, JOHN
Files answer in suit brought by A J Rowley, Hr 27, 3:5; with P T McCourt injunction suit brought by A J Rowley to be heard by Judge O J Meyer, Ny 28, 3:6; hearing begins, Hr 30, 3:7; loses with others injunction suit brought by A J Rowley, Ap 5, 1:7

WILLISON, EDWARD
Inventory of estate filed, Ja 17, 3:4

WILMANN, CHARLES H (Oshkosh)
Celebrates 70th birthday, Hr 20, 4:5

WILHELM, JOHN and MAGGIE
With C H Willson and L A White named by Akron Rail & Loan assn in foreclosure suit, C 20, 7:7

WILHELM, PETER (Lisbon)
Saloon damaged by fire, Ja 10, 2:2

WILKE, FRED
Authority as merchant policeman revoked by city

WILKE, FRED (Cont)
Comas, O 19, 5:2

WILKE, JOHN (Clev)
Falls from roof and drowns, Je 27, 2:6

WILKINS, BENJAMIN
Defense of William J Bryan criticized, (ed Clev Leader), Ag 20, 4:2

WILKINS, CHARLES II
Apprd S S care for IE dist of Ohio, Ja 24, 5:5

WILKINS, J M (Clev)
Injured in railroad car collision, O 31, 2:2

WILKINS, EDNA (Calhoun)

WILKOFSKY, SAMUEL
Arrested on chg of leaving scrap iron in st, case contd, Je 2, 8:2

WILKOF, WILLIAM
Named in money suit brought by Dela F and Victor M Herrick, O 24, 8:1

WILKOFSKY, DAVID U, SAMUEL, AND WILLIAM (Youngstown)
File petitions to change surname to Wilkoff (Youngstown Telegraph), Ag 10, 1:5; names changed to Wilkoff, S 21, 1:5

WILKOFSKY, SAMUEL
See Wilkofsky, David

WILKOF, WILLIAM
See Wilkofsky, David

WILKOF, WILLIAM
Plan to build steel plant in Akron or Barberton, Ap 5, 1:6; steel plant location undecided, (Barberton site favored, Ap 19, 3:3; definite decision to build steel plant in Barberton rapid, (Barberton Leader), Je 16, 3:5

WILL SMILEY (SS)
Burned to entertain pleasure-seekers, dynamite chg fails to explode, Silver Lake, Je 15, 6:3

WILKLAND, NICK
Fined and sentenced to whouse for making false pretenses, D 5, 6:2

WILKLAND, GEORGE (Clev)
Reward for his arrest withdrawn by Sigler Bros, Ap 19, 2:2

WILKARD (NRS), HERBERT
Funeral, Hr 1, 3:4

WILLENEX, LOUIS
Divorce granted wife Eliza, O 5, 6:1

WILLFIELD, EDDA
Injured in fall, S 14, 8:1

WILLFIELD, EDITH (NRS), SAMUEL
Funeral, O 24, 8:6

WILLIAM, ARNOLD
Robbed, O 23, 6:5

WILLIAMS, ABE

WILLIAMS (SO), C B (New Philadelphia)
Daughter attacked by dog, S 8, 2:2

WILLIAMS, CHARLES II
Sued for divorce by wife Hattie, S 25, 5:5; 7:7

WILLIAMS, DANIEL
Fined for disorderly conduct, N 8, 8:6

WILLIAMS, E H
Named in aid of execution suit by Akron Silver Plate co, My 3, 6:2

WILLIAMS, FRED
Fined on intoxication chg, My 11, 8:1

WILLIAMS, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, F 10, 8:2

WILLIAMS, GEORGE
Fined for intoxication, F 10, 8:2

WILLIAMS, GEORGE H
Fined for intoxication, F 10, 8:2

Trial continued on chg of carrying concealed weapons, O 30, 8:2; fined for carrying concealed weapons, O 31, 3:6

WILLIAMS, GEORGE H
Suicide, F 12, 3:2; 3:5; funeral, F 13, 3:2

WILLIAMS, H EVAN
Singing career discussed, (Success Mag), Ja 29, 4:4
Engaged to travel Eur as concert singer, F 14, 6:4

Appred guardian for his children, Je 30, 2:6

WILLIAMS, HARRY
Promoted to asst cashier of City Natl bank, Je 17, 3:4; Je 25, 6:4

WILLIAMS (NRS), HATTIE
Celebrates 36th birthday anni, Ap 19, 3:2

WILLIAMS, HENRY (Athens)
Held as alleged safelower, S 8, 2:2

WILLIAMS, HEBRONT (Mt Gilead)
Heard of money located by sons James and Carl, Ir 7, 2:4

WILLIAMS, L H
With Clarence A and Sarah L Williams sued by Akron Silver Plate co to collect ct judgment, Ap 6, 3:5

WILLIAMS, MAGGIE (Cincinnati)
Suffocated when Salvation Army bldg is destroyed by fire, S 18, 2:3

WILLIAMS, MINE
Fined for intoxication, O 20, 2:1

WILLIAMS, MORGAN (Barberton)
Held on non-support chg, Je 6, 5:6
WILLIAMS, THOMAS
Injured in fall from Rapid Transit car, Je 25, 1:7
WILLIAMS, URVAN (Boston)
Dies of exposure, D 6, 1:6
WILLIAMS, W M (Collins)
Body found in canal, murder suspected, Ap 10, 2:2
WILLIAMS, WILL
Relates experience of 22nd U S Inf in Philippine Island insurrection, My 5, 9:1
WILLIAMS, WILLIAM (Gloucester)
Injured in mine gas explosion, Je 9, 10:2; dies from injuries, Je 22, 6:2; will filed Ag 3, 4:5
WILLIAMS DUGG & HOUSE
Bid on foundation work for new county bridge at Willow Station accepted, Jy 23, 5:7
WILLIAMS (OR AND NOS), J O
Celebrate 25th wedding anniv, F 26, 3:2
WILLIAM (CEVY), E R
Retires as pastor of Grace Reformed ch, Ja 2, 6:1
Elected pastor of Salem ch, F 7, 5:4
WILLIAM, GEORGE (Toledo)
Held for Clev police on theft chg, Ap 20, 2:2
WILLIAGHEY, JOHN (Hamilton)
Accidentally shoots and kills John Kulp at shooting match, Ja 27, 12:1
WILLIS, A H (Jackson)
Killed in mine by fall of slate, Ap 6, 9:3
WILLS, J M
Fraises Joseph Kendall's reappt as city's poor dir, 1fr, Je 22, 8:2
WILLSON, CHARLES L
Names A T Paige and Charles Baird in stock accounting suit, Ja 24, 3:6
WILLSON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Arrested and taken to Youngstown on chg of stealing horse and buggy, Je 23, 6:3
WILLSON, CHARLES L
Files voluntary bankruptcy, Jy 13, 3:4; J A Bradley appointed trustee for bankrupt property, Jy 26, 3:4; files petition for disch from bankruptcy, S 12, 7:7
WILLSON, CURTIS
Arrested on burglary chg, Ja 25, 3:5; confesses to numerous robberies, Ja 26, 1:7; bound to common pleas ct on burglary chg, Ja 27, 1:5; indicted for larceny and burglary by grand jury, My 4, 3:4; pleads not guilty to burglary chg released on bond, My 8, 3:4; dismissed from burglary chg, My 17, 3:2
WILLSON, E W
Attitude on Philippine Islands discussed, ed, Hy 19, 4:2
WILLSON, EDWARD S (Ironon)
Reappointed U S marshal of Puerto Rico, Jy 5, 2:2
WILLSON (POLICE), GEORGE
Shot by George J Snyder, S 24, 4:5
WILLSON, GEORGE H
Granted divorce from wife Clara M, F 16, 3:6
WILLSON, GEORGE W
Funeral, N 30, 2:1
WILLSON, HARLIE C
Accepts position with Weideman Grocery co, Je 6, 8:4
WILLSON, HARRY
Arrested, fined, and sentenced for carrying concealed weapons, Ja 12, 6:5
WILLSON, JAMES
Appeal in first inst for Summit county by Frank L Baird, Jg 5, 1:5
WILLSON (SEC OF AGO), JAMES
Prophecy of increased U S-Orient commercial trade outlined, (ed Chicago Inter-Ocean), D 12, 4:3
WILLSON, JOHN
Appeal in first inst for Summit county by Frank L Baird, Jg 5, 1:5
WILLSON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Held on horse-stealing chg, escapes from jail, O 10, 5:7; sought in escape from jail, O 11, 3:6; sought in escape from Mahoning County jail, (Youngstown Telegram), O 12, 6:5
WILLSON, HARRY B W (Cals)
Appeal to visor to sailors' and soldiers' Orphan home by Gov Nash, Ap 13, 1:6
WILLSON, HARRY C
Names Marie O Rossault in collection suit, Ja 24, 3:5
WILLSON, JOHN (Youngstown)
Killed by dynamite explosion, Jy 13, 1:5; 2:4
WILLIS, E L
With John Wilmot and L A White, named as Akron Elig's Loan asst in foreclosure suit, O 20, 7:7
WINGET, DAVID T
Appeal in first inst for Summit county by Frank L Baird, Jg 5, 1:5
WINGET (PROF)
Lectures on Hatrinity at Assembly hall, F 5, 6:2
WINGET, WILLIAM
Collection suit against Whitmore, Robinson co begins, D 18, 4:5; win judgment suit, D 19, 3:5
WINDSOR DRAKE, CO
Sued by Charles and Flavius Dorothelos for payment for labor performed and for alleged breach of con, My 16, 6:2
Named in collection suit by Thaddeus O Hinman, O 23, 6:4; N 30, 4:2
WINE INDUS
Factory proposed by Akron capitalist, D 19, 1:4
WINCHESTER, ELIZA (Glenford)
Killed when boiler explodes, Ag 22, 2:2
WINCHESTER, ALBERT
Arrested for intoxication, Ja 13, 3:5
Arrested on chg of cruelty to animals, case cont, Ja 15, 3:1; fined and sentenced for cruelty to animals, Ja 17, 5:5
Arrested for fighting, case continued, My 31, 4:5; fined for fighting, sentence suspended, Je 1, 5:5
WINCHESTER, ROSA
Files affidavit asserting Harriet Malworth insane, Hy 2, 3:4
WINCHESTER, BERNARD
Jewelry store robbed, Jy 12, 8:5
WINCHESTER, GUS (Wingertner's Crossing)
Horse stolen, Jy 24, 3:1
WINCHESTER, WALTER E
Bond to grand jury on rioting chg, S 8, 1:5; released from jail under bond, S 13, 3:1; S 14, 3:1
WINCHESTER, HENRY L
Death, Je 25, 3:4; funeral, Je 26, 6:2; will filed for probate, Jy 3, 3:4; ndr appd, Jy 12, 7:7
WINCHESTER, JOHN
Plans to confrm Canton-Akron-Massillon Elec Ely discussed (Massillon Independent), D 31, 5:5
WINCHESTER, JOHN
Held in murder of Deth, My 18, 2:3
WINCHESTER, WILLIAM
Injured when store is destroyed by fire following gas explosion, Je 2, 4:5
WINCHESTER, O (Cinti)
Grand jury finds no indict in chg of administering poison to Dr D J Armrose family, My 26, 1:2
WINCHESTER, O (Cinti)
Poisoned with daughter Frances and son Harold, Nellie Foster held, Dr 31, 11:3
WINTERBUTT (NGS), NARY
Fined for intoxication, F 2, 1:6
Fined for intoxication, O 30, 5:2
WINTAGE, JOHN
Son injured when fire cracker explodes, Jy 6, 3:1
WINTAGE, JOHN
Chosen trustee of Knights of St John, Jy 2, 6:3
WINTAGE (STATE SEN)
Requested to introduce bill to regulate policemen's salaries by Akron and Youngstown officers, T 26, 1:6
WISE, BERNARD
Res charged by state, My 10, 6:1
WISE, CLEO (lntl)
Issued with parcel, T 26, 2:4; dies My 27, 2:5; funeral, N 30, 9:3
WISE, JOHN D
Ongd with contempt of ct in land dispute with William Humsright, F 27, 6:2; ordered brought to ct to face contempt citation, O 24, 6:1; hearing set, My 26, 6:1; trial on contempt chg continued, My 31, 6:1; fined for contempt of ct, Je 4, 3:3
WISE, JOHN W
Granted additional pension, Ja 26, 3:1
WISE, JOSHUA E
Affidavit of Alexander Elliott with insanity, N 20, 3:4
WISE (RO), SALLY (Inland)
Estate sold at pub sale, S 12, 8:4
WISE, SARA
S Foster appd admr, S 1, 3:4; S 3, 3:4
WINSFIREY (Henderson)
Injured when thrown from wagon, Ja 10, 8:3
WISN, ERNEST (Marion)
Held for extradition to Canton on larceny chg, (Canton News), N 30, 6:3; held on chg of grand larceny, D 1, 1:4
WITT, FERD (Clev)
Names Guy county ad in restraining suit, N 26, 2:2
WITTAL
Injured when rr rail falls on foot, Ap 24, 6:5
WITTENBERG COLL (Springfield)
Pres S A Ort resigns, Jan 8, 2:4
WITTENBERG THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY (Springfield)
Destroyed by fire, D 31, 4:7
WITNER, BEERTHA
WILHELM, ALVIN (Springfield)
Appd ndf carrier, S 20, 8:5
WILKETZ (GEN)
Speech as temporary chmn of repub nlt conv
WOLF, ANN A
Named in collection suit by Lora Old and Loan
assn, F 26, 6;1; loses suit, Ap 4, 3, 5; cross
petition filed by Rich Mutual Life Ins co,
Ap 12, 6, 5; property up for sheriff's sale;
Ly 15, 7, 6

WOLF, BILLY
Held in robbery of Bar Lovina Posteare salon,
D 21, 1, 4

WOLF, J (Cleveland)
Fattally injured when elevator falls, Ly 1, 2, 2

WOLF, J F, JR, and SDIS (Dayton)
Warehouses and factory destroyed by fire,
George Gay injured, F 1, 1, 2

WOLF, JOHN
Granted pension, F 7, 3, 3

WOLF, DOELA
Death, Ag 15, 3, 3; funeral, Ag 16, 3, 5; post
mortem attributes death to nervous exhaustion,
Ag 20, 3, 4; Fred L Wolf and Henry F Nieman
apptd executors of estate, O 10, 1, 7

WOLF, WILLIAM
Bound to common pleas ct on robbery chg, D 22,
8, 2

WOLF, BECK MILLINERY STORE
Employees hold picnic at Silver Lake, Je 7, 3, 5

WOLF ST
Resolution directing freeholders to repit esti-
mated cost for improvement adopted by city
council, Ly 12, 11, 6; Ly 21, 11, 3

WOSER.COM ordered to start within 48 hrs or
constr acts face forfeiture of constr, Je 7, 5, 6

Resolution applied to estimate cost of improve-
ment passed by city council, Jy 17, 8, 4

Ord for issuance of bonds for improvement of st
pased by council, F 7, 3, 3; issue of bonds
for improvement from Heister cove to Thornton
cove approved, Jy 17, 3, 3; ord to levy special
tax for improvement passed by council, Ag 10,
7, 7; Ag 11, 11, 3; ord to levy special tax on
lots and lands benefited by improvement of
Wolf st passed by council, Ag 11, 11, 4; sale

WOOLF'S LEAFLET (Lindsey)
Robbed, D 21, 10, 4

WOOLF, GEORGE (Cleveland)
Died from injuries received in elevator acciden,
Ly 2, 2, 2

WOOLF'S SUFFRAGE
Equal rights for men and women "freed,"
(US Philadelphia Public Ledger), F 24, 4, 3
Resolution in favor rejected by house of rep,
D 21, 1, 2

WOOLF'S SUFFRAGE ASSN (Cleveland)
Elections for Lillian Moore Fandee member of
exec comm, O 17, 4, 6

WOOLF'S SUFFRAGE, SUNSET COUNTY
Opens conv, Ap 17, 6, 2; addressed by Prof O
Olin, Ap 18, 8, 1

WOOLF'S SUFFRAGE CLUB
Holds meeting, F 8, 4, 2

WOOLF'S BAPTIST MISSIONARY CIRCLE
Holds meeting, S 13, 3, 1; S 14, 3, 1

WOOLF'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
Plans annual reception, F 21, 4, 4; given
reception, F 23, 8, 2

WOOLF'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION
Opens conv in Memorial Day, F 27, 8, 4
Celebrates Meal Cow's birthday conv with
temperance meeting, M 21, 6, 5

Holds soc at Saufield, N 18, 3, 2

Holds semi-annual conv, N 10, 8, 6

Elects officers at Saufield, S 5, 8, 3

Holds annual meeting, elects officers, S 11,
8, 8

Holds annual county conv at Twiningburg, S 12,
4, 7

With LTL holds soc at Saufield, D 5, 8, 5

Local org adopts resolutions at meeting, D 12,
8, 3

WOOLF'S CLASSES OHIO FED of
Holds annual conv at Marietta, O 25, 2, 2; Akron
delegates named, O 25, 8, 2; conv activities,
O 26, 2, 6

Elects chairman of conv at Cols meeting, D 3,
4, 4

WOOLF'S COUNCIL
School-room decorating conv held, plans
art exhibit, J 10, 5, 3; proposes art exhibit,
J 21, 5, 4

Elects officers, N 15, 3, 3

Activities towards cleaning up city landscape
ed, N 16, 4, 1

WOOLF'S COUNCIL (Cleveland)
Holds 8th annual meeting, N 16, 6, 3

Debate of work done by the Mothers' circle,
N 17, 6, 1

WOOLF'S FOREIGN MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Akron dist of East Ohio conf holds 27th annual
conv at Canton, O 20, 3, 2; Akron dist
chooses officers, conv closes at Canton, O 20,
3, 2

WOOLF'S HOME MISSIONARY SOCIETY
Chicken salad served at dinner poisons 100 guests,
Lin, N 23, 1, 6

Akron conf opens annual meeting at Canton,
Lin, N 23, 1, 6

Program for annual meeting of Akron district,
S 4, 4, 6; elections officers, S 6, 8, 3; annual
meeting adjourned, S 7, 8, 4

WOOLF'S PRESS CLUB
Holds meeting, S 5, 1, 2

WOOLF'S PROTECTIVE ASSN, NATL
Incorporates, N 27, 2, 2

WOOLF'S SUFFRAGE CLUBS
Buckley corps N 23, holds memorial service,
hears address by Mrs S W E Gattels, N 23, 8, 2;
elections officers, O 7, 8, 6

WOOLF'S WOMAN'S TEMPERANCE UNION
Lincoln union to elect 2 electors officers, O 2, 8, 5
With WU hears memorial address by Judge W D
Tibbles at Noshave ave ch, N 20, 8, 4

WOOLF'S WOMAN'S UNION
Ohio Pioneers subject of Mrs Kate Brownlee
Shawnee at 18th annual conv of Farmers' inst,
Guy Falls, F 9, 6, 1

Rise in indus, business, and professional ranks
cited, feature article, Ap 23, 4, 3

WOOLF'S WOMAN'S UNION
GERRY
Robbed, J 18, 3, 6

WOOLF'S WOMAN'S UNION
THOMAS
Fined for intoxication, D 20, 5, 1

WOOLF, FRANCIS (Upper Sandusky)
Fattally stabbed by Daniel Carr, S 14, 2, 4

WOOD, FRED
Divorce suit by wife Anna A dismissed at plaintf's
cost, N 21, 8, 4

WOOD, HARRY E
Trustee makes application to sell property,
J 23, 6, 5

WOOD, J
Will filed in probate, Ap 10, 3, 3; admx Emma
J W Andrew files new bond, M 1, 6, 5

WOODS, JANE
Granted original widow's pension, Ap 25, 3, 6

WOODS, JOHN
Pleads not guilty to intoxication chg, S 24,
4, 6

WOODS, LEONARD
Pleads not guilty to intoxication chg, ed,
Ja 8, 4, 1

WOODS, REBECCA (Marion)
Burned to death when clothes ignite, M 9, 2, 2

WOODWATER, 
Hears lecture on Bulgaria by Dr S J Shoemaker,
O 19, 8, 1

Holds 11th anniv of Epsworth League, M 14,
5, 6

Holds annual rally, O 15, 1, 4

WOODWARD, ANER (Modern)
Akron Camp No 434 holds annual ball and banquet,
F 22, 3, 2

Members of Akron and Security camps attend Nain
at Me ch services, hear sermon on oratory by
Rev W W King, Je 18, 4, 5

Akron and other camps meet, decide plans for
annual meeting and picnic, Je 16, 6, 5

Holds 3rd annual log rolling at Cedar Point,
elections officers for picnic assn for coming
yr, Je 20, 4, 7

State assn holds annual meeting at Sandusky,
elections officers, Jy 26, 11, 4

Local camp holds initiation of new members, S 18,
8, 6; camp 4343 elects officers, D 6, 12, 4

WOOLDRIDGE, EMMET
Assaulted, Emery Owens held, N 15, 5, 6; case
ended on slender evidence, N 15, 7, 4; assault
dlag against Emery Owens dismissed, M 19, 4, 5

WOOLDRIDGE, HANSON
Fined for intoxication, F 13, 3, 5

WOODS, DANIEL
Estate wins suit against Akron St Ry & Illumi-
nating co, Ap 12, 6, 5; settles damage suit with
NOT co, M 2, 3, 4

WOODS, J B
Will filed in probate, Ap 10, 3, 3; admx Emma
J W Andrew files new bond, M 1, 6, 5

WOODS, JANE
Granted original widow's pension, Ap 25, 3, 6
WOODS, JOHN B ESTATE
Russell Hibish made party to partition suit, F 13, 6:5; conf held by heirs for purpose of property partition, N 13, 3:6; George G Allen resigns as executor, Lima J Andrew apptd execr, N 31, 3:4; Ap 12, 7:7; will contest suit settled, N 31, 3:4; property leased by Upham-Brouse co, N 8, 1:7
Action against all other heirs for writ of partition filed by Mary Hibish, S 26, 3:3; estate loses verdict in suit for distribution of funds, N 2, 3:3

WOODS, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, S 25, 4:6

WOODS, JOHN (Vellington)
Died from injuries recd while struck by crowbar, F 21, 2:4

WOODS, SAMUEL
Overcome by heat, recovers, Jy 21, 2:6

WOODS, WILLIAM
Recs temporary job after arrest on vagrancy chg, Je 10, 6:4
WOODS, WILLIAM P
Fined and sentenced for robbery, Ja 25, 8:2
WOODSFIELD, OHIO
Business portion of town destroyed by fire, N 6, 2:5

WOODWARD, CLARISSA (Sharon)
Hired as school teacher, Ap 25, 8:3

WOODWARD, J B (Franklin)
Apptd postmaster, My 29, 2:4

WOODWARD, LENA (Sharon)
Hired as school teacher, Ap 25, 8:3

WOODWORKERS’ UNION
Organizes elect officers, N 3, 8:2

WOOL
Increased duty on imports cited as beneficial to American growers, ed, Ap 2, 4:1
California market declared stabilized, ed, My 10, 4:2
Oregon prices from 1894 to 1899 compared, ed, My 12, 4:1

WOOL, GROWERS’ ASSN, OHIO
Protests U S commercial treaty with Argentine Republic, Ja 11, 2:2

WOOLSON SPICE CO (Toledo)
Petition filed by Arbuckle asking for appt of rec, Ap 3, 2:2
Losses suit for imp of books brought by Arbuckles, My 25, 2:3
Motion to inspect books filed by Arbuckle Bros, D 25, 2:2

WOOSTER, HENRY (Lancaster)
Grocery store robbed, F 14, 2:2

WOOSTER, OHIO
Election results given Ap 3, 4:6
Recs 35,000 from Edward S Kelly for winning ball game from Western Reserve, Je 16, 10:2
Forty-eight students suspended for night-shirt parade, D 16, 1:4
WOOSTER SHALE BRICK & CLAY CO
Applies for recr, S 11, 2:3

WOZNIAK, JOHN A
Arraigned on chg of violating sprinkling ord, Je 16, 1:4

WORK, H
Fined for intoxication, Ag 6, 8:7

WORK, HAIRY
Sentenced to stone pile for vagrancy, F 12, 5:6

WORKING MEN’S REALTY CO
Incorporates, N 14, 3:2; elects officers, N 17, 1:6

WORKMAN, ISAAC
Named in attachment suit by J Newton Battles, F 28, 6:7

WOOLEY, JAMES H
Adjudged insane, M 26, 6:4

WOOLCOAL, BENTLEY
Fined and sentenced on intoxication chg, F 5, 6:2

SENTENCED FOR INTOXICATION, N 20, 5:1

WOUGHTON, EDWARD
Held on chg of assault, S 5, 1:4; fined for assault, S 7, 1:7

WOITRING, E H (Prospect)
Livery barn burned by fire, N 28, 2:2

WRIGHT, GEORGE
Held in murder of Bath, My 18, 2:3

WRIGHT, CLEMENT H
Passes exam to enter West Point Mil acad, M 19, 6:2; nominated by army bd, acad, M 26, 3:4; admitted to West Point Mil acad, Je 19, 3:2

WRIGHT, F H FAMILY (Tallmadge)
Reunion, Jy 11, 8:4

WRIGHT (CAPT), GEORGE M
Apptd adj-gen by Maj-Gen Dick, F 12, 3:6
Recs com as it col in ONG, F 15, 5:5

WRIGHT, HOBERT B
Suspended for hazin Van Nest at Kenyon coll, reinstated, Gambier, My 14, 5:3

WRIGHT, JOHN B
With Charles Baird loses property suit against Sophronia J Ritchie, Ap 9, 3:5

WRIGHT, JOHN B (Cont)

WRIGHT, JOHN T AND HAGGIE N
Named in petition for foreclosure of mortgage by F E Whittemore, S 14, 7:7; loses judgment suit brought by F E Whittemore, N 19, 3:4

WRIGHT, JOSEPH F (Cont)
Fattily injured when struck by st car, D 11, 2:2

WRIGHT (CAPT), JOSIAH J
For, 0, 7, 1:6; borg, D 7, 3:1; feature story, D 9, 3:6; funeral, D 10, 5:4

WRIGHT, MAGGIE M.
See Wright, John T

WRIGHT, MARCUS B
Death, Je 1, 1:5; 3:5; funeral, Je 2, 3:1

WRIGHT, MINNIE (Leroy)
Criminally assaulted, Charles Long held, M 29, 3:4

WRIGHT, MINNIE R
Will probated, Ap 13, 5:5

WRIGHT, NEDTIE
Notified of pending property sale by Alexander M Logan estate adm, N 20, 7:7

WRIGHT, RUFUS

WRIGHT, WILLIAM H
Wins verdict in default judgment suit brought by George R Jones, S 11, 3:4

WRIGHT is named as exec of Whiteman & Barnes Mfg co, Clev, 11, 3:3

WRIGHT, WILMA FIN
Elizabeth Loech apptd adx of estate, Ap 12, 7:6

WRIGHT MFG CO (Clev)
Accused of fraudulent tactics in attempt to secure fire alarm bids for Clev schools, Ap 8, 6:1

WRIGHTMAN, JOE (Lorain)
Rescued from drowning when drudge founders, S 28, 2:2

WRIGHT BROS
Open paper box factory, My 3, 1:4

WU TING FANG (Cinti)
Criticisms of English language satirized, ed Chicago Times Herald, N 26, 4:7

Chinese minister honored at 8th annual dinner at Commercial club, N 22, 2:4

YANCYWITZ, FRANK (Clev)
Killed when he slips and falls, S 21, 2:6

YACKMAN, BENJAMIN
Oldest repub voter, press candidates listed (Ohio State Jour), My 22, 4:3

YATES (HRS), R B (Belle Eddy) (Clev)
Bound to U S grand jury on chg of fraudulent use of mails, Je 25, 2:1

YEEGER, ARTHUR
Seeks release of son John from Massillon asylum, F 26, 6:1

YEEGER, JAMES
Injured in fall while attempting to board moving train, Jy 10, 5:4; Jy 11, 5:4

YEEGER, JOHN
Adjudged insane, F 5, 3:1; while waiting to be taken to state hosp at Massillon escapes custody, F 8, 1:5; committed to Massillon state hosp, F 9, 3:1
YEAGER, JOHN (Cont)
Arrested and fined for intoxication, My 14, 5:4; adjudged insane, Jy 14, 3:5
YEAGER, NICHOLAS
Suicide, My 4, 1:6
YEE LEE
Chinese res denounces homeland, Je 22, 1:4
YELLOW, GEORGE
Fined for theft, Ag 7, 6:3
YERICK, AGNS (Green)
Green house destroyed by fire when stove supposedly exploded, Ap 11, 8:6
YERICK, HARVEY L
Wins personal injury suit against Whitman & Barnes Mfg co, Nr 23, 6:7; motion for new trial overruled, Ap 4, 3:4; appealed to circuit ct, Ag 19, 5:4; verdict affirmed, Ap 21, 3:4; appealed to sup ct by Whitman & Barnes Mfg co, Jy 6, 6:3; awarded judgment for personal damages against Whitman & Barnes Mfg co when case carried to sup ct by co, Ag 6, 3:5
YERICK, JAY
Arrested, chgd with turning in false fire alarms, released, Je 17, 1:5
YERICK, HONORE (Green)
Barn destroyed by fire, Ag 26, 8:3
YOECKY, J F (Canal Fulton)
Nomination postmaster, Jy 16, 3:4; Ja 17, 2:2
Appt as postmaster of Canal Fulton confirmed by U S Sen, F 20, 3:1
YODEN, WILLIAM
Horse killed in collision during runaway, K 12, 1:6
YOCHEM, CHARLES
Attempts suicide by cutting, F 5, 1:6
YOUNG (MAYOR)
Defends city officials' conduct during riot, 11r, 0 8, 8:1
Appt as com for Red Cross Watch Night entertainment, D 5, 8:1
YOUNG, ABBIE (Granery)
Injured in fall, Jy 3, 8:3
YOUNG, ALCEN
Held on charges of perjury, Ag 25, 8:3
YOUNG (MR AND MRS), CHARLES
Celebrate 50th wedding anniversary, Jy 5, 3:2
YOUNG, CLAUDE (Dayton)
Arrested in conspiracy to assault or kill non-union holders, Jy 26, 2:2
YOUNG, E & C (Defiance)
Grocery store damaged by fire, Nr 1, 2:2
YOUNG, E M
With D O Webster sued by Dr A M Cole for collection of money, Jy 10, 6:1; files answer, Ag 13, 6:2
YOUNG, EARL (Clev)
Bound to common pleas ct on burglary and larceny, 8ig, Ja 5, 2:6
YOUNG (HIS), EDWARD (Zanesville)
Burned wien gasoline ignites, F 21, 2:5
YOUNG, ELIA
YOUNG, FRANKLIN J
Sues wife Nannie for divorce, Jy 11, 3:4
YOUNG, H M
Grocery store damaged by fire, Je 19, 3:1
YOUNG, H R
Ran in recovery suit by city of Marion, Ag 9, 2:2
YOUNG, HENRY
Appt imp E Market st improvement by city comrs, K 15, 6:1
Appt imp of improvements on Summit st, D 12, 6:5
YOUNG, JOHN (Clev)
Injured when st car jumps tracks, Ag 22, 3:5
YOUNG (HIS), R B
Suicide, S 12, 2:4
YOUNG, REBECCA LOUISA
Will filed for probate, Ap 25, 3:3; Ralph R
Young aspt adr of estate, Ap 27, 3:8;
Inventory filed, M 24, 6:1
YOUNG, ROBERT (Belle Center)
Fataally shot, James Pergin confesses, F 21, 1:2;
Pergin surrenders and attempts suicide by shooting, F 22, 2:2
YOUNG (SHERIFF) WHEELER J (Cols)
Investigation proves report of default untrue, Ja 3, 2:6;
missing, fund shortage mounts, Ja 6, 2:2;
still missing, sought by wife, Nr 6, 2:4
YOUNG, WILLIAM
Sought as fugitive from Ohio State reformatory, K 23, 5:5
YOUNG (MAYOR), WILLIAM E
Addresses Economic league on Akron finances, F 26, 5:5
Speech before city council ridiculed, ed, Ap 17, 4:1
Criticized for reappointing McKillen as city comr, ed, My 1, 4:1
Connections in Harvey C Garber bribery trial discussed, ed, My 10, 4:1;
lack of moral courage condemned, ed, My 15, 4:2; unjust

YOUNG (MAYOR), WILLIAM E (Cont)
pros of Harvey C Garber criticized, ed, My 16, 4:1
Addresses Knights and Ladies of the Maccabees, Jy 11, 5:1
Action during riot commended, 1lr, Ag 25, 5:4
YOUNG & DIOM
Partnership dissolved, O 30, 7:7
YOUNG LADIES' MISSIONARY SOC
Sponsors recital of readings by E Lois Johnston, Tallmadge, Jy 9, 3:4
YOUNG MARRIED PEOPLE'S CLUB
Elevs bd of dirs, O 30, 3:4
YOUNG MEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSN
Holds conv, W A King resigns as state sec., Findlay, F 24, 12:2
YOUNG PEOPLE'S ALLIANCE
Elevs officers, green, O 27, 8:5
YOUNG PEOPLE'S CHRISTIAN UNION
Northwestern Ohio conv continues at Kent, F 24, 6:3
Tenth annual East Ohio conv opens at Canton, Jy 28, 1:4
YOUNG PEOPLE'S SOCS, FEDERATION OF
Begins drive against use of cigarettes by school children, Je 2, 1:5
Names temporary officers, Jy 28, 8:4
Resolution to federate societies adopted, Jy 3, 8:7
Exec cmm apptd, Jy 11, 6:2; elects officers for permanent org, Jy 14, 1:4
A C Holloway resigns as temporary chmn, Jy 18, 3:5
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO
Indus compared with Akron, ed, Ja 27, 4:1
Praised for methods used in selecting city comrs, ed Daily Dem, Ap 26, 4:2
Change of govt due to increase in population, My 3, 1:7
Population increase compared to Akron's S 14, 1:2
Population figures, S 14, 7:2
Expansion under repub adm cited, (ed Youngstown Telegram), O 12, 4:2

ZANESVILLE, OHIO
Election results given, Ap 3, 2:2
Sup ct grants rehearing to city in franchise case against Zanesville Telephone & Telegraph co, O 31, 7:1
ZANESVILLE & OHIO RIVER RR
Sold to Ohio & Little Kanawha co, Jy 22, 6:2
ZANESVILLE TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH CO
Sup ct grants rehearing to City of Cols in franchise case against co, D 31, 7:1
ZANG, FRED (Clev)
Killed when caught by elevator, Nr 20, 2:2
ZAUNER, EDNA R
Death, Mr 10, 3:3; funeral, Mr 12, 5:4
ZECK, JOHN
Fined for intoxication, My 15, 8:2
ZELLER, ADOLPH
Non-support chg dismissed, Jy 10, 6:3
ZELLER, PHILIP
Assaulted, Joe Fink arrested and fined, Jy 22, 4:7
ZELLERS (NRS), MARGARET
Adjudged insane, ordered to state hosp, Ag 3, 4:5; taken to Cassillon state hosp, Ag 8, 6:1
ZELTIN, H E (Whipple)
Killed in dynamite explosion, Je 1, 2:4
ZENKER, OTTO
Fined for theft, Ag 14, 6:6
ZENGLER, BROS
Lease store site in Akron, (Ravenna Repub), F 23, 5:7; opens new dry goods store, Ap 17, 3:5
ZENIOR, MICHAEL (Clev)
Foot amputated by steel indus shears, N 22, 2:4
ZISLER, WILLIAM A (Tiffin)
Files petition for rescipship against J A Schuhert, Je 23, 2:2
ZIMMER, ODELT (Krumroy)
Fined for illegal hunting, Ja 3, 4:3
ZINZERIAN, GEORGE
Fined and willhouse sentence suspended on chg of striking wife Phoebe, Jy 5, 4:7
ZINZERIAN, J P
ZINZERIAN, RAPHAEL
Frustrates attempted robbery, S 4, 3:3
ZINK, MINNIE
Pleads not guilty to assault and battery chgs, Ag 2, 5:5; dismissed, Ag 3, 6:5
ZINN (REV), JOHN H
Sermon, Ja 22, 8:4; My 7, 8:2
Assumes duties as pastor of St Paul’s Evangelical Lutheran ch, Mr 5, 6:1; assumes pastorate of ch, Mr 19, 4:6
Robbed in Randolph pk, Ag 28, 1:5
Sermon on riots, S 4, 8:3
Lectures on confederate prisons before St Paul’s Luth ch, D 13, 8:6
ZION AME CH
Rev W A Pringle appid to presiding eldership of the Allegheny dist, Rev B F Combah assigned to pulpit here, O 8, 3:3
ZION CH (Ada)
Dowie disciples pelted by Ohio Normal univ students, F 21, 2:3
ZISKEY, HENRY
Held on theft cig, O 13, 8:5
ZUBER, FRANK
Sentence for murder of Marshal Enos Rath upheld by sup ct, O 10, 2:2
ZULESCOFF, GUSTAVE
Fined for striking wife, Ap 6, 6:4

ZWALEN, JOHN
Granted divorce from wife Iuri, Ja 11, 5:6
ZWISLER, IRVIN A
Injured in football game, D 3, 2:4
ZWISLER, JOHN
Death, Mr 28, 3:7; funeral, Mr 29, 5:7
ZOLLIE, ELIZABETH
Wins sewer damage assessment against City of Akron, Je 7, 3:4